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FOREWORD

During the week of December 8-12, 1975, /3 people met in Washington,
D.C. in seven panels to assist in a review and evaluation of the 19
pre-college curriculum development projects currently being supported
by the National Science Foundation. This review was responsive to
guidance from the Congress and from the National Science Board (NSB),
the Foundation's chief policy-making body.

Fifty-five organizations were asked to nom: Ate panelists and two
other organizations volunteered nominees after learning of the review.
The organizations represented the scientific. educational and child
development communities, as well as Publishers, and the public. Of
these, 42 organizations provided lists of nominees from which the 73
panelists were selected.

Tnis report docuwents the reason for the review, its organization,
and the reviewers' responsibilities. It also contains the full report
of each panel , individual panelists' comments, the perspectives of the
directors of the 19 projects, and descriptive material about each
project.

After completion of the draft report, each project. director was ailed
to verify its factual content, and each panelist was isked to formally
rertif/ the correctness of his or her contribution. All panelists
have done this with the exception of one panelist who was out of the
criuntry and could riot be reached. Every effort was made to include
all corrections provided in this final report and to insure accuracy.
rho National Sc.ience Foundation takes responsibility for any errors
that may persist. The panel reports reflect the views of the panelists
dio , and not those of the NSF staff. The NSF goal was to produce a
t5roid, independent evaluation of an important program.

In la February 19/6, NSF rude major decisions about the future of
the 1"3 project-3. The panel reports were used a; important sources
of information and guidance, but were not theoonly COICP of informa-
tion for decision making. All information NSF had about each project

considered and weighed In addition, budgetary, programmatic,
and policy issues were weighed. Responsibility for all decisions
rests solely with NSf.

I want to, e /prey mi apprec lAinn to the panelists Oci project
direi.tors, and umbers of the staff for their assistarve and cooperation,
and for the grace, good huilior, and excellence with which they approuched
and cooleted a difficult task.

Hat., y Ai rch

Actini Ary.i-Adht hirector
for ',cience Education
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A. INTRODUCTION

This report details the efforts of the Nationat\Science
Foundation toevaluate ntnetf.,n

pre-college curriculum projects. During the week ofDecember 8-12, 1975, a group of
seventy-three consultants met at theFoundation's Directorate for Science Education in Washington, D.C. toform panels to examine critically the 'products of these nineteenprojects* and the assumptions used in%their development. The consult-ants represented a broad spectrum of interests and experience with pre-college curricula.

The cherge to; the panelists- was spelled out in a letter datedOctober-123, 1975, from nr. Harvey Averch, Acting Assistant Directorfor Science Education. to the directors of the projects to he reviewed.Dr. Averch outlined the review plan and noted that it should be basedon the objectives
as stated in the original project proposals, theprogress achieved, and the products

available at the time of thereview. Arrangements were made for all materials of the projects tobe made available for the review.

Dr. Averch's letter stated:

"This review is also responsive to the Congressional
directivefrom the House Appropriations Committee (House Report 94-'313)in reference to our 1976 budget. This directive states thatwe i.ust develop a clear statement of national needs and aclear rationale fort curriculum projects we wish tocarry to the implement

tion phase. Our review is intended tohelp us develop the rewired statements of need and theassociated rationales. In addition, the House Science andTechnology Committee, Which authorizes the Foundation programs,4 is engaged in a review of the
Foundation's overall pre-collegecurriculum implementation policy (see House Report 94-44).Thus, we need systematic information on the status of allprojects.

"The National Sci nce Board (NSB), our chief policy-makingbody, also direct in June 1975 that 'prior to undertakingfUll-scale dissemi tion and assistance activities for NSF-developed materials, NSF should undertake a careful review

* Of the 19 projects to be reviewed, 16 were active and 3 were tech-nically complete, but no contract had as yet been negotiated witha publisher.
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to insure that the proposed subject
matter fits within

reasonable
limits or norms with respect to educational

values and that the scientific
content is accurate'."

Seven panels were
formed to perform the review. One panel dealt with

each of the areas of: elementary mathematics projects, secondary

mathematics projects, and social science projects.
Because of the

large amount of material to be covered. three panels dealt with secon-

dary science projects. The seventh panel consisted of publishers of

elementary and secondary school science curricula.

Advance notice of the panel meetings was published in the Federal

Register November_21, 1975. The meetings were subject to the terms of

the Federal
Advisory Committee

Act, and wereopen to the public.

The remainder of this document and
Appendices A and B desCribe the

processes,
procedures and

results of this evaluation.

B. PREPARATORY PROCEDd'PES

Between
October 23 and December 8, 1975, when tie- seven panels were con-

vened, nine major planning steps were taken. A .etailed
description of

these procedures
can be found in Appendix B.

1. Identify and Contact Organizations_
for PaneUst_Recommendations

___....

In all, 55 organizations
:ere asked to .-ecommend

panelists for the review.

As required by the National Science Board these organizations
could pro-

vide a ride variety of experts, including (1) scientists. (2) mathema-

ticians, (3) science and mathemat.cs educators, (4) other professional

educators including
supervisors and administrators

from public and private

efePentary and secondary schools, (5) ch.ild and adolescent development

;
specialists, ;6) representatives

of the private publishing
industry, and

(7) Members of the informed public,
including parents and other lay

citizens as well as school -.heard Members.
In addition,

students were

recommended by local school' administrators.

2. Assign_ProAects_to_Lach_
Panel

Projeas were
assigned to one of seven panels depending on several

criteria. This assiunement permitted specialists
to,concentrate on those

projects that had commonal
ty and also allowed a reasonably equal distri-

bution of the workload among the panels.
Several panels were assigned to

review especiPllycomplex
curricula. One panel, made up entirely -cif

repre,entative-,
from the publishing

industry, was asked to critic.dlly

examinethe two projects with publishing contracts
but not yet completed.

Project assignments to panels are shown in Table 1.

13



Tat)12 1: Assignment of Projects to Panels

Panel 1: Llementary I:athema_tics Projects

1. Unified Science and MathematiL,: for flfmentary Schools (BUS)
2. Problem-Solving Strategies and Applications of Mathematics

in the Elementary School (MPSP)
3. Project for the lle-ve-lopmeot- of Ott -1-df-eiT ffttYCj
1. Arithmetic Project (AP)
S. Madison Project Films (MP)

Panel 2: Secondary Mathematics Projects

1. Soarcebook in Applied Mathematics (SAM)
2. Creation, Testing and Dissemination of Problem-Solving

Instructional Materials (PSIM)
3. kevelopment of a Mathematical Program for Grades 7-3 (MPID)
4. Mathematics Pxsources Project: Topical Resources far

Middle School Matnevatics Teachers (tiPP)
5. First-Year Algebra via Applications Development Project (FYA)

Pane) 3: Secondary Social Science Projects

1. ExHoring Human iiture MN)
2. .ilaman behavior,burriculum Project (HD)
3. High School Political Science Curriculum (CPL)

Panels 4, 5, 6: SecondaryjScience Projects

Because of the complexity of some of these projects, some were
assigned to more than one panel.

1. Technology, People , Lnvironment (TPL) Panel 4
2. Individualized Science Instructional System (ISIS) Panels 4, 6
3. The Biomedical Interdisciplinary Curriculum Project (UICP) -

Panels '4, 5

4. Four MoOon Pictures in Social biology (SD) Panel 5
5. Outdoor GiolOgy Instructional Strategies (OBIS) Panels 5, 6
6. Human Sciences Program (HSP) Panel 5

Panel 7: PublisheOs Panel

Because of p$ssible conflicts of interest, the publisher's panel
wa; aOed to revielonly those curricula that already had contracts
wit) other publishers. Only two of the nineteen projects net this
criterion:

1. Individualized Science DAru(tional rie,tr,m (1 ')IS)
2. Technology People - EnvironPent (TPL)

14
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3. Identi_fy_Number_of Members_ for Each Panel_

In order to insure adequate representation from each of the group .),,ci-

fied by the National Science Board and permit the broadest range of

expertise, it was agreed that each panel should have between 10-13 members.

The one exception was the puhl4sher's panel whose membership consisted of

four representatives of the industry.

4. Select Panelists

Forty-two organizations decided to nominate panelists. Using the lists

supplied by the organizations, prospective panelists were contacted via

telephone to identify their level of interest. Prospective panelists were

called in the order recommended by the organizations. When organizations

-o did not rank order their nominees, NSFstaff members attempted to match

prospective panelist's skills with panel needs. In some cases, further

contact with organizations was needed to identify additional participants.

A listing of the panelists is found in Appendix A.

5. Identify_ Questions for Paneljocus

To aid panelists in the review, the Science Education Directorate staff

compiled a list often questions, the answers to which would aid the

Directorate in planning future efforts with respect to the nineteen projects.

These were:

1. Is there a genuine need for these instruction141 materials?

.
Is there a market for thc;e instructional materials?

3. Do those instructional
materials possess a clear purpose

ant rational -e?

4. Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-

ically correct?

. Is the content of these instructional materials educationally

souPJ?

6. P the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc-

tional materials desirable?

7. Pio these instructional, materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

Are the costs for implementing thes instructional materials

rp,isondble?

15
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9. Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing
these instructional materials?

10. What are your general impressions of the curriculum? What
are your personal feelings about the values, content, approach
and possible use of these instructional materials? Would you
make any recommendations to the project staff, for example,
instructional material revision, dissemination or management
plan? _

In addition to the ten basic questions, sub-questions were generated to
aid penalists in the review. Furthermore, the'publishers also addressed
a specific set of questions concerning the impact of NSF curricula
developmetn and implementation activities on the publishing industry. A
copy of the final questionnaire is presented in Appendix B, as are the
special publisher's questions.

6. Inform Project Directors of Each Project of Review Process

On October 23, 1975, Dr. Averch sent & letter describing the forthcoming
review to the directors of the sixteen active projects. On November 4
a similar letter was sent to those project directors_whose projects were
technically completed but without publishers.

7. Request Additional Project Information from Project Directors_

On November 11,_1975, Dr. Averch requested by letter that each project
director respond to the ten review questions. Additionally, project
directors were requested to be available during the week of December 8-12
to answer questions from panelists by telephone.

8. Design Format to Insure Adeguate Review f

The product of the review was to he a set of written responses to the first
nine general questions for each curriculum and panel, together with indi-
vidual panelists' responses to the tenth "general impressions" question
To facilitate this process, panelists were formed into sub-groups (usually
2-3 members) to draft written responses to each question. These drafts
were then submitted to the full panel for discussion and .ilproval. If
disagreement persisted after discussion, the panelists wee free to submit
dissenting reports.

9. Forward Pre-Panel Meeting Information to Panelists

Prior to the Washington meeting, each panelist was sent representative
materials to review. Included were:

16
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1. A descriptive summary of the project;

2. A copy of the project director's
responSes to the ten review

questions;

3. Representative products from the project.

Complete sets of materials produced by the project to that point in time

were available for review and inspection during the meetings in Washington.

C. PANEL MEETINGS

After an introductory session led by Dr. Averch, individual panels met to

review their assigned curricula on the morning of December 8, 1975.

Advance notice of the panel meetings published in the Federal Register of

November 21, 1975, announced them.as open to the public. I

Each panel was assigned a facilitator who was a staff member of the

National Science Foundation whose normal assignment did not include the

monitoring of grants for the development or dissemination of pre-college

science curricula.

Each panel was provided with at least one complete set of the curriculum

materials it was to review. In addition, the following materials were

available for review:
. .

T. The complete original proposal submitted by the grant applicant.

to NSF, plus addenda that may have been submitted in the award

process.

2. Awarded-proposals and addenda to fund dissemination and training

activities with respect to developed curricula.

3. Curriculum conference reports.

4. Developer's and NSF progress reports.

5. Existing NSF formative an6 summative evaluations.

6. Third party formative and summative evaluations.

7. Memoranda and correspondence between NSF program officers and

project directors.

8. Project progress reports.

Communications between panel members and project directors and NSF program,

managers provided further information on each project. .

Sub-groups of each panel drafted initial responSes to each of the first

nine questions, and presented them to the full panel. Drafts of each

panel report were prepared by the end of the weetingc on norortiner 12th.

These were subjected to final editing by the panel facilitators, and

,
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then (jrculated to each panelist for comment. One panel (Panel fl held
an additional meeting on January 24th in order to complete its work.

the final reports of the panels are presented in the not
together with cfrsciptive material on each project, the project direl.tor's
own responses to the review questions, and individual panelists' responsesto question ten. The panel reports have been edited slightly for punctu-
ation, spelling, and format, and have been retyped. Following final
preparation and typing of the report, each panelist and project director

__was.askedW certi-fy Correctness of his or hor contribution,
although one panelist who was out of the country could not be reached.
An effort was made to enter corrections,* but the National science
Foundation takes responsibility for any errors that persist. These
reports are thus entirely the work of the panelists thTimselves, and notNSF staff. They represent an attempt by NSF to have a broad, independent
evaluation done of an important program.

* Numbered footnotes are accwulated at the end of eafil

18
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D. REPORTS OF THE CURRICULUM REVIEW PANELS

D. 1. a: USMES: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Professor Earle L. Lomon

INSTITUTION: Education Development Center, Inc.

BUDGET: Total Granted: $2,567,194

Dates: 1/21/70 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The USMES project is developing, for use in elementary

schools, 32 interdisciplinary units which provide opportunities,

for students to learn the process of solving practical problems

while acquiring relevant skills. Activities revolve about units

called "challenges" which present practical problems feasible

for consideration by children through in-depth investigation.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

Project_ Goals. Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been developing and

carrying out. trial implementations of
interdisciplinary units,which are

based on long-range investigations of
problems taken from the

local school and,community environment. The development work is carried

out primarily by classroom teachers, assisted occasionally by university

specialists. In responding to these real problems, called challenges,

students are involved in all aspects of problem solving: observation,

collection of data, representation and analysis of data, formulation and

trial of successive hypotheses, and decision on a final action to be

taken. In- the course of this involvement, students are called upon to

apply, extend and integrate learnings in mathematics, science, social

studies, and language arts.

The goal of the project is to develop and conduct implementation trials

of 32 units to serve as examples of the real problem-solving style of

learning. The units are to be models and the impetus for this process

to be taken up as a continuing effort in schools, but they will also be

sufficient in number for school planners to design a flexible core

activity for grades one to eight in which real problem solving plays an

important role.

19
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ACTIVITY PLAN

Progress of the Project to Date:

a) Development of Challenges. By 1975, development work had pro-
gressed on 27 challenges as follows: 11 were completed and
available for wide-scale implementation, 7 were undergoing
trial implementation, and another 9 were under development
during the 1974-75 school year.

Among those completed are challenges entitled Pedestrian
Crossings, Describing People, Play Area Design and-Use, and
Consumer Research/Product Testing. Challenges under trial
implementation include Ways-to Learn, School Zoo, Classroom
DesiAp and Bicycle Transportation. Some cities of challenges
in' initial development are Design Lab Design, Nature Trails,Mass Media, School Rules and Decision Making and School
Sopplies/School Store.

b) USMES Resource Materials. Since all activities in USMES
units are initiated by the students in response to a long-
range challenge, all USMES materials may be categorized as
resource materials.. For example, the Design Lab or its
classroom equivalent provides tools and supplies so that
children can carry through on their ideas by constructing
measur'ng tools, testing apparatus, models, etc. The "How To"Cards are also a resource for the student. Each set of cards
gives information about a specific problem; the student reads
a set only when he wants help on that particular problem.

Teachers are provided with several types Of resources: the USMES Guide,Teacher's Resource Books for the challenge unit being worked on, back-ground papers, and a Design Lab Manuel-. Copies of all USMES materials
for teachers and students comprise what is called the USMES library.

Future USMES Activities: The project plans to bring another 5 or 6challenges into classroom development during the 1975-76 school year.
Preliminary polling of teachers has led the Project to propose challengesaround (1) Planning a Trip, (2) After School Activities, (3) Making theCommunity Attractive, (4) Helping Birds/Animals Survive, and (5) CommunityGardening. The Planning Committee, meeting with groups of teachers willcontinue to explore and refine ideas fOr these final challenges. Alsoduring the 1975-76 school year the 9 challenges currently in initial
development will go into trial implementation and should,be ready forwide-scale implementation in 1976-77. During the 1976-77 school yearthe last 5 challenges will go into trial implementation and should beavailable for wide-scale use in 1978, which is the final year of fundingfor the USMES project.

20
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Work is under way and will be continued on a new format design for the

Teacher Resource Books in order to increase their utility to teachers new to

USMES.; New "How To" card prototypes for younger children will be designed,

produced and tested in 1975-76. This redesign results from data obtained

from the Boston University evaluation (and from NSF's evaluation) indicating

that the resource books are too cumbersome and complicated and need stream-

lining to be of greater use. The same evaluation has pointed to the fact

that children in the primary grades (1-3) are unable to use the "How To"

cards in their present format.

The background papers for teachers will also be rewritten to improve their

usefulness. The Curriculum Correlation Guide, sample sections of which are

currently available, will indicate how USMES units can lead into and grow

out of other curriculum materials and topics. Model Program Schools, where

more than half the classes are doing USMES, are providing documentation on

intensive use of USMES in the school program. The first issue of the

Journal of Rea4 Problem Solving in Education, edited by USMES staff, will

appear in spring 1976. Made up of articles by educators across the nation,

the journal provides
information on making USMES-type programs an integral

part of educational programs.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT:

The Development/Implementation
Trial Process. In the USMES program, units

are developed by teachers and students.
_

Ideas for challenges are discussed

at brainstorming sessions and then tried out w;th students.. If the challenge

appears to be a real problem inv,olving adequate
opportunities for cross-

disciplinary investigations, teachers, with help from university specialists,

work on it further at a workshop and with their classes., The initial idea

may be rejected, modified, narrowed or broadened according to this early

student input. The revised challenges are then tried out in other classes.

Both stages of'classroom trials are monitored through teachers' and observers'

reports on class activities. These reports are the basis for the written

resource materials. 43y the time USMES units are ready for implemeatation,

documentation haS-shoWn that the challenges motivate students and elicit

productive learning experiences. In addition, the resource materials have

been developed to fit rieedS that have been expressed by teachers and students. _

UTILIZATION PLAN: See "Objectives" and "Activity Plan"

HISTORY AND RELATED PROJEC1S:

Origins. The Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES)

Project was initiated in response to the
recommendations of the 1967

Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the

Schools. The conclusion of most
participants at that conference was that

the important objective of science and mathematics education for the popu-

lation as a whole is to increase the efficacy of individuals in making

decisions ich affect their own lives and society. This requires that

students earn the-process-of modeling a problem, search out facts and con-

cepts that, may be adaptable to a situation, and develop confidence in the

method employed. Tackling recognizably real and practical problems in which

the students themselves could make some headway was seen to he a way to

a omplish this objective of applying science and mathematics to real life

situ ions
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The Conference strongly urged that the solving of real, practical problems
become a central activity of elementary school education. Since 1970, NSF
has been supporting the USMES project at Education Development Center (EDC).

The USMES project has been developing, interdisciplinary units with all the
materials, resources, teacher education methods and organization features
needed for effective implementation.

In addition, a variety of materials is provided for use by individuals or
teams of resource personnel who are- involved in implementing -USMES-
local districts. Preparing People for USMES: An Implementation Resource
Book provides information on conducting T1) in-service workshops for teachers
to prepare them for using USMES in the classroom, (2) USMES informational
meetings, and (3) Design Lab manager training sessions. A slide tape show
covering the USMES philosophy and selected units and videotapes of talks and
discussions of the USMES style of learning and of classroom and design lab
activities are 'also available for local dissemination activities. The
project also produces an informational brochure describing the liSME5 program
and distributes a quarterly newsletter.

PERSONNEL:

1. USMES Project Headquarters Staff at EDC: The Projpct DireC6r
Dr. Earle L. Lomon, Professor 9f Physics at,M.I.T. Dr. Lomon was a p4rtici-
pant in the original Cambridge Conference held in 1967. The Associat'6
Direct r for Development is Betty Beck. The Associate Direct-OFfor
Utili ation Studies is Thomas Brown. The Associate Director fpr
Admin stration is Quinton Baker. Their bacIt ounds are in science, educa-
tion, and community programs.

2. USMES Planning Committee: A key component of the USMES project organiza-
tion has been the Planning Committee. This committee provides an infrAion
of ideas into the project, a review of project operations, and a source of
quasi-independent evaluation of the materials and practices produced by the
project. As of 1975 the committee members were: Mrs. M. Bates, Advisory
Council for Basic Studies, Office of Education; Professor D. Betando,
California State University, San Jose (Industrial Studies); Professor

. J. Borsting, Naval Post Graduate School (Operations Analysis); Dr. Ludwig
Braun, Computer Sciences,zState University of New York, Stony Brook, New York;
Mrs. C. Fano, Mathematics Teacher, University of Chicago Laboratory School;
Professor A. Flexer, University of Colorado (Biology); Dr. A. Holden,,
formerly with Bell Telephone Laboratories (Chemistry); Dr. Fred Johnson,
Science Consultant, Shelby County Public Schools, Memphis, Tennessee;
Professor C. Kohn, 'University orIowa (Geography); Dr. I. Morrissett,
University of Colorado (Economics); Mr. F. O'Brien, M.I.T. '(Design Laboratory),
Cambridge, Massachusetts; Dr. H. Pollak, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New Jersey; Dr. Audrey Robinson, Adams School, Wa5hington, D.C.;
Mrs. M. Szlachetka, Teacher, Northwestern Elementary School, LansIng, Michigan;
and Professor J. Werntz, University of Minnesota, Center for Educational
Development (Physics).
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D.l.b: USMES (Panel 1): Project Director's Response to 10 Review Questions

I am pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the issues being

considered by the panel reviewing USMES. I am sorry that my letter has

not been able to meet your November 24 deadline, but hope that it may

still be useful.
It is perhaps worth noting for the panelists that much of the

documentation they will need is summarized in a few documents. The basic

philosophy and strategy of USMES and identification of the need it fills

were outcomes of the 1967 Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of

Sctence and Mathematics, all of which is documented in the report of that

conference.' The delineation of the educational strategy as it was developed

and a further analysis of the approach. based on experience
and cognitive ge-

search are presented in a review by project personnel published in 1975.

The project's overall system approach to development of strategies and

supportive materials for the classrooms, the school systems, and teacher

trainers is described in a document submitted to the National Science Board

in 1974.' The up-to-date description of the USMES curriculum as presented

to teachers and students can be found in any of our most recent

series of teacher resource books especially in the Preface, Introduction,

Section A on Real Problem Solvingiand USMES. In addition, the Appendix in

each hook identifies the skills, processes and concepts that may arise in

work on that particular challenge. Finally, the evaluation of the project

during its development is reviewed' and referenced in concise form.
5

As a statement on real problem solving'and as a reference point for all

the discussion which follows, I quote from the Teacher Resource Books:

USMES is based on the beliefs that real'problem solving is

an important skill to be learned and that many math, science,

social science, and language arts skills may be learned more

quickly and easily within the context of student investigations

of real problems. Real problem plying, as exemplified by_LISMES,

implies a style of education which involves students in investigating

and solving real problems. It ptovides the bridge between the

abstractions of the school curriculum and the world of the student.

Each USMES unit presents a problem in the form of a challenge that is

interesting to children because it is both real and practical.

The problem is real in several respects: (1) a solution is needed and

not presently known, at least for the particular case in question, (2)

:the students are involved in complete situations with all the accompany-

ing variables and complexities, (3) the problem applies to some aspect

of student life in the school or community, (4) the problem is such that

the work done by the students can lead to some improvement in the situ-

ation. This expectation of useful accomplishment provides the motivation

for children to carry out the comprehensive investigations needed to find

some solution to the challenge.
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That is what the USMES project is trying to develop as a mode of
learning to be used substantially and widely in the schools. All
of the questions addressed by the panel should be viewed in that
liljht.

Queltion 1: Is there'a enuine need for these instructional materials?

In 1967 a group of educators, scientists and mathematicians, with
considerable experience in the curriculum reforms of the previous decade,
met to discuss some needs which had not been met by the traditional
or new programs. b The new programs, like the old, did not show the
relationship between the real world and different subject areas, such asthe social and natural sciences. They did not demonstrate the way inwhich concepts and processes from those subject areas, together withthe basic skills of communication and computation are brought to bear
on solving'personal and societal problems and bettering the humancondition.

Citing the "many problems enoter(ing) the social and political
arena which require deep scientific

understanding," the conferees
asserted that:

"...Our political leaders need both scientific understandingand the support of a scientifically sophisticated electorateto decide wisely...A majority of adults today feel confused'
or threatened by everythinb scientific or mathematical. Ourgoal must be to correct this unfortunate state of affairs, and
that was the objective agreed to at the conference. We
specifically rejedted the idea that we ere trying to speed
up the training of our scientifically alented youth or were
aiming only at the collede-bound chil .

"Most of our thinking was theref re directed toward the
elementary school program. High sc ool courses in mathematics
and science are often elective. C anges here affect only the
minority, where,as change§ in the lementary school curriculum
affect almost everyone." t

Going further, they identified he need for a learning mode
(and related teaching strategy) rar y present in the schools. They
suggested:

"....including in the cur iculum units that appeal to direct,
obvious, and relevant experi nce. In applying the cognitive Ityle
often called the "scientific method" to interesting situationsin everyday life, one may hope to remove some of the academic
flavor of mathematics and science. The use -of everyday situations
may enclurage children who resist abstraction or are impatient to
see the relevance of what they are learning. Finally, troaden4ng.
the style of the units will make tg more likely that every child
will be good at something, enhancg the probability that the
child gains self-respect and can identify himself with the
subject matter and, its style."8
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In identifying the above needs, the conferees were relying on-

their experience with students in elementary and secondary schools and

in higher education. However, in 1970 the National Longitudinal Study

of Mathematical
Abilities (Begle and Wilson) confirmed that at

least in mathematics, the disciplinary
structyre and content oriented

new mathematics was not accomplishing all that was hoped. The new.

mathematics the SMSC form was improving comprehension, application,

and analysis for the top third of students at the expense of computational-

ability for the lower twQ-thirds.
_Formal and rigorous modern texts

were producing poor results on all

It is worth noting that the view of this conference was to be

taken up and pxpanded upon by many others by the early '70's. In 1971,

Jerome Bruner
reviews his concern and that of others with the inadequacy

of the educational program as it existed in the 60's, -both the traditional.

and the reform curriculum.

"The movement of which The Process of Education was a part

was based on a formula of faith: that learning was yhat

students wanted to do, that they wanted to achieve an expertise

in some particular subject matter. Their motivation was taken

for granted. It also accepted the tacit assumption that

everybody who came to these curricula in the schools already

had been the. beneficiary of the middle-class Ilidden curricula

that taught them analytic ,skills and launched them in the

traditionally intellectual use of mind.

"Failure to question these assumptions has, of course,

caused much grief, to all of us.

...In my view, through my perspective, the issues would

have to do with how.one gives back
initiative and a sense of

potency, frow one activates to tempt one to wdnt to learn

again:, When that is accomplished, then curriculum becomes

an issue
again--curriculum not as a subject but as an approach

to' learning and using knowledge.

...No, I.really believe thatour young have become so

isolated that they do not know. the roles available in the

society and the variety of styles in which they are played. I

would urge that we find some way of connecting the diversity

of the society to the phenomenon of school, to keep the

latter from becoming so
isolated and the former so suspicious.

"...We might better concern ourselves with how those problems

can be solved, not just by practical action, but by putting '

knowledge, wherever we find it and in whatever form we find it,

to work in these massive tasks. We might put vocation and

intention back into the-process of education, much more firmly

than we had it there before."10
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1.

These issues have had much more explicit dis ssion recently -e
in reference to high'school age youth. Five d rent reports of
special studies made by national panels commissionsli.conclude
that one s0uld reduce the age and cultur'al,isolation of high school,'-
studqnts.'4 Four of the five reports agree". that one should stimulate -"
more non-student roles within the high school and develop'closer ties
with the community for planning., use pf community rlsburces and for
work opportunities.

The report of the Panel on Youtb of the President'sjsience_
Advisory Committee (PSAC) begins with an historical perspective
pointing out that in ea'ly American education, "the dominant institutional
settings within which they (youth) grew up were the hOMe and the'
workplace." As formal,education became_necessayydus_to the rapidly

00changing qicupational structure,'"schbols and colleges have come to'
provide the general social environment for youth.... The school system, "
as now constituted, offerS an incomplete context for the accomplishment
of many important facets of maturation." The panel infers that
"it is now time for a third phase of society's treatments of its young,
including school but neither defined not limited to it." The report
then recommends a large, variety of.options that should be avallaple 4s%
to youth providing "environments explicitly designed to develop not
only cognitive learning'but other aspects of maturation as well."'
The reportof the National CommiSsion on the Reform of Secondary
Education provides a similar analysis and conclusions.

In particular, the first report calls for education that develops
"cognitive and non-cognitive skills necessary for economic independence
and for occupational opportunities," "capability of effective management
of one's own affairs," "capabilities as a consumer," and "capabilities
for engaging in intense concentrated involveMent in-en activity," and for
proVIding "experience with persons differing in social class, subculture
and in aqa,""experience of having others dependent on one's actions"
and a context of "interdependent activities directed toward collective

Real problem 'solving as developed by the USMES project is designed
to help fulfill all orthe.above aspects and there is accumulated
evidence that it does so. If so, it helps in the PSAC panel's aim
"to stimulate the search for institutional inventions which will insure
that youth acqui'lle the capabilities for fulfilling the demands and
opportunities they will confront as adults, and thereby gain the self-
esteem and self-fulfillment all persons need." While the panel was
convened to consider secon'dary education, the gop15 are the same for
younger children, and,it is well recognized that the task of secondary
schools is much more achievable when they begin with youngsters whose
attitudes and skills are appropriate to the goals of the overall
educational program. Furthermore, while alternatives to a school,
setting may be realistic at the secondary level, they are not likely
to be acceptable before the age of 14. Hence, a program like USMES is
one of very few options to bring young students into contact with
adults, with societal concerns and with the means to be effective in
the dealing with practical problems.
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One may,effiestion whether learning through investigation and action

on real problems is a desirable educational activity for the wide range

of students affected in elementary schools. The conviction that

ipprovement in problem solving process abilities is needed by most

of the r:Jpulation arises from an analysis of recent history. The

rationale is discussed in the papeCon real.problem solving in USMES.

The bery success of.thelhuman species has. led to growth in

population,, a depletion of resources, an intricacy within the

society, and d rapidity of dhange which confronts our minds

with many difficult dilemmas. Finding our way out of these

dilemmas demands a very high degree of tlexible, sophisticated

realvtii6plem solving ability at all levels of population.

Having a few expert Problem solvers at the helm will not do.

It is the nature of our chdividualistic, vet=ihighly inter-

dependent, society that the health of the society depends on

the responsiveness (and responsibility) of many people; the

individual cannot leave his happiness in other people's nands.

Thus, most of us must become good solvers of real problems.

Ic is' important to note that learning through real problem solving

is a need recognized by a wide variety of education interests. The

interest from the point of Path, science and social studies educators

is fairly well known. Extending this to the viewpoint of technology,

Harold A. Foecke, Directu of the Division of Pre-University Science

and Technology Education"' said, "In terms of the two processes to

be understood (the scientific and the problem solving), it seems to

me that the problem-solving or :ecision-making process is of much

more direct importance to the average citizen." The Industrial Arts

and Career Education fields have also recently expressed a need to

integrate their subjects with the core subjects. Rea1 problem

solving is a vehicle for this.
Perhaps least expected of all, the need for better reading and

writing skills, which needs no justification here, can be well served

by actien oriented education programs. A summary of relevant resgarch

has been provided by Professor Mary Budd Rowe of the University of

Florida.15 USMES is no exception to this effect as will be discussed

later.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

There is no developed curriculum other than USMES that is designed

torsatisfy the needs for learning through investigation and action .

on real problems, The acceptance of the program omong professional

educators, the rapid rate of classroom adoptionslO for a still

developing curriculum and the evidence of the effectiveness of the

curriculum for a wide spectrum of students in grades K-P (to be discussed

later) indicate that there is a very large possible market for LAMES.

There are two major obstacles, however, to easy fulfillment of

near maximum utilization of the program. T4e first stems from the

interdisciplinary and open nature of the USMES learning process. Those

aspects are no hindrance to the use of the USMES curriculum as

such, USMES may become widely utilized and have substantial importance

to education, but will lack the classroom time necessary to have the

major effect on the learning of our children required by the profound
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needs described above. However, the fuller use of USMES requires
adapting the overall school program to enable the integration of USMES
with the subject-oriented curricula, in order to share time with other
modes of learning. It also requires the adoption of new student,
assessment and grading procedures that take into account a greter
range of cognitive and affective learning, and a greater variability
when each child acquires a skill, process or attitude. USMES is
currently working on several ways-tomeet thi4

"
problem, by charting

the things that can be learned in each ionit, by comparing
units to learning that can be achieved,'° by prenaring a curriculum
correlation guide, and by working with schools having programs that
use USMES in an integrated and intensive way. There is already-
evidence from several schools that this can be done successfuly and
documentation of these results wij1 enable other schools and school
systems to adapt successful model programs to their own use.

The second hindrance to widespread utilization stems from an
apparent asset. There are no textbooks, only resource material for
teachers and "How To" Cards for the use by children in the classroom;
hence the program is not costly. A school with about ten teachers using
USMES at one time would require no more than $150 worth of printed
materials. Even adding about $200 per year for the tools and materials
of an USMES Design Lab leaves the program very cost effective. The
fly in the ointment is that the potential low volume of sales (no
textbook for every student) has resulted so far in the lack of a bid
from a publisher. Alternatives exist, such as direct sale to city or
state school systems, or licensing_ for printing by such_systems or
through existing professional organizations. All possibilities are
being pursued, including continued contact with publishers, with some
success being attained in direct sales and adoption agreements with
states and cities. The advandge of those means of delivery is a
much reduced cost to the consumer from using the many information and
communication channels of the education establishment. The advantage
of a publisher is the long-term incentive of the publisher to distribute
the materials. This is not a simple problem, nor will t'e choice
be easy if more than one alternative proves to be feasible. We will
continue to explore the distribution situation in close cooperation withal,
the policies and advice of NSF.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose and
rationale?

The purpose of the USMES curriculum is to meet the needs described
in answer to question one. Most importantly, it is to produce in our
students the ability and the desire to solve problems (personal and
soci4tal) and to be effective contributors to the -complex decision
making process of today's world. This includes becoming effective
users of basic communication and calculation skills as well as having the
subtler problem solving process abilities and positive attitudes
towards self and society.

The rationale for USMES being an effective vehicle for such
extensive goals was first stated in tithe Report of the 1967 Cambridge
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Conference, and later restated in the article, "Real PrOblem Solving in

USMES: Interdisciplinary EduCitio and Much More." An independent

statement expressing a very similar r onale is offered by Foecke:

The fundamental educational principle hat processes like

research or design are not learned by reading boo bout them,

or listening to lectures, but by practice--ideally un e kill-

ful supervision. Hence, in my opinion, in teaching both

science and technology, the most important (but, of course,

not th0 only) form of learning experience would be direct

' student involvement in the processes--at a level of sophistication

appropriate to the child.

How early can these processes be taught? I do not know--and

I do not know whether a lot gf research has been done to

determine whether there are stages of mental development below

which-the child cannot understand these different processes.

Certainly our efforts to teach the rudiments of the inquiry

method of science at the beginning - elementary levels seem to

imply an assumption that the essence of this method can be

comprehended at these early ages. If this be true, I would

hypothesize that the design (or decision-making) method can be

learned as well and one could therefore try to teach both

processes in an integrated programme for science and technology.

...The heart (but not necessarily the bulk) of the

programme would invalve_confronting the student with "realistic"

(and, where possible, real life) situations, with the level of

complexity scaled to the level of the student's development, in

which he could gain direct, personal experience with the

separate processes of seeking knowledge (research) and

problem solving (design).19

Fortunately there is, some explicit research to support the above

rationale. Robert Gagne who is best known for his work on structured

and hierarchical learning processes
found that those methods were

not su,table for the higher level "cognitive processes" which he

identifies with problem wlving. In 1971 he wrote two articles on the

results of his research. 4u The conclusions are summarized in Table 1

of "Instruction Based on Research in Learning" where the types of

learninn are categorized as "verbal information," "intellectual ski-ll"

and "cognitive strategy." For the first, category he finds that

"organized verbal context" is an effectiVe condition of learning and

for the'second category "the combining of subordinate (prerequisite)

skills." But for "cognitive strategies" he finds that "successive

encounters with problems requiring productive thinking" is the

required condition. The last is the USMES slrategy in a nutshell,

The research reported by Mary Budd Rowe" substantiates a further

aspect of the USMES rationale. The more structured type of cognitive

skills are also furthered by the more open, involved and active modes

of learning. Evaluation of the USMES project (see respohse to question 5)
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corroborates that the real problem solving mode of learning is no
exception. It also improves the rate of learning basic skills to
the extent discernible by the study.

Question 4: Is ,the content of these instructional materials scientifically
correct?

The project, from the beginning, has had its materials under the
continuous scrutiny of social and natural scientists and mathematicians.
The majority of 'the USMES Planning Committee are distinguished members
of those fields, and every development and workshop team has college
level content and curriculum specialists as staff or consultants.
In addition the Project Director, the Associate Director for Development
and some editorial staff have a science background, Thus, the material
has been checked for scientific kccuracy many times before distribution
for implementation trials. -

-

It is important policy of the' project that only real data is
used and that all the resource material is based on actual classroom
events or experiments. This serves the dual purpoie of ensuring the
practicality and feasibility of all of our resource materials and the
accuracy of the statements in the context in which they are made.

Most of the resource Materials have been viewed by hundreds or even
thousands of teachers and other educators. To date, no one has informed
us of a scientific or social inaccuracy.

USMES is aimed at the broad spectrum of students in grades K-8.
Therefore, its main purpose ;-,is to produMa scientifically literate
population rather than specifically to train future scientists.
However, "literacy" is taken to mean a good deal more than "awareness"
of scientific methods and concepts. The thrust of the USMES curriculum
is to produce individuals who are capable of applying their knowledge
and rational thought to helping solve personal, business, political
and other social problems that they will meet in any walk of life.
It is assumed that a large part of the population.must collaborate
with specialists to solve the complex problems of today's society.
Thus, accuracy of content as well as process in materials for the
general populace ,as important as it is in materials used in the training
of future scientists.

1

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally sound?

The evaluation of the instructional materials is still in
Process. Results to date from an independent Boston University
evaluation program22 support all the basic assumptions_of the
instructional strategy and indicate that the material', adequately
support those strategies. Tests of real problem solving processes
and abilities have indicated that USMES can have a,positive effect,
while none is discernible in the absence of USMES." Results from
standardized computation and reading tests indicate that USMES classes
not only do as well, but probably better than, traditional classes in
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the key area of basics.24 Extensive interviews and classroom activity

analysis have confirmed that the USMES program strongly and suitably

affects attitudes and affective behavior.

No negative side effects on any part of the student population

have been discerned so far:. On the contrary, we have documentation

of such variable cases as USMES being used with the gifted, the

physically handicapped, the emptionally disturbed and at age levels

from kindergarten to grade 8, with success.

The USMES program is particularly suitable for dealing with

value laden issues, because it leaves them to be worked out by the

children and teacher in the context of their own environment.

An USMES "challenge" brings the students' attention to a problem

recognized as one needing attention by people. in the school or

community. No direction is given by the resource material as to the values

to be given to different aspects of tne problem or of possible solutions.

Instead the students are to inquire, sometimes by polling, concerning

the interests and views of people who will be affected by their decisions.

The program makes no assertions about what are "right" or

"wrong" solutions to a given problem; Instead, the test of the success

of the students is the reaction of the public tojahom they present their

findings or from whom they wish to get help in implementing their

conclusion. Perhaps these are the reasons why parents and community

have generally been supportive of children's endeavors arising out

of USMES challenges. We have yet to be fated with a problem of

parent or public resentment of any facet of our program.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional

materials desirable?

The broader issues raised by this question have been addressed

in part in answer to earlier questions. It is worth noting two new

aspects here. First of all,,the open nature of the materials avoids

sexual, racial, ethnic or religious bias or stereotyping. In fact,

USMES challenges often ask the student to address and redress such

problems. Moreover, in use the USMES program has proven to be

equally popular and useful across sex, race, and social backgrounds.

The other point worth making here is that as USMES is more of a

strategy of teaching than it iszpecific content, it can and does

affect teacher behavior and school programs beyond the time in which

USMES units are explicitly used. This is affirmed by tht Boston University

interview data as well as our own documentation.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

This question has been in large part answered earlier, particularly

in the answer to question 2.

In one way, implementation of USMES is easier than implementation

of more traditional programs. As the teacher can learn facts along

with the student, teacher
preparation does not have to extend already

overloaded content courses. Attitudinal change and classroom strategy
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is the key to successful teacher use and is built into our teacherpreparation models and field trials.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materialsreasonable?

The materials themselves (both written and Design Lab) are veryreasonable, as has been indicated in answer to question 2. Teachertraining for utilizing a very different program is needed. Ourmodel--two week workshops-- is neither cheap nor
particularlyexpensive. We are presently

developing mass media approaches whichmay considerably decrease the cost of teacher
preparation.The problem of staffing the Design Lab may or may not be a largeexpense depending on the nature of the staffing already availableat the schools.

The presence of aides, student
teachers, communityvolunteerg-, science specialists or others often takes care of thisneed without any extra staff.' Otherwise, a cost effective waymust be adapted to the school. The attached excerpt from theDesign Lab manual

describes the alternatives,.

Question 9: Is the
management .(organization) plan adequate for producingthese instructional! materials?

The
management/organizational plan is thoroughly

addressed in"The USMES Systems Approach to Development, Widespread Implementationand Maintenance of a Real Problem Solving Program in Elpmentaryd Schools." The development and trial implementation of USMESmaterialsarecarried out in classrooms
by teachers and students,with the help of university specialists at meetings and workshops.The staff at EDC coordinates these and other

program activities andproduces resource materials based on the regular reports receivedfrom the teachers in the field.
In the broadest

sense, we have faced
every issue as it has arisen andwe believe we have a very

effective organization at this pointto accomplish our purposes.

Earle L. Lomon
USMES Project Director
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D. 1. c: USMES (Panel 1): Panel Responses to 9\Review Q estionS

UNIFIED SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHO USMES

USMES seeks to provide a problem solving-based supplementiry curriculum

for children in grades 1 --8 for the solution of challengt baked upon

"real" problems. The project began in 1969 and to date ha generated

in conviercially prepared
format 21 of the 32 challenges to be created,

The project has made available to the Review Panel all doc ents

related to the project. The original proposal and follbwin continua-

tion proposals were reviewed. USMES teacher materials, stu ent "How

To" cards, slides of design labs and other ins.tructional materials

were examined. Internal and external evaluation reportsNere also

utilized by the Review Panel. Implementation reports and discussion

with the NSF-project Manager Also served as a basis in preparing the

following report.

Question 1: Is there la genuine need for these instructional materials?

A real problem is defihed in the USMES curriculum project as one for

(1) A solution is needed and not presently known,

(2) The students are involved in situations with all the

accompanying .variables and complexities,

(3) The problem applies to some aspect of student life in

the school or c mmunity, and

(4) The problem As Such that the work' done by the
'

tudents

can lead to some\ improvement in the situation.

The USMES project was formed in response to the recommendations of the

1967 Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics

in the schools. In addition, professional groups (NCTM, NSTA) have

also supported the teaching of problem solving and problem-solving

skills. Present curriculum materials do not have problem-solving as the

major focus. Although present curriculum materials may provide

limited opportunities for children to apply problem-solving strategies,

they do not provide extensive applied problem-solving opportunities.

The USMES curriculum materials are designed to be used with children of

varying abilities and differing socioeconomic and ethnic or racial

backgrounds. The deciding factor here is really the teacher and

administrators. The U,SMES materials can not be used independent of

a teacher--they are not "programmed" for children to use independently

of adult intervention. The materials developed are primarily teacher

resource materials. Thus, the number of pupils these materials can
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be expected to reach is directly proportional to the number of teachers
and administrators who know the materials, can effectively facilitate
the problem-solving processes, and have a, commitment to teaching problem-
solving skills.

A

There are no satisfactory alternative instructional materials in this
area. Bits and pieces of problem-solving opportunities appear in major
commercial texts and activity cards, but there is no cohesive curricUlum
currently available that does what USMES does, namely, provide a curric-
olum with,practical problem-solVing opportunities,

A project that prOvides opportunities for pupils to develop and use
these problem-solving skills is needed and might also have long term
benefits for participatinq students- The needs assessment provided by
USMES considers this issue. National panel reports (Report of tht
Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee), Conference
reports (American Youth in the Mid-seventies, NASSP) and USOE publications
(National Panel on High Schools and Adolescent Education) support the
need for a real problem-solving curriculum.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The problem.:,solving curriculum of USMES, is unique. There is no curric-
ulum project or set of materials that provides problem-solving
challenges similar to USMES. The provision of units for grades 1 -
affords problem-solving resources across a wide age span for teachers
and pupils.

The commercial market for a problem-solving curriculum of an inter-
disciplinary nature is not fully known. Mathematics, science, and social
science programs that have a problem-solving component do exist. However,
these treat particular strategies or techniques that may be useful in
solving particular kinds of problems limited to a discipline. There is
no set of curriculum materials that provides interdisciplinary problem-
solving settings for grades 1 - 8.

The products that the USMES project has produced are teacher resource
materials. The program was used with approximately 19,000 students in
719 classes in 1974-5 and the estimates for 1975-6 indicate aradditional
14,000 students in 530 classes.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and ,rationale?

The goal of the USMES project is to develop and conduct implementation
trials of 32 problem-solving units. The individual p6blems are clearly
described and specified in the USMES materials and are based on long-
range investigations of practical problems taken from the local environ-
ment.
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Inherent in the materials is the notion that children learn problem-

solving skills by involvement with a problOm that is real to them.,

The materials are based. on a belief that problem solving is an .mportant

skill to be learnej and'that much mathematics, science, social science

and language arts may be learned within,the context of student investi-

gations of meaningful problems.

The materials are clear and easily understood and reflect the stated

philbsophy of the project.----There are presently 21 units available for-

widespread implementation. Additional support material available to

teachers-includes an overall guide, resource books, a lab manual,

'How To"-cards, and background papers. These materials provide a

cohesive package for the teacher who implements USMES.

The selection of challenges from the local environment provides for

student as well as classroom teacher input. In this way challenges

that are significant for students are identified for developmnt.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-

ically correct?

Our own examination of the materials-confirms the project director's

statement that the materials are (to the best of our knowledge) accurate.

The teacher resource books and the original and continuation proposal's

give evidence that specialists from science, mathematics and social

science have been continuously involved in materials preparation and

revisions.

It seems especially
important when evaluating or using the USMES

materials to keep in mind the portion of the curriculum to which they

apply.

To some extent, the USMES "how to" cards provide practice on the

intellectual skills or abilities children need to learn. But these

are used on a need-to-know basis and thus give a non-systematic

treatment of basic skills in science and mathematics. Teachers and

administrators need to plan carefully about time allotments and topic

selection_to ensure a comprehensive treatment of basic skills. In

addition, USMES project personnel should continue to give attention to

the articulation of their materials with the mainline instruction usecr---__

in schools. Assisting teachers in use of the charts of skills, concepts,

and procesSes that
accolpany each resource book will help to avoid,

spotty treatment of disciplines. There is potential in the USMES units

for disagreement about what is studied and how the study takes place.

Advertisers, police chiefs, or manufacturers may not like the conclusions

or recommendations that result from studying real problems., That chance,

is worth taking, however, provided schools, principals, teachers, and

children exercise' prudence and responsibility in attacking problems and

are protected from undue harassment. In this way students may learn

that practical problems can generate alternative solutions. Value
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decisions are involved in the application of science and mathematicsand 'final solutions often represent difficult compromises with noperson or group total'+y satisfied.

Both English and metric measurement are used throughout the unit, butthe bulk of. the data in the Teacher Resource Books appears to be inEnglish units. We found no "How To" cards that dealt with metricmeasurement. Because of the greater emphasis today on metric measure-ment, the project Should consider conversion to that system.

The problem-solving and interdisciplinary nature of the materialsgives learning opportunities for children of varying backgrounds andaptitudes. This learning should aid children who may become scientistsbut could also benefit children who.choose other:vocations.

Question .5: Is the content of these instructional materials educa-tionally sound?

Our judgment is that instructional materials are sound if the goals aredesirable and attainable, if the materials are suitable for helping
students achieve the pals, and if adverse side effects can be minimized.The USMES materials meet these criteria.

There will almost.certainly be problems when using USMES materials.Among these are: a) use of the materials with immature yoOgsters,b) problems in equipping-and staffing the design lab, c) safety problemsboth in and out of school, and d) solutions to problems with which some.persons may disagree (e.g., those in Consumer Research). Despite theseproblems, the potentially desirable outcomes of USMES outweigh thepossibilities of adverse side effects. Provided that users exercise thecare and attention described in various documents from the developers,the difficulties of adapting the materials to different types of
youngsters and to different school systems seem reasonable antsolvable.

A problem that needs attention in the Teacher Resource Books is ,t at ofhow to deal with value-laden orpublicly sensitive issues. These issuesmay arise in various units as children carry out their activities:, Wethought that the Consumer ReearCh and Pedestrian Cross \jngs Units wereones in which merchants and
tiublric officials might react negatively t6the findings of children. Teachers and' administrators 'should bealerted to this possibility an given some advice onhoW to deal Withit. The prOject director rep its no pgoblems of public or parent,resentment of any part of th program. However, trYou s have been

:,.,carried out with only a few select teachers. When those with less skill,less tjaininq, and possibly less enthusiasm use the materials that
situation may change.
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The challenges in the units we reviewed have the potential for giving

students with different abilities and aptitudes the opportunity to

display their strengths and work on their weaknesses. One child may

be skilled in the Design Lab but have difficulty in graphing data.

Another may be good at measuring and recording numbers but be less

than adept when reporting findings. Thus, both students may have the

opportunity with USMES materials to. succeed with what they can do and

to grow in those areas in which they lack skills.

The fact that precise strategies, methods, solutions, and procedures

are not prescribed in the materials encourages teachers to adapt the

challenges to their own community, school, and children. Sufficient

guidance is given in using the materials through the presentation of

data and anecdotal
information to help most teachers. get started

successfully,

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the

instructional materials desirable?

The USMES goals are ambitious. It is our opinion that they are also

desirable. Various documents cited in the original proposal show the

support for these goals by influential individuals and professional

societies.

Several means have been used to document t4 achievement of these

goals by students. The Evaluation of USMES describes these effects

through results on stanqardized tests, reports from teachers logs,

third-party evaluations40 and data gathered
by participant teachers.

In general, students in USMES do as well or better on achievement

measures than their non-USMES counterparts. It has, however, been

understandably difficult to c-eate valid and reliable situational

measures of problem-solving and group interaction skills. Our judgment

is that both internal and external evaluators of the project should 2

continue ,o work on these instruments because of their value to the

USMES project and other programs with similar go-art.Attention should'

also be given to the development and
validation of more easily admin-

istered paper and pencil instruments to.zmeasure problem-solving ability

and student effect.

The Shann report does bring out some of the problems that arise with

the USMES materials.
Youngsters that are immature and undisciplined

have difficulty working together and
progressing on USMES challenges

that are not carefully structured. Of course the hope is that the

USMES experience might foster these skills. The immediate problem for

the teacher, hoWever, is contending with the individuals and groups in

the hope that they are progressing. Frustration by such,teSchers is

inevitable--perhaps to the extent that they could not and should not

use these materials. It is our estimate that the proportion of teachers'

and students so affected is small but by no means insignificant.
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No evidence of sexual, racial, ethnic, or religious bias was noted n
the materials that we reviewed. The authors and developers were
apparently sensitive to these problems and avoided them. This
statement is based'on less than a complete analysis of all materials
and pre-publication scrutiny with appropriate guidelines (e.g., those
developed for assessing bias of textbooks in California) should be
done as the materials become finalized.

The USMES project personnel should be alert to a danger when the
process of problem solving culminates in printed, "completed" sett of
materials. An important goal of this project is to fqster open,
reactive, autonomous problem selection and problem-solving behavior by
teachers and pupils. Curriculum materials developed with that intent,
may become rigid and:fixed over time. and original project purposes may
become undergLined. We saw no evidence of this happening with the USMES
materials but wanted to point out the possibility of this occurring as
time passes and materials are more wldely used and firmly established.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials, present implementation
prablems for the schools?

USMES training programs are based upon a simulation training sequence
with participants doing the actual challenges that will be used by
their students. Special training will be needed by teachers, and
administrators not only for the use of the materials but also for the
strategy of teaching based upon a problem solvinkcore. Three options
are,available to a district for traihingjachers by using models
developed by USMES.6*

A local district can Occept the sole responsibility to
provide resources.

2. A local district shares the responsibility for teacher
training and proTM coordination with a college or
university.

3. Regional resource teams can be developed to apply a
"trainer of trainer" strategy for district schools.

One'difficulty when implementing USMES materials is in finding suitable
facilities to house a Design' Lab. USMES suggestions offer good alterna-
tives including the use of Design Lab Carts. USMES staff admits that
problems concerning sta,ffing a Design Lab may arise.

According to the available evidence, successful implementation on the
district level has been associated with strong commitment and support
by Vle district, a district person who is to be closely associated with
the project, strong on-site administrative support, and design labs.
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Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional

materials reasonable?

Estimates of cost per teacher for training in Chicago ($948) or Lansing

($969) were evaluated as moderate when considered on a cos per pupil

basis.' However, the'cost of implementihg the total program is low

since there are no individual pupil texts.. Estimates of costs of

printed materials are about $150 for 10 teachers. The cost of equipping

the Design Lab ($1,000) may not be realistic for all schools. Alternatives

to purchasing a complete Deign Lab are suggested by USMES and include

"scrounging" and local fund raising. .

Estimated replacement costs.of about $200 for printed and laboratory

materials for 10 teachers do not appear'to be excessive for Second and

subsequent years. -Evaluation of the costs for training 7 pointed out a

need for extending the training from a one-year, prograN to a three -year

program of training. Additional costs for extension of the training

must be considered in the "replacement" costs.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adelate forproducing

these insilructidnal materials?

USMES is organized around a systems approa047,4o development, implemen-

tation and maintenance.8 The-.components orthe system are organized

into categories of project resources and programs. A system chart

indicates the most important interactions among components and

component categories.

USMES has made a consistent effort for all interested parties to provide

input into the development of the cnallenges. The local school develop-

ment of the units provides a broad base of teacher and student partici-
.

pationt,in the design of materials.

Internal monitoring of the program has gone along with the developmept

of the unit challenges.
External monitoring of the program has

substantiated that some of the goals of the program are being attained.
4

External monitoring has also indicated 'needed changes and revisions in

assessment instruments directly related to measuring pupil performance

on the problem solving assessment instrument. 4 Review of the evidence

has shown a willingness on the part of the project personnel to make

appropriate changes as noted by the external evaluations.? Possibly

more attention should be placed in the recommei)Oation to.lengthen the

training period of teachers to 3 years.
/

The projett staff appears to be well balanced with respect to sex, race,

and types of expertise. Documentation of pri)ject activities has been

disseminated to NSF, to national organizati ns and to the lay public.

Our view is that the overall organizatieniand management of the progNA

have peen adequate in directing the projett toward the attainment of its

goals.
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D. 1. d: USKS (Panel 1): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th

Review Question: What are your general

impressions of the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 1 submitted a general response of the whole

panel which applies equally-to all five curricula

reviewed by Panel 1. In addition, one panelist

submitted an individual torment which applies equally

to all five curricula reviewed by Panel 1, and one

panelist submitted individual comments on each

curriculum.

Panel l's common response:

In addition to expressing its opinions on individual krojects, the

panel wishes 'to express itself on curriculum projects in general.

The following paragraphs describe issues that the panel feels

strongly about and which we believe the NSF must take seriously in

their deliberations regarding the Foundation's support of curriculum

development.

Long_Range Implementation.

The Review Panel expresses a concern with respe-ct to all projects in

the area of long range implementation plans. Projects must make pro-

visions for long term teacher education programs with local school

districts to insure proper implementation and use. Lack of adequate

commitment to this issue in the past_has led to misuse, misconception

and a questioning'of the actual value of the project itself.

A project must make provision in its design to work with local school

districts in providing a systematic plan for implementation which is

mutually acceptable and cost effective for both the project and the

local school.

Projects must also consider the implications of teacher education

programs at the university level if the project is someday to become

widely used. This must be considered by projects if the teaching

strategy employed is divergent from current practices and in light

of the fact that the locall schools will be the recipients of teacher

education programs.

Parent Involvement

The school and the home have one common concern from the beginning- -

the child. Therefore, education of children must be a teamwork
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effort. The child cannot be the victim of a tug of war over who
knows best for the child, because the result is frustration for
teacher, parent and child. Instead of the three R's, the three C's
need to be implemented. There must be communication, compromise
and genuine concern between home and. school.

Parents should and must be included from tpe;beginning when curriculum
materials are developed. However, care must be taken to remember
that parents are for the most part lay peopTe and should not be over-
whelmed with aucational jargon. Their contributions are important
not only because of their concern and knowledge about children, but
also because they are free of any constraints imposed by involvement
in the professional educational establishment.

Child Development

It:is generally agreed that the most effective curriculum materials
are those which are adapted to the developmental level of the
children for whom they are constructed. This means that in any group
attemptirfg to construct new curricula, there should be one or more
persons who are solidly grounded in the field of child development.
This was not always the case-in the projects reviewed by the panel.
As a consequence avoidSble errors in curriculum construction were
made and potential insights into the worth of particular materials
were lost or not fully appreciated. NSF should seek to insure that
child development skills and knowledge are represented in government-
supported curriculum projects.

Use of Supplementary Curriculum Materials

Each of the curriculum projects evaluated by Panel'l is considered a
"supplementary" program in the sense that they do not intend to replace
or supplant established subjects or their entire arrays of curricular
goals. For example, none is the mathematics program or the science.
program.

However, when these programs are truly integrated with or complement
established subject and skills areas, someone must confront the
difficult problems of interrelating the components. Projects, we
believe, have some responsibilities in, seriously grappling with
these issues and providing guidance to\schools that go beyond
the narrow role of project implementatiOn.

Development of process goals in problem solving behavior is a very
important, and long neglected, objective of, evaluation. However, other
important objectives remain and should not be overshadowed. There

ti
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are certain emphases in, say, mathematical skills and concepts that

inevitably result when the major focus is on the application of the

subject to "real" problems. The important role of mathematic/and

scientific disciplines as a useful tool is stressed. The danger

lies in the possible neglect of other aspects of the discipline.

Those responsible for the curriculum should be certain that the

unitary, systematic, structural nature of the subjects is not

lost in the process. The knowledge and views obtained by the child

Should not be of disciplines as fragmentary hits and pieces however

useful.

We merely state here that supplementary prbjects should not avoid

responsibility for this difficult problem but should seriously

award it continuous attention.

The Role of the Federal Government, in Curriculum Development

The Federal Government clearly plays a leadership role in curriculum

development, but the nature of that leadership needs to be carefully

considered. For example, is it better to use federal resources

to build prOgrams at a regional and national level and then attempt

to disseminate them to local school districts? Or would there be. a

better return by encouraging local school districts to improve their

own programs through staff development and local curriculum projects

that meet the needs of the community?

Teacher Involvement

The extent to which teachers are involved in the projects reviewed

by the Panel varies greatly. Since elementary school teachers are

the key to the effective outcomes of all projects for improved

learning of children, the Panel strongly recommends that teacher

involvement is necessary in all stages of planning, development, and

implementation of the project efforts.

Representation of Women and Minorities

Project leadership and staff should be representative of a cross

section of the educational community. Involvement of minority group

members and women in the planning, development, implementation and

governance or advisory tasks has been missing in some of these

projects. Key personnel in:at least two of the projects reviewed

were llmost exclusively white males.
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In addition, it was also apparent that some key. personnel were
involved in more than one project. This overinvolvement of project
staff not only limits the range of talents, abilities and insights
available but also limits leadership of curriculum development to a
small group. The panel believes that NSF should encourage project
directors to have a broader representation of minorities, women and
key professionals on curriculum projects than is apparent in these
projects.

Panelist: Dr.,James R. Okey

My only concern with our review is that we may have been too tough'
on the projects. Most had modest budgets to carry out their pro-
posals yet we expected exemplary and complete needs assessments,
research reviews, research studies, development efforts, imple-
mentation and dissemination plans, and readability studies to have
been completed during the first or second vear of the project. With
the limited resources available to the projects, such thoroughness
is impossible.

/,
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D. 2. a: MPSP: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Problem Solving Strategies and Applications of Mathematics

in the Elementary School (MPSP)

J3ROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTORS: Professor George Sprinjer

Professor John F. LeBlanc

INSTITUNON: Indiana University

DEPARTMENT: Mathematics

BUDGET: Total Granted: $515,000.

Dates: 4/10/74 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The development of modular instructional materials that

f9cus on the problem-solving abilities of upper elementary school

children (Grades 4-6), and the exploration of the utility of hand-

held calculators as a facilitating tool.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

,Project Goals. The development of modular instructional materials_ that

focus on the problem-solving abilities of upper elementary school children

(Grades 4-6), and the exploration of the utility of hand-held calculators

as a facilitating tool.

1. MPSP will identify a cluster of reasonable conjectures related to the

teaching and learning of problem solving.

2. MPSP will develop instructional materials which will implement portions

of the conceptual model of nroblem solving.

MPSP will develop a conceptual model Of problem solving.

The project will develop instruments to measure some aspects of

children's growth in problem solving.

5. MPSP will work with teachers to develop a model for the dissemination

of the material to classrooms across the country.

6.' MPSP will develop some materials designed to teach problem solving in

which the hand calculator is used.

7. MPSP will investigate the possibility of developing and using real

applications of mathematics.
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ACTIVITY PLAN

1. Refinement of a general problem-solving model.

2. Use and refinement of a problem difficulty categorization scheme.

3. Research-inquiry based on conjectures from observations and tryout data.

4. Explore techniques for evaluating children's problem-solving performance.

5. Develop four modules and subject them to field tests.

6. Conduct a mathematical probe for investigating the use of real appli-
cations of mathematics.

7. Conduct inservice training of teachers for field trial locations.

8. Use of consu tant in order to have a broader input into the
projec , especially where expertise outside the project is required.This includes an expanded use of the advisory board.

9. Engage in information dissemination for the project through journalarticles and professional meetings.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN

The Mathematical Problem Solving Project (MPSP) is sponsored jointly bythe National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and by centers at the
Mathematics Education Development Center (MEDC) at Indiana University,
the University of Northern Iowa, and the Oakland Schools '(Oakland County,Michigan).

While each center will contribute to all of the tasks, no one center has/the resources to accomplish all of the goals. The MEDC at Indiana University
is responsible for the coordination of the entire project. Additionally,the Indiana Center is responsible for the conceptualization of the problem-
solving model, the overall plan for /and evaluation of materials, and the
research-inquiry aspects. The University of Northern Iowa Center has primary
responsibility for the developing of instructional materials and pilot- ,testing at the Malcolm Price Laboratory School. The Oakland Schools Centerhas primary responsibility for the classroom trials of the materials and,in conjunction with Indiana University, for the conceptualization of thedissemination model. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
will provide the vehicle for dissemination.

HISTORY AND RELATED PROJECTS:

The project's first year has consisted of considerable planning and explor-ing. They have produced drafts of three problem solving strategy modules
and field-tested two of them; they have conducted several instructionalprobes, done observational studies, and explored problems of inservice
training; they have done experimentation with the hand held calculator
as a problem solving tool; and they have prepared position papers on
problem solving and the conceptual model for the project.
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PERSONNEL:

Statement Concerning Project Leadership

The following changes in leadership roles have been effected in order to

better meet the needs of the project and of the individualsoripolved.

-- George Springer has served as the project director during-the

initial state of conceptualization and funding. He has left that

'position in order to take over active leadership of the mathe-(0'

matical probe.
.

-- John F. LeBlanc has been acting as project director for the prepara-

tion of this proposal and for effecting the organization of the

project for next year. He will be on sabbatical leave during the

1975-76-academic year and will return as director of the project in

September1976. While on sabbatical leave he will serve the project

as consultant and advisor on a one-fourth'time basis.

-- &maid R. Kerr, jr. will now serve as director of the Indiana Center

and as acting project co-director. He will share overall project

administrative duties and will act as liaison with John LeBlanc.

-- David W. Wells will now supplement his duties as director of the

Oakland Center with the --duties of acting project co-director. In

this capacity he will share in overall project administration.
:

-- George Licierzeel will serve as director of the Aversity of

Northern Iowa Center. He will spend one-half time on the project

and will be responsible for the direction of all activities of the

Northern Iowa Center. He will be responsible for joint decision-

making with the directors of the other two centers in ,terms of

policies relating to goal modifications and implementation of the

Project.

Advisory Board

Dr. Robert Dilworth
Mathematician

,,,,\

California Institute of Technology

Dr. James Gray
NCTM Representative

Texas

Dr. John Kelley
Mathematician
University of California

at Berkeley

s'

r
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Dr. Jeremy Kilpatrick
Mathematics Education
University of Georgia

Dr. Eugene Nichols
Mathematics Education
Florida Statp University
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D. 2. b: MPSP (Panel 1): Project Director's Response to 10 Review
Questions

The Mathematical Problem Solving Project (MPSP) (formerly, Problem
Solving Strategies and Applications in the Elementary School) is a
joint project of the Mathematics Education Development Center at
Indiana University, the University of Northern Iowa, and the 0a.kland
Schools (Oakland County,Michigan). The National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics is a co-sponsor. The general mission of the project
is focused on improving the problem-solving performance of fourth,
fifth, and sixth grade children.

In order to accomplish that mission the project has agreed on the
following seven goals.

1. To develop, field test and evaluate instructional materials
which are designed to improve child problem-solving
performance;

2. To develop evaluation instruments which measure child
growth, in the problem-solving p ocess;

3. To develop a conceptual model o child problem solving
which can be translated into a m del for problem-solving
instruction;

4. To work with teachers to develop a reasonable and
effective way to disseminate the ideas and materials
developed by the project;

5. To develop some materials which are designed to teach
problem solving and in which 'the hand calculator is used;

6. To develop a focused cluster of conjectures concerning
child problem solving which can be the basislor ongoing
research;

7. To investigate the possibility of developing and using
real applications of mathematics with 4th, 5th, and 6th
graders.

The project intends to produce and disseminate instructional materials,
evaluation instruments and ideas. The hope is that these will have an
impact on the mainstream mathematics curriculum, materials and practicesin the schools. In this sense project materials are regarded as being
prototypical.

00,

While each center will contribute to each of the goals, no one center
has the resources to accomplish all of the goals'. The MEUC at
Indiana University is responsible for the coordination of the project.
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Additionally, the Indiana Center is responsible for the- conceptual-

ization of the problem - solving model, the overall,
plan for and

evaluation of materials, and the research-inquiry aspects. The

University of Northern Iowa Center has primary responsibility for

the developing of instructional materials and pilot-testing at the

Malcolm Price Laboratory School The Oakland Schools Center has

primary responsibility for
the,classropm trials of the materials

and, in conjunction with Indiana University, for the conceptualization

of the diss'emination model. The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics monitors the realistic involvement of children and

teachers in the project and will provide the vehicle for dissemination.

The background matetrials which follow are organized around the first

9 of the 10 questions posed to tha review panel by the National

)Science Foundation.

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?:

Problem soHing has long been recognized by educators and parents alike

as an important goal of the elementary school mathematics curriculum.

Indeed, every elementary school mathematics textbook is full of

problems. However, the problems which appear in the mainstream text

Material are mostly designed to develop skill with one of the basic

'arithmetic operations. They do not promote the development of

general skill and confidence with mathematical problem solving.

The existeue of a need is important, but the timeliness of that need

is equally important. Many good ideas and worthwhile projects have

died or withered simply because there were more pressing demands on

the part of school personnel during the,project's lifetime. A project

on mathematical problem solving is most timely. High among the

recommendations of the conferees at the Snowmass Conference (sponsored

by NSF in June 1973) and the Basic Mathematical Skills Conference

(sponsored by the National Institute of Education at Euclid, Ohio in

October 1975) was that an effort be made to improve the problem-

: solving performance,of students. Further, some other elements of

the school curriculum, such as science and social studies, are

already emphasizing the prob-l-em-solving approach. The schools are

ready to cooperate in an effort related to mathematical problem

solving. For instance, one of the principals in Oakland County was

contacted to see if he would recommend an individual for the in-service

program being conducted at the Oakland Schoofs Center. (Such school

administrators and teachers are besieged on every side by individuals

seeking to use the schools to promote a new program of some type.

As a consequence, both
administrators e-d teachers must necessarily

be hesitant, if not defensive, about bt.oming involved in new proj7cts.)

;This administrator assumed the appropriate posture of reluctance until

he heard it was a.mathematical problem solving project. Then his

;reaction was one of total support, indicating that of all the things

;fn the mathematics curriculum, the teaching of problem solving clearly

'needed such an effort. 51
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A full day of workshop activities was sponsored by the MPSP staff on
Wednesday, April 23, 1975 at the annual NCTM meeting in Denver. In
the evaluation of the workshop the pa.ticipants voiced unrestrained
enthusiasm for such an effort in problem solving. (Appendix R of
March 1975 proposal)

The interest in problem solving can also be attested to by the
number of workshops given over to problem solving in the regional:
name-of-site meetings of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics as well'as in meetings of state and local mathematics
associations. :Teachers have found that the problem- solving approach
in both science and social-studies has considerable merit. They
also realize that problem solving in Mathematics is important, but
their previous training has not prepared them adequately to develop
children's-abilities and performance as they would like. A number
of leading mathematics educators have independently turned their
efforts toward studying ways of improving the problem-solving
perfbrmances of teachers and children. Consequently, the support of:
mathematics educators, teachers and administrators,,which is the
key to the success of any project today, is present for the Mathe-
matical Problem Solving Project.

This general interest in mathematical problem solving suggests a
need for tested materials and a scheme for dissemination. There
are other closely related needS. There is a need for a conceptual
model for child problem solving which can be translated into an
instructional model so that educators, children and the OUblic can
understand the problem-solving process and its goals for instruction.
Such understanding is very important to the success of any innovation
in the schools.

There are currently no evaluation instruments available which can
evaluate child problem-solving processes and identify strengths and
weaknesses. In order for developers, teachers, administrators, and
the public to be able to make decisions concerning problem-solving
instruction, such instruments are needed. Consequently, the project
'is developing methods of evaluating the problem-solving process, both
to aid internal evaluation and to aid educational decisiom making

-concerning problem-solving -instruction.

There is a scattered research literature concerning child problem
solving. Much of it consists of unrelated doctoral studies. There

-.is a need to provide leadership _ and focus to research in problem
solving. To this cnd the project is generating a focused set of
conjectures- concerning child problem solVing. This list is bein5,
generated directly out of work with children and will be made
available to the education community.
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There has been a long-standing concern, over the lack of problems

which have real-world relevance, involve real mathematics and yet

which are appropriate to elementary school children. The project is

investigating the potential for such problems.

The advent of the hand calculator provides a useful tool in solving

certain kinds of problems. Since more and more teachers are looking

-for meaningful ways to integrate hand calculators into their

instruction the project s investigating ways to use the hand

calculator to enhance problem solving.

Question 2: Is there a market for the instructional materials?

The MPSP aim is not to create a naw curriculum. Instead the project

is trying to provide leadership in the form of materials and ideas

toward more effective instruction in a well-established part of the

curriculum. Many materials contain problems, but instruction in

problem solving has not proved effective. Moreover, there do riot

exist appropriate materials to teach the mathematical problem-

solving process to children.

Teachers are calling for materials which will help th0m teach problem

solving. Teachers are also asking for help in finding meaningful

uses for the hand calculator. Even at this early stage in the

project's life, commercial publishers have approaChed the project

directoos'about the possibilities of publishing materials which

are developed.

Quescion 3: Do these instructional materials_p9ssess. a0(Ar_pprpose

and

The project is based on the assumption that problem solving is an

important and valued process. The process is described by the

Stages in the following
child-phrased version of the classical

problem-solving model of George Polya.

-- Getting to know the problem

Deciding what to do

-- Doing it

-- Thinking about what X11 have done.

The project is developing materials that will'Letter equip a child

to deal with each of these stages.
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Lio approaches are being used. A module like "Introducing FstiMation"
is de,igned to develop skill with estimation which is a process which
can be a useful part of many problem-,olvi.ng strategies. The broader
the child's repertoire of such processes, the bettor a child ,,hould
be able to deal with the "Deciding what to do" stage in the model.
So in this case materials are developed to directly increase
capability with one stage of the problem-solving model.

As a child experiences a sequence of such modules, thecard decks
of earlier modules willbe mixed in with those of liter modules so
that the child will have experience with integrating and choosing
from among various process;es,

1
There, is an old adage that the beset way to learn how to solve problems
is to solve problems. The project is testing the wisdom of this adage
by developing carefully chosen sequences of problems with accompanying
hints and questions which Will enhance a child's experience with the
problems. The hints and'questions will be designed to improve a
child's pro'ficiency with each of the four stages of the above model.
In addition to the two approaches to problem-solving instruction
described here, others will be explored as they se4i desirable.

It is worth emphasizing that the development of problem-solving
evalpation instruments is,needed to support the efforts of educational
decision makers to evaluate instructioa in problem solving as well as
to support'the project's developmental efforts. These decision
makers need to have the means to'evaluate the goals of any curriculum
innovations. Means do not currently exist for evaluatfog problem-
solving processes. Thus, the instrument development goal underscores
the project mission of enhancing problem-solving instruction in the-
mainstream of the educational curriculum.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-
ically correct?

The materials are directed toward the widest possible elementary school
audibnce in grades 4, 5, and 6. While the,ir goal is to enhance
instruction!in the problem-solving process, the problems use a wide
spectrum of appropriate elementary school mathematics skills and
concepts, thus reinforcing other mathematics instruction. The
scientific accuracy of the products is attested to by the qualifica-
tions of the iiemcpers of the project policy board and advisory board
who are listed below. The policy board provides the ongoing leader-
ship of the project. The advisory board met for the third time on
November 11 and 18, 1975. At that meeting they unanimously endorsed
the scientific validity u project activities, concepts and materials
to that date.
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.
Policy Board:

George Immerzeel

Donald R.-Kerr, Jr. --

john F. LeBlanc

George Springer

Maynard Thompson

David W. Wells

Advisory Board:

Robert Dilworth

James F. Gray

John L. Kelley

Jeremy Kilpatrick

Eugene Nichols

Professor of Mathematics, Malcolm Price

Lab Schoo ,
University of Northern Iowa;

Board of irectors, NCTM

Associate rofessor of Mathematics

Education, Indiana Universjty; Acting

Project Co Director

Professor f Mathematics Education,

Indiana U versity; Project Director,

on leave

-- Professor Of Mathematics, Associate Dean

for Research, Indiana University

Chaiman, Mathematics Department,

Indiana University

-- Supervisor of Mathematics, Oakland

Schools (Pontiac, Michigan); Acting

Project Co-Director

i-- Professor of thematics, California

Institute of Technology

-- Vice President, University Planring;

St. Mary's University; past board member,

NCTM

-- Chairman, Mathematics Department,

University of California at Berkeley

-- Professor of Mathematics Education,

University of Georgia .

-- Professor of Mathematics Education,

Florida State University; Director of

the Project for the Mathematical

Development of Children

Question 5: Is theecontent of these instructional materials

educationally sound?

This questio, is more difficult to deal with than the one of scientific

accuracy. the materials are being developed through interaction with

children. Each module, once written, is pilot tested, revised,

pilot tested, and revised. During ea-h pilot testing, observations

are made, records are kept, tests are given and teachers are debriefed--

all in an effort to gain every possible insight into the effectiveness

of the'materials and into possible improvements.

Children are different, and children do have difficulty in solving

probleos. AttemOts have been made to provide for the differences

and the difficulties.
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Sone children have problems with reading. The project has used formats
with cartoon and picture presentations which involve few words as well
as formats with a higher word density.

Many children have problems with simultaneous conditions on prbblems
and with the use of certain strategies. These difficulties are
being taken into Account in proglem selection. They are not', however,
being avoided.

4

To promote s'tudent interest and involvement, problems are posed in
both real-wbrld and whimsical settings. There are preliminary
indications that these efforts are successful. Children have been
reluctant to leave their problem solving to go to recess. In some
instances, children are carrying their problems home to their parents
because of,their interestI-not just to get the answer.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the
in'-uctional materials desirable?

The proposed les of the project are improved problem-solving
confidence and skill of children in grades 4, 5, and 6. The project
is generating ideas and prototypical materials with the expectation
of enhancing" problem-solving instruction in the mainstream mathematics
curriculum.:

There seems to be littledanger of unfortunate side effects from the
efforts of MPSP as long as the new emphasis on problem solving is not
overdone. Many good ideas go bad because they are overdone. This is
why MPSP is:not proposing a total problem-solving curriculum. It is
rather proposing a more effective approach to a well-established

;portion of the curriculum. Basic computational concepts and skills
are still and will be an important part of the elementary school
curriculum.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials 'resent implementation
problems for the schools?

Yes-, the new materials will'present some implementation problems.
These problems should be no greater than with any other change in the
cur\riculum. Teachers will have to become oriented to a new point of
view toward problem solving. Last week one of the new Oakland pilot
teacherS made the following comment:

;"This booklet; this instructional guide, has been very
aluable to me. I am not math-oriented, and I have
ound that in working with the kids, it helped my way
f thinking; and I feel that everybody doesn't think
14e this. I teach computation; I have taught it for.
a long time and do a fair job, but it doesn't mean I
can think like-this. I think it has been good for me
asa teacher to have had this instruction."
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It is the project's feeling that with limited experience with project

problems and materials such a change can be anticipated. This view

is further borne out by preliminary testing (see Report of Teaching .

Problem Sort Tests Measuring Priorities For Problem Solving And

Estimation of Child Interest).

One of the thrusts of the pilot work with the teachers in the Oakland

Schools is to develop an efficient and effectiveprocedure to orient

teachers to the materials and ideas of the project. This task is

made easier by the` fact that the materials mandate no particular

teaching format. They can be used in a self-contained classroom

o!r with team teaching. Children can work with them individually, in

Aiall groups or as a whole class. The project is collecting data

cpncerniny the most effctive formats for using the materials. This

data will become part of the teacher packet which will accompany the

materials.

No new, expensive materials or equipment will be required to use

MPSP materials or ideas. While the materials will present an oppor-

tunity for the effective use of hand calculators, they will not

require 'the use of hand Calculators.

Question 8: Are the costs for irilplemen_ting_these instructional
materials reasonable?

Continuing our discussion of cost--in .the lona haul it is anticipated

that there will be no additional cost to school districts who wish

to p7ofit from MPSP development. It is hoped that MPSP ideas and

materials will have had an adequate impact on standard curriculum

-iNterials to effect the desired changes. Three of the members of

the MPSP policy board (Immerzeel, LeBlanc and Wells) are authors of

major elementary school text series. They see this desired impact

as a realistic goal. It is, of course, a goal that will only be

reached aftrr extensive evaluation of MPSP materials and ideas by

the educational community. The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics has asserted its desire to be an important vehicle for

this evaluation. The yearly NCTM namezof-site meetings throughout

the country provide national .gathering places for educational leaders

at all level.s.

There will be some cost to those pioneering school districts who

want to take part in the initial pilot testing and evataition of

MPSP.idr9s And materials. This costwill largeli be in the *arm of

released teacher time and-possible teacher and administrative travel

expenses.

Question 9: Is the manapment/orcianizatio:fula,1
adequate for

producin these instructional materials?

'fte Adninistration of the project is being accomplished at minimal cost.

The >trvi(A.,-, of the six-man policy board are availdhle at 1 (fy,t

of 1-1/3 FIT. This amount includes the project director and the
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, si-ectors of each of the three centers--all of whom are taking an .,-.
active part in development ac'well as administration. ilncentainties
with respect to NSF; funding commitments have had a negative impact
on staffing and efficiency in some cases. It was, however, the
general feeling at the November 17 and 18 meeting of the project
policy and advisory boards that the project is functioning cohesively
and effectively.

Internal evaluation is a major thrust if the project. Oakland '.:hools
children are being tested on a preteec, posttest basis, by a battery
of tests--some project developed, some nationally normed. Each
moduleArial is accompanied by formal vesting and observation along
with intensive teacher debriefing. Additionally, NUM provides
internal monitoring of the project's meaningful and effeZtive
involvement of children and teachers in the development.

External monitoring is provided by the MPSP advisory board and by,:7
the project manager Dr. Joseph Payne at NSF. In addition, NSF
funded an external evaluation of the project during its first year.
This evaluation was conducted by Dr. Francis X. Archambault (see
Finial Report: A Formative Evaluation of the Mathematical Problem
Solving Project, May 1975). This evaluation suggested several
changes in the project, particularly with respect to the administra-
tive structure. It is important to note that most of these changes
were effected and have proved to be effective. ,,

Finally, with respect to keeping NSF informed. We have communicated
with NSF in several ways, including proposals, evaluation reports,
phone conversations, and NSF site visits and attendance at advisory
board meetings. We have been and are open to greater communication
and will make every effort to increase that communication.
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D. 2. c: MPSP (Panel 1): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING PROJECT

This review of MPSP, the general mission of which is "to improve the

problem-solving performance of fourth, fifth and sixth grade children,"

is based on information from the following sources:

1. the original project proposal,

2. the continuation proposal,

3. project materials, papers and information supplied by thp

project directors,

4. the report of'an external evaluator,

5. discussion with the project manager.

The panel obtained a general'impression which pervades and affects

responses, to all the questions to which it addressed itself. We wish

to emphasize that we find this project in a very early stage of develop-

ment, a stage that is still largely exploration. Throughout even the

most recent materials, one has the impression of promise znd intention

and a continuing search for clear -cut directions. The concrete products

and results and tangible evidence of progress toward stated goals are

limited. The project is in its second year. We believe it is valid to

raise the question of what is a reasonable length of time to allot to

initial exploratory phases.

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The need for these materials as assessed by the MPSP tends to be based

on conclusions reached at conferences held the last few years in such

places as Snowmass (Colorado) and Orono (Maine). In addition, certain

assumptions a,-e made about the need as seen by educators. As stated in

the original grant proposal, "teachers and administrators alike are

willing to accept a curriculum that would emphasize problem solving

and applications." A further statement.concludes, "the current

intellectual climate is right for a move in this direction."

With regard to research, the original grant proposal states that, there

is "gene al consensus" that school mathematics programs do not develop

problem- lying processes in children and that there is a need for

basic research in problem-solving.

The need for this project seems to be based more on general feelings and

observations than on any formalized approach to needs assessment.

Organiiing a conference to generate a need and making conclusions based
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on impressions from a selected segment of the population might well be
challenged. However, it is true that there do not seem to be many
suitable materials for use by the schools that stress the 'strategies
of problem solving for elementary school children.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The need for good instructional materials focused on mathematical problem
solving appears to be great. Except for some attention in textbooks,
the techniques of problem solving receive little attention.

Whether or not there is "room" for inclusion of the MPSP materials in
the curriculum depends entirely on the priorities of the school staff.
How the classroom teacher values the. proposed instructional method or
material is of prime importance. If the program is felt to be
significant-to the educational growth of children, teachers will most
likely find "room" for it.

As far as dissemination is concerned, there does not seem to be any
specific plan other than to use the support and services of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. However, various authors and staff
members have discussed problem solving ideas and plans at a number of
conferences and meetings held across the country.

One must realize that many.teachers and other educators will be "missed"
if'plans for dissemination are restricted to professional organizations
and casual meetings. A good market means not only a good product, but
also high visibility to insure wide dissemination.

If the final product follows the intent of the project and meets the
goals as stated in the original and continuing grant proposals, there
is strong reason to believe that many schools would be anxious to tAe
the materials. There seems to be little disagreement over the fact
that there is a great need for this type of material at the elementary
school level.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
an rationale?

The general mission of the MPSP is to improve problem solving performance
of fourth, fifth and sixth grade children. Background material for the
project states seven ,goals involving the development, testing, evaluation
and disseMination of materials;"the development of conjectures, a
conceptual model and evaluation instruments related to childrens' growth
in problem-solving ability; and the investigation of the possibility of
developing and using real applications of mathematics.

As overall goals, the intent is clear enough. But there are two major'
difficulties in assessing the clarity of purpose as reflected in project
outcomes to date and the supporting rationale for existing materials.
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First, the expression of goals together with the limited quantity of

completed materials indicates a very early developmental stage:

exploration, investigation of possibilities, conjecture pnd search.

Throughout the_proposal for continuation there is more a sense of

promise and intention than evidence of progress. One domimant

impression is that the project is still searching for clear-cut

girections. A positive aspect of this impression is what seems to

be a recognition of the need for careful research. On the other

hand, the range of possible alternatives in attacking a mission of

this magnitude is enormous and the need for a limited focus and system-

atic selection of specific sub-goals is acute.

A related issue is that of the sequence of accomplishing the stated

goals. For example, it would seem that the development of a "cluster

of conjectures" concerning childrens' problem solving might have

preceded the development of a conceptual model of problem solving and

might reasonably have been expected as an outcome of the first year

of the project. Yet the two appear to be parallel goals in plans

the immediate future.

In general; we feel that the project should spellrout more clearl

the relationship among components. The seven goals are surely not

independent. What is their interrelationship? For example, there is

needed a more detailed description ofthow a concepnal model might

generate instructional materials. In fact, we find in general a

lack of specificity in indications of what criteria are used to select

content and problems.

A second major difficulty ire assessing the clarity of purpose centers

around the failure to define more clearly what is meant by "problem

solving." It is not clear how "success" or "growth" in problem solving

ability will be recognized or measured without a more specific

definition of the term "problem solving." Again, one assumes that

definition and specification of particular strategies or steps in

problem solving will be forthcoming in the conceptual model to be

developed. In the meantime, a clear rationale for the particular

selection of tasks and problems represented in the existing materials

is impossible-to ascertain.

'A more detailed rationale for the selection of tasks and activities from

the range of possible alternatives is needed. What criteria were used

in the choice of problems in present materials? A firmer conceptual

foundation for the generation of the specific strategies encouraged

in the problems would make development of materials appear less random.

For example, why estimation? Where does it fit in the overall picture

of strategies or approaches? What is the relationship between guessing

and estimation and exact answers? Does the project assume that there

is one best strategy for all children in the solution of a given problem?

If not, do the stated purposes provide for multiple approaches, optimal
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approaches, variations in preference and learning style? Do concerns
such as transfer to new and "real-life" situations (always assumed in
problem solving instruction), entail any special set of criteria for
problem selection?

Also related to the question of clear rationale
:

is the extent to which
MPSP builds upon previous research. In the background material there
is the suggestion that research' iterature bearing upon the project's
general mission is scarce or nearly nonexistent. Yet there is a long
history of psychological literature on problem solving. A legitimate
question, unanswered by project materials, is the extent to which this
literatureis or is not appropriate to the rationale for project

I

development. Has it been systematically explored? For example, how
do project materials take into account some well researched barriers
to effective,problem solving, such as functional fixedness, psycho-
logical set, etc.?

In general, we find little indication that project developers have
immersed themselves in the research literature that might bear in some
respect upOn their mission.

One of the impressive positive features of the project is its study of
small group or team problem solving. The stated goals, purposes and
rationale might well clarify in greater detail the role, strategies
and anticipated outcomes specific to the context, in contrast to
individual-approaches.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-____
ically correct?

In a narrow and simplistic sense, one could interpret this question as
asking: Is the mathematics used or developed accurate and free from
error? The direct answer is "yes." But in a broader sense, the
selection of content for problems, for modules, etc., inevitably
involves assumptions, beliefs, predictions about the direction of
mathematical development and applications in general and depends won
broad, long-term goals for mathematics education. In the, first sense,
the answer the project gives, i.e., the credentials of Advisory and
Policy Boards speak for the validity of content, might be, satisfactory.
But such a response is certainly inadequate from the standpoint of the
broader interpretation of the question. If "correct" can be interpreted
as meaning more than narrow "accuracy," then selection of 'content and
exclusion of other content is value-laden and there is by no means una-
nimity-of opinion in professional mathematics or mathematics education
as to selection or emphasis on particular content. Thus this question
may need to be addressed more seriously by project leaders as the
rationale for particular content inclusion.
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For example, it may be that what doesn't appear in materials is as

important to consider as what does. When mathematics is seen as an

application for "real-life" problems or as evolving out of problem

situations at this level, there are particular areas of mathematics

that receive considerable treatment (e.g. measurement, graphing,

statistics, etc.) while others may rarely be utilized. Furthermore,

there is the danger that the mathematics appears fragmentary and loses

a sense of structure and systematization and unity. When materials

are designed as supplementary, they need not carry the full burden of

systematic content development but it is probably legitimate to ask

materials developers to address the question of what portion of the

regular curriculum objectives is being met and in what specific ways

do project materials integrate with, complement or assume as pre-

requisite the existing mathematics programs of the schools.. Surely it

is inefficiegt at best to carry on project activities as completely

independent of and in addition to regular mathematics curricula. The

relationship needs to be clarified as a guide to schools which want

to use prOject materials and ideas.

While materials already developed are mathematically accura e, we wish

to stress a continuing need for monitoring of all printed m terials by

an expert in the subject matter. We note that two members f the staff

at the Indiana site will be performing this function. Howe r, a

project cannot completely monitor, in terms of content accur cy, what

actually happens day-to-day in classrooms. The role of the eacher and

the level of the teacher's understanding of the subject are e ecially

significant in programs that are flexible and'encourage creati e

approaches to solving problems. It would be useful if all proj cts

of this type provided their considered opinions of the educatio 1

background that,,their programs assume or require of teachers. That is,

we believe that curriculum projects can provide helpful guidance to

teacher education at pre-service as well as in-service levels.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials

educationally sound?

Some issues of educational soundness will be dealt with under a later

question on implementation. But there are few absolute criteria avail-

able to judge educational soundness. viously it is a very complex

matter. What is reasonable to expect that a project show evidence

it has.recogniied issues of educational soundness and demonstrate it

has seriously and systematically come to grips with those issues.

Examples of positive educational direction taken by MPSP are the study

of group problem solving and the investigation of the rise of calculators.

Evidence in the - proposal and materials indicates sound approaches to these

investigations. But partially because of the importance and currency of

these educational issues they are controversial and thus may invite some
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adverse reaction. We are already aware of considerable, well-publicized
reaction to the role of calculators in the schools. To what extent areproject leaders prepared to provide public information and education
concerning the role of. calculators? To what extent should such projectsbe expected to justify calculator use and answer legitimate concerns
about possible negative effects of calculator use such as those voiced
by a chapter of the NAACP?

We are-concerned by the seemingly exclusive reliance on paper-and-pencil
methods in the instructional materials. Project information shouldspeak to the possible role,of manipulative materials and the relation-ship of such materials to their modules and card decks. We alsoquestion the quality of-the card deck materials and find many of the
problems unimaginative. Are these really superior to a set of problemsthat might -be developed by individual school districts on a local basis?Most significantly, we find it difficult to discern a consistent set ofcriteria for selecting problems or a clear relationship to differing
cognitive levels.

Another concern is the readability of project materials. Project infor-mational material-does speak to this issue but we question whether thesolutions presented are adequate. It is' insufficient to test by having
a few children try 'to read materials when more sophisticated readabilitytests are available. Furthermore, the statement that because of readingproblems, materials are presented in cartoon format is facile andsuperficial. Certainly reading is no easier when the words are
presented in cartoon "galloons" avissuing from the mouths of cartooncharacterS than when riresented in.traditional form. In /Ore Estimation
booklet, for example, the pictures do not carry a of the burden of
communication at all and the crowding of printed w rds into cartoon
"balloons" makes them more difficult to read. The reading -level ofmaterials and individual differences in reading ability are issues of
significant concern in assessing educational soundness and deserve moreserious attention from project developers than project information
indicates. It is no doubt possible to use cartoons effectively so thatpictures actually communicate. Present materials give little indicationof,this.

Another possible reason for use of cartoons is one of motivation. Haveproject developers found greater. interest in c 'artoon formats than standard
problem presentation formats? Furthermore, the pros and cons of cartoon
use shoUld be considered in depth.

Entertainment value is, of course,not the overriding factor in instructional choice.

The questiOn of motivation and interest are pertinent to the issue of
educational soundness. Project background materials, appear to make the
assumption that problems are interesting to children of this age i theyare either real-world or whimsical. This assumption is a little too pat.Has there been or is there planned an investigation of what constitute
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interesting problems and what is meant by "real-world"? What is "real"

and "familiar" to children? And to which children? Surely there are

individual;.regional and other differences.

Another quettion which should be considered to a degree greater than

that indicated is that of individual differences in learning style,

cognitive preferences, intellectual ability, etc. To what extent do

project materials take into account and adapt to varying cognitive

levels? What are the project's detailed plans for relating the

problems, materials and strategies to these complex issues of individual

variation?

Finally, there, are instances in which we question the Interpretation of

particular strategies. While we concur that estimation is an important

skill and useful strategy, we believe the basic notion is distorted

when children are told, after making a "guess," that there is a "correct

guess"! (See cord deck for estimation module.) Ideas of guessing,

estimating and giving "correct" or acceptable answers are muddled:in

this module.

Question 6: Are the proposed,and anticipated outcomes of the

instructional materials desirable?

A brief answer to this question is necessitated at this early stage of

development. The Oroposed outcomes and goals are surely desirable ones.

Few could quarrel with.the desirability of increasing childrens'

capabilities in salOng ppoblems, however limited the domain. The

impact of the materials is almost impossible to predict until much more

material is produced.. Effects on school programs and other curricular

areas will be considei!ed under the question on implementation.

However, there is a need for closer attention to the problem content \

with respect to bias and stereotypes. Someone with awareness of subtle

stereotyping should monitor problem content. For example, the problem

relating to the woman who conceals from her husband the price she pays

for a dress is one which reinforces a sexist stereotype. (See module

on Organized Lists.)

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for tile schools?

The strategy for implementation and diffusi of any innovation is at

best a difficult undertaking; but a most important one. It must be

given major attention and consideration. There must be dedipated

leadership and an enthusiastic staff to_realize the goal of assimulation

within the accepted school curriculum. -Concerning the MPSP, teachers

must both feel a real need and have the expertise to deal with the

program. This is true of any proposed curriculum project. As this is

largely a supplementary program, it must be viewed by teachers as a

most effective if not necessary addition to the curriculum. As we know,
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supplementary programs are often overshadowed by programs consideredmore basic. A point could be made that the.MPS Project might be betterdescribed as one to complement an existing program rather than tosupplement.

It becomes apparent that staff in-service programs must be establiShedif this project is to become a reality and is to a17 apy degree ofsuccess. It could well be said that in-service education (staffdevelopment) may be more important than the development of newmaterials.

Several thrusts are necessary to help insure that teachers have the,background, knowledge, and skills necessary to implement the MPSP inthe classroom. That teachers have similar backgrounds is an assumptionoften made in. devising in-service programs. The fact that thAs assumptionis invalid makes it important to structure alternatives and optidnswithin the staff development program.

Certainly research on child problem-solving and general problem-solving
strategies are,important components of any in-service proqram.\ There/must be a general 'orientation to mathematical problem solving--an areathat may be somewhat neglected and therefore unfamiliar to many teachers.This emphasis should be coupled with a review of how children learn,grow and develop. Mathematics must be apprbpriate for learners atvarious developmental stages and reflect the order in which some mathe-matical topics must be learned. Our knowledge of how children learn isconstantly developing and must therefore influence the decisions ofthose who develop curriculum.

To make it realistic for staff, it is recommended that in-service tech-niques be employed that stress simulated problem-solving and role-playing activities.

Since the inclusion of calculators is a possible addition to the MPSP,
attention should be given to their use as a classroom instructionaldevice.

The MPSP does not seem to pose any special problems for existing organ-izational structure within the schools. Actually, the plan would seemto fit any building or classroom organization. Its inherent flexibilitywould allow for implementation in schools ranging from the traditionalto the open.

In the use of activity cards, it-would -be well- to identify the various
materials called for and to have them ready for use. In fact, a teacherreference list -tdentifying these materials would be a valuable additionto the program allowing for easier and more efficient organization.
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If the program is to in'1ude the use of calculators, budgetary require-

ments must be faced. It goes without saying that calculatc.s must be

available to all children capable of using them in the program.

While the MPSP materials are supplementary to a basic math program and,

therefore, not necessarily
needed by all students, they must be suitable

and appropriate for all -who find them rewarding in terms of motivation

and growth. For instance, it would be appropriate for some schools and

for some children to have bilingual materials. Activities must also

comfortably fit the wide range of abilities and interests exhibited in

elementary school children.

While activities may
be appropriate to a range of abilities and interests,

they may not necessarily be appropriate to the intent of the project and

the welfare of the learner. Implementation of activities that fall short

of stated goals may result in a waste of time and talent. If a primary

goal is to add ingredients which will develop the stildents. ability to

use their mathematics with confidence in situations they are likely to

encounter in their lives, there must be a far greater stress on imp-le-

menting a program which stresses "hands on" activities. The MPSP

learning problems seem at least at:this point to be dominated by "pencil

and paper exercises." In addition, the content and learning activities

mutt be useful to the child as he or she develops and must also

extend accurate interpretations of'the world. Again, there is some

question whether these goals have been met in the present MPSP

instructional materials.

Implementation can be slowed or completely blocked by a public unwilling

to accept change. Can the needs of students be adequately met unless

there is some enthusiasm or at least an acceptance of new programs by

parents and the general public? We must find a way to modernize our

,
programs in concert with the public. This means not Wily solicited

and unsolicited reaction to programs but also direct public involvement

in proposed and ongoing educational programs. Although stated as an

important goal this point seems to have been forgotten in the past and

future lans of MPSP.

Programs cab hardly be, implemented if the reading and language needs of

the learner are not met. Any program of instruction largely depending

on the written word must take into account a very wide range of reading

proficiency. It would appear that this issue needs further emphasis as

it pertains to the activity cards used in the MPSP.

One issue that needs to be raised concerns strategies for local imple-

mentation. This can be a problem of the greatest significance. The Panel

is of the opinion that the local plan for dissemination and implementation

of curriculum should be examined carefully. A well-defined structure for

change and innovation on a local school level woul seem to be most

important. The Panel feels strongly that unless t ere is a team approach
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to curriculum revision, little will be accomplished in terms of neededchange. Commitments and support must be diverse and continuous andmust not be allowed to center on one agency or one person. An
enthusiastic team of teachers, principal, children and parents help toinsur that change will be both implemented and disseminated. This isa real\ehallenge and one that calls for the very best efforts by anywho contemplate change or consider themselves agents of change.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional
materials reasonable?

Costs-for the implementation of this program on a school district basis
would 'seem reasonable. However, it is assumed that the durability of
learning materials will improve to the point where replacement will notbe a prime consideration.

It is feared that the quality of present
materials will not withstand the stress of an average classroom of
elementary school children and, consequently, replacement needs wouldbecome an ,important factor.

In addition to material needs, funding for in-service education is amatter that must be considered in overall cost. This is so importantthat most careful consideration should be given to providing sufficient
funding for,quality staff development. programs:

Certainly it must be recognized that there are other ways in which a.school district might spend equal funds to accomplish ,the purpose of
upgrading the malkheMatics program. While it is not our purpose toinvestigate possfble options, it should be pointed out that programsthat start at a district level involving the enthusiastic support ofmany are the most likely to stand a chance for success as far as
assimilation and implementation are concerned. There is much to sayfor a model which will help schools to develop curriculum at a locallevel with local educators playing an active role in the initiation,
development and evaluation of curriculum projects.

Question 9: Is the manag9ment/organizationaLplan
adequate for

producing these instructional materials?

The complexity of the project in attaining the identified goals as well
as the advantages and disadvantages of the multi-site plan to accomplishthis undertaking is recognized. There is documentation of interactionand communication between the site personnel, including coordinated
efforts on the review of materials developed at each site. The extentof this communication is unclear. Also, the question is raised, "Whatwas the response of the project staff to the recommendations made bythe external evaluation?" It seems that a concerted effort must bemade to improve continually the communications within and between sitesfor quality and efficient development and evaluations of the instructionalmaterials and the changes effected.
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On the basis of the information provided to the Review Panel, we are

apprehensive about the lack of clarity of the conceptual models and

how these models are being used to direct the activities developed:

the instructional approaches followed in the implementation of these

activities and, in turn, the assessment of change in student behaviors

for improved problem solving capabilities. The management plan,

dealing with the project objectives simultaneously, raises concerns

with respect to unification of development of materials, try-out of

them, revisions, the 'instruments for evaluation, and the conditions

under which measurements of change are-to be made. Furthermore, the

'management-organization plan should be carefully reviewed in an effort

to ascertain whether or not this project has selected the most

desirable of the possible alternatives to accomplish its.pbjectives,

whether it is desirable to continue operations from three sites and

whether or not a more systematic approach to the sequence of, activities

in accomplishing its proposed purpose is more desirable.

The Panel recommends that consideration be given to increased membership

of the Advisory Board as well as to a more active -role of participation

by members of the Board. Although members of the Advisory Board repre-

sent expertise in areas of the project efforts, a person or persons

with specific expertise in learning and teaching mathematics.at the

upper elementary school level and/or in the psychology of learning

would be expected to enhance the contributions of the Advisory Board.

It is the understanding of the Review Panel that the efforts of the\

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics to initiate a project in

problem solving culminated in the co-sponsoring of the initial proposal

with Indiana University who had similar interests. The continuing role

of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics in this project is

not explicit nor has the Panel found documented commitment. Clarifica-

.
tiOn needs to be made on these matters.
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1

D. 2, d: MPSP (Panel 1): Individual PaneliSts' Responses to 10th
Review Question: :Wit are your,general
impressions of the curriulum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 1 submitted a general response of the wholepanel which applies'equelly to all five curricula
reviewed by Panel 1. In addition, one panelist
submitted an tndividual comment which apOlies equallyto all five curricula

reviewed by Panel 1, and onepanelist submitted individual comments On each
curriculum.

Panel common response:

7

In addition to expressing its4O4hions
on individual projects, the

panel' wishes to express itself on curriculum projects in general.The fdllowing paragraphs describe issuehat the pan 1 feels
strongly'about and which we believethe NSF must tak seriously in'their deliberations regarding the Foundation's suppo t of curriculum
development.

eonq Range Implementation

The Review Panel expresses/a concern with respect to all projects inthe area of long range implementation plans. Projects must make pro-visions for long term teacher education programs with local school
Iiistrficts'to insure proper implementation and use. Lack of adequate
commitment to this issue in the past has led to misuse, misconceptionand alquestioning of the,actual value of the project itself.

A pro'ject must make provision in its design to work with local school
districts in providing 0 systematic plan for implementation which is
mutually acceptable and cost effective for both the project and thelocal, school.

Projects must also consider the implications of teacher education
programs at the university level if the project is someday to becomewidely used. This mustlbe considered by projects if the tea king'
strategy employed is diiergent from curifent practices and n lightof the fact that the 1T1 schools will be the recipients of teacher
education progtams.

Parent Involvement

The school and the home have one common concern from the h0;ipning..=
the child. Therefore, eduation 91.ihildren must be a teamwork



effort. The child cannot be the victim of a tug of war over who

knows best for the OTYITC, because the res It is frustration for

teacher, parent and child. Instead of the three R's, the three C's

need to-be implemented. There must be communication, compromise

and genuine concern; between home and,466601.

rents should and must be included from the beginning when curriculum

ma erials are developed. However, care must be taken to remember

tha parents are for the most part ¶ay people and should not be over-

whelmed with educational jargon. Their contributions are important

not only because of their concern and knowledge about children, but

also because they are free of any constraints imposed by involvement

in the professional educational establishment.

Child Development

It is generally agreed that the most effective curriculum materials

are those which are adapted to the-developmental level of the

children for whom they are constructed. This means that in any group

attempting to construct new curricula, there should be one or more

persons who are solidly grounded in the field of child development.

This was not always the case in the projects reviewed by the panel.

As a consequence avoidable-errors in curriculum construction were

made and potential insights into the worth of particular materials

were lost or not fully appreciated. NSF should seek to insure that

child development skills and knowledgeiare represented in government-

supported curriculum projects.

Use of Supplementary Curriculum Materials

Each of the curriculum projects evaluated by Panel 1 is considered a

"supplementary" program in the sense that they do not intend to replace

or supplant established subjects or their entire arrays of curricular

goals. For example, none is the mathematics program or the science '

program.

However, when these programs are truly integrated with or complement

established subject and skills areas, someone must confront the

difficult problems of interrelating the components. Projects, we

believe, have some responsibilities in seriously grappling with

these issues and providing guidance to schools that goes beyond

the narrow role of project implementation.

Development of process goals in problem solving behavior is a very

important, and long neglected, objective of evaluation. However, other

important objectives remain and should not be overshadowed. There
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are certain emphases in, say, mathematical skills and concepts that
inevitably result when the major focuS is on the application of the
subject to "real" problems. The important role of mathematics and
scientific disciplines as a useful tool is stressed. The danger
lies in the possible neglect of other aspects of the discipline.
Those responsible for the curriculum should be certain that the
unitary, systematic, structural nature of the subjects is not
lost in the process. The knowledge and views obtained by the child
should not be of disciplines as fragmentary bits and pieces, however
useful.

We merely state here that supplementary projects should not avoid
responsibility for this difficult problem but should seriously
award it continuous attention.

The Role of the Federal Government in Curriculum Development

The Federal- Government clearly plays a leadership role in curriculum
development, but the nature of that leadership needs to be carefully
considered. For example, is it better to use federal resources
to build programs at a regional and national level and then attempt
to disseminate them to local school districts? Or would there be a
better return by encouraging local school distr4ts to improve their
own programs through staff development and local curriculum projects
that meet the needs of the community?

Teacher Involvement

The extent to which teachers are involved in the projects reviewed
by the Panel varies greatly. Since elementary school teachers are
the key to the effective outcomes of all projects for improved
learning of children, the Pahel strongly recommends that teacher
involvement is necessary in all stages of planning, development, and
implementation of the project efforts.

Representation of Women and Minorities

Project leadership and staff should be representative of a cross
section of the educational community. Involvement of minority group
members and women in the planning, development, implementation and
governance or advisory tasks has been missing in some of these
projects. Key personnel in at least two of the projects reviewed
were almost exclusively white males,
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In addition, it was also apparent that some key personnel were

involved in more than one project. This overinvolvement of project

staff not only limits the range of talents, abilities and insights

available but also limits leadership of curriculum development to a

small group. The panel believes that NSF should encourage project

directors to have a broader representation of minorities, women and

key professionals on curriculum projects than is apparent in these

projects.

Panelist: Dr. James R. Okey

My only concern with our review is that we may have been too tough

on the projects. Most had modest budgets to carry out their pro-

posals yet we expected exemplary and complete needs assessments,

research reviews, research studies, development efforts, imple-

mentation and dissemination plans, and readability studies to have

been completed during the first or second year of the project. With

the limited resources available to the projects, such thoroughness

is impossible.
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D. 3. a: PMDC: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Project for the Mathematical Development of Children (PMDC)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Dr. Eugene D. Nichols

INSTITUTION: Florida State University

DEPARTMENT: Mathematics Education

BUDGET: Total Granted: $815,800

Dates: 6/1/74 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To gain new insights into the ways in which young
children (Grades K-3) acquire mathematical concepts and skills.
It is intended that these insights serve as a potential basis
for future curriculum and instructional development.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

Project Goals. The main emphasis of the Project is on the investigation
of the ways in which children succeed or fail to learn mathematical concepts
and skills. More specifically, the Project has the following nine objectives.

1. To develop interview techniques with individual children, which will
result in insights into children's modes and patterns of thinking.

2. To work with teachers to develop techniques for evaluating individual
children's understandings in mathematics, mainly through observations
and interviews.

3. To develop and test techniques for reliably assessing the understandings
and skills children have when entering the first and second grades.

4. To study the feasibility of teaching children some selected concepts
and skills which are not ordinarily taught in standard curricula at
this age level.

5. To study the feasibility of teaching the usual first and second grade
level concepts and skills, but employing different approaches with the
aim of achieving greater success.

6. To develop modules, including various aids, in pursuit of the above
five objectives. 74
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7. To identify those practices with which teachers succeed; to capture,

refine and extend these practices to other teachers.

8. To explore ways in which teachers can successfully learn to incorporate

into their daily practice the materials produced and findings obtained

in meeting objectiveS one through seven.

9. To develop techniques and procedures for evaluating all activities

pursued in meeting objectives one through eight.

ACTIVITY PLAN:

The PMDC staff have adopted a general plan of using teaching experiments

and interview techniques to explore a selected list of conjectures. The

FSU site will have four principal investigators, each with full time

responsibility .to the project, plus the support staff and facilities for

the headquarters of PMDC. The studies to be conducted deal with conjectures

in four areas:

1. Relation concepts, with particular emphasis on equality

2. Numeration--Symbolization

3. Place value

4. Basic operations, with emphasis on addition and subttaction

These are the same areas of investigation asthe studies at the Georgia site,

but the plans are for coordinated and complementary studies, rather than

duplication. The Georgia site will have four Principal Investigators each

devoting one-third time to PMDC.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT:

General policy oversight for PMDC is vested in an Advisory Board the members

of which are listed under personnel. The project operates at two sites:

Florida State University and the University of Georgia. The Director,

Dr. Eugene Nichols of Florida State University, has overall management

responsibility for the project. Dr. Tom Cooney of the University of Georgia

serves as Coordinator at that site and Dr. Merlyn Behr serves as coordinator

for investigations at the Tallahassee site.

HISTORY AND RELATED PROJECTS:

PMDC was one of four proposals supported as the result of .!commendations

made by the Mathematics Education Panel in January 1974.

The project has engaged in a series of studies to investigate the way

children succeed or fail in learning mathematics concepts and skills.

Interview techniques and exploratory teaching experiments have been used to

study children's patterns and modes of thinking.
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During 1974-75, the project had a subcontract of $75,000 to the University
of Georgia and a subcontract of $14,800 to Ohio University for support of
investigations at those institutions. In addition, work of investigators
at the University of Texas was supported from funds administered at Florida
State University.

Due to budgetary and other concerns, the project was consolidated into only
two sites for 1975-76.

PERSONNEL:

Florida State University. Dr. Eugene D. Nichols, Director and Principal
Investigator; Dr. Thomas Denmark, Associate Director and Principal
Investigator; Dr. Merlyn Behr, Site Coordinator and Principal Investigator;
Dr. Cynthia Clarke, Principal Investigator, and Mr. Max Gerling, Technical
Assistant.

University of Geor ia. Dr. Thomas Cooney, Coordinator of Athens Site;
Dr. Larry Raffle d, Principal Investigator; Dr. William McKillip, Principal
Investigator; Dr. Leslie Steffe, Principal Investigator; and Dr. L. Ray Carry,
Consultant for Internal Evaluation, University of Texas.

Advisory Board: The current Advisory Board would continue in the same
capacity. The Board consists of the following individuals:

Dr. Edward Begle
Stanford University

Dr. Walter Dick
Florida State University

Mr. Edgar Edwards
State Supervisor
Virginia

Dr. John LeBlanc
Indiana University
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Dr. Gerald Rising
Jniversity of Buffalo

Jr. Charles Smock
University of Georgia

Dr. Stephen Willoughby
New York University

Dr. Lauren Woodby
Michigan State University



D.3.b: PMDC (Panel 1): Project Director's Response to 10 Review Questions*

INTRODUCTION

A two-day conference supported financially by the Florida State University

and held in Tallahassee in September 1973 was a forerunner of the Project

for the Mathematical Development of Children (PMDC). The conference

was designed to make an assessment, by knowledgeable individuals, of the

effect of the past curriculum efforts in mathematics education on the

teaching of mathematics in the elementary grades and interpret this effect

in terms of future needs. The proceedings of the conference were published

and the publication is available from PMDC. For the contents and the

participants of the conference see Endlosure 1 (Table of Contents -

Proceedings of the Conference on the.Future of Mathematical Education).

The participants in the conference, several of whom had extensive experience

in curriculum development, recognized that curriculum construction in

mathematics had traditionally taken the form of a five-step process:

1. Logical analysis of the subject matter to be presented,

2. Individuals possessing the needed competencies are selected,

3. Through group interaction, outlines are developed and consensus established,

4. Various individuals assume writing responsibilities for portions of the

curricula,

5. Drafted material is reviewed for completeness, consistency and integrated

across different authors' portions.

PMDC represents a departure from the procedure outlined above. Instead

of the usual logical analysis of content and sequencing of topics, PMDC

has chosen to observe and systematically study the behavior of children

when exposed to mathematical ideas in an intensive clinical manner.

Following the conference,Dr. Eugene D. Nichols, Professor of Mathematics

Education at Florida State University (now Director of PMDC), submitted

a proposal to NSF for a project which was initially funded for a twelve-

month period beginning in June 1974.

The experience of the last twenty-five years suggests that a mathematics

curriculum based solely on the logical sequencing of the subject matter

presents implementation difficulties for both teachers and students.

What is needed is a mathematics curriculum which aims apt the early grades

and which pays attention to the ways in which children learn mathematics

and which takes advantage of the natural ways children think about mathematics.

* NSF Staff Note: Referenced enclosures are not included with this report.
Copies are available from the Project Director.
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The efforts of the 1950s and 1960s were aimed at teaching children better
mathematics. While this is certainly needed, one must also consider
the question as to what is meaningful for children. This lies in the
realm of psychology. However, psychology, including learning of the
specific mathematical concepts and skills which are in the mainstream
of mathematical training.

k

In the real world of today's elementary school classroom with not much
hope for drastic changes for the better in the foreseeable future, it
appears that to build a realistic, yet sound, basis for the mathematics
curricuZym, children's maihematical thinking needs to be studied intensively
in their usual school habitat by those who know teaching, learning,
mathematics, and children. The methodology employed by the the Project
is that of videotaping interviews of individual children and of teaching
sessions with small groups of children.. An intensive study of this
videotape redbrd by individuals with a variety of specialties leads to
the formulation of conjectures as to what this thinking is, what mental
structures the child has developed, end how the child uses these structures
when. dealing with the ordinary concepts of arithmetic. A deep analysis .

of this videotape record further suggests some conjectures about .

possible sources of what the adult views as "misconceptions", about how
the school environment (the teacher and/or the materials) influences the
child's thinking, and about whether the teacher and/or e materials
"fight" the child's natural thought processes. Underst nding these
processes and.usIng this knowledge as guides for curri ulum modules will
lead to the development, by others, of a more effective'and efficient
mathematics curriculum.

,

In accordance with the above aims, PMDC activities are concentrated on
studying intensively and directly children's thinking .and learning
concerning the basic mathematical skills and concepts, for the present

----in grades one and two. These activities and dissemination efforts fall
into five categories:

1. Clinical interviews of children.

The purpose is to understand how children think and what difficulties
they encounter in learning mathematics within the or::nary classroom
setting.

2. Teaching experiments and observational studies.

The purpose is to study children's thinking under the influence of
carefully controlled mathematical environments.

3. Intensive individual assessment of mathematical knowledge of entering
first and second graders.

The purpose is .to gather knowledge about what children know and are
able to do through intensive individual testing, which the teachers
ordinarily don't do.

4. Sharing of the findings and knowledge obtained.by the above, through
publications, with the profession, including curriculum designers
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and textbook writers.

The purpose is to contribute toward building of a more effective ,

mathematics curriculum.

5. Participation in professional conferences which are concerned

With the learning of mathematics at the early age.

The purpose is to share and discuss the knowledge gained-wi-th_all who are

concerned with the teaching of mathematics.

These activities and products of Project efforts are elaborated upon in the

answers to the nine questions in this document. To accomplish these

ends-the Project has brought together a number of outstanding mathematics

educators and researchers, with interest and the necessary expertise,

initially piked at four universities and presently concentrated at two

universities, the Florida State University and the University of Georgia.

For factual inform tion about the Project and its organization, see

Enclosure 2 (Newsl tters No. 1 and No.2). To obtaii, a chronological

view of the activi ies of the Project, see Enclosure 3 ("Chronology of

Main Events").

Answers to the nine questions

EXPLANATORY COMMENTS

The Project for the Mathematical Development of Children is not strictly

a curriculum development project. It is a research/development project.

Therefore, "Instructional materials " will be interpreted to mean the

several categories of products of PM0C. These consist of the following:

---.1. Videotaped interviews of children.

The total of over 400 hours o ideotapes are now in existence. They

are used for several different pur oses: analysis of children's thinking,

training of teachers in individualized testing, and communicating with

teachers and researchers about children's thinking.

2. Records of observations of children and teachers.

These are used to supplement the videotape records in analyzing

children's cognitive behavior, to study teacher's techniques, and to

formulate conjectures.

3. Teaching materials and manipulative aids.

These are segments of instructional materials produced for the specific

purpose of testing_conjectures formulated on the basis of studies and

observations. They are intended to serve as ,a prototype of instructional

materials, after undergoing a rigorous test in controlled experimental

environments. 7 9
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4. Technical reports and other publications.

These serve the purpose of communicating the ideas and results to all
who deal with the mathematics curriculum, whether in designing, creating,or using it.

5. Research tIndius.

These focus on the children's learning of the basic mathematical
concepts and skills as they are found in the ordinary mathematics
curriculum. The intended eventual use of these findings is for
the design of a more effective and efficient mathematics curriculum.

Question 1: Is there a genuine need far these instructional materials?

The participants in the September 1973 conference unanimously recognized
a need for a more scientific approach to the curriculum construction than
that used in the past. Better understanding of children's thinking should
be part of the guidelines base for curriculum construction.

Other leaders in mathematics education and psychology have stated recently
that the greatest need for the immediate, future is to investigate skills
and concepts. The need to ask 2294 questions and to find good answers
t6 these questions is of extreme importance as a forerunner of any large
scale curriculum development in mathematics. Such investigations, carried
on within the daily realities of the classroom and by individuals who
know mathematics and its teaching and learning would provide a bridge
between the psychology of learning of mathematics and mathematics itself.

The usual way in which textbooks are written does not provide for this kind
of necessary investigation. Similarly, teacher training does not provide
prospective teachers with the kind of Alights into the mathematical
thinking of children that PMDC has set out to obtain.

The NSF panel which reviewed the original proposal recommended strongly
hat the emphasis represented in PMDCAs needed.

Tie recent results of various assessments of students' knowledge of
mathematics, including the National Assessment of Educational Progress
ih mathematics, have established the fact that,9-, 13-, 17-yea s as
well as young adults have inadequate knowledge of basic ma
evdp of the type of mathematics required for the most elementary everyday
decision making of a quantitative nature. This state of affairs sug _sts
that there is something wrong with the teaching of mathematics.

To p\lunge into a major development of a new curriculum in a manner similar
to that of the 1950s and 1960s would 'not be appropriate. Another major
curriculum development should be preceded by an intensive look at the
child ken, beginning with their first, year in school; with an intent
td understand better how children learn mathematics and to assess what
it is that is causing many otherwise, capable students to fail to learn
even the rudimentary aspects of mathematics.
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The need for the kinds of activities described in this document is well

established within the mathematics education profession. At the present

time, there are no such Sources of guidelines for curriculum designers.

There is a lack of gbidelines for teaching mathematics which wo,ld be

in line with the way in which children naturally think about and learn

mathematical concepts. An effective curriculum' must pay attention to the

ways in which children acquire mathematical concepts and skills.

To align the curriculum more closely with a child's way of thinking;

one must understand how children learn mathematics, Not enough is known

about that at the present time.

Question 2: Is there.a market for these instructional materials?

No mathematics curriculum based on intensive investigation of children's

thinking now exists. Large numbers of capable children fail to

learn many basic mathematical concepts. /Many children do not learn

up to their potential. The teachers, the curriculum designers, and the

are

//

Good answers to these questions ae not available. Teachers are at atextbook writers,,are asking questions as to why so many children fail:

loss to know how to instruct children with different abilities and

//interests. .

During the past'and present years the presentations of Project activitie's

to professional groups at_conferences and sharing of the conjectures with

various persons have clearly indicated an intense interest in the outcomes

of the Project. The Project Newsletters are mailed regularly to about

1,500 professionals and the mailing list is growing continually.

The nature of the Project is such that a successful pursuit of its

objectives should result in considerable influence on the nature of

the mathematics curriculum. The Project has a potential to affect in

very significant ways the general direction in which the mathematics

education might move. One way is to make the findings of the Project

known to those who train elementary school teachers through professional

publications. Another way is to demonstrate that children succeed with

the learning of mathematics significantly better if the curriculum is more

nearly accommodated to the children's thinking.

For an example of a professional publication which interprets; some of

the findings of the Project for the teachers, see Enclosure 4, ("How

Children View Equality Sentences," an article submitted for publication

to the Arithmetic Teacher, a journal designed for elementanylschool

teachers of mathematics, mathematics educators, and curriculum designers.

For another example of sharing of information with the profession see

Enclosure 5 ("PMDC - Its Mission and Its Functions," an article published in

Contemporary Education, Hall 1975 For PMDC publication procedures see

Enclosure 5a.
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The Project Manager at NSF has two composite videotapes which illustrate
the variety of methods used to achieve the objectives of-the Project.
Of the nine/long range objectives listed in Newsletter No. 1, objectives'1, 3, and are presently receiving the major attention. They are:

1. To de elop interview techniques with individual children, which will
result in insights into children's modes and patterns of thinking.

3. To develop and test techniques for reliably assessing the understanding -and skills children have when entering the first and second grades.

5. To study the feasibility of teaching the usual first and second grade
level concepts and skills, but employing different approaches with the aim
of achieving.greater success.

These objectives are recognized by ttachers and mathematics educators as
being in the mainstream of the mathematics curriculum,

Questir 3: Oo these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and rationale?

PMDC is not strictly a curriculum development project, prototypical
instructional materials are being, developed for specific purposes. One of
these purposes is to test conjectures which were formed as a result of obser-
vations of children and teachers and of teaching experiments. The instruc-
tional materials are being tested in the carefully controlled teaching
experiments.. The NSF Project Manager-has a set of all teaching materialsproduced so far for this purpose. The teaching experiments are designed to
investigate several of the 80 conjectures formulated during the 'past year.
Those conjectures presently under investigation are perceived to be at the
heart of the learning of most basic mathematical Concepts and skills, such as
place value, addition, and subtraction. Enclosure 6 contains descriptions
of the following teaching experiments.

1. T1 - Effects of the Multiple Embodiment and Mathematical Variability
Principles on Second GraderV Learning and Understanding of Two-Digit
Addition and Subtraction.

This experiment deals with the concept of place value al its role in the
development of addition and subtraction skills. Five ex erimental groups
and one control group are under an intensive study throughout the year,
which includes individual interviews designed to reveal children's thinking
about these basic concepts.

2. T3 - Equality, Addition and Subtraction.

Interviews of children led to a formulation of several conjectures con-
cerned with the children's concept of equality. It is hypothesized that
the limited concept of equality (as an operator), which children acquire,
may stand in the way of children comprehendirg mathematics and may cause
them to fail in arithmetic skills. In this teaching experiment, children
are taught a more adequate concept of equality (as a relation). The
effects of the possession of this concept on children's understanding of
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and facility with mathematical operationc /111---be investigated.

3 Readiness for Symbolization.

Several conjectures deal with the severe diffitulties some children

encounter when dealing with mathematical symbols. Since symbolization

is at the heart of the ordinary instruction in mathematics, a number of

crucial variables have been identified the understanding of which may shed

a great deal of light on'the difficulties some childreh have in learning

mathematics.

4. Constructing and Learning Alternative Computational Algorithms.

number of conjectures suggest that the unique algorithms ordinarily imposed

upon the children may be at variance, with the children's perceptions.

Inve.-ting of algorithms by children may provide them with the insights

needed for-the intelligent use of algorithms.

5. T4 Pictures andtMathematical Sentences: A _proposed Study with First

Grade Children.

Some conjectures suggest that

(a) children do not see school mathematics as having much relationship

to the real world, and

(b) children have problems with symbolizing the real world and picture

situations.

This study is designed to answer some questions about the relationship

between mathematics and the real world.

The Project Manager at NSF has a description of the following teaching

experiment.

Addition, Subtraction and Numeration.

There are certain clusters of developmental and prerequisite variables

which are suggested to have a strong relationship to the ability to learn

addition and subtraction and to understand numeration. Answers to

questions posed in this context would suggest more effective ways of

sequencing mathematical instruction.

Teaching materials (e.g. lesson plans, complete instructional modules,

and visual aids) are produced as the teaching experiments are planned and

carried out. For a sample of teaching materials, see Enclosure 7 (a sample

lesson for T1 "U2, - Lesson 2 Two-Digit Numerals--Enactive
Level," and a

sample lesson for 73 - "E-5-1 Introduction to Symmetrical Property").

The NSF Project Manager has a complete set of all materials.

Another product of the Project is information about the children's

trnowledge of mathematics at the time they enter grades one and two. The

purpose of this activity is to assess and analyze what basic mathematical

skills and concepts children possess when entering these grades.

Approximately 200 first grade children and 160 second grade children were
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and the information is shared with the tea

fort
of the children. At the

present time a program is being prepared'for a complete computer analysis
of-the results. The results and the analysi will be available to the
profession as a technical publication. A series of publications will be
prepared for the teachers. These will provide teachers with the kind of
insightful knowledge about children's skills acid methods they use in solving
mathematical problems that is not presently available.

For'an example of the analysis made of each child, see Enclosure 8 ("Student
, Profile: PMDC Grade One" and attached "Answer Sheet," and "Student

Profile: PMDC Grade Two" and attached "AnsWer S4et"). It shows the
categories of concepts and skills which are being ssessed. The AnsWer
Sheet shows not only the precise answer the child ave but also the method
which the child used in arriving at the ansWer. En losure 9-("Descriptive
Statistics -*Grade 1 and Grade 2; and "Summary - Selected Key Math Items")
summarizes the data on performance of first and second graders.

f`

tested on a one-to-one basis by means of a',commercially available diagnostic
test and tests produced by PMDC. A complete profile of each child is made

A rich source of data, which is being riade;available to other researchers
are videotapes of children's interviews. They rgveal \children's patterns of
thought about the key mathematical-concepts. This kind of rich insight
cainct be obtained in any other way. For a partial listing of videotapes
presently available and subjected to thorough analysis at both sites see
Enclosure 10 ("Index of Videotape Recordings"). The NSF', Project Manager has
two composite videotapes which illustrate structured interviews, open-ended
interviews, individualized testing, and teaching experiments.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically
correct?

The instructional materials produCed for teaching experiments make use of
currently-available findings of research. A number of graduate students
in mathematics education are constantly involved in reviewing all research
literature that is-lpertinent for a given teaching experiment.

The materials are also examined by the PMDC Advisory Board members, all
of whom are recognized authorities. There is an interdisciplinary representation
on the Board, which includes mathematics education, mathematics, psychology,
media, and evaluation. Thy. Project has a permanent evaluator, who possesses
advanced training in mathematics, mathematics education, and pedagogy;
he is also a recognized exnert in the field of evaluation. He systematically
examines all of the products as well as contributes his judgement about the
soundness of the Project's activities. His advice and critical appraisal
are taken into. account in all of the Project's activities.

Intervipw techniques employed by the principal investigators make use
of what is known about interviewing. It must be pointed out, however,
that no overall theory of interview techniques is now in existence. The
Project's experiences with interviews make a cont(ibution to a
formulation of such a theory in the future.
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Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally

sound?

One of the aims of the Project is to find out what kind of mathematics

teaching materials are "educationally sound." Certainly, the present

widespread failure of students to learn basic mathematics suggests

that the presently available curriculum is not "educationally

sound." To gain the necessary insights, it is imperative that investigators

work daily with children and teachers in the usual school habitat. This

is the method employed by PMDC.

Value-11den areas are not involved in the Project materials. Since the°

major emphases are on discovering ways in which teaching materials can be

made to correspond snore closely to the children's ways of thinking, favorable

reactions from teachers are anticipated and are already forthcoming.

The leariling'and teaching of dathemaffts are very complex. Every

attempt is made to identify all pertinent facts and account for them in

the reporting of results of teaching experiments. The evidence

obtained through the teaching experiments will be reported in an objective

manner, atatin9 both the strengths and the weaknesses of the particular

approach to teaching mathematics.
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Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the
instructional materials desirable?

One of the projected products of the Project will be a set of guidelines
and sample instructional materials developed in accordance with the
research findings. It is anticipated that these will have a profound
impact on authors of professional books and textbooks for children.
This should eventually lead to a better curriculum for all children.
It is the intent that all who are involved in -,roducing mathematics
materials for-chil ren benefit by the findings and prototype materials
produced by the Project. These will be in the public domain.

Project gals will not be impacted by having or not having any findings
related to sex, racial, ethnic, or-religious factors. Methodological
workings of ,PMDC do not involve the above variables. The Project
carries on its activities in a variety of schools, with a spectrum
of capabilities.

It is felt that the major thrust of the Project is of such crucial
importance to the teaching of mathematics that there should be a
proOsion at the national level for the permanent existence of a group
like PMDC. This group would continue to be concerned with intensive
clinical studies of children's thinking in the context of the usual
sch901 instruction in mathematics. The concern should be with the
le rning of concepts and skills iich are clearly in the mainstream
a d not with the fancy and esoteric parts of mathematics.

uesL;on 7: Do these instructional materials 'resent implementation
problems for the schools?

It is not within the objectives of PMDC to produce a complete set of
teaching materials for grades 1 and 2. Rather it is to produce specific
segments of materials to respond to specific problems. Then these
exemplars with their rationale will be available to writers of textbooks
where their effect will be felt. This two-step effect has a potential
of reaching more students than would isolated publications of full
textual materials that would not be as broadly distributed.

The above is also true of the materials that would apply to the
teacher training programs. In this connection, videotapes will also
make a contribution.

The above intent for the use of materials does not involve the usual
implementation problems ass&ciated with exporting a complete curriculum.

Since the Project is testing several alternative approaches to the
teaching of m thematics, only those that have been demonstrated to be
the most ective would be recommended to the teachers. The basic
assumpti under which the Project is operating is that, given a better
approach v h more nearly fits the children's ways of t in , more
children will succeed with learning mathematics effectiv ly.
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Question 8: Are the costs of implementing these instructional

materials reasonable?

There are no plans to produce complete instructional materials that

would compete with the commercially produced texts. The prototype

modules are of the kind that are in line with the usually expected

costs of teaching materials.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for

producing these instructional materials?

From the listing of individuals who participated in the 1973 conference,

it is clear that individuals with pertinent specialities had a substantial

input into the original organizational plan. Now the Advisory Board

has a substantial input into the current_ activities of the Project.

There is also involvement of various consultants from different

specialties such as reading, psycholinguistics, interview techniques,

etc.

The Project was subjected to a very thorough outside evaluation during

1974-75 with Dr. Francis Archambault of Boston University serving as

director of the evaluation. In addition, the Project has a regular

inside evaluator, Dr. Ray Carry of the University of Texas. Dr. Carry

participates in all the Staff and Advisory Board meetings and reacts

to all phases of the Project's activities. The Project has a Director,

Associate Director, and a Coordinator at each site (Florida State

University and University of Georgia). Each of these individuals is

a principal investigator carrying on major research and teaching

experiment activities. They work as team members in teachit

producing materials, interviewing, etc. No one individual commits

all of his/her time to the administration of the Project.

The Director routinely sends to the NSF Project Manager copies of all

correspondence and materials. Thus, the Project Manager is fully

informed of all ongoing activities of the Project. He is also invited

to attend the meetings of the Advisory Board and staff.
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D. 3. c: PMDC (Panel 1): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

This project seeks insights into the ways in which children (grades
1 and 2) acquire mathematical concepts and skills. The major thrust
of the project is to formulate, on the basis of their investigation
findings, "a more thorough and reliable basis" for mathematics
curricula.

The Review Panel has modified the questions proposed by the National
Science Foundation for the evaluation of this project. On the basisof an examination of project documents available to us, and telephone
conversations with a project staff member at each site, the Panel
submits the following report.

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for this investigation?

The needs being addressed in this investigation of the ways in which
children succeed or fail to learn mathematical concepts and skills
grew out of a conference of mathematics

educators held at Florida
State University in 1973. There appears to have been no systematic
needs assessment as such, nor do the materials available to the Panel
indicate that the ]itprature had been searched to document needs
noted by others. Although no documentation of needs was provided
by the project, the Panel agrees that there is a need for a careful,
thorough analysis of (a) how children think about mathematics and
(b)effective teaching strategies.

Furthermore, it s ld be noted that this project has the potential
of affecting children and teachers in primary schools. Because
of this potential, it is especially important that all phases of this
project be'subjected to careful scrutiny and reassessment in order
that it met. its goal's,

Question 2: Would the mathematics education community use the resul&
of the investigation?

If the project does generate the results promised by the goals, then
there exists an audience which could use the results. Primary level
tea; hers are interested in considering alternative instructional
strategies and techniques which have proven effective. Textbook
authors and publishers, continually searching for "new" approaches,
would also consider them. However, care must be taken as project
results are reported that they are presented in a form which makes
the ideas _understandable. The manner of presentation has already
led to some questioning of the project by teachers who have attended
PMDC presentations at various professional meetings. Have to cher
reactions been considered seriously by the project staff? App ica-.
tion of project results can be maximized with teacher assent.
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Furthermore, the Panel believes that the project staff should

themselves be concerned about the biases that seem to prevail in the

written reports; that is, the apparently low opinion held by principal

investigators of primary-level classroom teachers with regard to

their knowledge about teaching primary-level mathematics, about

primary-level children and about interpreting children's comments

about mathematics. The written reports available to the Panel suggest

that the project staff did not seek and did not want the input of

teachers, either in discussing goals and needs or in participating

in discussions and analyses of videotapes. The following are quota-

tions from the PMDC Staff Reactions'to the Formative Evaluation

Report (June 1975): "One PI felt that a teacher with the-experience

of facing children daily could make certain unique contributions to

the Project. Several PIs have negative feelings about thii due to

their previous experience in this area." (p. 25) "At one time during

the course of She last Advisory Board meeting, the director raised

the question of whether there should be an elementary teacher serving

on the Board. It was pointed out at that time that perhaps we should

recognize that the job of the elementdry school teacher is to teach

children acrd they should not be expected to go beyond this function."

(pp. 26-27) That the project has begun to invite teachers (e.g.,

four 1/4-time teachers at the Georgia site this year) appears to be

a function of external pressure to do so. If practicing Classroom

teachers become aware of the negativism of the project staff about

their capabilities, then the results of tip project cannot be expected

to effect changes in the teaching and learning of mathematics. The

Panel urges the project staff to consider a more substantial involve-

ment of primary-level classroom teachers and parents in both advisory

and cooperating roles.

Question 3: Does this investigation,have a clear purpose
and

rationale?

The goals of the project are clearly stated in numerous forms. However,

the goals are very broad, and there appears to have been a minimum

amount of time expended on analyzing and restating the goals into

manageable sub-goals or objectiVes. This non-specificity has allowed

individual principal investigators to pursue their individual interests.

There is little' structuring that forces one activity (e.g., analysis

of videotaped interviews to ascertain the status of children's

thinking) to precede another (e.g., conducting related teaching

experiments and research).

Therefore, it is not clear at this point that the goals of the project

will be met in a fashion which will have an impact on the teaching and

learning of mathematics at the primary level,. The principal investi-

gators are aware of the possible need for some added degree of

specificity and for more coordination of efforts (e.g., as.proposed in
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Archambault's report) and may effect changes during the current second
year of the project. However, it is with some concern that we question
where the project is indeed going: will any set of usable, applicable
results be generated?

Two questions which the Review Panel was asked to consider concern the
assumptions, values, and goals of the project. Assumptions made by
principal investigators about the capability of primary-level teachers
have already been noted in the response to the previous question.
Such an assumption might be attributed to the fact that virtually all
of the project staff are persons who have a secondary-school teaching
background; their lack of experience at the primary level presumably
contributes to negative beliefs about the role which primary-level
teachers could assume in the project. Are secondary school-oriented
persons totally capable of analyzing theOinking processes of primary-
level children and of structuring materials and lessons for teaching
primary-level children?

While there is indication that the project was designed to explore
how young children think about mathematics, it is also apparent that
preconceived ideas have strongly influenced the directions pursued
by individual investigators. This is evidenced, for instance, in
the way the videotapes are analyzed; alternative conjectures as to
why children respond as they do apparently are not considered. A
Piagetian orientation is clear in the research being conducted by
one investigator; the theoretical basis for other efforts is not
clearly explicated. It would seem that the existence of preconceived
ideas should be recognized and taken into account as various activities
are pursued. For instance, if Piagetian theory is incorporated as a
vital aspect of some studies, the relationship of Piagetian theory
to other studies should be considered.

The concerns cited above all relate to the cohesiveness of the project,
both as activities are conducted and as implications for classroom
practice are considered. The relationship between the taped interviews
and the teaching experiments is unclear: how the topics for interviews
are decided, how the teaching experiments are coordinated, how the
sequencing and structuring of the effort both within and between
sites are coordinated, are points of concern. The role of the list
of conjectures which have been developed or collected is also relevant
to this concern. It appears that, at least in some instances, they
were "created under pressure of time" (quoted from a staff meeting
report) rather than as natural and almost-daily outcomes of the work
with children. The list could profit from synthesis to encompass
related points, from rewriting for clarity (and the addition of
specifics about, for instance, characteristics of the children to
whom each might apply), and, even more importantly, by deletion of
those conjectures which are not conjectures but rather facts to those
who have taught at the primary level.
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Question 4: Is the content of the taped interviews and teaching

experiments mathematically and psychologically sound?

In the written proposals and accounts of teaching experiments and

research, the mathematical content appears sound. However, in the

presentation of materials in some taped interviews and in some

parts of several sets of materials for experiments, there is some

question of appropriateness. One concern is with whether the use

of the material is perceived by the children as the investigator

intended it to be perceived. For instance, on one tape a box is

used to "hide" objects representing the missing addend; it appears

that children may be focusing less on the mathematics than on the

hiding aspect of a game. A different type of concern arises with,

for instance, a lesson in which six-embodiments are used, one

immediately following the other: are the procedures sufficient for

collecting information on what this "massive" bombardment of materials

does to children?

There appears to be a need for continued and increased interaction

among the principal investigators in critiquing proposed activities

(including interviews, lessons, and materials) to assure their

appropriateness both psychologically and pedagogically, as well as

in relation to project goals and objectives.

The whole idea of looking carefully at how children think and of

trying to find effective strategies to promote mathematical under-

standing is excellent. The need for careful, accurate interpreta-

tion of information gained from the videotaped interviews has been

noted. There is in addition a need to realize that the children

may have difficulty in understanding what the interviewer is

asking--they therefore answer a different question (sometimes they

do this on purpose!).

--4.4e focus in each interview and each lesson is on a relatively small

but generally important aspect of the mathematics curriculum. This

narrowness of scope allows for thorough consideration from several

points of view. Coordination of the project effort could facilitate\

the interpretation of information about each aspect and lead to the

development of carefully explicated ideas for classroom and curriculum

implementation.

Question 5: Are the procedures and content being used in the investiga-

tion educationally sound?

The Review Panel questions the educational soundness of an investiga-

tion into the learning and teaching of mathematics at the primary level

if primary-level teachers are not cooperatively involved. Classroom

teachers are a valuable source of data about the teaching and learning

processes in mathematics.
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Little evidence is available on the ways in which the project may
consider the individual aptitudes, backgrounds, needs, and interests
of children, or the resulting need to provide differentiated instruc-
tional strategies. While some conjectures refer to "low" or "average"
students, little or no attention is given to the characteristics of
individual children. One factor previously noted concerns the lack
of consideration of the work and the research of those not on the
project staff. On ma y points referred to in the documents reviewed
there, has been previo research. There is scanty reference to this
research; it appka o have been considered most thoroughly in one
or two of the reports on teaching experiments. Research has already

.provided substantial evidence on several of the conjectures which
were raised. There has been rese on, for instance, the effect
of delaying instruction and the culty of mathematical sentences
with the placeholder in various Positions.

Principal investigators should be aware of explorations which have
been and are being conducted at other centers. No reference was
found in the document; reviewed to the extensive writing on inter-
viewing by Brownell, for instance, or to the clinical investigations
being conducted at, for instance, the University of Maryland. The
proposal to focus on the development of a measurement-based curriculum
first appeared with no comment that such a curriculum is being
developed at the Wisconsin R & D Center; however the principal
investigators are now beginning to consider the "failures" of that
curriculum. Hopefully, they will also consider its "successes."

Reviewing the esearch and other literature should be a prime
requisite at the beginning stages of a project so that it can be
used to facilita the work on a project. The reflections and
knowledge acquired other mathematics educators could be of aid
to this project.

Question 6: Are the erososed and anticipated outcomes of the investi-
gation desirable?

The outcomes of this project are somewhat unclear. While outcomes
were considered in the proposal and presumably stated in the goals,
the project staff wants to retain the flexibility to restate
anticipated outcomes as the work progresses in various directions.
As noted previously, the goals need to be reconsidered in terms of
formulating objectives which can be attained.

The principal investigators, in the reaction to Archambault's report,
defend their need to remain free of the restriction of such specifica-
tion. To allow each person to "do his own thing" and hop.me that
collectively a goal is reached may not be realistic. The investigators
presumably realize this, as they take steps to assure increased
coordination, communication, and cohesiveness.
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Question 7: Do the proposed and anticipated outcomes present

implementation problems for the schools?

One'anticipated outcome of the project is the development of models

to be used in helping teachers to acquire interview techniques. The

videotaped interviews and interview techniques could be used by

teachers with little soecial training. If interviews are to be

conducted by classroom teachers, then teachers must "find" the time

to do this.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing the results of the

investigation reasonable?

It is not clear at this stage what the plans for impJlementation of

results or products of the investigation will be. Therefore, most

of the subquestions are not applicable. However, there is one

concern about the nonfiscal costs (e.g., psychological/social) that

may be involved in the teaching experiments.

Children who are in an experimental program may need help in making

the transition back to the regular classroom. This becomes

particularly important as the length of time in an experimental

program increases. Has the project staff made plans to insure a

smooth transition?

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for

realizing the objectives of the investigation?

Some concerns have been expressed by both the present Revi Panel

and earlier reviewers about the management/organization plan. One

concern has focused on the need for administrators at both project

sites. This concern may_be met with the decision to have a site

director at both locations. This plan can facilitate the coordina-

tion within the project and across the project sites.

Another concern is that the project staff is incomplete. No primary-

level teachers, nolay persons, and few specialists outside the pro-

ject have been given the opportunity to make suggestions or propose

alternatives for the project. Despite the fact that project personnel

state that they have "the breadth and depth of experience" necessary

to meet all project goals; that they feel- that the use of "so-called

'experts'" is implausible; and that they believe "it is important

for us to rely on our own resources," we do.not concur.

It is not clear what the role of the internal-evaluator is. There

is no evidence that the anticipated role of a "devil's advocate" is

being fulfilled.

We believe that the report by the external evaluator can be of immense

help to the project staff in clarifying and improving the project,

despite the first reactions of the project staff to this evaluation.
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D. 3. d: PMDC ,(Panel 1): Individual Panelists' Responses to gOth
Review Question: What are your general
iMpressions of the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panei 1 submitted 'a general response of the whole
panel whichapplieS equally to all five curriculareviewed by Panel 1. In addition, one panelist
submitted an individual

comment which applies equallyto all five curr4cula
reviewed by Panel 1., and onepaneliSt submitted individual comments on eachcurriculum.

Panel l's common response:

In addition to expressing its opinions on individual projects, thepanel wishes to express itself on curriculum project in general.The following paragraphs describe issues that the panel feels
strongly about and which we believe the NSF must take seriously intheir deliberations regarding the Foundation's support of curriculum
development.

Long Range Implementation

The Review Panel expresseS
a'concern with respect to all projects inthe area of long rat* implementation plans. 1Projects must make pro-visions for long term teacher education programs with local schooldistricts to insure proper implementation and use. Lack of adequatecommitment to this issue in the past has led to misuse, misconceptionand a questioning of the actual value of the project its

A project must make, provision in its design to work with local schooldistricts in providing a systematic plan for implementation which ismutually acceptable and cost effective for both the project and the ,local school.

Projects must also consider the implications of teacher education /programs at the university IeveT---if the project TSsomeday to becomewidely used. This must be considered by projects if the teaching,strategy employed is divergent from current practices and inlightof the fact that the local schools will be the recipients of teachereducation programs.'

Parent Involvement

I
The school and the home have one common concern from the beginning-7,the child. Therefore, education of children must be a teamwork' '

_9
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effort. The Child cannot be the victim of a tug of war over w

knows best for the EWINT because the result is frustration/To

teacher, parent and child. Instead of the-three R's, the thr e C's

need to be implemented. There musbe communication, compro ise

and genuine concern between home and school.

Parents should and must be included from the beginning when curriculum

materials are developed.
However, care must be taken to remember

that parents are for the most part lay people and should not be over-

whelmed with educational jargon. Their contributions are important

not only because of their concern and knowledge about children, but

also because they are free of Any constraints imposed by involvement

in the professiOnal educational establishment.

Child Development

It is generally agreed that.the most effective curriculum materials

are those which are adapted to the developmental leve4of the

children for whom they are constructed. This means that in any group

attempting to construct new curricula, there should be one or more

persons who are solidly grounded An the field of child development.

This was not always the case in the projects reviewed. by the panel.

As a consequence avoidable errors in curriculum construction were

made andpotential insights into the worth of particular materials

were lost or not fully appreciated. NSF should seek to insure that

Child development skills and knowledge are
represented in government-

supported curriculum projects.

Use of Suppleentary_Curriculum Materials

Each of the clirriculum projects evaluated by Panel 1 isconsidered a

"supplementary" program in the sense that they do not intend to replace,

or supplant established subjects or their entire arrays of curricular

goals. For example, none is the mathematics program or the science

program.

However, when these programs are truly
integrated with or complement

established 'subject and skills areas, someone must confront the

difficult problems\of
interrelating the components. Projects, we

believe, have some responsibilities An seriwsly grappling with

these issues, and providing guidance to schools that goes beyond

the narrow dole of project implementation.

Development of process goals in problem solving behavior is a very

important, nd long neglected,
objective of evaluation. However, other

important otjectives remain and should not be overshadr'ied. There

.0)
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are certain emphases in, say, mathematical skills and concepts that
inevitably result when the major focus is on the application of the
subject to "real" problems. The important role of mathematics and
scientific disciplines as a useful tool is stressed. The danger
lies in the possible neglect of other aspects of the discipline.
Those responsible for the curriculum should be certain that the
unitary, systematic, structural nature of the subjects is not
lost in the process. The knowledge and views obtained the child
should not be of disciplines as fragmentary bits and aces however
useful.

We merely state here that supplemeQtary projects should not avoid
responsibility for th4sifficult problem but should seriously
award it continuous attention.

The Role of.the federal Governme t in Curriculum Development

The Federal Government clearly plays a leadership role in curriculum
development, but the nature of that leadership needs to be carefully
considered. For example, is it better to use federal resources
to build programs at a regional and national level and then attempt
to disseminate them to loc 1 school districts? Or would there be a
better return brencouragi local school districts to improve their
own programs through staff evelopment and local curriculum projects
that meet the needs of the mmunity?

Te r Involvement

The\ .(tent to which teachers are involved in the projects reviewed
by e Panel varies greatly. Since elementary school teachers are
the ey to the effective outcomes of all projects for improved
tear inc of children, the Panel strongly recommends that teacher
involvement is necessary in all stages of planning, deyelopment, and
implementation of the project efforts.

Representation of Women and jlinorities

Project leadership and staff shouldibe reOresentati4 of a cross
section of the educational community. InvolveMent of minority group
members and women in the planning, development, implementation and
governance or advisory tasks has been missing in some of these
projects. Key personnel in at leait two of the projects reviewed
were almost exc'usively white males.
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In addition, it .s also .pparent that some key personnel were

involved in more thanne project. Thi overinvolv

staff not only limits the range of talents, abilities and insights
pme project

available but also limits'leadershi0 of curriculum development to a

small group. The panel believes that NSF should encourage project

directors to-have a broader representation of minorities, women and

key professionals on curriculum projects than is apparent in these

projects.

Panelist: Dr. James R. Okey

My only concern with our review is that we may have been too tough

on the projects. Most had modest budgets to carry out their pro-
posals yet we expected exemplary and complete needs assessments,
research reviews, research studies, development efforts, imple-

mentation and dissemination' plans, and readability studies to
have been completed during the first or second year of the'project.

With the limited resources available to the projects, such thor-

oughness is impossible.
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D. 4. a: AP: NSF Descriptive information

PROJECT TITLE: Elementary Mathematics Project: University of Illinois
Arithmetic Project (AP)

PROGRAM; Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: David Page (during
active life of project);

Current Project Director: Jack Churchill
INSTITUTION: Educational Development Center

(formerly Educational Services, Inc.)

BUDGET: Total Granted: $1,525,210

Datei: 2/15/65 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT BJECTIVES: Development of a series of courses in mathematics
- for teachers including films of unrehearsed class-

room presentations.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES:

The original recommendation mem3 (10/64) identifies the objectives of theproject as follows:

"The purpose of this project is to attempt to effect a major
change in the way mathematics is 'taught in the elementary
schools by producing a series of four courses in mathematics
for teachers.... The courses for teachers will include:

a) text and problem segjences, of the sort intended for
use by students, designed to introduce teachers to
both the mathematical content and the way of present-
ing it;

b) descriptions of pitfalls and points likely to lead to
difficulty in the classroom (e.g., division by zero,
sign of product of signed numbers);

c) problem sequences that have proved effective in pre-
senting various ideas to children in grades kinder-
garten through six;
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d) motion pictures showing unrehearsed classroom presenta-

tions (some continuous LA some edited to illustrate

various points) by teachers other than Professor Page

and some expositions by Professor Page. The clastroom

films would be accompanied by written summaries and

analyses of what occurred.

The collection of written and fi med material will be designed

i.

to be usable by groups of teache s without additional guidance.

They will be tried out in local chool systems and modified on

the basis of these trials. It is envisioned that teachers of

various degrees of competency will be able to make use of the

courses. No texts for elementary pupils will be developed.

Rather, the courses will present a range of problem sequences

suitable for use with both existing and forthcoming texts;

teachers will thus be free to proceed at their own pace in

introducing the problem sequences into their courses."

ACTIVITY PLAN:

Filming was done in the Educational Services Inc.(later Educational

Development Center) studios, making use of special techniques developed

through considerable experience in educational filming, including some

earlier experimental classroom films developed by Professor Page under,

an earlier NSF grant. The films and accompanying wri ten materials were

field tested in a variety of teacher education worksho s and courses

including NSF supported institutes.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN.

The project has been under the management of Educational Services, Inc.

and Educational Development
Center with David Page as project director.

The work was done under the guidance gfnd with the assistance of a steer-

ing committee including prominent mat imaticians, physical scientists,

psychologists, and specialists in edication.

UTILIZATION PLAN:

The materials developed were utili d in many teacher education courses

on university and college campuses, in summer workshops, NSF institutes,

and in regular pre-service teacher education courses. The materials

have been made available through the grantee institution on a rental

basis and have not been released through a commercial publisher.

HISTORY:

The project supported through this grant extends an earlier curriculum

development project initiated in 1958 under Carnegie Foundation support.

The University of Illinois Arithmetic Project created a quantity of

material suitable for the instruction of elementary school children in

mathematics and introduced hundreds of teachers to these materials through
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NSF sponsored summer institutes. This project was designed to develop
multi-media courses through which additional teachers could be intro-
duced, to the content and methods of the Arithmetic Project materials.
While four courses were initially projected, the grant was subsequently
modified to support the development of a single course which was to
include approximately 30 films. This course, although not available

.1.4. commercially, has been and is continuing to be used in many teacher
education programs.

,

.

PERSONNEL:

Dr. David Page, Project Director

.....,"".

.,
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D. 4. b: AP (Panel 1): Project Director's Response to 10 Review Questions

NSF Staff Note: The project director for the Arithmetic Project-

respohded with descriptive material similar to that

in section D. 4. a.

,
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D. 4. c: AP (Panel 1): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

THE ARITHMETIC PROJECT

This project, initiated in 1958 and completed in 1970, produced "a
package of in-service materials and activities specifically designed for
use by local school systems in upgrading the understanding of content
and the teaching of mathematics" by elementary school teachers. Responses
to the following questions by the Review Panel have been based on an
examination of the materials available to them (Guide for Course Leaders,
twenty booklets and accompanying correctors' guides, films available,
brochures) and a telephone conference with the current contact for the
project.

Question 1:- Is there a genuine need for these instruction-; Iaterials?

Throughout the literature in mathematics education there are documented
needs for continuing (in-service) teacher education in mathematics, both
in content and teaching. More specifically, there is impetus for local
school systems to assume responsibility for meeting this need since they
are in a better position 'o select appropriate designs to serve their -

purposes. School systems are seeking alternative in ructional materials
that teachers can try immediately in the classroom. at ials produced
by the Arithmetic Project are of this kind and thus can fulfill this
need.

Question_2: Is there a market fur these instructional materials?

On the basis of a publiShed partial list of users (approximately 50)
and the continuing six to twelve requests for information per, week at
the present time, there seems to be sustained interest in the materials.
Present requests are thought to be prompted by the mailing cf a brochure
and/or the sharing of information between schools. No information is
available to the Panel, however, to ascertain the number of recipients
of this information. Since these materials have not been on the open
market, it is difficult to predict the demand should they be placed on
the market. According to the current contact for the project, a con-
tract was negotiated with 'a publisher a year ago and is now being
reviewed. One would assume that some type of market survey was done for
the publisher to engage in negotiating a contract.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and rationale?

The Review Panel judges the materialsto,be a cohesive package for the
purposes for which they were designed. The central theme of the project
is that the study of mathematics should be an adventure. The project
provides novel ways of doing mathematics--new sequences of interrelated
problems that reveal significant mathematical ideas--that can motivate
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teachers. Teachers using these sequences'of problems can become better

acquainted with mathematics. As a result of this better acquaintance,

teachers can be expected to begin tb make up and try out their own

sequences in their classrooms. Children in turn can be motivated to do

considerable amounts of computation in order to solve problems that

interest them. As stated in General Information about the project,

"improved computational skills usually follow work with its (Project)

materials."

The project coordinator estimates thAt about one-half of the users do

respond to the intent and goals of the project not only by using the

materials themselves but also by trying out sequences of problems with

children in their classrooms.

Question 4:. Is the content of these instructional materials scien-

tifically correct?

In the judgment of the Panel these materials appear to be both scien-

tifically correct and current. They not only provide impetus for

teachers to stimulate children who aspire to further study of mathematics

and science but also provide pleasant experiences for all students who

are studying mathematics. The materials do not, however, relate these

mathematical ideas to applications or "real" problems. The content of

these materials is focused upon ideas such as the effects of using

rules in different orders, pattern searching, maneuvers on lattices,

artificial operations, graphing equations with lower and upper brackets,

sitMtaneous equalions and number plane rules.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials education-

ally sound?

According to the comments of users, these materials have been well

received. Certainly the suggestions for improved teacher-student and

student-student interactions in the classrooms, provisions for individual

learning and opportunities to gain insights into children's thinking and

reasoning are meritorious. Both teacher and student self-concepts in

learning mathematics can be expected to be enhanced by the project's mate-

rials.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc-

tional materials desirable?

These materials can be expected to provide motivation for learning

mathematics, practice in computation, and geometric an arithmetic

intuitions including laws of operations, and opportuniti s for creative

thinking. The Review Panel supports these goals as desi ble outcomes

of effective mathematics programs for teachers and in turn r students.

Perhaps even more important is the stimulus provided teachers or the

development of different teaching strategies for the enrichmen of

mathematics instruction.
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Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation
problems for the schools?

Use of these materials by a school system seems dependent on having
Someone (school superintendent, mathematics consultant, high school
mathematics department chairman, special teacher in mathematics) serve
as.a local agent. In practice, a school might initiate the use of thematerials and persons from other schools join the group by sharing the
cost of the program.

The present materials have resulted from revisions of earlier mate-rials. These revisions were made based on information received from
an extensive questionnaire with respect to needed changes to overcome
any difficulties that wer4 encountered in the use .of the materials inthe earlieryersions. The length of the films although regarded by
some users as too long, seems to provide for ample time for the compre-
hension-of both,the development of conte nderstanding and teaching
strategies.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials
reasonable?

At the present time, opportunity is provided for, a trial workshop
package at what seems to be a reasonable cost. T is workshop package,
which includes film rental, full-instructions, a 'booklets for 25 per-
sons, can be purchased for $48. If the total pr ram is purchased, the
cost of the workshop package is deducted from cost of the total
program. If not satisfactory, unused materials may be,returned-for full.refund. What changes may be made in cost, should the publisher's contract
be finalized, are unknown to the panel.

Question 9: Is the management /organization plan adequate for producing
these instructional materials?

Not relevant at this time.
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D. 4. d: AP (Panel 1)7 Individual Panelists'
Responses to 10th

Review Question: What are your general

impressions of the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 1 submitted a general response of the whole

panel which applies equally to all five curricula

reviewed by Panel 1. In addition, one panelist

submitted an individual comment which applies equally

to all five curricula reviewed by Panel 1, and one

panelist submitted individual comments on each

curriculum.

.Panel l's common response:

In addition "to expressing its opinions on individual projects, the

panel wishes to express itself on curriculum projects in general.

The following paragraphs describe issues that the panel feels

strongly about and which we believe the NSF muct take seriously in

their deliberations regarding the Foundation's support of curriculum

development.

Long Range Implementation

The Review Panel expresses a concern with respect to all projects in

the area of long range implementation plans. Projects must make pro-

visions for long term teacher education programs with local school

districts to insure proper implementation and use. Lack of adequate

commitment to this issue in the past has led to misuse, misconception

and a questioning of the actual value of the project itself.

A project must make provision in its design to work with local school

districts in providing a systematic plan for implementation which is

mutually acceptable and cost effective for both the project and the

local school.

Projects must also consider the implications of teacher education

programs at the university level if the project is someday to become

widely used. This must be considered by projects if the teaching

strategy employed is divergent from current practices and in light

of the fact that the local schools will be the recipients of teacher

education programs.

Parent Involvement

The school and the home have one common concern from the beginning- -

the child. Therefore, education of children must be a teamwork
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effort. The child cannot be the victim of a tug of war over who
knows best for the child, because the result is frustration for
teacher', parent and child. Instead of the three R's, the'three,C'sneed to be implemented. There must be communication, compromise
and genuine concern between home and school.

Parents should and must be included from the beginning when curriculum
materials are developed. However, care must be taken to remember
that parents are for the most part Tay people and should not be over-whelmed with educational jargon. Their contributions are important
not only because of their concern and knowledge about children, butalso because they are free of any constraints imposed by involvementin the professional

educational establishment.

Child Development

It is generally agreed that -the most effective curriculum materials
are those which are adapted to the developmental level of the
children for whom they are constructed. This means that in any groupattempting to construct new curricula, there should be one or more
persons who are solidly grounded in the field of child development.This was not always the case in the projects reviewed by the panel.
As a consequence avoidable errors in curriculum construction were*made and potential insights into the worth of particular materials
were lost or not fully appreciated.'

NSF should seek to insure thatchild development skills and knowledge are represented in government-
supported curriculum projects.

Use of Supplementary Curriculum
k
Materials

Each of the curriculum projects evaluated by Panel 1 is considered a
"supplementary" program in the sense that they do not intend to replaceor supplant established subjects or their entire arrays of curricular
goals. For example, none is the mathematics program or the science

. program.

However, when these programs are ruly integrated with or complement
established subject and skills a as, someone must confront the
difficult problems of interrela ng the components. Projects, we'believe, have some responsibil ies in seriously. grappling with
these issues and providing gui ance to schools that goes beyond
the narrow role of project imc ementation,

Development of process goal in problem solving behavior is a very
important, and long neglec d, objective of evaluation. However, otherimportant objectives rem n and should not be overshadowed. There
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are certain emphases in, say, mathematical skills and concepts that

inevitably result when the major focus is on the application of the

subject to "real" problems. The important role of mathematics and

-scientific disciplines as a useful tool is stressed. The danger

lies in the possible neglect of other aspects of the discipline.

Those responsible for the currituluM-should' be certain that the

unitary, systematic, structural
nature of the subjects is not

lost in the process., The knowledge and views obtained by the child

should not be of'disciplinesas
fragmentary bits and pieces however

useful.

Wemerely state here that supplementary projects should not avoid

resOonsibility "for- this difficult problem but should seriously

award it continuous attention.

The Role of the Federal Government in Curriculum Development

The Federal Government clearly plays a leadership role in curriculum

development, but thOnature of that leadership needs'to be carefully'

considered. For example, is it.better to' use federal resources

to build programs at a regional and national level and then attempt

to disseenate them to local school districts? Or would there be a

better return by encouraging local school districts to improve their

own programs through staff development and local curriculum projects

that meet the needs of the community?

Teacher Involvement

The extent to which teachers are involved in the projects reviewed

by the Panel varies greatly. Since elementary school teachers are,

the key to the effective outcomes of all Projects for improved ,T

learning of children, the Panel strongly recommends that teacher

involvement is necessary'in all stages of planning, development, and

implementation of the project efforts.

Representation of Women and Minorities

Project leadership and staff should be representative of a cross

section of the educational community. Involvement of minority group

members and women in the planning, development, implementation and

governonce or advisory tasks has been missing in some of these

projects. Key personnel in at least two of the projects reviewed

wete almost exclusively white males.'
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In addition, it was also apparent that some key personnel were
involved in more than one project. -This overinvolvement of viroject
staff not only limits the range of talents, abilities and insights
available.but also limits leadership of curriculuin development to a
small group. The panel believes that NSF should encourage project
directors to have a'broader representation of minorities, women and
key professionals on curriculum projects than is apparent in these
projects.

. Panelist: Dr. James R. Okey

E.

My only concern with our review is that we may have been too tough
on the projects. Most had modest budgets to carry out their pro-
posals vet we expected exemplary and complete needs assessments,
research reviews, research studies, development efforts, imple-
mentation and dissemination plans, and readability studies to have
been completed during the first or second year of the project. With
the limited resources available to the projects, such thoroughness
is impossible.
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D. 5. a: MMP: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT iiTLE: Webster-Syracuse Elementary Mathematics Project:

Madison Project Films (MMP)

PROGRAM: Science Corriculut Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR:

Current (as of 12/75):

Dr. Robert Spencer
Webster College

During Active Life of Projeci
A

Dr. Robert B Davis
University of Illinois at Urbana-ChampeiIgn

(formerly at Syracuse University)

INSTITUTION: Webster College

BUDGET: Total Granted: $964,045

Dates: 8/24/61 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Preparation and distribution of films:showing actual__

classroom_lessons_ and de9elopment &ad- testi ngof--

related written materials for teacher education.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES:
1

The original recommendation memo
(7/61) suggested that this project would be

directed toward the development of elementary school curriculum materials to

follow those previously produced under the Madison Project. The materials

were to include: (1) a further development of axiomatic algebra for poly-

nomials; (2) work with matrices and vectors; (3) the construction of various

axiomatic geometric systeals; (4) perhaps Work in trigonometry: (5) perhaps

some specific study of the function concept; etc.

The first-amendment
recommendation (9/62) restated the purpose as folloWs:

"The purpose of this project is to help improve instruction in

mathematics by producing a series of films designed to give

training for the teaching of mathematics in elementary schools

and by developing instructional materials relating mathematics
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and science for junior high schools. The films will present
actual classroom instruction by the project Director and
possibly other teachers. The project has produced a body of
instructional materials in algebra for use in elementary schoolsas a one-day-per-week supplement to regular courses. The films
and accompanying written materials for teachers are d_signed tomake it possible for elementary school teachers without any con-
siderable previous training in mathematics to teach the new
mathematical content in ways that encourage invention and dis-

--CoVery on the part of the student. The films to be produced
under this grant will be combined with films produced earlierwith local support into a series which will include both con-
tinuous classroom sequences and intermittent sequences showing
development over greater lengths of time."

ACTIVITY PLAN:

The activity plan varied throughout the life of the project but was con-sistently directed toward teacher education activities which included,in addition to the development of actual classroom lessons, many in-serviceteacher workshops, the development of comprehensive teacher commentaries to .accompany the films, pilot testing of the teacher training packages in bothin-service and pre-service contexts, and other dissemination and implementa-tion activities.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN:

The Madison
Project,in_asiditicookto-fi.mtisprovided-under.this_grant.,..---#44----ret4ved-s-uppOrt-for closely related activities from NSF institute grants,the Ford Fo.inudtion, and the U.S. Office of Education. Organization andmanagement plans unique to this grant are difficult to separate from theoverall effort. the operational aspects of the project have been under thedirection of the Project Director,-Robert Davis. Dr. Davis-,wts locatedpart-time at both Syracuse University and Webster College during theearlier years of the grant and at the University of Illinois during thelater years. In addition he conducted in- service institutes and workshopsat many different sites during some portions of the life of the grant.

Fiscal management of the grant was always through Webster College.

UTILIZATION:TIAN:-

The fil!.15 and related materials developed under this grant were designed
for utilization in both in-service and pre-service teacher education pro-grams. During the life of the project, the packages were tested in NSFinstitutes, in undergraduate pre-service programs at Webster College,
Syracuse University, the University of Illinois, and in many in-service
teacrier workshops. The packages have been used by many colleges anduniversities in similar teacher training activities.
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Twelve of the films are available commercially:

1. Readiness for Place Value Numerals

2. A Sixth Grade Lesson on Place Value Numerals

3. Subtraction Using Beans

4. Addition and Multiplication Using Plastic Washers

5. Addition and Division Using Beans and Beansticks

6. Subtraction and DiVision Using Beans and Beansticks

7. Experience with Fractions: Suppose It Comes Out Even?

8. Experience with Fractions: Suppose It Doesn't Come Out Even?

9. Fractions and the Meaning of Division

10. Fractions on the Number Line Using String

11. The Number Line Using the Overhead Projector

12. Area Using Geoboards

The films listed above are distributed by Houghton-Mifflin and are designed

as a "series" which tend to develop a common theme. These films were devel-

oped by editing films of classroom lessons to delete material extraneous to

that theme. Additional "series" have been projected utilizing similar

editing of the many individual lesson films available. The exact nature or

titles or, indeed,'whether
such series have actually been developed cannot

be determined on the basis of e dence in the files at this time.

-In addition to the series of films available commercially, two tightly

sequenced courses, In- Service Course I and In-Service Course II, which

combine written material with film were produced and have been widely

;-tested -fit -teacher training-programs.

An unspecified but apparently large number of individual films and video-

tapes have also resulted from this project. These materials might con-

ceivably form the basis for additional utilization activities.

The termination date has been extended through additional amendments

without additional cost to the current termination date of March 31,

1976.

In December 1975 the project director was changed to Dr. Robert Spencer

of Webster College.

PERSONNEL:

Dr. Robert B. Davis, Project Director

Director of Curriculum Laboratory

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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D. 5. b: MMP (Panel 1): Project Director's Response to 10 Review Questions.

NSF Staff Note: The project director for the Madison Project Films

did not provide a response for the panel.
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D. 5. c: MMP (Panel 1): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

MADISON PROJECT FILMS

Since 1961 the Madison Mathematics Project has been concerned with curriculum

change in elementary school mathematics. That portion of the project supported

by the National Science Foundation was the production of 16 mm films showing

children in classrooms. The films, used primarily in in-service teacher
education,'exhibit both the pedagogical approach and the mathematical content

central to the project.

The following review of the Madison Project Films, according to the questions

suggested by the National Science Foundation, is a mix of opinion, personal

experiences of Review Panel members, a 'telephone conversation with the

project director-and examination of a limited number of documents and films.
1

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

There is, has been and continues to be a genuine need for materials to

enhance the continuing education of teachers. These films capture a spirit

of inquiry, of exploration and discovery learning--alternatives in classroom

organization for learning and teaching.

It is difficult to say now many teachers'these materials could be expected

to reach. The director reports that two or three inquiries about the

materials are received each day at the University of Illinois Curriculum

Laboratory. Historically, the materials have been used in staff develop-

ment programs in urban and suburban school districts and in university

teacher education programs.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The program has sustained itself to the extent indicated above without

recent advertising or other dissemination efforts. According to the

director, requests come from former users of the materials as well as a

few new or first-time users. He anticipates that the materials will

continue to be used at least at the present level.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

The stated purpose of the materials, according to information in the evi-

dence packet, is this: "For in-service teacher education workshops,,

packages of films, tapes, printed materials, and activities were designed

1 "Madison Mathematics Project" in Course CurriculumcImprovement Projects,

National Science Foundation; film "Creative Learning Experiences"; and

Davis, Robert B., Teachers Commentary, The Madison Project Films.
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1

to introduce teachers to the simpler parts of arithmetic, algebra and
analytic geometry, in a discovery approach like that used by the children."
Assumptions inferred directly from the films themselves and the description
of the printed materials are as follows: In-service teachers observing
teaching strategies and mathematical content employed in the films, discus-sing what they have seen, and experimenting with both strategies and contentwill be motivated to try similar exploratory activities nd teachingstrategies in-their own classrooms.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically
correct?

The materials appear to be both scientifically accurate and current. The
content is aimed toward increasing the scientific knowledge of teachers in
arithmetic, algOra and coordinate geometry.

Questicn 5: Is the content of these materials educationally sound?

It is the opinion of the Review Panel that the content of these materials
is educationally sound. A few studies have beenzontbf the impact of
teacher education programs in which these materiarg;kre used. The studies- -

.in particular, one by'Robert Dilworth in California -- report favorable
reactions from teachers and gains in mathematics performance scores of
students.

Question 6: Are Lhr, proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional
materials desirable?

Even though the films were made several years ago the pedagogy and problem-
solving approaches used are still quite relevant. The proposed outcomes
of increased student-teacher interactions in a spirit of inquiry and
discovery learning are desirable, as is the increased knowledge in mathematics
among teachers and students. In the judgment of the panel, these materials
have indeed had an impact on many teachers and children. The impact has

kgone beyond those in direct contact with the oject. The innovative ideas
in pedagogy and content have been diffused throughout teacher education
programs And school curricula.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation
problems for the schools?

Implementation of these materials depends (1) on the commitment of schools
to leadership development and the continuing education of teachers and
(2) on the commitment of schoc's to alternatives in curriculum content

2
Dilworth, Robert P. and Warren, Leonard. Final Report: Specialized
Teacher Project, 1971-72. Sacramento: California State Department of
Education, 1973.
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and teaching styles.
Implementation of the ideas in these materials--in

particular the group involvement and interaction among children depicted

in the films--may be difficult in very restrictive classroom settings.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials

reasonable?

The cost is $4.00 per teacher handbook, plus nominal rental and handling

charges on the films. An additional cost may be a consultant's fee for

the person who would direct the in-service course. The cost seems to be

reasonable.

Question 9: Is the management/organization
plan adequate for producing

these instructional materials?

Not applicable.
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D. 5. d: MMP (Panel 1): Individual Panelists'' Responses to 10th
Review Question: What are your general
impressions of the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 1 submitted a general response of the whole
panel which applies equally to all five curricula
reviewed by Panel 1. In addition, one panelist
submitted an individual comment which. applies equally
to all five curricula reviewed by Panel 1, and one
panelist submitted individual comments on each
curriculum.

Panel l's common response:

In addition to expressing its opinions on individual projects, the
panel wishes` to express itself on curriculum projects in general.
The following paragraphs describe issues that the panel feels
strongly about and which we believe the NSF must take seriously in
their deliberations regarding the Foundation's support of dirriculum
development.

Long Range Implementation

The Review Panel expresses a concern with respect to all projects in
the area of long range implementation plans. Projects must make pro-
visions for long term teacher education programs with local school
districts to.insure proper implementation and use. Lack of adequate
commitment to this issue in the past has led to misuse, misconception
and a questioning of the actual value of the project itself.

A project must make provision in its design to work with local s
districts in providing a systematic plan for implementation ch is
mutually acceptable and cost effective for both the projec and the
local school.

Projects must also consider the implications of teach' education
programs at the university level if the project is meday/to become
widely used. This must be considered by projects the teaching
strategy employed is divergent from current prac ces and in light
of the fact that the local schools will be the r cipients of teacher
education programs.

Parent Involvement

The school and the home have one common concern from the beginning- -
the child. Therefore, education of chtldreninust be a teamwork
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effort. The child cannot be the victim of a tug of war over who

knows bett for the child, because the result is frustration for

teacher, parent and child. Instead of the three R's, the three C's

need to be implemented. There must be communication, compromise

and genuine concern between home and school.

Parents should and must be included from the beginning when curriculum

materials are developed. However, care must be taken to remember

that parents are for the lay people and should not be over-

whelmed with aicational jargon. Their contributions are important

not only because of their concern and knowledge about children, but

also because they are free of any constraints imposed by involvement

in the professional educational establishment.

Child Development

It is generally agreed that the most effective curriculum materials

are those which are adapted to the developmental level of the

children for whom they are constructed. This means that in any group

attempting to construct new curricula, there should be one or more

persons who are solidly groundedAn the field of child development.

This was not alWays the case in the projects reviewed by the panel.

As a consequence avoidable errors in curriculum construction were

lade and potential insights into the worth of particular materials

were lost or not fully appreciated. NSF should seek to insure that

child development skills and knowledge are represented in government-

supported curriculum projects.

Use of Supplementary Curriculum Materials

Each of the curriculum projects evaluated by _Panel 1 is considered a

"supplementary" program in the sense that they do not intend to replace

or -supplant established subjects or their entire arrays of curricular

goals.- For example, none is the mathematics program or the science

program.

However, when these programs are truly integrated with or complement

established subject and skills areas, someone must confront the

difficult problems of interrelating the components. Projects,, we

believe, have some responsibilit4es in seriously grappling with

these issues and providing guidance to schools that goes beyond

the narrow role of project implementation.

Development of process goals in problem solving behavior is a very

'important, and long neglected, objective of evaluation. However, other

iMportant objectives remain and should not be overshadowed. There
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are certain emphases in, say, mathematical skills and concepts that
inevitably result when the major focus is on the application of the
subject to "real" problems. Th4 important role of mathematics and
scientific disciplines as a useful tool is stressed. The danger
lies in the possible neglect of other aspects of the discipline.

_Those responsible for the'curriculum should be certain that the
unitary, systematic, structural nature of the subjects is not
lost in the process.. The knowledge and views obtained by the child
should not be of disciplines as fragmentary bits and pieces however
useful.

We merely state here that supplementary projects should not avoid
responsibility for this difficult Problem but should seriously
award it continuous attention.

The Role of the Federal Government in Curriculum Development

The Federal Government clearly plays a leadership role in curriculum
development, but the nature of that leadership needs to be carefully
considered. For example, is it better to use federal resources
to build programs at a regional and national level and then attempt
to disseminate them to local school districts?' Or would them bt a
better return by encouraging local school districts to improve their
own programs through staff development and local curriculum projects
that meet the needs of the community?

Teacher Involvement

The extent to which teachers are evolved in the projects reviewed
by the Panel varies greatly. Since elementary school teachers are
the key to the effective outcomes of all projects for improved
learning of children, the Panel strongly recommends that teacher
involvement is necessary in all stages of planning, development, and
implementation of the project efforts.

Representation of Women and Minorities

Project leadership and staff should be representative of across
section of the educational community. Involvement of minority group
members and women in the planning, development, implementation and
governance or advisory tasks has been missing in some of these
projects. Key personnel in at least two of the projects reviewed'
were almost exclusively white males.
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In addition, it was also apparent that some key personnel were

involved in more than one project. This overinvolvement of project

staff not only limits the range of talents, abilities and insights

available but also limits leadership of curriculum development to a

small group. The panel believes that NSF should encourage project

directors to have a broader representation of minorities, women and

key professionals on curriculum projects than is apparent in these

projects.

Panelist: Dr. James R. Okey

My only concern with our revie is that we may have been too tough

on the projects. Most had est budgets to carry out their pro-

posals yet we expected ex plary and complete needs assessments,

research `reviews, resear h studies, development efforts, imple-

mentation and dissemination plans, and readability studies to have

been completed during the first or second year of the project. With

the limited resources available to the projects, such thoroughness

is impossible.
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D. 6. a: SAM: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Source Book in Applied Mathematics (SAM)

PROGRAM: Science CurriculUm Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: (Initial) Alex Rosenberg, Cornell University
(Since 9/75) D. Bushaw, Washington State Untverstty-----

HASTITITUTION: Mathematical Asiociation of America

. DEPARTMENT: Washington State University

BUDGET: Total Granted: $62,300

Dates: 12/10/73 - Pre'tent,

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Development of source book of mathematical
applicationsfor secondary school mathematics use.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES:

THE PROJECT. NCTM and CUPM propose to produce a source book which willcontain material of the following kinds:

(1) Background material for the teacher. A discussion of thephilosophy and technique of model building,
including varioussorts of models, what is involved in constructing a model,and the relations

between models and the real world; completel,worked out examples of model construction.

(2) Material suitable lor use in the classroom.

a) New applications which require approximately one classperiod for presentation; modeling questions would alsobme considered in-this section, but in less detail thanin paft (1).

b) Very simple examples of real world situations whichsupplement assignments or aid the teacher in motivatingnew concepts.

c) Applications which are suitable for science projects orare useful' in other
independent study situations.
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(3) Annotated bibliography. Readily available
articles on model

building and applications.

ACTIVITY PLAN:

GATHERING MATERIAL FOR THE SOdRCE BOOK. Notices will be placed in The

Mathematics Teacher, Mathematics Teachtng, Scientific American, American

Mathematical Monthly,
Mathematics Magazine, The Two Year College

-Rithematics Journal, SIAM Review and other similar journals, soliciting

suitable applications.

In order to obtain additional
examples from the physical, life, and social

sciences, two mathematicians will search appropriate journals for articles

from which appropriate examples may be extracted.

To obtain good examples of the use of mathematics in everyday situations,

two people will be sent "into the field," where mathematics is being used.

They will interview arpenters, grocers, draftsmen, city planners, pollu-

tion control engineers, etc., to identify the ways in which tpese people

use mathematics.

EDITING THE MATERIAL. All material will first be processed by the CUPM

Central Office staff. Duplications of articles and examples will be

eliminated, inappropriate
contributions will be set aside, and the remaining

examples will be classified and
distributed to the Editorial Board for their

examination. The Editorial Board will examine the examples collected and ,

will choose those from which the final selection will be made. Once the

nature and strengths of the available examples becOme clear, the Board

will determine the final format of the,book and will select an editor to

complete the task, subject to their approval.
The editor will be named

and brought into policy
discussions as soon as possible.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN:

The Director and Central Office staff will handle the administrative affairs

of .this project and provide coordination for it. They will make all arrange-

ments for meetings, prepare minutes, and provide all the necessary support-

ing services. The CUPM Executive Director
will be in charge of original

evaluati)n and classification of the applications as well as preliminary

editorial work. The CUPM Central Office staff will supervise the printing

and-distribution of the resulting document. It is only in virtue of the

many services
provided by the Central 1Dffice that it will be possible for

NCTM and -CUPM to call upon distinguished
mathematiciaAs and mathematics

educators w have many pressing demands on
their time, to serve on this

project.



L._

UTILIZATION PLAN:

Distribution and evaluation of the sourcebcom. Considering-Oe-nature ofthis book, we do not contemplate- publishing a final edition until a pre- Alimjnary version has, been circulated to secondary school teachers for com-'
ments and evaluatioA, at lqast partially through classroom testing,. WeOppose to publish a preliminary first edition of 4450Q copies. It is7estimated that the printing cost will be $3.00 per copy and the distribu-
tion cost $1.00 per copy. We are therefore asking that $6,000 be placed

- in a revolving fund to print and distribitte two more sets of 1,500 copies.

HISTORY:

).
Background. The original proposal from MAA.for a joint project of theNational Council of Teachers df Mathematics (NCTM) and the Committee on
the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM) was submitted in March,
1972. This proposal was a request for support for the production of a
source book for secondary school teachers of mathevattcs on applications
of mathematics to a varietylof academic disciplines-and'to situationsfrom everyday experiences. ''

The proposed project was not suppOrted in fY 73 because,funds were not
available. However, the Materials and Instruction lievelopment Section,
considered the project to be of high priority. Cne reason for this high
priority was the current attention to the need for including applicationsof mathematics in setondawy school programs. This need was apparent in

'Nall three mathematics education conferences supported by NSF during the
summer of 1973.

PERSONNEL:

The project director is Dr. D. Bushaw, Professor of Mathematics at
Washington State University. He is assisted by the Editorial 'Board con-

' !sisting of, six mathempticians--Professor Max Univer:sity of Chicago;
Professor Arthur Engle, Ludwigsburg College; Professor Jack Forbes,
Purdue University; Dr. Henry O. Pollak, Be11.Laboratories; Professor
Maynard Thompson, Indiana University; Professor Zalman Usiskin Universityof Chicago. Professors Bell and Thompson will act as co-editoe's of thesourcebook.
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D. 6. b; SAM (Panel 2): Project Director's Responf.e to 10 Review

Questions

Question 1: Is theri-a genuine need for these instructional materials?

4 The assessment of needs for this project was Made before the project

began, and is summarized in the proposal (see especially pages 2-3 and

17-22). There is still ample evidence that realistic appPications of

mathematics receive f%r too little attention in pre-college mathematics

curricula. One of the causes is that, in spite of the tact tnat real

and potential applications of mathematics are all around us, it is

extre..ely difficult to identify suitable examples, to formulate them

in a way that preserves their authenticizy while putting them within

the range of the student, and to gather them into collections that

provide broad, thorough, and balanced coverage. Presumably because of

these difficulties, no such collections row exist.

Egressions of need for a sourcebook of this kind frequently come to

-tar attention. One of the stronger expressions that have come to

?USA since bur. proposal was drafted is a passage from the Report of

the Conference on the K-12 Mathematics Curriculum, Srowmass, Colorado

June 21-June 24, 19734 which we quote he in part:

Recommendation 1. There be constituted a task force made up of mathe-

'maticians, mathematics educators representatives from industry,

teachers, and students to develop And disseminate a comprehensive

collection pf examples of applications suitable for grades K-12.

DiscUssion. It is suggested that these applications be organized in

terms of the usual strands in the curriculum, i.e., number, geometry,

operations on rational numbers, solving algebraic equation;, etc., and

thati they be organized according to grade level and-type of application.

The styles of presentation of the examples should vary from simple

structured problems to open-ended unstructured situations that may

require an interdisciplinary approach, i.e., the student may need to

use information from fields other than mathematics.

A'number of such applications are already available.... However, these

materials are incomplete, e.g., insufficiently diverse, and not

adequately organized for easy classroom use....

This collection of examples would not only directly help the teacher'

in the classroom, but would have the indirect benefit of providing

incentive andidirection for authors of school textbooks...., (pp. 36-37).

The present project does not meet these specifications exactly, but the

appearance of its product should satisfy the need expressed in this

.
recommendation, at least as far as grades 7-12 are concerned.
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Directly or indirectly, the materials could ultimately reach the great
majority of students in grades 7-12. If enough teachers take advantage
of the materials themselves, they could reach many'students almatt
directly; by way of their influence on teachers and textbook authors,
they could someday affect the mathematical experiences. of almost all
future students.

There are no satisfactory alternative instructional materials in this
area. There is a great deal of raw material, but as the above-quoted
passage in the Snowmass Report suggests, the results of previous
attempts to reduce this material to a form appropriate for the purpose
at hand are incomplete and otherwise unsatisfactory.

_Ingeheral-,--the- need for these materials, and for the attitudetowTaid.
mathematics they will embody, is ,great. For lack of such materials,
generations of students, while spending many hundreds of hours on the
study of mathematics, have all too often missed the crucial relation-
ships between this subject and other aspects of life. They often
acquire the tools, but do not know how to apply them or even to
appreciate their immediate and potential usefulness, not only in the
sciences and technology but in everyday life. The consequences of
this situation are too familiar to require comment here.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

As.we have already emphasized, no other products exist that can adequately
meet the need.

The materials are not intended to fill a slot in the curriculum, but to
enrich and influence the evolution of the style and content of the
curriculum throughout grades 7-12. We hope that some teachers and

.

schools will find ways to make especially intensive use of the materials,
e.g. in special projects and miniterms, but this will not be their
primary role. They:will constitute a resource to which a dedicated
teacher can turn on a day-to-day basis for help with the effective
implementation of existing curricula.

The materials will be disseminated in an inexpensive printed form.
Their availabilityEwill be publicized by a broad advertising campaign
through the channels of MAA, NCTM, and NCTM affiliates, and in other
ways. (Indeed, the project has already been widely publicized in the
periodical literature and at national and other meetings of 'mathematics
educators.) After the first cycle of production, which is already
funded, the continued printing and distribution of these materials
should be self-supporting and require no further funding from NSF or
elsewhere.

To the best of our knowledge, the free market has made no serio'is
attempt to respond to the need for these materials. The most likely
explanation is that if any commercial publishers considered the possibil-
ity at all, they correctly assessed the difficulty of the undertaking and
were unwilling to make the necessary investment.



We have made no systematic market studies. Since the cebook will

be aimed primarily at the teacher, the potential market cann-ost-be

compared with that, say, for an exciting new series of textbooks

Nevertheless, we would like to think that because of the uniqueness,

versatility, low cost, and usefulness of the Sourcebook eventually a

copy-will find its way into every junior or senior high school in the

country, if not on the desk of every mathematics teacher in those

schools. Even allowing for a considerable component of wishful thinking

here, there is clearly a significant potential market. It is also

quite possible that the Sourcebook would be in demand as a learning

resource in connection with pre-service and in-service teacher training.

It is not clear how the appearance of the Sourcebook could have any

-thig-Iffstructi-ana-1--irra-terials. Of course,

we hope thaLit will contribute to a climate that will ultimately

favor certain kinds of instructional materials being preferred to

others, but it would not be in direct competition with any of them.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

The purpose and rationale of the Sourcebook have been indicated in the

proposal and passim above. Explicitly, we assume:

a) that both the ideas and techniques of mathematics form an

integral part of our cultural heritage, not least because of their

manifold relevance to and usefulness in dealing with.the probleMs of

modern society, both at the technical level and in everyday life;

b) that mathematical teaching at all levels should emphasize

this aspect of mathematics and equip students, in attitude as well as

knowledge, to avail themselves of the power of mathematics in practical

affairs;

c) that this is particularly important at the secondary level,

where students typically have their first and in many cases their last

significant educational experience with any mathematics that goes

beyond the relatively concrete, numerical level;

d) that due attention to this side of mathematics is not only an

important goal in itself but may also work powerfully in motivating

students to study mathematics in all its aspects;

e) that a major barrier to the implementation of the above

assumptions is a severe shortage of sound examples to serve not only

as educational material but also as prototypes for the generation of

further material of the same general character;

f) that such examples should be interesting, realistic, mathemati-

cally sound, and compatible with accepted curricula.
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The immediate goal Of the project is to assemble a collection of materials
satisfying the need.: that folTows from these assumptions. The ultimate
goal is to contribute to the Improvement of both the content and the
form of a student's experiences with mathematics.

Especially because of the introductory and explanatory matter that will
accompany the problems in the Sourcebook, the assumptions, goals, and
values underlying the materials will be clear from the Sourcebook itself.

Quest* 4: is the content of these inotructional materials scientif-
ically co7ect?

A special effort is being made to assure that the data in the problems

ill_he,-wherever-possIble--n-a-661iF6iT-gt-tc--but-real-,--Problems of
the "daily ljfe" type are in many cases based on actual experiences of
the contributors, and problems of a more technical nature are checked
against,.if not actually drawn from, recent expert accounts of the
areas of application in which they arise. Some problems invite students
to gather their own data, thus adding a dimension to the experience
while enhancing the sense of authenticity of the problem. (However, we
avoid suggesting that students involve themselves in data-gathering
activities that serve no instructional purpose and may be fitly described
as mere "busywork.")

As mentioned earlier, the collection as a whole will cover the whole
ran* of secondary mathematics and a very-wide range of human activities
and interests, from cooking and gardening to art and astronomy. Accuracy
and realism will not be sacrificed to brevity or simplicity, but special
value will be placed on problems that can be stated relatively briefly
and in a self-contained manner. Explicit and practical references will
be given in those instances where a certain specialized nonmathematical
background is required.

1

Of course, pains will be taken to assure that the mathematical side of
the materials is completely correct and expressed, without pedantry, in
confOrmity with the best contemporary mathematical usage.

'luestion 5: Is-the content of these instructional materials education-
ally sound?

(

No adverse reactions (except, perhaps, expressions of the inevitable
resistance by a few people to change in all its forms) are expected.
On the contrary, the philosophy of this project is very much in line
with the national tradition of practicality and the high value tradi-
tionally attached to problem-solving "know-how." To the extent that
this project may affect the overall tone of mathematics instruction, it
shoul be expected to make some contribution to a general reconciliation

;

of th general public with the mathematics curriculum, and thus to a
bette climate, both at school and at home, for learning mathematics.
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It Must be admitted that not ail of these materials will be equally

accessible to all students. Some of the problems, by their very

nature, require above-average
cognitive skills and in some cases real

ingenuity. We are nevertheless well aware of the special needs of

slow learners, disadvantaged students, and-others for whom mathematics

is frequently hard. We are especially concerned about including

materials that will interest, inform, and encourage students in just

these groups. We also believe, on the basis of good testimony and

our own experiences, that problems of the kind featured in the

SoFcebook, precisely because'of their relatively worldly and concrete

character, may offer new opportunities for success to many students

whose previous relationship to mathematics has been a history of

defeats because o emphasis on the more abstract side of the subject.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the

instructional materials desirable?

The answer to this question is implicit, if not explicit, in answers

to the preceding questions. We see these materials as a contribution

toward the reintegration of school mathematics with the rest of the

student's present and future experience--a step toward the restoration

of "normal relations" between the youth (arid eventually the whole

population) of this country and the pleasures and powers of mathematics.

We are not so naive as to suppose that even an imcomparably more massive

effort would be sure to attain this goal, but to the extent that the

outcomes of the present project are significant, we expect them to be

significant in that direction. It may thus be one element of a general

trend toward the rehabilitation of mathematics in the eyes of those

(among students, teachers, school administrators, parents, and the

public at large) who have been disturbed 'by what they perceive- -

sometime rightly--as the excesses of recent trends in mathematics

education.

Students, in particular, may be expected to acquire a more balanced

view of mathematics and a more effective grasp of its capabilities.

The members of the editorial group responsible for the Sourcebook are

well aware of the possibility of overt or unintentional bias and.;

stereotyping in instructional materials, even in such a comparatively

impersonal subject as mathematics. The fact that we are dealing with

many situations of daily life does-expose the enterprise to certain

risks. Our objective is to keep the materials as free as possible

of anything that would suggest or reinforce any pernicious stereotypes

related to sex, race, ethnic origin, religion, or socio-economic status.

Many problems will inevitably include elements closer to the ,experiences

and aspirations of some students than to those of others; but while the

individual problem may sometimes lack universality, the Sourcebook as a

whole is intended to be broadly representative in this respect also; and

the sensitive teacher, by selection and emphasis, should know how to

adapt the content of the Sourceboa to any special cultural or instruc-

tional environment. 127
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Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation
problems for the schools?

No. These materials should fit very easily into any organizational
structure, and teachers with (reasonable level of general competence
and a commitment to program inprovement should require no special
training to use them. Costs will be minimal, and such special learning
resources as use of the Sourcebook may require will normally be found
in the student's usual'_ home and school surroundings. Optional classes,
e.41.,- for bright students, are a possibility, but the Sourcebook will
be planned primarily for flexible use inThe usual curricula. In
short, we see no material barriers to the implementation of these
materials.

Question 8: ..Are the costs for implementing th4se instructional
materials reasonable?

They are not only reasonable, but minute. The Sourcebook will be
published in as inexpensive a format as is consistent with the purposes
for which it is intended, and sold at or near cost. The price is,
unpredictable because the-size of the book is still not known and

'151iinting costs are fluctuating; but a price in the neighborhood of
five dollars seems, likely.

Teachers may wanto reproduce some of the materials for distribution
to their classes, but the cost of doing so should be well within the
amounts usually budgeted for such activities.

No other associated costs are foreseeable, and at present there is no
other way the same need could be met by an individual teacher or school
district without incomparably greater cost.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing
these instructional materials?

The raw materials for this project have been obtained by general appeals
published in many scientific and educational periodicals, and announced
at large meetings; by written personal appeals to hundreds of individual
colleagues who were thought likely to contribute; by direct personal
appeals to educators and students of education, in some instances
withim'the framework of other NSF-supported projects; by interviews
with lay people in a great variety of occupations; from a wide-raaing
search of scientific, technical, and general publications; from pe?swal
experiences of members of the editorial group and their associates; and
by whatever other means have come to hand. The progressiVely accumu-
lating compilations of problems that result are submitted to repeated
criticism and revision by members of the editorial group. Considerable
sections of the material have been discussed at length with practicing
secondary educators.
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In line with the proposal, the first version of the completed Source-

book will be followed by a questionnaire whereby the teachers who

will have had an opportunity to see and use it will be asked to assist

in its evaluation.

The two editors, of course, will share a special responsibility for

getting the material into a form suitable for reproduction.

Altogether, the preparation of the Sourcebook has turned out to be a

challenging task, and has already involved more than one major unfore-

seen difficulty. It now appears that the project does appear to be

understaffed. The members of the editorial board are not numerous,

and they all have heavy commitments besides this project. Nevertheless,

the work is proceeding, and in spite,of some disappointments and delays

we hope to hpe the materials in something approaching final form

sometime in the summer of 1976.

Question 10: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?

The editorial group has never doubted the need for or the potential

value of the Sourcebook. There have been moments of discouragement

because returns from our various searches for raw materials were some-

times disappointing in quantity and quality, and we ourselves have not

always been able to give the project as much time per week as we would

have liked.

,We see these difficulties not as indications that the project was mis-

conceived, but rather as evidence that the task is, to an even greater '

extent than we had expected, a matter of breaking new ground; and the

,:resuts should be all the more valuable.
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O. 6. c: SAM (Panel 2): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The project quoteS an impressive number of comments from well-known
people on the need for more work in applications. These include some
by Beberman, Rosenbloom, Georgescu, Bazan, Matei, Banescu, Engel, and
Pollack.,4Ther9 is reference to Burns' study on attitude towards
applications id a report of the Snowmass Conference. There are letters
of support from NCTM and'CUPM, and there is evidence of grass roots

4

support through resolutions proposed at NCTM delegate assemblies. It

appears that many teachers want someone to provide them with examples
of the way in which mathematics is used in everyday situations.
Frequent articles and complaints about the students' lack of fundamental
skills are sometimes really directed at their inability to apply them
to real situations.

There is no comprehensive collection of applied problems such as the
Project proposes. Those that exist in textbooks are usually few in
number, contrived, and have little real application; or, if the examples
are .authentic, the mathematics is usually trivial. There are books on
applications in .specific disciplines, but these are usually too technical
for use in secondary schools. The proposed Sourcebook would require
no technical background. There is certainly no collection of applications
that are cross-referenced with specific mathematics skills.

There should be a great demand for the book from both publishers and
teachers. Some teachers may use the problems as a guide to writing
other problems of the same type. An increase in the use of such
problems in the classroom should give student 'a better understanding
of the interdependencies of mathematics and Other ...disciplines. Students
are often told that these interdependencies exist,,but are rarely shown
why or how.-

This project is very timely. It should be well-received by mathematics
educators, parents, administrators, and the business and industrial
communities. The project taps the minds of some of the best qualified
people in the fields of mathematics and its applications. These are
people who are also talented in bringing the two'fieIds together. Their
reputation will go a long way toward insuring theacceptance of the work.

Question 2: Is there a market for these 'instructional materiels?

These materials will in all probability have wide market appeal to
teachers by virtue of the:

a. breadth of disciplines which they represent

b. variety of problems for a wide spectrum of student abilities

c. inclusion of an authoritative bibliography
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d. endor ement by NCTM and MAA-CUPM

. "

e. latk 6f any existin4-itmilar materials

While there are a few sources that contain 'roblems of this nature in

a scattered or random manner, there is no single, thoughtful compila-

tion of problems which is broad based and represents a wide variety

of applications of school mathematics. Almost every mathematics unit

of instruction has some provisions for learning about applications.

Unfortunately, many times the problems available have been of poor

quality and, therefore, the time devoted to applications has histo

cally been small. This collection of materials is an effort at

fulfilling the need to provide high' quality application-type ma e-

matics problems.

To the best of the panel's knowledge, there exist no instr tional

materials of this precise nature. These materials will be unique

in that they include pro!lems representing a wide variety of disciplines.

and everyday life situations.

The likelihood that this product w 1 be used is exceedingly high. This

is evidenced by current positions o the NCTM and by reports of signif-

icant conferences such as Snowmass a Cape Ann. Probably the most

compelling data'supporting the teacher ' interest in materials on

applications are the repeatedly over-substribed sections devoted to

solving problems at professional meetings.', Although the Sourcibook.

is not complete, the NCTM and CUPM have jointly committed themselves to

the concept of producing these materials upon their completion. Clearly,

there will be no necessity for the use of Foundation funds to support

the publishing of these materials following the initial printing of the

preliminary edition of 4,500 copies.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

The basic assumption of the project is that problems taken from a wide

variety of real-life situations are better material for learning the

applications of mathematics than problems contrived to illustrate

mathematical topics. We infer from looking at the problems themselves

that the problems alone can motivate pupils to try to solve them and

to learn in the process. We found the portion of the problems available

to the panel to be clear and well-written. It is reasonable to expect

that these problems will have a positive effect on interested students

and will help to raise the level of interest in other students as well.

Noting the shortage of problems and other materials specifically designed

to develop the skills of modellin , we wonder if the problems, themselves

were supposed to accomplish that. We are convinced that the full purpose

of these materials cannot be realized without careful development of the

heuristics of modelling.
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We were pleased to learn that teachers will be given a general discussion
on how they and their students can create problems themselves, a general
statement on "the place of mathematics in- modelling" as well as explicit
suggestions on how to use the materials in the classroom. .We applaud
the aim to develop these and other helps but are very much aware of the
difficulty of doing so. We urge the development and refinement of this
general aim of facilitating teacher use. For example, we feel that
attention should be given to making an appropriate index for the many
different levels,*subject matters, and mathematical ideas covered in
the Sourcebook as well as providing organization by types of problems.

The rationale by which the authors are selecting the materials for the
Sourcebook is captured in the remark that mathematical thinking at all
levels should emphasize that mathematics forms an integral part of our
civilization and should equip students in Attitude as well as knowledge.
This project has a real opportunity to make an important contribution to
the education of young people in mathematics and to their confidence in
the value of mathematical learning.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-
ically correct?

That the material is scientifically accurate is guaranteed by the high
quality of the Editorial Board. The contents of the problems are also
current, but some problem data will eventually become dated.

The goal is to develop a mathematically literate population. As a
bonus, some students may also be turned toward a scientific carper by
demonstrations of the application of mathematics. The problems illus-
trate most of the mathematical topics taught in grades 7 through 12,
except possibly for some pre-calculus ideas that a few students might
meet in grade 12.

In summary, we have high hopes for the mathematical values of this
material.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educa-
tionally sound?

Few adverse reactions are anticipated. However, parents will need to
know the reasons behind the use of these materials. The teachers
should be especially interested in the use of the source book with
students in grades 7-12. Teachers will like the idea of dealing with
the reality of these problems. Most students will find the problems
interesting and motivating. A comprehensive source does not now exist
for these types of materials. It provides for a practical way to gather
additional problems.

1 3 NO
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/k
Teachers should gear the materials to the level of the students whom

they are teaching. Indeed,reading the problems could cause frustration

for certain students. Although these problems do not typify a unique

,and new approach, the collection does possess sufftcient variety of

problems to match the learning styles of most students,

if the project can come up with a practical approach to modelling (as

the proposal promises) it will have to be considered ingenious; as it

is nearly impossible to find quality material at this level on this

important aspect.

The range of students in a typical junior or senior high school to whom

these materials might appeal is extremely wide. It is possible that

the materials themselves may appeal.to a greater degree to goal oriented

students. However, the motivation and interest intrinsic In such

problems could cause a student to become more goal oriented than before

becoming involved in the program.

Many of the problems avoid bias by using the second person pronoun much

of the time.J These materials are not controversial but may presenti as

most real problems do, some value problems, e.g., Catherin wants to

earn a greater reward for less work; the Williamses are rifty people;

the thief opening a lock, etc. They are adequately ha led and in many

ways impressive.

These programs should prove to be educationally sound to a very high

degree.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticikaated outcomes of the

instructional materials desirable? -

It is intended that students will acquire an increased awareness of.

the relevance of mathematics to everyday life--the general usefulness

of mathematics. Also expected is a heightened interest in problem

solving--an analytical responsiveness to problematical situations

including specifically (a) developing or selecting a model that repre-

sents the situation and permits progress toward a solution and (b)

finding solutions to well-formulated problems. When the problem Source-

book is in use we might expect an ilicrease,in the number of entries in

national problem solving competitions. We also expect some improvement

in the attitudes of most students (whose teachers are using the resource

book) concerning the usefulness of mathematics (we don't know how much

or how widespread this effect would be). In addition we expect some

positive response from those persons who have criticized the mathematics

curriculum of schools as being too abstract, e.g., many engineers and

natural scientists.

Unless specifically backed up by implementation programs, however, this

material will not achieve the expected outcomes for the majority of

secondary school mathematics students; There may be no change in

students' efforts to use mathematics in daily life unless more attention
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is given in the Sourcebook to the modelling process
and teachers are

helped to understand this process.

We hope that textbook
authors will use these problems. But, unless

authors of textbooks are strongly encouraged
not to organize sets of

problems in texts, by method of solution,
the tradition that most

problems on a given page can be solved by the same algorithm may be

expected to continue. If they are
used in such a pattern, they will

lose their desired effectiveness.

We don't anticipate any unintended
effects, and we found no evidence of

any biases
relating to sex, race, ethnic or religious groups.

We urge an evaluation of student attitudes towards the usefulness of

mathematics When their teacher seriously uses this Sourcebook: for

example, how'much change occurs during a school year in which the

Sourcebook was used extensively?

Question 7: Do these instructional
materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

No special training would
ordinarily be

needed to use the materials,

developed so far. Special training
may be needed in terms of helping

reluctant math
teachers to see the need for the use of the problems.

Sometime breaking away from the traditional lesson-to-lesson,
chapterl,

t4- chapter
approach becomes

discomforting to the math, teacher. A

lutions manual will increase the value of this material. As supple- -.

---ental material,
these materials

could and should greatly
enhance the

teaching of math.within the existing organizational
structurewhatever

it may be, and present no
problems for the existing organizational

structure.
From all indications, the costs will be minimal and should,

as a result, cause no problems. Eyerything
needed seems to be planned

ftir inclusion
and a teacher could purohase

the book one day and begin

using it the next.

Special optional
classes will not be required. The materials are

designed to be used by any student in mathematics.
We expect that

school boards,
parents' groups,

students, and teaches would, judge these

materials to 4e of valbe. Not only can the prOblemsthelp in the

teaching of math but they also should tend to raisequestions
and give ,

answers to other facets of life.

There shOuld be no barriers to the implementation
of these materials,

The only help school districts would
need is in proper merchandising

of

the materials so that the district would become aware of their values.
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Question 8: Are the Costs for implementing these instructional
materials reasonable?

Thj expected dollar costs,for implementing deject- should be less
an $10 per school or teacher who expects to use the Sourcebook.

There should be no costs for continuing use. There are no other ways
in which the school dittricts might spend less money to meet the same
need!. Mathematics consultants, field trips, and curriculum rewriting
would all have price tags considerably higher than using this resource
book. Furthermore, no comparablr.: materials exist for this purpose.

As far at non-fiscal "costs" are concerned, some teachers will have a
difficult time with some of the problems. It is possible to misuse
any materials. For example, a few teachers might use some of these
problems as :whips" for disciplinary purposes or in other ways that
downgrade pupils.

Our overall reaction is that_the material ough,t. to be published and

made available and that the cost will be reasonable.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for
producing these instructional materials?

The formal search for problems from a variety of disciplines, as well
as the breadth of background of the participants in this project, insure
that the materials produced will have the desired diversity. It appears,

however, that the internal monitoring procedures have not been adequate
to maintain project movement. This project was conceived by several of
the best (and busiest) individuals in the field, and there was probably
some lack of realism in predicting the level of commitment that these
individuals would be able to make to the projeCt. Indeed, this is one

case where we feel that the project budget may be too thin in the senior
staff category. We would have expected to find at least one FTE staff
member, with.strong credentials, committed to. riting. We had feared,

on the basis of the evidence at hand, that the project was not progressing.
After a phone conversation with the new principal investigator our concerns
are partially eased, but the importance and potential of this project
lead us to suggest frequent encouragement (monitoring) by NSF through
informal communications with the principal investigator by the program
officer in charge.

While the difficulties with the project are due primarily to the
internal personnel changes, it is also true that the NSF monitoring was
not particularly effective. More frequent contact with project personnel,

even on an informal basis, would have kept the Foundation abreast of

things. Furthermore, after it became clear that there were personnel
problems, there was a surprising lack of initiative shown by the project
monitors in encouraging a change to a more efficient or realistic project

organization. Future monitoring o7 this project should include a close

watch on the organizational structure.
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In summary, we feel.adequate information about the prog'res's of this
-,... important project has not been coming to NSF and other interested

-IpaTties.

sk

N.,
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:U. 6. d: SAM (Panel 2)': Individual Panelists' Responses Nth Review

Question: What are your general impressions of

the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 2 chose not to submit individual comments on each

project, but rather submitted a response of the whole

panel to the 10th question. In addition, one panelist

submitted general comments which apply equally to all five

curricula reviewed by Panel 2., and which have been agreed

to by all other members of the panel.

Panel 2's common response:
.$1

We strongly support the concept of this project. and our chief concern is- -"

that it might founder because it 'is so highly dependent on the volunteer

efforts and general good will of talented and busy people.

We do urge the development of introductory material for teachers, an

index, and other helps to facilitate use of the Sourcebook. We think it

would be very important to learn whether the introduction of such prob-

lems into classroom work by teachers could effect an attitude change in

students with regard to the usefulness of
mathematics, and how much ano

how widespread such,changes might be. However, in spite of the impres-

sive advances that have been made on this project in the past six months

or so -(completion of about 50% of the total collection planned).We are

still concerned.that it be monitored carefully: The project is felt to

be of such vital importance that whatever help is needed to keep it from

stagnating should be supplied.
1'

General comments prepared by Professor John Allen Easleyi, Jr., and agreed

'to by all other members of the panel.

At this point, it is clear that many of the innovative curricula Introduced

during the 1960s - in particular, many of the "new math" programs - felt far

'short of the anticipated effectiveness. To insure greater effectiveness in

future curricula, each and every new project must pe required to look care-

fully at the shortcomings of the corresponding programs of the 1960s.

There is' little-evidence that this has been done in the five mathematics -

,projects under review by Panel Number.2 (nor is /it being done in most other

-projects in math and science known. to the pane)). Instead each project

makes its Own new guess as to what needs to be done to improve the present

situation.

If it is reasonably easy to test such a guesis, there is certainly no harm

in it. In fact, some of the' least xpensive projects we reviewed are the

most promising. But if the cost orimplementing an innovative idea is very

large, then we must put forth the strong iuggestion that one inquire

whether the particular project is worth the cost of implementation. The

great difficulty in implementing this suggestion is that the people who are

experienced and talented in creating curriculum materials are rarely trained

or competent in carrying out such evaluative checks; nor are they, as a

rule, sufficiently detached. What is sorely needed in such evaluations is

12§'
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for those who are inventive in Creating new curricula (Usiskin, Pollak, etc.)to be teamed with those who are trained in inquiring into educational pro-grams and institutions.

There are two groups of professional investigators who can help:

1) Responsive evaluators.

2) Cognitixe=analystsi,

At present, the NSF is not supporting this kind of study. As a result, weare facing the danger of a substantial breakdown of communication betweenthe scientific community and the schools. This is reflected in Congressas well as in the lack Of enthusiastic reception of Many NSF sponsored cur-riculum projects in schools. To correct this trend, we neednot only newsurveys of needs but a greater intere o NSF in gaining knowledge aboutwhat works and what doesn't work in he introduction of new materials andpracticesand why. As we see the roj.ects reviewed by Panel Number 2, amore careful review and evaluation is heeded before very large amounts ofmoney are committed to the,produCtion of materials. Not only is input ..needed from a broader range of persons--even the most talented curriculuminnovators often overlook certain points of view which are important--but
experimental and Oilot studies of the innovative ideas should be carefullytested before large sums of money have been committed to materials develop-ment.

Experimental trials of carefully revised materials, selected to test thekey ideas of the project (perhaps taking only a month or two of school time)to learn teachers' and pupils' perceptions is a kind of research that ismuch needed. The. teaching in these trials must be carefully described andnot just results on pupil tests. In addition, both formative and summativekinds of evaluation are needed for curriculum projects. Testing ideas asthey come up on a day-to-day, rough draft basis is something that goes onin most projects, but it often needs to be more detached or even more criti-cal than it is. Summative evaluation is needed not only to test whether theintended ideas are learned, but what else was learned that might enhance ordetract from what has been taught.

Additional comment by Mr. Daniel J. Hogan:
"I don't agree completely with this statement for the following reason.Although the type of evaluation suggested by Dr. Easley is commendable
and should be done, I do not believe that the bureaucracy can standanother outside group. I believe the addition of this kind of expertto the NSF staff would better serve the organization."
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D. 7. a: PSIM: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Creation, Testing, and Dissemination of Problem Solving

/ Instructional Materials (PSIM)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Richard V. Andree

INSTITUTION: University of Oklahoma

,DEPARTMENT: Mathematics,

BUDGET: Total Granted: $66,800

Dates: 6/27/75 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Development of enrichment materials for high school

mathematics courses.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES: q

The purpose of this project is to develop five independent units of cur -

riculum materials related to cryptarithms and cryptography. The materials

will be a source of mathematics enrichment for secondary school students.

The potential for use crosses a whole range of high school mathematics

courses, as well as independent study, mathematical recreation, and mathe-

matics clubs.

ACTIVITY PLAN:

1. Development of five independent units of car culum ateriaW related

to cryptarithms and cryptography. This will be a r undertaking by a

team of experienced mathematical authors and will be tested locally and

(
nationally, and revised before it is released generally.

2. The original units will be tested in a variety of participating

Oklahoma schools at various grade and economic levels. The participating

teachers will meet in a series of 12-Saturday Workshops for evaluation,

criticism and suggestions on the material. The studenti will take a

series of pre- and-pat-tests to determine the extent to which the mate-

rials have been able to produce transfer of new logical skills to non -

cryptographic.situations and any changes in student attitudes toward .

matheMatics and science.
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3. The feedback from (2) will be used to assist the authors in revision
of the materials and preparation of Instructor's Manuals for the units.
When completed copies will be distributed to interested teachers and
supervisors through N.C.T.M. and Mu Alpha Theta for additional exposureand feedback.

UTILIfATION PLAN:

A one-week workshop is planned for Summer or December 1976, to help
secondary teachers whose schools show interest in teaching units on
cryptography and crypt-analysis become familiar with the material.

The revised material will be made available through the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics and/or the National High School and Junior

.College Mathematics Club, Mu Alpha Theta. The preference of NSF will be
the deciding factor in choice of publisher.

PERSONNEL:

_ Project Director: Richard V. Andree

Co-Project Director/Writer: Josephine P. Andree
.._

Editor-Writer: Claudia Embry

Mike Andrews

f
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D. 7. b: (PSIM): Project Director's Response to 10 Review

Question

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional

materials?

This project is a direct result of expressed needs by secondary

teachers in the Oklahoma area. Most mathematics textbooks are

written for the average or better student and are strongly

dependent on earlier mathematics courses. A student who does

not fully comprehend one level is severely handicapped at the

next level. One difficulty in teaching students to think carefully

and logically is that either the material used requiret extensive

background, or the logic is so simple (i.e., All men are mortal;

Socrates is a man; hence, Socrates is mortal) that it is useless

in the solution of most practical problems. Three years ago

several secondary teachers challenged the to find interesting

problems requiring logical thinking to solve, but requiring little#*

additional mathematical sophistication (no groups, graphs,,etc.).

The teachers pointed out that many students from deprived homes

aee woefully deficient in confidence to cope with mathematics and

could benefit from additional study of arithmetic facts. However,

they are so "turned off", it is difficult to provide effective

instruction. A group of teachers brainstormed the problem with

Dr. and Mrs. Andree for several weekends before the idea of using

cryptarithms and crytography as vehicles for teaching logical

thinking was suggested. There is a need for fresh material that

will hold the interest of a disenchanted student and offer him an.,

opportunity to succeed. Cryptarithms are challenging puzzIes.

They entice the student to correlate knowledge of arithmetic and

'the alphabet to discover a satisfactory solution and test it.

At any meeting of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,

teachers cluster eagerly around displays of materials presenting new

techniques in teaching, often spending their own money for such

materials. The wide use (over 25,000 copies sold) of the five

booklets of mathematical enrichment materials edited by Mrs. Andree

illustrates this point. The National Cquncil of Teachers of Mathe-

matics is aware of the need and. has puOished material on mathematical

thinking and logic for secondary-Students. The Council has expressed

interest in distributing booklets from our project when they are

available. (See letters at end ofproposal.)

The National High School and Junior College Mathematics Club became

interested in cryptarithms when Dr. Andree presented a lecture at

a national meeting of their students and teachers (The University of

Arkansas, 1974). They will publish the project materials. Some

will be distributed without charge to their 1400 chapters immediatOy.

Others will be available to any teacher at cost.
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Groups of teachers in Arkansas, Oklahoma and California have expressed
interest in using these materials with their students., Some visualizecryptarithms as bait for slow learners; some as an extra activity forfast achievers; some as math club projects.

Several collections of cryptarithm problems exist and are evaluated
in the assessment of available materials on page 30 of our amendedproposal. Brief suggestions for the solution of cryptarithms canbe found in books on mathematical recreations. However, these sourcesdo not present understandable discussions of the logic nor theoremsto be used in the solution of cryptarithms; let alone attempting to;.achieve transfer from cryptarithm solving to more general problem
solving. !

We are devising special problems for the student to solve, demonstrat-
ing the application of each method discussed. Problems range fromvery easy'to challenging. Careful examination reveals that much ofthe literature on cryptography and cryptanalysis is too advanced for
secondary use (several, excellent papers by J. Levine, for example)
while others are trivial (limited to the most elementary substitu-
tion ciphers with word divisions left in) and do not stress the
logical principles involved. Four books stand out.

The Code Breakers by David Kahn (1967) is the most detailed
(1164 pages) and comprehensive history of cryptography avail-
able. It is well written and authoritative. No attempt will.'
be made to repeat this material, but for related historical
information, references will be given both to this volume
and to Pratt's Secret and Urgent.

Secret Codes by L. Peck (published by N.C.T.M.) contains some
excellent, even though very elementary ideas. It is not
designed to facilitate transfer of skills to other problem
solving situations.

Cryptanalysis by H. F. Gaines (1939, 1956) is completely non-
mathematical, but provides an extensive compilation of workable
techniques related to solution of The American Cryptogram
Association type problems.

Elementary Cryptanalysis by A. Sinkov is the best available
text, but is frankly aimed at superior students. It makes no
effort to help the student recognize and transfer the statistical
and.logical reasoning developed in cryptanalysis to the solution
of non-cryptographic problems. e.

Thus, there seem to be no satisfactory alternative materials in thisarea. The Andrees are convinced that such material can be created.
Their combined experience (12 books, 18 booklets, and several
hundred expository articles) and willingness to devote their effort
to tkkproject suggest they should achieve useful results.
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Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

Most available material on cryptarithms and cryptography is written

for devotees, technical army units or other adult specialists.

(See more extensive literary analysis in amended proposal.)

This project is creating material .on cryptography in simple everyday

language, with lots of examples. Examples are worked out step-by-

step to instill the logical' approach.` Many problems of varying

difficulty are prereaterd-for the student to solve.

Dr. Richard Andree and Josephine Andree have each had 18 years

experience in writing mathematics for high school students. They

served as editors of the O.U. Mathematics Letter, the Mathematical

Log and as book review editor of the American Mathematical Monthly..

Hundredsof teachers have expressed interest in using a mini-course

on cryptarithms as/enrichment or to create special interest. It

will not interfere with the existing curriculum. Today's mathe-

matics programs fr'equently include "mini-courses"
devoted to topics

outside the text,' Each of the proposed units will stand alone as

such a mini-course.

Mu Alpha Theta and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics are

enthusiastic about the original presentation of these topics and

will support the printing and distribution of the final product.

National Science Foundation will not be asked for additional funds

for this purpose. Three commercii7publishers have also expressed

interest in publishing these materials, but the Andrees prefer to

make it available at lower user costs through these ron-profit

organizations.

Question 3: Do these instructional
materials possess a clear

purpose and rationale?

Hundreds of thousands of students believe they "can't do mathematics."

We want to provide such students with a fresh start in a new topic

where they can succeed using only the alphabet and simple arithmetic.

Previous fat iCire in algebra, geometry or trigonometry would not be

a handicap. Cryptography and cryptarithms are not culture-oriented.

The logic is the same in Spanish, German, Italian or English.

The simple, conversational tone of the non-technical language catches

the interest of,the student to "work a puzzle" as a challenging game.

Success is the key to further effort. Many very simple cryptarithms

are presented with careful step-by-step analysis to develop logical

thinking. There are dozens of cryptarithms for the student to solve

for himself (herself). Everyone has an equal opportunity regardless

of sex, size, strength, color, language facility or lack of social

expertise. 143
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There is a matter-of-fact introduction of a simple chart to keep trackof observed facts or relatiohships. This approach can be adapted bythe student to many real life problems. A sincere effort is made toachieve this desirable transfer. An entire page is devoted to this task.The student's attention is directed to straightforward relationships hecan observe and use for himself, i.e., 14=1, 54 ends in 5, 6 endsin 6. After being collected in a chapter on theorems these facts arepresented as useful information to be used, not as jargon to be "proved."

The project intends to capture the interest of all students in a fresh,challenging topic. We demonstrate logical methods of using observationsand making deductions. Presented as a puzzle or game with success avail-able we hope to generate enthusiasm among students who were "turned off"-by ordinary mathematics.

Talented students in mathematics clubs have already proved eager tosolve cryptarithms and cryptograms. This project presents the materialin simple language and less technical style for a wide audience. Mathe-matics can be and should be fun for both the student and the teacher.The excitement of making new discoveries based on your own observationis catching. A teacher's manual is being prepared for each unit.Teachers will not need special training.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials
scientifically correct?

The beauty of cryptography is that the student develops for himselfaccurate relationships between letters (cryptanalysis) or numbers(cryptarithms). 0Kce a conjecture is made the student tests it for con-sis,tency before accepting or rejecting it. Solutions must also be testedtote sure they are the only solution or to find additional solutions.This is lood training in the scientific method
without cumbersome formalphraseology.

These instructional materials are aimed toward developing the habit oflogical thinking and systematic testing of results. This technique oflogical analysis is basic to the scientific method. Previous scientificexperience is not a prerequisite. The students' ability to make validdeductions based on available data is constantly tested (and rewardedif correct). In most scientific work the time lapse between conjectureand acceptance of the result is frustratingly long. Cryptarithms andcryptanalysis do not suffer from this difficulty. Scientists, mathema-ticians and just plain John and Jane Doe need training in logical
(scientific) deduction. The lack of immediate reinforcement is onereason such training often fails to "take" with weakly motivated students.
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Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials

educationally sound?

If enthusiastic reception by teachers and students alike is any

criterion of educational soundness, the Andrees' material on

cryptarithms-and cryptography has much in its favor. The reaction

to both lectures on cryptarithms given to students from low and

mid-income homes surprised,even us. Weeks later, our mail con-

tained letters from student's who had been working on the cryptarithms

handed out for student solution at the end of the lecture. A

genuine pride of achievement hone through the atrocious spelling

and grammar. It was this rec ption that persuaded us to set aside

other writing projects in favor of the cryptanalysis and cryptog-

raphy series. We have had no indication of possible unfavorable

reactions from anyone.

Experience suggest that bright students are eager to investigate

cryptography or any other new challenge presented in an interesting

fashion. Special advanced problems, projects and reports are

included for such students in each mini-course. However, the most

startling and effective use of these materials has been to rekindle

interest in students (in our case, from lower economic and minority

homes) who had been disheartened by traditional mathematics courses.

The sincere effort each mini-course makes to help the student

recognize and achieve transfer of the newly-developed problem

solving techniques to non-cryptography areas is particularly

noteworthy.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the

instructional materials desirable?

Although the outward content of these units is the solution of

cryptarithms, codes and ciphers, the real impact is apt to be the

identification of latent mathematical and scientific ability that

has been "turned off" by traditional courses. Once recognized,

it may be possible to develop such talent within the framework

of the traditional curriculum.

The enthusiastic reception given our advanced experiments, both by

supposedly low ability students and by the top (Mu Alpha Theta)

students, is encouraging. We recognize that anything new produces

a Hawthorne effect, but suspect that more is involved here. We are

convinced interest can be generated, then transferred to real life

problem solving. Students can be taught to apply the logical methods

that must necessarily be used to solve ciphers and cryptarithms to

to non-cryptographic problem solving: The material is,free of

religious, ethnic, social and economic bias as well as being inde-

pendent of earlier secondary preparation in mathematics or science.

One unintended result has been the better understanding of arithmetic

14 r
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properties by the students. Several commented, "I never did under-stand how to take square roots until I worked with square. rootcryptarithms." It is probably too much to hope that similar-serendipitous results will be discovered in the area of languagecombinations when cryptanalysis is studied. A much greater
understanding of how statistical data are used to make plausible
conjectures for scientific method examination should certainlyresult. These anticipated outcomes are eminently desirable.

Question 7: Do these materials present implementation problems
for the schools?

Each bookletstarts with examples of simple, basic techniques andshows the student how to achieve results. No special equipmentis required% The student uses arithmetic facts to solve crypta-rithms and "letter statistics," including digraph and trigraph
frequencies and pattern words to solve cryptograms.

Paper and pencil are the only needed tools. The instructional
materials are carefully phrased in simple. English to be readily
understood. Desirable tables and charts are included in a formthat can be economically

reproduced, using local equipment if
additional charts are desired.

The Instructor's Manual being prepared with the cooperation and
suggestions of the 70+ teachers participating in the prepublication
experimental evaluation will suggest teaching techniques that have
proved 'effective in presenting this material in addition to
philosophical and behavioral objectives for each section of eachunit. Suggested hints to use with difficult problems as well as
complete solutions will be provided.

The project plans to present materials to teachers in several work-
shops. Many teachers have already asked to participate. Their
suggestions will be incorporated into the final mini-courses and
the associated Instructor's Manual. Teachers need not attend a
workshop to use these materials once the Instructor's Manuals areavailable.

The National High School and Junior College Mathematics Club will
undertake printing the booklets. Copies will be distributed to
their 1500 chapters (28,000 members) in all states; copies will
be available at nominal cost to any teacher through Mu Alpha Thetaand N.C.T.M.

Each booklet is brief enough to be covered in a fevi days. It could
be an outside activity for a student who has completed regular
assignments or it could be an interest-arousing interlude for a
student who is hopelessly lost in tile regular assignment.
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Apparently, no special problems in the incorporatidn of these material:,

into existing curricula are envisioned by the'70+ school systems that

have asked to participate in the prepublication evaluation of the

proposed materials.

-The cost of the final
publication should be very modest. The master

copy is being prepared by .a team -(Dr. and Mrs.
Andree, Mrs. Embry

and-Mr. Andrews) accustomed to working together:and
experienced in

preparation of materials fOr low-cost lithoprinted reproduction. The

preliminary materials are being run on We x 11" paper to provide

room for comments, corrections
and,suggestions, but the masters from

which they are run will be
reduced-slight17 and run on economical

515." x 81/2" pages.
This is the most economical size available for

lithoprinted work. The masters need not be retyped for final ,produc-

tion. Corrections, are easily made, and entire sections may be

altered or deleted with scissors and paste pot:

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these_instructional

materials reasonable?

The total dollar cost to NSF ($66,800) is modest since ,the Andrees

are contributing a good deal of effort and expertise above and

beyond that covered by the grant. They really want to do this

series of mini-courses and are putting in a lot of effort.

Apparently, the anticipated cost of participating in the pre-

Oublication evaluation of these materials (teacher time, travel

ea,,.: reproduction costs) presents no problem to the 70+ school

systems that have asked to participate in the program. Cost to

schools who, adopt the material after publication will be even

lower, since the Instructor's Manual should eliminate the need

for personal contact with and instruction from the authors.

The implementation and continuing cost to the schools will also be

modest. The authors have rejected all royalty rights and the final

product will be distributed by the non-profit mathematical organiza-

tions, Mu Alpha Theta and the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics.

The refill costs care limited to the local reproduction of a few

convenient forms frorkcopy provided in the center pages of each

booklet.

As far as we can see, any psychological and social effects will be

beneficial rather than "costs" and the anticipated increase in

understanding of scientific
(logical) thinking is not detrimental

to society.
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Question 9: Is the management/organization
plan adequate for

producing these materials?

.This project is the response to a challenge from a group of Oklahoma
secondary teachers for short teaching units that can be used withinthe existing curriculum and which will require logical (scientific)
thinking, but which would not require scientific or mathematical
sophistication on the students' part.

The first attempt was the product of brainstorming sessions with in-service teachers, pre-service teachers and college professors. Thenext stage was a pre-NSF experimental pair of 90-minute lectures tolow income, predominantly minority students. This was followed by*a semester-long seminar with a'select group of bright students (who
are able to'civercome weak spots in a presentation and even point out..their existence) and a lecture to student-teacher teams at a Mu Alpha

. Meta national convention in "1974.

We theri approached NSF with our proposal. When the propo.sal wasaccepted, we turned to the members of The American Cryptogram
Association at their national convention and through their journal
for suggestions and support. Their enthusiastic response delightedus. We shall be shipping each unit to selected members of ACA for
technical criticism as well as input from the 70+ teachers partici- .pating in the prepublication evaluation. We have lots of outside
support, input, evaluation, criticism and interest.

O

Dr. and Mrs. Andree are an experienced team of mathematical authorswho have worked together on many successful projects during the past1$ years. The University of Oklahoma Office of Grants and Contracts
and Business Office monitor the financial matters using the standard
state-approved accounting and purchasing procedures.

Since the principal authors are the co-directors of the project,
the administrative costs of the projects are very low, but the
project is certainly adequately administered. The team of Dr. Andree,
Mrs. Andree and Mrs. Embry has been working together successfully
for many years and_can be counted on to produce useful and interesting
manuscripts that will be both functional and in good taste.
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D. 7. c: PSIM (Panel 2): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The project's efforts at assessment of existing cryptographic material

are exhaustive and authoritative. There are other materials on crypta-

rithms but nothing with as careful an analysis as this project.

However, we que'stion the project's assessment of the value of these .

materials to the mathematics community and for general classroom use.

It is not clear that there is a need for such an exhaustive project on

a subject of such limited appeal. It is more likely that these materials

will reach a small proportion of the student population, in particular,

math clubs.

Furthermore, we question the degree to which this curricular content

will effect a transfer of learning to other logical thinking. There

should be pre- and,post-testing of students' ability to think logically

managed by a group outside the project as a means of insuring credibility.

.4uestion 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

In the opinion of the panel this product would have extremely limited

appeal to the general population. Cryptarithms require considerable

teacher familiarity for effective use and have greater potential as a

vehicle for enrichment than for-problem-solving instruction.

The panel finds publication information somewhat conflicting. Plans for

dissemination are tenuous at best.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

The stated goals are:

(1) development of logical thinking and problem solving;

(2) help for math teachers and studeAts. (It is inferred that

there may be personal satisfaction from working on problems

with no immediate application.)

These instructional materials may well be of value for a limited portion

of the student population. However, it is questionable that-there will

be any transfer of problem solving skills.
Success may depend upon an

already existing interest and skill in problem solving; furthermore,

these materials could be discouraging to many students.

In view of these-reservations an external evaluation of the impact of

these materials is desirable.
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Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-ically correct?

The reputation of the author eliminates doubt about the accuracy of thesematerials. The coverage of the topics goes as far as most secondaryschool students can go.

These materials present a very special approach to the general topicof problem analysis and as-such aim at only one aspect of scientific
literacy; they are not aimed 'at producing future cryptographers.

Question 5: Is the content ofthese
instructional materials educa-

tion ly sound?

Cryptarithms. ve been used as instructional aids for years. They aregenerally sound for the use made of them, i.e., enrichiOnt material fortalented, highly motivated students. There is no eviddnce that logicalthinking will be an outcome of the use of these materials; in fait;less talented students may be affected adversely.

) Adverse reactions can be expected from teachers In reference to moti-vation and transfer of learning; parents might react adversely to the useof cryptarithms as an instructional program, but not as enrichment.
Favorable reactions would be expected from bright students and mathclub sponsors.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes oftthe instruc-
tional materials desirable?

The proposed outcomes of the use of cryptarithms are:

(1) improved problem solving ability, and

(2) increased motivation of unmotivated students.

. f43n the basis of transfer studies we do not expect much improvement ingeneral problem solving ability. (To get demonstrable transfer,
;strategies for problem solving must be taught explicitly.)

We anticipate an increase in the ability to solve cryptarithms and toCrack ciphers. But we aye concerned:

(1) that an attitude that "math is useless" may be reinforced,
and

(2) that some students may get "hookedn'on cryptarithms and
spend far too much time on them.



Question 7:. Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

It is not anticipated that cryptarithms wo ld be presented as a course

ih itself, but rather as a mini-course, ma h club activity,, or unit in

an existing course. Teachers who usethes materials will have to Oe

trained in its purpose and in solving cryptarithms. Students and parents

would need information as to the desirad_oUtcomes of these materials.

;Question 8: Are the Costs for implementing these instructional materials

reasonable?

"As supplementary material the cost will be reasonable.

Comparable materials on cryptarithms do not exist. Although there are

wme short Ablications which contain some of this same kind of material,

there is nothing as complete or as'thorough.

Question 9: Is the management/organizotionplan adequate for producing

these instructonal materials?

The opportunity for general input into the conception and development of

these materials has been restricted to specialized situations (talks,

workshops) wherein the personal presentations of the Andree's might have

been predicted to yield favorable response. Assessment has been favorable,

though anecdotal. We doubt that input has been solidited from the mathe-

matical or educational communities in a setting that evokes comparison

with possible alternative resource develupment projects.

Administration, internal monitoring and feedback has been adequate for'

this (essentially' one person project.

The Andree's will undoubtedly produce the materials as proposed. But

we find no plan for follow-up on the impact of the materials on students;

vis -a -vis the project nbjectives.
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D. 7. d: PSIM (Panel-2): Individual Panelists' Responses to the 10th
Review Question: What are your general
impressions of.the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 2 chdse not to submit individual comments on
- each project, but rather submitted a response of the

whole panel to the 10th question. In addition, one
panelist submitted general comments which apply equally
to all five curricula reviewed by Panel 2, and which have
been agreed to by all other members of the panel.

Panel Tcommon response:

The cryPtikifaphic materials --oduced by this project comprise as
exhaUstive and authoritat- coverage of the topiCs askould.be used
by high school students. nu,...rer,'there is serious question about the
need for this material, in terms of %oth its limited appeal and its
unproven effectivenIss in improving problem solving skills.

This panel recommends that projects which propose tb proauce materials.,
as extensive, as peripheral, and as idiosyncratic as these should
carry more definitive planslor follow-up research to determine
whether the goals are met. Moreover, the plans must include the
development of materials that make explicit how the project's output
Tits ipto an instructional program.

The panel would emphasize that'it certainly is appropriate and valuable
for NSF to fund, from time to time,: such small, innovative, experi-
mental or pilot projects. However; follow-up evaluation is an essential
part,of such projects and should be included in the project plans.

General'; omments prepared by Professor John Allen Easley, Jr.;-4nd agreed.
to by all other members of the panel:

At thtk point, Ft is clear that many of the innovative curricula introdued,
during the 1960's- in particular, many of the "new math" programs - fell far
short of the anticipated effectiveness. To insure greater effectiveness in
future curricula, each and every new project must be required to look care-
fully at t e shortcomings of the corresponding programs of the 1960's.

There is little evidence that this has been done in the five mathematics
projects unler review by Panel Number 2 (nor is it being done \in most other
projects in \rliath and science known to the panel). Instead each'groject
makes its own new guess ac to what needs to be done to improve the present
situation.

If it is reasbnably'easy to test such a guess, there is certainly no harms
in it. In fact, some of the least expensive projects we reviewed are the
most prornisino, But if the cost of implementing an innovative idea is very
large, then ere must put forth the strong suggestion that one inquire
whether the particular project is worth the cost of implementation. The
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great difficulty in implementing this suggestion is that the people who are

experienced and talented in creating curriculum materials are rarely trained

or competent in carrying out such evaluative checks; nor are they, as a

rule, sufficiently detached. What is sorely needed in such evaluations is

for those who are inventive in creating nrw curritula (Usiskin, Pollak, etc.)

An be teamed with those who are trained ittuinquiring into educational pro-

grams and institutions.

There are two groups of professional investigators who can help:,
1) Responsive evaluators.

2) Cognitive analysts.

At present, the NSF is not supporting this kind of study. As a result, we

are facing the danger of a substantial breakdown of communication between

the scientific community and the schools. This is reflected in Congress

as well as in the lack of enthusiastic reception of many NSF sponsored cur-

riculum projects in schools. To correct this trend, we need not only new

surveys of needs but a greater interest of NSF in gaining knowledge about

what works and what doesn't work in the introduction of new materials and

practices--and why. As we see the projects reviewed by Panel Number 2, a

more careful review and evaluation is needed before very large amounts of

money are committed to the production of materials. Not only is input

needed from a broader range of persons--even the most talented curriculum

innovators often overlook certain points of view which are important--but

experimental and pilot studies of the innovative ideas should be carefully

tested before large sums of money have been committed to materials develop-

ment.,

Experimental trials of carefully revised materials, selected to test the

key ideas of the project (perhaps taking only a month or two of school time)

to learn teachers' and pupils' perceptions is a kind of research that is

much needed. The teaching in these trials must be carefully described and

not just results on pupil tests. In addition, both formative and summative

kinds of evaluation are needed for curriculum projects. Testing ideas as

they come up on a day -to' -day, rough draft basis is something that goes on

in most projects, but it often needs to be More detached or even more criti-

cal than it is. Summative evaluation is needed not only to test whether tile

intended ideas are learned, but what else was learned that might enhance or

detract from what has been taught.

Additional comment by Mr. Daniel J. Hogan:
"I don't agree completely with this statement for the following reason.

Although the type of evaluation suggested by Dr. Easley is commendable

and should be done, I do not believe that the bureaucracy can stand

-another outside group. I believe the addition of this kind of expert

to the NSF staff would better serve the organization."
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D. 8. a: MP78: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Development of a Mathematics Program for-Grades 7 and 8
(MP78)*

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Uri Haber-Schaim .

INSTITUTION: Boston University

DEPARTMENT: Physical Science Group

BUDGET: Total Granted: $591,500

Oates: 4/8/74 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECTDBJECTIES: The, development of teaching materials for 7th and 8th
grade mathematics, with special emphasis on application
in the social and biological as well as the physical
sciences.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES:

o To relate mathematics to other fields of study and to daily life.

o To present mathematics on a concrete level and then to generalize and
abstract.

o To emphasize the intuitive aspects of mathematics rather than the
formal ones.

o To involve the students in active learning,-reading, expressing them-
selves orally in class, and working with manipulatives.

o To develop the students' ability to analyze, dissect, model and solve
problems that require more than a quick, one-step solution.

o To teach arithmetical skills in a context that demonstrates their
applicability to problem solving in the real world.

To provide reinforcement of previously acquired skills by having the
students apply them throughout the course rather than in single units.'

* Also referred to as Boston University Mathematics Project-(BUMP)
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o To build on thifattthateducatitm improves when students enjoy the

material.

o To : improve the preparation of students for subsequent algebraic and

geometric. studies.

ACTIVITY PLAN:

During,the summer of 1975, the project concentrated on producing new

materials for the eighth grade (and the preparation of a pre-post

test for the seventh grade). Except for corrections of a few typo-

graphical' errors, the Pilot Edition of the seventh grade was reprinted

in its original form.

The development of eighth grade materials will follow more or less the

schedule of the seventh grade material this year. However, the piloting

will definitely start at the beginning of the school year and, in some

cases, will use the tail end of the seventh grade material which some

of the slower classes may not have finished.

It was hoped that most of the current seventh`grade pilot teachers will

be piloting both seventh and eighth grade materials next year. These

teachers will attend a workshop in which the'revisions of the seventh

grade, as well as the new material for the eighth grade, will be studied.

(New pilot teachers for the seventh grade will attend a workshop for

seventh grade only.)
ry

UTILIZATION PLAN:

During the next year increased attention will be devoted to the logis-

tics of implehentation. This will include the planning for leadership

conferences, and the preparation of materials for school boards and

supervisors.

There has been a plan approved for the notification of publishers ab6ut

these materials, a meeting was'leld, and a proposal-received from

Prentice-Hall. Prentice-Hall was making their proposal to publish

these materials on the basis of the first four chapters and the proven

capability of the Project Director in curriculum development.
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HISTORY:

In September, 1973, a conference on Junior High School mathematics was held
at Cape Ann, Massachusetts, supported by the National Science Foundation
and organized by the Physical Science Group, Newton College (the Physical
Sclence Group is now at Boston University). The conference examined what
mathematics Junior High School students do and do not know, new emphases
in content, mathematics in geography, social science, and biology, teach-
ing strategies and styles, mathematics and language,4and teacher training.
The participants were a cross-section of education with mathematicians,
junior high school teachers and supervisors, social scientists, scientists,
'and a professor of English making'presentations,.contributing to discussions,
and forming recommendations. The conference led to a proposal to develop
,dbw seventh and eighth grade materials that would respond to or alleviate
the following-six shortcomings of present seventh and eighth grade mathe-
matics programs:

1. Lack of basic skills
2. Lack of quantitive reasoning
3. Lack of ability to decide appropriate operations
4. Content overlap and boredom
5. Unreasonable applications
6. Logic and transfer opportunities missed

the leitmotivs for structuring knew program were:

1. kfeel.for orders of magnitude
2. Functions and prdOrtion
3. Statistics
4. Three dimensional geometry and symmetry

MP78 was funded for $43,2D0 in Marcb 1974 to begin work. Subsequently,
an additional $244,300 was granted for work on the seventh grade course.
The project has produced a pilot version of the seventh grade materials,
which hasllad field trials in Mobile, Alabama; Lakewood, Colorado;
Belmont, Lexington, and Marblehead, Massachusetts; Detroit, Michigan;
.Bellvue and Omaha, Nebraska; Philadelphia and Springfield, Pennsylvania;
Peace Dale and Warwick, Rhode Island; Memphis, Tennessee; and McLean,
Virginia.

PERSONNEL:

Project Director: Uri Haber-Schaim Senior Staff: Judson Cross
Physical Science Group Romualdas
Boston University Skvarcius

Junior Staff: Barbara Hatch
Stephen Snover
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t
ADVISORY COUNCIL:

Dr. Peter Braunfield
Department of Mathematics
University of Illinois at Urbana

Dr. Robin Esch
Department of Mathematics
Boston University

Dr. Peter Hilton
Battelle, Seattle Research Center.

and Case Western Reserve
University

Dr. Irving Morrissett
Department of Economics and
Director, Social Science Education
Consortium, Inc.

University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Dr. Fernand Prevost
Department of Education
New Hampshire State University

Dr. Byron Youtz
Evergreen State College
Olympia, Washington
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D. 8. b: MP78: Project Director's Response to 10 Review Questions

It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to provide the National Science
Foundation and its panel on Pre-College Curriculum Review with further -,nsight
into the rationale behind our specific project, Development of a Mathematics
Program for Grades 7 and 8.

Since your charge to the panel states that its evaluation "will play a

central role in determining the future policy of the National Science
Foundation towards curriculum development", I would like to begin my re-
sponse to your letters of October 23 and November 11 with some basic thoughts
on the role of the NSF in curriculum development.

Prior to the involvement of NSF in curriculum development, the textbook
publishing industry was probably the only industry whose major input was
provided by peogle in their spare time.' Teachers and professors carried
full teaching loads and wrote their texts in the evenings and during vacations.
It was unrealistit under such conditions to expect that individual authors of
secondary school texts (and perhaps also introductory college texts) would
pause and ask themselves searching questions concerning the objectives, the
content, and the methodology of their undertakings.

The exceptional author who may have been able to succeed in this task would
encounter nearly unsurmountable difficulties in finding vpublisher. The
whole evaluation process of manuscripts by textbook publishers is geared to
looking at manuscripts that deviate only in minor aspects from the norm.
In this way the gamble on what is new in a manuscript ts counterbalanced
by the confidence in the manuscript's overlap with the old. It is not
warranted to expect a commercial publisher to make a major investment in
a significantly new program even if the author has used the program success-
fully in his own class. These realities are, in my view, responsible for
the stagnation in the development of science and mathematics. programs over
several decades.

The situation changed dramatically whdn NSF entered the field of curricu-
lum development. NSF provided the risk capital needed to develop and to
pilot distinctly new programs and thereby enabled publishers to commit
their resources to large-scale production and dissemination.

Making decisions on a major program in science or mathematics involves
defining goals, selecting means, and setting priorities for both. To
carry out such a process in a responsible way requires a considerable
investment of time by a group of,persons who are able to handle' the variety
of factors that enter into the process. Just to make these decisions (as
distinct from carrying them out) requires substantial funds. Therefore,
a detailed description of content and hardware cannot reasonably be
expected to be part of a curriculum development proposal. The proposal
must, of course, state objectives and the strategy for reaching the
objectives.
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It is difficult to make an,exact calculation, but I would not be surprised

if on the projects for *ich I was responsible about half of the grant

money was spent on careful preparatory work preceding the drafting of

student texts. I believe there is evidence that projects that hurried

into the stage of drafting student materials without careful analyses of

options and their implications ended up with poorer products. I will go

further and suggest that from the point of view of long-range cost effective-

ness it would be wise to increase the funding of projects by the amount -A

necessary to organize and edit resource materials in such a way that other

persons will be abl.e to benefit from the project's deliberations.

I might point out that this situation is quite similar to that of funding

any other pure- or applied-research proposals. A truly imaginative

research proposal cannot possibly contain a description of the results,

nor can it even provide a guarantee as to the exact methods to be followed.

A decision to fund only those proposals that do contain such descriptions
would be tantamount to funding mediocre research.

As can be expected, some risk ventures yield better returns than others,

and NSF should continue to strive to improve its predictive powers. How-

ever, I would like to caution the Foundation against requesting excessive

documentation on details before the beginning of the work or against

simply trying to minimize the risk element altogether.

With the preceding comments as a background, I shall now address myself

to the topics that your panel will itself address, with specific refer- '

ence to the Boston University Mathematics Project.

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

There are three recognizable stages in our assessment of the need for our

material. The first stage goes back to the middle 1960's, the period

during which the Introductory Physical Science and Physical Science II

programs were developed. Our detailed feedback operation and the testing

and teacher-training program made it inevitable that we observe,at close

range the ability of thousands of eighth and ninth graders to calculate

and reason quantitatively. The understanding and the use of some simple

mathematical ideas that are common in physical as well as in social

science, or in plain everyday life, could not be counted on (as examples;

volume, difference, ratio, significant digits, translating from language

to math and back). These widespread shortcomings of students were in-

dependent of whether their schools used "old math" or "new math."

The second stage occurred in September 1973 at the Cape Ann Conference,

which brought together a versatile group of persons involved in teaching

as well as using mathematics in secondary schools. The conference re-

enforced our earlier observations and pointed out the general directions'"

that new developments may take.
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Now, after being in operation for about one anth-a half years, after com-

pleting the pilot edition of the seventh-grade course, we have administered

the pre-test part of a pre-post test and can document in concrete form that

the skills and the understandings whose,acquisition we wish to affect in

our program are indeed missing in our entering student population. I would

like to stress that we could not possibly have the last part Of the evidence

when we wrote the proposal.

The program is designed to reach students on both sides of the center of

the ability spectrum. We purposely avoided piloting the program with very

bright classes. (In general, it can be said that our pilot classes have

second,or third level students. These definitions vary, of course, from

place to place.)

We recognize a certain level of reading competency. HOwever, the /materials

are designed to encourage reading since the development of the abllity to

read mathematics (as an integral part of communicating mathematic ) is

one of the objectives of the program.

I believe BUMP is unique in its clear intent to treat junior high school

mathematics as the quantitative part of the daily language used for
describing and reasoning,recognizing the similarities in learning mathe-

matics and in the effective learning of a language. Specifically, in

our program:

(1) The students read, write, talk, and listen.

(2) They learn concepts and skills in\j'eal contexts rather than

in vacuo or with artificial illustrations.

(3) Concepts and skills are arranged a6cording to a hierarchy of

range of use. They are reinforced by repeated use in different

contexts throughout the two years. This approach is illustrated

by the enclosed samples from diffe ent parts of the text.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The project is designed for incoming seventh graders. We have undertaken __

to have the students at the end of the eighth grade be at least as well pre-

pared for algebra as they would be in any of the existing -programs. Thus,

there is clearly an existing slot for the program in the curriculum.

(However, this fact should not carry much weight in deciding the merit of

a proposal. If NSF were to make it a matter of policy to support only

curriculum projects for which there is a current slot, it would contri-

bute to freezing the structure of today's curriculum which is already

antiquated. It must be recognized, of course, that programs without a

slot are harder to implement.)
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t believe that any project should rely on NSF funding for dis-
tion: at the school level. (I shall come back to this point in
ction with implementation.) In the case of BUMP, we plan to follow
ry successful model that we established with IPS. That is,i

hops will be organized and funded by the publisher and the instruction
be directed by the project. The publishing proposal, which was
tted by Prentice-Hall to Boston University following the procedures
lished by NSF and which we have accepted, specifically states:

Workshops

Although the length and substance of the workshops cannot be deter-
mined this early in the life of the Project, we think the University
and the successful bidder shpUld pran on eventually developing a work-
shop of between 5 and 10 days. The program is unlikely to include
many "wet" labs; consequently, the timOVequired to cover the neces-
sary material in the workshop should be substantially shorter than
the time required for the IPS workshops. The instructors in every
instance shodld be trained by the University or by persons authorized
by the University. In any instance, the workshop instructor should
satisfy standards set by both the University and the Publisher.

Such a workshop program Will require substantially more funds than.
a publisher is accustomed to spend for Such activities. Thus we
propose to set aside 4% of the net receipts of the sale of the
student text to finance the payment of the workshop instructors..
We would agree to furnish the printed material for the workshops ,

free-of-charge and provide the manipulatives as a loan. We would
ask the school systems that have adopted the program to furnish
classroom space for the workshop at no cost. Such a workshop
program would be best administered jointly by the Publisher and
theAniversity.

The fact that a leading publishing house committ itself to publishing
and disseminating the program at a time when only the first three chapters
of the pilot edition of the seventh grade were available should speak for
itself as far as the likelihood of use is concerned. One has to bear in
mind, of course, that the publisher has made the assumption that he will
receive packages of student and teacher material that were well thought
through from the start and extensively piloted and revised where needed.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and rationale?

This topic seems to me to be covered quite adequately in the proposal and
under article 1 of this letter. There is one point on which I wish to
take a clear stand, and this is in reference to the so-called "individu-

alized instruction." In common usage this term represents a system of
instruction in which, in practice, only the pace is individualized. The

units themselves are essentially the same for all students in the class.



We prefer a system in which we individualize the depth of learning, the
amount of remedial assistance or extra challenge offered. We accomplish
this 4.of providing core materials that encourage discussion, flanked by
sections devoted to strengthening weaker students and providing an outlet
for the interest of the abler students in the class.

As can be expeEted, the clarity of our pilot materials varies.' This is
indicated by the feedback. The two enclosed samples were purposely selected
to illdstrate one example of a section that went very well (there are many,
of these) and one example that encountered difficulties everywhere (there
are few of these). In many cases the feedback that we 'receive contains
specific suggestions for improvements in the text or for classroom manage-
ment. The latter are noted by a "G" in the margin for inclusion in the
teacher's guide.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically
and correct?

Question 5: Is the content of these instructionalcmaterials eduptionallysound?

The qualifications of the Project Director, the staff, and the members of
the Advisory Council are on record. Should the panel have any questions
or comments, I shall be glad to reply to themm.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional
-materials desirable?

Can there be any doubt that the goals of our program are more relevant for
the vast majority of citizens than are the axiomatics of arithmetic or the
distiiittion between rational and irrational numbers? .1s there really any
risk of harming a child by developing his ability to read for content (a
passage, a map, or an equation)-or to visualize the three-dimensional
space-he inhabits?

Question 7:

and

Question 8:

Do these instructional materials present implementation problems
for the schools?

= /

Are the costs of implementing these instructional materials
reasonable? .

My more than fifteen years of experience with science teachers and more
recently, with mathematics teachershftve convinced me that most of them
are able and willing to do a better-job provided they have the necessary
tools, learn how to use them, and get proper administrative support. Un-
fortunately, with few exceptions, just to provide teachers with a\ew
program is not enough. (I am prepared to show that any new curriculum
project in science or mathematics that claims that the successful imple-
mentation of its materials will not require any in-service training of
teachers is a farce..)

iat, r;
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The successful
implementation of BUMP will require teacher workshops. We

estimate that each year of our two-year program will require a ten-day

workshop. Of the ten days, three to four should occur before school starts

and the rest during the school year. It should be noted that this pro-

jected ten-day workshop can be expected to pose even fewer-problems than'

the 15-day workshop for IPS.

For a school system to be able to make a rational decision on the imple-

mentation of the program it must have leaders who have studied the program

and are able to serve as workshovinstructors. We believe that the training

of=potential leaders and decision makers (such as professors of math

education, math supervisors, and outstanding classroom teachers) deserves

the support of NSF. As I stated earlier in this letter, our project will

notirequire federal assistance for imptementation at the classroom level.

The printed materials can easily be priced competitively, considering

the extravagent printing of some of the new textbooks. The few manipu-

lativesshould not be a major concern.

As to "non-fiscal costs", BUMP is an interactive learning experiencepthat

Stresses various aspects of mathematics computing, estimating, recogniz-

ing patterns, etc.) that can be expected to have an encouraging effect on

children who have previously had negative experiences in mathematics.

(Evidence for this has already _been reported to us by the pilot teachers.)

Question 9: Is the management/organization
plan adequate for producing

these instructional materials?

I think it would be highly improper for the Project Director to comment on

the questions related to management. However, under Question 9 the involve-

ment of parents is mentioned. It is in this area that I have added a new

dimension to BUMP that was not present, for example, in IPS.

When we plan to visit a pilot school, we notify the school administration

in advance and suggest that a meeting with the parents of our students be

arranged. Several meetings of this kind took place last year, The at-

tendance varied', from a large to a small representation of parents. However,

the meetings succeeded in helping us to detenwilma- the concerns of the

parents ("Will my child(pe ready for algebra?") and their delights ("My

child enjoys math for the first time."). These meetings will be very

valuable for us during the later stages of the project when we shall be

ready to prepare some explanatory material for parents and dministrators.

Question 10: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?

Since cost effectiveness is justifiably an important conce n of NSF and

Congress, I would like to urge the Foundation to give serious consideration

to making longer-term grants once a project has proved it initial viability.

Short-term funding inhibits the recruiting and the retent on of first-rate

staff members, and there is nothing more wasteful than c promising on the

quality of the staff. Therefore, I would urge the Found tion to consider

two- to three -year proposals from those projects that wa rant support.
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Additional Comments:

Evaluation

The major function of the evaluation component of the project is to
contribute to the revisions that will be made before the publication of
the regular commercial edition. As such, it is a necessarily short-term
and highly focused activity. The issues under consideration relate to
such questions as:

- Are the units optimally sequenced?

- Are there certain topics teat need more or less explanation?

- Is there enough variety in the questions?

- Is there'enough remedial and extra - challenge material to
meet the needs of a broad spectrum of students?

However, there are many more long-range ;oals, not directly related to
the revision process, that need to be evaluated. Our objective is that
the effects of the program will extend beyond the two years that a stu-
dent is in the program and beyond his or her performance in the mathe-
matics classrodm. Specifically, it should be determined whether two
years of BUMP will:

(i) enhance the student's willingness and ability to apply
mathematics in the natural and the social sciences

(ii) contribute to a greater comprehension of reading mate-
rials that contain mathematical representations (e.g.,
charts and graphs)

To adequately evaluate the degree to which the program accomplishes these
goals'will require a longitudinal study in which the performanre of BUMP
Students is followed at least through the, tenth grade. This task is
properly assigned to a qualified outside evaluator, with whom we shall be
happy to cooperate. Such cooperation is certain to improve our own test
instruments and may also be useful to the evaluator.

Status of Seventh-Grade Material

NOTE: The piloting of the seventh-grade material in the schools started
around November 1, 1974, and not at the beginning of the school year
because of a delay in sttarting the work on the project. The faster
classes studied parts of Chapter 9 and all of Chapter 10 this year. The
slower classes are now working on Chapters 8 and 9.
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1. Student Text

Pilot Edition consisting bf 10 Chapters -- Completed.

2. Feedback

Annotated copy of feedback cut up and organized by section -

Through Chapter 7.

Summary of feedback to be used in-revision, and preparation
of Teacher's Guide - Through Chapter 4.

3. Tests

:Pre-post test, 2 parts; 30 questions each. Administered
'-

Sept. 1975 to all project seventh-grade students and control'
groups.

All c?pies were returned to the project. The test will be

administered again in June 1976.

Overall analysis of Pretest results - Completed.

Achievement Test, Chapters 9-10, available and currently

in use.

Achievement Test, Chapters 6-8, in preparation.

Status of Eight-Grade Materials

Text: Chapters 1-2 run off for lead classes and to be printed with,

Chapter 3.

Chapters 3-4 in preparation. Much of the rest of the course.

has been resourced.

Test: Chapters 1-2 in preparation.

Teacher's Guide: Notes for Chapters 1-2 distributed to pilot teachers.
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. .D. 8. c: 1P78 (Panel 2): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The project director's experience with the Introductory Physical Science
and Physical Science II programs indicated that there was a need for a
mathematics program to impt:ove the calculating and reasoning ability ofstudent based on problems from plain everyday life. The Capp Ann
Conference reinforced this observation and served as an impetus for the
initiation of the project. Now that this project has had On and a halff
years of operation there are data to support the contention that these
skills are missing in the entering Student population.

/
1

The .continued use of teacher feedback to revise the materials is an
indicator-of the sensitivity,on an ongoing. basis, of the project to the
needs of the studehts.

The needfor reorganizing the jnior high program is-a generally accepted
.one; The dissatisfaction of to chers with present programs has increased
in the past few years. Teachers have been requesting more materials
which are relevant to the students everyday.life. There is an almost-
unanimous opinion on the part. Of mathematics educators of the need to
revitalize mathematics edu,cation with applications. k

It is alsq generally recognized that many students in school today need
improvement in their matheniatical reading skills. Nevertheless, mathe-
matics teachers have rarely considered it their responsibility to-teach.
'reading. The project has as one of its objectives to increase the ability

c, of, students to read mathematics by providing more for them to read than
traditional p.-ograms.

I

1` .
,

This project is also trying !to be -i.esponsive -to the- generally accepted
notion that it is important to have an exciting mathematics' program for
the 7th and 8th grades and to include substantial new material over
that usually covered in grades 1-6. It is also responsive to the need
for a prograM building on a student's everyday experience.

\

The materials have been written with a sensitivity to the opinions of
practicing, teachers and are eared to a population with a wide range
of abilities. As such they s ould potentially appeal to the teachers,
and thus reach a large number of students. There are many laboratory
materials which are intended a\ supplementary aids to traditional
programs. This project uses s milar materials as an integral part of
the program.

/ \
Question 2: Is there a market fOr these instructional materials?

\
..

The objective's of The Boston University Mathematics Program (BUMP) vary
substantially from those of other ,commercially produced and available
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curricula for grades 7 and 8. The inclusion of material closely allied

the every day life of the child is of considerable value and much in

evi ence.

In the spinion of this panel, there is a slot for this product in the

junior high school curriculum but it should be noted that the adoption

of this program requires the preparation of teachers by pre-servicel

workshops.

The emphasis on applications distinguishes tnis material in such a way

that it should be commercially attractive. Plans for publication by a

commercial textbook publisher are especially encouraging since a large

portion of the manuscript has yet to be developed.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

andNtationale?

The stated assumptions of the project are:

Students don't have quantitative skills.

Math is boring. There is a need to build skills in an

interesting way.

Students see' no relevance in Math problems.

Logical Reasoning develops transfer to other areas.

The goals of the project are to:

Provide for individual ability and interest of students.

Develop skimils.

Develop an understanding of orders of magnitude, functions,

statistics and 30 perception.

Develop diagnostic tests:

Based on the materials we looked at, we question whether they can

reasonably accomplish the stated goals. In their present form the

materials require too much pretraining for teachers. Certa-inly them

are alternative assumptions, values and goals that could meet the need

of grades 7 and 8.

Given the usual reading ability of 7th graders, we doubt that the some-

times complex language will be understood by the students without

substantial embellishthAt by the teacher. On the other hand, the new

materials do constitute a very tightly organized package, and we don't

find major omissions.
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Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-
. ically c.orrect?

A. Questions were raised as to whether some of the terminology, particu-
larly for the metric system, is standard.

B. The illustrations and activities are timely. There is, however, a
question aS to whether a proper balance has been struck among concepts,
algorithms, and applications.

C. The materials are aimed toward scientific literacy. However, physics
seems overrepresented while the biological and social sciences are
somewhat neglected.

-- are intended to prepare students, during grades 7 and
8, for an algebra course in grade 9. However, to actually cover all the
topics listed for grade 8, it will not be possible to include the kind
and number of activities used in the seventh grade text. But to omit
any of the planned topics for grade 8 may well result in inadequate
preparation for algebra. In particular, facility in dealing with symbols
cannot be slighted.

. E. The seventh grade text seems to assume closure for topics studied in
the elementary school, in-particular decimals. Is this practical? It
will be very necessary to evaluate the final product to see whether it
does indeed prepare for ninth grade algebra.

In summary, the emphasis on mathematics in the real world is good, but
it may have been carried too far, at the expense of concept formation.

Question-5: is the content of these instructional materials educa-
tionally sound?

./
A. There may be some adverse reaction on the part of staff, teachers,
and students. Moreover, some parents and teachers may wonder whether
these materials will prepare their children for subsequent courses in
algebra and geometry.

B. Psycho-motor problems may exist with junior high students in the
manipulation of some of the physical materials connected with certain
problems. Because of the variety of activities in these materials,
ea_,_r_ead-1-9-5d-iscussto-n-,Taboratory activtttesT.-
program should appeal to almost all learning styles and types of students.

C. The approach is appropriate for most students. One plus factor is
the supplementary materials for all students regardless of ability.

D. These materials present no evidence of bias or value orientation.
Ecological problems are lacking and would help to enhance the program.
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E. The objectives of the program are ambitious but worthwhile. Great

care should be taken to see to it that these objectives are met

inclusively through proper training of teachers.

In summary: the materials appear to be educationally sound. Teachers

will need in-service training. Educators must be aware of all objectives

and receive training in reading, oral expression, etc. The field testing

should give an indication of the soundness of the materials.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the

instructional materials desirable?

The intended effects of this project are aimed at increasing the general

-competence of students in quantitative reasoning in scientific and

other applied fields.-- Specifically,

(1) to relate mathematics to other fields of study and to

daily life;

(2) to involve the students in active learning, reading,

expressing themselves orally in class, and working with

manipulatives;

(3) to develop-the students' ability to analyze, dissect,

model and solve problems that require more than a quick,

one-step solution;

(4) to improve the preparation of students for subsequent

algebraic and geometric studies.

We would expect the materials to lead to an increase in quantitative

thinking in physical science areas.

Uhintended effects might be:

(1) A feeling that the applications of mathematics are just as

esoteric as the mathematical theory itself. There is a

short list of precise concepts ("bracketing," "approximation

to the nearest ," etc.) which are undefined, poorly

explained, and frequently demanded.

(2) LiAtle--fivireviment in non-physical science applications.

(3) Little improvement in arithmetic; e.g., most''junior and

senior high school students don't understand decimal

fractions. \

(4) Little improvement in the preparation of students for

algebra; e.g., the ability to handle symbols with confidence,

unless the 8th grade text departs significantly from the format

of the 7th grade text (e.g., object manipulation).
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The materials are free of "undesirable"
biases (sex, race, creed, etc.).

The present materials make the learning of precise concepts difficult.

Question 7: Do these instructional
materials present implementationproblems for the schools?

A. Special teacher training will be needed. Most traditionally trainedjunior high mathematics
teachers will need a reorientation to thepurposes and processes of the junior high to use these materials effec-tively. They will need to learn how to use the BUMP materials as thebasic text. They will need to be trained to ask questions that elicitthe kind of responses needed by the objective "expressing themselvesorally." -

B. These materials do not pose problems for -the existing organizationalstructure within the schools to any great extent. They are written tobe used in the traditional, graded classroom. However, today there isless of a well defined 7th grade "slot" than in previous years.

C. Materials costs appear to be realistic. There will be an in-servicetraining cost.

'..D. No special resources are required that cannot be easily supplied.
E. The materials will not require school districts to establish optionalclasses for students who do not want to use-this program.

F. Additional comments.

Communities will need to be convinced that these materials are an improve-ment and are relevant to today's world.

One of the objectives is to involve pupils in reading and expressingthemselves orally in class. Examination of the materials does notreveal helps in these areas.

In-service training will be necessary to help teachers in planning toachieve the objective of "analyze, dissect, model and solve problems thatrequire more than a quick, one step solution."-

Overall Evaluation: _ __

To implement this program, teachers will need in-service training, andthe community will need to be trained to accept the "new math" quality.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional
materials reasonable?

A. Expected costs for implementing?
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Cost for material for use with pupil will be the same as using traditional

materials.

An additional cost will be necessary to train teachers. The panel's

estimate is about $600 per teacher + $1,000 for a consultant.

An additional cost of enlisting community support will be necessary. It

is difficult to put a price tag on this aspect.

B. Continuing costs?

Not any more than traditional programs. New teachers will need some

training as they enter the program.

C. Other ways community might spend money to achieve the same results?

Using traditional
materials will not require additional

expenditure, but

may not achieve similar results.

D. Expected costs of comparable instructional materials?

There are no comparable instructional materials.

E. Non-fiscal costs?

The school system that uses this material may have to work at retaining

community support. Some groups may question the approach taken by the

BUMP materials.

F. Additional Questions?

None relative to costs.

Overall Evaluation:

There will be additional costs to implementation.

Question 9: Is the management/organization
plan adequate for producing

these instructional materials?

A. The applications prepared in this project lean strongly to Al physics

and mathematics but are weaker in biological, economic, and decision-

making applications. This could have
been avoided by a more thorough

effort at canvassing
professionals in these fields.

B. Internal monitoring of this project took the form of extensive feed-

back from pilot teachers which were used to gauge the quality of the

material produced. 171
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C. There was informal monitoring of this project by PTA groups in the
pilot schools. The only documented monitoring of this project consisted
of informal discussions in November 1974 and visits by NSF monitors in
August 1975. This low level of monitoring is certainly inadequate for
a project at the half-million-dollar level.

D._ The questions regarding project administration are covered in the
discussion provided under F below.

E. It would certainly be desirable to have closer communication between
NSF and project principals.

F. Project administration is an appropriate point to bring up for
discussion of the general characterof the funding of this project.
There are two points in question: First, the grant has created2 an
eleven-person operation with a) little check on effective administration
and control, b) weak incentive for efficient operation, and c) no
provision for measuring the efficiency. Such a setup is very question-
able, particularly with a project of this size. It is strongly suggested
that, in the future, large grants be required to set up detailed,
comprehensive task scheduling and to provide formal, periodic reports
as to how effectively resources are being utilized.

Second, the project makes fulltime use of six faculty members3 at salaries
between $17,000 (3) and $32,020 (3) and a total cost to the Foundation of
$310,000 for fourteen months. T is arrangement ignores the traditional
system of academic personnel carr ng on both fulltime teaching (supported
by the university), and a research oject that is regarded as part of
their professional life. Such a tra itional arrangement would not only
reduce the cost of this project (b $100,000 to $200,000), but also
pityide a better measure of the col the staff to the project.
It is strongly suggested that in the future this latter method of funding
be used in preference to the whd)esale hiring of the professional staff.

Footnotes (comments offered by the Project Director):

1) "pre-service" should be "in-service."
2) The Physical Science Group was at Boston University prior to the

receipt of the BUMP grant. Only two research assistants and one
research associate were hired specifically for the project.

3) During the period to which this paragraph refers (May 1974 - June
1975), three, not six, faculty members worked on BUMP. The percent-
ages of their time devoted to the project were: Uri Haber-Schaim,
48%; Judson B. Cross, 33%; and Romualdas Skvarcius, 44%. The research
assistants and the research associate who were hired on one-year
appointments are not members of the faculty.
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4) Four of the six salaries were under $17,000 a year. The statement

in the text implies that during the 14 months about $170,000 were

paid in salaries to these six staff members. The actual expendi-

ture was $82,372. Total cost of the project at that time (end of

June 1975) was $243,132 and not $310,000.

."'
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D. 8. d: MP78 (Panel 2): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th ReviewQuestion: What are your general impressionsof the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 2 chose not to submit individual comments oar each .project, but rather submitted a response of the whole
panel to the 10th question. In addition, one panelistsubmitted general comments which apply equally to all fivecurricula reviewed by Panel 2, and which have been agreedto by all other members of the panel.

Panel 2's common response:

The goals of this project are worthwhile but ambitious. Whether they canbe reached in a mathematics course for only grades seven and eight is notclear. The present(BUMP materials leave the Panel quite skeptical:Nevertheless, the Panel is riot ready to recommend abandoning the project.However, a more careful evaluftion'of the feasibility of the BUMP goalsis needed.

We recommend that BUMP select a substantial part, about one semester'sworth, of their seventh grade course for revision. This segment shouldbe particularly relevant to the BUMP objectives. One possibility couldbe the topic of "measurement." This material should be carefully revised,taking into account
the.experience with the pilot use and lbe commentsmade by the Panel. Once,the revision is completed, it should be evalu-ated to see how well the RUMP approach achieves its goals, particularlythe goal of improving mathematical reading ability. We suggest that theevaluation be done by an' outside evaluator, but that the evaluator workclosely with the BUMP staff, so that all the BUMP objectives are fairlytreated. The outside evaluator is needed to make sure that no otherimportant and relevant mathematical objectives are neglected.

If the evaluation results are poSltive, then other questions, such as thepossibility of a BUMP approach through grades seven and eight providingadequate preparation for ninth grade algebra, would have to be thoughtthrough before a decision on further BUMP
development could be made.c

We recommend that the NSF staff consider very carefully the comments inthe Panel's response to Part F of Question 9.

General comments prepared by Professor John Allen Easley, Jr., and agreedto by all other members of the panel.

At this point, it is clear that many of the innovative curricula introducedduring the 1960's -in particular, many of the "new math" programs - fell farshort of the anticipated
effectiveness. To insure greater effectiveness infuture curricula, each and every new project must be reouired to look care -,fully at the shortcomings of the corresponding programs of the 1960's.
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There is little evidence that this has been done in the five mathematics

projects under review by Panel Number 2 (nor is it being done in-most,other

projectS in math and science know n to the panel). Instead each project

makes its own new guess as to what needs to be done to improve the present

situation.

If it is reasonably easy
to test such a guess, there is certainly no harm

in it. In fact, some of the least expensive
projects we reviewed are the

most promising. But if the cost of implementing an
innovative idea is very

large, then we must put forth the strong suggettion that one inquire

whether the particuUr project is worth the cost of implementation. The

great difficulty in implementing this suggestion is that the people who are

experienced and talent d in creating curriculum materials are rarely trained

or competent in carryi g out such
evaluative checks; nor are they, as a

rule, sufficiently det ched. What is sorely needed in such eva.11:.1.pons is

for those who are inventive in creating new curricula (Usiskin ak, etc.)

to be teamed with thos who are trained in inquiring into educational pro-

grams and institutions.

There are two groups of professional
investigators who can help:

_ ---

1) Responsive evaluators.

2) Cognitive analysts.

At present, the NSF is not supporting this kind of study. As a result, we

are facing the danger of a substantial breakdown of communication between i'

the scientific community and the schools. This is reflected in Congress

as well as in the lack of enthusiastic reception of many NSF sponsored cur-

riculum projects in schools. To correct this trend, we need not only new

surveys of needs but a greater interest of NSF in gaining knowledge about

what works and what doesn't work in the introduction of new materials and

practices--and why. As we see the projects reviewed by Panel Number 2, a

more careful review and evaluation is needed before very large amounts of

money are committed to the production of materials. Not only is input

needed from a broader range of persons7-even the most talented curriculum

innovators often overlook certain points of view which are important--but

experimental and pilot studies of the innovative ideas should be carefully

tested before large sums of money have been committed to materials develop-

ment.

Experimental trials of carefully revised materials,
selected to test the

key ideas of the project (perhaps
taking only a month or two of school time)

to learn teachers' and pupils' perceptions is a kind of research that is

much needed. The teaching in these trials must be carefully described and

not just results on pupil tests. In addition, both formative and summative

kinds of evaluation are needed for curriculum projects. Testing ideas as

they come_.up.on a
day-to-day, rough draft basis is something that goes on

in most projects, but it often needs to be more detached or even more criti-

cal than it is. Summative evaluation is needed not only to test whether the

intended ideas are learned, but what else was learned that might enhance or

detract from what has been taught. 175
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Additional comment by Mr. Daniel J. Hogan:
"I don't agree completely with this statement for the following reason.
Although the type of evaluation suggested by Dr. Easley is commendable
and should be done, I do not believe that the bureaucracy can stand
another outside grarv---1-tett-6vet4--addition of this kind of expert
to the NSF staff would better serve the organization."
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D. 9. a: MRP: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Mathematics Resource Project: Topical Resources for

Middle School Mathematics Teachers (MRP)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Dr. Alan Hoffer

INSTITUTION: University of Oregon

DEPARTMENT: Mathematics

_BUDGET: Total Granted:' $546,800

Dates: 3/15/74 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: SciencelEducation Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Development of topical resource for middle

school (Grades 5-8) mathematics teachers.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES i

The Mathematics Resource Project is developing in-service and instructional

resource materials from which teachers can select to extend their knowledge

and to make more flexible the learning environment for children. These are

topital resources intended forImiddle school mathematics teachers (Grades

5-8).1 Each resource will contain ideas in the following areas: mathematical

content to provide teachers with a deeper understanding of the topic and

possible ways to extend and apply the topic; didactics, including suggestions

for alternative caching strategies, techniques for diagnosis and evalOation,

and d scussion of learni4 theories; applications and problem solving vishich

give uggestions for student or class projects, including starting points,

carry-through and follow-up. These are interwoven into a comprehensive

sectio on classroom materials identified by level of difficulty and

including an annotated bibliography.
ot

The proposed topics are-:

NuMber Sense and Arithmetic Skills

Measurement and the Metric System

Mathematical Sentences and Systems

Geometry
Relations and Graphs

Number Patterns and Theory
Ratio-rPrDportion and Scaling

Statistics and Information Organization

Probability and Expectation
Mathematics in Science and Society
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These resources will be used in several ways. The`heyare primarily intended
for use by Middle school teachers, but secondary school mathematics teachers
could use some of the resources as supplementary materials. Mathematics
supervisors and coordinators as well as college andluniversity personnelcould use the resources for in-service programs. The resources could also
\lie used as. mathematical support materials for people who are interested in
comprehensive or interdisciplinary problem solvinourricula.

ACTIVITY PLAN ..

Proposed Project Activities, 1975-76. The immediate priority of the projectwill be to /complete the content and didactics sections of the first two
,resources. 'These sections will be combined with the existIngportions of

. the resources (classroom materials, activities, worksheets, commentaries forteachers, and annotated bibliographies) to form the completed resources.
Mathematics.Education consultants assisting the staff are working on thispart of the project through the summer.

The preliminary versions will be evaluated carefully, possibly through the
Oregon System for Mathematics Education, as they are utilized in tryout
schools in Oregon. Careful attention will be given to developing more
comprehensive evaluation efforts during the year.

An Advisory Board will be formed to provide input into both the operation
and direction of the project. The project will seek recommendations of
the board with regard to efforts of development, evaluation, and implementa-
tion.

An entire resource on geometry will be developed as well as several addi-
tional units for Mathematics in Science and Society. The first two resources
will be revised in April on the basis of tryout and evaluatiOn data obtained
earlier in the year.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN

In addition to administering the project, the project director and assistant
director will oversee the in-service component of the resources, as well as
serve as writer coordinators, providing direction to the writers in the
initial planning stage, critiquing the written materials and guiding the
materials through production. Writing teams will be formed for the in-service
component of the resource: the sections on content and didactics.

The teacher-writers have been school teachers at the middle school level.
Their primary responsibilities are the classroom materta-l-s- Of-the new
resources.

The in-service writers have an extensive background in mathematic- andeducational theory. They will strengthen the in-spvice component of the.
resources: the sections on content and didactics.
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UTILIZAT;UN PLAN

Information about the project has been given to Publisher'sWeekly and

to the Publisher's Alert System of the Office of Education. A presentation

the project for the benefit of publishers was given April 23, 1975 at

Denver, Colorado in conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

Dr. Gary Musser ;las worked with OMEC to study promising disseminatio0

models to prepare for dissemination of the resources in Oregon. Dr, Ted Nelson

will work with OSME to incorporate the resources in the OSME leadership

workshop program. It is anticipated that Dr. Musser will,coordinate the

disseminatiol activities nationally. These activities will be planned in

more detail when the materials are fully developed.

HISTORY

The initial grant was made to the University of Oregon in 1974. T4 project

director, Alan R. Hoffer, and assistant director,Leonard T. Nelson, devoted

primary efforts to identifying staff to work on the project, planning for

the advisory conference and securing adequate facilities.

An advisory conference was conducted during June 9-T2, 1974 in Eugene,

Oregon. A report of this conference has been submitted to the National

Science Foundation. The project plan to concentrate during the first year

on the two resources, Nuiber Sense and Arithmetic Skills and Ratio, Pro-

portion and Scaling, was supported by the participants at the advisory

conference, and this has been the main thrust of the work to date. There

has also been_some progress made on the resource, Mathematics in Science

-and Society.

The first field testing of the materials was conducted in November 1974.

Forty-seven Oregon teachers were identified Lnd invited to test the

materials. These teachers taught at. different levels, primarily grades

five through eight. Some had attended workshops and were involved in

OSME activities, while others had no such experience. Of the teachers

contacted, thirty supplied the project with information on the sample

pages. These thirty now form the nucleus for the first stagezof the

field testing of the resources.

PERSONNEL

Project Director: Dr. Alan R. Hoffer
Department of Mathematics
University of Oregon

Assistant Director: Dr. Garry Musser
Department of Mathematics

Oregon State University
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ADVISORY BOARD

Dr. Robert Karplus (Science)
University of California at Berkeley

Or. Stephen Brown (Mathematics Education)
University of New York at Buffalo

Dr. Larry Hatfield (Mathematics Educatidn)
,University of Georgia

/

1

1

Mr. Wesley Johnson
Mathematics Supervisor
Seattle Public Schools

\ Dr. GeneMaier

Oregon Mathematics Education
\ Council



U. 9. b: MRP (Panel 2): Project Director's Response to 10 Rc :ew

Questions ,

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

In 1959 P. H. van Hiele, a Dutch mathematician and educator, reported

on 4 study dealing with levels of mental developiiient in geometry.

Van Hiele identified five such levels: in Level 1 the'dbild learns

some vocabulary and recognizes a shape as a whole (squares and

rectangles are different); in Level 2 the child begins to analyze

figures (rectangles have four right angles); in Level 3 the child

logically orders figures, understands interrelationships between

figures and the role of definitions; in Level 4 the child understands

the significance of deduction and-the role of postulates, theorems

and proof; in Level 5 the child has' attained an understanding of

rigor and is able to make abstract deductions. Van Hiele showed

conclusively that in order for a child to function'adequately at

an advanced level, it is necessary_to master the priorlevels. It

is no surprise then that students have difficulty in high school

geometry (Level 4) when they enter-the course.at Level 1 atter an

insufficient elementary school and junior high school experience.

It is also not surprising that freshmen who have not mastered

arithmetic have difficulty with college algebra or that mathematics

majors (even the bright ones) who have not gone through the pre-

requisite levels have difficulty with abstract algebra.

Readiness is the word. Readiness applies equally well to the teaching

of mathematics as it does to the learning of maj.he.-.Ltics. The

National Advisory Committee on Mathematics Education (NACOME) of the

Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences issued a report in

November 1975 based on an eighteen-month study. According to the

committee's report, the "median" elementary school teacher has taken

two mathematics courses and one methods course during pre-service

training. These courses did not, however, seem to influence the

teacher's teaching behuior--he/she teaches mathematics the way

it was learned. Curriculum projects and textbook series for children

come and go at a fairly rapid rate. The mainstay in this apparently

rapid state of change is the teacher and the NACQME report observes

that the number or: teachers who are actively using a so-called "new

math" program is not as large as once thought. In those classes

that were labeled new math,NACOME finds that the performance of the

students did not differ much from that of students in traditional,

classes. I assume members ofithe reviewing panel are familiar with

the-resuits of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).

The NAEP report clearly shows the performance levels of students of

various ages and deficiencies in the teaching-learning of mathematics.

If old-fashioned teaching metnods are ingrained in today's teachers

and if the pre-service courses in mathematics and methods do nrA

substantially influence a teacher's beha"ior, then no matter how r:ew
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the curriculum project or how modern the textbook series, the
teacher will not be ready to do the job required. These needs are
reflected in the numerous requests for the project materials that
we have received. Also, the teachers who have cooperated in the
pilotnd field testing aspects of the project have requested
complete sets of the mate ials. These requests prov;..e us with
an ongoing needs assessment. for the resource materials.

It must be stated that the goals and purposes of the Mathematics
Resource Project were accepted by the National Science Foundation
in funding the project. The idea of providing eachers with oppor-tunity for continuing education off campus off rs a way to replace
the pcpensive in-service programs of some year ago and widens theaudience to include elementary school teachers. Each of the
resources offers to these teachers cohesive pack ges that correlate
didactics and mathematical content with suggested classroom
activities in a manner meaningful to practicing teachers and helps
them account for individual differences of their students. These
teachers can use ideas from the resources for all students at grades
five through eight.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

Wnile there is a proliferation of commercial companies, the supple-
mentary materials published lack informatiqn for teachers on the
,processes of teaching, on ways to adapt thej materials to their
students, and on background information. In some cases satisfactory
materials were not available. For example, In working on the
resource Ratio, Proportion and Scaling we found no decent explanations
to teachers about ratios and prop,,rtions--co cepts that are so useful
in the applicatidns of mathematics. Some the accessible materials
were not in a form easily used by teachers. or example, in working
on the units Mathematics and

Sports, Mathematics and Music, and
Mathematics and Pollution, we found thatthe teacher time required
to organize some of these materials would be prohibitive. One of
thf, purposes of the resources. is to not only collect and organize
some of the available ideas, but also to inform the users where
other materials can be obtained and how they can be used.

The resources do not form a curriculum project in the usual sense as
a structured program for children. It is more appropriate to view
the resources as contributing_ to a curriculum for in-service teachersIn this sense there is not only a slot for the materials !Alt a canyon.
ihcre is a large number of schools in the country that have classes
for grades 5-8. These schools as well as high school classes in
general mathEmatics form al extensive prential market for the
resources.
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In April, 1975, a description of the project was presented to a

meeting of publishers in conjunction with the annual meeting of the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics in Denver, Colorado.

Also, at that time a plan was submitted to the NSF which requeste

permission to call for proposals to publish the resources.

Unfortunately, the Foundation's staff was busy then on internal

matters and by the time I received a reply, it was necessary to

revise the schedule proposed. With the uncertainties of funding

caused by Congressional investigations, a new plan has not been

submitted and will likely await the results of the review. I am

pleased with the inquiries that have been received by publishers,

and I am confident that the resources will become available before

long, either commercially or through the NCTM. *Us is, of course,

contingent on NSF approval. Meanwhile, experimental editions of

the resources are being disseminated in Oregon through the workshop

program of the Oregon Mathematics Education Council (OMEC). Ted

Nelson, who served as assistant director of the project last year,

is coordinating this dissemination effort as a half-time staff

member for OMEC.

As an example of the use of the resources, let me describe an

experiment that took place in February, 1975 in Los Angeles when,

upon the request for Dr. M. Frodyma, I organized a classroom

demonstration fo, directors of NSF projects. I called a supervir

in Los Angeles who gave me the name of a seventh-grade teacher near

the.meeting_,site. The teacher reluctantly agreed to put on the

demonstration, so I sent her a copy of the pilot edition of the

resource Number Sense and Arithmetic Skills. Her class was working

on fractions at the time, so she read over the section on fractions

and selected four activities for the demonstration. I was informed

by the supervisor who attended the demonstration lesson that the

teacher is rather traditional and yet adjusted quite easily to these

nontextbook materials. In fact, she did not want to part with the

sample resource.

Questior 3: Do these instructional
materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

It is assumed that mathematics is an integral part of the educational

and cultural formation of children; that teachers are the main source

of presenting new ideas to students; that teachers have creative

potential; and that they want to improve their understanding of

children and mathematics in order to do a better job of teaching.

We value a positive self-concept in students and teachers and

assume that, resources for teachers which organize didactics, mathe-

matics content and suggested classroom activities will help teachers

provide positive learning experiences for their students.

18:-.;
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It is also assumed that there are a wealth of ideas on learning
theories, diagnosis and evaluation, and teaching strategies, in
addition to mathematical ideas that should be disseminated to
teachers in an organized and cohesive format. As Robert Davis
stated in his position paper at the advisory conference, there_is
a need to assemble materials and results from other sources in
order to form a foundation for future work on the mathematics curric-
ulum. By providing teachers with the opportunity to become aware of
these materials and to enable them to relate these materials to
their students, it is reasonable to expect that the needs identified
in Question 1 will be fulfilled to some extent. It not reasonable
to expect, however, that the resources are a panacealfor all the
problems of teaching mathematics.

The resources, as described in the project proposal, treat all of
the mathematical topics covered at the middle school grades. The
commentaries for teachers are not condescending but are intended
to be practical discusiuns that form a bridge between the didactics,
mathematics and classroom activities. These commentaries, as with
all of the resource materials, have been read and reviewed by
teachers on the staff as well as by.teachers who have field tested
the materials.

The choice and sequence of topics to be developed were determined
by what teachers requested as well as what we felt would.attack the
"junior high slump" that was discussed at the advisory conference.
The decision to first work on Number Sense and-Arithmetic Skills
was based in part on the concern by teachers, parents and
administrators with basic skills. However, it is our intent to
present basic skills in such a way as to promote understanding.
rather than to teach solely fcr rote reflexes. We felt it was
appropriate to include calculators as a "teaching emphasis" in the
resource. The NACOME report also notes the increasing role that
calculators play in our complex society. The report goes so far
as to 9ey that each child should have access to a calculator for
each mathematics class. It is our purpose to use calculators
whenever possible to help develop number sense. Ratio, Proportion
and Scaling is, we hope, a resource that will provide interest
topics for students as well as encourage more thinking in terms
of ratios for p1-oblem- solving activities. This resource and the
units from Mathematics in Science and Society are intended to
provide students with possible independent work. It was our
original intention to work on two full resources this year:
Measurement and Geometry. However, budget and staff reductions
forced a cutback. We decided on the Geometry resource because it is
our position that geometry should be introduced earlier and receive
more emphasis. This is based in part on the works of Piaget, van
Hiele and others as well as the "math anxiety" or "math phobia"
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groups that have established connections between deficient spatial

performances with anxiety in mathematics. Three other units from

Mathematics in Science and Society, Mathematics and Astronomy,

Mathematics and Biology, and Mathematics and Geography are planned

for this year. These topics were chosen because of the expertise

of the current staff.

Question 4: Is the content of'these instructional materials scientif-

ically correct?

The writing staff on the project consists of two Ph.D.'s in mathematics,

one Ph.D. in mathematics education, three classroom teachers and two

graduate students. Everything that is written circulates to all

members of the staff and eventually is critiqued by pilot teachers.

Even though over half of the materials developed were created by

project staff members, we have referred to established sources in

our researches. An advisory board to the project has recently been

composed. This board, when it becomes fully operative, will afford

another check on the correctness of the resources.

I have implied by answers to earlier questidts that the resources are

textbook free. This, I believe, is an accurate statement. Since we

have utilized ideas not yet in existing textbooks and we have placed

emphasis on such "teaching emphases" as calculators, applications,

problem solving, estimation and approximation, and so forth, it seems

to me that the resources are not only scientifically current, but

they are forward looking and should be useful to teachers who use

the next wave of textbook adoptions.

As I stated in the response to Question 3, the ten resources cover

all the basic topics in mathematics curricula at the middle-school

level. However, for easy reference, the resources are organized

topically rather than linearly or by grade. The level of difficulty

on student pages is flagged by E (enrichment), S (skill building)

or I (introductory). Hence, at each of the grade levels teachers

can select activities depending on the performance levels of their.

students. Particularly able students might continually work at the

E level or with units in Mathematics in Science and Society. Students

who have not attained a high performance and understanding would

likely work at the S or I levels.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials

educationally sound?

At the outset of the project in June, 1974, we conducted an advisory

conference which was attended by teachers, supervisors, mathematicians,

educators and scientists. Copies of the report of this conference are

on file at the Foundation. The review panel will see from the

recommendations of the advisory conference that the project plan as

delineated in the original proposal was to be followed with minor

modifications. We have followed the modified plan since the summer

of 1974.
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During the first year of the project we searched for a way to
effectively handle the didactics component of the project. We
simply did not make the progress in this area that I had hoped for.
Just prior to re-engaging the project this fall we held a didactics
seminar and invited six mathematics educators to work for a week
in Eugene. Information about this seminar has been made available
to our program manager, Dr. Joseph Payne. The result of the
seminar was to provide the project with definite direction on
the overall didactics component of the project. We are very
fortunate to have Dr. Larry Sowder working with us this year to
carry the main responsibility.for organizing the ideas on didactics.
I leel_that we can now move forward more rapidly in this area.

In addition to the staff's circulating of all written material, sub-
sections of the resources are pilot tested early in the year by
teachers in nearly thirty schools in Oregon. As part of the project

-evaluation plan recommended by Dr. Alan Osborne, experimental
editions of the resources are field tested by over twenty teachers.
Based on the results of these field test, the resources are revised
into a preliminary form for publication. I believe this is a
reasonable plan to insure the educational validity of the resources.

Teachers who use the resources are able to extend their background
in a very practical situation. They have available to them, exemplary
classroom materials which enable them to immediately put into practice
the ideas they have learned in the commentaries.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the
instructional materials desirable?

If indeed the resources are used as anticipated, students will more
thoroughly learn mathematics. Some of these students will.become
teachers who, hopefully, will have gained a new sensibility. If
indeed the middle school period is a place where students slump,
then the enrichment activities and the applications may be outlets
for their energies. The teaching emphases in the resources should
be particularly valuable to teachers as a way to bring into focus
important processes that are not restricted by particular topics.
Calling attention to problem solving, estimation and approximation,
applications, calculators, visual perception, graphic representation
apd the like should make teachers more aware of the fabrics of their
teaching. The background information for teachers and the suggested
classroom materials should help teachers enrich their teaching
practicer Hopefully, school districts, especially in isolated
areas, will recognize in the resources the excellent potential to

with the in-service training and updating of their teachers.
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Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

It was mentioned in a response to an earlier question that a.pilot

version of a resource was mailed to a teacher in Los Angeles who,

with no advance training, conducted a classroom demonstration using

the resource materials. This is a distinct potential for the

resources, since they are flexible and adaptable to different ,

teaching demands. On the other hand, more rapid and possibly more

effective implementation of the resources could be achieved through

interaction with a workshop leader who could very well be another

teacher.

It is difficult to estimate now the cost of a resource when they

become available commercially. The resources in their present

form have more classroom pages than will appear in the revised

edition. A final trimming process will occur during revision as

a result of the field testing. Also, the number of copies that we

printed was only slightly more than needed to cover the field

tests and provide copies to the staff, advisory board members, and

the NSF. A commercial publisher or the NCTM should be able to print

enough copies to make the costs rather low. Indeed, if the total

collection of ten resources cost $300, this would be well within

the instructional materials budget of a school and a cheap way to

provide a portable resource center and in-service kit.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional

materials reasonable?

Other than the base cost of the resources, it -is expected that

schools would have available a thermofax machine and the necessary

ditto equipment and supplies. These items are found in most

schools.

Teachers who have their own copy of a resource could use the organi-

zation of the resource and add to it new ideas that they discover in

their teaching. Again, the materials and supplies budget of the

school would likely cover these expenses.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for

producing these instructional materials?

The advisory conference was attended by a diverse group of very

qualified people. Participants at the didactics seminar brought to

the project the most up-to-date knowledge of mathematics education

in the country today. Dr. Alan Osborne, in helping us designan

evaluation plan, provided the project with an outsider's appraisal

of the project operation, the resources
themselves, and an objective

way to prepare for revision and future evaluation and dissemination

efforts. 187
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Internally, the project staff consists of a very hard working group
of people who interact well together and blend classroom teaching
experience with knowledge of mathematics and educational theory.
The quality of the production on both the pilot and field 'test
versions of the resources is very close to that which can be
produced commercially and which permit$ effective use of the
resources now.

I am only assigned to the project half-time this year. This was
caused by demands made upon me by the Department of Mathematics at
the University. As the year unfolds, we will sge if this was a
wise decision. Meanwhile, I have had help on a part-time basis
from Dr. Gary Musser, Oregon State University, to help on evaluation
and from Shirley Ann Hoffer, Mathematics Resource Center, to help on
production.

I must add that it does take time to break in a writing staff. Much
of the summer of 1974 was spent in false starts, but now Richard
Brannan, Sue McGraw and Pat Tuel form a writing team of teachers as
good as one could hope for. As graduate students, Janet Brougher
and Jill Hermanson have made very deep and lasting contributions to
the project. Reflecting back on it now, I realize that it took
nearly six months to fully develop a production scheme which is now
able to handle the various aspects of the project.

Questicn 10: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?

I am excited with the reception the project has received so far.
The pilot testers have been enthusiastic and field testers have
volunteered to fill out evaluation pages for hundreds of items in
the resources. We have been invited to present the project at
numerous meetings of teachers, and we have a long list of people
who have requested information about the availability of the
resources. I am hopeful that the resources will help teachers help
their students learn and enjoy mathematics in addition to being ready
for the next level.
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O. 9. c: MRP (Panel 2)': Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

No research or no study was done to estimate the need for these materials.

There was an assumption that teachers neede materials, and that

they would use them. There was a further ssump ion that t e teachers

who do not avail themselves of in-service traini g would b likely to

use these materials. This may not be so.

Teachers who are not "textbook" oriented and those who make liberal use

of supplementary materials would make frequent use pf this encyclopedia

of activities. Math labs have become very popular and this project's

materials would serve as a resource bOok for such activity. The

degree to which the materials would reach students would depend on

the attitude of the teacher toward the use of supplementary materials.

In the past few years the popularity of workshops at NCTM meetings has

risen dramatically. Teachers fight to get into'workshops where they

can either make or obtain materials to take back to the classroom.

The project's books can be a rich source of many of the materials

similar to those found in such workshops.

Much of this, material can be found in many other places, but the does

not seem to be Any large collection in one place. The strength of his

project lies in the fact that this collection of alternate instruction

materials at this level is unique.

,There are elaborate plans for the evaluation of the materials including

field tests, teacher feedback, use in in-service programs, and validity

determination by an external consultant who has made a study of the

teacher preferences in in-service work. There has been no indication

of a survey to determine the degree to which these materials would be

utilized by classroom teachers.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

There are other sources available which provide reference materials for

teachers of grades 5-8. However, the project constitutes probably the

most inclusive set of materials of this type together with a pedagogical

commentary.

This project in no way requires the alteration of the basic middle .

school curriculum for its incorporation. It is designed to provide

the teacher with additional alternatives for his/her use in providing

instruction in many of the standard content areas.

The presentation of the project for the benefit of commercial publishers

at ar NCTM sponsored meeting is commended. It is premature to expect

complete plans for dissemination at this time.
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It is quite probable that this set of resource volumes would be a
welcomed addition to a resource learning center. However, it is
questionable whether these volumes would,be purchased by individual
teachers for use because of the cost.

puestion3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and rationale?

A. The following assumptions are made by the program authors.

Teachers are extremely busy with duties other than teaching
math.

Some middle school teachers haveThackgrounds weak in
mathematics and need material to help them:

General mathematics is more than focus on training
of college-bound stadents.'

Flexibility- - teacher should decide what, when.

Mathematics is useful--not just for tests.

"B. Assumptions derived from inspecting the materials are:

Mathematics should be interesting, true-to-life. /

Multiple embodiments of each idea are necessary.

Operations should be taught in relation to each other- -

especially :inverse operations.- ---7 _ _

Helps shoulu be provided to make it convenient for teachers
to use.

C. It is reasonablc to expect that instructional materials based on
these assumptions, values, and goals will fill the needs.

D. The materials are clear and understandable. With regard to
cohesive packaging, they form a well-organized, indexed catalog.
The sequence is clearly flexible.

E. The project has lessons for teachers on teaching and the teacher
is making the selection. It/would-seem to work best with individual
-packets for each pupil. The interest and current understandings of
the pupil, as perceived by the teacher, are the bases for selecting
individual modules.
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F. The use of many manipulative materials was intended and they have

been identified. Who is going to do an external evaluation of the

project's success?

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials

scientifically correct?

The material for students seems to, be accurate. However, the terminology2

of the metric system does not appear to be standard.

Some of the pedagogical material is open to question. The activities

and pedagogical procedures are Wite eclectic, perhaps too much so,

They are too inclusive and could be used to elicit unreal, responses

in general math programs. In addition, the two page discussion of

t e teaching concepts is not in accord with the research findings of

he WiscoristnResearch and Development Center.3

The materials for students seem to,be scieptificaly current, and are

designed to train a scientifically literate population. The series

will cover all the mathematical' topics dealt with in grades 5 through

8.

The question arises'as to whether the Advisory Board is able to provide.

enough guidance, especially in the area of pedagogical procedures.

Question 5: Is theicontent of these instructional materials educationally

sound

A. 'There should be no adverse reaction an the part of teachers. The

teachers will espedally like the comprehensiveness of the program.

Students will enjoy the activity oriented program as opposed to a

tions n terms ofctraditional math preparation for the future study of
typical junior hig h mathematics.program. Parents may have some reserva-

mathematics.

B. The content/aproach, viz., laboratory activities could present some

psycho-motor difficulties for some students. Properly handled there

should be few cog itive or affective difficulties. The materials and

teacher preparati n should give a much needed stress on success

experiences and s udent growth in self concept.

C. The teacher m y pick and choose exercises to*complish the objectives

he or she has wri ten and may also receive help from the author's

objectives. The aterials do not suggest a specific approach. 'They

are not an approach to teaching.

D. The used in the materials are success. oriented which in

itself is a value even though a desirable One and well done.
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E. Ample provisions are made for teacher testing and the feedback
will be a measure for educational soundness.

These materials are educationally sound and, in. fact many 'have been
used over the years and proven effective.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc-
tional materials desirable?

What are the intended effects?

(1) Enjoyijig school mathematics more.

(2) 'Understanding-calculation better.

(3) Increased skills in arithmetic.'

What effects do we anticipate?

(1) Enjoying school mathenatics more.

(2) Understanding calculation better.

(3) Increased skills in arithmetic.

Thinkinq f mathematics while filling in the blanks is an important
process ature of these instructional materials. Thus an additional
effect is possibly an attitude on the part of students that mathematics
is just a procen- of filling in blanks. Student's sometime become
so involved in "finding the pattern' in answering each worksheet
that they miss the mathematical ideas behind theri. Sometimes serious
misconceptions of the mathematical ideas result from the worksheet
approac6. Tests have to go beyondhe routine in order tlo get at
misconceptions.

, .

Some review of the content and approach concerning-limited bias is
called for. See the "Beauty antest" in connection with the Golden
Ratio.

-Question 7: these instructional materials present implementation
problems for the schools?

A. Is special training needed by teachers'?

Yes. An in- service program designed to achieve the followinn goals
will be necEssary.

- Tea,chers-fteed-te-ecome knowledgpable abo4t using these
materials.

- Teachers need to know ho,-to relate these rai_erlAk t;)
ongoing progNm.



B. Do these materials pose problems for.the existing organizational

structure within the schools?

Yes. These materials may replace traditional materials in the class-

room. This may or may not be an advantage. Using these materials

may, allow a certain amount of individualization not allowed by

traditional materials. Some teachers may react adhersely to using

these materials.

C. Are the costs of the materials realistic?

1..t is impossible to assay the cost per pupil due to the variety of

ways the materials may be used. Publishing them as resource material

for teacher use could be done at reasonable Lost. Duplication for

pupil use via Thermo-Fax ditto masters and ditto sheets makes the

use of this resource expensive.

_101_ Do the instructional materials require special learning resources?

Al
Yes, some lessons require unusual manipulative materials.

E. Will the use of the materials require special classes?

No.

Additional comments:

1. The materials can be used in a variety of situations.

2. There is need for in-service training but this is not

ar insurmountable task.

3. There are commercially prepared materials of a similar nature.

None are as complete or as comprehensive as these.

4. The directions to teachers and the suggestions for the use of the

materials should accompany the materials.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional
materials reasonable?

A. Total costs for implementing:

The use of Thermo-Fax or ditto machine for duplication, is an

expensive process. When compared with commercial textbook pages

or workbook page::, the cost becomes high. In-service training costs

will be necessary. 195
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B. Continuing costs:

The material will not need to be repurchased but the duplication cost
is still a necessary consideration for continuing use.

C. Other ways school districts might spend money to achieve the
objectives of the program:

There are many commercially prepared materials available. None are
as complete or contain the suggestions for use that these make
available to teachers.

Fxpected costs of comparable materials:

Completely comparable materials are.not available, hence this question
cannot be answered.

E.. Non-fiscal costs:

None.

F. Additional questions:

Is it possible to purchase parts of the material?

G. Overall view of costs:

Implementation may be more expensive than need be. Duplication and
distribution problems could be changed effecting a more economical
usage.

Question 9: Is the management /organization plan adequate for
producing these instructional materials?

A. .There has been ample opportunity for input to the project through
its awareness efforts, it., close association with OSME, and through
its advisory council. There is little evidence, however, that the
project adequately taps the economic and biological science communities--
perhaps essential for a resources' development project of this kind.

B. This is large project, with approximately 12 FTE4 and staff
members, including 6 full-time writers, in addition to 2 half-time
directors. As such we would expect to find more explicit managerial
practices in effect that would make it possible to determine whether
the staff is competent and productive. We find that we cannot
answer such questions on the basis of the budget, vitae presented, or
existing reports. In fact we have some questions about the appro-
priateness of salary levels. We deduce from the level and quality
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of output to date that the project is proceeding well. We merely

feel that when projects reach this magnitude, $1/5 million per

year in salaries and wages, that the normal institutional auditing

and budget control should be supplemented by reports that permit

more detailed monitoring of the effort of the staff and the level

of preparation of the staff.

C. The project proposed is quite explicit in its concern for feedback r

and evaluation. Subsequent folloyup research will be important but

is not part of the project. Certainly, in this case, NSF has

monitored progress carefully.

D. The project staff, through its.director, has done a fine job

in keeping NSF informed of its progress.

4

Additional comments by Project Director:-

1) "The program authors absolutely deny that they assume that

'General mathematics is more important than focus on training

of college-bound students'."

2) "Terminology follows the recommendations of the Interstate

Consortium on Metric Education,
Final Report, 1975, and the

U.S. Department of Commerce/National Bureau of Standard

Guidelines, november 1974."

3) "The nine-page section Teaching of Concepts is consistent with

the book Conceptual Learning and Development, Academic Press,

New York, 1974 by Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frazer who were

affiliated with the Wisconsin R & D Center."

4) "Change 12 FTE to 7 FTE."
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D. 9. d: MRP (Panel 2): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Review

Question: What are your general impressions of

the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 2 chose not to submit individual comments on each

project, but rather submitted a response or,the whole

panel to the 10th question. In addition, one panelist

submitted general comments which apply equally to all five

curricula reviewed by Panel 2, and which have been agreed

to by all other members of the panel.

Panel 2's common response:

The Mathematics Resource Project: -Topical Resources for Middle School

Mathematics Teachers has produced many resources
for teachers to use.

There are many types of material present. They cover many topics and

should become a resource which teachers may find useful. The purpose

is to provide a teacher with a readily available source of instructional

materials, a variety of ideas about teaching a topic, and information

about the mathematiut_content of a_particular topic.

The project is producing materials, they are being tried out by

teachers, and they can be made available to others.

There are concerns: (1) the marketability of the finished product.

Can it be produced at a price which will make it affordable by school

systems and teachers? (2) the cost of its use.
Duplication by a

thermofax ditto master and ditto duplication is an expensive process

when compared to the use pf a tetbook page. Are there alternative

methods which might be more economical? (3) possible misuse as the

totality of mathematics instruction. Because of its encyclopedic char-

acter, will it reduce teachers to managers of the retrieval, duplication

and dissemination of pages 'end pupils to the fillers in of blanks, with

resulting failure to grasp the nature of mathematics? (4) considerations

for the inclusion or exclusion of material, topics, or lesson content.

Du some of the lessons convey messages not intended, produce cultural

bias, or violate the sense of fairness to all groups? The panel also

expresses a conc'rn that teachers not use this material in place of a

planned, sequential, developmental program. The materials are supple-

ments and are not a curriculum to be followed.

This panel is in favor of the spirit of this project and endorses the

idea of a set of topical resources being available to teachers. We do

suggest a study aimed at finding the most economical way of packaging

and of using the resource.

The panel also suggests that the two completed volumes be refined, used

in the classroom, and evaluated as to their effect on student achievement

before further materials are produced. This evaluation shoul, oe made

by an outside evaluator.

Finally the panel recommends that when projects reach the magnitude of

this one, the normal institutional auditing and budget control should be

supplemented by reports that insure effective management.
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General comments prepared by Professor John Allen Easley, Jr., and agreedto by all other members of the panel.

At this point, it is clear that many of the innovative curricula introducedduring the 1960's -in particular, many of the "new math" programs - fell farshort of the anticipated
effectiveness. To insure greater effectiveness infuture curricula, each and every new project must be required to rook care-fully at the shortcomings of the corresponding programs of the 1960Ps.

There is little evidence that this has been done in the five mathematicsprojects under review by Panel Number-2 (nor is it being done inmost otherprojects in math and science known to the panel). Instead each projectmakes its own new guess as to what needs to be done t' improve the presentsituation.

If it is reasonably easy to test such a guess, there is certainly no harmin it. In fact, some of the least expensive projects we reviewed are themost promising. But if the cost of implementing an innovative idea is verylarge,.then we must put forth the strong, suggestion that one inquirewhether the particular project is worth the cost of implementation. Thegreat difficulty in implementing this suggestion is that the people who areexperienced and talented in creating curriculum materials are rarely trainedor competent in carrying out such evaluative checks; nor are they, as- arule, sufficiently detached. What is sorely needed in such evaluations isfor those who are inventive in creating new curricula (Usiskin, Pollak, etc.)to be teamed with those who are trained in inquiring into educational pro-grams and.institutions.
,

There are two groups of professional investigators who can help:

1) Responsive evaluators.

2) Cognitive analysts.

At present, the NSF is not supporting this kind of study, As a result, weare facing the danger of
a substantial breakdown of communication betweenthe scientific community and the schools. This is reflected in Congressas well as in the lack of
enthusiastic reception of many NSF sponsored cur-riculum projects in schools. To correct this trend, we needbot only newsurveys of needs but a greater interest of NSF in gaining knowledge aboutwhat works and what doesn't work in the introduction of new materials andpractices--and why. As we see the projects reviewed by Panel Number 2, amore careful review and evaluation is needed before very large amounts ofmoney are committed to the production of materials., Not only is inputneeded from a broader range of persons--even the most talented curriculuminnovators often overlook certain points of view which are important--but

experimental and pilot studies of the innovative ideas should be carefullytested before large sums of money have been committed to materials develop-ment. 197
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Experimental trials of carefully. revised materials, selected to test the
key ideas of the project (perhaps taking only a month or twn of school time)
to learn teachers' 'and pupils' perceptions is a kind of research that is
much needed. The teaching in these trials must be carefully described and
not just results onpupil.tests. In addition, both formative and summative
kinds of evaluation are needed for curriculum projects. Testing ideas as
they come up on a day-to-day, rough draft basis is something that goes on
An most projects, but it often needs to be more detached or even more criti-
cal than it is. Summative evaluation is needed not only to test whether the
intended ideas are learned, but what else was 13arned that might enhance or
detract from what has been taught.

Additional comment by Mr-. Daniel J. Hogan;
"I don't agree completely with this statement for the following reason.
Although the type of evaluation suggested by Dr. Easley is commendable
and should be done, I do not believe that the bureaucracy can stand another
outside group. I believe the addition of this kind o0e4ereto the NSF
staff would better serve the organization."
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D. 10. a: FYA: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: First-Year Algebra via Applications Development Project (FYA)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Zalman P. Usiskin

INSTITUTION: The University.of Chicago

DEPARTMENT: Graduate School of Education

BUDGET: Total Granted: $$5,310

Dates: 5/1/74 - Present\

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The development of an alternative firs1.-year algebra

course intended for average students and focusing heavily on

applications of mathematics.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

There are three motivations for this project: (I) the importance of appli-

cattns of mathematics to both,the decision-maker and average citizen;

-(2) the first-year algebra course as a natural place where such applications

ought to be discussed; and (3) the lack of existing first-year algebra

tents for average students which significantly emphasi;.e meaningful applica-

tions and related concepts.

The goal of this project is to develop a first-year algebra course which

(1) offers a picture of the wide range of applications of mathematics, from

which algebraic symbolism develops naturally, (2) covers the standard

skills associated with first-year algebra, with only cmplicated factoring

and fractional expression problems deleted, (3) devotes some time particu-

larly to fundamental ideas from statistics and
probability, (4) is no more

difficult than standard courses. The intended student population consists

of average to below-average students (from approximately the 30th to the

85th percentile of ability) who now take one or two years to complete the

first-year algebra course.

ACTIVITY PLAN

Summer 1975: The pilot edition was revised and reproduced in a form for

use in other classes.
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School Year 1975-76: The second draft is being tested in three different
schools in a total of five classes. A booklet of algebra skills aimed
toward mastery learning is being developed and tried out.

Summer 1976: The test results and information from teachers will be used
to prepare a third draft.

School Year 1976-77: A carefully controlled experiment on a wider scale
is planned.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN

The project director writes all the text materials. A research associate
is writing the skills booklet. The project director teaches one class
himself and directs the try-outs in 'the other classes. Informal advisors
to the project read and react to manuscripts, give advice on content ,to
be included, and are advising on the controlled experiment planned for
1976-77.

UTILIZATION PLAN

The implementation strategy began in the Summer of 1975. The project
director taught a 3-week workshop entitled "Applications of Mathematics -
Algebra" in which the participants (both pre- and in-service teachers)
were introduced to the materials of this project. The hope is to design
a course for in-service training of teachers which could be duplicated
elsewhere.

During the school year 1975-76, publishers will be notified that a revised
draft of these materials is available. A testing version of the materials
is planned for the school year 1976-77.

HISTORY

Summer 1974: The director taught a workshop for ttachers entitled
"Applications of Mathematics." This workshop was heavily directed to
applications for first-year algebra. The first few weeks of the proposed
9th grade course was written.

School Year 1974 -75,: A pilot edition was prepared and taught in an average
secondary school setting. The'criteria for selection of this school were
geographic accessibility, existence of a capable collaborating teacher,
stability of the school situation, degree of support from the school
faculty - particularly the administration and mathematics faculty, and the
willingness to participate with the strategy as described here.

PERSONNEL

Dr. Zalman Usiskin, Project Director
Associate Professor of Education
The University of Chicago
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Informal Advisors:

Dr. William Kruskal, Statistics

Dr. Izaak Wirszup, Mathematics

Dr. Paul Meier, Statistics

Dr. Max Bell, Mathematics Education

Ms. Pamela Ames, Teacher

Dr. James Schultz
Dr. Jane Swafford.
Dr. Lauren Woodby

44*
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Ohio State University
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D. 10. b: FYA (Panel 2): Project Director's Response to 10 Review
Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The primary motivation for this project was the need for first-year
Algebra materials which gave strong atten4ion to applications. Tile
factors which contribute to this need include:

A. the importance of applications of mathematics to both the
decision-maker and the average citizen.

This importance has been detailed by mathematics educators
of various backgrounds and.opinions (e.g., Henry Pollak,
Max Bell, Morris Kline).

Of all the mathematics encountered by the average citizen,
perhaps the most common loutside of simple arithmetic)
involve statistics - the need to interpret data.-

B. the first-year algebra course as a natural place where such
applications should be discussed.

More students take this course than any other high school
course; for many it is their last mathematics course.

The continued presence of the curriculum of outdated and
unrealistic "word problems" serves only to convince the
student that there are few if any accessible applications
of mathematics, this despite the ever-increasing number
of fields in which mathematics is used if not equired.

C. the lack of existing first-year algebra texts for average
students which significantly emphasize meaningful appli-
cations and related concepts.

No commercially available text for this course gives more
than lip-service to statistics and none offers more than a
small sprinkle of applications.

.

More generally, the range.of alternatives to a high school wishing to
select d first-year algebra text for average,s,tudents encompasses only
rigor and reading level. Given that enrollments in high school math
matics.courses (particularly later ones) are generally declining a
the same time that college requirements in mathematics in many fields
are increasing, there is a general need for the development and testing
of variety of alternative courses.
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Question 2: Is there a.market for these instructional materials?

No one can predict markets with certainty. The project director has

had previous experience with an innovative geometry text utilizing

transformations and bases his guesses on that experience. He feels

that there is a substantial market for the materials becaute of the -

following factors.

A. There is a clear need for the materials, as indicated in

the answer to Question 1.

B. There is great interest in these materials at conferences.

This interest parallels rather closely the interest in

transformations when the director was first talking about

them in 1968-70.

C. There does not seem to be controversy about the need for

applications.

0. The first-year algebra course comprises the largest market.

for high school mathematics textbooks. These materials are

designed for the majority (at least 3/4) of students who

presently take that course.

E. The author of the materials is well-known and his texts are

used nationwide.

F. There are no competing materials presently available.

Question 3: Do these instructional
materials possess a clear purpose.

and rationale?

The goals of the materials are: (1) to offer the student a picture of

the wide range of applications of mathematics, from which algebraic

symbolism develops out of natural needs; (2) to cover the standard

skills associated with the first-year algebra course witIlitwo notable

exceptions: contrived verbal, problems (replaced by more realistic

applications) and complicated factoring and fractional expression

problems (unless they are needed for applications); (3),to develop the

algebraic properties associated with standard skills by means of

applications; (41 to work arithmetic skills And concepts in the natural

framework of the course; and (5) to include fundamental ideas from

probability and statistics.

It is the opinion of the director that most mathematics teachers would

understand each of these goals. However, most teachers would not be

able to predict how the materials try to achieve the goals.

1
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To reach goal (1), the author found it *necessary to classify the very

large number of applications of numbers and the fundamental arithmetic.

operations. These classifications are based upon extractions of

commonalities among many applications of the same type and may

constitute one of the most important outgrowths of the materials,

for they provide a schema by which a teacher can gin a handle.on the

vast supply/of applications. The schema is based upon uses of numbers

and models for opirations and is summarized in the working paper "Models

for Operations."

These models are used to develop properties, skills, and applications

of algebraic concepts:s'as desired in goal (3).

.
Goals (2), (4), and (5) require no elaboration.

From the experience of the.ftrst.pilot year 1974 -75, it was felt that

all of the goals were met.' But goal (2) was not met to a high enough

degree. for this reason, the creation of supplementary mastery learning

materials is being undertaken in 1975 -76.- These'materiais are found 'in

a workbook which supplements the course.
o

Perusal of this workbook will show that a variety of presentations

have been tried And tested. Programmed practice seems to work best,

and we now include both pre- and post-tests for mastery in the workbook.

(Originally pre-tets were provided in the teacher's edition.) For

students who quickly master theyterials, supplementary, readings or

recreations are provided.

Questiori 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif---'-

ically correct?

To insure content correctness, full copies of the materials have been

sent to and commented upon by the following people:

bri mathematics departments: izaakWirszup, University of Chicago
James Schultz, Ohio State University'

In statistics departments: William Kruskal, Univer ity of Chicago

Paul Meier, University f Chicago

ed,.departments: ,Lauren Woodby, Michigan State University

Max Bell, University of Chicago

The materials utilize both English and metric units of measure. Metric

units are preferred and found in more problems than English units.

However, English units are occasionally used when a "feel" for a given

application i% desired (e.g., mph over km/hr.at times) or when re is

no alternative given the application (as in football yardag ). It is

felt that this is a realistic split which will conform with uidelines

and regulations regarding any metric switchover while at the same time

taking advantage of intuitions gained from experience with the English

system.
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As much as possible, terminology and symbolism from contemporary algebra
courses have been kept in this course. (The author cannot think of any
change of this type.) As the notion of using models is first found in
these materials, language needed to be developed there, but even that
language is designed to conform with contemporary mathematical usage.

A great amount of data is found in the materials. Sources of the data
include governmental reports, reputable almanacs, dictionaries, and
other reference books. Questionable data is often the source of
problems found in- the materials. For example, the relative frequency
of twins is given by various sources as 1 in 86 births or 1 in 88 births
or 1 in 89 births. This "conflict" in data is interesting in itself.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educa-
tionally sound?

The entire purpose of the pilot teachi of these materials is designed
to insure not 'only educational soundness but also to make it as easy
as possible for students to learn the ides found in them.

schoolS and teachers have been selected on the basis of their repre-
sentativeness of schools which may be found nationwide. Only typical
algebra classes with unselected students have been used. The author
has taught a class each day of the two years of pilot testing.

The approach taken in this course, in which real applications are used
to develop the mathematics, is more in line with current psychological
theory (e.g., that of Piaget) than contemporary approaches to algebra
in which postulates are laid down and properties logically developed
from them.

But it is felt that current psychological theory does not give surefire
indications about the viability of materials and that classroom trials
provide the best indications of such viability. Past experience of the
author indicates that hp himself must teach the materials.

Large-scale field testing of a revised version of the materials is
planned for the 1976-77 school year.

The author is cognizant of the range of values found in the United
States, and does not expect any controversy to be generated by the
situations which have been selected for study.

;

A teacher who is accustomed to spending one-quarter of the course on
factoring and fractional expressions will find these materials to be
quite different. The "What about the SAT's?"q4estion, used by teachers
against any new program, is expected to be raised. It is hoped that
the skill work in this course will muffle such objections.
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Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc-
tional materials desirable?

It is hopea that the following would be outcomes of having studied
these materials:

A. A student would see mathematics as naturally tied to appli-
cations _and _thus_ not_be.surer -i s41 4e-1-ea-rn- that- mathematic s
is required in a great number of fields.

B. A student would want to take more mathematics.

C. A student would learn about his or her world and the ways
in which mathematicians try to study this world.

D. A student would learn the skills associated with first-year
algebra and some fundamental skills associated with proba-
bility and statistics.

E. Arithmetic insights would be sharpened.

The author feels that these are desirable goals.

The materials have been written to be free from sex, racial, ethnic,
or religious bias or stereotyping.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation
problems for the schools?

The materials have been designed to be as easily implementable as
possible. They provide an alternative to an existing course.

If all planned aids to the course were used by a school, there would be
a workbook for each student. This would be the only cost not normally
found in an algebra class.

Special training of teachers to teach the course seems unnecessary.
Folmaximal usage, some reorientation of teachers with respect to the
goals of algebra will be needed. Specifically, the problem will be to
get teachers willing to teach the course. Once this willingness is
there, no special training seems to be needed .unless the teacher expects
to be teaching exactly what he or she has been teaching in the past.

;.'Question 8: Are the costs for implementing_these instructional
materials reasonable?

The proposal projects a total cost for the testing year 1976-77 of
$55,000 and for the analysis of testing and other pre-publication work
in 1977-78 of S35,000. These costs are based upon two assumptions:
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first, that schools pay for the materials they use; second, that a

publisher is working with the project beginning in early 1076 and

assuming some of the development costs.

As stated earlier, one of the goals of the project is to come up with

materials which are easily implementable. It is projected that

training sessions may be used with some of the classes involved in

the 1976-77 study. This would be necessary if one wished to test the

benefits of special help. However, there are no plans in this project

to undertake a major implementation effort. (This does not preclude

the possibility that others might want to ask for implementation

funding', but this director has no such designs and would be bothered

if special workshops or in-service were considered necessary for the

implementation of this program.)

If a school district would buy the entire "package" (i.e., the text

and the workbook), then the workbook becomes a "refill" need. Policies

differ among states and among school districts; for some schools

students could pay for this. refill, in other schools the district or

state must pay. One assumes that such a paperback workbook would

cost about $2/student-year.

Since many schools buy
ditto-mdsters and other aids for similar classes,

these costs do not seem to be significantly greater than comparable

costs in standard programs.

No psychological, ur social "costs" seem to be involved here, in the

director's opinion.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing

these instructional materials?

-At-this time, the materials are purposely being produced in quantities

which do not allow for wide distribution. That is, 'the pilot versions

have been dittoed. For the first pilot version - a very rough edition

of the materials - 125 copies were duplicated. This enabled copies to

be 'sent to NSF as needed or required and there were copies for each of

those commenting on the materials (see Question 4) as well as for the

school districts in which the materials were being used.

We are presently duplicating 220 copies of the materials. Of these,

170 go to the 5 classes using the materials. We are keeping the other

copies for use by commentors, NSF, and publishers (as a call is

presently being planned).

For those who desire information about the project, a summary informa-

tion sheet (June, 1975) has been prepared. A four-page paper entitred

"Models for Operations,"
describing one of the ideas used in :the

materials, is sent to almost everyone who requests information. The
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director has given talks to two local groups, one state group (inMichigan), and one NCTM regional meeting
specifically about thesematerials; many of his other talks utilize ideas from the materials.A session is planned at Lhe NCTM annual meeting in Atlanta in April,1976, specifically devoted to this project.

Periodic internal memoranda have been written and provided to thosewho wish,more detailed information aboutthe.4

Any individual may visit any of the project classes at any time,though visiting on testing days is discouraged (for obvious reasons -one will not be able to see as much student behavior).

The director maintains contact with -each of the teachers in theproject at least twice a week. He visits each school at least oncea week.

In the testing year 1976-77, it is planned to produce the materials inquantity. Any school district wishing to use the materials will beable to do so. Any person wishing to buy the materials may do so.

At times the director would have liked to have more administrativehelp - last year there was none save a 1/4-time secretary, this yearthere is a half-time assistant and a 1/3-time secretary. At times itwould be nice to have more copies of the materials. But both theseniceties are impossible unchr the level of funding which has beenrequested, a level of funding which in both funding years was at thelimits of what was considered feasible by those at NSF.

On the other hand, given a choice, the director is happy with the policyof not presently producirig large numbers of copies of the materials. Inhis experience, there is a great tendency for people to evaluate aproject by the first materials they see. With his past curriculum
efforts, he has found that wide distribution of the testing versionseries to heighten usage, interest, and implementation. Preliminaryversions serve very limited purposes..:

Tha director has directed evaluations of two other innovative texts, andin one of these evaluations he did the analysis of data himself. Othershave judged these analyses to be eminently fair - indeed in his analysisof Geometry_ ^_A Transformation Approach's testing version, many havesaid that he was too hard on his own materials. With respect to thepresent work, the director hopes to take only an advisory role in theevaluation, leaving the actual data collection and analysis to otherswho have not been involved in the writing and pilot editions.

,Question 10: What are your
_general impressions of the curriculum?

The standard first-year algebra course is a disaster area. It turnsoff more students than it turns on. It gives a view of mathematicsas a mechanical
process devoted to the solution of equations,
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simplification of expressions, and recitation of rules with very little

framework for these processes other than an axiom system which is

itself mysterious to most students. The hardest parts of the course

are devoted to the least important ideas - word problems and rather

complicated fractional expressions. At a time when mathematics is

being used in more and more fields, this course is often being taught

with fewer applications than it had, let us say, in 1925. (Evidence

for this is found in a study by Bell.)

It is the hope of this project to create a feasible alternative to

existing materials.
Within the framework of the goals mentioned

earlier, it is the hope that these materials wily dispel the notion

that "all algebra books are the same." On the other hand, it is hoped

that the differences are not so great that they will discourage use of

the materials.

The director's geometry materials have had an influence far wider than

their actual use. He feels that these materials may be just as

influential. In particuldr, they may lead to university courses in

applications of mathematics for teachers, they may dispel the notion

that mathematics must be advanced in order to have applications, and

they may enable more students to get a feel for the importance of

mathematics. He would not be surprised if these materials ultimately

gain wide usage, but realizes that such usage
depends as much upon

the publisher selected and the tenor of the times as upon the quality

of the material.
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D. 10. c: FYA (Panel 2): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The assessment by the project director of- the needs is a sound one
based on both a consideration of opinions of well known mathematiciansand mathematics educators, and a knowledge
classroom. H1 arguments support the need for the liberal use of

, applications in teaching Algebra. There are no satisfactory
alternative instructional materials that.start exclusively from a
foundation of applications as these do.

The potential for the market is greatly enhanced by the name of the
author. If teachers accept this work as they have the author's other
works, it will reach many students. Teachers, administrators-, parentsand the industrial and business community are looking for more
relevant materials based on applications. Their interest in this
particular project has been 'reported by the author. This is a'bold
new venture in providing for the need for a complete course based
on applications.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

There are first-year algebra courses that claim to focus on applica-
tions but they utilize the classic structure of content for their
foundation. This project; however, is predicated upon applications- -
an approach used consistently throughout the materials from intro-
duction to mastery of each particular topic.

Since no course in the high school mathematics sequence is more
universal nor more accepted ,than first-year algebra, clearly there
is a pre-existing slot for this material. Furthermore these curricular
materials do not seem to require any extensive or external preparatioh
of the teacher.

Although no plan for dissemination and/or publication has been
identified, the reputation, publication record and acceptance of the
project director by the: mathematics education community insures ease
of publication and wide adoption.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and rationale?

A. What are the stated assumptions, values, and goals behind these
instructional materials?

(1) Offer students a picture of wide range of applications.

(2) Develop symbolism from natural needs.
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(3) Cover standard first year Algebra skills except for

contrived verbal problems and complicated fractional

expressions and factoring.

(4) Most teachers will accept these goals, but would not

be able to "predict how the materials try to achieve

them."

(5) It is supposed to be a natural psychological development.

B. What assumptions, values, and goals may be inferred directly from

the instructional materials themselves?

-Materials assume broad interest of students in applications. Howevelk

it should be noted that this text will be no more demanding than

existing algebra texts.

C. Is it,reasdnable to expect that instructional materials based on

these assumptions, values, and goals will fill the need documented in

question 1? Are there alternative assumptions, values, and goals

that could generate, materials to meet that
need?

Yes it is reasonable to anticipate these materials will fill the need

documented in question 1. Students' actual daily experiences could

be a source ofinformation to be used in generating problem materials,

i.e., parties; school activities, etc.

D. Are the instructional materials themselves clear and understandable?

Do they,form a cohesive package? Is the sequence of presentation

clear?

These materials clearly constitute a clean cohesive sequenced content

which will be understood by algebra students.

E. What is the rationale for the selection of individual curriculum

modules (if there are such)? Is it plausible?

Results from pre- 'and post-tests will be utilized. Accordingly,

supplementary materials
will be assigned to the student.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional
materials scientific-

ally correct?

A. To what degree are the instructional
materials scientificall.,

accurate?

The instructional
materials are most accurate.

B. To what degree are the instructional materials scientifically

current? 211
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These materialS are not only current in terms of appropriate number
accuracy (i.e., gasoline prices, etc.) but in terms of the timeliness
of the problems in general.

C. Is the content of these instructional materials aimed towards
training future scientists or aimed toward a scientifically literate
population?

The materials are aimed at developing scientifically literate citizens.

D. What portion of the discipline, and approach to the discipline,
is represented by these instructional materials?

The text covers most of the topics in a beginning algebra course and
in addition provides an introduction to probability and statistics.
For the intended audience, many of whom will not study further
mathematics, this addition is very worthwhile.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educa-
tionally sound?

A. Do you anticipate any adverse reactions to these instructional
materials from teachers, staff, parents, or. pupils? Are there any
especially favorable reactions which may also be anticipated?

Teachers, staff, and students will react favorably because the program
moves'from application to properties. It is in itself reality
oriented. Parents will react favorably because they will recognize
the traditional algebra material and appreciate the application aspectsof the materials.

B. Does the content/approach present any special cognitive, affective,
or psycho-motor difficulties for the students at the age and develop-
ment level, targeted? Does the content/approach demonstrate ingenuity
or possess special promise in its tailoring to learning styles and
types?

Ninth grade students may not know or care about some of these
applications.

C. Are there any students for whom this content/approach should notbe used? Any for whom it would be particularly effective?

It would seem that this content/approach would be suitable for most
students, but particularly suitable for career minded students.

21,
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D. What are the instructional materials' strategies for dealing with

value-laden areas? Are they adequate? Are they particularly 4

impressive or ingenious?

There is no evidence of biased material.

E. Please note additional questions and/or evidence you think

important in answering ttri-sqtrestian:

If students are motivated by real life situations, then these materials

will prove effective. Also, these materials are at least no less

effective than traditional ones.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc-

tional materials desirable?

A. What are the anticipated impacts of these instructional materials

on all consumers: students, teachers, school districts, etc.?

The algebra course being developed under this program is intended to

emphasize the application of mathematics in daily life. The course

material developed shows a degree of imagination, cleverness and

awareness that makes it seem very likely to achieve many of the intended

resins. An achiitional advantage of this treatment is that the care-

fully chosen examples convey useful quantitative informatipn on a

Variety of topics related to everyday living.

B. Which of the intended effects would you expect to be realized as

a result of using these materials?

As stated in A above, there is a good likelihood of achieving the

major intended effects.

C. What unintended effects might you anticipate as a result of using

these materials?

There are no particular items noted.

D. Is the content and approach of these materials fair; are they free

of sex, racial, ethnic, and religious bias or stereotyping?

The material is unobjectionable with respect to these biases.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

A. Is special training needed by teachers to use these instructional

materials effectively? What type of training?
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No. Teachers who acquaint themselves with these materials and their
purposes will be able to teach this course.

B. Do these materials pose any speCial problems for existing
organizational structure with the schools?

No. The materials fit nicely into the existing algebra, geometry,
advanced _algebra- s-equence, .14-sra teac er wi
need to be aware that pupils from this program will have limited
skills in factoring.

C. Are the costs of these new instructional materials realistic?

Yes. The materials will be publishes and the cost will be similar
to traditional texts. A workbook is also required. However, its
cost will probably not exceed the duplication cost of material it
would replace.

D. Do the new instructional materials require any special learning
resources?

No.

E. Will the new instructional materials require school districts to
establish optional classes for those who do not wish to use the new
materials; e.g., are the materials value-laden, designed for bright
students, etc.?

No.

F. What are the important process features (i.e., outcomes not derived
from the content of the instructional materials but from other features-
-such as method of-filStruction) of these instructional materials?

There are no particular items noted.

G. Please note additional questions and/or evidence you thinK Important
in answering this question.

There is some question of the effectiveness of the mastery method at
this grade level. This is not a necessary part of the content but its
use may make the material less effect :ye.

Is the reading level of the materials appropriate for the average
algebra pUpil?

Are pupils who study this course as well prepared for advanced courses
and for life situations as pupils from traditional courses?
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Our overall impression is that teachers of mathematics as they are

now trained would not have undue difficulty teaching this material

to the typical algebra pupil in today's classes. Pupils will be

able to master the concepts, the techniques, and will develop most

of the skills that pupils in traditional classes possess at the

end of the course. Pupils finishing this program should have a

greater understanding of how mathematics is used in the world.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing_these_imaructtPlal__

materials reasonable?

A. What are the expected total dollar costs for implementing these

instructional materials (e.g., materials for learners, teachers,

staff, training personnel, installation, etc.)?

The cost will be the cost of a standard textbook and consumable

workbook. No special training, materials, or equipment will be

necessary.

B. What are the costs of continuing use of the instructional

materials; are there "refill" needs, support service costs?

Annual purchase of a workbook.

C. What other ways might the school district spend money to meet

the same need?

Srhool districts could use traditional materials and purchase supple-

mentary materials and hire consultants to help in the classroom. This

would be extremely difficult and the,price prohibitive.

O. What are the expected costs of comparable instructional materials?

Comparable materials do not exist.' Also, it would cost no more than

its traditional counterpart.

E. What non-fiscal costs Might be involved, e.g., psychological/

social?

None.

F. Please note additional questions and/or evidence you think important

in answering this question.

There are no additional questions relative to cost.

IN YOUR JUDGMENT AND BASED ON THE EVIDENCE, TO WHAT DEGREE ARE THE COSTS

OF IMPLEMENTING THESE MATERIALS REASONABLE?
Please refer to the above

questions in developing your answer.
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The costs of,implementing the materials in the classroom4are reasonable.

Question 9: is the management/organization plan adequate for
producing these instructional materials?

#.1

A. Has. there been adequate opportunity for all interested parties
(scientists, educators, lay people) to provide input into development
of these materials?

While there was no formal solicitation of input, the project director's
experience, his direct involvement in the classroom and with. classroom
teachers, his' presentations to professional meetings, and hls use of
a competent advi<gory committee provide adequate input from interested "
parties. The materials developed so far support this view.

B. Are there adequate internal monitoring procedures for the project?

Adeqyate internal monitoring is provided by the project director's
`direct control over writing and classroom trials. This is a
relatively small project both in'budget and manpower.

C. Are there adequate external (independent) evaluation procedures
for the project?

Feedback is being Obtained from teachers and students in the classroom.
The advisory committee reacts to all written materials. Early contact
with publishers can be expected to yield some critical discussion about
the articulation of project materials with existing pre- anthpost-first
year algebra textbooks. And NSF maintains adequate contact with the
project. We believe this to be adequate external monitoring.

D. Does the project seem to be top heavy administratively? Does the
project seem to be too thinly administered?

The project is essentially a one-man operation; :consequently administra-
tion is not a crucial concern.

E. Is the project staff providing adequate information to NSF and
other interested parties?

This project is providing adequate information to NSF. Indeed, the
informal "progress memos" are commendable and might well be adopted
by other projects funded by NSF.

41,
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D. 10. d: FYA (Panel 2): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Review

Question: What are your general impressions

of the curriculum?

NSF Staff Note: Panel 2 chose not td submit individual comments on each

project, but rather submitted a response of the whole

panel to the 10th question, In addition, one panelist

submitted general comments which apply equally to all five

curricula reviewed by Panel 2, and which have been agrged

to by all other members of the panel,

Panel 2's common response:

The First-Year Algebra Through Applications Development Project is the

first such curriculum which is selectively formulated from the everyday

life experiences of students in an effort to permit and encourage stu-

dents to solve real life matnpmAtical problems. These applications are

mathematically sound and probablv^more motivating than their classical

counterparts. By virtue of the 'documented and professionally felt,-need

for such materials coupled with the well known and respected name of .

the author, it is anticipated that the finished product will become'a

"Best Seller."

.. Although these materials appear td have the.potential of making a

valuable contribution to the teaching of algebra, the following recom-

Menaations are provided as a means of,strengthening them.

a) The reading level of the materials must be carefully,

established and modifications made to assure that it .4"s

appropriate for the target populAtion at which the'

project is directed_

b) Appropriate evaluation techniques ought to be employed to-

determine if students taught from these materials are

.adeiluately prepared for advanced courses in high school

mathematics and life situations as compared with pupils

from, traditional programs.

c) The mastery learning aspect of the project should be

evaluated.

d) The degree to which students participating in the proj-

ect satisfy project objectives should be determined.

e) An evaluation team independent of the project should be

be engaged to provide the evaluations recommended in a,

b, c, and d above.
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General comments prepared'by Professor John Allen Easley, Jr., and agreedto.by all other members of the panel.

At thjs point, it is clear that ,many orthe innovative curricula introduced
during the 1960'i in particular, many of the "new math" programs - fell far
short of the anticipated effectiveness. To insure greater effectiveness in
future curricula, each and every new project must 116-fiCiai.ed to look care-'
fully at the shortcomings of the corresponding programs of the 1960's.

--T-he-re--i-s-littleITN1deAre-that-thichi-S-5ieri-dbm_in the five mathematics
projects under review by Panel Number 2 (nor is it being done in most other
project's in.math and science-known to the panel). Instead each project
makes its own new guess as to what needs to be done to improve the present
situation.

Iflt is-reasonably easy to test such a guess, there is certainly no harm
in it. In'fact, some of the least,expeAsive projects we reviewed are. the
most promising. Bdt if the cost of implementing an innovative idea is very
large, then wemust put forth the strong suggestion that one inquire
whether the particular project is worth' the cost of implementation. The
great difficulty in implementing this suggestion is that the people who are
experienced and talented in creating curriculum materials are rarely trained
or competent in carrying out such'evaluative checks; nor are they, as a
rule,- sufficiently detached. What is sorely needed in zuch evaluations is
for those who are inventive in creating new curricula (Usiskim, Pollak, etc.)
to be teamed with those who are trained in inquiring into educational 'pro-
grams and institutions.

There are two grpips of professional investigators who can help:

1) Responsive evaluators.

2) Cognitive analysts.

At present,'the NSF is not supporting this kind of study. As a result, we ,
are facing-thedanger of i substantial breakdown of communication between
the scientific community and the schools. Thisis reflected in Congress
as well as in the lack of enthusiastic reception of many NSF sponsored cur-
riculum projects in schools. To correct this trend, we need not only new
surveys of needs but a greater interest of NSF in gaining knowledge about
what works and what doesn't work in the introductiorlpf new materials and
practices--and why. As we see the projects reviewed by Panel Number 2, a
more careful review and evaluation is needed before very large amounts of
money are committed to'the production of materials. Not only is input
needed from a broader range of persons--even the most talented curriculum
innovators often overlook certain points of view which are importantOut
experimental and pilot studies of the innovative ideas should-be carefully.
tested before large sums of money have been committed to materials develop-
ment.
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Experimental trials of carefully revised materials, selected to test, the

key, ideas of the project
(perhaps taking only a month or two of school time)

to L.arn teachers' and pupils' perceptions is a kind of research plat is

much ;levied. The teaching in these trials must be carefully desdribed and

not'just results on pupil tests. In Addition, both formative and summative

kinds of evaluation are needed for curriculum projects. Testing ideas as

they come up on a day-to-day, rough draft basis is something that goes on

in most projects', but it often needs to be more detached or even more criti-

cal than itis. Summative evaluation is needed not only to test whether the

ivtended idea' are learned, but what else was learned that might enhance or

detract fObm hat has been taught.

Additional comment by Mr. Daniel J. Hogan:

"I don't agree completely with this statement for the following reason.

Although the type of evaluation suggested by Dr. Easley is commendable and

should be done, I do not believe that the bureaucracy can stand another

outside group. I'believe the addition of this kind of expert to the NSF

staff would better: serve the organization.
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D. 11. a: OBIS: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTORS: Dr. Watson M. Laetsch and Dr. Herbert D. Thier

INSTITUTION: University of California, Berkeley

DEPARTMENT: Lawrence Hall of Science

BUDGET: Total Granted: $919,400

Dates: 4/15/72 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS)
has its major goal the design of instructional
strategies for outdoor learning activities in
biology that can be applied in diverse environ-
ments. Activities of both independent and
sequential design are used to promote an under-
standing of ecological relationships by youngsters
from age 10 to 15. It is anticipated that apprcxi-
mdtely 200 activity folios will be produced so that
community and school groups'will have a wide choice
of materials to use.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES:

Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS):has its major goal the
design of instructional strategies for outdoor learning activities in
biology that can be applied in diverse environments. Activities of both
independent and sequential design are used to promote an understanding
of ecological relationships by youngsters from age 10 to 15. It is
anticipated that approximately 200 activity folios will be produced so

that community and school groups will have a wide choice of materials
to use.

<, i
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ACTIVITY PLAN:

Each OBIS activity will undergo an exploratory phase, a local trial, and
a field-test phase during its development. The following idealized descrip-
tibn of the three phases describes the operational approach, to development
of the project.
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Exploratory phase. Using ti OBIS Ecological Mosaic, a concept, technique

and/or environment is identified as_ necessary for accomplishing the over-

all project objectives. Project sta mbers,'using groups of learners

available at the Lawrence Hall of Science, University Botanical

Gardens, and other local agencies, try out and ev. te promising ideas.

Based on these explorations and related library and la. tory research,

early written versions of applicable activities are produce. Further

use with learners leads to complete versions of the printed materials and

related equipment. This is the output of the exploratory phase and

includes tentative folios and necessary specialized equipment and materials

so that a small number of nonproject staff leaders can test the materials

in the San Francisco Bay Area. The exploratory phase for a given problem

or environment will take from a few weeks to as long as six months.

Local trial phase. Exploratory folios selected for further development

will be tried in the San Francisco Bay Area by three to five instructional

leaders who are not a part of the project team. Drawn primarily from

community groups, these individuals will give the project staff its firs,t

feedback on what happens when an "outsider" uses the materials. During'

local trials significant modifications in scope', sequencing, and required

equipment and materials may be necessary. Project staff will carefully

monitor these local trials using techniques similar to those described

for the trial of the lawn and pond ,unit. As eresult of the feedback

collected during the local trial, the project team will rework the

activities to produce the trial versions of the folios and related equip-

ment and materials. These trial versions of the folios will be used for

field testing and be :lade available to the interested public.

Field-test phase. The trial versions of all OBIS folios will be field-

tested in ten to twelve centers. These field tests will have four main

purposes.

1. Trial and evaluation of the overall instructional and

operational strategy of the project away from project

headquarters. *

2. Use of the activities in a geographically different area,

where it is necessary to make the local adaptations dis-

cussed earlier. (The field test of eachOBIS folio is essen-

tially the laboratory for that set of activities, in which we

determine the feasibility and ease of adapting the activities

to various local conditions.)

3. Trial of certain evaluation approaches which seem applicable

for OBIS. (This trial of evaluation approaches will provide

feedback on what is being learned from different folios. It

also provide information on attitudinal changes brought

jout by the use of OBIS materials. This feedback on early

folios will be most helpful during the design of subsequent

folios and also during the necessary revision of the tested

folios.) 221
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4. Trial and evaluation of the various suggested sequences for
using the OBIS folios included-in-the field test.-

Each project supported field test of OBIS materials will include 20 to 24
related folios so that field test leaders can'explore and try out a number
of different approaches to the sequencing of these folios. For this
reason, initial field tests of new OBIS materials will take place once a
year. It is expected that community and school groups associated with
field test centers will, however, use OBIS materials during much of the
year.

The field-test leader will interpret the concepts and approaches' of the
project to the individuals who will work; with groups of learners in that
area. Implementing the necessary 1.eca1 adaptations, and suggesting
sequencing of activities, is also a function of the field-test leader.
Five-day. leadership training experiences were to be held for the selected
field-test leaders at the Lawrence Hall of Science during spring and
summer 1974. It is expected that, in addition to an honorarium (where
necessary), travel and per diem for the time spent in Berkeley, each
field-test leader will be compensated by the project for each dissemina-
tibn, training and feedback session held during the time field tests are
taking place in his or her area.

First field tests of the revised OBIS materials will take place during
summer and fall 1974. Choices were made to provide for .,{1 wide variety of
environmental conditions. Individual leaders and/or host institutions
were chosen because of their leadership Capabilities and interests in
materials like OBIS.

This first field test of OBIS folios{summer and fall 1974) will be
completed _during this proposal period, and it is planned to begin the
monitored field test of the second set of OBIS folios in spring or early
summer of 1975.

Based bn information obtained from the field-test leaders, and by project
staff visits, necessary revisions of each folio will be completed. Some
folios will probably need little or no change from the trial version while
others will require extensive revision. These tested and, if necessary,
revised folios will become the final products of the project. They will
be generally made available to the interested public in a variety of ways
currently under study.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN:

Project Leadership: Responsible for the overall design, development
and carrying out of the project's objective and
operations.

Development Teams: Responsible for the design, trial and production
of the various OBIS folios.
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Implementation Teams: Maintains working relationship with the field test

centers and designs And carry out other implementa-

tion activities of the project..

Evaluation Team:

Support Staff:

Design, carry out and analyze evaluation techniques

to meet the needs of the development staff and the

user groups of OBIS.

Necessary,to accomplish the production objeEtives

of OBIS.

PERSONNEL:

Project Director: Watson M. Laetsch

He is Professor of Botany, University of California, Berkeley, and

Director of the Lawrence Hall of Science. He received his B.A. from

Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Indiana in 1955 and his PhD. in biology

from Stanford University in 1961. He was a Fulbright Fellow at the

University of Delhi, India in 1956-57 and an NSF Senior Post-Doctoral

Fellow at at University College, London in 1968-69. He is a member of the

American Society for Developmental Biology, and was elected a Fellow of

the California Academy of Sciences in 1968. Dr. Laetsch was a teacher in

the public schools of Indianapolis, Indiana in 1957-58. He directed NSF

In-Service Institutes for High School Biology Teachers for three years

and directed the biology portion of NSF Summer Institutes for High School

Science Supervisors and Department Heads for two years. He is currently

director of an NSF Cooperative College-School Science Program for junior

high school teachers.
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D. 11. b: OBIS (Panels 5 and 6); .Project Director's Response to 10 Review
Questions

1411-rddiktion

The purpose of this paper is to present information about Outdoor Biology
Instructional Strategies (OBIS) useful to the review panels and the National
Science Foundation in regard totheir review of active pre-college curriculum
projects in science. This information is related to the major questions
raised in the copy of the memo to panel members sent to the OBIS project
on November 11, 1975.

The OBIS Project

Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies is developing both independent and
sequential activities to promote the understanding of ecological, relation-
ships by youngsters from ten to fifteen years of age. The major goal of
OBIS:is to design instructional strategies for youngsters in outdoor biology
that can be applied in diverse environments. Particular emphasis is on
the man-managed environment.

OBIS activities are primarily oriented toward community-sponsored youth
organizations such as Scouts, 4-H clubs, Camp Fire Girls, recreation camps,
summer camps, after-school clubs, and nature center groups. The activities
introduce basic concepts cif ecology in ways that are palatable and exciting
for youngsters. Programs such as OBIS are necessary to,develop the public
understanding required to support appropriate management of man's environment.

OBIS takes place in the "freedom of choice for the learner" atmosphere
characterized by informal education for at least two reasons. First, a great
deal of learning by children and adults takes place in informal-situations.
Second, informal learning is usually enmeshed in a social context. It in-
volves groups such as playmates, scouts, or family members and the group
interaction plays a critical role in the learning. Therefore, it seems
plausible-to assume that skills, understanding, and points of view acquired
in such a free choice informal atmosphere will be more related to the actual
life of the learner and will have a greater possibility of affecting the
day to day and long-term behavior of the learner.

OBIS and the Community

The project's overall intent and the desired interaction between OBIS and
the community groups tt tries to serve are characterized by the following
quote from an article by Eleanor Thomas, Program Director, San Francisco
Bay Girl Scout Council:

"The advent of OBIS in the San Francisco Bay Girl Scout Council marked
the introduction of a new dimension to the Girl Scout program that
has been accompanied by a new wave of enthusiasm for taking groups into
the out-of-doors. For leaders, camp counselors, and trainers, OBIS.
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,..

has become the magic word that spells simple, enjoyable, easy-to-

handle learning experiences for our girls in an outdoor setting.
...

"It all began with an invitation to participate in a Community Group

Leader's Workshop conducted by Outdoor Biology Instructional

Strategies (OBIS) at the Lawrence Hall of Science over a year ago,

The statement in the invitation that created immediate interest was:

'If people are to make intelligent decisions about the environment,.a

basic understanding of ecological relationships is essential. OBIS.'..

is concerned with promoting this understanding.' This statement had

great appeal to a youth organization whose basic aim is to develop

responsible citizens who are equipped to help make intelligent decisions,

and one that has been committed to the out-of-doors as its most effective.

"open classroom" since Scouting began,

"Participation in the Workshop served to reinforce all the initial

impressions that OBIS and the Girl Scouts had much in common:

- Concern for the future of the environment.

- Discovery approach to learning for youngsters.

- Instant creative program materials for busy volunteer leaders who

need not be biologists or scientists to 'teach' biological relation-

ships.

- A mutual commitment to the outdoors as the laboratory and the

classroom.

- A conviction that community organizations and the academic community

have much to gain from collaboration."

It is this kind of relationship that OBIS is fostering between the project -

and a diversity of community groups and their members on a nationwide basis.

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

Approach to determining needs, Since 1973 OBIS has made a systematic effort

to survey and interact with the variety Of community groups on the local,

,regional and national level.

The reasons for this were three-fold. First, to find out the extent of

community interest ina program like OBIS. Second, to get to know and under-

stand the nature of community groups so that the OBIS materials could be

designed more effectively. Third, to try out and obtain feedback by means

of conferences, leadership workshops', and training sessions on the content

and design of OBIS materials.

This interaction began with a survey and Community Group Conference on the

local level (Report included in the reviewer's Packet) and is continuing

on the local, regional, and national level. During 1975 OBIS has carried out

a workshop or other information and training program for leadership staff

of the following groups: Boy Scouts of America, National; Girl' Scouts of

the U.S.A., National, Regional, and Local; State and Local Park and

RecreatioR Districts; YMCA; University Environmental Centers and Departments;

School Enviornmental Centers; National Jewish Welfare Board; American
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Camping Association; Camp Fire Girls; Salvation Army; National Park Service;
4-H, National, State, and Local; Junior League of Oakland,

I-nformation Obtained. Fie 'contracts with these groups have provided ex-
tensive, information regarding the level of competency and interest of
leaders'Lto use activities of varying complexity and sophistication, Each of
these groups has expressed continuing interest in the OBIS project and is
using OBIS materials at the present time. This usagetranges all the way
from early trial and testing,by some groups, to massive implementation and
training programs by groups as diverse as the American Camping Association,
California State 4-H, and local and regional councils of the Girl and Boy
Scouts. Groups currently using OBIS represent a potential user population
in the neighborhood of ten to fifteen million young people.

Community groups want and need a diversity of instructional materials.
They need these materials for both one-time experiences for visiting groups
and intensive programs for studying parLLular aspects of the environment
over a longer period of time.

Most groups consider leadership training to be essential if they are to
successfully adapt and use the instructional materials developed by OBIS
or anyone else. Since these groups generally use a large number of volunteer
leaders whose time, commitment, and length of service are limited, it is
important to design ways of multiplying the long-term effects of the training
provided.

It is significant that although programs exist which shre the stated aims
of OBIS, they are not fulfilling the community group desire for stimulating
programs in outdoor biology. The best evidence of this is the great
interest shown by these groups in OBIS. Even groups such as the American
Camping Association and the Boy and Girl Scouts, which have developed their
own ecology programs, see OBIS as a most enriching experience for use in
their organizations.

Curriculum development projects must take cognizance of the fact that children
can obtain a great deal of their education outside the formal clasb.-oom.
Since appropriate curricular materials have not yet been developed for
environmentally oriented life science education activities in the outdoors,
community groups are unable to cope with the increasing societal desire for
significant programs in outdoor biology. OBIS sees its role as contributing
to meeting this need.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The OBIS market. The primary market for OBIS materials is community groups
and certain aspects of the school program such as school camps, after school
clubs, and summer school programs. During theyast few years a large number
of "environmental education" materials have become available. Many of the
groups working closely with, and already extensively using OBIS, have produced
materials of their own but have found them lacking for one or more reasons.
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The format, approach, and content of OBIS`materials make them highly

marketable to community groups because they include the following important

characteristics:

1. A basic concern with promoting an unde'rstanding of ecological relation-

,:
ships in the man-managed or disturbed environment.:

2. A community group
orientation which places OBIS in'the realm of free-

choice recreation activities,

3. Motivating entrance activities which are both fun and challenging to

youngsters and leaders.

4% A discovery method approach to learning using hands-on, open-ended

investigations.

5. Inexpensive materials are provided for use in investigating the outdoor

environment in a format that does not threaten the untrained leader.

6. Materials can be used in diverse environments
throughout the nA"on and

can be integrated into already existing programs.

7. The materials are highly flexible and therefore can befitted into

.
existing programs or form the base of a 'new program.

8. The me',.erials are
nonthreatening to leaders who have little or no

background in science or education, Thus they feel they also can

handle the program.

9. The materials are attractive and well organized, and therefore appeal

to the user groups.

Other programs currently available in environmental education do not meet

some or all of these criteria. Therefore interest in and utilization of

"OBIS materials are high and are growing.

OBIS Disseminatiogjlans.
The groups for whom OBIS is intended are highly

individualistic, 5nd although national in organization, depend on local and

regional associations and boards for their actual support and operations.

Budgets are limited and prior exposure to dissemination of materials has

been through announcements in organization newsletters or "new require-

ments" for participants. Neither of these approaches leads to a long-term

intellectual or operational
commitment to a program as evidenced by the

lack of growth of in-house environmental programs
in many organizations

now extensively implementing OBIS. The OBIS approach is to inform and

convince national leadership of the value of OBIS and then to develop a plan

for the trial, use, and internalization of the materials into the ongoing

operations of the group. Depending on the organization and its nature, this

can take a number of different approaches. For example, with the Girl

Scouts it was deemed most advantageous to proceed ori the local level with

the San Francisco Bay Girl Scout Council (about 150,000 girls) as an

exemplar to the national organization.
Leadership training and feedback

sessions have been held, use has been monitored, and, as concrete evidence

of internalization, a
special leader's patch signifying competence in OBIS

has been designed and is currently available from the council. These
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developments have been observed and discussed with the national organiza-
tion and plans are currently underway for expanding the use of OBIS in
Girl Scouts on a national level

With the American Cambing Association .,(the proessional National
Association of Public and Private Camps) on the other hand, the emphasis
has been on working with the national group and their affiliated regional
ecological trainers. Supported cooperatively by an NSF implementation
grant to ACA, OBIS has participated in the training of these leaders in
the approaches of the project and they in turn have provided leadership
training in OBIS to counselors and other camp staff as a regular part
of their ongoing service to ACA, Interest in the materials and their'use
has been so successful that currently discussions are going on relative to
detigning and making available a special ACA version of the OBIS materials
which would then become part of the organization's program recommendations
to its members. As can be seen from even these two examples, dissemination
of OBIS is a complex but rewarding task' which will require some extqrnal
support but can depend extensively on the ongoing operations and staff of the
user groups. Essential to this effort, however, is the maintenance of a

high degree of flexibility in the format and availability of OBIS materials.

Market Response to OBIS Trial Materials, It is important to note that OBIS
is not only entering a market;-but to some extent is creating one. That is,
community groups and others involvedin informal education are not used to
having materials prepared for them by outside agencies (especially funded
research and development groups) and, therefore, the marketing of OBIS
materials is as innovative an approach as the development of the materials
themselves. Previously, the typical marketer of educational materials has
been the publisher and these individuals are not used to (nor should they be)
calling on the local scout troop, recreation center, or summer camp.

A good indication of the market interest in OBIS materials is given by the
history to date of the production and distribution of OBIS Trial Edition
Set 1. The first production of these 24 folios.was canpleted in June 1974.
Two thousand sets of folios were produced and since these were considered
trial versions, no effort to promote their sale was made beyond announcing
them in the newsletter and making samples available to OBIS Field Centers
and at workshops. It was estimated that this production run of 2,000 would meet
public demand and project needs for 1-1/2 to 2 years. Six months later, in
January, 1975, the supply Of folios hiid been exhausted. Reprinting, with some
revision based on feedback received, t;;ok place in February 1975.

It is interesting to note that in the distribution of the first 5,100
OBIS packets, about 4,750 were sold and 350 were distributed free for
project purposes. About 30% were sent to individuals in schools or school
systems while over 40?/, went to leaders of community groups. Another 20?1,

wire distributed to colleges and universities where one can assume they
will be seen and used by both school and other community environmental
education groups. This rough breakdown indicates that OBIS materials appeal
to a wide variety of community and school groups.
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There i significant interest in OBIS and a major market for the output

Of the project, Final distribution plans for the materials will have to

envolve out of the current experience in marketing the trial versions.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose and

rationale?

Assumptions and Goals of the OBIS Project, Man must learn to manage his

environment in an intelligent fashion. It is imperative that basic ecological

principles are understood at an early age. Such an understanding can best

be acquired through experiences with real events in real settings, and this

means the study of biology in the'out-of-doors.' Outdoor Biology In-

,structional Strategies is primarily developing models for teaching outdoor

biology to students ten to fifteen years old, but experience with materials

already developed indicates that they are also interesting and of value'to

learners both older and younger than this age level. Thus materials are

being tried with students at various levels and with family groups in which

there is a wide range in *es.

Sequencing the Learning.. Rather than determing a single sequence of learning

activities leading to specific concepts, the OBIS staff is identifying

and testing,a variety of alternative strategies and techniques for environ-

mental study. The strategies under development are primarily directed

towards use in man-managed environments which are often in the student's

immediate neighborhood. The learning groups are,/such community organizations

as Scouts, 4-H, science centers, and summer camps, in addition td informal -

and formaY school groups.

;Need for,fhe Folio Approach. Information gained during the early stages of

the project resulted in the realization that the school "unit" style organi-

zation of materials 'is not appropriate for community group programs. Feed-

back from users suggested the desirability of activities that can be used

independently-or in sequence with other activities. Thus OBIS materials

are currently available as single folios containing In activity of high

interest which can be used as a one-time outdoor experience. A number of

folios can also be combincd to provide an integrated study of a given

habitat (lawn or pond), and in-depth study of a concept (adaptation) or an

investigative technique (sampling). Specific suggestions for how to do

this form an important part of OBIS training programs and are included in

the Leader's Survival Kit folio which is included in the sample set of materials

sent to each of the reviewers.

OBIS materials be adapted to local conditions anywhere in the United

States, and enable community group leaders to introduce ecological concepts

in ways that are palatable and exciting for learrers of various ages. Science

can only be relevant to thecstudents'
out-of-school experience if it con-

stitutes an interesting activity willingly participated in by students choosing

how they spend their free time. Work on the development of other informal

strategies for presenting materials such as individualized experiences is

currently underway.
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Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically
correct?

..111100

Scientific Accuracy.. Responsibility for scientific accuracy of OBIS
materials has been assumed primarily by the development staff. OBIS activities
are concerned wcith illuminating very basic biological concepts, particularly
those related to relationships between organisms and organisms and their
environment. Oor target population, including the youth group leaders who
act as instructors, has little, if any, scientific training and a major
challenge of the project is to translate these basic concepts into a form
which will lead to +understanding. Since we are not concerned with highly
technical material, we are not dependent upon specialized subject matter
Experts.

The development staff has a strong scientific and teaching background and
is well-Versed in basic biology. Two members of the staff have Ph.D.'s
in Biology and the staff as a whole have many years of experienckteaching
at various levels in areas of general biology. All materials ar'monitored
by all members of the development staff so there is a strong system of
internal checks. The University of Calirornia represents a rich source of
specialized talent, and the development teams make regular use of this talent.

44

Other checks on scientific accuracy have been performed by participants
in our leadership training programs, and by staffs of the trial centers.
Both groups contain professional biologists, and they have reviewed our
materials in great detail. Over two thousand community group leaders have
been trained in the use of, OBIS materials, and this population also contains
many experienced biologists. The project has received extensive feedback
from many sources across the nation, and to date scientific accuracy has no,.
been guestiOned.

Interpreting Science to the Public. A major concern has been that scientific
accuracy does not fall victim to oversimplification, This is a constant
problem for OBIS because motivation plays a very large role in our program.
We are aware of the difficulty in maintaining balance between clarity and
over simplification and we will continue to devote considerable resources_
to insure that this balance is not lost.

The primary purpose of the project is to increase general scientific
literacy, not to train professional scientists. We are providing both an
awareness that science is an interesting and worthwhile activity, as well
as providing tools which will permit people to do science in the same
way that they engage in many other endeavors. of our major problems
is to overcome the fear of science which most ad lts have developed and to
show kids that science is an interesting activity relevant to their
daily concerns. If we are, successful in these objectives, it follows that
a larger segment of the general population will be willing to consider
science as a career, or, At least as an area worthy of continued formal and
informal study.
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Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally sound?

LearningStyles and OBIS. The OBIS materials are intended for use in the

"free4bmbf chOICebyYearnpr and leader" atmosphere of informal education.

Therefore, the leader and the group can select activities and combinations

of activities that are especially tailored to their interests, learning

style, and maturity. For these reasons, the OBIS materials are currently

being used with a wide variety of users ranging from Brownie Girl Scouts

(7-9 years old) to senior citizens groups. The emphasis on real experience

and high interest for the learner make it possible for individuals of

widely different learning styles and' capabilities to have highly successful

experiences in OBIS. Some examples of how OBIS has already been adapted

to highly diverse groups of learners are given in the article OBIS Can Adapt!

in Newsletter 4, Fall 1975, which is included in the sample matiiis for

reviewers that go along with this report.

Educational_. Approach of OBIS Materials. OBIS is developing approaches tr

learning experiences in outdoor biology that can be applied in diverse

environments. Nhi-altered environments have been chosen as the study sites,

rather than clas:,ic climax ecosystems, because so much of the world is

now knvironmentally man-altered and so often active'y man - managed. The need

for,wch an approach is widely recognized. The California 4-H program,

for example, is increasingly concerned with the needs of young people in

urban environments. They see OBIS as a valuable resource in meeting this

challenge.

Most OBIS activities are suitable for both large and small groups of

young people, and many can be adapted for individualized use. Materials are

being developed for leaders who may have little or no background in biology

or training in childhood education. We are also experimenting with using

OBIS as the basis of family-oriented outdoor activities.

OBIS activities introduce basic concepts of ecology in ways that are

palatable and exciting for youngsters. Underlying,all materials is the

assumption that a basic understanding of ecosystems, communities, populations,

food chains, and interactions of organisms with their environments is

essential if people are to make intelligent management decisions about their

environment. The decisions themselves,
however, will be based on a combination

of scientific and experiential evidence and other value laden judgments which

the individual will make. OBIS provides the kind of experiences and,informa-

tion which will help the individual consider, understand, and give credibility

to the evidence at hand. The individual should then be more capable to make

an intelligent decision about the problem. In designing and carrying out its

own activities, OBIS does everything possible to protect and improve the

quality of the environment. Techniques useful for the study of man-managed

ecosystems are universally applicable where there is life; they are not

limited to any specific environment or local environmental problems.
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Unique Educati6nal Nature of the OBIS 'Approach. OBIS departs from the
common curriculum-development procedure of determining' a single sequence
of learning activities leading to specific concepts. Instead, alternative
strategies are identified and a variety of techniques for environmental
study are encouraged. Assuming that no single learning pathway can be
either interesting or applicable to all people in all locales, OBIS
designs flexible wayslof sequencing activities which allow choices in

1 terms of getting started, selecting the emphasis, and deciding how far
to pursue the topic. In addition to biology, the physical sciences,
social sciences, literature, art, and psychology are being used as-
potential starting points that will lead toward understanding ecological
problems and relationships.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc-\
fibnil materials desirable?

OBIS and the Schools. Direct contact between the OBIS staff and school
personnel has been limited'to a few workshops held at national conventions
of the National Association of Biology Teachers and the National Science .

Teachers Association, yet the number of identifiable school personnel who °

have purchased packets of OBIS Set I materials is about 30% of the total
number of orders received. The community group sector, is both the bulk
purchaser and user group, and the primary source of i*ormation to the
schools who learn about OBIS and then purchase materials.

Impact on Community Groups. From a qualitative standpoint theiMpact
upon the community groups has been very substantial. Many groups have

'adopted OBIS as their ecology,program and others are combining,OBIS with
the activities they used prior to learning of OBIS. Very few community
groups have had any kind of Oepared curriculum-type materials and OBIS
has been "just what they are looking for" according to-them.

From a quantitative viewpoint, we estimate that only 5% of the potential
users in the United States have even heard of the OBIS Program. This is
because of the limited exposure resulting from only one year of imple- '
mentation and the lack of a "grapevine" among most community groups,
many of whom compete for the same youngsters.

1

An increased knowledge and awareness of the interdependence among
organisms, sand between organisms'and their abiqtic environments is the
prime, OBIS goal. Unintended effects that can result from the implementa-
tion hf OBIS materials range from over zealous lay leaders who may use
OBIS as a springboard to preach conservation, to children who becauso,,,of
their OBIS experience 'Will develop an interest in the biological sciences
as a future professional field.

Biases in OBIS. Biases are present in all written materials and OBIS,
0robablY7CO-ntains some which have escaped our efforts to remove them.
However, our emphasis on the man-managed environment including the city,
all' oys and girls in the out-of-doors, and as wide a range of general
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biological principles as possible make for a culture, race, ethnic, and

religion-free program. The youngsters do little reading and the activities

are not academically difficult, thus removing potential proficiency

biases. Ajlistinct bias exists against leaders using the program indoors.

Process Features of the Program. Important process features of the pro-

gram include wch important items as: skills in observing, graphing,

counting, reporting, analyzing, comparing, manipulating experimental

variables, cooperation, use of reference guides, assembly of ,tools,

innovative thinking,and expression, and decision making. Also intro-

duced in OBIS, synthesis or the
Combining of data in a new way to con-

struct a solution to a problem, is an important process which'when

coupled with hypothesizing, becomes a powerfut,scientifiz skill applicable

to many future experiences.

The outstanding feature of OBIS is not the program or the activities as

such, rather it is themix of children, leaders, biological acitivites and

the outdoors environment which stimulate learning in tIe informal (and,

influential) learning situation. OBIS provides the leader with a vehicle

and a mode of leadership with Which to interest and involve the naturally

curious youngsters in the world orbiology found everywhere out-of-doors.

Desirability of Concrete Experience. The, desirability of providing con-

crete experie :es for children working with plants and animals in the

environment in.which both the organisms and-the children live is clear.

The mysterious and sophisticated world of,nucleic acids, microscopes, and

protein synthesis, is not for the 10-15 year old youngster who doesn't

yet- know_fro_gs depend oh plants for food, that crayfish circulate what-

ever they li've in through their bodies, and that populations change as

habitats add environments are altered.

OBISand its,Users. Through our continuing contact with community and

schobl groupt in conjunction With implementatiOn and feedback conferences

and our own development work with groups of children, we can say that

proposed and anticipated outcomes are quite congruent. OBIS has continu-

ing feedback systems which provide us with information on which to base

changes, if necessary, in everything'from our basic instructional plan

to the art work illustrating
the construction of a sweepnet. Many com-

munity groups of diverse natures utilize the OBIS materials in varied

ways, each exercising their best judgment and following their own dictates.

This Is a procedure we admire and encourage (See OBIS Can Adapt! Newsletter 4,

Fall 1975).

Question 7: Do these instructional terials present implementation

problem's for the school"?

Introduction. The OBIS materials are designed primarily for community'

groups and therefore this question and its parts will be considered first

from the point of view of the con1iunity group. Sincethere is significant

-levelopirig interest in OBIS on th'e part of the schools, the points pre-

sented will then be related to Vile school situation.
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Leadership graining necessary to use OBIS. The materials are specifically
designed so that a leader untrained in biology or education can use them
effectively. Evidence from field centers and other trials indicates that
the folio format combined with the direct instructions to the leader on
what to do, provide a program the community leader feels confident to
use. Realizing, however, that when available, effective leadership
training would benefit both the program and the leaders, the OBIS staff
investigated approaches to leadership training in cooperation with the
San Francisco Bay Girl Scout Council. Two one-day workshops were held in
June and September 1974 to train about 90_senior trainers and camp program
leaders. This led to extensive use of OBIS in camp that summer try the
leaders the project trained, and,even more important, these leaders and the
other trainers have now run numerous workshops and other training sessions
for neighborhood coordinators and local troop leaders. This experience
indicated that it was possible to provide leadership training in a one-
day workshop which would give the participants confidence to introduce
the OBIS approach to other leaders in their group. During the spring and
summer of 1975 this approach has been tried out on a statewide basis with
the California 4-H program and it has led to many second level workshops
hdndled by individuals trained by OBIS, and even more important, wide useof OBIS materials as a 00: of the 4-H program in California. Experience
so far indicates the following:

1. Individuals who receive training at a one-day workshop are capable of
introducing OBIS both to childrena,44oUterleaders in their group.

2. OBIS can be4landlea effectively by the usual community leader without
any special training.

3. Training, howevey, is valuable and OBIS is producing a "Primer" on
how to lead an OBIS workshop in order to encourage trained leaders to
carry on training sessions for other leaders.

Cost of OBIS materials. The cost of using OBfS is extremely low for a
number of reasons. First, with the wide variety of materials available at
low cost ($7.75 and $9.50 for a set of 24 activities) the individual
leader can select activities that fit into the environments and budgets
available. Second, some activities require no materials at all, while
others require available materials such as paints, nets, etc. Wherever
possible, instructions-are given for constructing materials and unusual
or hard-to-get materials are made available at low cost through the
Lawrence Hall of Science. Third, any necessary printed materials for
users are presented on cards, and the leader is encouraged to reproduce
them locally. The folders are durable and. replacement costs are restricted
to consumables. Many of these are household items individual participants
can briny with them to the activity.

Required learniu resources_. OBIS materials are specifically designed towork in a wide variety of learning environments found where people are.
The main equipment and materials needed to do OBIS are in the out -of- doors.
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The wide variety of folios (48 at present) makes it possible to do OBIS in

a wide variety of environments. WOrk is continuing on developing new

activities for as widely diverse ,a group of environments as possible. The

proposed OBIS trial centers will operate to adapt and modify folios so

that they are particularly effective in environments in other parts of the

country.

OBIS and the schools. Although OBIS is not primarily intended for the

schools, significant school interest in OBIS materials has developed.

Schools and school systems are using CBIS materialfr as part of their

summer school programs, school camp programs and after-school clubs and

activities. In addition, a growing number of schools are reporting tne

use of OBIS folios and modules as part of an outdoor experience built into

a junior high school science experience. Since the schools make the

decision to use the materials because of a need in their program, the

implementation of OBIS is not a problem, organizationally. Furthermore,

`thelow cost of OBIS materials makes them particularly interesting to

the school extra-curricular and camping programs which are frequently

short of funds. Our experience so far indicates that the use of OBIS

in the schools is as a result of the desire of an individual to utilize

the materials in his or her own program or in a program the individual

directs. Therefore, the conditions necessary for utilizing the materials

have already been considered. It is not something imposed on the teacher

or others by the administration.

Question a: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials

reasonable?

Costs for user groups. The cost fora user group to implement OBIS is

minimal. OBIS worked directly with community groups from the outset of

the project and it was clear that such groups worked with very low budgets.

Thus costs have been kept as low as possible.

Two examples, one for the scout troop leader with 12 youngsters over an

eight-month period, and one for a camp with 60 different youngsters each

week for six weeks, are shown.

la. Scout Troop expenses atsuming an eight-month period with 12

youngsters doing a different OBIS activity every other week.

One OBIS Trial Version Set I including posta
\

Supplies to conduct 16 of the 24 activities

with 16 youngsters each meeting

Total for 16 meetings, 1st year

or $7.19 per youngster/8 months

or $0.45 per youngster per meeting

or $5.39 per meeting for all youngsters
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lb. Assumin second 8 months of operation with this same Scout leader
conduct ng the same activities with the same size group, etc.,
the cos breakdown is:

OBIS Trial Version Set I $ 0.00-
Supplies 25.65

Total for 16 meetings, 2nd year $25.65

or $2.14 per youngster per eight months
or $0.13 per youngster per meeting
or $1.60 per meeting for all youngsters

The above figures are based upon current retail costs of the
supplies needed with the assumption that even such items as
rubberbands, paper clips, old springs, nuts, bolts, nails, etc.
would be purchased.

2. Camp expenses, assuming six'weeks of camp each with 60 youngsters
and each youngster exposed to six activities.

OBIS Trial Version Set I, including postage $ 8.75
OBIS Trial Version Set II, including postage 10.50
Supplies (6) (60) (0.405) 145.80

Total expenses for lt week for 60 youngsters
doing six activities

Expenses for each subsequent week
Expenses for last five weeks

Total expenses for Six weeks

$165.05

48.60
ti

x 5 243.00

$408.05

The above costs assume all supplies will be purchased from retail outlets.
The multiple entry point concept in which the leader may do any number of
activities in any order makes it possible for the expenses to be higher or
lower. Other unknown factors such as level of material reuse, subgroup
sizes, number of activities being used simultaneously, and the degree of
material sharing by leaders, etc. will alter the costs slightly.

Training costs. Costs for training leaders vary but a workshop Of one
day duration is sufficient for leader training. The training of those who
train other leaders can be done ii one day but is best done over a two-day
period. Actual workshop costs probably average $210 when handled by com-
munity group trainers on their own rtes with their oan people. This does
not include any leader consultant fees but does include a set of printed -

materials for each of 15 participants:, The cost with a set of 24 activities
given to each leader then is $14 per participant. If participants purchase
their own printed materials the cost pen participant is about $5.00.

Obviously costs will be greater if sites have to be rented, and if trans-
portation, food, or lodging are paid for.
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Refill costs for participants. Supply refill expenses are about 33% of

the original low supply costs. Purchase of new printed materials, other

than duplicated activity cards, is not necessary. Refer to the two

previous cost 2xamp1es to see how costs for the second and subsequent uses

are reduced. Of the 48 different activities now published about five

require no refill material at all and another eight require so little

(e.g. one bottle of food coloring) supply renewal that the cost per par-

ticipant is less than $0.02..

Need for support services. Support services Are unnecessary. Each

leader once trained or self- taught, is autonomous and needs no
further,

assistance other than to occasionally share some of his or her experiences

and techniques with other leaders.

Comparative costs. In comparison with other activity-oriented programs

which teach ecology (mostly in the schools) the costs to 'mplement OBIS

are extremely small. Community groups are typically hard pressed for funds

so in order to have the program reach the children for which it is designed,

low implementation costs are mandatory.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing

these instructional materials? r.

Inputs from the public. OBIS is primarily developing materials for a wide

variety Of users drawn from the general public. The project is constantly

concerned about obtaining feedback on its work from scientists,, educators,

Community group leaders, and other members of the.public. This information

is obtained in many ways including but not restricted to: 1. Public

presentations on the project at conventions of local, regional and national

community, educational and scientific groups. 2. Requests for feedback

from participants at all OBIS public presentations and leadership training

programs. 3. The extensive use of knowledgeable individuals to review,

comment upon, and make suggestions regarding present folios and areas in

which they think new folios should be developed. As a program for the

public, OBIS is constantly involved in a give-and-take with user` groups

and other members of the public.

Internal monitoring procedures of the project. The OBIS staff is made up

of a.primarily full-time group of research, development and support per-

sonnel for whom OBIS is ,a major professional concern. All members of the

professional staff including the project administrators are involved in the

design, development:, and trial of new activities and approaches to outdoor

biology. Since the activities (currently folios), which are the substan-

tive output of the project, are the most important
product produced, the

following synopsis of how a folio is developed is presented to indicate

the extensive,,commitment to
internal monitoring of the output and quality

of the project.

Process of Designand Trial of OBIS Materials. Each OBIS activity undergoes

an exploratory, and a local trial phase during its'development. The

following idealized description of the two phases presents the operational

approach to development used by the project.



Exploratory Phase. Using the OBIS Ecological Mosaic and other
sources, a concept, technique and/or environment is identified as
necessary for accompliShing the overall project objectives. Project
staff members try out and evaluate these promising ideas with a
group 'of learners available at the Lawrence Hall of Science, the
University Botanical Gardens, and other local agencies.- Based on
these explorations and related library and laboratory research,
early written versions of applicable activities are produced.
Further testing with learners leads to complete versions of the
printed materials and related equi-pment., This is the output of the
exploratory phase and includes tentative folios and necessary
specialized equipment and materials which a small number of leaders,
not from the project staff, can further test in the San Francisco Bay
Area. The exploratory phase for a given problem or environment will
take from a few weeks to at long as six months.

Local Trial Phase. Exploratory folios selected for further
development are tried in the San Francisco Bay Area by three to
five non-project instructional leaders, drawn primarily from community
groups who provide the project staff with feedback on what happens
when an "...outsider" uses the materials. During local trials signifi-
cant modifications in scone, sequencing, and required equipment and
materials may be necessary. Project staff carefully monitor these
local trials using primarily direct observation as their approach.
As a result of the.feedback collected during the local trial, the
prpject team reworks the activities to produce the trial versions
of the folios and related equipment and materials. These trial
versions of the folios are then made available to the interested
public and will be further analyzed and modified after use more
generially by the public and in the proposed trial centers.

Independent evaluation of OBIS. At the present time, independent
evaluation of OBIS is pretty much restricted to the judgments made by
community groups regarding the value of the materials in their own
programs. Interest is high, use is extensive and growing, and at this
level the external or independent evaluation of OBIS is highly posi-,
tive. Considering the unique nature of the OBIS materials, and the
fact that community use of such materials is an innovative approach,
it would be most valuable to carry out an independent evaluation of
the project, and OBIS would be happy to cooperate in such an evaluation.
Groups have expressed interest to OBIS in carrying out such studies,
but until now the problem has been obtaining funds to support such a
study.

Provision of information to the public and NSF. The OBIS project is
concerned with the community'and the public in general. The OBIS
project is most concerned to provide the public in general and the
National Science Foundation in particular with as much information
as possible through, presentations at conuunity and professional
meetings, articles written for journals, the publication of the
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OBIS newsletter and the making available of sets Of folios to major

university libraries and community organization centers. OBIS makes

many efforts to keep the public informed of its work. The project

offices and archives are open to the public, and many visitors to

the Lawrence Hall of Science take advantage of the opportunity-;---7---

In addition to all these items, progress reports, proposals, and

other reports when requested are provided to the Foundation to

keep it informed.
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D. 11. c:OBIS Panel 5): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The developers have investigated the field with respect to the availa-
bility of sound educational material for use by youth in community settings
in the area of outdoor biology. Other materials which are educationally
sound, environmentally significant, technically accurate, attractive and
cost effective are limited in their availability. Exci.t -ing Materials for
use in various community settings are not available in the form in which
OBIS exists. Hence the panel feels that a definite need exists.

The efforts completed by the OBIS staff in the area of needs assessment
seem most adequate. Panel members representing various community groups
and school levels support the fact that there is indeed a need for "OBIS-
type" instructional strategies.

The materials appear to be appropriate for all youth ages 10 to 15 as
judged by the project staff. Panel members believe that the materials
would be appropriate for younger people as well as adults. The one
problem with respect to "reaching" youth- groups exists as a problem of
communication. A mechanism for calling the availability of the materials
to the attention of youth and community leaders is needed. Funds fo^
special workshops, awareness conferences, and other dissemination strate-
gies will be needed if the OBIS materials are to realize their full

A potential.

Few instructional materials with the same characteristics are known to
exist. With the vital environmental problems that characterize our
modern society, the need for such exciting materials seems genuine and
critical." The panel recommends that additional activity folios are
needed and should be supported.

Question 2: Is the?'e a market for these instructional materials?

Efforts have been expended in the private and public sectors to produce
instructional materials designed to meet the needs,of school and community
to teach the total population about our environment. The impact that these
materials have exerted in the trial areas is clear, and the response is
positive. The project staff appears to have planned its attack in a logi-
cal and, systematic way in order to educate the community outside of the
classroom concerning the environment with which society must deal. The
panel recognizes. that this plan is a large and versatile approach to
meeting the needs of this segment of the population.

Although OBIS is not aimed primarily at the formal school setting, certainly
the materials are being used in school settings without requiring a recon-
ceptualization of the curriculum.,

It appears to the panel that although a large number of service and social
organizations have received and used the OBIS materials, there is a large
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segment of the total community that remains Unaffected. For example, one

might ask the question, "How many urban youths and/or minority youths are

actively involved in 4-H club work and other similar groups?" It would

appear that the dissemination plan should be strengthened to assure that

youngsters in all settings have opportunities to use these materials. At

the present time, it is necessary to create a greater awareness of the

available materials and to provide a model for dissemination. Publishers

may not readily provide these types of instructional materiels because

the folios should be inexpensive and consequently may not bc profitable

to'a publishing firm. The panel doubts that continued use and dissemina-

tion of these materials will affect the publishing industry in a negative

way.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose and

rationale?

The major goal of the project is the design of instructional strategies

.
for outdoor learning activities in biology that can be applied in diverse

environments. Activities of both independent and sequential design are

used to promote an understanding of ecological relationships by youngsters

from age 1D to 15. Approximately 200 activity folios are projected to

provide wide activity choice among community and various school groups.

The Materials may ell be appropriate for students younger than age ten as

well as various adult groups. The materials may also be valuable in pro-

viding youth and adult leaders with frequent opportunities for clarifying

values. The panel recognizes that affective changes are expected outcomes.

The panel agrees that the materials succeedin fulfilling the need (ques-

tion 1) and in meeting the stated project goals. The goals and values

are clear, the assumptions valid, and the rationale precise.

...

Although the instructional materials are diverse, they become unified in

their apvlications, a goal seldom realized to this extent. The instruc-

tionalrmaterials are readily adaptable. The modular approach can provide

completeness as well as variation and transportability. The modular

approach allows periodic updating and improvement as new knowledge is

discovered or new concepts become rTlevabt to the instructional plan. The

implicit and explicit assumptions aris.fulfilled in the material provided,

thus making either the total package or a fraction thereof a cohesive one.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically

correct?

The materials produced to date are scientifically accurate and impressive.

Since the instructional mode is non-traditional, student-oriented, and

open-ended, there is ample opportunity for teachers and/or other leaders

to encounter situations where accuracy of scientific content, information

and explanation may be an important consideration.

The instructional materials are current, especially as they relate to

problems of the environment. Since use of the materials is at the community

level, it is important that activities are applicable in a variety of geo-

graphical areas. Although many folio's are still being developed, the panel
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has noted the specificity of certain activities for major usein restricted
areas.

The content of the program is aimed at producing a more scientifjtallly-
literate population which is also environmentally concerned. The\content
of the program addresses itself well to these goals. /

\

Although the discipline (outdoor biology) and the approach to it may em
restrictive, it is important to note the setting for the use of the mat
rials and the potential for great impact and effect. Since the material
are largely unstructured and non-sequential, some individuals may be con-
cerned with the lack of real penetration and biological rigor. The panel
feels, however, that this criticism would be inappropriate in view of the
target audience.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally
sound?

The activities are challenging, diverse, potentially enjoyable, open-ended,
and able to accommodate various needs of the target users. The individual
and family, civic, social and religioUs groups can find much suitable
material to use in a variety of ways.

There has been ingenuity in the development of the materials so that they
are adaptable to a wide variety of learning and teaching styles. They cap'
be effectively used by persons'mf'diverse backgrounds and abilities. The
activity approach makes the materials especially suitable for students
with special learning problems.' The project writers use value clarification
techniques for developing and emphasizing environmental interrelationships.
However, the structure of the programs provides sufficient material for the
lay instructor or activity leader to competently approach the subject under
study.

The content of these instructional materials, the suggeSted teaching strate-
gies and the extensions of the instructional suggestions-appear sound:

Question G: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional
materials desirable?

The following impacts of use of the instructional materials "are ascribed
to possible consumers:1.

Non-traditional educator groups are provided with an excellent opportunity
for their lay teachers Cthose having little formal biological training) to
grasp scientific principles and to convey these principles to interested
members of the public in a variety of diverse settings. Students are pro-
vided an opportunity to develop exploratory activities leading to environ-
mental understanding. Teachers are provided instructional packages that
will assist the studert in his educational adventures related to environ-
mental topics. Depending on content, duration and impatt of preparatory
workshops, teachers have the opportunity to develop skills and provide
improved instruction. School districts are provided opportunities to
improve the effectiveness-of their outdoor educational efforts.
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If effective dissemination can be realized, the greatest impact may be

made in the nonacademic, nontraditional education enterprises. Envi-

ronmental awareness can be greatly enhanced by the OBIS materials only

if sufficient efforts toward dissemination are achieved. Realization

of the overall interaction of biol6aical systems seems to be a prime

focus.

Unintend?d effects are difficult to predict. However-, responsible de-

cision mlking related to the environment should be a positive outcome.

Interest in and possible pursuit of further study by students may

result a! another outcome. The program cannot be used without active

involvement with the out-of-doors. If youth leaders are adequately

prepared, they can=react with alternative environmental situations, and

another goal will be realized.

Absoluteli no biases or stereotyping are evident. Honest assessment of

the outdoor activities will serve to illustrate the interrelatedness.and

interweav ng of the environment. Indeed the recommended approach to-the

activitie! may help resolve biases and stereotyping. Obyiously such

activities and approaches can become controversial. Some members of the

panel believe that the developers and the-Foundation (NSF) should be aware of-

the potential for controversy. Members of the panel, however, applaud

the approa:h and agree with the necessity for considering values and

other topics about which all people do not agree.

Learning of biological principles as they relate to one's everyday life

is an important process feature of the materials. An additional experi-

ence would oe the development of a firsthand knowledge of man's effect

on the biology of the environment. Atteption should be called to the

innovative application of ecological principles to man-made and archi-

tectural environments. The use of these common phenomena in the.

instructiona, strategy is still another outstanding feature.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

Though these materials are designed primarily for community groups', they

can become a significant part of the science education programs of many

schools. Classroom teachers can avail themselves of these materials as

opportunities to relate their science programs to the environment of the

ocal community.

Schools, administrators and teachers need to be made aware of the exist-

ence of these materials. Funds and special programs will be required

for supporting implementation activities..

The costs for the program are minimal. They can be handled within an

alreacy existing structure for school budgeting.

The.e SET1 to be no barriers to implementation; on the contrary, the

program is diversified enough to make it adaptable to school situations.
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Some special considerations concerning the use of OBIS in schools include:

1) there should be coordination between school and community
groups if the program is being used by both;

2) there is a need for outdoor activities for all parts of
the nation and for all seasons;

3) in states where textbook adoptions must be approved, some
attention will be necessary for using OBIS materials as
structure for a course where no text as 'such exists.'

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials
reasonable?

The project staff has estimated the cost at a maximum of 45t per youngster
per meeting. This amount may be higher than some youth groups can afford.
However, a number of activities which involve little or no cost can be
implemented for groups with very timited budgets. The same comments apply
to replacement materials..

In larger groups, such as campirn.,situations, the option for higher cost
activities may be important becauSe of the possibility of amortizing the
program costs over a larger-number of students for a longer span of time.

The p.tential users could purchase some similar materials though frequently
in book form. The costs of such materials are similar to the OBIS written
materials although not In the same immediately, usable form for youth. Many
of these alternate materials do not allow for excursion and extension
activities. The laboratory materials needed for some units may make OBIS
slightly more expensive than other available materials if a preponderance
of the more individual and expensive materials were selected. If club
volunteer leaders must purchase materials with personal funds, they might
be discouraged from using the materials.

Some volunteer leaders may encounter difficulties with the metric system.
This problem could easily be solved by providing a short unit for volun-
teers on the metric system. As use of materials continues and as experience
with community groups accrues, additional directions, suggestions and assist-
ance may be necessary for instructional leaders. A general bibliographic
list would also be helpful to lay leaders by providing additional information
about the learning activities. An activity leader's handbook would assist
in the adoption of the effort by leaders with a limited science background.

Questibn-b: Is the managemet/or_gplization lan adequate for producing
these instruaiii5t iaterials?

There are provisions in the management plan for interaction with various
interested parties. -The involveAent of scientists, teachers, curriculum
innovators, community leaders, and students in the preparation of materials
is applauded.
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Field test teams were charged with internal monitoring. Advisory groups,

frequent staff evaluations, and results of pilot use were adequate. There

has been external evaluation, especially by would-be users.

The project has been neither administratively top heavy nor deficient.

Project documents describing the program have been adequate fur the Founda-

tion and the public. As indicated previously, the developers may heeri to

consider more awareness information and give more time to implementation

pfforts. Further preparation for the teacher-leaders may be needed since

Most volunteer leaders are not trained in outdoor biology study. The

panil concludes that the management/organizattonal plan is both adequate

and effective.

1) Additional comment by Sister Shirley Corbliss: "I believe it should read:

In states where,textbook adoptions must be approved, some adaptation will

be necessary so that OBIS materials can be used as the structure for a

course, since no text as such exists."
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D. 11. d: OBIS (Panel individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Review
Question

Question 10: What are your general Impressions of the curriculum?

Panelist: Dr. Daniel F. Burton

Most educational agencies, local or state, have begun to question profes-
sional personnel about cost and effectiveness of programs. Shrinking
enrollments, the slowing of national economic growth, resistance to taxes
combine to give Congruess,.legislatures, and school boards the choice of
cutting personnel, b ilding, teaching materials, or some combination of
these. To make choides of programs to mkt or new program to initiate,
appropriation committees and boards need to know which programs or projects
can be proved to have a positive AlUe for students. The most effective
way to obtain data on apregram's value is to determine how students' skill
level and/or attitude and/or behavior have changed as a result of partici-
pation in'a prograiL NSF terminates its role just prior to dissemination
which inhibits' collection of such data. I:recommend NSF budget for follow-
up of disseminated projects to document successr (and to discover causes
of failures, if any).

Panelist: Mr. Wayne E. Carlson

If people are to make intelligent decisions on management of their environ-
ment they must first understand that environment and how they as human
beings fit into that ecosystem. The design of instructional strategies
for youth in. outdoor biology that can be applied in diverse environments
is a laudable goal and one that is essential if people are to understand
the effects of future decisions they must make regarding environment.

This is apparently the first time that NSF has funded a project which is
desigped for informal educational groups like Scouts, 4-H, YMCA, YWCA,
Campfire, etc. This step is exciting because it reflects an acceptance of

' the important educational function that youth organization's outside the
schools can and do perform. The public financing of such efforts is not
inconsistent with 4-H since public funding is its normal mode of financing
but may be a problem for other youth organigations who depend entirely on
the private sector for its support. In the case of other youth organiza-
tions which largely,depend on private funding, such efforts serve as a new'
source of resources/.

Regarding the'curriculum itself, I am very excited about the format and
there are several features that are particularly attractive:

4. The flexibility allowed by the free choice of activities.

b. The use of and emphasis on the study of man-made environ-
ments.

c. The complete and concise instructions for use of the
'teacher or leader. 216
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d. The attractiveness c4 the materials.

e. The relatively low c st.
',..-,

f. The ease of program ilnplementati 1 and training 6f

leaders or teachers. \
c----

g. The recognition that dcologica,l education can be learned

in a 'like-life" outdolbpr situation.

h. The existence of a verj exciting program package for

(especially) camping situations.

The opportunity to develop leadership skills by having

teens lead 10-year-olds, in this experience.

Some of the concerns I might raise are:

1. Extent and cost of lab material's. Volunteers may object to

the inconvenience and cost of providing for or paying for

lab materials. Volunteers may view this as an imposition

anda waste of tine especially if they do not do some pre-

planning for lessons. Support organizations may have

difficulty in maintaining supplies for volunteers too, if

that choice is made.

2. Volunteers will initially object to the metric system.

Many are and will be of an age where they may feel they

are too old to learn a new system s6 there Must be a con-

version systert to make the transition more bearable. If

any other units are produced,'can both be included?

3. More folios need to be developed. This is especially

true for outdoor winter activities in northern areas. Can

volunteers and leaders be encouraged to suggest exercises

which they have used successfully? Sortie exercises arid , t

as readily usable, i.e., ocean activities inland.

4. This program is limited for the youth who wants to study

on his own without leader help. He or she may not have

access to individual packets for free choice study because

each person would normally not be able to afford an entire

package.-

5. The assumption that ev- ything will fit together in a

cohesive, logical, understandable order with or without

leader assistance. Volunteers vary a great deal in back-

ground training and some may not be comfortable in design-

ing and carrying out a logical sequence.

6. Possible overlap of use of these materials by both the

formal school and the youth organization. This is not a

serious problem because each experience will be flavored

by the site chosen, i.e., different animal's, insects,

birds, critters, etc.
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In general, this program is very well designed. National youth organiza-
tions should be contacted and introduced to the materials. Many are looking
for new. program materials in this subject area.- All could wck--together
locally in offering training for their volunteers and in sharing resources.

Panelist: Sister Shirley Corbliss

This program helps meet the great need for instructional strategies for
outdoor environmental learning activities that can be used by groups with
diverse backgrounds. The program is especially important because it applies
these strategieS/to the man-made environments. While I am very enthusiastic
about the program and endorse it, I would like to recommend that more activ-
ities be developed to deal with the urban environment, since this is our
most extensive man-made area.

Panelist: Dr. Richard A. Dodge

OBIS represents an innovative and creative venture involving non-traditional
educational -sumers in a non-traditional educational environment.

I

strongly f qat the program will make a major impact in providing lay
teachers a, ._udents with relevant experiences in their environment. The
use of "Manmade environments" as study subjects is particularly attractive.
Scientific content and activities are proper and well implemented consider
ing the !indicated user population. While the scientific content tends to be
superficial, this is expected and desirable considering the intended use.'
I strongly believe the target population is broad, extensive,cand most
appropriate. While commercial publication opportunities may be limited
because of the low potential profit, I believe support of this material
will be funds well spent to greatly increase pUblic understanding of envi-
ronmentalissues,/problems and investigative techniques.

The instructional gels presented in evidence show careful concern for
public education, need_for social awareness, and creative development of .

materials. The awareness of current and developing educational pedagogies
is apparent. The modular approach to activity development provides superb
opportunities for widespread application under virtually all teaching situ-
ations. Thus, exportability and specific local needs can be satisfied by
the OBIS program. Because of the open ended nature of the OBIS educational
strategy, new and emerging instructional needs, topics, and evidence can be
incorporated laterat a very modest cost. Indeed, the approach can provide
a Wmulus and incentive to produce local programs using the OBIS plan as a
model; thus the effectiveness could be magnified by many factors.

\The approach to public education (of students and lay youth leaders) is
particularly strong and useful. I see no difficulties concernim the
oicial, religious, ethical, racial or scientific conflicts recognized in
t{be materials reviewed. This Could occur, however,' if "packages" were to
bb developed in topics dealing with the above. I sugqest a very liberal
uq,e of broad -based advisory committees in the formulation of future package
topics.
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Panelist: Dr. Roger W. Hanson

This program is well conceived, sound in its approach, versatile in its

applications, and superbly managed.

I can offer nothing more than what has been stated by the managerial staff

and affirmed by the panel. I wish that I could offer suggestions for dis-

semination of materials but unfortunately Ihave none.

Panelist: Dr. Fred D. Johnson

The OBIS curriculum is an impressive project that has been well designed

and appears to meet the needs of a segment of our population that may learn

about the environment only through this medium. Most efforts that I am

aware of are designed to meet the needs of students presently enrolled in

school. I feel that this project would be a valuable asset to our nation

if it were continued and revised in order to adequately educate the total

population about the environment.

Another strong point about this curriculum project is that concepts are

taught in proper perspective. The interdisciplinary nature of the environ-

ment is emphasized in these instructional materials,, More interdisciplinary

instruction is absolutely necessary if we are to educate a population that

can cope with the many technological and ecological gains that have been

made and problems which confront us as a result of these technological gains.

I feel that continued revision will be necessary based on feedback from

the groups-Who are presently using these materials. Yet the materials are

designed to be applicable in any setting; I would suggest that there may

be problems that are unique to an area that should be taken into account

as the revisions take place for various regions of the country.

In my opinion, the weakest aspect of the total project is the dissemina-

tion plan. Despite the sincere efforts of the project staff, based on the

evidence that we have, I would conjecture that a large segment of the popu-

lation has not been exposed to nor, are they using these materials. It is

imperative that all segments of our population be exposed to and encouraged

to gain more knowledge about the environment.

Panelist: Mr, Andrew H. Miller

The OBIS program is as American.as apple pie. It is a new approach to

outdoor education that previously was conducted by the 4-H, Boy Scout and

Girl-Scout programs. A definite need exists for more materials such as

the MIS package for the environmental education of American youth. The

only thing noticeably missing in the Rrogram is an input line to the

designers. An open line needs to be established for the uses of OBIS to

suggest new programs to the creator. Overall, OBIS possesses tremendous

potential and, if circulated by concerned volunteers, would provide a low

cost, enjoyable and ultimately, effective environmental education effort

for American youth.
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,nelist: Or. Gerald- A. Myers

OBIS presents to the out-of-school 10-15 year old public an ekcellent set
of materials for use in organizations whose leaders:are not professional
teachers but play a role as facilitator in environmental education.

I suggest that Lawrence Hall of Science publish and distribute the educa-
tional materials since expensive publication will lose the market potential.

More materials are needed for winter environment studies.

I feel 'this project was well conceived, meets a unique populace (middle
school) compared to other grants by NSF, was efficient in development, and
had expertise at all levels of-the program development. , ,

Panelist: Dr. James M. Stevenson

Generally I am impressed with the nature and design of this product. The
presented curriculum seemed adequate to accomplish the intended goals and
in some instances promised to generate a new clarity to the understanding
of natural and manmade environments and their interactions.

The values of the OBIS project cannot be quantified easily. Providing the
opportunity for students to learn in a experimental manner alone repre-

.

sents recognition of fairly recent edu ationa,1 progress. The instructional
materials have the added advantage of b 'ng useful to teachers and non-
formal institutions alike.

In the dissemination of the material my suggestion would be that a coordi-
nated effort be made to assure "groups (i.e., Scouts, camping grounds, etc.)
working together, sharing teaching resources to add yet another dimension
to the project--mutual cooperation of various community groups.

Panelist: Mr. J. Howard Straiton

In my judgment the OBIS panel 5 review committee says it all; to add more
would be an exercise in redundancy.

Panelist: Dr. Robert E. Yager

The OBIS project represents an exciting set of curricular materials for a
wide variety of uses. The non-structured format, the possible use in a
variet:i of settings, the cost effective character of the activities, the
open-ended feature of the cards, the emphasis (won vital environmental
issues are all features which are commendable and to be applauded.

The OBIS project is "right-on" with respect to curricular needs for 1976
and beyond. It would be difficult, if not impossible, for private pub-
lishers or educational groups to produce such instructional strategies
without Foundation support. Exciting, needed, attractive, usable, sound,
fun, financially-feasible are all correct descriptors for OBIS materials.
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N
Panelist: Dr. Dean A. Zollman

The OBIS project is developing materials to aid a very important component

of our educational system--organized, informal education; The materials

produced so far seem easy to use, adaptable to many localities and inex-

pensive. I suspect that the folios will be very widely used. I hope that

s they can and include
the project staff will develop as many packets as-they

experiments which can be done on cold winter days and, if possible, rainy

days.
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D. 11. e: OBIS (Panel 6): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

1 A-B. Since 1973 NSF needs assessment guidelines have been expanded,
especially in the composition of advisory panels, insuring a cross
section of students, lay citizens, and representatives of broad politicalbeliefs.

The initial needs assessment conducted by the OBIS developers concurswith the subsequent position reaction of the many national community,
groups toward the materials. Since 1973 OBIS has made a systematic
effort to survey and interact with the variety of community groups ton
the local, regional and national level.

The reasons for this were three-fold. First, to find out the extent of
community interest in a program like OBIS. Second, to get to knovand
understand the nature of community groups so that the OBIS materials
could be designed more effectiAly. Third, to try out and obtain
feedback by means of conferences, leadership workshops, and training
sessions on the'contentand design of OBIS materials.

This interaction began with a survey and Community Group Conference on
the local level and is continuing on the local, regional, and nationallevel. During'1975 OBIS has carried out a workshop or other information
and training program for leaderhip staff of the following groups: Boy
Scouts of AMerica, National; Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., National,
Regional, and Local; State and Local Park and Recreation Districts;

: YMCA; University Environmental Centers and Departments; School Environ-
mental Centers; National Jewish Welfare Board; American Camping Associa-tion; Camp Fire Girls; Salvation Army; National Park Service; 4-H,
N4tional, State, and Local;, Junior League of Oakland.

1-C. Groups currently using OBIS materials represent a potential user
population-in the neighborhood of ten to fifteen million young people.

1-D.__There are programs in existence which share the stated aims of
OBIS, but are not fulfilling the community grOups desire for stimulating
programs in outdoor biology.

1-E. The-need for OBIS materials might be increased by expanding them
to include the obervation of social phenomena of individuals and groups
interacting with biological and social environments, hence interrelating
the natural and social sciences.

Question Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The panel studied OBIS project director's statement "Is there a market
for these Instructional Materials?" a "l concluded that the statement
should be incorporated into the par ,-eport.
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"The OBIS market. The primary market for OBIS materials is community

groups, and certain aspects of the school program such as school camps,

after school clubs, and summer school programs. During the past few

years a large nwilber of 'environmental education' materials have become

available. Many of the groups working closely with, and already ex-

tensively using OBIS,
have'produced materials of their own but have

found them lacking for one or more reasons. The format,/approach,

and content of OBIS materials makes them highly marketable to community

groups because they include the following important characteristkcs.

A basic concern with promoting an understanding of ecological relation-

ships in the man-managed or disturbed environment. q

2. A community'group orientation which places OBIS in the realm of

free-choice recreation activities.

3. Motivating entrance activities which are both fun and challenging to

youngsters and leaders.

4. A discovery method approach to learning using hands-on, open-ended

investigations.

5. Inexpensive materials are provided for use in investigating the

outdoor environment in a format that does not threaten the untrained

leader.

6. Materials can be used in diverse environments throughout the nation

and can be integrated into already existing programs.

7. The materials are highly flexible and therefore can be fitted into

existing programs or form the base of a new program.

8. The materials are non-threitening to leaders who have little qr no

background in science or education. Thus they feel they also can handle

the program.

9. The materials are attractive and well organized, and therefore appeal

to the user groups.

r -

Other programs currently available in environmental education do not meet

some or all of these criteria; Therefore interest in and utilization of

OBIS materials is high and is growing.

"OBIS Dissemination Plans. The groups for whom OBIS iS intended are highly

individualtstic, and although national in organization, depend on local

and regional associations and boards for their actual support and operations.

Budgets are limited and prior exposure to dissemination of materials has

been through announcements in organization newsletters or 'new require-

ments' for participants. Neither of these approaches leads to a long-

term intellectual or
operational commitment to a program as evidenced
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by the lack of growth of in-house environmental programs in many organiza-
tions Ow extensively implementing OBIS. The OBIS approach is to inform
and convince national leadership of the value of. OBIS and then to develop
a plan for the trial, use, and internalization of the materials into
the ongoing operations of the group. Depending on the organization
and its nature, this can take a number of different approaches. For
example, with the Girl Scouts it was deemed most advantageous to proceed
on the local level with the San francisco Bay Girl Scout Council (about
150,000 girls) as an exemplar tO ,the national organization. Leadership
training and feedback sessions have been held,,use has been monitored,
and, as concrete evidence of internaliiation, a special leader's patch
signifying competence in OBIS has been designed and is currently avail-
able from the council. These developments have been observed and
discusted with the national organization and plans are currently under-
way for expanding the use of OBIS in Girl Scouts on a national level.

P

"With the American Camping Association (the professional National
Association of Public and Private Camps) on the other hand, the emphasis
has been on working with the national group and their affiliated
regional ecological' trainers. Supported cooperatively by an NSF
implementation grant to ACA, OBI'S has participated in the training
of these leaders in the approaches of the project and they in turn
have provided leadership training in OBIS to counselors and other
camp staff as a regular part of their ongoing service to ACA. Interest,
in thematerials and their use has been so 'successful that currently
discussion5are going on relative to designing and making available
a special ACA version of the OBIS materials which would then become
a part of the organization's program recommendationsjo its members.
As can be seen from even these two examples, dissemination of OBIS
is a complex, but rewarding task which will require some external
support but can' depend extensively on the ongoing operations and staff
of the user groups. Essential to this effort, however, is the main-
tenance of a high degree of flexibility in the format and availability
of OBIS materials.

"Market Response to OBIS Trial Materials. It is important to note that
OBIS is not only entering a market, but to some extent is creating one.
That is, community groups and others involved in informal education are
not used to having materials prepared for them by outside agencies
(especially funded research and development groups) and, therefore,
the marketing of OBIS materials, is as innovative an approach as the
deyelopment of the materials themselves. Previously, the typical
marketer of educational materials has been the publisher and these
individuals are not used to (nor should they be)',calling on the local
scout troop, recreation center, or summer camp.

"A good indication of the market interest in OBIS materials is given
by the history to date of the production and distribution of OBIS
Trial Edition Set I. The first production of these 24 folios was
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completed in June 1974. Two thousand sets of folios were produced and

since tRese were Considered trial versions, no effort to promote their

sale was made beyond announcing them in the-newsletter and making

samples available to OBIS Field Centers and at workshops. It was

estimated that this production run of 2,000 would meet public demand

and project needs for 11/2 to 2 years. Six months later, in January,

1975, the supply of folios had been exhausted. Reprinting, with some

revision based on feedback received, took place in February 1975.

"It is interesting to note that in the distribution of the first, 5,100

OBIS packets, about 4,750 were sold and 350 were distributed free for

project purposes. About 30% were sent to individuals in schools or

school systems while over 40% went to leaders of community groups.

Another 20% were distributed to colleges-and universities where one

can assume they will be seen and used by both school and other community

environmental education groups. This rough breakdown indicates that

OBIS materials appeal to a wide variety of Community and school groups.

"There is significant interest in OBIS and a majOr market for the output .

of the project. Final distribution plans for the materials will have

to evolve out of the current experience in marketing the trial versions."

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

The "Leader's Survival Kit" and the folios examined do not include

information on purpose, rationale or instructional strategy for the

OBIS materials. The proposals submitted to the NSF, the Project

Director's communication to the review panel, and the 1974 trial edition

of "Approaches to OBIS: Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies"

specify the, goals and purpose of the materials, the rationale used in

planning the OBIS project, and guidelines to the use of the OBIS folios.

The primary,OBIS resource for the person (leader) who plans to use the

OBIS folios is the "Leader's Survivdl Kit" which lists the folios

available and three "modules" that can be prepared by grouping six or

seven folios, e.g., (1) Adaptation, (2) Sampling, (3) Pond. The effective

use'of these modules depends primarily upon the leader's ecological

knowledge, familiarity with capabilities of the children, and ability

to interpret the local out-of-doors situations to children. The publica-

tion "Approaches to OBIS" will assist the leader in making effective use

of the folios and modules. The folios and modules are designed exclu-

sively for group leaders, not for children.

It is intended that folios can be grouped to form "Habitat Modules",

"Concept Modules" or "Technique Modules." The "Approaches to OBIS"

would be much more useful if expanded to include more extensive guide-

lines to aid teachers in using folios, rationale for preparing modules

out of a variety of folios.
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Question 4: Is the content of these materials scientifically
correct? -

The OBIS materials appear to be scientifically accurate; the panel
uncovered no factual errors. These materials certainly address
topics which are current within the scientific commnity and are
of popular interest.

The project is directed toward increasing the scientific'literacy
of the population, and incorporates mechanisms to reach its target_
population rather precisely. The target population is composed
of the leaders of activities in non-school community groups which
are already interested in conducting outdoor activities.

The OBIS experiences deal with ecological aspects of biology and
closely related disciplines; taking advantage of familiar surround-
ings which'may not yet have been viewed with the perspective found
in the OBIS materials.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials'
educationally-Se-und?

5-A. Although the OBIS materialswere not developed specifically
for curricular program use, there are many school-adaptable components
in the program. Most schools are interested in expanding their site
and moving the learning experience out of the confines of thestradi-
tional classroom. This is especially true in elementary, middle,
and junior high ,schools. The OBIS materials present an effective
means of enriching-a science program through ancillary use. More
favorable than this school use, however, is the instructional value
of the folios to the non-school population as well as to school-
aged children in their extra-curricular pursuits.

Negative responses to the materials could originated'from the non-
environmentally concerned, from feminists who will object to the
use of "man-made-environment" (although if they'were wise, they
might leave this to his credit), and from individuals -- parents
and/or children -- who dislike direct contact with the earth and
some of its inhabitants. Some panelists found the materials to be
simplistic and some reviewers may also note this. The negative
environmental impact of OBIS's encouragement of "foraging" in the
outdoors by large numbers of young people must e minimized by
repeatedly printing reminders throughout the folios that the area
in use should be returned to its original state at the completion
of the day.

5-B. The content/approach of the OBIS program indicates a keen
awareness of the cognitive, affective and psychomotor abilities for
the target group. Children and adults with special handicaps and
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learning dipbilities canstili learn effectively, since one of the

most meaningful ways to learn involves use of all the senses lila

direct hands-on experience. The special appeal of the program'!"

greatly unique, is its potential to be used by group leaders with

little or no formal education in either science or pedagogy. Interest,

an ability to read acrd stamina would seem to be the major-requisites

fQr a successful instructor. The advantages of leader training,

including actual experience of OBIS sample units, should be

emphasized.

5-C. Chi Nren Ac dislike an outdoor experience should not be orced,

but rather should be encouraged into participation in an OBIS unit.

In addition, children with special handicaps that involve s

liability shwild not have to participate in this type ,ro and

their parents' willingness to assume responsibility for the risks

that any outdoor experience might involve. The OBIS concept is

,particularly effective tor those children anxious to learn by seeing,

by touching, by doing -- by being involved.

5-D. The OBIS materials treat values only implicitly, but one would

hope youngsters using the materials would explicitly engage in value

areas such as working together successfully, appreciating environment,

respecting others, enjoying the natural environment and reenforcing

the exciting results of informal learning.

5-E. The OBIS materials might be expanded from observing only natural

science phenomena to observing also the social science phenomena of

44dividuals and groups interacting with the biological and social

envi ronrnents.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc--

tional materials desirable?

6-A. The OBIS materials are geared toward community and organiza-

tional use rather than toward school science classes. The objective

is to offer aid to these consumers who are engaged in planning, for

example, outdoor activities or camping projects.

6-B. The panel believes that for out-of-school training (4-H, YMCA,

YWCA, summer camps, etc.) childrellin the age group 7-15 could bene-

fit from the use of OBIS material!" (Note the reservation on the

upper age limit for which OBIS materials would be meaningful as expressed

by two of the panelists in the reply to question 6-C, however.) The

OBIS materials could possibly be used as background material for

group leaders for an even wider range of ages, as well in more direct ,

use in classroom situations. Two effects that might be anticipated

from the use of these materials are: (1) providing help for time-
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pressed volunteers who might welcome a "package" rather than having
to dig for materials; (2) providing an optional biology-oriented
program for camping projects.

6-C. An important class of learning situations which can make
profitable use of the OBIS materials are those involving exceptional
children and adults because of the wide spectrum of_sites, manual
skills, etc., which: can be employed for meaningful participation
in the activities.

It,seems that one of the advertised uses to which' the material's
would be put is decidedly off the Mark for some cases. This would
be in appealing to non-exceptional 12-15 year olds in outside. school
situations. Two panelists feel that there is little chance that
the OBIS materials would be used successfully by Scout, 4-H, YMCfk,
inner city groups, FFA, etc., in 12-15 year old training programs;
this arises not only from a mismatch of most of the projects to
childrens' interests at these ages, but also from the deSire on
the part of these adolescents to avoid classroom-like learning
during their free time, when they may prefer individual-type skills
(hiking, swimming, canoeing, baseball, cooking', etc ). Since OBIS
materials are designed for leaders of groups in out-of-school study
of'biology, the young people participating in the groups may develop
an increased interest in science. A second unintended effect could
be the use of these materials at ancillary aids in a school biology
class.

6-0. The panel believes that the content and approach of these
materials is fair and free of bias. (See the comment, in the reply
to Question 5-A, however.)

6-E. For the younger children, especially, in all settings, the
most important process feature would be simply stated in the idea
that learning is fun.

6-F. It would be of great value to know the opinions and/or field,
test reactions to date from teachers and out-of-school leaders it
making these judgments.

Question 7: Do these' instructional materials present implementation
problems for- the schOols?

OBIS materials are such that training of leaders need be only
minimal. Extensive_worktilops for permanent supervisory staff of
user organizations are desirable. However, an advantage of OBIS
simplicity is the ease with which these permanent\staff can
familiarize short-term volunteer leaders with the Materials and
their use. It is felt that use by individuals already familiar
with outdoor education will require no additional preparation.
Supportive reference material should be suggested within each
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folio to assist those leaders unacquainted with outdoor taxonomy

and ecological principles.

The use of OBIS is not likely to present serious conflict with

existing organizational structures. However, there:may be some

formal school management patterns which may impede the usage of

the outdoors as a laboratory. In such cases,OBIS materials may

become leverage for overcoming these situations and furthering

the outdoors as=one of our most valuable educational assets.

OBIS cost factors appear to be realistic and thereby

presenting no significant barrier to the program's implementation,

The only elaborate learning resource that OBIS demands is the

outdoors. Expendable equipment is inexpensive and of the type

available in homes and schools.

SinCe OBIS materials could be used to supplement and enrich school

science programs, they already represent an option. Schools which

chose to uge the material would not be establishing additional

classes, merely alternative 'activtties. With non-school groups

the nature of the affiliation usually indicates shared interest ,

so the group should be interested in pursuing the same activity

A strength of the program is that values are not inherent in th

activities themselves, but rather that the individual experience of the

activity permits value clarification.

In organized school situations the only barriers to implementation

would be those imposed by the nature of the school site and its

relation to usable and varied outdodr re ources. Field trips could

provide opportunities for effective OBI use. This cost could well

limit some school districts' use of the materials unless funding

as available. Since the design of the program, however, was not

intended for school use, its value is in the enrichment area. School

districts should be aware of their budget opportunities or restrictions

regarding enrichment.

Question 8: Are the cost for implementating these instructional,

materials reasonable?

We believe that a estimate developed by the OBIS staff are

both modest and rea-s-Onable. We wish to point out, nonetheless,.that

unless some of the poteqtial user groups, e.g., inner-city scout

troops, find a benefactor'-eveothe modest cdsts associated with use

of OBIS will prevent their articipStion. We'also believe that

activities already being pur ued by certain g oups (Merit Badges,

4-H projects, etc.) make it po sible for som of the objectives of

the OBIS Program to be reached without use of the OBIS materials.
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Question 9: is themanagement/organization plan adequate for
producing_these instructional materials?

Continuing interaction between the OBIS staff and the target'popula-
tion began before the project and has been encouraged by project
activities such as presentations at meetings of community, educa-
tional,and scientific,3roups. The diverse nature of these groups
provides considerable variety of viewpoint.

The materials themselves shoW evidence that referring drafts to
knowledgeable individuals has:been successful in eliminating errors.

There is no massive organfiation involved, and'the success evic4nt
in'the materials demonstrates that-there are no appreciable problems
in operating thq project.

We have no reason to question management and organization from the
proposal and from the November 21 memorandum from the project director.

1
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D. 11. f: OBIS (Panel 6): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th

Question: What are your general impressions

of the. curriculum?

Panelist: Dr. Ted F. Andrews

The OBIS folios are primarily "teacher-leader aids." The science content

in the folios is limited in scope. Examination of folios "Food Chain

Game", "Water Breathers", and "Invent an Animal - Adaptation" did not

reveal any errors in science information. The biological and ecological

information in "What is-OBIS?" and in "Approaches 0 OBIS-- Outdoor

Biology Instructional Strategies" is accurate and writterr at a level

that is comprehensible by leaders of outdoor study groups.

(MIS nodules (groups of related folios`) suggested in "Approaches to

OBIS" are: (1) Introduction to the Outdoors, (2) Sampling (Data

Collf.ction), (3) Lawn or Grassland, (4) Pond, (5) FOrest;A6) Vacant .

Lot, (7) Stream, and (8) Environmental Impact. Additional guidelineS

for teacher-leaders would enhance the potential etfectivenes of the

folios and modules.

The OBIS Tool Box contains a variety of equipment and techn:que cards

that can be used by "teacher-leaders" and participant's in the activity.

the cards are designed so that copies can be made and distributed to

participants. whenever feasible.
In "Approaches to OBIS', a section

called "Sme practical considerations" deals with safety, care of

1:ving things, site selection and a variety of other topics. This is

a helpful section, but needs considerable
amplification in order to

improve the use of the folios.

The OBIS materials include value-laden statements and inferences about

preservation of'thP environment and the role of people in managing the

environment. But extreme positions are not taken and value statements

are usually supported by biological and ecological baCkground information.

Although the developers of OBIS state the folios and modules are intended

to give "...young people between the ages of ten to fifteen years the

experience of observing and investigating organisms and events in'sthe

out-of-doors", it is.my opinion that most of the materials can be used

with most any age-group if a competent and effective leader manages the

activities.

In this reviewer's
apinion,"Approaches to OBIS: Outdoor Biology

Instructional Strategies" should be greatly expanded, but dedicated

primarily to OBIS as a system for enhancing outdoor biology eddcation.

Further, I would encourage the project directors and staff to develop-

a leaders-guide for each folio and for a few modt.les. The success of

the folios and modules in involvement of people in good outdoor biology

activities is so dependent upon the role of the teacher-leader that

more background information on strategies and procedures is needed.

There are numerous high quality "field guider" and other references
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that both "teacher-leaders" and group pa'rticipaots could use. Selected,
annotated references should be in each folio. \

In this reviewer's opinion, the OBIS materials have the potential to meet
a genuine educational need in outdoorr biology external to formal educa-
tion in the schools. In addition,Jhe OBIS staff mayimant to consider
development of some folios especially useful by "teacher-leaders"
working with groups of senior citizens.

Panelist: Dean Elwood B. Ehrle

/

My general impressions of the OBIS Program and matrals is moderately
favorable. I believe the OHS materials can be ,us d and will be useful
in certain limited situations. -My experience as a Boy Scout Merit
adae advisor, along with my experience with my three sons, however,
suggests that 8-11 is the proper age target grol for OBIS not 10-15
as the project proposes. I have seen the equival ent of the "Great
``steamboat Race" played in gutters by 10-year olds. Older youngsters
will be turned off by tiat I feel they will-intuitively perceive as
a "Mickey Mouse" 'awe, ch. The "Invent an Anithal" game is as old as
man's imagination and--worthwhile in and of itself. It is best played
spontaneously and withoilt,conscious purpose. It is possible that in
attempting to make elearning experience" out of it one gets neither
learning nor enriched experience. It is possible that at the hand of
seudo-sophisticated youngsters one gets boredom instead.

analso concerned that organized activities regularly occurring in
Boy Scouts, Cub Scoot-, 4-H, FFA and other groups may diminish -the
need for OBIS. These activities have gone On and will continue to go
on with or without OBIS.

4 does not appear-Ito me that the OBIS program reflects nearly three-
quarters of a million 4611ars zind a three year effort. Since the
program is so far 41ng, however, I would recommend that it be fully
funded to completiOn.

Panelist! Mr. Wil iam E. Galbraith

No comments submitt J.

Panelist: Dr. Roge M. Herman

It is the purpose -of the NSF, es I see it, to aid'in the development of
materials for educatiO which could not otherwise be developed within
the private sector of Our economy. It is the opinio of this panelist
that ample resources far the type of development represented in the OBIS
program are available within service groups such as scouting groups,
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4-H, YMCA, YWCA, etc., and that accordingly projects intended to fill

these types of needs should henceforth be excluded from NSF funding.

_ The service groups, such as the ol 's mentioned above, have traditionally

revised and updated their materials (although perhaps not always with

a uniform degree of success) on a reasonably continuous basis, which

again speaks to the lack of a nee0 for federal funding.

My personal feeling is that the costs of OBIS development are somewhat

excessive, in view of the fact that many of these types of activity

are already in service group literature. For example, my experience

as a Cub Scout leader indicates similar types of projects being sent

to those leaders on a monthly basis. (How to build a bird feeder and

observe the birds which come to feed is an example which comes to mind.)

While not being an OBIS project to date, this type of activity, nonethe-

less, seems typical of,OBIS type projects.

Finally, I would say that the belief that the OBIS program will be of

interest to nonexceptional children
(especially boys) in the 12-15 -

year -old age group in out-of-school activities represents an appalling

misjudgment of human nature at this age. Imagine a group of boys at

age 14 (whether from the inner city, suburbs, rural setting, small

town, etc.) being content to search for imaginary-animals, represented

by toothpicks which were pre-placed in a lawn to represent the distribu-

tion of animals in their habitats! (of the OBIS Sticklers activity).

To be fair, I may have picked on the most blatant example, but many-

of the other activities demonstrate a similar mismatch of intended

usage and what common sense dictates would be the actual usage.

Panelist: Dr. Hilliard Jason

No comments submitted.

Panelist: Mrs. Elaine W. Ledbetter

I feel the OBIS materials represent an innovative approach to a type of

outdoor education which is needed. With the current concern about

ecological problems these kinds or a sties for youngsters should

make the coming generation of adult more aware of the natural environ-

ment and the necessity to protect it.

The fact that the preliminary printing of OBIS folios was so quickly

-6-(h-austeA by p u blic demand to utilize tfiem i-ndi-eates- the needfor these_

kinds of materials.

In descriptive literature, I recommend that in addition to what is

presently advertised about the use of OBIS materials, it also be noted

that there are a great variety of situations in which they can be used- -

for example, extensions of classroom activities.
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Panelist: Mr. Kevin McMahon

I am impressed favorably by the OBIS program's goal to raise the
scientific literacy of its user group. I am bothered by the lack
of included information, directed to the group leader, which deals
with the purpose, rationale or instructional strategy for the OBIS
materials.

I feel that the ends to which the program activities are aimed should
be spelled out to the users. This would come from a group leader who
has a strong understanding of the basic concepts of ecology and is
able to understand how the activity could best achieve that under-
standing. The design of the OBIS program is valuable in providing
the opportunity, in diverse environments, for the articulation of
the leaders understanding, and valuable in pr'oviding the users
opportunity tooctively respond.

I recommend that the program proceed on lines which will provide more
information on the basic concepts of ecology in the "Leader's Survival
Kit", along with the stated purpose,rationale and instructional
strategy for the OBIS materials. The knowledgeable leader provides
the floor from which the "active-learning" design best attains the
goal of greater scientific literacy of the user group.

Panelist: Mrs. Mary C. O'Brien

The OBIS curriculum adequately addresses itself to its primary objective -

"to design instructional strategies for youngsters in outdoor biology that
can be applied in diverse environments." Although the initial project
was developed and field-tested in California, the concept has been
expanded to cover such differing environments as Arizona and New York.

Consumers using OBIS materials are primarily groups oriented to outdoor
activities - 4-H, F.F.A., camping groups, etc. There is feedback
evidence that the project is successful and growing. As of November, 40'

1975, forty-eight different folios had been developed to meet the needs
and enrich the program. People today, in and out of school, are
interested and concerned in ecology, and this project brings the basic
concepts of ecology into focus.

Time-pressed volunteers should welcome'OBIS because there is a scarcity
of materials designed specifically for the "outdoor" c-las-s-room; To
use OBIS materials the community or camp leader need not be a scientist
nor an educator. The project is designed to help individual and group
leaders to make their task easier and less time-consuming. Its value
to community groups was summed up well on page five of the Lawrence
Hall Summary, with two items having particular appeal: "Inexpensive
materials are provided for use in investigating the outdoor environment
in a format that does not threaten the untrained leader", and "The
materials are attractive and well organiiiT, and therefore appeals to
the user groups."
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There is a great deal of information supplied relative to the monitoring,

field-testing, and feedback on the project. Especially important was

the fact that community groups were involved in the testing. It was

emphasized that non-staff members were a partof the overall evaluation

process.

The validity of the age range (10-15) was challenged'at the work session.

With the abundance of field testing being done, and feedback being

tabulated, thatproblem (if it exists) should be resolved.

I see the costs as a minimal problem. Indeed, for some of the projects

all one needs for a laboratory is the outdoors itself. for the schools,

which might well use these materials for planned field trips, camping

projects, the costs would be nomiAal, comparatively speaking. Wider

dissemination directly to the schools might be advantageous, especially

since, through the indirect approach, "the number of identifiable

school personnel wuo have purchased packets of OBIS Set I Materials is

about 30% of the total number of orders received." This would surely

indicate a wider school market.

Today there is a great surge toward improving the quality of life for

the handicapped. More and more are pursuing the a tivities of the so-

called "normal" person. Camps are now planned fo he mentally retarded,

the pnysically handicapped, the arthritic, the ast atic and even for

multiply handicapped persons. One suggestion would be to develop .

additional modules for these groups. Obviously som folios (Habitat,

Sun Prints, Mapping a Study Sight, Bean Bugs) have een used successfully,

but further development along this line seems incl. ated.

Finally, a project of this kind may well help some youngsters to overcome

their fear of science, and begin to regard science as an interesting,

useful activity that will both fulfill a need and enrich their lives.

Panelist: Dr. Marie Parnell

The OBIS program provides appealing and potentially exciting informal

learning experiences for young people in non-school settings. As a

packaged program it has the attraction of having been developed for

group leader training rather than for individual student use.

Although the program was not designed as a school curriculum, it has

many .

.

-a-rylarldHirn
.

schools partitularly. Younger children enjoy the direct hands-on

approach; combine this with taking them outside their usual classroom

situation and they can begin to regard learning irk, more meaningful and

enjoyable ways. OBIS provides for both these experiences. Equally

important, elementary science teachers often don't.command the degree

of science\preparation typically found amongst secondary science faculty.

The design of the OBIS materials will permit them to include topics

and experiences for their classes which they might otherwise not feel

comfortable in handling.
2 6 5
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The flexibility of the strategies also allows for a broader use of the
materials than the project designers considered. Depending upon the
skill and the background of the leader or teacher, the materials can
be used with a wider age-range than intended in the original design.
The response to the program already by schools and non-educational
groups indicates the need for both the topics and the approach.

A very positive feature of the program is the opportunity it affords
the individual child to experience his or her environment and to
formulate a personal value considering his or her relation to it.
Since the activity is done with a group, it further affords the
opportunity to understand the social response of the human being in
and with the environment.

This reviewer sees scrong use of the OBIS materials in elementary
science programs and would urge that the project be broadened to
include these particular instructional heeds. Many individualized
science packages for classroom use are available to elementary
teachers; few, if any, outdoor group materials,,emT-avilable. The
OBIS programshould Se widely publicized to schools as well as to
youth organizations.

One recommendation would be that a needs assessment be conducted prior
to a project proposal. The need is notaquestioned; merely the
sequence.

Panelist: fir. Albert L. Priers

The OBIS curriculum, w le not unique in c tent, is distinctive in
its format and tar population. The folios are designed attractively
and are written a nontechnical fashion thus avoiding rejection by
group leaders unacquainted with outdoor biology.

1,on(ern about the suitability of these materials for older youth (12-
15 years) has been expressed by members of the panel. However, OBIS
provides a quantity of very worthwhile activities and approaches not
normally part of the repertoire of volunteer group leaders. Although
the method of implementation of these activities and the complexity
of the conclusions which they generate will depend extensively on the
mental and social maturity of the groups using them, it is the opinion
of this 7eviewer that OBIS has potential for all ages from 3 to 80+.

A serious omission from the pacKaged curriculum is a list of references
to which use may turn for assistance in handling questions concerning
the more scphisticated aspects of field biology such as taxonomy. It
is suggested thatrsuch a list be included. It would also be highly
desirable to insert a repetitive statement reminding users to return
their working site to :ts original -- or improved -- state before
leaving it.
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Panelist: Dr. Howard Stein

I am delighted with the OBIS folios. They satisfy a strong need in the

community -- a need of which I have been aware directly for several

years. They further are conceived in the spirit that Yearning the

principles of science can be fun.

The user of these materials will not be restricted to the particular

target group identified by the OBIS personnel. Althou.gh the project

focuses on non-school users, there undoubtedly are many schools in

which short field trips are or could be used to supplement Classroom

instruction. Teachers in these schools may very well find that OBIS

folios are the bast sources of ideas for conducting these field trips.

In evaluating these folios one must keep in mind that they propose

activities which need to be modified somewhat to suit season and

location. The individuals (teachers, group leaders, etc.) who use the

folios will, in most cases, require additional supportive materials or

persona: experience in order to cope with the natural curiosity of

the children being instructed.

It would therefore be advisable for the OBIS staff to add reference

lists to the folios. For example, a folio which suggests activities

related to identificationipf organisms should .indeed must -- include

references to simple, appropriate field manuals and keys. There is a

vast supply of such support material which is inexpensive and/or which

often is available in local school or public libraries.

The success of implementation depends almost completely on the effective-

ness of the people who act as instructors. They are thus the potential

weakest links in the OBIS strategy. Efforts to educate the instructors

in the use of OBIS folios are worthwhile. Part of this can be accomplished

by beefing up the materials given to the instructors. Specifics on each

folio such as theoretical background and expected outcomes would be

helpful. I can imagine that colleges or adult education programs in a

given metropolitan area could design courses for these instructors and

offer them without any federal subsidy:

I am aware that some of the panelists criticize the project because they

believe that the age level specified by the OBIS staff is too high.

This is perhaps an unimportant point because the products will be

selected for varying age.levels depending on the nature of local groups

and differences among the folios. I am suggesting that tiefolios

represent primarily idea packets for instructor-, to be modified to

suit age levels, locale, etc. Also I am empha: .ing that the OBIS

folios most often will not be used as a unit.
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Panelist: Dr. Roger K. Wangen

From a point of view of a global citizen and an educational consultant
who perceives global problems as interdisciplinary phenomena, I find
the Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies a constructive set of
materials for expanding young peoples' awareness of their natural
environment.

OBIS materials approach values in an implicit manner but provide
for individuals to explicitly clarify one's own values while inter-
acting with the materials. One might infer that OBIS does value
young people interacting with young people, young people working
and learning construcjively together, and appreciate, respect, and
understand one's enaronment to name lust a few.

The content selection for the consumer group identified is a most
difficult task. Only experienced perceptive educators, who have long
experience with students, other educators, and organized youth groups
like the OBIS staff could have developed this broad ranged flexible
content.

The author's approach of developing explicit materials for instructional
leaders is desirable for informal community-based studies. This
approach does not discriminate against young people who do not read
well,making OBIS unique. The approach, however, will permit the use
of the materials as supplementary in a traditional school; basic
materials in a more informal or alternative school as well as basic
materials for a community-based group interested in informal learning
activities.

I' have two suggestions for the staff. The materials would make a
greater educational contribution if the authors would suggest that
students acquire, organize, evaluate, and report on social interaction
between individuals and groups and individuals, groups and their
environment.

A second suggestion would be to "discover" words not perceived as
sexist in nature. 'Man-managed environment" might be changed to
"people-developed" or, better yet, raise the sexism challenge with young
people and solicit their ideas.
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D. 12. a: HSP: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Three-Year Integrated Human Science Curriculum for the Middle

Schools (HSP)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Norris Ross (as of 9/75)

INSTITUTION: Biological Sciences Curriculum Study Co., Boulder, Colorado

BUDGET: Total Granted: $1,782,940

Dates: 10/1/72 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The Human Sciences Program (HSP) is developing a new

three-year interdisciplinary curriculum designed specifically

for the intermediate grades. Subject matter is drawn from the

biological, social and behavioral sciences.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

To develop a new three-year interdisciplinary curriculum for the intermediate

grades. The subject matter will be drawn from the biological,-behavioral,

and social sciences.
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ACTIVITY PLAN

First, perio.

March 71-September 72

Second Period

October 72-September 74

Thira Period

October 74-September 76

Plan and conduct three
curriculum framework
conferences.

Test pilot modules in
grades six, seven, and
eight.

Produce and test seventh-
grade materiels.

-

Prepare preliminary
program objectives.

Publish program
rationale.

Plan, develop, produce,
and test eighth-grade
materials.

Plan, develop, and
produce three pilot
modules.

,

Plan, develop, produce,
and test sixth-grade
materials.

Prepare teacher's guide-
for the three-year
program.

Prepare preliminary
rationale and ,

curriculum framework
statement.

.

Plan and develop
seventh-grade
materials.

Revise demonstration
module.

Revise seventh-grade
and eighth-grade
modules.

Prepare and produce.

demonstration module.
_ Prepare Human Sciences

program information.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Project Direction

Project staff - General direction of the project in all its details is
handled by Mr. Norris Ross. The day-by-day operational responsibility rests
with the Project Director, a Teacher Associate, three full-time consultants
and an evaluation consultant. The principal staff members are assisted by a
support staff which provides secretarial and clerical services, financial
management, art work, design and editing.

Advisory Committee - The project has an advisory committee whose membership is
rotational. Current members are listed below. The advisory committee provides
consultation, reviews materials, and meets with the writing teams to review
specific plans for modules.
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HUMAN SCIENCES ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS

1973-1976

Paul DeHart Hurd, Chairman
School of Education
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Paul J. Bohannan
Department of Anthropology
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois
(1973-1979

Jack L. Ca ter
Department of Biology
The Colara o College
Colorado S rings, Colorado

(1974-present)

Thomas J. Cleaver
College of Multidisciplinary

Studies
Division of Education
University of Texas at San Antonio

San Antonio, Texas
(1975-present)

Lewis Dexter
Department of Political Science
University of Maryland

Baltimore, Maryland
(1973-1974)

Marvin Druger
Department of Biology and

Science:Education
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

(1974-1975)

Richard D. Mase
Department of Social Studies
John Adams High School
Portland, Oregon

(1975-present)

Patrick Milburn
The Center for Integrative

Education
New Rochelle, New York
(1973-1974)

F. James Rutherford
School of Education
New York University
New York, New York
(1975 - present)

Peter Scharf
Moral Education Center
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
(1973-1975)

Harry Wolcott
Center for Educational Policy

Management
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
(1974)
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UTILIZATION PLAN:

1974 - 5 Information ConferenCes

7 Resource Personnel Development Programs
1 School System Project
2 Teacher Centered Projects

1975 - 7 Information Conferences

7 -ResourcePOrsonneTTevelopment Programs
1 School System Project'',

2 Teacher Centered Projects

.These totals do not inclUde anv dissemination center or field test
site activities.

HISTORY

1966 the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study submitted a proposal
to the National Science Foundation for the development of guidelines for
a modern instructional-- program in the life sciences for the middle grades.
The project was funded in early 1967 by the National Science Foundation.
William V. Mayer, Director of the BSCS, and Jack L. Carter, former Associate
Director,of the BSCS, assumed responsibility for its conduct. Visits were
made to schools in various parts of the country to talk with teachers and
school administrators about theirs life science programs and to visit science
clasSes in those schools. Teachers, science supervisors, biologists,
science educators, and principaldwere identified for participation in a
series of conferences to consider specific curriculum and instructional
problems and make recommendations on a middle schools program.

FiVe conferences to de4lop recommendations for a life science program
were held in Boulder, Colorado between November 1967 and June 1968.
Several college and university professors of biology and of education,
secondary school administratots, and middle school teachers were invited
to attend. A sixth meeting of selected participants from earlier con-
ferences was held in November of 1968, to summarize the recommendations
of thee conferences. In 1969 Dr. Paul DeHart Hurd of Stanford University
prepared a summary statement of the conference recommendations as a set
of guidelines published in BSCS Newsletter 34, April 1969.

The full report of the conference was published in BSCS Special Publica-
tion Seven, Life Sciences in the Middle School.

A proposal to initiate the development of curriculum materials, for eleven-
to thirteen-year olds, consi4tent with the guidelines, was submitted to
the National Science Foundation in 1970. The long-range plan described
a five and one-half year project for planning, development, production, and
classroom testing of curriculum materials, folilowing the guidelines previ-
ously developed.
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PERSONNEL

The Project Director, Mr. Norris Ross, received the B.S. in Biology and

Mathematics in 1964, and the M.S. in Cell Biology in 1969. He was a high

school scien teacher from 1964 to 1972, and has concentrated on curriculum

developmen si. hat time.
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2. b: LISP (Panel 5): Project Director's Response to 10 Review Questions

Qrstion 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

A. What are the project's efforts at needs assessment?

Needs assessment began in late 1966 with the development of a
proposal to prepare guidelines for a modern instructional prooram
in the life sciences for those grades between elementary
school and secondary school. This guidelines proposal was fu :led
in early 1967 and involved an extensive series of visits to
schools throughout the United States. It included interviews
with teachers and school administrators and visits to science
classes. These initial visits were followed by five conferences
that took place between November 1967 and June 1968 involving
junior high school science teachers, science supervisors,
college and university professors.of biology and education,
administrators, and others in the field of science education. A
sixth meeting held November 1968 resulted in BSCS Special
)ublication No. 7 entitled "Life Sciences in the Middle School"
which appeared in 1969. In addition, a statement of the
conference recommendations as a set of guidelines was first
published in BSCS Newsletter No. 34 in April of 1969. These two
documents fairly summirize the extensive needs assessment conducted
prior to the initiation of a proposal for developmental activity.

B. Are there any other documented and/or generally accbpted needs
for these instructional materials?

See Item A above. In addition, a documented approach to
adolescent education was published in 1973 by the BSCS that deal,s
extensively, with historical development and the more theoretical
considerations underlying the Human Sciences Program. In add ion,
it provides additional readings, the three most critical of whi
are:

Inhelder, Barbel and Jean Piaget. 1958. The Growth of
Lo ical Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence: an Essay
on t e Construction of Formal Operational Structures,
translate by Trime Parson and S. Milgram. New York:
Basic Books.

Kagan, J. and Robert Coles,eds. 1972. Twelve to Sixteen,.
Early Adolescence. New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc.

so,

Kohlberg, Lawrence and Rochelle Mayer. 1972. Developpept_as_the
Aimof_EduLation."Harvard Educatiohal Review" 42(4):449-496.
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C. How many pupils could these materials be expected to reach?

The middle-school target
population contains about a million

pupils annually at each of the three grade levels, for a total

target population of three million. It would be expected that

this curriculum initially would reach no less than ten percent of

this audience or 300,000 pupils annually, and could reach 50%

or more tif the target population with suitable implementation.

D. Are there any satisfactory alternative instructional materials in

this area?

There are no materials based exclusively on hands-on, student.

directed, individualized, self-contained, interdisciplinary

activities. Most programs are oriented around a textbook or

a series of texts, such as those forlthe Intermediate Science

CUrriculum Study (ISCS);--Introduotory Physical Science (IPS);'

Interaction series as published by Rand McNally,and the Concepts

in Science Series published by Harcourt Brace. These and other

series are based primarily on a text presentation of science in

a structured scheme. While these alternatives may be satisfactory

for textbook oriented program, the Human Sciences charge was

for the production of a nontext program to which no viable

alternative exists.

E. Additional questions or evidence important in answering this

question.

The critical issue in curriculum development is to create innovative

programs that are at the cutting edge of both content and

pedagogy. Programs should be developed that the commercial sector

has 'wither funds to pursue nor inclination to develop. In short,

curriculum activities should bring forth materials not previously

extant, that can stand not only on their own two feet in the

classroom but also serve as models on which, others can build and

to which others can contribute.
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Question 2: Is there a market fOr these instructional materials?

A. What other products ar)a iailable to meet the need?

\ .

Practically every commercial publisher has a textbook program for
the middle school populatiO4 Among the better known are the
sequences published by Har urt Brace, Lippincott, Rand McNally,
and Prentice Hall. In adei ion, text programs such as IPS, ISCS
and others sponsored by the ational Science Foundation, have
been commercially released. \

'

The commerciallyjsponsored and published materials are essentially
paraphrases of hgh schoOl materials, written in simpler vocabulary
for students of the middle scho 1 level. The federally sponsored
programs emphasizing laboratory work and process are a marked
improvement over the written -dowi textbooks, but they too are
text-oriented.

1

ThAliuman Sciences Program is the 'only program under development
for this target populatOn that is\a multimedia, interdisciplinary,
hands -on, activity oriented, student-centered, individualized
program. Its design is such as to eliminate the textbook and
provide students:with. a wide valety,of materials from which to
pick and choose in the module areas of content and process. The
program is designed with the student in mind and to capitalize on student
involvement through a variety of experiences that appeal not only
to interest but to ability levels. Imaddition, it should be noted
that a strong emphasis is placed on he orientation of science within
the societal framework, a position originally mandated to the
National Science Foundation curriculum developers, but that now
questioned.

B. Is there room for this produCt in the curriculum?

'There is an already existing,. science slot in the middle school
curriculum. The Human Sciences Program is identified as a program
in science. Its social components, however, allow it to interdigitate
with social science programs also available at this lever.

C. How effective is the project's dissemination plan?

The project beganwith 21 classes in sewn test schools throughtout
the United States, primarily to provide feedback for materials
revision. Subsequently, an implementation,program was funded by
the National Science Foundation consisting of four major centers:
One each in Queens, New York, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; San Antonio,
Texas; and Bellingham, Washington. Each one of these centers serves
to train interested teachers and each of the teachers trained in
these centers in turn serves as a resource person to train still more.
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Zvi The aim is to make dissemination self sufficient in that*not only

will each segment of the program have a fully detailed teacher's

guide, but there will be a teacher's guide that covers the entire

philosophy, rationale and pedagogical implications of the program.

Thesi coupled with in-service training on the part of interested

school systems will serve to disseminate mate-leis in classrooMs.

In addition, thousands of copies of BSCS Special Publication

No. 7, our Human Sciences document mentioned in Question 1, the

BSCS Newsletter, and answering individual teacher or school

system questions serve to disseminate materials still further.

Certainly NSF implementation is not a requisite for the project's

dissemination plan. However, there is no doubt that NSF funding

of dissemination programs increases not only the rapidity of

dissemination but its effectiveness as well by providing a

critical mass of trained teachers to keep the program going.

In short, NSF implementation is not essential but, if available,

would be sought.

D What has been the free market icsponse to the need that these

instructional materials are assigned to fill?

Publishers have been uniformly enthusiastic concerning the philosophy,

rationale and design of the program However, they readily admit

that their organizations would not be ab-.' to fund the development

of such programs. Because it is a nun-text program and the

publishing industry is strongly oriented to the production of text-

books, certain publishers have felt unable to handle the various

components the program requires. However, we are currently waiting

National Science Foundation approval to enter contract negotiations

with either Hubbard Scientific which produces non -text materials

such as the Me Nov and Me and My Environment programs for the

educable mentiTT3ThandiliPlieTor with Sargent-Welch, one of

whose components is Ii:terecllegiate Press. Both of these firms

are committed to the philosophy and background of the program and

are ,,:mpetitively bidding for its publication.

E What is T.',c2 likelihood that the product would be used if available?

The interest in the program has been excer.iondlly high. We receive

more than a pundred letters a month from interested teachers and

school adminiitiators concerning it. We have completely exhausted

our stocks of Special Publication No. 7 awl the Human Sciences

pz:blication. The demand for experfli lcnta'hiaterials has ben so

aheavy that we have made rranf;ements to !Produce additional instructional

,udulps nt cost, ,rich (Jloid be sold to interested scnbol systts

for classrov: ute. As of nod, over a hundred of these modules have

been sold as well as several thousand special teacher's guide packages,

Jqnicn py:)iirie a limiled amount of module material as wz11 as in-

structin:is on its use.
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Attendance at national meetings and conventions in which the Human
Sciences Program has been outlined has elicited a tremendous
amount of response. We have numerous requests regarding when
the program will be commercially available, for it fits a need not
now met by any current program. We have no doubts that a target
population exists ready, willing and eager to adopt the program
as soon as it appears.

F. Additional questions or evidence.

The needs assessment indicated demand for the type of program
develop d, and even in its experims.ial stages the program has
been rem,rkably well received as an innovation of consequence.
Classroom feedback notes that students who had previously been
disciplinary or truant problems have met' success with this type
of program, and have had their attitudes changed regarding
schooling at this level. This is a most difficult time for students
and teachers as students are in the process of changing from
children to adolescents. A program that takes cognizance of this
developmental change meets the needs of the target population
largely neglected. There is no doubt in our minds that a market
exists for these instructional materials.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials -possess a clear purpose and
rationale?

A. What are the stated aS.sumptions, values and goals behind these
instructional materials?

The materials are based primarily on a Piagetian developmental model
wherein one assumes a variety of cognitive operations applicable to
specific age groups. It is based on the assumption that direct
experience is a more valid learning device than indirect communication.
Further, we assume that students can learn individually with a
minimum of teacher direction and we also assume a variability
in student population that must be appealed to by a variety of
activities. One assumption is that cognitive skills such 4s
problem solving and critical thinking can be learned as can
other elements of the curriculum. And, finally we assume that
the skills can be taught as a logical process.

The materials do not foster a given value system, but rather ask
the students to look at value conflicts and resolve them in
view of individual analysis of data based on background and
experience. Values inherent in the curriculum are critical thinking,
autonomous learning, assumption of responsibility, cmoperative
eftorts in classroom endeavors, shared managerial responsibilities
between studont and teacher for the classroom environment,
decision making, evaluation of data, dcalint:, with problems, self
evaluation of individual performance, scientific approaches to
problem solving and value judgments based on evidence. The goals
are elucidated in Section 6 entitled "The Recommendations" of BSCS
Special Publication No. 7, Life Sciences in the Middle Schools.
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B. What assumptions, values, and goals may be inferred directly from

the instructional materials themselves?

The materials are designed to elicit those goals and behaviors under

A. above. Inference, like beauty may be in the eye of the beholder.

One person looking at a sunset may be impressed by its beauty.

Another looking at the same sunset may only wish to complete an

outdoor task because it is getting dark. The materials themselves

pose no inferences not in keeping with the stated assumptions,

values and goals of the program:

C. Is it reasonable to expect that instructional materials based on

these assumptions will fill the need documented in question 1?

The program was carefully structured in response to the initial

needs assessment and every important need has been dealt with in

the materials so far prepared.

Alternative assumptions, value: and goals can always be generated.

For example, instead of using a Piagetian model that takes cognizance

of student's development stages, a Skinnerian model of behavioral

modification could have been selected, or an Ausabelian model of

advanced organizers. It was felt that no other educational theory

so well matched the needs as elucidated in the initial assessment

as the Piagetian model and the assumptions, values and goals that

derived from it.

D. Are the instructional materials themselves clear and understandable?

Do they form a cohesive package? Is the sequenc@oof presentation

clear?

Extensive field testing over the past three years has indicated

that the materials are comprehensible to students. The materials

are not designed to form one cohesive package, but, because of the

alternatives presented, there are sequences to which the teacher

is privy that form a learning continuum. A certain amount of planned

redundancy and relationship exists between the modules at the various

grade levels, and certain modules and activities sequences are desirable

to be performed before others. These are clearly delineated in the

teacher's manual.

E. What is the rationale for the selection of individual curriculum

modules?

The modules have been designed around the concerns and interests of

students as elucidated by the extensive interview program. They

are designed to focus upon the interface of the natural and social

science disciplines. They are selected because they offer direct

experiences of a concrete nature and the possibility of the direct

observation of phenomena. Formal learning sequences are delayed

until later in the program to take advantage of the students

reaching the appropriate developmental stage. As the student

progresses through the modular sequence, additional formal questions

are evidenced.
vr i)
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The needs assessment clearly delineated the interests and concerns
of students. The Piagetian model forms a theoretical base into
which these interests and concerns can be intercalated. The
purposes have been clearly delineated and a rationale for their
achievement developed. The assumptions, values and goals have been
published, widely distributed and commented upon, and form an
agreed upon base for curriculum development.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifiClly
correct?

A. To what degree are the instructional materials scientifically
accurate?

Distinguished biologists such-as Russell Stevens;'Bruce Wallace,
Val Woodward and others were involved in the initial corferences to
delineate a content framework. Materials were prepared by skilled
teams of writers including both scientists and educators. The
materials, in turn, have been reviewed by additional content
specialists to insure accuracy. -

B. To what degree are the instructional materials scientifically
current?

As noted in A. above, consistent involvement of outstanding
scientists and educators in every stage of,the developmental
sequence has insured themost modern of corftent as well as its
accuracy.

C. Is the content of these instructional materials aimed towards
training future scientists or toward a scientifically literate
population?

Out of a typical Middle School population, less than 50% will
be going on to colle e and of that number less than 5% will
pursue careers in ience. Therefore, the major aim of the program
has been directed oward a scientifically literate population.
This does not mean, however, that the science directed student
will not profit from development of cognitive skills, logic,
critical thinking, autonomous learning, responsibility, decision-
making and the scientific approaches to problem solving that are
intercalated in these materials.

D. What portion of the discipline and approach to the discipline is
represented by these instructional materials?

At the Middle School level the curriculum slot is labeled science.
The major Human Sciences emphasis among the sciences i$ on biology, as
studies indicate it is the discipline of greatest immediate
interest to students of this age. However, engineers, earth
scientists, physicists, chemists and others have been involved in
the development of cross disciplinary activities and social scientists
have been employed to aid in the cooperative development of the
interface focus between science and social science so characteristic
of this curriculum.
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E. Additional questions or evidence.
ci

The materials of levels 1 and 2 have gone through an extensive

testing program, and are in the process of being rewritten on the

basis of feedback obtained from their use. Level 3 materials

are being tried out in schools this year. When all three levels

have been evaluated in the classroom there will be a complete

review of the program to insure the maximum effectiveness of

sequencing of materials and the interdigitating of normally discrete

science disciplines together with societal concerns.

Question 5.: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally

sound?

A. Do you anticipate any adverse reactions to these instructional

materials? Are there especially favorable reactions which

may also be anticipated?

No one can guarantee a curriculum to be free from potential adverse

reactions. There is almost no textbook that has been free of

criticism from one splinter group or another. In the biological

sciences, because they deal directly with humans and their

behavior, we could expect Christian Scientists to be exercised

about the germ theory of disease, Catholics concerned over

population control, anti-vivftectionists against the classroom use

and presence of animals, negativism from anti -evolutionists,

and protests from those who feel that reproduction is not a fit

topic for school children.

We have taken every reasonable precaution to avoid offending any

particular group and to present a balanced and reasonable account

if the sciences in their social setting. We cannot, however, in

good conscience, bowdlerize the discipline to remove every

potentially contentious item. To do so would leave the curriculum

a bland pudding of morphology, systematics and chemical formulae

to which no one would object, simply because the curriculum has

no interest for them. We have attempted honestly and straightforwardly

td_cover relevant scientific information without unduly upsetting the

flat earth society, astrologers, believers in the occult, food

faddists and others who tend to take issue with scientific information

at variance with their own belief system.

The implementation plan for the material is such that parents,

pupils, teachers and administrators are involved in full and frank

discussions of materials prior to their introduction into the

classroom. In areas where a sensitivity exists, such as human

reproduction, this sensitivity is called to the attention of

administrators and teachers and discussed with'parents. Fortunately,

the program is so structured that specific activities can be

removed from a given topic area within a module without completely

vitiating the thrust of the module of the specific topic area.

Activities are supplied in excess of what will normally be done in

order to make valid choice possible. An especially favorable
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attribute of the program is the ability to tailor it to a set of
community mores or for a selection of activities within a module
to be made available to the students, as the student has no textbook
but selects only from a panoply of activities. These opportunities,
unlike the situation with the standard textbook, offer a flexible
content and order of materials so as to make certain materials
available to students who are ready for them, and to deny access
to such materials to students who are not.

On the basis of classroom trials, we have had exceptionally
favorable reactions to the materials. Especially strong points
commented upon have been the flexibility of the materials, their
applicability, their high degree of interest to the student, the
developmental approach, the iadividualization, the proceed-at=
your-own-pace timing, the self-evaluation and the noncompetitive,'
non-threatening nature of the materials to each individual student.

B. Does the content approach present any special difficulties for the
students at the age and development level targeted?

One of the strong features of the program is that the content and
approach have already taken note of the cognitive, affective and
maturational stages of the students of the age and developmental
level targeted. The variety of materials presented offers
students opportunity to exercise skills that they have already
developed, and to develop skills they do pat yet possess. This
variety appeals to students of varying ability, those who are
passing formal thinking stages, and those interested in a wide
variety of science-sociaL problems. The program has been tailored
with a variety of learning styles and types, and in the absence
of rigid proscribed sequences, obviates diffi ultie met by
materials that "have" to be accomplished in s quen e.

C. Are there any students for whom this content/approach should
not be used?

We have had no experiences with student populations that have
_,.,mot found the program effective. The choice of activities and

their sequencing appeal to most students. Students who have been
brought up on a rote memory, rhetoric of conclusions approach
to science and education in general, may be initially disturbed by
being on their own with minimal teacher guidance for this program,
but soon come to p,,-*ticipate in the overall classroom activity in
i; constructive fashion.

D. What are the instructioull materials' strategies for dealing with
value -laden areas?

In addition to the publications that provide an insight and overview
of the entire program, each module has a Teacher's Guide that
includes all student activities and instructions to the teacher
relative to each. The activities within a r'odule are divided into
problem areas. The number of students who should be qorking with
a given activity is listed.
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The focus of the activity and its objectives are clearly delineated.

The teacher is provided with additional
opportunities for students

who wish to pursue the given activity further, and teaching considerations

that warn the teacher of potentially
sensitive areas and how to

deal with them are elucidated. Problems are selected to encourage

students and questions the teacher could use for interaction with

students are presented. Teachers are also'provided with information

that facilitates student
self-evaluation, and with data as to how

to elicit student choice of problems. The teacher's guides which

accompany the experimental materials are undergoing -revision based

on teacher feedback and should have any current inadequacies

rectified.

E. Additional questions or evidence relative to content.

The content implied by the term science is vast, and when to this is

added the social implications of scientific material, curriculum

developers are faced with critical decision making regarding

selection of materials to be covered. No attempt has- been made

to cover ill the fields of science and social science, but a

judicious sampling of the sciences and their social relevance has

been made. In terms of the developmental stages of the students,

content has been selected that will most likely be effective for

students who are largely in the concrete stage of cognition.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional

materials desirable?

A. What are the anticipated impacts of these instructional materials on

all consumers?

(1) Students - To learn how to learn,to develop multifactor

approaches in seeking alternative explanations to problems.

To make cross cultural
comparisons of critical biosocial

issues. To analyze controversial issues for their empirical

and ethical elements and deal with them in socially constructive

ways. To draw upon a wide variety of resources as elements

of creative thinking. To develop an understanding of man

as a social and biological being. To develop confidence

that phenomena are explicable. To practice in real problem

contexts such specific inquiry skills as observation,

interviewing, information display, decision making, analysis

and question asking. To develop interest in and curiosity

about the future. To gain experience in the potentialities'

and limitations of the methods of scientific and social

investigation. To develop individuality and to encourage

reflection on the democratic core values which lend stability

to American society. 255
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(2) Teachers - To make the teacher a true intellectual resource.
To free the teacher from routine managerial tasks. To
give the teacher more time to spend individually with
students. To create a student centered evaluation system
to free the teacher from grading constraints. To allow
the teacher to recognize his or her potential as an
aucator.

(3) Administrators - To meet the educational needs of the
community being serviced. To provide a depth and
breadth of educational experience to maximize the
effectiveness of the teaching situation. To accommodate
to a wide variety of student interests and abilities.
To involve parents and community leaders in curriculum
decisions.

B. Which of the intended effects would be realized as a result of
using these materials?

While it would be simple to say that all of the factors in A.
above should be realized, local constraints, personalities,
training, background, school organization and community mores will
not allow all of the intended effects to be realized. However,
even if only a fraction of those anticipated impacts were to be
realized, the program would have been successful. In trial
situations, where none of the anticipated impacts have met with
negative response, the demands of time, class size, and other factors
not related to the value of the materials have militated against
the accomplishment of all.

C. What-unintended effects might you anticipate as a result of using
these materials?

In the hands of the careless, slipshod, or unprepared teacher, these
materials, as any classroom materials, could be perverted-to
unanticipated ends. A teacher who did not see the program as an
opportunity to interact with children, but rather one which required
no teacher participation, would cause a great deal of the curriculum
design to be vitiated. The converse is also true. A teacher who
insisted on being the center of all classroom activities and not
allowing the students to achieve their own potential would seriously
affect the open autonomous learning pattern built into the program.

D. Is the content and approach of these materials fair?

Every effort has been made to avoid sexual, racial, ethnic, and
religious bias or stereotyping The illustration program shows boys
and lirls in a wide Variety of activities but does not reinforce
stereotyped patterns. The materials emphasize minorities and stress
ethnic contributions to science and society. In its social and
science orientation, the program is devoid of religious bias or
religious emphasis. 284
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E. What are the important process ',.),aturf,s?

The major process features are listed in A. abdve. In terms of

science specific process features, the program includes observing,

questioning, describing, speculating, interpreting, valuing,

choosing, verifying, comparing and experimenting.

F. In general terms, It can be stated that no curriculum develbper

knowingly proposes or anticipates'outcomes for instructional

materials that would be undesirable. Therefore, desirability becomes

a relative matter of who desires and to what purposes. Honesty

may be desirable in the eyes of some, bu not in the eyes of others.

This question assumes that there is a given set of desirable character- .

istics on which all are in agreement. f this were true it would

be easy for the National Science Foundation in its curriculum

activities to demand these as the desirable outcomes of education.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for the schools?

A. Is special training needed by teachers -to use these instructional

materials effectively?

The content is not beyond the ken of the average middle school

science teacher. The methodology involved, however, while it may

be familiar to most, has not been that commonly employed in

their own classes. The teacher's materials provided are adequate

for those who will read and follow the program as outlined.

Any program is helped by special training. It possible to be a

self taught painter or singer, but professional lessons increase

the proficiency of the learner. Similarly, teachers can be self-

taught or expedited towards a given end by an implementation

program. While training is not essential, it would be markedly

helpful.

B. Do these materials pose any special problems for existing

organizational structure within the schools?

The instructional materials are designed to fill the science slot

currently existing in the Middle School curriculum. They do not

require special laboratories or esoteric equipment and should

fit easily within current practice and organizational structure. They

require no redefinition of the curriculum, but may encourage

closer cooperation between the science and social science teachers

in a given institution.

C. Are the costs of these materials realistic?

The modules have been carefully costed out and are price competitive

with other multimedia activity oriented programs.
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D. Do the new instructional materials-reqUire any snecial learning
,

resources?

They require nothing not now normally found in schools. The
modules are self contained with all necessary printed matter,
forms and media.

E. Will the new instructional materials require school districts to
establish optional classes?

The materials, by offering a wide variety of activities within each
module, are specifically designed not to require optional classes.
Activities are t varied levels ofUifficulty, at varying interest
levels'and, if values contrary to the values of the community are
anticipated by use of any given activity, it can easily be removed
from the sequence. The flexibility of the materials appeals to
interests of students with a wide range Of abilities and allows a
clatt of mixed achievement to work together as a unit.

F. Additional questions and evidence.
1

The initial needs assessment dictated early that the curriculum/be
non-threatening, fit the existing/school slot, and require no
special training or change in organizational structure in the
schools. They were designed to be cost competitive, use common
materials and cover the range of student abilities and interests
in any given class.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials
reasonable?

A. What are the expected total dollar costs for implementing these
instructional materials?

In experimental format, a complete module containing all necessary
materials for le-arii-d-a, teachers, staff, training personnel,
installation, etc. has been around $200.00. There are five
modules in each of the first two years, and four Modules in the
third., Discussions with commercial publishers indicate they feel
that the cost per module will be competitive. Efficiencies of
mass production should bring module costs under $200.00. It should
be noted that one $200.00 module provides approximately 8 weeks of
instruction for up to 200 students per day, which make the
cost per pupil per year negligible.

/

B. What are the costs of continuing use of the instructional materials?

There are no support service costs. Depending on how many students
use the mkterrai,s, the expendable items are replaceable at a cost of
520 to $30 per year per module.
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C. What other ways might the school district spend'mg1hey to meet

the same need?

As no other comparable program exists, there is /no way to purchase

a similar program. The other alternative would be to purchase

textbook oriented programs of instruction for 'the middle school.

.
What are the expected costs of comparable instructional materials?

There are no comparable instructional materials. Costs of other

federally supported projects that reach this target population, such

as SCIS and ISCS are in the same price range as the Human

Sciences Program.

' E. What non-fiscal.costs might be involved?

There should be no nonfiscal cost, but rather a non-fiscal

credit for those adopting the program. The only time a nonfiscal

cost could he accrued would be, in this program as in any, if

the materials were fOrced on teachers who had not subscribed to°

the goals of the program.
The dictation of a new teaching style

not acceptable to the teacher would be deleterious for both teacher

and student.

F. Additional questions and evidence.

The HuMan Sciences Program is a unique one where structure and

pedagogy are completely innovative. The costs for all innovative progrmnsi /

arte similar.
Human Sciences is no more expensive than other new

programs.

Question Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing

these instructional materials?

A. ,as there been adequate opportunity for
interested parties to

rovide input-into the development?

(es, the model adopted for curriculum implementation and instructional
H
i

improvement involves inputs from private enterprise, the scientifit

and educational communities and governmental agencies. It

operates with a sequence of organization from a coordinating

group, which is a national level committee representative of

government, industry, professional scientists, biologists, science

educators, science curriculum'coordinators and middle school

teachers. The coordinating group
interacts with regional centers

staffed by several master teachers equipped with the resources

prescribed by the program. These, in turn, work with teachers

from the community centers who adjust the curriculum to the

demands of ...egional and local settings This activity includes

working with parents to engage their interest and support for

the new course. Feedback travels from te community centers back
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to the regional centers and the coordinating group and to te
schools and 'ultimately the individual students. Literally hundreds
of people have been involved in the structuring, development and
implementation'of this program.

B. Are there adequate internal monitoring procedures for the projec

Yes. Constant evaluation of each module and each activity area
within the module provides continuous monitoring of the materia s
andthe:reactions to them. This monitoring feeds back into th
revision cycle and is apparent in rewritten material.

C. Are therCadequate external evaluation procedures for the project?

An external advisory committee oversees the entire project and
',provides policy guidance under the chairmanship of Dr. Paul
DeHart Hurd. In addition, content reviewers check for content
accuracy -and modernity while other reviewers check for
pedagogical continuity.

D. Does the proje t seem to be top heavy administratively?

The project ad inistration is tailored to the tasks Ito be accomplished.
Spartan admini tration and minimal bureaucratic control are two
key words in the administrative design. Administration is
considered adequate and flexi- b-l-e.

E. Is the project staff providing adequate information to NSF?

Yes. In the term of quarterly reports, periodic correspondence,
information on changng personnel and directions and consultations
with the NSF staff, both in Washington, D; C. and Boulder,
Colorado, NSF personnel have been invited to test schools and
test centers and have visited both. Thee is a constant dialogue
between the National Science Foundation nd the project staff
regarding projeCt progress and changes.

F. Additional questions or evidence. I

The track record for this program 'speaks for itself. An entirFly
new model has been created and materials produced for three'years
of classroom instruction with commensurate evaluation, testing,
feedback and revision. The program is now at a stage where it
can begin to be passed into,...the hands of the commercial sector
and made available for teachers and students. The fact that it
has act acted a great deal of attention in the academic communities
end favorable reaction indicates a soundness of design. The fact--
-that two' commercial enterprises are anxious to publish'the material
indicates that it has a salability worthy of private investment.
The Management education plan had to be adequate to achieve these
goals.
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D. 12. c: HSP (panel 5): Panel 'Respdhses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuinE need for-these instructional materials?

The HSP staff conducted a needs assessment as early as 1966 wit* several
additional conferences, checks, and feedback programs designed to.seek
direction from schools, students, and the public. This needs assessment
is considered by the panel an important feature of the projqct..

.',.1

Some of the needs to which HSP responds include:

1) learning materials specifically for the middle and junior
high schools;

.
2) materials which emphasize societal needs,

3) science for the middle school years which emphasize the
interrelationship of science and society, science discovery
and application, science and other academic disciplines,

4) a curriculum with the student and-his/her immediate environment
, as central to the activities,

5) a program that Considers issues, problems and values as well

as basic content,

6) materials appropriate for all students in grades 6, 7 and 8,

7) materials that allow choice, sequencing by the student, and
individual approaches.

These needs are generally identified, discussed, and advocated by current
educational leaders, researchers, and philosophers.

Materials are generally appropriate for the diversity of stu
maturity during the three-year middle or junior high school years. is

program could serve a potential three million students annually.

developers report that the program will initially reach "no less t .n
ten percent" of this population with an anticipated goal of fifty -rcent
if national implementation programs are conceived and supported.

The HSP repreients a unique program with the previously listed characteis-

. tics. In addition, HSP can be described as a hands-on, student centered
individualized, and interdisciplinary learning experience. The non -

textbook nature of the program makes it unique. The panel endorses the

developer's claim that no viable alternative materials with these.charac-

teristics exist.

Question 2: Is there a market for these-instructional materials?

At present, many types of middle school/junior high school science
4
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programs revolve around the use of a textbook. Thus, the Human Sciences
Project materials add a significant dimension to available science
curriculum.

Because of the modularized approach,this curriculum, or fractions=thereof,can be used within present science courses. The Human Sciences Projectcould be offered as an alternative to or replacement of the present middleschool'science program.
,

Since the curriculum project treats topics not traditionally presented inthe targetedgrade levels, some in-service teacher education must be= included in any implementation program. Ti P training should include
discussions of handling potentially sensitive issues (e.g., divorce)
as well as reviews of basic biological and social sciences.'

The panel is not aware of any similar materials which have been produced
by commercial publishers for the same audience. Since we believe thatthis project is a good alternativ
hope that commercial publishers eventually will consider developing
materials wi.th characteristics listed in the answers to question 1. However,we do not expect such action until the basic developmental and feasibilitystudies of the Human Sciences Project are completed.

Question 3: Do these .instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and rationale?

The instructional material's possess a clear purpose and rationale. The
panel'agrees with the stated assumptions that, by using the materials,
cognitive skills such as problem solving and critical thinking can be,
learned as can other elements of the curriculum!

The panel agreed with the project 'staff that "values inherent in the
curriculum are critical thinking, autonomous learning, assumption of
responsibility, cooperative efforts in classroom endeavors, shared mana-gerial responsibilities between student and'teacher for the classroom envi-
ronment, decision making, evaluation of data, dealing with problems,
self evaluation of individual performance, scientific approaches to
problem solving, and value judgments based on evidence."

The instructional materials allow for the fulfillment of the assumptions
and the goals since, by design, only those units acceptable to thmarents,
teachers, administrators and community members would be used.

The general groupings into which the curriculum is divided are well.
conceived. In addition it provides for choice on the-part of both studentand teacher to design a cohesive package to fit the educational needsof the community. The field testing procedures will-provide feedback
which will allow the staff to revise, add and/or delete materials. The
final product should be a curriculum which is clear and understandable
to most students in the target group.
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The modules were designed 1) to meet the concerns and interests of the

students and 2) to focus upon the interface of the natural and social

sciences. The educational effectiveness of the modules is plausible

since the'materials offer the use of direct experiences as well as

phenomena through observation as the learning mode.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically

correct ?"

The materials are scientifically accurate. The thoroughness with which

internal monitoring is performed assures accuracy and currency. ,

The panel feel's that man; areas are superficially covered rather than

in-depth. As a result the program addresses itself toward developing a

scientifically literate society. The materials., although human biology

oriented, have had input from other natural sciences as well as the

social sciences.

In telecommunications with review panelists, the project staff indicated

that some of the materials which do not fulfill the stated objectives are

being removed or revised.

Question 6: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally

sound?

The fact that the HSP program addresses itself to current problems suggests

that portions of the.curriculum could possibly lead to controversy and

difference of opinion. The availability of modules on these issues,

however, is an attractive featbre of the program.

The materials are educationally sound. They are individualized in a

manner which gives students the freedom to respond, the freedom to choose,

and the freedom to proceed at a chosen rate. HSP is not a course or a

-"course sequence in the traditional sense. Its modular nature provides

opportunity for schools, teachers, students and communities to structure

the kind of program that is meaningful to them while providing a resource

of suggestions which are concerned with meaningful and significant topics

in today's society.

Compared to other available programs, the HSP program is less dependent

upon student reading ability, interest of all students, ane general

ability, motivation and level of maturity. The approach to HSP content,

if handled in the manner recommended by the developers, insures that

'students at different levels can be accommodated. The materials and

the approach, largely because of the nonprescriptive characteristics,

appear to be equally appropriate for all students.

The HSP program includes a large number of,supplementary instructional'

aids to help schools, communities, and teachers use the materials

effectively. In addition, there is an impressive Teacher's Guide for
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each module.- Teachers are provided information to assist with student
self-evaluation, with facilitation of further student interaction, and
With assurance of appropriate handling of issues with indlvidDal students.

Altholigh Mere has been no attempt to include all:science topics, the
HSP content is educationally sound in the scope,, content and methods
utilized for considering it. The panel is convinced that the HSP materials
completed to date and the results of Ote field tests to date indicate that
the materials'are indeed educationally sound.

Question Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional
materials desirable?

The anticipated impacts outlined would provide expanded opportunities t
!7
o

middle school students in science education with the focal point being
human science. The panel expects students to find the program interesting
.and stimulating.

Teachers may need to develop additional skills to handle the subject
material effectively. 'In particular, teachers would need to be prepared
to handle reactions of students to the social issues that aretreated,inj
certain modules.

School administrators and boards of education may 'be placed in a position
of defending the adoption of the materials because of the explicit nature
of certain sections on development and reproduction. The target popula-
tion, because of its diverse level of mental and physical development, may
need to be selectively screened to provide alternate activities. This
same problem will be experienced with certatnAon-sensitive materials
because-some of the activities seem to be simplistic and would not chal-
lenge the more'mature students in the middle school age group. %However,
because of the modular approach to the learning aCtivities, selective
assignment based on the needs, abilities, maturity and interest of the
user can be easily arranged,

The panel recognizes the need for educational activity with socially
sensitive material. Potential users of HSP should be cautioned that there
is some of this type of instructional activity included. The panel suggests
that there may be parental reaction to ther introduction of a few module
topics presented for review.

There is no discernible sexual, racial or ethnic bias in the material
provided the committee. There may be some selective use of modules de-
pending on the sex of the student. However, this is not because of
sexual bias but rather as a result of the varied maturity levels of
students in the targeted age group.

Question 27: Do these instructional materials present implementation
problems for the schools/

To use these instructional materials.effectively teachers need skills in
the use of individualized instruction procedures, self-paced learning and
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the inquiry approach to science. Depending on their background and

experience, teachers may need special training in order to guide students

of various levels of maturity through those activities which deal with

human growth and behavior.

If a school official does not recognize the validity of indkidualiza-

tion and self-pacing, the traditional structure can be adapted to this .

program, The freedom and responsibility o be assumed by the students

can be introduced gradually with a minimum of schedule changes and class-

room reorganization. It should be recognized that teachers who are to

direct more than twenty-five students ata time in this type of program

will need some type of classroom assistance (school aides!, student

monitors, or peer facilitators). The panel would like to emphasize

the importance of the teacher commitment to this learning approach.

The modules are multfinediated and cost competitive. Most of the 'resources

needed are normal budget items pr availahle within the school.

If a school district chooses to adopt the complete set of modules, the

administration may wish to conduct the parent orientation program recom-

menced by the project directors. It should be made clear to-the parent

that there is provision for students to choose tonics within a given

areas as well as to/choose areas in which to work. Procedures should be

established which provide parents, if they so desire, with the opportunity

to participate in heir child's choices.
"i?

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials

reas6nable?

The'materials costs for.the program are no greater and, possibly, less

than the costs of other junior high school science programs. Similarly,

refill costs should not exceed current costs for middle school/junior

high school science course materials.

The present form of'the HSP curriculum does introduce subjects which

have potential psychological and/or social impacts. For example, modules

on the topics of divorce, death and reproductiware being tested. Thg

panel believes that these impacts may be minimized in three ways;

1) Because the materials are modular, any topics can be eliminated

from the program.

0
2) The project staff and trial centers are undertaking a careful

study of all materials. This study includqpt reaction

parents as well as students, The panel bOveves these t

will result in an identification and revision of potential

sensitive areas.

3) Orientation programs can help teachers predict and cope with

individual student reactions.
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The panel believes that a school need not eliminate topic from the
curriculum solely because it .is socially or psycholog cally sensitive:
Programs which will better, prepare teachers to teach such topics should
be funded.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for'producing
.these instructional materials?

Answers to questions addressed to the directors of the project disclosed
a well organized plan,of consultation with educational administrators.
teachers, parents, and scientific writers. Monitoring, feedback, at
materials modification-take placd and are obserVed directly by administra-
tors of the-project. Evaluation procedures are currently underway. The
administrators appear to be well informed about all phases of the project,
which indicates that there is neither a cumbersome excess nor a shortage
of administrative direction, The management/organizational flow chart 0
includes job descriptions. NSF has been adequately informed through
periodic reports, correspondence and open -communication.

On the face of the materials seen by the panel, iflanagement/organiiation
plans are demonstrated to be excellent and well-executed.

0
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D. 12. d: HSP (panel 5) : .
Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Rev iew

Question: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?

Panelist: 'Dr. Ddniel F. Burton

Some input should be made to certification agencies, tq appropriate

departments of teacher training institutions, and to teacher organiza-

dons that develop standards for certification for middle school teachers.

Middle school teachers should be prepared broadly enough in transdiscipli-

nary programs if this kind of instructional material is to be adopted.'

Middle school age group youngsters will become less numerous each /ear,

therefore fewer openings will exist for new teachers'. Attrition is not

aptto increase teacher turnover as rapidly as growth did. Therefore,

an in-service program will be needed even- if future middle school teacher

certifications are based on broad curricula. Implementation costs must

include such in-service training if the program is to be adopted broadly.

Panelist: Mr. Wayne E. Carlson

As a parent I cif enthused by a curriculum of Inquiry being developed for

11-13 year olds.. In reviewing the intended goals of the project such as

free choice of activities, opportunity for self direction, interaction

with a lot of people, developing a realistic sense of self confidence 1

and competence, developing a sense of 'pride and responsibility and getting

pleasure and satisfaction out of learning; as'a parent one cannot help

but be enthused. Learning how to cope with change it one of the most

important life skills today. The organization of the four general di-visjons -

introduction to change, change in non-human organisms, change in humans,

and change in non-living things - is very relevant in guiding youth

through an appreciation of change'.and its role intheir life and the world

in general.

As a parent, there are some new aspects of the program which I particu-

larly like--inclusion of the social sciences; however I naturally have a

concern that parents be advised of these new programs so adequate under-

standing and support can insure continuance of this new approach. This

will mean the need for some adult education on some of these topics like

divorce and death. I can envision some teachers dot being prepared to

deal with these adequately, especially if, either of these are occurring

in the child's home at the time these modules are being introduced. This

is where parental support can be so valuable. It is therefore essential

to keep parents informed.

The materials are very well written and apparently the project of develop-

ment, implementation and evaluation are very well organtzed andmanaged.

An excellent product is emerging. Continued funding including funds

for evaluation is encouraged. 29'5
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Panelist: Sister Shirley Corbliss

N

The Human Science Program responds to the very diverse needs of the

target group, by the individualized, self-paced,
inquiry approach it

takes. While I see the necessity of providing teachers with opportuni-

ties to develop the skills to adapt to the type of educational approach,

I believe that the benefits that can be derived from this, type of program

by students throughout
the country are well worth the cost, which in most

districts will be minimal.
,

%I.

It cannot be stressed enough that teacher commitment is important tb

enable students to -derive the greatest
benefits from this type of program.

Teacher enthusiasm is contagious and teacher education institutions can

provide the opportunity for the kind of exchange that is most beneficial,

for teachers adopting a new type of curriculum. 'The ability to develop

a relationship with the local community which will enable the teacher to

help the student chooNe wisely anewell from'the multiple topics treated

in this curriculum is enhanced by opportunities to find dlt how other

teachers in oth,r,communities did it.

This type of program can be a very important component of educational

improvement in urban areas and serious consideration should be given to

the funding of implementation programs,
especially for urban school

populations.

Panelist: Dr. Richard A. Dodge
&

The Human Science Program represents
apparently a unique entry into the

junior hfgh 'and middle school population to provide an integrated science

experience utilizing the human organism as the principle instructional

focus. It seems quite appropriate to use this focus since learners in

the 12-14 year age bracket tend to be self-centered and respond to intro- f

spectiVe study. Because there apparently is little available material in

a formalizeddevelopment
curriculum, it seems the focal' efforts are praise-

. pworthy. While I fully agree the values structure of the project covers

what might be categorized by some as socially sensitive material, I

believe the information must be'presented to this age group from afclear

scientific point of view.. However, the wide diversity of maturity among

representatives of this egegroup does lead to certain problems concerning

'value-laden and sex education efforts. Some of the provided examination

materials could not be accepted from the scientific information standpoint.

by immature learners in this group. In partcular, caution:toward the

presentation of explicit material related to sexual development and

operation must be exercised; not that the learner should not be taught

thivmaterial, indeed probably reeds exposure for his own social develop-

ment, but because certain parents may object to the educational system

.
responding to potentially sensitive subjects.

Ole the above reactions are
valid for certain produced modules, I hasten

to point out alternative activities and great flexibility for instructional

content exists in the developed programs
and, thus, teachers can selectively

choose activity materials for educating the youth population targeted. I
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iT4ngly Mel, however, ttylt teachers undertaking the Human Science-Program curriculum will need intensive works. vxperience to successfully-present the materiel and deal with student redEtions'to material as well asparent and public inpat. Very careful evaluilion-of
the school communityaid

instructional'enVironment should be undertaken
before introduction ofcertain modules. I should not want to dwell too long on this aspect ofthe program, however, since this represents only a portion of the excellentmaterial developed and, because of the modular approach ta.the instructionalplan, alternative materials are available so that a complete course,can beoffered tvmany diverse social attitutes.

I would make a strong plea here, however, to provide for implementationtraining sessions for teachers preparing
to,offer these curricularmaterials. To do less would limit the effectiveness .of the programand could, in fatt, result in parental reaction which could cloud theoverall excellence of materials developed.

Panelist: Dr. Roger W. Hanson

'I approve of the program and-my impressions are generally good. Anyreservations which I might have had were personally answered by theproject direttor and his staff.,
They'were aware of some constraintswhich may affect the atceptance of certain modules.

Unfortunately this prog ,tam may be somewhat
limited because of the lack'of middle school development--a system wht0 appears best able to accom- ,

.madate it.

Panelist: Dr. Fred D. Johnson

The Human Science Program is very iniOessive. Bases on my experiencesin public schools, I-am convinced that the middle school curriculum,is thearea in the greatest need of improvement.
The Human Sciences' program is, one of the Most

promisingefforts that I have seen. The other majorefforts in this area have emphasiied
physical science concepts.

1 The Human Sciences'
approach is logical and consistent with the philosophy,of the middle Khool. The .curriculum is built around leading psycho-logical research for children of middle v:hool age. This curriculum pro-. vides students

an opportunity to engage in biological
and sociological,activities that.are 'relevant for students -at thatbage.

I would recommend to the staff that Continued
creative and criticalthought be given to student evaluation and teacher preparation models.Research and revision must be continued in'these areas if .the materials,are to be implemented

o a widespread basis.

Panelist: 14r. Andrew H. Miller

The Human Science N-logram is an excellent modular, middle school prOgramthat has many flexible possibilities. The program can easily be adjusted07 .
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to'a paiticular region of the country without damage to the HSP as a
whole. Controversial issues in the program such as divorce and death.
can be omitted if parental pressure is strong enough. The Withdrawatof
these programs, 'although depriving students of needed discussion, does pot
damage the HSP in any way.

. t
.

The HSP staff is'definitely'an experienced group Of educators. This is
demonstrated by the, concise evaluation of the program..

ti

No apparent aspect of the program was overlooked is the test schools and
no major implementation problems occurred. The program could not, have
been operated by a more efficient group. One impbrtant item that exists
in the test schools is the student's choice of the HSP or the regular
science program. This option?js impOrtant to retain in the early stages -

of implementation. Overallr'the HSP possesses' tremendous potential for
the future of middle school science.

Panelift: Dr. Gerald A. Myers

The content accuracy of HSP, the organization of the projects, the malt,-
ation processes planned, the capability and expe'riences of the directors,,
developing writers and tryout teachers leave little doubt in my mind that
the project is successful to date and will,havean impact.on the middle
school education of a positive nature. f

Panelist: Dr. James M. Stevenson

The Human Sciences Program is an excellent example of a curriculum developed
by professionals long active in the field. The information and its format
of presentation were outstanding. The nature of the. materials and the
presentation Of life problems likely to affect any individual can be in-
valuable.' Most impressive to me as a psychiatrist is the utilization of
the classroom for self and group examination of problems too often.rele-

. gated to a psychiatrist't office. Discussing divorce in class-brings focus
to the responsibility 'one has in choosing marriage partners. This is only
one outstanding example fo this curriculum. - .

S6veral problems deserve (iudied contemplation. Firstly, the sophistication

in
, 0

level of the teacher is extremely important. Teachers must be given the
opportunity through seminlrs and group meetings to verbklize their own
feelings and frustrations concerning certain subject material. No teacher
should be allowed privy to the dissemination of this excellent, charged
material unless he/she can do so unhampered by personal judgements.

Secondly, the maturity level of the age group is of concern. ikddle school
age-range,children vary tremendously in their backgrounds. Some,Will.find
it laden with highly emotiona) and social issues with which they deal-
ing. Credence must be paid to the individual in the classroom and his
high degree of maturity. The material is not acceptable to all children
in this age range.
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Thirdly, the nature of' some of this information and ,its ptiesentation Will

precipitate reaction in many comMtnIties. Reproductive material may be )

objectionable in some quarters. However, again, adequate preview op- .

portunities for-parents may help alleviate this problem.
-

) , , .

., Finally, I.Would lite to comment on a matter I consider to be of a serious

nature. 1 have conflicting feelings, but an overriding opinion, concerning

the degree'of freedom educational have with 64 young people.

For the past several decades these hast been a rapid;repladment of the-

parent as the principal teacher by the school system. Again, as a

psychiatrist, this is fright ing to me. I doubt the institutional

Setting, however well meanjng, n adequately parent our ehildrfn. I

resent the license this setting akes in determining when my child'is

mature enough fordertain.kinds of, thformation as I eriously question

the efforts. of individualized attention thisi.equires. I sometimes feel my

frpdom is usurped. CommUnity involvement in curriculum selection is a

- necessity; this ultimately provides more freedom for, teachers and parents

alike., .

Paoelist: Mr. J. Howard Straitbn .

. %.

It is refreshing to read material in which authors are'directing attention

to the fact that "middle school". aged youngsters are emerging adults.

1 Many have not yet lost their,, spontaneous curiosity and adults must address

themselves to the child's needs.

Forty years ago, educators were promoting.the junior high'sakool concept

because of a recognized need for special emphasis on explorltion and

transi4ion, school syttem'personnel created "new" schoolstAs "junior" .

high schools. The traditional patterns' v4.her',6 child ceptered elementary

school teachers turned their charges over to the subject centered secondary

faculty members,.in most cases, were not changed. New opportunities are

being created in middle schools (the luniort high is a middle school) but

community tradition, existing learning material and teacher attitudes must

also be changed. Unless one spends considerable time on the scene considering

the barriers to. accomplishing positive approaches to reach each individual

Student; change and anticipated learning will not take place. Many adults

°assume that eleven, twelve and-thirteen year-olds have become of age And

are ready to put elementary skills to use in systematic searching and

processing of data. Many also assume that interest "naturally" exists and

-that these youngsters are ready to 'conceptualize and reflect on the com-

plexitieS facing our society based on studies in the'natural and social-

behavioral sciences.
,

False assumptidns will compound existing problems. Implementatim of

these materials must include the close look at each school's target

population, teacher attitudes and logistical problems. Conditions that

seem to require continuation of teacher/student ratios of an teacher-

to thirty-plus students and the broad mix.of interests, abilities and

maturation levels prevalent in many junior high school classrooms are

most significant reasons for teacher concern in.our junior high schools.

...Finding new approaches to learning and,new material are also concerns
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Ipe HSP program specifically addresses itself to the last two concerns.
. .

.

.
T Panelist: .Dr. Robert E. iaget:-Ir"-- 12 . .

.
.

.
4 .HS)) as it exists. to dateis impreisive with respect to Ontent, teaching

'styles, and format. The materials are designed to meet the needs of studenti
at the middle or jUnfor high level and for society, as a whole during the late
1970'S. It is the kind .of model for, which the Foundation has beCome.ichowh by
providing nationiirleadership. , . .

I -----.. ,,* 1A-,

The approach to values, content selection, teaching style.: and curriculum
format are ail examples that illustrite where 'We areand'where we ere going
with respect,to science education today. The project has sought out, and
apparently used, some of the best minds anembst,talehted peOple.

..
. __ .

'There is some'concern whether here has been a consistent sense of direction'
'dUring the history of the proje t. This-is indicated by the.fact that there

- have been three project director in a relatively brief span_of times The .,
use, and impact of the advisory_soMmittee_upsz_the_rigulars-taff--membeis--i-s-
not alWays apparent. Perhaps dtyerSe input and some ,trial and error are in
actuality, a program strength. Certainly tree product e the HSR as available-
at this point in'tfme would suggest such.

The program is significant and impressive enough that'eally dissemination.and
implementation needs should be established and appropriate strategies developed.
If the Foundation is to provide leadership in.developing aqd producing major.
new models for the science curricUlun* such models Should hot be left for
schools and Leachers to find and use as kmatter of chance.

Panelist: Dr. bean A. Zollma'n

The Human.ScivAdlProgram representa major and important. departure from
other middle schWor junior high school programs, I applaud the efforts
to modularize and individu'alize the curriculum. However,:vI am concerned

:that both the content and methodology will be foreign to matiy.middle school
teachers. These teachers may heed orientation and education to help them
treat social issues, to'facilitate individualized learning and to present
unfamiliar content. Without this training theteachers may attempt I*. fit
HSP into the more familiar, traditional instructional systeM. .

I' wish that local schqol districts would take the responsibility for this
type of ip-service teacher education programs. -In some cases, the Schools

.

will. However, in many sitaatioh' funds wt11 not beavailable. To help
provide adeduate_preparatiONfunding agencies, parteicularly°NSF., Should be
prepared to support teaching training programs.

The program, as with.many others at this levet, emphasizes one aspecfof.
science at the expense of others. A school administrator is faced, with th
'choice/of adopting a program which is mostly phyiical science or one.whic is
mostly'biologi01 science. Because of the modular.approach,HSP has the.
potential to become broader ih.scope.:includihg more physical science. hu ,

a school official could adopt the program and choose a balance of thPv rious
° sciences which fit his/her needs.
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D. 13;a: EHN: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: Exploring Human Nature (EHN)

PROGRAM: Science Curilculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Principal Investigators:

Irven- DeVoye
Professor of ,Anthropology

Harvard University \

in association with: \\

George W. Goethals and \ Robert U. Trivers

Lecturer \Assistant Professcr of

Department of Psychology Biology

and Social Relations Harvard University

Harvard University

Project Director: Anita Gil

INSTITUTION: Education Development Center, Inc.

DEPARTMENT: Social Studies Program

BUDGET: Total $2.535,990

Dates.f 2/27/70 Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Science Education Improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Development of a cross-disciplinary behavioral

science course for use in grades 11 and 12.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

''Exploring Human Nature, a year-long cross-disciolinary program of study,

draws upon concepts; theories, and-recent data from the biblogical and

social sciences to enable students to discover some.of the essential char-

acteristics of being human. The four units of the course -- Origins of

Human Behavior, Childhood and the Community, Coming of Age: Managffig

Transitions, and The Individual in Society--are-connected thematically by

their focus on the interplay between human universals and cultural diver-

sity, and sequentially by their investigation of the four major stages of

the human life cycle: infancy, childhood, the transition to adulthood,

and adulthood.
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Major Learning Objectives

1. Students will learn that human behavior is the result of the
interaction of many forces: biological, environmental, social,and interpersonal. A full 'understanding oif an individual's,
behavior must involve at least four distinct but complementary
perspectives: the human being a fi'110.
member-of a social network, as developing through a life cycle
and as functioning within social institutions.

2. Students will be better able to understand their own behavior
and that of others. Students will learn to think analytically
about their, own pksonal growth and development, and to empa-
thize with others by recognizing the universal patterns.and
differences that underlie individual growth and development.

3. Students will demonstrate broad knowledge of our own and other
societies. They will identify both similarities (universals)
and differences (cultural variations) in behavior. Drawing_on
cross-species as well as cross-cultural comparisons, they willbe able to explain some of the bases for such similarities and
differences.

4. Students will demonstrate an understanding that human behavioris amenable to scientific inquiry.

5. Students will acquire and/or expand basic understanding, of the
scientific method and reasoning skills through the use of an
inquiry approach. This approach involves the scientific
methodologies of natural science; anthropology, sociology, and
psychology. Data are drawn from cross-species and cross-
cultural comparisons, from personal experiences, and from
information collected by students in their own communities.

6. Students will learn to use and evaluate theories from the
varitty of disciplines they are using by generating hypothesesand testing them against relevant data.

7. Students will learn to use a conceptual framework that allows
them to explicate value questions, and to recognize values as
an important determinaOt of-human behavior. They will be able
to-study values systematically and to understand why peOple in
a particular social context hold certain values.

8. Students will view learning as a shared experience through

)

participation in cooperative classroom ventures and through theexchange of information that broadens students' knowledge andsocial skills.,

t
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"ImmilMIIM

ACTIVITY PLAN

Development of materials has been completed and the final formative

evaluation is underway and will be completed during the winter of

19J5-76. A search for a commercial publishers in in process.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN

Final formative evaluation is being carried out by the staff of the

Social Studies Program, Education Development Center.

UTILIZATION PLAN

1974. Leadership Training Project
Information Conferences

1975. Teacher Centered Projects

Information Conferences
Leadership Training Projects

Further utilization activities will'depend on selecting a commercial

publisher:

HISTORY

The National Science Foundation has provided support to EDC since 1970

to develop EHN. Initial support was provided based on a need, identi-

fied by the proposers, for cross-disciplinary materials in the behavioral

sciences for secondary school level.

PERSONNEL

Principal Investigators: IrVen DeVore
Professor of Anthropology

Harvard University

in association with:

George W. Goethals and

Lecturer.
Department of PsychOlogy
and Social Relations

Harvard University

Project Director: Anita Gil
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D. 13. b: EHN (Panel-3): Project Director's Response to 10 Review Questions

NSF Staff Note: The project director for Exploring Human Nature
responded in the,somewhat different format below.

Why was Exploring Human Nature Developed?

1. Exploring Human Nature emerged from student needs. The basic goal of
Exploring Human Nature is to help students understand the mains rin

tneir own actions and feelings,to deepen their understanding of their relationship with their own society,and to strengthen their sense of connection to people from other cultures.In other words we believe that given certain conceptual tools, behavior
can be analyzed And comprehended, rather than seen as bizarre, exotic orrandom.

This,is an important goal for students who are at an age in which they
often see themselves as unique, singular individuals. By emphasizing
shared patterns-of behavior where these exist between generations, membersof different cultures and members of different subcultures, the course -says to students, "You are not alone."

Implicit also is the assumption that knowledge of human behavior is an
important psychological anchor for adolescents growing up in a world of
rapid social change. It is precisely at this time in their lives that
many students are making personal and career choices that will affect
their futures. They need and want an understanding of their own behavior
to gain a sense of ,competency and control ,over their lives. As one
student said, "Talking about behavior, there is no way you can help
thinking of yourself- -what motivates you."

In 1970 when development of Exploring Human Nature began, there was no
program or course of study for high school students that addressed these
specific needs and concerns. Students had_inheritedak_vior14-in wh4141-
Anowl4dge had grown exponentially, where generations and cultures ap-peared to be separated by behaviors, values and beliefs that were
radically different, and where tradit'onal school programs did not
provide an organizing framework for iterpreting varied life experiences
or engaging students- as active participants in the search for directionsand goals.

2. Exploring Human Nature was a response to educators' dissatisfactionwith the strgcture of high school curricula. In the sixties most high
school curricula still reflected the university pattern of compart-
mentalized specialties composed of separate academic disciplines. As
students inherited a world that appeared to be filled with "shreds and
patches" of know-1,1dge and information, so high school teachers inherited
an educational structure that carved up reality rather than attempting
to deal with it holistically. Education was viewed as the transmission
of separate insights into life rather than development of an integrated
perspective. Many teachers and administt&-Jrs felt that not only was,the
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traditional curriculum failing to address adequately student needs or

provide a structure for ordering and assessing life experiences. but that

they were experiencing increasing difficulty communicating among themselves,

These factors reinforced our goal of developing a program that would bring,

together several fields of natural and social science to provide a model

for the exchange of perspectives, ideas and resources--a forum in which

student concerns would be spotlighted.

I
11 cultures. Both

student and educator
dissatisfactions were, in the final analysis, different

reactions to a larger problem--one that.C. P. Snow has called the "two

culture dilemma." To the extent that the rift between scientists and

humapists--between these "two cultures " -'- remained unresolved, the relation-

ship between scientific knowledge.and questions of human value and import

remained obscure, and scientific literacy in the population at large

remained more rhetoric than reality despite the tremendous dissemination

of scientific information in the popular media. Moreover, exponents of

the "two cultures" were impeded from talking to each other as much by

their mutually unintelligible vocabulary as by the traditional structure

of academic departments.

It was, or these reasons and to meet these needs that a cross-disciplinary

program of study for high school students that examined human behavior

dr'awing upon information and methods of thinking from the fields of"

biology, anthropology,
psychology and sociology was developed.

Does the Course Respond to Current Needs?

ke answer 1:;ith
an'emphatic "Yes," for the course emphasizes:

1. Development of scientific literacy and methodology. Students are asked

throughout Exploring Human Nature to participate actively in the methodolo-

gies of the behavioral sciences--observation, experimentation, interviewing,

using photography and naturalistic film as data, interpreting and analyzing.

They are given_the
opportunities to grasp and employ the fundamentals' of

the scientific method of inquiry, to develop skills of observing betvior,

to order and interpret observations, and to develop hypotheses that are

then tested against new data.

For eXample, the skill of hypothesizing is called upon early in the course

and continues throughout. In Unit 1, The Origins of Human Behavior,

students are asked to analyze and evaluate the results of playing out the

Natural Selection Experiment in different environments. In Unit 2,

Childhood and the Community, they hypothesize about the relationship between

types of activities and the development of certain personality traits in

childhood. They test their ideas against data from other cultures, and

apply those hypotheses that seem valid as'they design their own world of

.____childhud_for the future. ______

Students expand their understanding'of the scientific method in Unit, 3.

Coming_of _
mana9inj_Transitions, by learning to use and evaluate

various theories on the dynmiCSof adolescence. They analyze individual
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case studies, and-test the explanatory power of different theories inhelping them understand the realities of their own transitions fromchildhood to adulthood, In Unit 4, The Individual in Societ , theyintegrate the theoretical perspectives of the course and the hypothesesthey have formed along the way in solving larger problems in communitydesign.

,participating in these and other classrnnm activities and sharinginfilrmation throughout the year, students replicate the processes of.scienWand the scientific method in the advancement of knowledge.1- A

2. Personand National Priorities: In order for students to becomeeffective andAtnovledgeable participants in their own communities andnation, themes ind*bject matter of interest and personal usefulness toyoung adults as wels,national
educational priorities guided theselection of core progrO.materials.

Specifically, Unit 1, The Origins of Human Behavior, enables studentsto examine the relationship between their biological makeup and everyday'actions. In doing so, it provides them with a sense of commonality andcommunity with other living creatures, and lays the groundwork forconsidering the universal heritage of all peoples.-:In this time of
increasing global diversity and unrest, students explore the basic needs,drives, and capacities,that exist despite social or cultural boundaries.

Unit .2, Childhood and the Community, examines the socialiiation processin different societies dnd the importance of early learning environmentsanthexperiences for the later development of the individual. It preparesyoung people for effective parenthood (whether or not they ever assume
this responsibility) by enabling them to investigate how child develop-ment in different societies is affected by the role-parents and othercaretakers play and the way social organization influences and is
related to patterns of childrearing-.- The need for information about
effective parenting is immediate as young people in the United States ,often are separated from their parents, grandparents or other supportgroups_ when they begin families, and because significant numbers of
teenagers are undertaking early childbearing and childrearing.

Unit 3, Coming of Fge:. Managing Transitions, brings together the bio-
logical insights and social perspectives of Units 1 and 2 to helpstudents untangle the often confusing emotions, social pressures, andsocietal demands of "adolescence." Stressing individual variation aswell as common growth tasks, the unit relates how and in what ways biologi-cal maturation,'social organization and personal life history intersect
at this period of life and .provides students with the opportunity to';,assess the relevance of different theories of adolescent development tohelp them understand their own experiences as well as the experiences of
young_people from.different-t-ul-tures-. --At an avwhen adolescents oftenfeel alone, alienated, and different from everyone else and are seeking
new directions for future growth and development, this unit underlinesthe common experience of attaining adulthood.
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Unit 4, Tyre Individual in Society, addresses one of the most critical

con:erns of hign school students today. How can I know what work pole

is best for me? What implications will different work choices have for

my adult life? By examining the nature of'work in the United States.

the distribution of different work rewards and providing a variety of

data and opinions about why people choose different work roles, students

have an opportunity to assess their own needs, choose the goals they

might pursue in the years ahead, and consider the possible implications

of these choices. At a -t+me-wefi-many young _paciple_laaue litfLe_ido

what adults actually do all day at work, the unit provides comprehen-

sive and realistic views of many different work roles and options avail-

able in America.

3. A_Cross-disciplinary Resource Intendedto Generate Marketinterest.

Most significantly, at the time Exploring Human Nature was developed

there were no courses available to school systems that were explicitly

designed to meet the student, teac. .nd scientific needs described

earlier. Nor were existing courses foc., d on important and meaningful

questions about human nature. Recently, however, several readers

dealing with human behavior targeted for high school have appeared on

the market, indicating the interest of publishers in responding to the

need for materials in this area.

Issues of Content,_Pedago_gy,,and Implementation

Exploring Human Nature, as a course whose pedagogical structure rests

upon raising fundamental issues of human behavior open to scientific

exploration and on developing systematic and empirical approaches to

the investigation of these issues, provides students and teachers with

opportunities to interact in new and exciting learning partnerships.

It is clear, however, that
precisely because EHN is a course built on

the frontiers of knowledge, it presents teachers with new challenges

in dealing with subject matter and innovative pedagogical strategies;

it also presents potential publishers with various implementation con-

cerns.

1. Teaching a Cross-Disciplinary Course

Most secondary school teachers are "experts" in one or two subject areas.

In Exploring Human Nature, which draws on data and theories from four

disciplines, teachers often are at the same level of subject matter

expertise as their students and become co-learners in the classroom. To

provide teachers with an introduction and opportunity to investigate

Exploring Human Nature content, concepts, and pedagogy as well as a

chance.to share their insights with others in the field, a teacher-

training program was developed to accompany the course. The components

of the program are:

1Jorkshops for teachers. Following the outline of the course sequence, a

series of optional seminars are available for use before cl,iss, work begins

or during the school year, to provide an opportunity for teachers to
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increase their skills and understanding of the course's scientific
perspectives and pedagogical strategies.

Sources for Teachers. A loose-leaf booklet containing theoretical and
methodological background readings from the course's four disciplines- -
biology, sociology, psychology, and anthropology.

Community-Based Leadership Models iLETILcalaTilY
---rteentrrecrfth-cr-success-of a program is the extent to which the knowledge
transmitted and developed in the classroom generalizes to students' experi-.ences outside school. This goal means that parents and other community
leaders are inevitably involved in the learning process and that the
socially responsible course provides a mechanism to enable them to learn
about and participate in the experiences their children have in the class-room. To help meet this need, a series of issue-oriented forums were
developed to enable parents and community members to participate in the
EHN experience.

2. Commercial Publication of a Multi-Media Program. A variety of print
materials (four student texts, teacher guides, simulations, teacher work-
shop kits, etc.) and media (filmstrip, 3 1/2 hours of film) are included
in the Exploring Human Nature program. These materials were developed,
designed, and evaluated as being effective in helping students gain new
insights into human nature. However, commercial publication of a year-long,
multi-media course presents particular challenges to commercial publishers
in designing new marketing strategies, training salespeople, and providing
professional and technical assistance to users.

At the initial publisher's conference held last year, concerns about the
multi-media nature of,theiprogram, the delivery of support services, and
the packaging problems of such a variety of learning resources were
raised. The general consensus was expressed in one publisher's comment:
"It's a course that I would love to take or teach, but not try to 3e11."

3. The Pursuit of Science vs. Local Community Values

Bringing together data from a variety of disciplines not only involved
presentation and organization of new information, but also required
that we select the most representative and prodactive theories (as identi-
fied by course scholars) from each of the disciplines that would generate
meaningful inquiry and learning. During the course's development the
following assumptions about human behavior and scientific inquiry guided
our work:

1) Human behavior follows orderly patterns that can he discerned
through observation, experimentation, and research.

2) These orderly patterns can be perceived and understood if we
apply to the study of human behavior the scientific method in
its most general sense.
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3) Different aspects of human nature are best understood by

combining theories, concepts, and methodologies from different

disciplines. Thus, Exploring Human Nature seriously attempts

to bring together diverse insights from the fields of biology,

anthropology, sociology, and psychology in exploring interesting

and important aspects of human behavior.

4) A comparative approach to human behavior--sometimes looking at

animal-166-haVidF7-56ffettffes-trivesttgatimyttffermt-ctrItures
increases understanding of one's own behavior, and culture. It

also encourages students to develop a greater sensitivity to and

appreciation for human diversity.

To the extent that these assumptions are not shared by local communities,

the theorists and points of view presented in the course may appear at

variance with strongly held beliefs and attitudes of some connunity members.

This can manifest itself in concern about possible effects on students.

For example, the theory of natural selection is perhaps the most widely

held explanation by biologists for the origin of many,-behaviors and

characteristics of life that are considered human. Yet many people hold

religious convictions that do not support the value of-this theory.

There may also be fundamental disagreement with the major social science

perspective that behavior is both orderly and predictable under certain

circumstances. Many people believe that human behavior is completely

self-determined and that a scientific analysis of behavior is deterministic.

We are presently experiencing a climate of opinion in which science and

its assumptions are being challenged. The rational inquiry essential to

the growth of-new knowledge is being viewed by some as destructive of the

moral and ethical traditions by which society is preserved. One of

the fundamental beliefs of the developers of Exploring Human Nature is

that truths about human behavior will be discovered 'somewhere between these

two positions and that knowledge progresses' by open inquiry and the free

exchange of ideas.
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D. 13. c: EHN (Panel 3): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there alenuine need for these instructional materials?

There is no documented evidence provided to the panel concerning the needfor these instructional materials. The project has assumed that there isa general need for this type of interdisciplinary course. The originalpro rwasal.. _refer rodto-44e- -ffeedtcr-integra Itrtne natural anal-socialsciences into one course. Also, the proposal referred to the "dull" and
'uninteresting" format of much of the educational material that was cur-rently available.

The project developers hejieved that a general need existed for the
materials developed. The project proposal justified its approach asfollows: "until we can begin to convey the excitement of our new under-standings of human behavior and motivation to students at a pre-collegelevel, we will continue to produce citizens with exemplary technical
sophistication and unfortunate social naivetb."

ResearcherAclaim the following needs: "to trigger new insights into1 the students' own actions; to deepen relationships with their society;and to strengthen
a*ense of connection to people from other societies."

Documents justifying these needs were not provided to the panel. Howeverthe broad objectives and goals of the course reflect many of the currenttrends in social studies program development. 'Many educators believethat there exists a general need for social studies materials which dodevelop skill/process objectives.

It is iiperssible for this panel to determine how many students thesematerials would reach. However, its conceptual complexity, level of
abstraction, and reading level would possibly make it too difficult forsome students. The content of this material would successfully challengethe average student. It is not boring, and unlike many school textbooks, it might tend,to arouse the curiosity of.the student.

Whether any alternative instructional materials are available can notbe satisfactorily answered. This material could conceivably be anjlterna-five to a combination of other courses or programs such'as
sociology or psychology. Identifying other "satisfactory alternatives"is a value decision which would have to be made by students, parents,
school personnel and communities.

There are needs for courses dealing with human nature in secondaryschools. These instructional materials would introduce a student to onescientific approach to studying behavior. The four units deal with
questions important to students. The questions cover a wide spectrum,
from analyzing foreign cultures to the rote the male plays in the family.

communIty groups and parents should be aware of the fact that-,0m0 of thp Lontent and
processes Included are controversial issues amongboth scientists and lay persons.
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Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials2

The developer does not provide data which indicate that there is a need

for these materials. However, there is an existing place for this pro-

gram in the social studies curriculum.

The developer readily admIts that there are some dissemination problems

-i-ei-r---titay--a-vottse--epi4G-s-i-t-i-on
to the.-implementation of this program. The

materials present a challenge to publishers to design new market strate-

gies, train salespersons, and provide professional and technical assistance

to those using the program. The multi-media aspect of the program and the

inclusion of controversial material has limited publisher's interest in

the program. At this time, no publisher has offered a draft contract to

NSF. NSF staff states that verbal communication is in progress with a

publisher.

The developer's views on human behavior and scientific inquiry are not

shared by some local communities. Furthermore, the theorists' points of

view presented in the course appear to be at variance with strongly held

beliefs and attitudes of some community members. It is highly question-

able whether this program would be widely used if it were available on

the market. However, much information necessary for a comprehensive

evaluation of the marketing aspect was not available.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials_possess a clear purpose and

rationale?

The instructional materials are clear and form a cohesive package.

However, the rationale for the sequencing is not clearly stated. Unit 1

is not explicitly related to Units 2 and 4 in that it emphasizes

genetic processes whereas Units 2 and 4 emphasize socio-cultural

processes. Units 2 and 4 ignore problems raised in the first unit

such as physiological problems of health, reproductive rituals of men and

women, and survival in different environments.

The assumption that knowledge in itself helps students with their own

personal problems is not justified in the course materials. There are many

inferences that might be made by students, teachers, administrators and

parents that we cannot predict. Some possible inferenCes are: behavior

cannot be controlled or modified; any social behavior can be justified;

and eugenics may be a desirable social policy.

There is a need for students to learn about the development and evolution

of behavior and a need for students to understand their behavior, but this

educational program may not answer both needs.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional_ materials scien-

tifically- correct?

Units 2, 3 and 4 of the instructional materials generally represent the

mainstream of behavioral science. Important examples include the fivb
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theories of adolescence in Unit 3, the probabilistic approach to natural
selection in Unit 1,'the differences and similarities in hum,:n behavior
discovered by cross-cultural comparisons. The ranges of alternatives of
careers in Unit 4 and marriages in Unit 3 are presented in a scientifi-
cally accurate fashion. One important questionable point of scientific
content is the emphasis on the genetic determination of behavior. In
,Unit 1 an example is given of ;'helpfulness" as a gGetically determined
characteristic. Although ttis is__A_Wpotneticat ..e.xam0e, it may }earl -to
an erroneous inference on the part of the students.

(he instructional materials are scientifically current. The use of
probability and models is consistent with current behavioral scientific
practice. Exploration of different sex roles, male competition and
female choice, the role of women, and the sources used in the print and
film materials all are' drawn from current sources.

The materii';ls are designed to create a scientifically literate population,
not to train future scientists. The emphasis is on the students actually
working on'their own with the concepts and problems considered. There is
a de-emphasis on formal methodology, and formal bibliograohy.c The mate-
rials are presented in a visual fashion designed to attract the interest
of the reader. The topics are chosen to be close to the experiences of
most students who will be using the materials.

Since the materials touch upon almost all the behavioral sciences, they
cannot possibly cover all aspects of the fields. The materials quite'
properly do not attempt to achieve this impossible goal. Many important
topics are not covered. For example, there is no treatment of social
class, the evolution of cultures over time and little discussion of the
function of social norms, although the importance of values is discussed.

The report,"National Science Foundation Curriculum Development and
Implementation for Pre-College Science Education," has dealt with an
unavoidable problem in developing curriculum materials in the behavioral
sciences when it'quotes the Advisory Committee on Science Education's
conclusion: ".NSF has a continuing role in science curriculum development
at the pre-college level; NSF should not avoid controversy at the expense
of educational and scientific value..."

These materials are consistent with this point of view. Some segments of
the population, both lay and scientific,, will no doubt find them controver-
sial

Question 5: Is the content of these instructionai materials educationally
sound?

There W3S general agreement that there are likely to be some adverse
reaction to tlip materials. Some will occur-because of incluSion of rrO-
fanity crud exdmples of behavior which some people will consider immorH
in required readings. Other objections are likely to stem from such things
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as a deterministic view of man which conflicts with the Judeo-Christian
ethic, behavior modification techniques, and invations of privacy through

the use of interview techniques. There mdy be a feeling that'the school

is interfering in areas which are the parents'domain such as personality
development, values, .etc.

An examination of the student dialogue by those who have just taken part.

in thell_atur01 Selection Experiments (From Many PerspocliveS', P. 59),

seems to indicate that the experiment could lead to an acceptances
hereditarian viewpoint of behavior. The eugenics exercise (Unit 1,

Teacher Guide, 159-163) could lead students to accept eugenics as a means

of pOpuTation control. A further negative reaction might stemlrom the
expectation that the teacher should assume a counseling role.

There is a need for a
is too high.

ing level evaluation to detelmine if the level

There may tie unfavorable pupil reactions from those with strong religious
and moral beliefs an'd from those who resent intuiry into their personal

values. The inclusion of emotion -laden material and activities could
cause problems for some students. Even some students who feel that they

are coping with their personal problems may begin to doubt themtelves

after viewing some of the negative case material.

Because ofd the requirements for summer workshops, teacher training, and.
the enrichment follow-up programs outside of the local school system, there

seems to be little community involvement in content or teacher preparation.

Favorable reactions will stem from many teaching source materials, the
variety of teaching strategies, the organization of the teacherf' guides

and the effort to eliminate stereotyping. We are unable to judge whether

these favorable reactions will outweigh-the adverse ones because of a

lack of sufficient copies of the curriculum packages and time pressure.-

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional

materials desirable?

The panel has mixed reactions with respect to desirability. MemberS agree

that the materials will accomplish two of the results anticipated by the

developers - -that they will deepen the student 411dertanding'of their

relationships to their own society. and of its likenesses to, and differences

from, other societies. Some members of the panel doulpt that the 'materials

will trigger insight into the student's own actions; others think they will.

Many fears were ekpressed by panel members of possible unintended conse-

quences. Perhaps the most important was that some of the reading materials

and student exercises may be emotionally upsetting to students whose situ-

- -atinnstn-life are not usual--illegitimate`'* chilqlf,n, children of divorced

parents, children with d parent in prison, and the like. The critics,

however, were sure that the developers did not intend to slight this

problem.
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.A more specific objection raised by several panelists was, that the exercise
in which students follow through the process of eugenic selection tends to

'give sanction to this principle.

There was also some feeling that the emphasis ijn. Units 1 and 3 was on
children with problems to the neglect of discussion,of those who adapt
successfully to their life situations. Some., but not all;anelists felt

.

that the materials fail to make sufficienttyc.lear,the_distinctive_aature
---ofhuMans-riTthe'hierarEITY-67'species and that their ability to manipulate
symbols distinguishes them sharply from other species in thought and action,
conferring upon them a dignity that needs to be emphasized.

On the positive side, the Ranel thought *here were5 few exayples of
stereotyping by sex and race. They also were impressed by the,degrep to
which oral and visual materials are employed. There is no doubt that the
'text materials are attractively put together.

4

One weakness that was pointed out is not a failure to meet'obJectives,
but the absence of an objective; i.e., to give oppo4tunity*for written
analysis. These interesting materials would give opportunity'for chal-
lenging written assignments.

Question X:. Do these instructional materials presort implementation
Rroblemsfor the school

Tile following sta.tement\was added by four panel members (McGough, Engstrom.,
Lirleham, and Campbell) :

-

ti
.

Asa side effect of providing-special training, preparatOry time, and
psychic recJard to EM program ,teachers, other teachers might tend.to feel
discriminated against. A staff moral problem might result.

General responfe of Lhe Panel:

A wide variety of problems must be faced and overcome this program is
to be implemented on a. large scale. Its adoption by a district would

.

require su:stantial additidnal investments in materials,-teAcher in-service
education, .anal community preparation.

.
,

.,,

. ,..,

Participating teachers would generally require additional knowledge in
. such fields as anthropology, sociology, psychology, and in the biological

fields of physiology,and evolutionary theory: Also, they would need
advanced training in the methods of social studies st 4 as the,psp of
inquiry, rase studies, role playing,.simulation games and open-ended
mdto<idls. the successful, use of this program would equire an unusually
LoPpetent teacher.

.
.

.

Providing for tne training of sucii teachers wad Lost.thes,chool district
a considerdble ;um of motley. In addition, arc, raining of substitutes and

't replacement teaLner; Lould make teacher training an ongoinq program cost.6.
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Itrs ITIely that tie extensive daily preparation required to teach this

program would mandate the allocation of more preparation time during the

school day. The "freeing up" of each 'teacher for one aaultional period

per day wculd cost approximately 20,. of a teacher's salary per year.

The relatively higt cost of the package might discourage,:ome sc400ls

A from adopting the program. The per student cost will be higher than the

costs of starr'ard secondary school textbooks, .Although this panel cannot

estimate the'actual per 'tuient cost to a school distrtct.

The values orientation o' this program would probably necessitate the

provision of an alternative course; if this were Lo be a required unit.

Providing such an alternative would be costly, but would not be necessary

if EHNwereprovided as an elective course.

Question 8: -Are the costs for implementiu_these instructional materials

reasonable?

The adoption of this program would probably cost a district more than

traditional programs.- There would be ongoing costs such as training

repladement teachers and renting or replacing software.

School districts could possibly develop altTnative interdisciplinary

programs, using cross- disciplinary team-teaching techniques and currently

available materials. However, we are not saying that such a locally

-developed course would be comPletely comparable to the EHN, only that it

woald be an alternative to it.

In a general discussion of the cost of implementing a controversial

course, the social costs of creating conflict within the community must

be considered. Fcr example, introducing a controversial program like EHN

could possibly result in a loss of support for the local school, budget

defeats, and law suits.

The cost of implementing this program is reasonable to the degree that a

community is:.

a. Open to value exploration by students through organized

school programs alnd behavior modification;

b. Supportive of its school system';

c. Affluent enough to support this pr67am;

d. Motivated to allow experimentation with innovative programs.

3E)
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Question 9: Isthe_manAgement/organization plan adequate for_producing
these instructional materials?

To the best of our knowledge, the overwhelming input has come from
scientists in the preparation of material. Teachers were involved in
formative evaluation during the development of the materials, as field-
test participants, but were not part of the materials development team.
(Untested questions are suggested for use by teachers in the Overview of
the Course and Goals and How to Assess Them, the guidebook for teachers,
p. 53 ) . As far as we can tell, there has been no input from lay people.

There was a budget item for internal evaluation in the original proposal.
We presume that this money was spent as indicated, since EDC is a well-
known organization of professional competence. The EDC staff has made
site visits to their field test stations. They have held teacher training
institutes and community education programs. However, we have no evidence
of the details of the internal monitoting, nor do we know what changes
in the material development process have been brought about by these
activities. From the original proposal, the current proposal, the summary
statement or other materials made available to this evaluation team, we
have found no evidence of any independent or outside evaluation.

We have no information on which to judge whether the administration of the
project is top heavy, too thinly administered or neither.

We have seen the following materials and/or information provided to NSF:
the original proposal and the current proposal; all the units--students
and teacher materials, most of the films*, a summary statement to this
team and two extensive communications between NSF and EDC. As far as we
can telt, the NSF staff feels the formal and informal sources of informa-
tion provided have been adequate. We have no reason to doubt this feeling.

We also wish to convent on the elegance of the experimental materials.
The cost of these editions is excessive--glossy, heavyweight paper, type
setting; etc. Although some visual attractiveness is(an important part of
the course materials,expensive production is not warranted in experimental
editions. Among other things, the present experimental edition sets a
floor on the costs which will ultimately have to be paid by users--whether
they are commercially published or published by the developer. We also
note that a 100_ overhead cost was requested. If allowed, this was cer-
tainly a factor in the costly nature of this project.

This question was difficult for this evaluation team, given the time and
inform1L-ion available. NSF staff, or other monitoring groups are better
prepared to make judge,ients on these questions based on auditing, site
visits, and other means.

Three (111 appear to be quite important to this f_ourse were not
available to the evaluation team; they are "r'lanhunters," "Rock-a-r7e-
baby, and Is It Just Chance ?"
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Additional comments by Dr. Ethel Tobach:

l) Physiology, anthropology. socio,logv ,nd.psychology give necessary

insights into human behavior as do nistory and philosophy. The,

characteristics of the human species as we know it today should

indeed have serious study in comparative studies with other

species, but the differences must not be overlooked. The evolu-

tionary history of the speciation process that resulted in the-

human species is not yet more than a set of theoretical proposi-

tions. The discussion and presentation of one viewpoint about

heritability of behavior is still only a proposal to be tested;

yet the student is asked to work out the inheritance of behavior

under selection pressures, without suggesting that other processes

might also function.

Tne emphasis on evolutionary change through a simplistic relation-

ship between genes and behavior (the latter viewed as "structual")

as proposed by lorenz, Tinbergen and others cited in the Unit, has

been challenged by Schneirla, Lehrman, Noltz (psychologists);

Lewontin, Hirsch, Dobzhansky (geneticists); Leacock, Alland

(anthropologists). The presentation of only one point of view is

reflected in the failure of the authors to present data and

analyses of the data to support the assumptions. The presentation

is based on a dichotomy between "inborn" and "learned." This

dichotomy has been challenged by those cited above and by some

etholog'sts as well (Hinde; Bateson).

Although the authors state that "genes are chemical structures"

they do not describe the developmental genetic process: genes ,re

defined by their expression in particular functions given certain

developmental conditions. The authors conceive of genes as 'Tcon-

trolling physiology and.thus behavior." The inferences that might

he made on the basis of this formulation are stated below.

The equating of different human cultures and different animal

groups is another example of the underemphasis of differences among

species. The assumption that animal behavior increases the under-

standing of one's own behavior is at best tendentious.

2) how is it possible to create a scientifically literate population

without introducing students to formal methodology and bibliography?

"De-emphasis" is not a helpful word here; perhaps 'insufficient use
711

3) iny, is nut (.lour. Should "Because of" read "Given"?

4) "Illoqiti:Jdte" should be "born out of wedlock."

"reldtively' cmt this pcint.
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6) The following statement was, added by fotir panel members (McGotigh,
Engstrom, Linehan, and Campbell):

As a side effect of providing special training, preparatory time,
and psychic reward to EHN program teachers, other teachers might
tend to feel discriminated against. A staff morale problem might
result.P

1
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D. 13. d: EHN (Panel 3): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Review

J

Question: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?

'Panelist: Dr. Douglas Alder

These materials are handsome. The developers have been savvy in the pedagogi-

cal strategies they used. I am only disappointed that they stayed so

close to the MACOS model. The materials are too expensive to be,widely

r adoptable and the content is so controversial that school systems will be

inviting a community fight if,they do adopt them. The saddest situation

is that the above limitations have got them in the same publishing corner

as they were with the MACOS curriculum. No publishers will touch it ex-

_ cept the one that published MACOS. The EDC staff is a first-rate profes-

sional organization but I wish they could have disciplined their tastes.

The field test materials were produced in an expensive format that rival

some materials in their final published form. I understand that they

know that media use and layout are crucial to the learning effectiveness

of field test students but the 1'slick" nature of the field test copies

almost makes the EDC into a publishing house. Some might even become

suspicious that the EDC considered the possibility of not attracting a:

publisher so that the materials were set in a format that could be used

by merely printijig volume copies of the field test materials and becoming

their own disseminator. This is hardly the business that NSF should be

in--providing an alternative to the free market. f

The developers exhibit a zeal to introduce the behavioral sciences into

the High School curriculum yet they have chosen an approach that is

likely to backfire.

Panelist: Dr. Robert C. Angell 0

I regard tlik as a scientifically sound, innovative, and imaginative

course. It is especially well put together from different disciplines

and uses excellent teaching aids - pictures, films, and analytical exer-

cises. The teacher's guide is well done and gives much of what is needed

to handle this unusual course. Though this course may cause some community

complaints, I believe the students will find it exciting and fruitful.

There is no existing course that covers the same ground. That ground is

highly significant and this course covers it admirably.

The one great drawback will be the expense to the school of the whole

package - films, texts, teacher's guide, etc. I am afraid many schools

will not be able to afford it.

If, as an elective course, parents are
given the opportunity to see it

before their children take it, I doubt that there will be serious com-

munity complaints. I therefore feel that the developers should not be

required to revise it extensively. There will have to be opportunities

fcr teachers to get training sessions if the course is to reach its full

potential in the classroom.
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Panelist: Mrs. Alethea Campbell

a.No comments submitted.

Panelist: Dr. Geor'ge W. Carey

My impressions concerning EHN are best expressed in a general form.

The material simply-will not be well received in the localcommuni-
ties. I also believe there will be difficulties in securing a
publisher. The implementation prOcess will be costly and complex.

2. I find the materials Ore strongly prejudiced toward cultural relativism
which very definitely opens up the possibility that the students will
not come to appreciate the,ways of life in their own culture and the
values which they embody-

3. The materials are not new; nor is the approach. Most of them - or
materials just like them - are used in a more 'sophisticated manner
at the college level.

I concur most emphatically with the general panel assessment on questions
# 2, #6, and #5 and the impliqations raised there.

Additional general comments

(A) Our initial group decision regarding procedure as a logical one
given the circumstances: namely, five days to examine with
thoroughness three major projects in the social science area,
having to draft responses to nine general questions and sub-questions,
and finally, having to draft responses to these questions in smaller
subcommittees. Even though our procedures were reasonable ones,
we did not have the time to complete our tasks. Our discussions in
both the smaller committees and the group never were able to turn
themselves very far from the questions that were put to us by NSF.
The ten questions, in turn, overlapped and in many cases were re-;

dundant.

(B) Not all materials were available to us. In some cases, materials
were available only in limited quantity which caused problems.
This was true in varying degrees with all three projects under
review, most so with respect to Exploring Human Nature (EHN) and
Human Behavior (HB). In my judgement, this was a very serious
shortcoming with respect to EHN, certainly the most controversial
of these projects.

(C) With respect to the programs under review, one of the major questions
that arose continually concerned need; that is, whether a need ex-
isted at the secondary level for courses built along the lines set
forth in these programs. In this respect the following should be
noted:

O ()
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1) We were more or less forced to take the word of the project

initiators relative to need. There was no way for us to deter-

mine need.

What is clear, however, is that need, as set forth in the pro-

posals, was in large, part confused with the presumed novelty of

the approach. More exactly, in all proposals much was made of

the fact that the existing high school social science curricula

did not utilize the approaches outlined in the proposals.

While this is undoubtedly true in all cases, such a state of

affairs simply does not constitute evidence of need. There are

countless approaches to the study of man which are not utilized

at the secondary level but from this it does not follow that

the secondary curricula are deficient and in need of revamping.

2) Where need was shown in justification of one program through

citation to surveys which reveal an alarming ignorance on the

part of large percentages of the population concerning our

basic constitutional system, the project itself was not directed

to the alleviation of the deficiency. Quite the contrary.

The CPE program expressly states that its chief value is its

lack of emphasis on the formal institutions and processes of

our government. In this sense, the whole project is an anamoly.

Part of its justification rests on the political ignorance of

the American people with respect'to formal institutions, yet

its thrust in no way would serve to rectify this condition. It

would, in fact, make the situation worse if its program were

implemented at the secondary level.

3) While need cannot be accurately assessed, there are bits of

information that throw some light on the matter. For example,

the EHN project, after the expenditure of 2.5 miirlion, has only

"interested" one publisher, the same one which published MACOS.

One would think that, if there was a real need, a number of

commercial publishers might express serious interest. Moreover,

the CPE project is hardly revolutionary and the materials which

it offers, although highly biased, are far from original in ap-

proach and could easily be duplicated by any number of commercial

publishers at a fraction of the cost. Indeed, at the college

level, such materials have been produced, albeit in more sophis-

ticated form. This fact tends to undercut the claim of need.

The CPE project by all evidences is fairly far along (more than 1.2

million expended to date) and the fact is that no adequate appraisal

of its output has yet been made.. This is, in my judgement, a very

serious shortcoming. There is need for a review by disinterested

political scientists, i.e.. political scientists not connected with

the project in any way, past or present.

(E) The ten question format designed by NSF simply precluded panel con-

sideration of certain basic matters such as those I have mentioned.

Those who read the committee report should at least be apprised of

this fact.
310
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Panelist: Mr. Coe Dexter

The Exploring Human Nature materials are innovative. high-quality.
sophisticated, instructional materials. Their successful use within a
school district would require a high level of commitment oa the part of
the teachers, the school district, and the community. Any district
using these materials should expect and prepare for a certain amount
of controversy to result from their use. All appropriate segments.of
the community.should by involved in the preparatory stages of initiating;
the rise of these materiels, as well as monitoring and evaluating theongoing program.

rlIn general, rbelieve that the development of these materials has-been
a worthwhile project of the National Science Foundation. However, I
also believe that because of their cost, level of sophistication, and
controversial nature, they will be actually used in relatively few
schobl districts, and will affect a fairly small percehtage of the
school population.

In*considering future funding of such curriculum development efforts,
tpe NSF might consider the general recommendations suggested by this
panel.

Panelist: Mr. David Engstrom

The Exploring Human Nature materials; in my opinion as a student, were
well done. The reading level was comprehendable for the average student:,
The curriculum utilized such methods as group discyssion, audio-visual,
role playing exercises to stimulate the student's interest. he layout
was attractive. HoWever, the sequence of modules overlapped in some ,

instances and in,othersl, the following moddles had no relevancy to the
previous ones. Exploring Human Nature could also use more written exer-
cises. The EHN curriculum with alternations would be an exciting course
for the high school student to take. If this course was offered at my
school, I would take it

Panelist: Mrs:.-lerna Fancett

In many ways, Exploring Human Nature reflects current "thrusts in social
studies and this is to be commended. The program is interdisciplinary,
concept based and thought-productive. It employs a variety of teaching
and learning modes and techniques. The accompanying films are excellent.

It is extremely regrettable that some highly controversial t-ontent is
included in an otherwise creative and exciting package. Such inclusion
immediately reduces the number of schools and students who otherwise might
have benefitted from it. Also, the confidence of teachers and the public
in new programs is jeopardized.

I am in agreement with other panel members that we had insufficient time
to do a thorough study of all materials.
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Panelist: Dr. John C. Line.han

My appointed role on thispanel has been to represent the administrators

of the pre-college sector of the - Public Schools.

The ncomplete condition of thd curriculum package made available for

evaluation, both before our arrival (pre-study) and on-site, has made an

.accurate evaluation difficult and educationally. frustrating.

The highly controversial nature ;Jr the content that was on hand is

probably the main reason for my reservations as to the wisdom of publish-

ing and.disseminationg this course of study.

The-costs -of implementing this project in an average school system must

receive consideration. The per pupil costs projected are not competitive

with other competing.materials.

it is my belief that this'course of study, when introduced into many

school curriculums, will be lead to parental disfavor and resistance,

due to sections that seem.to be an invasion of the parental domain.

Administrators that are already involved" with increasing community

scrutiny and criticism, demands for budgetary reductionL increase in

class. size and now "a return to basics"will not consider adding a costly,'

unproven project to their school problems.

commend the authors for the innovative format, yet question the ad-

vanced stage to which the project has been carried without determining

the need and marketability of the project.

NSF has a well deserved reputation and prestige for its previous contri-

butions to education, due to its experienced staff and years of experience.

Any reduction in their role in this area would be a loss to all of educa-

tion. NSF should be more completely involved with projects, from grant

approval to completion and be properly funded to do-this.. In this manner,

projects with little market value will be, terminated at earlier stages of

growth, or will be revised to meet market and public acceptance.

Panelist: Mrs. Kristine McGough

A course such as EHN deserves a lengthy critique. Unfortunately, because

of a lack of complete curriculum packages for panelists plus an insuffi-

cient 'time to review the material, I will confine myself to my "general

impreSsions," "personal feelings" and "recommendations." Wearing my

"panel member" hat, with a sincere effort at objectivity and the ability

to cope with group consensus, I find nothing particularly outstanding in

the material% The slick packaging is not new - many other curricula

have Similar well-illustrated books, films etc. The "package" might

even e a minus - so much material is being developed in this mode that
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one wonders if students of the future will be able to=deal with a plain
printed page. Unit 1 appears to deal with one particular theory of
human behavior - to the exclusion of.- others'- this does not Seem to be
g6od educational practice. Unit 3 seems' similar to materials already
existing. in such materials as those by Guidance Associates. used in
-Family Life ClasseS as well as the type of material-appearing in the
Contact series. On the positive side, the exposure of students 0.00
models of adolescence by Erickson,'A. Freud. Hollinshead, etcY-seemS
like a good-idea.

Removing my "hat" and'putting on my "apron,' from a mother's viewpoint,
my feelings about the oourse are extremely negative. Pfeel the material
does not view man in a proper light - the genetic theory, in my eyes,
downgrades the concept of man as a spiritual being with free will. I,
find the student exercises to be offensive - the Natural Selection
Experiment, with its 'spinner and gimmicks, seemed to reduce students
as evidenced by the dialogue in "From Many Perspectives," to sitting
around callously discussing who "made it" and who didn't - this is
not a personality development I desire for my children. In the
Teacher's Guide, Unit 1, the teacher is given a treatise' on over-
poputation with several alternate solutions to the problem. However,,
the suggestion to the teacher is to have the 'students design a program
of eugenics - it does not take a'Ph.D. to get the point. I could probably
.go on for pages with my negative feelings about this course but I will
refrain. Generally, I feel EHN goes into value areas which are the
province of the'home and the church. When asked to serve on this
panel, I questioned my role since I was a nonprofessional, I,was told
that it boiled'down to "Would you permit your child to take this cours?"
My answer, and I believe that-of-many other parents in America,-is a

resounding Noll
,

On a broader issue, I am distressed that my tax dollars were use4-to
develop this material. I have been led to believe that because of the
tremendous funds already invested in EHNthis project will go forward
regardless of the-panel report. If so, it is most unfortunate as it
will probably cause another MACOS controversy. I feel the Federal
Government should involve itself in curriculum development only. in the
most extreme cases of national need. In my opinion there is no such
need for this coursein, fact the American people would probably be
better off without it.

Additional general comments:

I am basically in opposition to federar.involvement in curriculum areas -
by its very nature it tends to remove control of education form the local
community. By the time the community has a voice in deciding whether
or not to adopt a given curriculum, many milliohs of public tax dollars
have already been spent.

As a layman, it was startling to read of the elaborate diffusion projects
irlelving NSF curricula. Although there is much talk of "needs assessment"
in the grant proposals, the diffusion projects seem to contradict this.
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At the risk of sounding like 'the little boy in "The Emperor's New Clothes"
whwis pointing:Out the obvious - if there was such a great national need
for some of these curricula, why does the government have to,spend tax
dollars to "sell" them to the citizens? In the case of some curricula
I've seen, we could be in the position of financing the man who is selling
us the snake oil. As a parent I was shocked to See the lack of parental
input at the proposal stage.

Since I realize that there, may be instances in which the resources of
the Federal Government may be useful in the development of certain cur-
ricula, I wonder if this might not be handled better by funds to the
states with close monitoring by NSF and a legal requirement for citizen
involvement during the development stage. Also, since many federal .

projects are experimental in nature, I see no way that proper needs assess-
ment can be carried out without involving parents..,Since it is our tax
money and qur children:who are used, it seems to me we should have a voice,
in deciding whether we "need" a particular program)

Panelist: Dr. Michael K. O'Leary

There is an'- important and ntinuing role to be played by NSF in support-
ing innovative social scienee,materials that are sorely needed in American

education. However,proje such as EHN, CPE, and HR should be funded
only on the basis of documented needs, supportedby evidence systematically
gathered from social science teachers and local community representatives.

In funding proposals andi in monitoring development NSF should concern ,

itself with the market for the materials produced. This entails,satis-

fying thecriteria of (1) meeting identified needs, (2) flexibility of
educational:uses, (3) low cost, (4) quality of the materials and (5)'
avoiding widespread rejection byiteachees, administrators and the commun-
ities in which the materials will be used.

Projects funded by NSF should pay equal attention to the development of
both the teacher and the student materials. Teacher's guides should be
developed which minimize the need for specialized, costly in-service
training and which enable teac:iers to implement the program adequately,
even if they are not specialists in the discipline being covered.

Panelist: Ms. Juliana Podraza

EHN has many sound, educationally beneficial aspects which would enrich

a social studies program. The benefits, however, are overshadowed by

several disadvantages. This extensive grogram may be purchased by few
schools due to the expenses involved in both purchasing the materials and
in providing the necessary teacher training.

The teacher manuals would need revision which would enable the teacher,
also any substitute teacher, to implement the program more effectively.
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Those portions of the program that evoke objection from the local com-
munities should, be.eliminate0 to facilitate acceptance of the program.
It seems that those portions causing the objections are in the teacher
materials, therefort: this would not eff.nt the content'of the curricu-
lum for EHN.

SinCe no publishing company at this time is willing to bid for this pro-
gram, NSF should consider modification of both the materials and the
price which would warrant a wider acceptance and purchase of the materials'

Panelist: Dr. Ethel Tobach

In answering question 10, I believe a statement of my rationale for
. approaching "Exploring Human Nature" and "Understanding Human Behavior"

ts necessary.

1. The science of behavior should be taught throe gif the integra-
tion of concepts of evolution, development, physiology,
anthropology, sociology and psychology.

2. Today biology, anthropology, sociology and psychology as
academic disciplines deal with many aspects of behavior, both
on the human and nonhuman animal levels. All are concerned
with ecological issues, and thus by implication, problemg of
adaptation and environmental processes,

It is thus difficult to integrate the professional disciplines
in the development of teaching materials (see,Dr. John K.
Bare's application and statement about the 1967 conference A
called by APA) because each discipline is interested in
developing own educational program because ;f needs to
respond to the professional futures of the, memb rship of the
professional, organizationst

3. Behavioral science, more than any other science, is intimately
related to societal processes--its value systems, its govern-
mental and community organizations, its'codified forms of
responsibility between citizen and government, Therefore,, it
is most important that in developing programs for teaching
any one of the behavioral sciences that ally those concerned,.
be involved: students, teachers, educational administrators,
parents, governmental agencies and administrators, and,
institutions which train teachers.-

These populations should involved in every aspect,of the
teaching-material development: conceptualization of a possible
need; determination of the need; conceptualization of ways to
satisfy the need; evaluationpf the success 'with which the need
was met; future planning.

r
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4. Tho educational process, once it is the product'of the inte-
grated activities of the-groups mentioned in "3" above, should

then be carried out by individuals:who are tr'ained in presenta-

tion-of,the substantive material. The learning process, should

have thisupport of specialized perionnerto aid in the aCtiv-,
ities which guarantee that tne students and teachers are
operating at their maximum efficiency; if students-or- 'teacher
require individualized :nstruction pr counselling for.personal
emotional-social problems, that kind of professional service

should be available to both. The teacher and the student
should not stand in any type of clinical relationship to. each

other. It is hoped thht the teacher will bea teue educator,
sensitive to the behavior' and needi of the student and able to

maximize the student's learning. Where the teacher is unable

to do so, theipossibility of eliciting help from.other
resources should be real.

Therefore, the material developed for the teaching of behavioral science
should be organized td-Ptesent the studept with the currently. accepted
,inforthation about a field of knowledgeyWhere that information is still
...,debatable because questions have been-raised.about the scientific
validity and reliability of the material, the students and the teachers'
should be made familiar with the issues invol/ed, the most widely held

viewpoints on the matter find the need for further research to-resolve

the issues. THIS IS THEMOST IMPORTANT THING THAT STUDENTS AN LEARN

ABOUT APIY SCIENCE: THE STUDENT IS BEING TAUGHT THE PRESENTLY ACCEPTED
KNOWLEDGE--AND SOMETIMES SCIENTISTS THEMSELVES ARE NOT IN AGREEMENT.
THE STUDENT CAN THEN Bf LED TO UNDERSTAND THAT THERE IS PLACE FOR THE
FARTICIPATION.OF NEW SCHOLARS IN THE ELABORATION OF NEW KNOWLEDGE.

REMEMBER: "THE WORLD IS ROUND."
Is

I ajsorecommend that"therelationship between the programs in
"Exploring Human Nature" and TUnderstanding Human Behavior" should be
reviewed and integrati4p'between the two realized.

1. These two:programs should be integrated and should represent

the work of the evolutionary biologist, the developmental:

biologist, the geneticist, the anthropologist, the psychol-

ogist and the sociologist. There is too much overlap among

the current curricula in the different-disciplines. If_the

various. disciplines cannot work together, I would be'so

- didactic as to say that no discipline should receive any
support for a program that is already represented in the

integrated program. The disci, ines should be aware that if
they cannot work together, they cannot get support alone.

2. In both programs, there is too great a possibility that by
appealing to the self-interest of the student in personal
problems, the. substantive materials of the disciplines are

under-emphasized and the more "romanticized":asbects of
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bthaviqr will be overemphasized. The material that is being
studied should enlighten the student about ,he relationship
between individual arid.eociM behavior; and should inform
about ways in which individuals can receive the guidance and
counseling that.imight be wanted. However-, the classroom
work should not be a substitute for that kind of, professional- - service.

3. AS a comparative piychologist(ev*tion of behavior) I am
most distressed at the kinds'ofomodules chosen in the Human

' 'Behavior program'and the fact that this area of psychological
science was not represented except in the EHN. Please be
awate of my personal, bids' in this respect.

Finally. I would like to make some general statement abou t the activ-ities of the National
Science Foundation and its role in science education.In order to do sp.I would require more information than I have availtble.to me. Some of my questions are: '

.

.

7.
.1. What isjhe relationship between the Office of Education

and the NSF function? :

2. Has standardization'ofscientific material to be dist
seminated been discu.ssedThy federal, states and municipal
educational.agenties?'

-

-How much relationship is there between these NSF activities
and curricula in teacher-training insb4tutions?

. .Without the above information my remarks are undoubtedly 'limited in
their usefulness. However, the questions indicate my concerns First,I am in, favor of a standardized science curriculum in those areas of
science' where controversy is at e minimum; this instance the
definition of "controversy" Is moot.. (Please see my othei. remarks
about the sensitivity of the interface between society and all behavioral
sciences.)

, A

Second, I believe the efforts being made by NSF are to be encouraged andsupported. Theg do not'go far enough. Integration among NSF, Office of
Education, and above all teacher-training institutions is essential.

I am grateful at having had this opportunity. I hope that my "learn4ngt'
experience on this panel resulted in my being constructively contribu-tive to'the NSI and to science education. .

1) Addrilonalcomment by Mrs.. Kristine M. McGough:
"I am concerned about the ethics of student participation in
experimentation::
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D. 14. a: HB: NSF Descriptive,Information

PROJECT TITLE: Human Behavior Curriculum Project (HB)

.PROGRAM: Sciehce Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Joh6 Bare

INSTITUTION: American Psychological Association

DEPARTMENT: Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota

BUDGET: Total Granted: $676,408

.
Dates: 1/1/74 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

'PROJECT CTIVES: Developweu l of modular material-ah human behavior for

use in high school courses on psychology and other fields.

PROJECT SUMMARY

-OBJECTIVES

Goals and objectives

1. The goal of the project is to improve the quality of instructionoin

human behavior in the secondary school.

2. The iPecific Dbjective is to deVelop,-validate, and dOgteminate 30

modules fOr instruction-4n human behavior, a module here defined as

a self-contained unit of 2-3 weeks duration.
/

3. The target audience for the modules is those students with the.range

of ability typically found in grades 10-12. Because instruction in

human behavior now occurs largely at the 12(h -grade level, it is

expected that the modules will have their greatest use there. On tne

other hand, since grade level is not a goo/ measure of individual

ability, the audience may be thought of al secondary school students

generally.

.1

ACTIVITY PLAN

Project time-table

1. During the first year (1974): the project office has been set up;

the Steering Comwittee has met and suggested a list of topics; wide-

spread publicity has been given to the project; the module topics

have been described in both the HBC' Newsletter and in the APA

Monitor; a Module-Design Handbook has been published and distributed;

and development work has begun on several modules.
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2: The design, local testing, revision,, two national testings, and finalrevision of a group of modules are expected totake approximately18 months. During 1975 and 1976, the followihg accomplishments
are expected:

completion of design,local
testing, revision; first

and second national testings, final revision, and pro-
duction of the first five modules;

completion of the design, the local 'testing, revision,
the first national testing and subsequent revision of
the next ten modules;

beginning of the design of the last 15 modules;

____tie_ mount i-ngof-ttreimp-Temen taiion effort;

the supporting efforts for the accomplishments
above, including the solicitatieeniand selection
of the modules, the monitoring or their production,
the design of the evaluation instruments and the
particulars'of the evaluation methodology, editing .

and revising the materials in the project office.

ORGANIZATION' AND MANAGEMENT

1. Responsibility for policy-making and planning is lodged in a steer-ing committee of 15 prominent. behavioral scientists appointed bythe American Psychological AsSociation's Board of Directors.

2. Responsibility far advising on the school systems, the schools, thestudents, and the problems one encounters-in these areas is lodgedin the Advisory Committee. Their first-hand information about educa-tion will serve as input to the Steering Committee, the project
office, and the module teams, keeping them focused on reality.

3, Responsibility for th'e design of the modules lies with design
teams working in the field and selected on the basis of written
prospectuses evaluated by the steering committee and prOjert
staff. The design team is to: select a topic within the matrix
provided by the Steering Committee; develop the module in terms
of their expertise, experience, and estimate of its success; pre-
test it in the local schools; And revise it on the basis of the
initial feedback.- The module is then submitted to the project
office, where it becomes the responsibility of the staff. As
indicated above, the final product will be the result of the
joint efforts of the Steering COmmittee, the module-design team,and the project staff. The model for the design team is for it to
consist of a behavioral scientist, two master high school teachers,And two high school students. It must be emphasized, however, that
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variations are not only possible, but desirable. What is important

is that each design team is constituted of those with competence in

secondary school teaching, those with competence in the subject

matter, and those whO represent the student's perspective. Nor is

it expected that the person who has the primary responsibility for

. the team--the team leader--will be the behavioral scientist. Indeed

of the first few modules funded, two of them have a secondary school

teacher as the team leader.

HISTORY:

1. In December 1967, APA sponsorc.d an NSF-funded Pre-College Planning

Session in Williamsburg, Virg-nia. Participants in that session,

representing the disciplinec-ofpsythologri--so-c-i-ology, anthropology,

and economics and the field of education, envisioned a secondary

school behavioral science curriculum.consisting of a unified first

course followed by specialized courses in the separate disciplines.

To that end tme group proposed that it become the steering committee

fora cross- discipljnry conference that would seek to conceptualize

such Aprriculum. At the same time, however, the group acknowledged

the nied,for the separate disciplines to proceed independently in

developing curriculum materials.

2. In December 1969 a group of prominent psychologists initiated a

policy, statement favoring pre-college curriculum development. The

statement was subsequently adopted by the Education and Training

Board, the Board of Directors, and the Council of Representatives of

the APA.

3. The statement became the foundation both for a 5-week project at

Oberlin College'in 1970 (funded by the U.S. Office of Education)

that produced the first edition of the aforementioned source Ira

for high school teachers, and for a 14-month effort at the UniVersity

of South Carolina in 1971-72 to develop two prototypic instructfonal

modules,(also funded by U.S.O.E.).

4.: In 1972, the Board of Directors of the American Psychological Associ-

ation, on the recommendation of the Committee on Pre-College Psychology

and the Education and Training Board, voted to appoint a director of

a proposed curriculum project whose first task would be the develop-

ment of a proposal to be submitted to an appropriate funding agency.

In August 1972, John K. Bare, Professor of Psychology at Carleton

College, was named director of the project. On February 21, 1972,

the proposal was submitted to the National Science Foundation, and

-after review and modification, the Human Behavior Curriculum Project

for Secondary Schools was funded on January 1, 1974.

PERSONNEL

a. The Project Director is Dr. John K. Bare, Professor of psychology

and former chairman of the department at Carleton College (Minnesota).

1.
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Dr. Bare has.a longstanding interest in pre-college and undergraduate
education in psychology. A past president of APA's Division on the
Teaching of Psychology, he served as staff director for the 5-week
Program on the Teaching of Psychology in the Secondary School at
Oberlin College in summer 1970 and authored Psychology: Where to Begin,
a booklet for the beginning teacher of psychology jointly published by
APA and ERIC/ChESS.

b. Tne Associate Director for Evaluation is Mr. Robert S. McCargar.
Mr. McCargar has undergraduate and graduate training in psychology,
sociology, and social psychology, is extensively experienced in social-
kaNicral_re-search on a broad range of community problems, including

urban renewal, social work, and delinquency, has taught at the college
level, and served as-both an evaluator and a curriculum developer.

33 c.
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D. 14.b: HB (Panel 3): Project Director's Response-to 10 Review

Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The need for the materials is- reflected in several ways.

o No systematic attempt_to introduce the subject,of psychology

into the high schoolshasWen undertaken, yet the data available

(Engle, 1951, Gertler and Barker, 1972, Statistical Abstract of
the U. S., 1974-75) indicate that the growth in the number of high

schoolsoffering psychology is both remarkable and surprising. Four

percent of the high schools in 1950. offered a course in psychology;

19% did so in 1971. In the four years between 1969 and 1973, the
estimated number of high school teachers increased from 7,40n to

9,800, (NSTA figures), and in 1973 there were one-fifth avmany
teachers of psychology as there were in biology. In'1971-72, 64%

of Colorado's high schools offered a course in psychblogy; in other

states-jDelaware--45%.(1972-73), Florida-80% (1970-71), Georgia-35%
(1972-;,73), and Montana-34% (1972-73) (Stahl,-1974). The growth; it
should be noted, thus appears to stem from student interest and

demand.

o In 1973 the number of states having separate provisions for

certification in psychology was 30 of 51 (including the District of

tolumbia), and the remainder had no legal provision (7), provision
under social studies (13), or proVision under behavioral science

(1) (Johnson, 1973). Thus in 2 of '5 states the teachers have not
had a training. program designed with the advice of leaders in the

field.'

o 'No materials are available that utilize the methods of instruc-

tion that teachers have found desirable (Nuthall and Snook, 1973).

The available materials are usually in textbook form, with one to
three authors (Kasschau and Wertheimer, 1974), they thus rely on

-teaching strategies that may put some students at a disadvantage,
and they have not been produced with assistance of both high School,

teachers and students who can provide invaluable insights and

suggestions.

o The most difficult task for all teachers is to keep one's,

knowledge current enough to teacea wide variety of topics. These

materials will provide for the teacher the background necessary to
teach them as well as resources that would otherwise not be available.

o There is widespread needfor greater understanding of others

as well as ourselves, and these materials lead the student in that

direction.
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/
o Appendix A contains excerpts from unsolicited correspondence,to this office.

Implicit in the statement above is an answer to the first sub- question
in this section. The project has not carried on an independent effort.
at assessing, needs, however those may be defined; we are cOgnizant
of research in this area,

The number of students that the materials might reach is hard, to estimate:
Fairly recent date (Stahl, 1974) suggest that 52% of the high school
students enrolled in Colorado would take a course in psychology;

ae is in viorida were taking a course in 197p-71 (a four
year estimate would be,approximately 100,000, with 761,000 enrolled
in secondary schools in that state' in 1973); and in Oklahoma in 1972,
47% of the seniors, 39% of the juniors, 13% of the sophomores, and1% of the freshmen were enrolled in a course in psychology.

No instructional material like those being developed! is, available.
There are textbooks; there are materials oil related topics producedin the Sociological Resources for the Social Studies (SRSS) but these
are from a sociological point of view; there are materials at a lower
grade level on some of the topics being produced by the'Human Sciences
Program; a few of the topics to be treated will be covered in the
Individualized Science Instructional System, but overlap will be
carefully avoided; there is Exploring Human Nature, but it,is a year
course, its approach cart be described as involving a macro- ccntpared
to the micro- arYalysis of this project, and the ,emphasis is on the
ways in which societies shape the individual rathe than on the
variables responsible for individual behavior and the way that

. individuals interact, to which the materials of this project will
speak.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The 'question and the sub-questions essentially ask whether there is a
market for these materials in terms of: competition from available
Materials,the availability of space in the curriculum, the project's
dissemination.plans, the need for funds for implementation, the past
response of free enterprise, and the likelihood of use. Each of
these variables will be treated separately.

Available materials. There are for the high school nine textbooks
three laboratory manuals, and no books of readings. None of these,
as indicated above, use the teaching strategies which high school
teachers have found to be desirable. Far more importantly, none of
the presently available materials have articulated the teaching
strategies with the content, and none make use of one of the unique
characteristics of psychology--the possibility of using the content
to teach the content. The principles of learning may be used to
teach learning, experiencing a perception may bused to teach about
the perception, and so on. 334
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The availability_of space_in the curriculum: The data cited above

indicate that instruction in psychology and human behaVior is already

a fact, and the amount of instruction is increasing. The materials in

this project are designed not only to fit semester or year-long courses,

but to be used for as little as two to three weeks in other courses to

extend them into the..dOmain of human behavior, e.g., courses in biology

and human development. A module on the topic of human learning (How' We

Remember What We Need to Know) might well speak to the learning in which

all high school students are involved.

The dissemination_plan. Dissemination is used here to mean the broad-

casting of information abo4 the project and its materials to those

responsible' fur making decisions about adopt mul taneously

providing widespread information about the project to others. Prelimi-

nat4J information has already been presented in person to the Curriculum

Committee of the National Council of Social Studies and at two annual

[9eetings of the American Psychological Association-,,rand such efforts

will be extendedto the Association of Supervisors and Curriculum

Developers, the National Science Teachers Association, the American

Education Research Association,, as well as the regional associations of

these organizations where they exist. The project!s AdvisoryCommittee

members provide us with resource persqns,las do module team members, in

the Committee on Pre-College Psychology of APA, pre-college liaisons

with the Educational Affairs Office of APA, the local and national trial

teachers, and members of the American Psychological Association. Most

importantly the American Psychological Association, through its clearing-

house for pre-college psychology publishes a free newsletter, Periodically,

nine times a year, and our newsletter accompanies it four times a year.

There are, of course, several journals: The History Teacher, Teaching of

Psychology, Social Education (the last two are both willing to carry

articles on our efforts, we have been told).

The reliance on NSF,implementation monies. If implementation is con-

ceived of as including preliminary trials, the training of resource

personnel, and the orientation of schools and key teachers, then NSF

monies will be required for the preliminary trials, but it would seem

to be possible to rely less on NSF for training of resource personnel

and perhaps in orienting schools and key teachers. The latter results

from the facts that 1) previous curriculum projects shave provided some

instruction in the teaching strategies to be employed, and 2) the

materials are designed to provide as much as possible in terms of the

needs of the teacher as the module is used.

The past response ofiree_enterprise. 'As indicated above, the response

in the past of the free market has been to produce textbooks and

laboratory manuals, ofteh.patterned after introductory college texts, .

and the latter leave much to be desired. Moreover, it is an erroneous

assumption that the high school course should be a-simpler version of

the college course.
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The likelihood of use. In addition to pointing again to the commentsof teachers and others, one can cite publisher interest. The announce-ment to all publishers will be made in early January and a meeting willbe scheduled at the' ASCD meetings in the spring. Even in the absence ofthat announcement, expressions of interest have been received fromScience Research Associates, Canfield Press, McGraw-Hill, Little Brown-'and Company, Xerox, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Ernst Klett-Verlag inStuttgart, Germany; John Wiley, Addison-Wesley, Prentice-Hall, Houghton-Mifflin, McDougall Littell and Company, Harper and Row, Scoft-Foresman,and Steck:Vaughn.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a- clear purposeand rati ale? .

The rationale for this urriculum effort has been clear and consistentfrom'the beginning, for it is described in the same way the proposaland the Module Design jia dbook, albeit the last in term of,the learner,the learning process, and the nature of the discipline. The 'handbook isquoted here. _

I

\
Nature of the learner. The students, like everyone else, desire tounderstand theirownhehavior and that of those around them; to pUt itin an imaginary student's words "to Understand myself better and to findwhere I fit in society." Students further want, it appears, to learn(those,things that will serve them in their everyday

experiences bath at .work and play.

Interestingly enough, one who has not studied behavior systematicallyis often well-schooled
in experience, but psychologically naive; one hasbeen in constantcontact With self, but the behavior of others isinterpreted on the basis of one's own experience, which provides at aminimum an idiosyncratic view of the world. One's own behavior may alsonot be understood, and it therefoke becomes all too easy to imagine thatthe causes of behavior are usually mysterious,-hidden beneath the skin,in one's unconscious,

in instincts, and in the distant past. Behaviorappears more fixed than malleable,
more dependent upon will than anyother variable, and one's own behavior is taken as the standard.

1,4 NatUre_of the_learning_process. Learning must of course build upon theprevious learning and the interests of the students, but it must takethe student beyond the Present in both knowledge and interests. Itoccurs in a variety of ways, i.e., by'reading, by listening, from
demonstrations, from active participation, in discussion, and.inreflection.

Mature of the_disOpline. In psychology's relatively short history,
psychologists have become convinced that human behavior can be
systematically observed, that it exhibits enough regularity to make
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possible the derivation of general statements, and that principles of

human behavior, often quite different from those based on the opinion

generated by private experience, can be discovered by empirical means.

To recognize that the same principles make possible an understanding

of the behavior of others as well as one's own is to emphasize. the

similirities that all of us share; to,understand how the variables

in the principles differ for each of us and what the variables are

that are most important to those differences is clearly central to

putting self into society. The result of such understandinqimight

well be greater resOeet. and, compassion for another and an equalitarian

viewlafalL

The study of human behavior appears to enjoy:other unique characteristics.

For one thing,, the question of whether the subject matter is 'relevant"

appears to be Inappropriate. The more appropriate'question might be

whether anything in the content area is irrelevant to the understanding

of human behavior.

Most importantly, an understanding of human behavior can speak to the

values that each of us holds. If one can see clearly the!consequences

of any behavior for alt, that knowledge must be critical information

in the making of the value decisions which all of us face.

If the analysis of the n ture of the learner above is correct, then

one can expect that materials developed in this project will fill the

needs of the learner.

Every effort will be made to insure that the individaul modules will

reflect these assumptions, goals and values championed here, and those

materials that /ccompany this report do so, we believe. Materials

might, of alum, be generated by another set of goals and values,

but the assumptions about the needs and the nature of the learner

reflect reality in the opinion of the project staff, or very nearly

do so. The goads chosen here and the values which they reflect are

of key importance to the materials and provide a continuing source of

motivation for the difficult tasks involved in curriculum development.

To turn to the clarity an0 cohetivenets of the materials, for the pur-

poses of this answer it it assumed that cohesiveness refers to a package

of several modules and that clarity refers to each and all modules.

Because the materials available are not in final form, the process

for achieving clarity and cohesiveness is described. Clarity can be

assured by adequate review by the project staff, the Steering Committee,

the Advisory Committee, from the results of the local and national

trial, and by the inclusion of high school teachers and students on

the development teams. To assure cohesiveness t14e project staff will

prepare for teachers a handbook suggesting the selection and organiza-

tion of various modules into a longer course with several alternatives,

and the teacher handbook for each, module will identify pdssible inter-

faces with other modules. For each possible set of modules there will
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be provided something seldom found in an elementary text--a statement
of the rationale for putting the materials together.

Question E can refer to the selection of topics from the large numberin the discipline or the selection of proposals for inclusion asmodules,regardlets of the topic. The selection of the topics andtheir ordering in terms of prioritywere accomplished by the Steering.
Committee on the basis of three criteria: the certainty of thejhowl-
edge in the area, the interest ofthe material for.the student; and
the appropriateness of the materials for use by the high school
students.

The selection of a particular proposal for inclusion in these materials
is based on the following' triteria:

Rationale. What aspects of behavioral science are appealed to as
justification for developing the unit? Are there concepts that willaid the students' understanding; are there principles that are well-grounded in data; are there basic processes that the student should
be familiar with; does the unit provide a perspective that is helpful
in viewing human, behavior; does the unit lend itself particularly
well to the demonstration that behaviol.'can be systematically studied;and/or does it demythiciie widespread erroneous notions of the causesof behavior?

If the topic has qot.been included in the list by the Steering Committee,is a convincing case made for the inclusion of this topic instead ofone on the list? Are there needs amohgthe students, important objectives,
or circumstances that emphasize the desirability of a unit on this topic?

Objectives and goals. Does the proposal contain a set of well-
formulated objectives for the unit? Are the objectives realistic forthe students for whom they.are designed? Are the central problems forachieving. the objectives identified and discussed? Are the objectives
then integrated into the.body of the proposal?

Are the broader goals of the, unit included with at least some elabora-
tion? Do the objectives lead to the achievement of the goals?

Means to the goals. Are the means of accomplishing the objectives
spelled out? What is the rationale or evidence that supports the!'
conclusion that the means will indeed 'accomplish the ends? What
assumptions underlie the selection of the means? Are those assumptions
sound?

Pedagogical strategk. Is' there an overall strategy for the design of
instruction? Are daily instructional techniques appropriate to thestrategy? So far'as possible, is the knowledge used to teach
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the knowledge, e.g., programming to teach operant learning, role

playing to teach about roles, and so on?

Does the material appear to be potentially intriguing to the high

school student?

Is the student led by the materials to see additional problems that

he or she might pursue if he or she has the ability,time and/or

motivation?

Question 4: Is the content:of the materials scientifically correct?

This section asks whether thf materials are. scientifically accurate

and current, whether the materials train future scientists or are

designed to produce a scientifically literate populace, and what

portion of the discipline is represented by the materials.

To assure the accuracy of the materials; -- several facets of the develop-

ment process were intentionally included. Each designtteam must have 1

subject matter specialist, each proposal is reviewed by at least two

m bers of ,the Steering Committee composed of 15 distinguished

be vioril scientists, each proposal is carefully.reviewe&by the

proj ct staff, and wht it seems advisable, consultant specialists

may and have heen aske to review the proposals. When the manuscripts

for the module are received, the project staff and members of the

Steering, 7C-Oiiiiiiittee again review the manuscripts for accuracy. Included

on the project staff are two senior members-who have each had approxi-

mately }thirty years experience in the behavioral sciences, one in the

'experimental and physiological side and the other in social and applied

areas. A third content spfcialist is scheduled to join the staff on

January 1, 1976.

The same review\process assures that the materials are current and

solidly grounded in data. The latter phrase has been added because

there is some faddism in science. There may be more than usual in

psychology. MoreoVer, most scientists have Yearned to cultivate and

cherish doubt. Elsewhere'the project materials indicate that the

principles to be included are those that have some chance of existing

for-' some time to come,\

What group do we seek to\train, future scientists or a scientifically

literate populace? "Both, we would loudly,proclaim. But in order

to achieve the broadest impact we teach for scientific literacy,

confident that future scientists profit most from such training at

the elementary level. The target audience of students will do and

use behavioral science, ,so that they can apply tAe ideas, perspectives,

andexperience to everyday life,

Finally, there is the question of.the portion of and the approach to

the discipline represented by the materials, The topics for the
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modules ai7e broadly representative of. the problems and findings in
behavioral science with its focus in psychology: . Individually, the
modul s will not survey a particular topic but will be limited toa sel ted number of problems and findingi within the topic that are.,vi'v.id nd interesting to the students and will engage them in search

:.

and understanding. No particular viewpoint i5 represented in the
,'materials. the topics range Irom the biologital bases of behavior

to.soctalinteraction, and to reflect contemporary psychology
adequately, the approach is; as it must,be, eclectic.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educe-___ .._ ________

tionally sound ?_____
,

Adiese especially_ favorable reactions from teachers, staff,pa orpupiTS. The reactions of interest here may be directed
toward either the teaching strategies or the content. So far as
teaching strategies are concerned, asHBCP,Occasional Paper #1
entitled Models and Modules indicates, a variety of teaching strate-'.gies will IWeirPTC66f:,As indi4ated above, the strategies, are those
with which teachers (and their students) have become familiar. At-least for inquiry teaching, a study by Coan in 1961 suggested that
parents were generally agreeable even then to the use of the inquiry
strategy (Coen, 1961).

Because the topics for the modules both include and go beyond those
commonly offered in the high school (Engle,.1967; Ryan, 1974) positivereactions to the content are anticipated.' Indeed, the correspondencereceived in this office suggests enthusiastic approval,. However, there
are three topic areas which have some potential for adverse comment ifnot treated wisely: These are Family_Counteling, Conditioninaand
Behavior Modifjca tion, and for some,. Naturalsaviors inAhimirsandqan . The rojc Sff is

l_ffr
p re the di i cut t\Mylie ahead for these epics and intends to include them only after it

has been.assured on the basis of the best advice available, includingthat from the very;knowledgeable Advisory ComMittee, that the treatment
of these topics isosuch that the probability of an adverse reaction ig
virtually zero. ,We believe that instruction on these topics in the
high school is important; and many parents agree. But the importance
of teaching the topic of human behavior is so clear that we will not
let- the effort be hoisted on the petard of those who do not differen-
tiate against studying about various problems and the advocacy of a
particular point of view. To come at expectations from a positive
direction, a number of the topics seem highly desirable as a part of
the understanding of all of us, -'and one migiit therefore anticipalte
favorable reactions from all.,

Special_pro.blems_or special_promise in_theLcontent_and/or the approach.
From what is known about the late adolescentt Elkind,s1-9701, thematerials would appear not to present any special problems.- Quite to
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the contrary; the materials appear to be able tb\complement and

perhaps extend the-developmental procncs. In ,tudents of this

age, as Elkind notes, formal operational thouOt is present apd

no new mental systems develop. :Moreover, the'ftudents are

differeotiating between their own preoccupations and the thoughts

of otheYs, alIcl the feelings of others are beiN integrated with

their own emotions: Indeed, if an understanding of self and

others is to be a part of the curriculum, it would appear that

this would be an idea' time to int,oduce. these particular instruc-

tional materials.

So far as the possibility of fitting ins ruc Iona

learning styles is concerned, if that appeared to be possible it

.would certainly be part of the instructional strategy of the

project. The data available on this issue are not reassuring;

4 the early suggestions of the compatability of particultr learning

styles with particular teaching strategies have been'very difficplt.

to confirm (Anderson, 1.970). It thus.becomes very difficult to

identify whether there are high school. studentg for whom the

materials are ill-advised or potentially particularly effective'

'Strategies for value-laden areas. It would seem to be impossible

to escape value questions in either psychological research or

psydhologicalinstrudtion. Nor is it in any way desirable to, do

so. 'Wherever'appropriate, in these materials value problems will \.

be c nfronted., Because we seek to help students examine and

analy e their values, one consequence might.te vrational ordered

set of values that dictate certain. behaviors. The subject matter

of ps chology seam's particularly
appropriate for such purposes,

for values must ultimately be dependent upon the consequences of

one's ehavior for all others: To put it another way, one of the-

conseq ences'of the study of psychology is to come to the con-
(

clusio that our enjoyments and sufferings arise from cofilmon

catises and that what we value is common to us both and dependent

primar ly on the behavior of each of us toward the,other.' No

claim or originality in dealing with-values is made here,.except

for the leverage that our. subject matter provides us, which would

appear to be considerable.,

Question 6: Are the'proposed and anticipated outcomes.of the

instructional materials desirable?

We hav spoken to intended outcomes by describing our purposes and

goals in response to question 3 above. 'Our hopes are to realize

all o the intended outcomes; we may fail, but we must try. The

maior-.impact might be expected to be on students and teachers,

and t former, from our perspective, are far more iMportant% The

materials are designed to say two things to the student: if you
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lear-n these materials you will,be able to apply them in your every-
day life; if you come to_underttand the process by which problems
of human behavior are posed and\solved, you will.gtin a perspective

.

that will increase knowledge from your life, and result in experiences
thawill serve you far beyond the specific content of this course.

Every effort will be made to keeii.thimaterials 'free of sex, racial;
ethnic, and religious biat or stereotyping,. .Not only is the
Procedures for-Nodule Development Teams very Clear on these issues
rthe booklet is distributed to all tams); but the composition of
the Advisory Committee- provides anothpr very important dimension to
the wain which we can-deal with potential problems in.this area.'
On that Advisory Committee of eleven there are five women, one of
whom is a Native American and a second who is Chicaht, and six men,
of ,whoM two are Black. A fair'descriptioh of that committee is that
they are very perceptive on this issue, and quite V0081.. Recall that
members of the Advisory Committee review the materials at the local
trial stage, and if need be, at the national trial stage.

,0 .

There are indeed very important, process' features which should be.
emphasized. Psychol&gy is unique amorig the that, it is
at once both objective and. subjective. While the, subjective ,,,

features are now just beginning to yield to the methods of science
(in'theflarea of cognitive psychology, for example), one's subjective
experience of psychological phenomena adds

usual
the understandinof

the objective, principles discovered by the uSual scienWic appoach.,
One,has both knowledge of and knowledge about psychological
phenoMene,and the combination provides' a richness not easily
ob4tned in other areas. In addition, instruction in psychology
presents the opportunity to use the material to teach the material:
programmed learning can be used to teach the principles on which
programmed learning is based,'participation in-small groups can be,
used in,part to teach abQ t the dynAmics of such groups,. perceptioo,
can be liled.th.t ' ) t the principles perception.

.

AKThere is one very importaht feature of our.process for the development
of.the materials in this pr6ject, and that is thy inclusion of high
'school teachers and students on the deveopment teams. Ibat feature
has several important advantages: it provides, during the develop-
ment of thematerial, immediate input on contemporary teaching*
strategies of which the psychologist- author may not be aware; it
provides continuous monitoring of'the materials interms of their
potential interest to the high schbOl student of which the psychologiit
may-not be aware; it.avoids the problems that can result'from having
a text be perceived as the latest word from above; and perhapt mos
importantly, it provides for mutual instruction- -the high schoo
teacher by the psychologist, and the psychologist by the hig cpool
teacher. Both, in our view, have much.to learn from one another.
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Questions 7 and 8 deal with implementatio and in part assume that.

the project has been given the authority ,nd resources to provide

for .aAetailed implementation plan. ThiOias not been so in our .

case. Our proposal included the staff poSition of Associate

Director for Implementation, whose primary responsibility was to be

that of deVeloping and carrying out an implementation plan. We

had conducted a four month search for this pers.pn, had narrowed

the applicants to three, and were about to hire, whea all implementa-

tior _fforts by NSF were stopped pending a new definition of policy

by rbr. To date this policy has apparently not been settled Upon.

In view of the lack of guidelines, authority and funds for staff,

we have suspended planning in this area.

A primary reason for selecting a module rather than a text format

is to provide a highly flexible set of curriculum resources. This

flexibility helps minimize implementation problems. Schools or

teachers may adopt any set of topics they choose. The ease of

implementation is further increased by a well-developed teacher

guide, which is designed to provide the teacher with:

o a clear statement of central objectives and methods

o a useful description of the suggested teaching strategy

o a general background discussion. which places the topic

a in the broader context of the social sciences, and presents

a rationale for its use in the high school curriculum

a specific (14ekground,section for each subtopic or daily

lesson, stressing cpncepts, principles and procedures

o Specific lesson plans, discussion questions and related

assistance

o suggestions fdr connecting and providing trans:don

between parts

o suggestions for linking the module with other topics

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for schools?

Special training.. Our objective is to make each module sufficiently

self-contained that a teacher without a specific college background

in the behavioral sciences could teach the module without outside

assistance. However, various implementation efforts, including

specialized training, would encourage and facilitate use, and improve

the quality of use. This applies with particular force to this content

area, because many teachers do not have a strong background in

behavioral science 'Gnagey, 1971).
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We assume, however, that specialized-training need not be restricted
to our materials but could include any and all materials on relevant
topics.

Special problems. The materials are designed for use in systems
employing conventional schedulipg and pose no unusual problems for
them. Schools emplotg moduli* scheduling, alternative schools,
or other less conventional arrangements may wish to adapt the
materials to their special structure. However, modular units of
the kind being prepared are flexibl' nough to make adaptation
possible.

Costs-. No specificicost figure can yet be computed for these materials.
The target cost to each user is S25 -50 exclusive of the cost of
student booklets. Materials using a very similar format cost between
$.83 and $1.04 per student booklet when bought in groups of ten
(teacher's guide included free). At this price modules could compete
effectively with textbook-based material, or could'be used to supplement
texts without excessive additional cost.

Special resources/. The materials require no special learning resources
beyond conventional equipment found in most high schools.

Need for optional classes. While the 'social and behavioral sciences
are sometimes thought to be highly vulnerable to parental opposition,
sensitivity would seem to be limited'to a relatively small number of
topic areas specifically included in these materials.

We have no modules or parts of modules which deal directly and,
specifically with religion o6.religious behavior, attitudes and values,
and we see very few module areas which treat scientific issues upon
'which thre is likely to be opposition on doctrinal grounds.

Question 3: Are the costs_of implementina_these_instructional
materials reasonable?

While we d noq have a specific implementation plan from which expected
cost may be extracted or estiwated, we do not anticipate the need for
large expencilturesleither by the project or by schcol systems or
implementati n.

Insofar ac tike project is Zoncerned,,funds are needen to accomplish
the followini\:

=

1. To infortii the community of educational consumers concerning the
availability, nature and merits of the materialc. This includes
primarily making formal presentations and/or exhihiting materials
at appropriate regional and national conventions (APA, NST, ASCD,
NCSS). It could include funds for appearances at inctitutec,
conducted at various colleges and universities where these are not
covered by institute funds.
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2. To conduct how-to-do-it institutes in organizing these modules

into a longe.r course--nine weeks, a semester, a year. These insti-

tutes would deal with the several kinds of courses and approaches

twat can be used,'and how to select, order and Connect the modules

to achikve course objectives.

3. To expand and provide greater depth of information for the

existing network of influential persons in the educational community

who can facilitate use of the materials. Presently we have a small

network of key persons who are aware of our materials. By systemati-

cally expanding this network, and by providing them with more
assistance and incentive, we believe they can be of great assistance

in facilitating the adoption and use of our materials.

These implementation steps do not eliminate the need to provide

teacherst with a'ibetter substantive background in the behavioral
sciences:and to improve the ability of teachers to use teaching

strategies which are suitable for specific content objectives.

Continuing costs. There are no continuing costs of using these

materials.

Alternatives in the expenditure of funds'. School districts'might

construct their own short units, and have indeed done so. We doubt,

hoivever, that they can achieve the scientific merit of these materials.

Costs of comparable materials. To our knowledge there are no

materials completely comparable to those being produced here. While

text prices vary, the average text cost of seven high school texts

is $9.75. The overage cost of three accompanying workbooks is $3.57.

Non-fiscalcosts. New, innovative materials require that people

change their ways of thinking and behaving, and that they exert and

direct their energies in new ways. This cost will be balanced by the

satisfaction by the teachers in using these materials, and by the

psychological and social gains experiepced the students.

Question 9: Is the management/organization pl adequate for

producing these instructional mate, als?

The grantee is the American Psychological Associatidn-,--an organiza-

tion of 39,411 members, to which most qualified psychdlogists belong.

Direct oversight is provided by the Steering Committee, 119 ad hoc

committee of the Board of Directors ofrAPA and appointed bY,,them.

Liaison between the APA and the project is through the Educational

Affairs Office,.which also publishes the newsletter for pre-college

psychology and the project newsletter. The Administrative Officer

of Educational Affairs is an ex officio member of the Steering

Committee. Advice and guidance are provided by the Advisory
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Committee, described above, and by the Committee on Pre-College
Psychology of APA, of which the Project Director is an ex officio,
member.

the eventual table of project organization includes six professionals
(Executive Director, Associate Director for Evaluation, Associate
Director for Development, two Development Associates, and an Editor-,
Writer), an Administrative Assistant and an Office Assistant. Two
of these positions have not yet been filled. The position of
Associate Director for Development has just been authorized, in lieu
of suspended authorization for an Associate Director for Implementation.
The second Development Associate position is authorized for January
-1976. The project staff are temporary employees of the American
Psychological Association.

The.-yroject office is located at Carleton College for several reasons.
These include: (a) there are the resources of two colleges in the same
town, (b) the University of Minnesota is a short distance away, and
(c) independence from other curricular efforts can be assured and
seemed desirable.

Opportunitiesfor_input. The project follows a decentralized field
model of development in which teams are the basic developing unit.
The team approach ma/imizes and_integrates the interests and contribu-
tion from three sources:. subject matter specialists, teachers, and
students. Monitoring team activity is accomplished by site visit,
telephone, and mail.

-1-() qualify as a team, a p'roposal must be submitted, setting forth
'the essential features of the proposed module.

- -This is reviewed by
the staff with clarification and amplification typically requested
prior to a review by the Steering Committee. Successful projects
receive a handbook of administrative procedures and the development
process is begun.

;

External evaluation_procedures. The trial process along with the
development procedure give an opportunity for, interested parties,
particularly educators and students, to provide input to development.
(See Local Trial Procedures and Policies Governing Trials_of Materials.)
An Advisory Committee of ll educators also provides input prior to the
.trials,

The above exter-al evaluation is of a formative nature. Independent
summative input of completed products has not been solicited, because
it is highly unlikely that the project will be in existence to make
use of the results.

Internal clonitring procedures. Because Op have carefully spelled out
in writing what the pr)ceiures are, internal monitoring is relatively
easy. We point with ice to the fullness of our descriptions of the
process.
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Adequacy_of_ infotwatiori: We have made every effort to furnish NSF
with information needed to monitor the grant., as well as our Steering
and Advisory Committees, and the relevint committees and officials
of APA.

10. Additional Comments.

We must, we feel, comment on the delays we have experienced with the
trational Science Foundation. On March 134 1915, we were preparedto
have an additional team in the field begin their development effort,
and on June 12, 1975, we mere agreed that a second team, could begin
their efforts. The suppOrt of thee teams involved agreements with
organizations rather than individuals. We asked NSF for permission

to make such agreements as directed by the NSF Grant Administration
Manual (NSF 73-26, October 1973). To date (Nov6mber 21, 1915) the
decisions required have not.been received from NSF. In addition,

on July 16, 1915, we were told to make no further agreements with
teams until this issue and related ones were resolved, and to date
that ban has not been lifted in spite of considerable efforts on

our-part. What must he emphasized here is that the making of
agreements with teams had been clearly spelled out in the original
and second proposals which we submitted, dated February 21, 1973,
and August 28, 1974, respectively, We recognize the considerable
burden placed upon the National Science Foundation by Congress, but
we cannot'resist poilliting out that we have been delayed in our
efforts for a consiTerable period of time by events over which we
have had no control.

At the receipt of Dr. Averch's firse-letter, dated October 23, 1975,
we wrote a paper for him entitled "The:Human Behavior Curriculum

Project: The Need, the Goals, the ProC'edures, and the Strengths
and Weaknesses. A Self Evaluation." It was not as extensive as

this, but does contain material that is not incluoeu

We can only add this final note:

The task of-preparing this material, while a disruption to our pre-
ferred ar.tivity, ha9been useful to the entire staff for it has given
us'tan opportunity to reflect again 'upon the mission we have undertaken,

the project plan we have designed to accomplish, the actual concrete
steps. taken, and their outcomes. While we: are aware of some of our

own shortcomings, we also have an unshakeable'confidenw in the

essential soundness and worth of what we have done and'are doing.
We shall look forward to making positive use of your contributions.
A commitment to 'considerations of due process leads us to hope that

you will provide us with an opportunity to respond to the findings

of the review panel, whatever they are.
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D. 14. HB (Panel 3): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

NSFStaff_Note: Panel 3 completed a.first draft of the review, of

this project by December 12 and selected a 5-member "editing com-

mittee" from the panel to work on a final draft. A typed copy of

this first draft was circulated to all panel members in January

for their comments and reactions.. The "editing committee" met

with the Panel Facilitator on January 24, 1976, reviewed the first

draft, the comments of other panel members 0.0 prepared a final

draft of the review for mail circulation to.the entire Panel. One

panelist submitted additional written comments on the final version

included at the end of this section.
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Question 1: Is there a_genuine need for these instructional materials?

The project staff has seriously addressed the question of needs. The
results of this effort have been included in the original project pro-
posal and 'in supplementary statements.

The foliOwing general needs have been discussed initheproject materials:
the quality of instructional materials for, use with high schod, students
reflecting currently 'acceptable professional standards.,\ the preparation
of teachers in both the substance and methddology of psychology; and the
rapid increase in the number of schools, students, and teachers interested
in high school psychology.

These needs haVe been well documented by the project staff. However,
while the assessment appears to support a`-need for the development of
high school psychology materials, it does not documentsa need for these

.

.Particular modules.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The program developer provides a listAg of the other prodUcts available
in this filfld.but states that these materials do not meet the needs of
secondary schools. The panel.relied on the developer's data concerning.
need since adequate information was not available for, an independent
assessment.

There is room in the existing curriculum for-this.pr but it'is
advised that it be offered as an elective. program provides oppor-
t'inity for team-teaching and alsofor=aseloCtion of individual topics/
modules that can be incorporated in a singte course.or used as a portion
of an existing_courS-ii

le American Psychological, Association has begun planning dissemination
procedures through cooperation with other professional organizations.
However, as the materials are still incomplete the free market response
cannot be estimated. NSF funds might be needed for teacherltraining' and
further development of teacher manuals.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials_possess_ a_ clear_purpose and

rationale?

It is assumed that systematic study of behavior can increase the tudent's
understanding of the lives that each of us leads. The instructional mate-
rials emphasize and imply principles of behavior and the data on which
they are based, namely those principles exemplifi0 by human interactions
and interactions between the individual and the environment.
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The materials are not in final .form, but would be more acceptable if the
-developers would pay particular attentimito increasing non-print space,
'diagrams and pictures. In addition, students should participate more !

actively in Constructing materials and devising experiments. The devel-

opers acknowledge that there is overlap with other existing curricula;
therefore some integration and separation. should be considered.

There is no basis for judging the rationale for the selection .of specific
themes because the materials are incomplete. These materials have beef

designed to help meet the needs of,high school studentsjn coping with
their social situations. In some instances, e.g.. inPersonality."
the material may be too difficult. In others, e.g., "Family Counseling,"
the .inclusion oU'extensive material on sexual behavior may create problems
interms of Community response.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifi-.._... ________________________________.
cally_. corrQct?

E

.

In general the answer is yes. ------".

The project utilizes sophisti eory and researcOresults.!' However,

the developers seen e writi g as much to their colleagues as to stu-
dents. intent p,f 'the erial is current. but it burdens students

excessive citation

The project aims at helping students to become scientifically literate
rather than to become psychologists. However, the developers assume high
reading ability and familiarity with psychological terminology.

The developers appear to be so anxious to be scientifically correct that
the modules have become far too long. The materials now ih,draft and
available to this committee are already too lengthy for a one year curricu-
lum;yet,they represent only one fourth to a third of the proposed content.

!

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials education-
_

ally sound?

Recognizing that the project is in the early stages of development, the
panel generally believes that the materials are educationally sound. They

were divided over the issue of whether or not instructional materials
Should have clinical objectives.

In the Ranersjudgment, there may be adverse reactions to some moduleS.
The developer specifically mentions one, "Family Counseling," as a possible

source of controversy. We agree that there isra high probability of ntga-

tive reaction because of the sexual content. 'This module would probably

have to satisfy the sex education consent requirements in many jurisdictions.
The use of certain teaching methods may create controversy. For example,

the module entitled "The Family' would not necessarily be controversial.
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However( if there is a discussion on family conflict which.uses personal-ized role-playing as one of the teaching methods, this could lead to con -:+troversy. /.
s./

To the developers' ,credit. the material abounds with cautionary notes
teachers concerning possible personalization-of material by s
However, the topics planned and the methods used ma make thee
cautions difficult to heed. In our opinion atIvely few students willbe able to master the desired content- ue to the volume and'complexity
of the material and the u ty of the readings: The panel does feel
that there will .vorable reactions to the availability'of shortmodule eek average) which provide flexibility for staff and students.

Question, 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instruc-
'

The,developers anticipate that these materials will improve the quality
of instruction in human behavior, at the secondary level. The panel
believes this to be a worthy objective. Yet for the materials to have
this intended effect, they must be organized and expressed in a manner more
easily understandable to high school students. If this is not done, only
a few students may get the full benefit, from them.

The developers avail themselves of many procedures: didactic; experi-
mental, simulations, written essays, and analytical exercises. We approveof this multiplicity, especially the written essays which are rarely used
in contemporary curriculum projects. Some undesirable consequences may'occur because of inadequate teacher training: For example, certain activi-
ties could be emoti6ally upsetting to some students if not handled withgreat sensitivity and-tact. Still other activities seem highly question-able. Two cases in point are: having a student play the role of a person
suffering from brain damage and requiring students to'keep a sexual exper-ence diary.

Question 7:,,-flo these instructional materials present implementation
problems- for the schools?

Special teacher training and preparation seems imperative because of the
complexity of the content, its value-laden nature, and the need for
teacher sensitivity. Without such training; some of the content and
teaching methods could be a source of serious controversy. Also,, without
the benefit of ,such training, teacher may avoid using .some, or all of the
materials and therefore the value, torschools, of a potentially worth-
while course would be lessened or lost'.

According to the-developer's-cost
prOjections, these modules would seemto be competitive with other published materials. However, the cost of

teaGbe training will add considerably to the cost of implementing theprogram.
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Question 3: Are the costs for implementin3 these ihstructidnol materials

realsonable?

As ark alternative to adopting this piogram, a community might meet thest,

same needs through workshops, minicours4s, or electives dealing with

specific sub-topics such as: family-planning, human sexuality, inder-

standing oneself; and human, behavior.

Programs s'uch as these could be conqucted.by outside specialists such as

Clinical psychologists, marriage counsel6rs, and school nurses. the

panel lacks sufficient informationto judger whether or not this alternatiVe

would ba less costly than the adoption of this program. It seems impera-

tive that schools should be provided the opportunity to select modules,that

seem appropriate for meeting their particular needs' rather than being

forced to purchase the entire patkage.
.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for providing
....,

these instructional.- materials?

.1(igmentsabout management of this project are hampered because. the

modules are still in the developmental sti6e.. The original proposal and

the project's pbsition paper were available indicatiog that,many more

modules would be forthcoming.

The project is notable for its wide inclusion of many scholars on the

various development teams. Similarly, teachers and students are included

on each team. There is no evidence that the views of,parents have been

solicited:

The American Psychological Association has appointed a fifteen-member

policy board to establish the project's policy and to monitor the develop-

ment. This board selected the topics for the various modules and chose
0
the director and staff. There could be some serious probleilfs in monitoring

the modules because their development is "farRed out" to teams around the

country, rather than being produced at a single center. The project

director clearly has a formidable task in exercising quality control over

packages produced under this procedure. His problem is not that of main-

taining scholarly quality but of limiting length and infusing each module

with sound pedagogical strategies.

All of the planned evaluation seems to be internal to the project. In

the judgment of the panel, it would be advisable to have a careful .and

periodic external evaluation of it. NSF should also continuously monitor

this project.
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Additional Comment by Mrs. Kristine M. McGough

I. am in receipt of theeditedAraft for Comparing Political Experiences and
Human Behavior. Althoigh I am in geneal agreement with many points of the
final drafts, I feel too muchof the same of the panel has been lost ih
attempting to handle this by mail - IA,61 the entire panel should be rtas-

\sembled so that we may have an opportunity to discuss it and take a vote as\we did on Exploring Human klatUre.

In regard to Comparing Political Experiences, I firmly believe that if thfproject

was federally funded to replace traditional government courses
which appears to be the develOper's intent - the burden should be on the
developer, not the teacher, to insert material dealing with the Constitu-
tional system of the United States. .

The Human Be6vior draft has suffereethe most by the long distance review.
The line "Ethical consideration

critical and sityOuld he clpsely adhered
to if the goals are to be achieved" is vital to'tiis report tred' was, to thebest of my knowledge, agreed upon by the full panel - I cannot subscribe
to the, suggestion that it become some sort of "minority footnote.','

What has happened to Dr. Tobach's report of 12/11?** Dr. Tobach's impressive
professional credentials make her' input particularly pertinent to Exp:oring
Human NatJFe and Human Behavior. Her W5 page statement does not seem to bd
reflected adequately in the final draft. Qr. Tobach made strong recommenda-
tions concerning the development and teaching of all courses in the behaTtoral
sciences.

I am personally uncomfortable with the reports on Comparing Political Experi-
ecs and Human Behavior. Given the time pressure and Jack of material, I
feed the panel report of Exploring Human Nature was a fairly good representa-
tion of the panel's feeling - I am not as certain that the.other reports, are.

I feel our respthisibility as A pane) is a si;riouc one and a final report--
done without cufficient time for give and take and mutual learnibg does not .
seem to really fulfill it.

f*NSF Staff Note: The final, typed resp3nse from Dr. Tobach had\ of
been received when this letter was Written. The response is now
included in Dr. To6ach's statement on Question 10 (on EHN 'and HB)
and here statement on Exploring Humaln Nature.

a
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D. 14. d:HR ( nel 3): Individual Panelist Response tb 10th Review

Question: w Uhat are yourjenepal impy,sions of the curriculum?

Panelist: _Dr. Douglas Alder

I read only the units on sleep and consciousness, communication and

peer pressure. The latter was unnecessarily long. Endl'ess oases,

examples and activities were, employed to teach the _same concept.
Perhaps the' writers generated these to give the editor the chance

choose frOm among them.

I fouhd all three units fascinating. They also did not seem to have
adoption obstacles because of community norms. The proposal said
that the APA intends. to tefine the modulps:to the point that they will
not run afoul of community values and generate opposition. In these

f three units'I think they are approaching their goal. My colleagues on

the team however had very different feelings about some of the-othe

units and I tend to support them. I have had some considerable experi-

ence with the national controversy on sensitivity tra'ining. Thotigh I

am in general an advocate of it I must admit that even though'some of
the criticism has been irrational other criticisiluhas opened up valid
issues that the professionals were not handling well. I think the

criticisms of this curriculum will hit some of the same pointS. Pri-

vacy of an indivdual's feelingS can be invaded unduly in this curricu-

lUm. Teachers cad become involved in dealing with counseling-like
problems, without professional competency. Students can be encouraged

to reveal things that they may not wish to reveal. ComMunity values

can be unnecessarily offended. One exomple: in an exercise ,about peer

pressure the students are asked who they would turn to for advice under

many specific'cases. Two of them include: who would you talk to if you

became pregnant and who would you talk to if the irl you were sleeping

with (became pregnant. The assumption that the s'eUdent may be sleeping
with someone ts dynamite., The question is posed in such a manner that

the assumption is that those involved are not married. Th re are still

a few people around who don't think that is the'norm. Such issues are

pretty sensitive.

. Irk general I am fascinated with the administrative approllch that this

.
peoject is using, employing a,professional organization. I wish them

the \best.

Panelist: Dr. Robert Angell

This project is in its early stages and therefore coin t be evaluated

adequately at:this time. The start is promising. The APA is selecting

capable scientists to work on the design teams, though they must be

sure to get adequate input from the high school teaches on the teams.

One weakness already obvious is that the modules are einq written at

too difficult a level. for most high school students. I have confidence

in the administrative group direction tWs project an the oversight
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that APA will give it. I therefore expect Otethey will carry out
.

their:reiponsibilities.effectively and a good product will result.
i

Panelist: Mrs. Alethea Campbell
. 1 0

$
No comments submitted.

Panelist: Dr. George W. Carey

1. Mille the project propoSers'claim a need for this particular
approach, they have certainly not d9cumented the-need. In fact, tbty. .

d? acknowledge that several texts are already being used Ind that,the
texts represent less sophisticated versions of theAterials and
approaches used at the college level. This means he claims made,on
behalf of their particular approach are in need of greater crocumenta-
tion than they :provide.

2. While we lacked complete inforMation.cOncerning the three projects.'
under review, we had relatively little.infomation concerning the HOman

__. Behavior program--so much' so that I question.Ohether the panel can fortn,:, ,
valid judgments:

.
,

3. As.our-panel noted throughout its report,'there is a high .proba-:
bility of adverse reaction to both the approach and some of the modules
(e.g., the cl-inical approach and the family modple).

4. Because of the complexity of the program, the need for teacher
training in the proper use of the materials, implementation at'the
secolav'y level will be quite costly and cumbersome.' I refer 'here, in
parti ular, to panel,judgment op question #7..

5. 11) my judgment; there are alternat4 ways by which the uhool systems,
if they so desired, might meet the objectives of this prograM at far
less cost. ,This could be done (see panel response to question #8) with 1
existing resources-at the community level.

Additional General Comments:

I should like the following remarks included in the official report.
They pertain to Panel 3 anethe social science projects funded...by NSF.

(A) Our initial group decision regarding procedure was a logical one
given the circumstances: namely, fi've days to,examine wIththoroughriess
three major projects in the social science area, having to draft re- .

sponses .to nine general questions in smqller subcommittees. Even
though our procedures were reasonable ones', We aid not have the time to
complete our tasks. Our discussions in both the smaller committees and
the group never Were able to turn themselves very far from the questions
tha4 were put to us by NSF. The, ten,questions, in turn, overlapped and
in many cases were redundant.
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(8). Not all materfals were available to us. In some cases, materials

were available only in limited quantity which causes problems. This

was true in varying degrees with all three projects under review, most

so with respect to Exploring Human Nature (EHN) and Human Behavior (HB).

In my judgment, this was a very serious shortcoming with respect to EHN,

certainly the most controversial of these projects.

(C) With respect to the programs.under review, one of the major ques-

tions that arose continually ,:oncerned need; that is, whether a need

existed'at the secondary lev0 for courses built along,the lines set.

forth, in these programs. In this respect the following should be noted:

1) We were more or less forced to take the word of the project

initiators relative to need. There was no way for us to determine need.

What is clear, however, is that need, as set forth i the proposals, was

in large part confused with the presumed novelty of the approach. More

exactly, in all proposals much was made of the fact that the existing

high school social science curricula did not utilize the approaches out-'\

lined in the proposals.

While this is undoubtedly true in all cases, such a state of affairs

simply does not constitute evidence of need. There are countless

approaches to the study of mats which are not utilized at the secondary

level but from this it does not follow that the secondary curricula are

deficient and in need of revamping.

2) Where need was shown in justification of one program through

citation to surveys which reveal an alarming ignorance on the part of

large percentages of the population concerning our basic constitutional

system, the project itself was not directed to the alleviation of the '

deficiency. Quite the contrary. The CPE program expressly states that

its chief value is its lack of emphasis on the formal institutions and

processes of our government. In this sense, the whole project is an

anomaly. Part of its justification rests on the political ignorance of

the American people with respect to formal institutions, yet its thrust

in no way would serve to recttfy_this condition. It would, in fact,

make the situation worse if its program were implemented at the second-

ary level.

3) While need cannot be accurately assessed, there are bits of

information that throw some light on the matter. For example, the EHN

project, after the expenditure of 2.5 million, has only "interested"

one publisher, the same one which published MACOS. One would think

that, if there was a real need, a number of commercial publishers might

express serious interest. Moreover, the CPE project is hardly revolu-

tionary and the materials which it offers, although highly biased, are

far from original in approach and could easily be duplicated by any

number of commercial publishers at a fraction of the cost. Indeed, at

the college level, such materials have been produced, albeit in m6re

sophisticated form. This fact tends to undercut the claim of need.
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(D) The CPE project by all evidences is fairy far along-(more,ihan
1.2 million expended to date) and the fact is that no adequate appraisal
of its oqtput has yet been made. This is, in my judgment,, a very serious
shortcoming There is need for a review by disinterested,political sci-
entists, i.e., political scientists not connected with the project in anyway, past eyresent.

.

/'

(E) The ten question format designed by NSF simply preclude panel con-
sideration bf"kertain basic matters such as those I have men1tioned.
Those-who rad tne committee report -should at least be appr/sed of this
fact.

,

Panelist: Mr. Coe Dexter

1 I

/

. ;

In general, 1 I support the panel' conclusions and recommendations con-
cerning thi curriculum project. As stated in the report, only a small
portion of the materials were av liable, and those that 'were available
were in rou9h draft form. Muchfurther work will be needed to prepare
these materials:for general classroom use.

/

As the proj ct developers have/claimed, there is a clear cut need for
materials t be used in high s hool psychology materials. However, 1
beli:qe tha the developers sh uld carefully reassess their objectives.
I believe t at there is a nee for materials to be used in teaching the
elements of psychology to high school students. Howe er, the aevelop-
went of materials which could create a clinical situ tion between
teacher andistudent is less .j stifiable. While it i logical to expect

Howe

that students snould learn b sic understandings which are applitable to
real life sjituations, it is of as logical to assume that what a student
learns in a, psychology class automatically will help that student solve'
nis or her Oersonal and/or emotional problems.

As stated in the report, a hillier than usual degree of teacher expertise
would be required, if the mat rials were to be used effectively. The
teacher guides should be care lly written in order to insure the
optimum use 'of the materials. Additionally, as some of the suggested
activities might have psycholo itally threatening overtones, the guides
should print out to teachers th potentially fine, line between teaching
psychology and providing clinical psychological services.

There /is no doubt that some of th modules, both in subject matter and
in Rtocess, Will provoke controversy in some, if not in most school
dilitricts that adopt the prorjram. \School districts which indicate an
it in using these materials should be encouraged to trally dis-
cuss possible\areas of conflict wit interested parents.

The projeif developers should be commended for the care that they have

\
tdL'en to insure the professional qua ity of the materials. The moni-
toring anl reew process should be c ntinued,'and include educational
specialists, i4irents, and lay persons The controversial natmee of
such materials rather than bar their urther development, should pro-
vide an inducement to develop the high st quality materials possible.
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Pane st: Mr. David Engstrom

No comments submitted.

Panelist: Mrs. Verna S. Fancett

Social studies teachers would probably agree that there is a need for
materials that will help students to understand their own behavior and

that of others. They would probably also agree that there are some

areas of investigation that are neither necessary nor appropriate.

Project developers should start from this premise when selecting topics
to include in their materials.

Because the project is in the early stages of its developMent, few
modules were available for review. Several would be entirely appro-

priate and useful in a secondary social studies course. Others such as

,"Family Counseling", "Animal Behavior and Man", and "Behavior Modifica-
tion" would be either beyond the needs and abilities of many students
or highly objectionable to many students and parents. In addition, the

fact that students would be placed in clinical situations with their

peers and others makes some of the methodology highly questionable.

The value of review at the early stage of project development is that

decisions on redirection can be made and weaknesses or objectionable
materials can be eliminated, before more time and money is spent. The

final product then will be more valuable to teachers and students and

the-market for the materials will be greatly expanded.

Panelist: Dr. John C. Linehan

Many of the modules are planned (thirty to forty) few (less than ten)

were available for evaluation. The modules available were only in a

"rough draft" condition. One module, Family Counseling, should be

eliminated, or completely revised. In my estimation the contents and

learning techniques are extremely controversial.

The "module" format is excellent. School systems and instructions

will be free to choose appropriate "mods", according to cost, class

and even student needs.

The cost of items such as teaching materials, teacher training needed,

are so incomplete that estimates were not available. If competitive,

I see a great potential and need for this type of project.

The modules should not be organized and marketed in book form, for

then it would lose its flexibility and uniqueness.

I would enjoy reevaluating this project as it nears completion.
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Panelist: Mrs. Kristina McGough

JI

I have real concerns with some of the proposed--mOdule topics given theteaching mode which is used. Some of-the techniques appear to be severeinvasions of privacy and the idea of using students as experimental sub-jects sets anunwis-e-Oecedent in public school education.

4find some of the curriculum material to be incredible. In my opinion,the keeping of a sexual experience diary (Family Counseling) and therole-playing of brain damaged adults (Nervous System) are two such ex-amples.

I would definitely discourage my children from taking this course, andI am extremely concerned that there is a possibility that these modules,could be inserted into a "variety of subjects."

I do not believe that the Federal Government should be funding courseswhich permit experimentation with public school students.

Additional General Comments:

I am basically in opposition to federal involvement in curriculum areas- -by its very nature it tends to remove control of education from the localcomileinity. By the time the community has a voice in deciding whether ornot to adopt a given curriculum, many millions of public tax dollars havealready been spent.

As a layman, it was startling to read of the elaborate diffusion projectsinvolving NSF curricula. Although there is much talk of "needs assess-ment" in the grant proposals, the diffusion projects seem to contradict
this. At the risk of sounding like the-little boy in "The Emperor's NewClothes" who is pointing out the obvious--if there was such a great
national need for some of these curricula, why does the government have
to spend tax dollars to "sell" them to the citizens? In the case of
some cugricula I've seen, we could be in the position of financing theman who is selling us the snake oil. As a parent I was shocked to seethe lack of parental input at the proposal stage.

--Since-4-reallze that-there may be instances in which the resources ofthe Federal Government may be useful in the development of certain
curricula, I wonder if this might not he handled better by funds to the
states with close monitoring by NSF and a legal requirement for citizen
involvement during the development stage. Also, since many federal
projects ore experimental in nature, I see no way that proper needs
assessment can be carried out without involving parents. Since it is
our tax money and our children who are used, it seems to me we should
have a voice in deciding whether we "need" a particular program.

I am concerned about the ethics of student participation inexperimentation.
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Panelist: Dr. Michael K. O'Leary

There is an important and continuing role to be played by NSF in support-

ing innovative social science materials that are sorely needed in American

education. However, projects such as EHN, CPE, and HB should be funded

only on the basis of documented needs, supported by evidence systemati-

cally gathered from social science teachers and local community represent-

atives.

In funding proposals and in monitoring development, NSF should concern

itself with the market for the materials produced. This entails satis-

fying the criteria of (1) meeting identified needs, (2) flexibility

of educational uses, (3) low cost, -t41-quality of the materials and

(5) avoiding widespread rejection by teachers, administrators and the

communities in which the materials will be used.

Projects funded by NSF should pay equal attention to the development of

both the teacher and the student materials. Teachers'-guides should be

developed which minimize the needfor specialized, costly in-service

training and which enable teachers to implement the program adequately,

even if they are not specialists in the discipline being covered.

Panelist: Ms. Juliana Podraza

The Human Behavior project would seem to 1e enticing to the average high

school student; however, the reading level is for high ability students.

The project is in rough form and too lengthy; perhaps this can be recti-

fied in later drafts. The content of some of the modules should be

modified to avoid pos.sible rejection by parents. Other modules are

repetitious of content and activities already studied in required courses

or offered in optional courses. This overlapping should be avoided to

enable more psychological material such as the sleep and consciousness

issues to be included.

Due to the high-intellectual and intense psychological nature of the

modules, special teacher training would be obligatory for the teacher

handling this- program. Since_this_project_is_ tn_the early _stages of_

development, it should be monitored to enable the developing scholars

to employ some of the suggestions of the reviewers.
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Panelist; Dr. Ethel Tobach

In answering question 10, I believe a statement of my rationale for
approaching "Exploring Human Nature" and "Understanding Human Behavioris necessary.

4.0

1. The science of behavior should be taught through the
integration of concepts of evolution, development,
physiology, anthropology, sociology and psychology.

2. Today biology, anthropology, sociology and psychology
as academic disciplines deal with many aspects of
behavior, both on the human and non-human animal levels.
All are concerned with ecological issues, and thus by
implication, problems of adaptation and environmental
processes

It is thus difficult to integrate the professional dis-
ciplines in the development of teaching materials (see
Dr. John K. Bare's,application and statement about the
1967 conference called by APA) because each discipline
is interested in developing its own educational program
because of needs to respond to the professional futures
of the membership of the professional organizations.

3. Behavioral science, more than any other science, is
intimately, related to societal processes--its value
systems, its governmental and community organizations, its
codified forms of responsibility between citizen and gov-
ernment. Therefore, it is most important that in develop-
ing programs for teaching any one of the behavioral sciences
that all those concerned be, involved: students, teachers,
educational administrators, parents, governmental agencies
and administrators, and institutions which train teachers.

These populations should be involved in every aspect of
the teaching-material development:. conceptualization of a
possible need; determination of the need; conceptualization
-of-ways to-sat+sfyttreneed; evaTtialron -or the success with
which the need was met; future planning.

4. The educational process, once it is the product of the
integrated activities of the groups mentioned in "3" above,
should then be carried out by individuals who are trained
in presentation of the substantive material. The learning
process should Nye the support of ,specialized personnel to,
aid in the activities which guarantee that the students and
teachers are operating at their maximum efficiency; if
students or teachers require individualized instruction or
counselling for personal emotional-social problems,'that
kind of professional service should he available to both.
The teacher and the student should not stand in any type of
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clinical relationship to each other. It is hoped that the

teacher will be a true educator, sensitive to the behavior

and needs of the student and able to maximize the student's

learning. Where the teacher s- unable to do so, the possi-

bility of eliciting help from other resources should be

real.

Therefore, the material developed for the teaching of behavioral

science should be organized to present the student with the currently

accepted information about a field of knowledge; where that.informa-

tion is still debatable because questions have been raised about the

scientific validity and reliability of the material, the Students and -o

the.teachers should be made familiar with the issues involved, the

most widely held viewpoints, on the matter and the need for further

research to,resolve the issues. THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING

THAT STUDENTS CAN LEARN ABOUT ANY SCIENCE: THE STUDENT IS BEING

TAUGHT THE PRESENTLY ACCEPTED KNOWLEDGE--AND SOMETIMES SCIENTISTS

THEMSELYES ARE NOT IN AGREEMENT. THE STUDENT CAN THEN BE LED TO

UNDERSTAND THAT THERE IS PLACE FOR THE PARTICIPATION OF NEW SCHOLARS

IN THE ELABORATION OF NEW KNOWLEDGE.

REMEMBER: "THE WORLD IS ROUND.".

I also recommend that the relationship between the programs in

"Exploring Human Nature" and "Understanding Human Behavior" shduld be

reviewed and integration between the two realized.

1. These two programs should be integrated and should represent

the work of the evolutionary biologist, the developmental

biologist, the geneticist, the anthropologist, the psychol-

ogist and the sociologist. There is too much overlap among

the current curricula in the different disciplines. If the

var'ous disciplines cannot work together, Pwould be so

didactic as to say that no discipline should receive any

support for a program that is already 'represented in the

integrated program. The disciplines shoUld be aware that

if they cannot work together, they cannot get support.

alone.

2. In both programs, there is too great a possibility that by

appealing to the self-interest of the student in personal

problems, the substantive materials of the disciplines' are

under emphasized and the more "romanticized" aspects of

behavior will be overemphasized. The material that is being

studied should enlighten-the student about the relationship

between individual and social behavior, and should inform

about-ways in which individuals can receive the guidance

and counseling'that might 4he wanted. However, the classroom

work should not be a substitute forthat kind of professiodal

service.
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3. As a comparative
psychologist (evolution of behavior) I am

most distressed at the kinds of modules chosen in the. Human
Behavior program and the fact that this area of psychological
science was not represented except in the EHN. Please be
aware of int personal bias in this respect.

Finally, I would like to make some generalsstatement about the activ-ities of th National Science Foundation and its role in-science educa-tion. In order to do so I would require more information than I ha4,available to me. Some of my .questions are:

1. What'ii the relationship between the Office of Education
and the NSF function?

2. Has standardization of scientific material to be dis-
seminated been discussed by federal, state, and
municipal educational agencies?

3. How much relationship is there between these NSF activ-
ities and curricula in teacher - training institutions?

Without the above information my remarks are undoubtedly limited intheir usefulness. HoWever, the questions indicate my concern.' First,I am in favor of a standardized science curriculum in those areas ofscience where controversy is'at a minimum; in this instance the
definition of"controversy" is moot. (Please see my other remarks
about,the sensitivity, of the interface between society and all
behavioral sciences.)

Second, I believe the efforts being made by NSF are to be encouraged
and supported. They do not go far enough. Integration among NSF..Office of Education, and above all teacher-training institutions isessential. ,

I am §rateful at having had this opportunity. I hope that my "learning"
experience on this panel resulted in my being constructively contribu-tive to the NSF and to science education.
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D. 15. a: CPE: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE' High School Political Science Curriculum Project: Comparing

,Political Experiences (CPE)

PROGRAM:- Sciende Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Howard D. Mehlinger

INSTITUTION: American Political Science Assodiation

DEPARTMENT: Social Studies Development Center

BUDGET: Total Granted: $1,261,900

Dates: 3/13/72_27._,Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement

''PROJECT OBJECTIVES:, Development of alternative materials for 12th gradf:

government courses.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

The main purpose of the high school project is to develop,, test, and diffuse

an alternative approach to high school courses in American government. A

course in American government is offered in nearly every American high

school, is required for graduation in many states, and enrolls more than

one and one-half million students annually.-

The "alternative approach" under development by the high school project

is a two-semester program, entitled Comparing Political Experiences.

The program is designed so that each semester program can stand alone and

be taught separately, or they can be combined to form an integrated,-full-

year instructional program. One-half of the course, can satisfy the typical

demands of.a one-semester American government course; the other half will

meet many of the goals for a problems bf democracy course.

ACTIVITY PLAN

The major steps in the Development Cycle used by the 'High School Political

Science Curriculum Project are:

1. Design and conceptualization

2. Preparation of prototype materials according, to design
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4. Preparation of complete unit or course in accord with
modifications of prototypes

5. Testing of unit or course

6. Revisions of unit or course on basis of testing

7. Final testing of.program

440. Preparation of comWercial version for publishers and of
final repcirt

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Howard D. Mehlinger his ultimate responsibility for the High School
Political Science Curriculum Project to the American Political Science
As'ociatibn and to'the National Science Foundation.

Judith Gillespie, Howard Mehlinger; and John Patrick share responsibility'
as co-directors-of-the highschool project. Ms. Gillespie and Mr. Patrick
have prinlary responsibility for the design and development of the instrue-
tional materials. 'Dr. Mehlinger has overall administrative responsibility,
and is in charge of the diffusion activities of the project.

HISTORY AND RELATED PROJECTS:

In 1972, NSF made a grant to the American Political Science Association(APSA) to support an elementary school political science curriculum study
and a high school political science curriculum development project. Sup._.
port to date for the .high school component totals $1,264900.

Since 1972 the project has completed the design and conceptualization of
the program, including publication of a monograph: Comparing Political
Experiences: An Alternative Program for High School Government Instruction,
which provides detailed guidelines and a rationale for development of the
course. Ten prototypes were developed and tested; the first semester of
the course has been prepared for pilot-'esting in'1974-75, anda revised '

version was tested in the fall semester of 1975 -76. The second semester
of the course was prepared for pilot testingin 1975-76. It has been
tested in the fall semester and will be retested in the spring semester
of 1975-76. An increasingly large number of pilot schools has been used
each year.

In selecting pilot schools to try out the semester course, attention has
been given to a mix of °variables including type of school setting, geo-
graphic region, socio-economic classes and ethnic groups, and type bf
political system in the school. A consultant network has been identified
which provides social scientists to work with, each pilot school. These
consultants are active in diffusion activities already underway. Project
staff (timbers are'active in many additional activities including published
articles, presentations at meetings, etc.
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Major revisions of the first semester have been undertaken, based on

student and teacher reactions. One result hasbeen to cut back on

the amount of materials, reducing the four units to three. Units to be

tested in the fall of 1975 for the first semester course entitled

Political Systems are: Unit I - Observing Political Behavior,

II.- Using, Political Re ources, and III = Participating in Political

Activities' The second semester materials are entitled Political Issues.'

The second semester includes "Save the System," an introduction to.

political systems for st dents who have not used the"first semester

materials, and units on using in Boston, Clean Air Now, Union

Underground, and Jobs an Engines. These materials will be pilot tested

for the first timein the 1975N76 school year.

PERSONNEL:

Project Director: (toward D.Mehlinger: Ph.D., University of Kansas.

10 years' experience teaching history and American g vernment in

LawrencQ, Kansas. Member, American' Political Scienc Association's

Committee onPre-Collegiate Education. Member, Edito ial Board of

Division of Educational Affairs News (DEA NeWs) of APS

9
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D. 15. b: CPE (panel 3): Project Director's' ResOonse to 10 Review Questions*'

Introduction. In Dr. HarveyA-vere
Ovember 11, he invited me tosend him our,project's "perspectives and viewpoints" relative to the ten questionsthe panel has been asked to consider while appraising our work. This paper isur response to his invitation.' In it the panel Will not find "answers" toe ten geleral questions or tet.the many sub-questions which followed them.ould be presumptdous-of

us t:o.tattempt that, aS each of the questions catlsfo judgments that only the panefiSts can mke Therefore,, my colleagues andave tried merely to provide a commentary nSome of the points raised by theque tions. The responses contained in this paper Should be seen as supplementarytO t e information I sent Dr. Averc"h in my letter f October 9, 1975, tothe Ilmetgraph overview of the Comparing Political
Experiences course, andto th:,ins_tp.lotinn-eflaterials themselves: all available to the panel. Thispaper then, provides, additional information of the kind that might not bethilo le in each of the other sources or might be difficult to identify,.the ki d of information that might be offered 'during a conversation-iT wehad the opportunity to chat about the-project. I hope you will find thispaper h 1pful.

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials? '

Courses i American government have been a staple'of the high school curriculumfor more t an fifty years. Currently, more than :1,600,000 students enroll,in these curses each year.

We believe

government
the.style an

hat teachers and students need alterhatives to the standard
nd civics courses. This belief is based on evidence about (a)
content of leading textbooks in government; (b) the impactof instruction on the_aoliticalearning of high Ischod3 students; (c) theinterests of 'igh school students; and (d) trends in opinions and practicein political ducation'. s

4 1The Style and ontent of Leading Textbooks.
Widely,uspd textbooks feature the'study of gover mental initutions but ignore politics, These books tendto be very similar in content and style. They follow 6 format set by the- best - selling textbook, Magruder's American

Govetnment, which was first publishedin 1917. Although political science'has changed markedly since 1917, theconceptual frameworks for courses'in civics and government have changedvery little. Th6s, an enormous gap has developed between knowledge andmethodology in political science and the content of high school goverdNent
textbooks, These claims about the content of high 'school government text-.books are substantiated by a content analysis Of leading texts conducted bya number of our prloject staff)

The m Instruction on Political_Learnina. Studies of the impact of
iris ruction oh tfie Iearninn-Of high school students were reviewed

th
ne of our projett staff members.2 This rOiew of ,esearch indicated

by

typical courses in American government and civics'do not contribute%1 ificantly to the learning of political knowledge, attitudes, andink llectuaT skills.

This response is supplementary to a letter by the Project Director datdiOctober 9. 1975. This will he made available on request to Acting ItSs CantDirector for Science Education, NSF.
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Another way to look at the possible impact of public chool political education

is to thcamine surveys of the political knowledge of dults. Since a large

majority of American' adults have graduated from secolflary schools, the long-

term impact of formal political learning in schools can, be assessed roughly

through the findings of nation-wide-survey studies/of the adult population.

_

A recent survey by Louis Harris and Associates, conducted for the U.S, Senate

Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, demonstrates massive, political

ignorance among nationally] representative,samples of adults.' Less than

forty percent profess to be well-informed about government or current

political events. Less than half of the respondents could name .both of their

Senators or the representative to Congress from their districts. Less than

twO-thirds knew that Congress is comprised of the House of Representatives

and the U.S. Senate. Twenty percent said Congress consisted of the House,

the Senate, and the U.S. Supreme Court -- this after all the textbook

preachments about the three branches of governmeht. . Lou Harris' observation

about his surley is that "these results indicate substantial gaps in the public's

kndwledge of both the strutture,of government and also of many of the key

individuals elected to high office." .

An important objective of traditional government courses has been to.transmit

infOrmation about governmental institutions and politics. Although the

traditional approaches have dominated the public schools,the impact of

theSe courses in the political knowledge domain (as revealed by various

studies). has been meager

Theinterests of High School Students: A study by Richard Remy in l97

of 1,600. high school students revealed their dissatisfaction with standard

high school courses in government. These students wanted to learn no to

anal ze and evaluate political life rather than to learn information nly.

They wanted to study important political and social probleMs and isSu s

as w ll'as government institutions.3

Trends in Opinions and Practices in Political Education. The staff cOn-

ducte a systematic search of the literature about opinions and practices

in edOcation in the schools. One Of the striking characteristics of the

literature ins1970-7l was the spurt of int'rest in programs that involved

student internships and participation in go rnment agencies, such os

mayors' offices, welfare agenices, etc. Another trend in the literature'

was- cdncern for the "hidden curriculum" in schools. Some writers argued:

that Civics instruction was being systematically undercut by the structure

of the, school itself and what it taught students about the relationpip of

government institutions and individuals in our society.

Findings of the kind described above led us to conclude that a need existed

for a fresh approach to the study of politics and government in the schools.:

It seemed unlikely that commercial publishers would launch such efforts.

. It seemed appropriate that a federally funded curriculum development

project should undertake the development and testing of a new approach

to the study of politics and government in American high schools.
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"Qu6tion_e; Is there a market for these
instructional materials?

The main curriculum slot for the Comparing Political Experiences courseis the twelfth-grade course in American government. This course is offeredin most American high schools; at least ore semester.of American governmentis required for graduation in map)) states, especially those in the Mid-west and ,Sou0. Thus, Comparing Political ExReriences will not ask schoolsto add a new Course; rather it will invite-teacher ilo substitute a newapproach for what they have done in the patt.

It will not be easy to convince a large bOnber of American governmentteachers that they should give up traditidnal practices regardless of howout-of-date their textbooks may appear to,some critics. The fact is thata particular approach to the study-of American government has been dominantin the schools for fifty years. ,Indeed, One textbook has enjoyed-a nearmonopoly on the American Overnment market during most of.this time,
despite the -efforts of many publishers to compete with it.

The traditional approadh to the study of. American government in high schoolsmight be termed a legal/institutional perSpective. The principal focus:ison the institutions of government and theformal, rules, including theConstitution, that direct their behavior. Certainly, this is one validapproach. And, since publishers have had an opportunity to create textbooks° embodyiing this approach for nearly 50 years, the textbooks are generallysound at least with respect to this perspective.

In our opinion it would have been an error'for NSF to support aiproject°whose main purpose was merely to do betteri-- e.g., make more pedagogicallyinteresting -- what publishers had been producing well for many years. Acurriculum development prOect can be justified Only if tries to blazenew trails, thereby breaking the circle in which publishers produce whatthey think teachers want because that is what they buy and teachers buywhat the publishers produce because that is all they have to select.

Comparing_ Political Experiences ,is directed at the American government slot,but it devotes less attention to government institutions than do traditionalprograms. Its focus,is on the everyday political experiences of typicalcitizens, while trying to demonstrate that. the common political experiencesfaced by all are not wholly unlike those that confront people in publicoffice. We believe students will know more about politics from taking ourcourse than they would by taking traditional
courses:, we also believe theywill, he more-competent politically and more reTleciye and respectful ofthe political process.

Despite the challenge CPE presents to traditional programs, we believe theprogrnm is commercially viable.
Several publishers have expressed a stronginterest in it. In th'e beginning, we believe CPE'can find Sufficient customers 'among those teachers who are weary of traditional approaches to justifycommerical publication. Later, as CPE becomes better known, it. could becomeone of the top three programs in AMerican government.

3 it O.
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Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a cleal_p_urpose and

rationale?

Comparing Political Experience) is a bold attempt to prepare Young people

to become competent politiciT7actors in whatever settings they find them-

selves. Competent political activity requires knowledge, skill, experience,

and a capacity to make judgments about the kinds of activities that are

appropriate and those that are not. We assume that only a small fraction of

students will ever run for political office, but the majority will find

occasions to join with others; in some kind of political activity. Acquiring

the competence to act on behalf of a group and for ones--own interests is

part of what education for "responsible citizenship" is,all about.

While the underlying rationale and objectives can be clearly stated, their

achievement is not easy. Rirst, it is necessary to understand polNitical

systems within a comparative framework in order to grasp how political

actin a school resembles that in Tore complex kinds of political

Systems; students must acquire certain basic intellectual and methodological

skills; 'and they must have an opportunity to practice their new skills if

they are to become profiCient. Thus, the school becomes a kind of laboratory

for testing propositions about politics and for honing political skills.

The course materials are not yet perfect. Some lessons work very.well;

others fail miserably. But they are still in an early experimental stage

of development. The Political_ Systems course has been tested only once

before this year. Political Issues is experiencing its first field test

currently. We learn new ways to improve the materials daily.

11.would have been easy-to devise a traditional American government course.

There are plenty of models available for doing that.' But rather than asking

students to observe from a distance important political figures such as

the President and Supreme Court justices, we -are placing our empnasis upon

the student as political actor_and on the school as on.t institution for

which students have responsibility. Schools that wish to concentrate their

energies on teaching students about institutions of government will probably

choose other programs; teachers who wish to help students become effective,

responsible citizens in their everyday lives may elect to use crE.

Question 4; Is the content of these materials scientifically correct?

The main purpose of the program is to provide political science knowledge

that will be useful to students in their everyda lives. No effort is made,

or should-bemade in our opinion, merely to "represent" the discipline in a

simplified way. We are not tryin§ to teach the "structure" of political

science, as might have been done by curriculum projects in the 1960's.

We are using the discipline
of political Science as a source of relevant

information to,satisfy what we believe are broadly shared educational goals.

Nor do we see ourselves engaged in pre-cfAlege instruction of.political

scientists. We are engaged in citizen education. Most of our students will
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not attend college; very few will find professional\careers in politics
or political science; but all Will be citizens, confronting opportunities
to make political chOices and to take action toisuppt?rt their choices.

Political .sciene,e is pot a single, unified field of study. a diverse
field .of study, representing a wide range of specializd concerns. No single
project could represent the discipline. The beSt we can do is treat honestly
and validly those'portions that touch on our interests.\ We have drawn
extensively upon work in systemstheory, comparative politics, and public
choice theory.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally sound?
1

Whether potential users will'find the published version of the CPE '-nurse
educationally sound depends upon our ability to find acceptable answers to
a number of questions during the experimental testing of the, materials.
Som,,of the most important questions facing us are the following:

much traditional American government content must be incleled to make
e ro ram adoptable? We are attempting to offer CPE as an alternative approadh
o the study of American government without presenting all of the traditional

'materials found_in typical government textbooks. CPE will offer a number of
"advantages not presently found in traditional texts. However, the tension
we feel is how far can we go in helping students become more coMpetent
political actors in familiar settings without losiiig.American government
teachers, and how much traditional American government content can be included
without undermining the comparative model that holds the course together?

:The answers tothese questions are not easy. 'In- seeking answers,, we are
consulting with teachers state department of education social studies
'supervisors, city social'' studies supervisors, and textbook publishers.

IWill the four units for,the "Political Issues" ortion of the CPE course be
ljudggsi as siTilficant and worthy of Study' he desiTii-of the Polttical Issuesi
semester of CPE responds to. several problems we face. First, many states

,require only one semester of American government. Political Systems is
hopefully capable of satisfying this requirement. On the other hand, many
school systems offer or require a full=year of American government. Therefore;
Polittcal_Issues is designed to serve as a logical continuation of 'the Political
Systems semester. Other states match a one-semester elective in "Problems of
Democracy" with a required American government course. Hopefully, Oolitical

I Issues can be accepted as a good solution to the "American Problems' course.

A second issue regards the characteristics of the "documentaries" we have
chosen as the foci for each of the Political Issues units. Of course, the
unit, "Busing in Boston," is not about busing in Boston but about political
conflict. But will teact2rs perceive this as we do? Will "AmericamProblqms"
teachers judge our topics to be sufficiently significant to deserve extensive
study? The topics were selected because they represent experiences we
believe will be common to most students taking the course: school ("Busing
in Boston"), labor unions ("Union Underground"), business ("Jobs and Engines"),
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and community issues ("Clean Air Now"), Organizing each unit around an
extensive documentary was our response to a persistent suggestion from

teachers: The students like case studies; give them some that provide
Sufficient detail that they begin to'comprehend fully what has occurred.
Long documentaries leave somewhat less. time for treating the comparative

examples. Have we gone too far? Hopefully the field testing currently

underway will provide clear answers to this question.

Will the attention :given to "moral reasoning" offend schools? There seem

to be two is::ues here: 1) Should the program deliberately provide occasions
for students to consider the consequences of and the ethical justification

for their actions; and 2) Is the term "moral reasoning" likely to be con-

troversial? The second question is the easier to face. If the process of

moral reasoning is important to include in the course but the term is con-
troversial,we can give it another label. However, we believe dropping Vie

process itself would be a mistake. The_course attempts to raise students'

political competence, to help them become more effective political actors.
Should the course succeed in achieving this difficult goal without simultaneously
heightening the ;,2ncern and capacity of students to reason thoughtfully about
the consequences of their actions, the course may prove to be cf little
service to the society as a whole.

Will the "school as a lab" concept be controversial? .To our surprise the
_

use of the school as a laboratory for helping students Practice political

skills has not prompted the anxiety on the part of school official, we had

anticipated. This is not to say that this feature of the course may not lead
future, potential clients to hesitate before adopting the program. But

our main problem in using the "school as a lab" is that for many students,

school has lost much of its appeal. A great many seniors attend school only

to receive the course credits necessary for graduation. They'are not active

in school orgarizations and extracurricular activities. Many have jobs

after school;mary climb aboard buses imrediately after school and return

directly to their homes. At tha present time, our main dilemma is not how

to put out "brush fires" caused by using the school as a lab; it is hoW to ,

find appropriate settings that permit students to practice the skills they

are learning in class.

Question, 6; Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the inftructional

materials desirable?
J.

We assume that students using Comparing Political Experiences will achieve

significant gains in political knowledge; intellectual skills, and participant

skills. These achievements should enable them to view their political world

more realistically and insightfully, TO think about it more apt*, and to

act within is more effectiyely.

_The_CPE_CoUr5e_features AeSsOnS requiring students to be active learners.

They are asked continually to use information, ideas, and skills. The aim

is to prompt them to transfer learning from the classrebm to the "real

world." 37 3
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Students are asked to use their school or community as settings to develop
intellectual and participant skills, by applying knowledge and skills learned
in the classroom to problems in the world outs de the classroom, For
example, they conduct surveys and systematic ob_ervation studies tn their
school and perform participant roles in groups in their school or-corn- *munity. We belie that students and teachers will respond favorably to
a Course that links academic learning and action and that stresses the broad
transferability of learning.

The CPE course may offer other contributions. Perhaps, by'linking class-
room instruction tothe life of the school itself, high schools will become
more interesting and appealing to those students who are currently "turned
off" by school. At a minimum we will nave created arl alternative to
existing instructioAl materials available to teachers, thereby increasing
their options and *hopefully encouraging publishers to a4d to the range of
alternative approaAes..

Question 7; Do these instructional materials present implementation problems
for the school?

The course is designed to slide into an American government or "Problems
of Democracy" slot at the twelfth grade in most high schools, _It will not
be necessary to.alter the structure ofothe school curriculum to accommodatethe course. All that is required is a teacher who is dissatisfied with

4 traditional textbooks,in this field, who shares our goals, and who wishesto try a new approach.

If we are succeisfid, the course will have its greatest appeal to "average"
' students, the kind of student who is not particularly attrActed now to thestudy of government and pol-itics. Clgarly, we do not wish to turn away

brightoacademically inclined students, but this is notthe population
we are seeking primarily. The course is no more likely ilePsucceed*th-
very poor readers than most other products on the market.

TeaCher_education. We are striv$49 to devise a program that will make
a massive teacher education program unnecessary We are exploring the
feasibility of producing a short and inexpensive teacher ait" that might
be used by a teacher operating singry or by a school system for in-service
eduation purposes for those teachers wno express an interest in receiving.
some kind of introduction to the program. But in general, we believe that if
we are unable to make the p, gram sufficiently clear to teachers it order
that they can teach it comfortably, we have little reason to believe the
students will be any more su7esstul.

QUestion 8; Are_ the_ costs for_ implementing these instructional materials.reasonablf

Our present method for packaging the cour_le___isthe #los-t-pract4-a-1---a-nd -in--
expensive we could Wagine for the exper:me71tal testing of the program.
It enables us to produce and send promptly instructional materials to tha4
pilot schools shortly after they have been written; At also permits us to test
a variety of pedagogical approaches at a relatively low per unit cost.'
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To date, the staff has made no final judgment regarding how the published

version of the course should be packaged, other than it must be done in

such a way that it fits the instructional budgets of typital schools.

Most American government books currently .sell for about $9.00. CPE most

be able to compete at that price.

We haves deliberately adopted a conservative attitude toward audio-visual

items. At the present time, audio tapes, filmstrips, and transparencies

for the overhead projector satisfy all of, our major audio-visual support

requirements., These can be marketedinexpensively. We are not certain at

this time whether the skill-exerciseS should be included in the text, as is 'ft

the.case of the Political Systems course, or appear in a separate package,

as we are testing with the Political Issues course. This is the type of

question that will be resolved finally in collaboration with the publisher

who wins the rigHl to publish the program.

Question 9; is the management/or9anizationplan adequate for producing these
instructional materials?

It might be helpful to explain hoW.project activities are conducted. The

designated director of the project is Howard Mehlinger, who is employed 50:Y.

of-his rime by the project. His main responsibility is to exercise general

management over the project, to maintain liaison with NSF, the American

Political Science Association, and Indiana University-, and to plan the

diffusion activities of the project. Internally, Judith Gillespie and John

Patrick are also co-directors% From the beginning of the project, Gillespie,

Mehlinger, and Patrick have shared equal responsibility for making critical

choices over the direction of the project. Gillespie and Patrick area both

employed full-time by the project. .Together with Stuart Lazarus, they are

the principal developers of the instructional material Toby Bonwit,

employed only this year, works as both a writer and as an,editor on a full-

time basis.

There are fourgraduate assistants. While they perform a variety of tasks,

two are mainly responsible for gathering and processing-the evaluation data

from the pilot schools, one is responsbile for servicing the pilot schools,

and the fourth has served primarily as apart -time writer..

We have employed two "teacher associates" during each of the past two years.

These are teachers who have received sabbatical leaves from their school

systems for one year to work in the Social Studies Development Center.

The scriool systems pay one-hali'of their salaries; we pay the other half.

In addition to being thd source of constant fri-endly advice regarding what

can be reasonably expected of schools, the teacher associates visit pilot

schools to observe the course in action and present the project to teacher

conferences.

The u L 9 9 - u 1,1 m secretaf. es . It has alsoemployed

4

variety of people for short-term assignments. These include writers, cartoonists,

illustrators, audio-visual technicians, and critic readers.
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The project has been reviewed aI each stage in its development by manypeople representing various corOtituencies. We have used politicalscientists, social studies. specialists, state department of education personnel,commercial publisheirs, city social studies supervisors, teachers, and schooladministrators. We have not.fou,nd a way to draw a representative sampleof la); people or parents to serve as course critic. We are reluctant to"ask pilot teachers to arrange for such reviews for fear that we may merelycreate continuing problems for a school or a teacher where none has existedbefore. On the other hand, we are uncertain how to bring together arepresentative set of parents or 'ay people for a meeting we:mLight_ca44.We are open to advice on this issue.

This year, we have contracted with NatiOnal Evaluation Systems in Amherst,Massachusetts to conduct a vaTinffeinal study of the course materials.Copies of their test items are on file at NSF.

Question 10: What are your general imores'sions of the curriculum?

It would be somewhat presumptuous for us to comment on. this question otherthan 'indicate that we.look forward to receiving the panel's suggestionsand recommendations. , 4

Notes:

1. Judith Gillespie, "Relationships between High,Schoo1 and CollegeInstruction," Teaching Political Science, Vol. 2, No. 4 (July,"1975):,381-408.

2. John J.:Patrick, ITproving_PPiiiiCal Learning in Secondary Schools.Paper presented at the 1972 Annual Meeting of the American Political ScienceAssociation, September 9, 1972.

3. Richard C. Remy, "High School Seniors' Attitudes Toward Their Civicsand Government Instruction," Social Education, Vol. 36, No. 6 (October,1972) 590-597.

3 7 6
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D. 15. c: CPE (Panel 3'): Panel-Responses to 9 Review QUestions

'NSF Staff _Note:- Panel 3 completed a first draft of the review of

.his project by December 12 and selected a 5-member "editing com-

'mittee" from the panel to work on a final draft. A typed copy

of this first draft was circulated to all panel members in January

for their comments and reactions. The "editing committee" met .

with the Panel Facilitator on January 24, 1976, reviewed the first

draft, the comments of other panel members and prepared a final

draft of the review for mail circulation to the entire Panel_ One

panelist submitted additional written comments on the final version

included at the end of this section.
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Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?
In our judgment, the project developers have demonstrated, both in theoriginal proposal of September, 1971, and in subsequently developedmaterials, that there is a need in the secondary school social studiesprogram for materials of this type. In the original proposal eightpurposes for high school

political science courses were identified.The proposal stated: "...few of the educational purposes that shouldbe served by pre-collegiate Witical science education are in factwell served by the corpus of instructional materials that mostschools currently use in teaching children about man's' political life."
A wide variety

of curriculum and instructional materials currently doexist, but as the project developers
indicate, these primarily.reflectthe

structural-institutional approach to the study of government.None of the available
materials took the approach advocated by thedevelopers. They contend that the style and content of the stagdarogovernment textbook have varied little since the original Magruder'sAmerican Government was published, while government and political'science hale undergone
tremendous cha,iges.

he fact.that
pre-collegiate political science education has beenrelatively ineffective has been substantiated by a'poll recentlyconducted by Louis Harris and Associates, and cited by the projectdt,velopers. This poll d4.sclosed that there was "...massive politicalignorance among nationally representative samples of adults."Moreover, many students are dissatisfied with a curriculum whichemphasizes only the structure of government, but which fails toteach them how to participate actively in a democracy.

Question 2: Is there .a market for these instructional
materials?

An abundance of published materials is available for secondary-levelAmerican ,government courses, but the CPE program aims at a new approach.Other products with this particular approach are not available.

Thelliaterials could be used in many required 'high school courses onAmerican government or civics. However, the curriculum requirementsof some states are such that a new course would have to'be added toutilize this approach.

The developers state that the program is commercially viable and thatseveral publishers have expressed a strong interest in it. It is the___panals judgment that there would be a market but we are in noposition to judge.how extensive it would be.
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Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

The CPE materials possess a-eleaf-purpose and rationale: the prepa-

ration ofyoung people.to become competent politicol actors. The

program encourages students to participate in political activity

within the school, which is the laboratory for testing CPE's

propositions about politics and political skills. The major.

inference of the program is that political' skills practiced in the

schools can be applied in other situations leading to responOble

citizenship. ,

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-

TEeTy correct?

The materials employ accepted concepts in political science; e.g.

Political Systems, Political Roles, and'Political Resources. The

materials likewise examine the political process outside of formal

go ernment institutions. This is consistent with the-current state of

e profession of political science and is specifically responsive to

the goals of the American Political Science,Association's Committee

on Pre-Collegiate Education. The result is that the materials are

clearly aimed at, preparing a scientifically literate pOulation and ,

not solely at pfeparation of future scientists.

The 'Panel felt that the materials emphasized breadth rather than

depth. In at least two cases, the Mayor Daley case and the ERA

episode, the materials may appear biased because they do no cite

varying scijolarly approaches. We realize that the developers have

presented these cases to illustrate specific political concepts and

not to present a total picture. For this reason, the use of such

studies requires teacher awareness of ,phis method and its" limitations.

Similarly, i should be made clear to students that such matvials

do not contain full accounts of the cases but only illustrate selected

concepts.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials

educationally sound?

In general, the content is basically sound. The course reflects the

belief that students "learn by !doing" and places emphasis on active

participation. In addition,-the learning arena is one with which ,

students are familiar - their school. The development of process

skills is an integral part of both required and optional student

activities.

In addition to CPE's presentation of the study of political processes,----

students may need an adequate
background,knowledge in United States

history and government. In those programs where CPE would provide the
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only study of government the course provides opportunities for theteacher to introduce
supplementary materials dealing with theConstitutional system of the United States.

The Teachgr Manual contains many sound
instructional ideas for course,enrichment. The program provides opportunities for student selectionand participation in'the activities. In addition, it is gearedtowards the average reader.. The student manuals seem to include manypedestrian programmed learning exercises which may occupy muchtime and encroach upon the "action" part of the course.,

There are three principal features of the course which may generateadvere reactions. Some people may object to the use of the schoolas a forum for practicing
political participation skills. Others mayobject to the fact that some of the activities

involve moral dilemmas.Still others may dislike the interviewing
or. Other assignments feltto involve sensitive activities with the school staff, administrationand other studentS. However, many of the featut.es which promoteadverse reaction by some, will make the course highly appealing toothers.

Whether these'adverse reactions are exacerbated or minimized dependson several factors.
Most'important, the Board of,Education, schooladministrators, parents, and others must be aware of the implicationsof the course,before it is adopted. Likewise, adequate preparationfor conducting the course will greatly influence its acceptance bythe community.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the
instructional materials desirable?

The developers have had two main objeclives: to offer an alternativeto the traditional
approach to the study of American,government at thesen4or high school level, and to prepare the students for more effectivepolitical participation through acquaintance with political science

.concepts'and through participation in political processes within theschool. The panel finds both objective,s desirable and feels that thiscourse will fulfill the first objective and'will Take a c.ontributidnto the second. Some members believe the limiting of participationsolely to the school
environment is.unfortunate and that the course .would be strengthened'by

participating in political processes in the.wider society. In addition, some students may benefit from additionalunderstanding of more fOrmal governmental
institutions and processes.

There is one feature of the use 0,f cases to illustrate concepts thatneeds more treatment in the teachW,s guide if student's are not tobemisled. Concepts pick out selected aspects of reality for'analysis.No one concept pretends to:deal adequately with all aspects of acase.- Far example, .students are shown Mayor Daley only in the context
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of an elite system and may think this is a complete analysi ' of his

role as mayor of Chicago. On that incomplete evidence they may

inadvisedly make a value judgment about his whole performs cL The

same possible misinterpretation applies to other case materials in

the course.

In general,the panel believes that the uevelopers have'presented

situations without distortion. They regard the effort being made

as an intelligent and promising one. A change that should be

considered is to substitute more data drawn from actual events in

such units as "Busing in Boston" to replace the fif.tional scenes

portrayed. Although the developers have used audio-visual

materials tellingly at some points, they could perhaps do more- -

recordings of actual confrontations in the streets of Boston, for

instance.2,

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementatior

problems for the schools?

The implementation problems related to the adoption of CPE materials

are varied but by no means inwrmountable. One change to be -

expected, that could become ia problem,. is the required change in

"climate" within a school. The program requires the cooperation of

staff and administration, includiga the allowance Of student

mobility throughout the building an-dNie encouragerneht of student

investigation of administration and faculty decision making

techniques.

Question'8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional

materials reasonable?

Implementation Costs for the CPE Project stem to consist chiefly of

packaged materials, an occasional fraction of a teacher ssalary when

an alternative course seems necessary, maTer.fcil replacement costs'and

occasional increases in equipment, all of which are projected as

"competitive," to quote the developers. Use of paper bound texts

may require.Annual,replacement.

Question 9: Is_themanagement/organization_plan adequate for

produCing these instructional materials?

The management/organization
plan'appears to be adequate. Teachers

and professional consultants served on the development staff. The

deyelopers have provided an opportunity for the pilot teachers to

make continuous evaluations and recommendations. However, the views

of parent groups have not been solicited.
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eXtent to which NSF has monitored the project is not knbyn to thepanel. HoWever, the Indiana Cehter is well known and has a very pro-fessional staff. It appears that the APSA's monitoring has been quitelimited. In the future, in'situations such as this; NSF should!establish some guidelines relative to the responsibilities of theprofessional organization.

The project has contracted with National
Evaluation Systems frbmAmherst, Massachusetts, to evaluate the course. The tests appear tobe professionaliptIt we have not seen the results. We reviewed copiesof all units ofboth semester courses, teacher and student materials,the skill kit, a copy of the original and latest update of the proposal,two written 'statements from the deveropers
answering qpestions for thisevaluation, and the achievement test. These materials seem to provideadequate information to both NSF and this panel.

Additional comment by Mrs. Kristine M. McGough

I;am in receipt of the edited draft for Comparing'Political Experiencesand Human Behavior. Althou0h I am in general agreement with many points'of the final dr,afts, I fett too much of the sense of the/panel has beenlost in ttempting to handle this by mail - I feel* the entire panele reassemble.d so that we may have an opportunity
to discuss itaneta e a vote we did,on Exploring Human NatOre.

In regard to Comparing Political lApe-ri-eiTETS, I firmly believe that ifthis project was federally funded to replace traditional governmentcourses .-..which appears to be the developer's,
intent - the burdenshouldEe on the developer,, not the teacher, o insert material dealingwith.the Constitutional system of the United States.

The Human Behavior draft has suffered the most by the long distancereview' The line "Ethical consideration is critical and should beclosely adhered to if the goals are to be achieved" is vital to thisreport and was; to the best of my knowledge, agreed upon by the fullpanel - I cannot.subscribe to the suggestion-that it become some sortof "minority footnote."

What has hz....pned to Dr. Tobach/s report of 32/11?* , Dr. Tobach'simpressive prpfessional credentials make her input particularly perti-tint to Exploring Human Nature and Human .Behavior. Her 5 page' statement.does not-seem to be .refle'cied adequately in the final draft. Dr. Tobachmade strong'recommendations concerning the development.and teaching'of,all courSes in the behavioral sciences.

.
- v17Nsr Staff-- The final-, typed 'responses from Dr. Tohach VetiOtbeen received when this letter was written. The response is'nowincluded in Dr. Tobach's

stateitient on Question' 10 (on EHN and HB)and her.statement.on Exploring Man Nature.. \
. .

- J. .35 ',24 4'...
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I-am personally uncomfortable with the reports on Comparing Politicar

Experiences and Human Bdhavior. Given the time pressure and lack of-

:material, I feel the panel reports of Exploring Human Nature was a

fairly good representation of the panel's feeling - I am not as certain

that the other reports are.

I feel our responsibility as a panel is a serious one and a fi4al.

report done without sufficientAime forgive- and -take and mutual

learning does--nat_som to really fulfill it.

a.

/

. . 1, . .

, . .
t

1 .

I.
.:, I,

Comments by Dr. Ethe Tobach: '

1) Please change 'm n's" tp.".human.'

2) Ifind the situations desc
1

ribed in the test manuals extremely dis-

torted, frequent y pitting women and BlaCks in biased opposition

to each other.'! 1

,

. -

Obovefootnot !refer,to itedt on .pages 367 and 370 respectively. -
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, D. 15. d: CPE (Panel 3): In ividual Panelists' ResponseS to 10th RevtelAi

.

Qu tion: What areigurgengralippressions
1, of the Curriculum?

Panelist: Dr. .Douglas Alder

My personal reaction is that CPE, is an outstanding curriculum project with
a few shortcomings. The conceptof sing the school as a political_lab6-
rator is exciting. The del/elopers ave been careful to implement that -1
idea in .a feasible manner so that it can-be-ii*harmitewithout causing a
community blowup. The use Of tape r cordings is helpful for those students

'who are not good readers.
I

I

The "Busing in Boston" case is a bit weak. People from Boston felt i,t wasinaccurate. 10fear that the Daley Case is biased and that the ERA, case is,
too. Though.l,realize that these cases are not intended as thorough
histories of, ese situations, I still feel that some more information
Should be ip ded to balance the cases. -,The skills training materials Ore
strong, The ea of training people in such roles as advocates, leaders,
facilitators, supporters is realistic and can help students realize that
there is room for them in the political arena and that that are'ais not
only in government.

I worry about the relationship between the American political cienCe
Association /and the Indiana CurriculurnCenter. It seems to h ve been welded
to obtain tie funding but to me it seems unre li)stic'to-th4nk3hat a major

.tcholarly organization would endorse a curriculum. They don't endorse books
or articles (even if they publish them in their journal)'. I don't see whY
APSA should endorse a curriculum. "Mere will likely be so much disagree-
ment among.s,cholars empaneled o evaluate it hat they will likely never
agree. Had the project been rganiztd differently to include close moni-
toring by the Association a each step .ien Ilwo_uld not object,but that didnot happen. Now the-ASso at'on holds. the coPyright and finds-itself
responsible for cutriculdm ma erials., This iS unfortunate in my estima-
tion. The staff at the Center is more competent than a panel of poll cal
scientists and L Surely -149.pe the project doesn't. falter in this trga z4-
.tionalinalfunctioh.

It ,ins my opinion/that such materials as these would never dmer roCany
support a comme011.1-40-Arl-i-siter might offer as modestre;-earch and develop:
ment support. Therefore I thlfnk that the tax dollars devoted to this proj-
ect have been wt31 invested.J This project began as 4 risky but novel idea
that few-publis ers, would have been receptive to. If has emerged as-a-
bajanced'curriculum that may well be a major step forward in Citizenship
Education. 'Without questionit will be published. ','It will get consider-
able dissemination my upthion and I think it will benefit students' more
than existing published materials. Therefore I think NSF has legitimately
supported something that-will -W-6M the naion. I am aware that the
project will not go Oncriticized. Some organized' olitical groups may.

0
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attack it. I haVe listened to cFiticisms in detailed outline leveled by
one of our group (and I assumed fired in his #10 response) and have come
away unconvinced. I am not a recipient or applicant for NSF funding and
so am not trying to protect that establishment. But I think this project
is the strongest of .the three we evaluated and is going to be a national
benefit:

Panelist: Dr. Robert Angell

In my opinion these materials have real potential but they-need tosbe
worked over carefully. The idea of providing an alternative to the, tra-
ditional political science course is a sound one and the inclusion (f-
politics as practiced in other institutions than government is in keeping
with present university trends., There is a large market for such mate-
rials and the reasonable cost of these when published should make them
popular.

The problem (mentioned-in the panel critique). of possible student mis-
understanding of the purpose of the cases that illustrat3 concepts must
be met by the developers. It is not an easy problem to solve, when there
is not time to apply a whole battery of political concepts to each case.
It might be possible to illustrate all the concepts first by reference to
school situations and then present a few well rounded cases from the
society which the students would then be asked to analyze with the help
of the concepts.

I also believe that less fictional material (like the discuSsions of
students about busing in Boston) and more evidence drawn from life
(sound tapes of confrontations, minutes of'school board meetings, etc.)
would give greater reality to the situations treated.

Panelist: Mrs. Alethea Campbell

No comments submitted.

Panelist: Ur. George W. Carey

1. Much of the material cannot claim to be scientific by any stretch of
the imagination. Many of the conversations or "dialogues" between students
are fictitious. As such they cannot be said to represent the concerns,
values, or attitudes of real life participants. Much of this ,could be
-overcomeby actually interviewing participants involved in certain of the
situations depicted in these materials but this womld call for methodologi-
cal sophistication which seems entirely foreign 0 the procedures used in
the development of these materials.

2. Much of the material is clearly-biased and value laden. Two blatant
examples involve their treatment of Mayor Daley and ERA. There is no
pretense of providing any balance even in those cases where careful politi-
cal studies cast doubt upon the presumptions of the project directors (e.g.,
the work of Edward Banfield and Jameig: Wilson concerning "political
machines"). LA
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3. One could well question the need for the use of an "approach" like
this, even if well done. The failure of the secondary schools with
respect to political science education, as poll after poll has shownl is
to impart to the student the very basic information'he should have about
our institutions and processes--the structure and procedures of the two
houses.of.-Congress, something of the history of the development of our
institutions, the organization and procedures of political parties, the
constitutional powers of the presidency, theole of the Supreme Court,
etc.

4. While the project design laments the conditions at the secondary
lexel with respect to civic education, the materials produced do not,in judgment, hold out any prospect for the alleviation of these
difficulties. In fact, there is every reason to believe, given their
shallow and prejudiced nature, that thdy will, if widely adopted,
exacerbate the situation.

Additional general comments:

I should like the following remarks included in the official report.
They pertain to Panel 3 and the social science projects funded by NSF.

(A) Our initial group deCision regarding procedure was a logical one
given the circumstances:. namely, five days to examine with thoroughness
three major projects in thesocial science area, having to draft responsesto nine general questions and sub-questions, and finally, having to draft
responses to these questions in smaller subcommittees. Even though our
procedures were reasonable ones, we did not halle the time to complete ourtask. Our discussions in both the smaller committees and the group never
were able to turn themselves very far, from the questions that were put
to us,by NSF. The ten questions, in turn, overlapped and in many caseswere redundant. .

(B) Not all materials were available to us. In some cases, materials
were available only in limited quantity which caused problems. This was
true in varying degrees with all three projects under review, most so
with respect to Exploring Human Nature (EHN) and Human Behavior (HB).
In my judgement, this was a very serious shortcoming with respect to EHN,
certainly the most controversial of these projects.

O
(C) With respect to the programs under review, one of the major questions
thdt arose continually concerned need; that is, whether a need existed at
the secondary level for courses built along the lines set forth in these
programs. In this respect the following should be noted:

1) We were more or less forced to take the word of the project
initiators relative to need. There was no way for to deter-
mine need.

g
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What is clear, however, is that need, as set forth in the pro-

posals, was in large part confused with the presumed novelty

of the approach. More exactly, in all proposals much was made

Of the fact that the existing high school social science cur-
ricula did not utilize the approaches outlined in the proposals.

While this i,s undoubtedly true in all cases, such a state of
affairs simply does not constitute evidence of need. there are

countless approaches to the study of man which are not utilized

at the secondary level but from this it does not follow that

the secondary curricula are deficient and in need of revamping.

2) Where need was shown in justification of One program through

citation to surveys which reveal an alarming ignorance on the
part of large percentages of the population concerning our
basic constitutional system, the project itself was not directed

.to .the alleviation of the deficiency. Quite the contrary. The

CPL prO0iMiexpressly states that its chief value is its lack of

emphasis do thformal institutions and processes of our govern-

ment. In this sense, the whole project is an anomaly. Part of

its justification rests on the political ignorance of the
American people with respect to formal institutions, yet its
thrust in no way would serve to rectify this condition. It

would, in fact, make the situation worse if its program were
implemented at the secondary level.

3) While"need cannnt be accurately assessed, there.are bits of

information that throw some light on the matter. For example,

the EHN project, after the expenditure of 2.5 million, has only

"interested" one publisher, the same one which published MACOS,
One would think that, if there was a real need, a number of com-

mercial publishers might express serious interest. Moreover,

the CPE project is hardly revolutionary and the materials which,

it offers, although highly biased, are far from original in

approach and could easily be duplicated by any number of com-

m rcial publishers a fraction of the cost. Indeed, at the

c0 e level, suc materials have been produced, albeit in more

sophis . This fact tends to undercut the claim of

need.

(0) The CPE project by all evidences is fairly far along (more than 1.2

million expended to date) and the fact is that no adequate appraisal of

its output has yet been made. This is; in my judgement, a very serious

"shortcoming. There is need for a review by disinterested political scien-

tists, i.e., political scientists not connected with the project in any

way, past or present.

(E) The ten question formatbdesigned by NSF simply precluded panel con-

sideration of certain basic matters such as those I have mentioned. Those

who read the committee report should at least be apprised of this fact.
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Panelist: Mr. Coe Dexter

The m arin Political Experiences program will offer schools an alterna-
tive to the traditional structural-institutional approach to teaching
civics eduCation. While some program components, as discussed in the
panel report, need strengthening and improvement, I believe that the pro-
gram will prove to be of value to those-sstudents exposed to it.

It is my belief that students who might take this program should do so
after studying basic courses in'general constitutional theory and polit i-
cal practice. Also, students who use the materials, as well as teachers,
school administrators, and cOMOUnity.groups, should be fully aware of the
fact that a major goal of this program is to teach political action
skills. Schools should not adopt a program which is d signed to teach
such skills and later be dismayed when these skills are used in real life
situations. This program l)as been designed to teach people hOW to func-.
tion in a political arena, and should be considered for adoption on that
basis. ,

I recommend that the National Science Foundation develop a series of
guidelines concerning the roles of professional organizations which:
sponsor funded curriculum projects.

0

Panelist: Mr. David Engstrom

No comments submitted.

Panelist: Mrs. Verna S. Fancett

The program is unique especially as it deals with "political experiences"
on a much broader base than other programs that attempt to develop,, the
concept, government. In addition, it is designed for the active involve-
ment of students in an arena with which they are familiar and which is a
part of their everyday life--the_school. In both ways the developers
have attempted to-give teachers and students what they have been hoping
for over many years, and they are to.be commended.

Because the program does not focus on the traditional organization and
functioning of government in the strictly political, local state and
national sense that we are accustomed to, there is a question about using
the program as a substitute for a course in government. In 'such cases,
the program would be a valuable companion or extension to the traditional
course.

Teachers and schools who choose to adopt this program should be supportive
of activities that encourage students to examine hpw their school operatesand why itsoperates as it does.
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Panelist: Dr. John C. Linehan

In'9eneral, I found the CPE project educationally sound. The concept

that encourages students to participate and "learn by doing' is excellent.

The authors' methods used to encourage updating
.

and continued relevance

of the material will increase its appeal and value for years.

The competitive prices of the materials, plus adaptability to present

teacher training, will increase its marketability.

The reading (vocabulary) level throughout this project Lill -make it

attractive and "readable" in most classes of the average high school.

It is a refreshing farmat that should increase the knowledge and skills

needed by current h gh school students.

'
.

Panelist: Mrs. Kristjhe McGough

From a panelist's viewpoint, my impressions of CPE are mixed. I endorse

the mode of "learning by'doing" although I feel some of the content is a

bit superficial - many of the recommendations'for improvement appear in

the general paneltreport so I will not repeat them.

In my role as aparent, I am bothe.ed by the attempt to teach "moral

reasoning" through theuse of moral dilemmas. One of the cases;,

Ms. Jones, does.not appear to be a choice between two equallyjustified

actions, according to my valq system, and I would not want my children

told that it was. The developer seems to know this i controversial and

talks about changing the "label" and also about not inv lying parents in

review of the course for fear it will create "problems." I find this

attitude offensive to me - particularly since my tax dollars were used

to develop this course.

Sans moral reasoning, my general reaction to the course,is favorable,

although I feel it could use an increase in activity re partisan politics

voter registration, canvassing, party organization. This,-of course,

would have to be done carefully so that the skills of regular party work

could be taught without leading the student into advocacy of a particular

cause or political philosophy.

Would I permit my child to takg this course? Yes, under certain circum-

stances. The assumption seems to be made that this would be for 12th

graders who would presumably have a good backgroulli-tn history and govern-

. ment. This assumption is not necessarily valid in- modern education. Due

to the flexibility of many high schools, students can often defer theii.

required history course until grade 12 and many systems do not require

U.S. government. I ,would like to see CPE offered as an addition to the

high school curriculum not as a substitute for traditional .government

classes.
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Additional general remarks:

'I am basi/ally in opposition to federal involvement in curriculum areas -
, by its very nature it tends to remove control of edUcation from the local

community. By the time the community has a voice in deciding whether or
not to adopt a given curriculum, many millions of-public tax dollars have
already been spent.

As a layman, it was startling to read of the elaborate diffusion prujects
involving NSF curricula. Although there is much talk of "needs assev.,!:ent" .
in the grant proposals, the difftisi.on projects seem to contradict this.
At the risk of sounding like the little boy 4.n "The Emperor's, New Clothes"
who is pointidg out the obvious-- if there was such a great national need
for some'of these curricula, why does the government have to spend tax
dollars to "sell" them to the citizens? In the caseof some curricula
I've seen, we could be in, the position of financing the man who is selling
us the snake oil. As a parent I'was shocked to see the lack of parental
input at the proposal stage.

Since I realize that there may be instances in which the resources of the
Federal Government may be-useful in the development of certain curricula,
I wonder if this might not be handled better by fdnds to the states with

----close monitoring.by NSF and a legal requirement for citizen involvement
during the developffient stage. Also, since many federal. projects are
experimental in nature, I see no way that proper needs assessrsnt can be
carried out without involving parents. Since it is our tax money and our
'children who are used, it seems to me wg should have a voice in deciding
whether we "need" a particular program.

Panelist: Dr. Michael K. O'Leary

There is aft impgrtant and continuing role to be played bydNSE in supporting
innovative social science materials that are sorely needed in American
education. However, projects such as EHN, CPE, and HB should be funded
only on the basis of documented needs, supported by evidence systematically.
gathered from social science teachers and local community representatives.

In funding proposals and in monitoring development, NSF should concern
itself with the market for the materials produced. This entails'satisfy-
ing the criteria of (1) meeting identified needs, (2) flexibility of
educational -uses, (3) low cost, (4) quality of the materials and (5)
avoiding widespread rejection by teachers, administrators and the communi-
ties in which the materials will be used.

Projects funded by NSF should pay equal attention to the development of both
the teacher and the,student materials. Jeadiers'.guides should be developed
which minimize the need for specialized, costly in-service training and
which enable teachers to implement the program adequately, even,if they
are not specialists in the discipline being covered.
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Panelist:* Ms. Juliana Podraza

The CPE project is a refreshing pr gram for'students studying govern-

ment and politics. The developers' have documented a need,,,presented

a clear rationale and stated a position of continued evaluatiori of

the project.

The curriculum emphasis and development of materials are centered on

practical issues that not only will hold the'interest of the students

but also be of benefit to them in the future when they will be

directly involved in domestic politics. Many teachers desiring a

program that actively involves the students will find it in this CkE

program. 0,

In general,, the CPE program appears to be a fine alternate to the

traditional approach to the study of American Government and Politics.

Panelist: Dr. Ethel Tobach

I do not ff qualified to evaluate the subs.tantive and educational

aspects of tt'srprogram. As a citizen who believes that scientists

have a special responsibility to be accountable to society, I find

this program fails to accomplish its,goa), i.e., "the preparation of

young people to become competent political actors." Although it

would de a controversial program, I think high school students,

together with their teachers and parents, should work collaboratively

to solve their institutionalized school problems in,activities with

their local, state and federal legislatures, executives and agencies.

1) Additional comment by Mrs. Kristine McGough:

"I am concerned about the ethics of student participation in

experimentation.",

6
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De 16. a: TPE: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE:
Technology-People-Environment (TP)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTORS: 'John G. Truxal
E. J. Piel

IL
INSTITUTION: State University of NeW York al Stony Brook

DEPARTMENT: College of Engineering

BUDGET: Total Granted: $262,400

Dates: 7/1/74 - Present

'PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Educaiion ImproupmPnt

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: The project will develop a non-textbook, activity-

.

orientea,4Rultidisciplinary approach to science,, incorporatingconcepts from mathematics, language arts, social sciences and
technology for the benefit of secondary school students who
have been academically unsuccessful.

OBJECTIVES

0

PROJECT SUMMARY

It

Project Goals. In seeking to promote technological as well as scientificliteracy among the secondary school students of the nation, the National
Science Foundation. supported the work of the Engineering Concepts. CurriculumProject (ECCP) in de \ieloping a course, "The Man-Made World". (TMMW), aimedat the average college-bound student who it not likely to become a.scienoe
or engineering major. One realization that became evident as TMMW started
taking hold was that many of the concepts it covered would be of value to
'students who, for any of a varlet), of reasons, were not capable of handlingthe level of the material that had.been developed.

With thts_idea in mind, Dr. Truxal in developing an-alternative approach todeveloping technological literacy among "non- academic" students, As de-scribed in the proposal, the materials will involve students in an "activities
approach" and will be written for the student who has less-than-averagereading, writing, and mathematical skills.

At the same time, there is the realization that the ",non-academic" 'student,
especially in urban and'inoer-city

areas, is likely to have a very poor
attendance record. For this reason, the activities to be developed are
short--usually of only one day's duration--so the student who attends

381
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sporadically will have an opportunity to complete thdrictivities being

explored on the days had doe's attend. Two benefits are expected to obtain

from phis approach: (1) the exposure the student does get will make sense'

from both a practical and a technological point of view - -.thus enhancing

technological literacy, and (2) the practicability (to the student) of

many of the activities will arouse the interest of some pdbr'attendees,

hopefully improving attendance records.

The goal of the end of the twenty-four
mpnth project is a set of packages

of activity-oriented materials, available in two alternative forms andwith.

accompanying low technology materials.

(1) For senior Milli
school students,a set of eight

4

Mint-cou'rses. EaCh
IP

mini-course will consist of a set of one- and two4dav a4tiviti.rackages containing

text material, student sheets, teacher's manual, appropriate ilm loops

and audio or audio-visual materials, and instructions for student experiMents

or games using readily available, low -cost mAterialS. This multi-media

'content is described with examples in more detail in the later sections of

this proposal.

14'

-

(2) A set-of one-hundred and fifty one-day activities, some of which wijl

be developed from the above mini-courses, directed'at junior high school

students and designed to be grouped into one- and two-week units.
.

,

The large number of one-day activities will be grouped in related setsi§o

that they can be used as units over a
periodlonger than. one day. They

are designed as one-day activities -- a characteristic which is of primary,

importance for classes in which average attendance f's below 50%, and rela-

tively few students are present two consecutive days. These 4tivities will

be designed to motivate the students With minimum reading skills and mathe-

matical background, -

ACTIVITY PLAN

4

During the time since Foundation funds were first made available to the

project, the timetable contained in the original prodbsal has been followed

quite well. The pilot materials were put into shape for field trials in

schoolsnot previously involved with the materials. Final revision of the

first four of the ori.ginally-planned eight
minicourses is now nearing com-

pletion. In addition, a publisher, Youth Education, Inc., has been selected

(with Foundation approval) and contract negotiations are now uhderway.

During the second year of activity - the period covered by the present

recommendation - the remaining four minicourses will be revised and pre-

pared for publication: .In addition, project staff now plans to develop

'two additional
minicpurses during the period to increase the flexibility

of the currictilum. 'Finally, a student evaluation package for the entire

program will be completed.
ti
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT:

;Mile thts is an'entirely new project, it 'plans'tobuild its staff initially. around individuals who have played focal roles in the,Engineering ConctptsCurriculum Project. .tandeed, the proposed project Is derived from experiencesaccumulated from the ECCP work with secondary schools. . ..

HISTORY AND RECATE4 PROJECTS:

The TechnologyPeopleEnvironment project had its.beginning in 1971-72when/the staff of the Engineering Concepts CurricUluoProject (ECCP) startedto,develop, in a pilot-test form, one- and two-day activities aimed at "non-agadehit" students. These activities were envisioned as beilig similar in,overall content to-the.couise. "The Man-Made World," developed by ECCP. The/ "activities" approach was plected as being more appropriate to students/ who have lessthan-averagereading,
writing and mathematiCal skills; theshort dOration of°the activities was employed as a method of instilling a° sense of achievement (finishing

what was stared) in student!, with very p6orCords.

. In addition to additional minicourses projected for the second year of theproject, an evaluation package for the entire pr9gram is being developed.

-Accomplishments to Date: (September, 1975)

The first four mini-courses are currently in press. In 1976, six moremini-courses will be completed providing sufficient activities for a yearlong course of instruction. The publisher is.Learning Realities, Inc.,New York.

pERSONNEL:'.

The Project Directors are'Dean-John G..Truxal, College of Engineering,q. SUNY at Stony Brook; Dr.. E:J. Piel, Director, ECCP Project, SUNY at StonyBrook; and Project Manager, Dr. Thomas T. Liao? College of Engineering,SUNYat Stony Brook. "
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D. 16. b: tPE(Panel 4): Project Di'rector's Response to 10 Review

. . Questions
,

i
-. .

4 . .

Question S: Is there a genuine-need for these instructional materials?

A'. During the period of 1968-70 while The Man-Man World'raaterials

were being tried and revised and whained to secondary school ,

teachers, students, administrators, and science education specialists

at the University level, t project personnel-were encouraged to
he,

look into the possibility of oducing similar materials which had -.

a lower reading level and cons sted of one day classroom activities.

At NSTA (Nitiaral Science Teachers Association) ConventionsNSF and

McGraw-Hiql-supported workshops and instituted as well as ASCD

(Assbciation for Supervision and Curribulum Development) and NASSP

''.(National Association of Secondary School Principals) meetings, from

1970,until the present, the ECCP staff has solicited information fr

teachers, students, administrators, and science education specia

regarding their perceptions of needs-ftrinra-..teria-

which would attempt to provide technological literacy for students

who are not planoingto.attend college as well as those who were.

For example, in 1970 the ECCR.ExeCutive Director and Associate

Director atttnded the National Convention of the National Association

of Secondary School Principals for the express purpose of pr?senting

typical exptrimental activites from the TPE (at that time called

"ACtivities Approach to the Man-Made World") to obtain reactions .-

regarding the need forsuch materials, and feedback on the appro-

priateness of those Whichwerepresented. That same-year the pre-

liminary materials were presented to two tiiindred Junior_High School

. Science teachers at an Edison Foundation sponsored programaithe

University of Richmond in Richmond, Va. Favorable reaction and

valuable suggestions encouraged the ECCP'staff to look further into

the possibility of such a program. A series of vploratory meetings

was also held with ECCP trained inner city teachers who recommended

an activity-Centered, multi-media based instructional program. .

8. Science Educators such as'Paul DeHart Hurd an James Rutherford,
,cl

as well as authors such as Alvin Toffler-(Future Shock) and Ralph

Nader were recommending more
actiVity=centered materials for the

development:of technological and 'scientific literacy of non-scientist

citizens as well as for the preparation of future scientists.

Howard R. Cummings in Science and the Social Studies (Twenty-seventh

Yearbook of he National Council for the Social Studies) said,_

"There is a need to study the role'of Science and Technology in-our

life tdday as one of the important aspects of.madern citizenship.",

In 1971, the American Association for the Advancement of Science

and National Association of State,DiTectore of Technologi fduca--

tion and Certification published "Guidelines and Standards for the

Education Secondary School Teachers of SCiende and Mathematics."

Of the thirteen major topics of science and technology listed as
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t ,A
.minimum science competencies (1BLE 1, pager 1M, three -deal directlywith-the speciftO content of'TPE. They arc Modeling and Prediction(computer simulation-programminT-optimization) and Control of Systems

Afeedback and stability) and Interaction of Society and 'Technology.*
1

1

The ECCP staff knows of nosother major effort o teach these concepts,
. at the secondary school level. .

. /
. '.

v. ,c$4V .
. A 4. C, The growth of this project- is just beginning. The first-cod- ,merciaTly available materials were delivered to schools to September,

1975. 'Trial materials were used by approximately two hundred andfifty students in 1970-71 and 1971-72) five tboutallid in 1973-74 .and twenty thousand in 1974-7 . The commercial version is presently -..__

.being used byapproximately e ht thousand students. Many ,of the

__

schools-where the final trial rsion was in use in 1974-75 were
sufficiently-satisfied with it continue use during 1975L76 and

.plan to purchase the commercialVersion in 1976-77 when the eight ;Mlni-comrses are all available.' Market..projectioni
i- ndicate potential -----v---a east= one of the eightflmii-courses by five llundred,thausand.students. This is possible because the mini courses can fit into g.

number of different slots- in the ,existing curriculumscience,mathematics, consumer education, social science, English; and
industrial arts from grades 8 through 11. .

.
.

. D. While alternative materials are available for use in these various: courses at the different grade levels, 6ere are' none which provide
the interation of science, technology, and society as the bade for '

,their development.

- The two basi needs which this prograrNattempts to meet are:
.

-1. The development of strategies for makirigit possible for previously
-unmotivated students to succeed in acquiring useful learni.y4 skills.

2. The development of a technologically literate public, who under-
stands the nature, characteristics, limitationsNand capabilities
of modern technology and how this rapidly changing technology impacts,on their lives.

Question 2: sthere a market-'for these instructional materials?
.\,. ,

.
,A. As indicated in our answer .to part D'of,guestion 1, there are no

,:.
qther'programs available at this time which attempt to develOp

.

technological literacy. There are sorfie materials available which
deal with small piecqs of this picture, but none which could form . .the basis for, at least, two semesters' f study as these do.

B. Thee materials have been specifically designed to answer the

-

problems expressed by teachers and administrators siring the needs
*Assessment described in question one.
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Some schools are looking for new one-semester interdisciplinary courses

which speak to the questions of the interaction of technology and

society, others are looking for full year courses, others are concerned

with the mandate of "NO NEW COURSES" but want to update existing

courses in science, social sciences, industrial arts, mathematics,

etc , at little extra cost. The mini-courses which cost $40 for a

package consisting of sound filmstrips, transparencies, approxima e y

',20 student activities for up to 250 students, and, teacher guides meet

this need quite well. While adoption of these materials does not

require reconceptualization of curricula plans, it its quite well into

new curricula patterns as well as into established o es.

C.. The dissemination plan includes the need for awareness conferences

for school decision makers. These included participation in multi-

program conferences such as those supported,4y NSF in the Summer of

1975 at Stanford Univ. and the University of Colorado.. Also included in this

plan was the presentation of the content and approach at appropriate

NSTA, NCTM, MCSS, and Industrial and Industrial Arts Conventions.

Another part of the plan is the presentatiori-OT the materials at

specifically designated workshops supported by the publisher and/or

theNational Science Foundation.

Implementation is enhanced through an opportunity for teachers to work

with some of the activities of-the mini-courses in which they are

specifically concerned to get a "feel" for the approach, if they have

never used an'activity approach to teaching. For those teachers who

plan to use activities related to the Analog Computer or Logic Circuit

boards,additional time might be needed in order to become familiar

with'those two pieces of equipment. While we have had'a number of

teachers who have been extremely effective in using the materials

without previous workshop experience, it is. our ()piny** that since

this course is not another course in a familiar discipline, but

rather an interdisciplinary approach to teaching about the inter-

action of technology and society, that some specific teacher prepara-

tion is'desirable.

D. The 'free market-without an implementation program would be smaller

than that projected in the answer to question 1 (C atiNe, and would

develop more slowly. How much smaller or slower we cannot say at this

time since the project and the publisher are presently attempting to

get data in this area.

E. Market studies by both McGraw -Hill Book Company when they were

being considered as a potential publisher, and the publisher, Learning

Realities indicate a growing market for the entire set of mini-:courses

as weTT'as indiviTlual--pacicages. The publisher-is committed-to-running

workshops for teachers and administrators for both awareness and

implementation. The materials will also be exhibited at selected

national teachers conventions such as the NSTA Convention to be held

March, 1976. f
3 9
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Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear
purpose and rationale?

A. Each mini-course has a statement of objectives and a rational forthe unit in the teacher guide. Each activity has a statement ofgeneral and specific objectives. The transparencies in each packageare directly related to the mini-course objectives. 'The wall poster
sec ives in front ofthe students and teacher at all times. There are instructions inthe teachers' guide for use with the poster and transparencies whichfocus on the objectives. The filmstrip in each-mini-course is_directed at the overall objectives as well as providing an effective

media-based, motivational experience for beginning as well as
summarizing the mini-course.

Pedagogical Assumption

1. Students in non-academic tracks-who are categorized as "slow
learners", etc., are generally capable learners. when motivatedand they are given materials that do not exceed their reading
and mathematical achievement levels. (We assume a eth_gradelevel.)

2. It is important to structure curriculum materials for these
students so that regular attendance is not mandatory.

3. Educational material should be flexible. They must be designed
to fit as many teaching and learning strategies as possible
without stretching material beyond the boundaries of usefulness.This implies describing, at least,- some approaches a teacher or
a school system might find educationally useful.

A-. ;People learn to solve problems, make decisions', 6r use mathe-
matics by solving problems, making decisions and using
mathematics, not by being told about it. Each activity in
this program starts With a problem to be solved and then
goes on to develop systems

for solving. that problem.

B. Technology is an important element in our society and decisions wemake concerning its applications will affect our'lives. (M-C I -Activities 1 & 2) There'are some techniques for looking at classesof problems that are more productive than others. For example, a
statistical view of the world. (M-C I - Activities 4, 4A & 5)(M-C IV - Activities 4, 6, 7, 11) Modeling concepts (M-C I -
Activities 9-14) (M-C IV - Activities 4, 5, 7)

C. Yes, in the trial publication
of Minj-Course I - VIII we asked

tfr teath& to comment on the appropriateness of each activity asit related to stated objectives of the mini-course and the stated
objectives of the activity. In general; the teachers' responses
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indicated a strong relationship between activities and objectives.

Those cases where responses were less than very good, the activities

were redesigned and changed wherever necessary. These sets of

activities are not the only way our objectives might have been

reached, but the method presented here appears to be an effective
hts and

teachers. Alternative sets of assumptions, values and goals would

define the problem differently and would presumably result in a

,set of materials that is different in at least some ways.

D. One of the criteria for considering an activity as completed

was that the students and teachers in the test' schools should find the

materials clear and understandable. Our evaluation questionnaires

were directed at specific activities and the M-Cs as a whole. If

they objected to a section of an acti-ity. the teachers manual,

the filmstrips or the mini-course in general, we went back and .

changed it.

Our intention was to make the sequence of concepts clear to the

teacher and the sequence of activities Should be engaging to the

student. The frequent change of topics is used to encourage a

feeling of novelty. in the content while having the conceptional

frame of the activity provide the unifying element for both student

and teacher. The continuing clarification of, and fodusing on the

concepts is a fundamental role of the teacher in the TPE program.

E. In general we encourage the use of the materials with a group of

Stuents using an activity simultaneously. This keeps the societal

implications of the decision making-tasks a part of the activity.

An individualized format is possible with the mini-courses and we

provide outlines and instructions to aid the teacher in using the

materials in this manner.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials

scientifically correct?

A. ! This question needs to be addressed from .two quite different'

viewpoints. First, there is the basic yes -no question of accuracy

statement-by-statement or concept-by-concept. To insure accuracy

in this sense, the materials have been read by faculty members in

both engineering and the related science (including sociology).

There has been an insistent attempt to avoid the possibility the

student learns facts or ideas which later have to be relearned

differently. The fact that the materials have been developed over

more than five years -Me Mgt 'three without-federalfun44ng)-means

that a large percentage of the materials have been re-worked and

revised several times. Thus, while' minor specific errors certainly

may occur, we generally are confident of the scientific accuracy of

the important concepts. 39c.)
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From a quite different viewpoint, and probably more important, the
inferences students (and teachers) draw -From the materials should be
scientifically valid. Such inferences should not lead to scientifically
incorrect ideas, to potentially dangerous behavior:or to an unfounded
sense of confidence of mastery when the student actually has only intro-
ductory knowledge. While we have made a major effort to anticipate
such adverse effects and we are reasonably confident we have avoided
obvious danyelsfweolip recognize tnat many of the topics treated
are exceedingly ,cpmplex.t- In many cases, there is no simple, correct
soltition; simplis=tic approaches are what we try to avoid. We believe
we have achieved' some success in this direction, but we recognize
this as a very difficult question. The Teachers'Guide constantly
warns teachers of this danger (i.e., Activity 5 - Strategy & Extension):

B. We treat a variety of problems of current national importance (e.g.,
auto safety, and energy throughout mini-courses 1-4) and also try to
teach techniques of modelling and' analysis which dominate modern
systems engineering. The T-P-E material borrows a great deal of
material from The Man-Made World text, which in 1971 received-the
Lanchester Prize of the Operations Research Society of America as
the best technical publication of the year in that field in competi-
tion with the research publications. The fbedback from college
engineering educators on the currency and technical quality of the
material has uniformly been excellent.

C. The primary target of T-P-E has been the underachieving high
school student wh9 is typically in the non-academic track. Thus, we
are hoping to start education in technological literacy for these
students. In ;addition, we hope to interest a portion of the students
in mdving toward an academic track and even seeking careers in
technology.

Thus, we are not training future research; scientists, but we do hope
to attract young people to participate in the scientific research-
development test-evaluation enterprise.

For both these directions, one goal of T-P-E is to motivate and
complement the regular mathematics and science offerings in the
schools. When T-P-E materials are used in the junior high or middle
schools, they represent enrichment materials for the academic students
and, hopefully, motivation toward science careers.

D. The most accurate description of the discipline covered by these
materials is "in:ormation systems engineering." If one divides
engineering (i.e., the use of science in real-world problems) into
two parts (systems and materials), T-P-E is based on the systems
portion. In this focus; the educational materials cover topics in
applied mathematics and the physical sciences, primarily. Since the
discussions also involve social problems, and Mini-course 6 emphasizes
communications the program also touches on Social Science and
Language Arts.

4 (A)
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Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educa-

tionally sound?

A. In general the reaction of teachers, students and parents has been

very positive. There has been some concern expressed that the course

does not prepare students to take the "College-Board" exams. This was

not intended to be a focus of the materials, although decision making

41141.1sandcruifidencein AI Of.' I' dent.

Some teachers were concerned that there are too many paper and pencil

activites. There is some merit to this concern. If the only thing

done in the class was the activity sheets without pursuing some of

the activities suggested as extensions or following a-local problem

such as solid waste disposal, real estate development, election practice,

zoning decisions, etc., the course could get dull but our instructions

to the teachers are consistently urging them to get into some local

problem. It was determined that without application of these concepts

to something.the students see as a real problem (after an introduction

via activitY'clvetS) there was little learning taking place. Another

rpson is that cost was seen as>ta real constraint on implementation.

Extensive, expensive equipment packages, if made required, would

probably make the materials inaccessible to the type of schools that

the greater portion of our anticipated audience attends.

The teachers in the trial schools have sent back very favorable reactions

on the appropriateness and effectiveness of the materials through our

formal feedback instruments and meetings with them.

B. At this point there:is little to indicate any serious unresolved

student difficulties caused by the materials.; The total approach of

simple activity-basedintroduction to these pervasive concepts with

considerable support for teachers to help bring the problems of their

communities into the classroom for education, while keeping the

aehlevement levels of the students in mind is in itself an ingenious,

effective learning system.

C. The conceptual material can be handled effectively on many leveli.

The audience has been defined for this material and for them it appears

to be very appropriate. TPE used in conjunction with TMMW seems to be

an effective way to reach heterogenous classes of eleventh and twelfth

grade students.

D. The "Quality of Life" mini-course which is presently being revised=-

is based on the idea that the Quality of Life which a person perceives

is a function of his individual values as they come in contact with

societal values.

The mini-course is designed to involve students furthir into the study

of how individual values and'goup,val -es come intoptay when decisions

are made about the quality of life.

401
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Through a series Af activities in which the students individually list
their like and dislikes and individually rank theM in a priority list
there is a class discussion of things which some people like and othersdislike. Students compare their own likes and dislikes against those
which are discussed. They do not hand these lists in to the teacher.
Given a list of potential areas of local, state and federal spendingthe list th i 4.JPS in spending. Clearing up polluitun,
improved schools, combatting organized crime, street crime, buildinghighways, etc., are on such o list. This is discussed in class but
is also not turned In to the teacher.

E. A basic TPE premise is that during the high school years and especially
later as adults,students will bE called upon to make decisions in our
society which involve some aspect of technology. The§g decisions will,of necessity, involve technology, society and themselves as individuals.

' The interaction of these three provinces produce very complex, frequently
conflicting information sets which make decisions difficult to arriVeat. It is necessary that an individual have some generalizable methodsofyiewing the interrelated, dynamic systems we call society, if the
decisions arrived at are to be valid.

\The ECCP has attempted to deal with this set of ideas with secondary
school students in two ways, the first was The Man-Made World (1971)
and the other Technology - People - Environment.

,QuestiOn 6: Are the proposed and anticipatet.outcomes of the instruc-
tional materials desirable?

A. The project staff, author consultants, and implementation project
directors anticipated a number of impacts of the instructional machine.

First, we anticipated that the teachers and students would be enthusi-
astic about the use of. one day activities which did not rely specifically
on the work of the previous day, but which did fit into a coherent
package. We also anticipated that their teaching pattern in all courses
would change.

Next, we anticipated that while interested in the approach to the educa-
tion of the target population school districts would question the
expenditure of Money for Analog Computers and Logic Circuit Boards
for this same student population. We also anticipated that they would
be impressed by the student achievement during the study of these
materials.

B. Feedback obtained from 100 teachers and 5000 students during the
trial version has indicated to the project directorsthat these two
anticipated -imprarts---were made. StRierit.§-d-fd-Ticirn 16 question dogmatic
statements, they did learn how to examine criteria and constraints
priOr to making decisions, and they did examine desirable as well as
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undesirable effects of specific technological devices and systems on

the individLial and society.

Teachers who have been involved in the program report that their

approach to teaching all of their courses has changed as a result

of being involved in this program. Through the activities which

require family involvpmpnt-Surh RS the "No Television?" "How did

you Live?" activity in Mini-course N, parents have been able to

participate in looking at systems for decision making related to

the conservation of energy in the home. Some school districts have

reported a decided increase in student enrollment in this course

the second year. A number of administrators have expressed genuine

surprise at the ability of the students to use the equipment of the'

program in a positive manner and with the potential use of the same

equipment in other courses in the Science and Industrial Arts area

in the school.

C. Some unintended effects which we have noted have been very

encouraging. In some inner-city schools where these materials

were used as a complete course there has been a marked increase in

the percentage of students who were present every day. One of the

reasons for developing the one day activities was that in many

schools students have erratic attendance patterns. Some teachers

report that they can only expect half of the students enrolled to

be.present on any one day, and that courses which require that

today's lesson be a continuation of yesterday's and a prerequisite

for tomorrow's left many students confused and discouraged _In

order to alleviate that problem these activities were designed to

be accomplished in one schoo) period. Teachers report that as a

result of this planning the students have been able to feel a sense

Of accomplishment as a result of having been in class that one day.

A direct result of this has been a marked increase -in attendance

in class. One teacher reported that students were sneaking into

school for his TPE class and sneaking out again. School administra-

tors have reported a marked improvement in the morale of some of

the teachers who teach this course and attribute this directly to

the success they feel with students who have previously been

unsuccessful.

D. The project staff has made a conscious and continuing effort to

make the materials fair to all students and teachers. There is one

staff member who has been assigned the specific task of eliminating

all unfair statements, pictures, etc., from the material. The general

Oproach -to each activity is to have the teacher present the problem

in an unbiased way, and to have the students work .in pairs to complete

the activity. The evaluation of student progress depends not onlyon

teacher adminittered tests, but also on student self-evaluation. See

pages51 and 52 of Teachers Guide for Mini-course I -- 'People and

'Technology.".
Sr
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The important process features of these instructional materials
are that throughout the eight mini-courses the students are asked to

ke decisions. Some of these decisions are in simulated situations
uch as Activity 3 of Mini-course I - "Design With a Purpose."

Others are in real situations such as Activity 10 of the same
mini-course "Gasoline Mileage and Decision Making."

process is a o group and group decision making;
madelingof real systems through words, picture, graphs, and various
pieces of equipment ranging from th" x 11" paper to design an airplane
which meets specific criteria, to using an Analog Computer to simulate
a lunar landing in its descent to the surface-of the moon. Students
learn to examine -their own personal characteristics such, as reaction
time and ability to.recognize patterns. Students are afforded the
opportunity to work alone, in pairs, in small groups and in class
groups as they proceed through the various activities of a mini-course.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation
problems for the schools?

A. There are two abilities which teachers require in order to work
successfuly.with students using these materials.

First, they must-be able to resist the temptation to lecture and give
all the answers. They must encourage students to think through
_problems on their own or with their partners. They must be comfortable_
in a setting in which there is a largeivount of student activity.?

Second, in order to be effective in those activities which use the,
analog computer and logic circuit boards, they must have enough
familiarity with those two pieces of equipment to allow students to,

pieces ---07-equi-pmen t--are- scr-destnedthat they -craiainr
be damaged through incorrect wiring,of.circuits or power settings.
They are also designed so as to be perfectly safe in all situations
of anticipated student use other than actual disassembly which is
virtually impossible in the normal classroom situation.

Many teachers already have the first ability described above-= others
can acquire it through practice following a short introductory period
of work with the materials. Others will never develop, this ability
and should not be encouraged to teach using these materials.

The second ability is possessed by a smaller fraction of the teaching
population, but can be learned through experiences following-a short
implementation workshop. Since the equipment is virtually trouble
free there is no need for training in equipment repair. AMF, the
company which manufactures the equipment has a policy of a one year
warranty which guarantees free repair and replacement, and a charge
for parts only in subsequent years.
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B. The materials pose no special problems for existing organizational

structure, and actually are flexible enough to be used in almost any

of the variety of structures from classrFboms with desks fastened to

the.floor to, open classrooms to open schools.

.C. The cost of these instructional materials varies from forty dollars

($40) for a single mini-course of six to eight weeks for up to 200

students to thirteen hundred and twenty dollars ($1320),for the eight

mini-courses plus the recommended instructional equipment.

It is the experience of the project directors that most School systeMs

'introduce the course durng.the first year by purchasing the mini-

courses (only the trial materials costing $100 had been available

until Sept. 1975) and a minimum of equipment. During the second year

they have usually ordered the remainder of the necessary equipment.

If. as many as one hundred students are involved with six mini-courses

and all of the equipment in a year, the cost would be $1240, or, $12,40

'per student. The second year, there would be no additional cost for

another 100 students bringing the per pupil cost for the two years to

$6.20. In subsequent years, the only additional costs would be six

additional spirit master books at a total cost of $10 for each two

hundred studehts: The cost then for 100 students/year for the first

four years' wojold be $1360 or $3.40 per pupil., One thousand dollars

of this amount would be for the original permanent equipment.

D. The new instructional materials' contain all the necessary learning

resources as outlined above. The only additional resources might be

magazines which the library would have purchased as a normarpart of

their service, and free or rented films and/or T.V. tapes as the

-teacher saw a need for them.

E. The new instructional materials do not require schobl districts to

establish optional classes for those who do not wish to use the new
The-materials--fi_t inta__existing _courses _at _a variety of

levels of age and ability. The values stated by the students in

Activity 1,- Mini-course I "Technology and You" are not to by graded- -

the students and teachers are both informed that there are no right
NNN

or wrong answers, and the worksheet itself is retained by the student.

uestion 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional

materials reasonable?

A. The xpected total dollai& costs for implementing these mate is

are: (As ming 6 Mini-courses/year 100 students involved per school)

C

1) Mater ls,for Lgarners
Expen le:

Ditto .sters $20/minicourse/200 students .= $120

---Non-Expe e:-

Filmstrip, c., $20/minicourse = 120

Equipment - L is Circuit Boards = 1,000

Ana Computer

Noise vel Meters, etc.

0
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2) Teacher Salaries are not included since these
materials do not rdquire,additional staff.

3) Training Personnel - Teacher preparation
programs for these materials can be organized
through a school system operated in-service
program such as that now -in progress in
Philadelphia, Pa Th13peati-ng cents -fer
such a program for 10 teachers is $100/workshop
meeting. Five such meetings would be'sufficient
fo'r this program. 4

It is vital. that the personnel operating such workshops be adequatelyprepared. This has been done in ttie past at NSF supported Resource
Persorinel Workshops at a cost of approximately $1000/person. This
provides a multiplier effect which results in a cost of $110/teacher
for the first 10 teachers prepared. This cost goes down for sub-
sequent workshops by the same leader. Area in-service programs which
attract teachers from a number of schools would costa bit more
because of added cost for transportation and administration.

B. Refill needs are $20/minicourse/200 students or $0.10 per student/
mini-course.

C. The needs which this course meets are not usually met by'other
"standard" courses in the curriculum. Activity type courses probably
meet some of the needs of development of student skills, but there' -
are none of which the project staff is aware which meet the need to
develop technological literacy.

D. Comparable instructional materials developed by Learning Realjtes
cost approximately the same. The project staff assumes that those
produce --by- larger pub Mning companies would cost more since in our
preliminary discussiOns with _larger polishers we were told that-th6i
package which has been produced could nct'be sold for less-than eighty
to one hundred dollars.

.

E. The project sees no nonfiscal costs such as psychological or
pcial. Actually, all the comments received from students, teachers,
and administrators lead us to believe that there are very strong
psychological and social benefits as a result of this 'program.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing
these instructional materials?

A. Since these materials gi-ew out of The Man-Made World project, the
people involved in that program must also be ccnsidered as part of the
TPE program. A total of both programs shows the following numbers of
people involyed in categories:
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Industry Scientists and Engineers 12

University Scientists & Engineers 25

Secondary Sdhool Teachers
33'

Secondary School Administrators
2.

Students (Directly Involved)
3

Students in trial schools
- 5,000

Teachers in trial schools
100

Parents as they interacted with students ?

B. The internal monitoring procedures for the project include the

reading of all material by at least three professional staff members

and two consultants prior to publication. lhlso the checking of visuals

and tapes by all members of the staff and teacher consultants prior

to release. The evaluation program within the project was also

monitored by the entire professiOnal staff and the teacher consultants

prior to use. In addition, the staff member who is responsible for

evaluation is using the evaluation plan as, part of his doctoral

thesis at another University (NYU) thus assuring a thorough and

independent review of the evaluation plan and materials.

C. The external evaluation procedures for the project are (in addition

to those mentioned above) the use of a psychologist consultant from

the University of Wisconsin an'd a Secondary Education Professor from

Wichita State University. Dr. Ian Westbury of the Science Education

pgpartment of the University of Illinois is currently conducting an

independently supported evaluation of.the NSF supported Summer Teacher

Preparation programs directly related to the TPE materials. While this

evaluation is aimed at the teacher preparationspects of the Summer

programs, it is also providing an independent evaluation of how

prospective teachers view the instructional materials themselves.

D. The project administration consists of a Director who is also Dean

of Engineering and Applied Sciences at-S-W--Stutly Brook4--Executive

Director and Associate Director who are also professors ln the College

of Engineering and a Full time Staff Associate. Other personnel include

an editorial writer who checks for biases as well as writing errors,

an Administrative Assistant and part time students who type and perform

clerical tasks.

E. The project staff sends periodic reports to NSF and provides a

Newsletter for interested parties. In addition, the staff is in

frequent phone communication with both the Course Development and

Implementation Sections of the Foundation.

Both trial and finished.materfals are forwarded.to the Education

Directorate of NSF as soon as they are available.

V
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D. 16. c: TPE (Panel 4): Panel Responses to,q Review Ouestinns
4'Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

The project's needs assessment draws Mainly from the author's experience
with the implementation of The Man Made World which led teachers to ask-
fon a more activity-oriented product usable' by studpnts less academicallyable. These teachers supported.tht,original -contention of the ECCP
project that present science courSes contained several.seriousprob4AMU
particularly-lack -of 'student interest, expense, relevance and a poor
attitude-of the general popuatiOn toward science. The needs assess-
ment in the proposal is largely an argument for courses supporting
technological literacy. Documentation from other courses or survey
results'is used to support this stated need.

Although not cited in the proposal, the need for technological literacy
and the understanding of how science, society and technology interact
appears to be well documented and supported by a widt range of individuals,
and groups.. With the exception of a unit on technology in Ideas-and
Investigations -- Science: Physical Science (a course designed for
non-academic students in grades 8 - 12 published by Prentice-Hall)
no other materials are available in the area of technology for students
df this ability. The lack of materials for the academically less able
.student in 'general , ,and. specifically in the area of technological
literacy,. argues strongly for NSF support of the .TPE and similar
projects. Because publishers are reluctant to risk research and

--development money, federal support for new and non- traditional science
curricula is necessary.

Based on the design of the THE materials (reading level, mathematics
requirements, and the format of short independent activities) and the
pilot experience of the project, these materials have the, potential
of meeting the need projected by its proposal. The panel estimates
that these materials could reach approximately-EA-of th-c-students---
enrolled in grades.9 through 12. The project's experience indicates
that a Smailer percentage of students having an average:or higher
ability in grade 8 are also potential users. This is a change from
the originally proposed target group'. This point will be elaborated
in questior0.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

There are few if any examples ofother materials available in the
schools to meet the need in the area of technology, people, and
environment. This course makes a unique, attempt to educate children
for successful coping with the problems of living in a technological
society. The project makes use of mini-courses on special topics.

The course is not designed to fit into a pre- determined and existing
Slot in the secondary level. Such slots do not exist, either in the
science curriculum itself or in-the total curriculum, including all
the disciplines typically found at the secondary level. Instead;

o
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the corse is plapned to substitute'for presently existing coUrses,,

such as general science, physical science, or in some cases general

mathematics.

In addition, the mini-course format will provide opportunities for

teachers andschools to select appropriate topics for insertion into

existing courses or as supplementary resource materials.

Dissemination of ma_ertal3 and philosuply of. the course

treated, both in the original proposal and in the procedures used tp'-

date. According to the available information, teacheri and school

administrators have been apprised of the availability of these materials

through presentations at national, regional, and.local conventions of

science teachers. In a.'tior a newsletter with a mailing list Of

5,000 teachers and other in er- ed 'ersons has.been used to give

information about the progress.of he project.

Although plans have not-been formulated at present, this panel recom-

mends that the publishers of these materials be encouraged to set

aside monies for implementation purposes and dissemination of materials.

These monies should be used for teacher institutes, in-service workshops

and awareness conferences for gendral dissemination, of information on

the course.

Matey teaaers need in-service opportunities of a general nature to

sun port an activity centered approach to low ability students hPfDre
being assigned to teach.TPE. In addition, the unique nature of TPE

requires training specifically in the content of the'cours-e materials.

It should be noted that education in technological literacy.isnot

just a minor variation to the present science curriculum. Teacher's'

backgrounds and exoehence in science do not necessarily Qrepare;

them to teach TPE.

Market surveys by one or more textbook pub lishers have indicated a

large potential market at the level and for the special groups for

which the materials have been designed. Educators appear to be

receptive to these materials as potentially usable resources in

classes in science and mathematics. The technology - people\-

environment base of these materials ums t6 fill a neeq rapidly

becoming more evident to school persotinel. It isprob&ble that the

course will find a substantial market in-the secondary.schools,

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose

and rationale?

The explicit statements in prOposals, teachers' guides, and associated

promotional literature make it quite clear that TPE is intended to

teach the fundamental concepts 'relating to living ina technological

society. Twelve concepts underlie the course and, in varying degree,

permeate all sections of the course. The concepts are:
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, /
'',. - (A) Decision-Making

s(8) Descriptive Modeling
- (C) Functional:Modeling

(D) 'Criteria
(E), Constraints
(F) Optimization with:Algortehhis

. (G) Optimization with trade-offs
11-1) Interactioatof Sub4ystems
('I) Feedback ..

-01- ;Scabillty.,
t .... _______

- (R) :Control of, Systeits
lb (L) Synergy

,

44 The TPE course does not dm to teach taiic
scientificprincilflesdirectly, but-the content of the units an p6vide frequent opOortu-

.nities for teathers!to
direct the:-students" a.4ention to laws of .

nature,propertieS.of matter, and the behavior of flying things.'

.
ss"

c *The centrality of these concepts to the course is apparent fedm'pur
reading of the instructional

materials, but,,without.seeiA the resultsof thorough classroom evaluation we cannot be sure.of the extent to.'.,
.,which students are able to i.nfer the assumptions, values, and goalsfrom their contact with the coarse. . 14.4

. .

*a

.

. . .The panel sampled certain -units.in the mini-courses in detail and ,,,

Afound them clearly peesented", suitably graded irr increasing order
of complexity; and'yet apparently as independent dnd 'Self-containedas the stated objectives of the Obese would require-therm to be.

. ., ,
. .. , , 1 .

The panel found- that almost every 'unit Of thi. TPE course couples
strongly with ,con emOorary:Anierican'tifemotly urban,, that tile, .-

actixAties.of the coOrse could have some very direct Ora ticaj
benefits in'equiiping students to cope better with their everyddy
environment. _Membepvwere:concernetthat the vegy timeliness and
currency of all examples and illustrattons may render sections of.the cdurse rapidly obsolescent; As wOld be expected ih a course

. .
. .,dealing with technology and 'society--themost swiftly changing aspects

.

.

of life in America today--there s an ephemeral quality to the.
,

.
.material. Marekthan almost any other currtculumlroject, this

...

..

particular one tould seem to be in 'need of advance planhing for '. j .

frequent and periodic updating. Otherwise, this will prove to be
a one-shot curriculpm imp'rbvement prbgram witk a Vtry short expected ,,half-life.

,

le a eno

.

The panel liked what it saw of the experiential approach taken by
the.caurse, and applauds the efforts of the project,managers withthis approach. Their reported.anetdotal, feedback. from students
suggests that pencil-and-paper and show-andlell approaches arenot as productive in maintaining inIerest and,motIv'ation.

:

./Finaily, the panel observe& that many parts of the l'PE course are
deeply'infused.with social and, indeed, ethical values. It is
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proper and aesirable for students to be concerned with value-laden

issues. and to learn to make judgments, regarding them.. It is improper

to indoctrinate students even by careless use of stereotypes such as

"MidiSan Avenue." Materials,. should be read skeptically with-this

in mind and cacected accordingly.

Question 4: 1. the content of these instructional materials scientifically

correct?

On the basis ofta random selection of mini-course material, the panel

found that the instructional materials are scientifically accurate

and current. The gueStiorLas to the methedoloyy employed to review.

the scientific accuracy is not specifically addressed in the project

material presentet for review. It would be helpful to see the system

diagram showing the flow of instructional material as it is prepared

and reviewed.

it has -been pointed out that this material relies heavily on the

technology of today and thus has the potential to become outdated.

rt is therefore proposed that the authors and the publisher establish

a contractual arrangement which guarantees the continual updating of

Ithese materials. Sine the publisher is receiving a profif-from

this endeavor, the purrfther has the responsibility to see to it

that the materials remain current. The.TPE management issues periodic

newsletters with Olditea material, but no provisions have yet been

made to follow up after,expiration of the grant. ,

. .,.._... .

'The TPE course is not ba ed in any particulardiscipline and should

be understood, and j ed, as a multi-disciplinary program. The

instruCtional material is not aimed towards the training of future°

scientists. ,Students who plan a scientific career are more likely

to becaNd exelicitlyHor implicitly familiar with the TPE concepts

in Various disciplinary courses. The TPE course is aimed at producing

younglpeoPle able to analyze problems, to design strategies for their

gplution, and to apply these skills in A variety of encounters with

contemporary technology. The term "technology" is interpreted in

its broadest sense rather than as preoccupation with gadgets and

ma4hines.- ,.

A.

For.many academically weak students the campletionof even modest

portions of the TPE course constitutes,an educational,gain, since

'they might otherwise not participate in any comparable school activity.

.The TPE course certainly could increasethe studgnts' technological

competence, and in this sense is a step in the right direction for

AmeriCan secondary education. However, the panel is concerned that

this course should not be mistaken for whet it does notAttemOt.

Is is not a substitute for a bona fide science course, and iAgshould

not be treated as a less demanding alternative to such a sci ce

course for the abler students.
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The course could easily be seen as a device for motivating the
interested students to follow-up with a science course. A
student could determine whether or not he or she js interested in

.science by taking a TPE r.:nicourse. A positive response coUld lead
to more advanced mater',al. The TIE teacher's encouragement would
seem to Be crucial if these goals are to be achieVed.

e."

Que'stion 5: Is the content of these materials educationally sound?

Teehnology, People and Environment is an innovative approach todealing with secondary students whose aspirations, motivation or
reading skills are at a low level: Traditionally, a primary objectiveof education has been to produce an informed citizenry,. TPE attemptsto develop a "technologically literate" student. While it is not ascience course fri the traditional sense, it deals with problem
solving and decision-making in the tradition of the scientific method.

The developers stated that science departments have been enthusiastic
about the program when used in place of traditional science courseswhich have had little success with the target students.

Specific preparation of teachers before they use the materials is
critical to the success of the program. The panel strongly recommends
that a definite, in-service

program be established and required of
all' participating instructors.

The target \group is identified in the materials as the "turned off"student. According to teachers these students are characterized by .IQ's of 80-100, and irregular attendance at school. They are not
usually motivated by the traditional science courses offered in
secondary school.

The content /approach of TPE is suitable for the.-target group and
seems to fit their needs for short

term, activity-centered experiences.
There is a danger that if the. target audience is broadened, the basic
tenets of the program may'be inappropriate.

Certain potential problems in implementing the TPE courses could be
avoided by selecting teachers who can deal confidently with students'
value explorations and by investigating the legal aspects of class
assignments that:require activities off campus or out of school.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of these
-instructional materials desirable?

The materials purport to teach certain minimum science competencies
that are not generally covered in other published instructional
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materials. These were delineated in 1971 by The American Association

for'the Advancement of Science and National Association of State

Directors of Teacher' Education and Certification in their publication

"Guidelines and. Standards for the Education of Secondary School

Teachers of Sci,lce and Mathematics."

Cursory examination gives the impression that the target population

can learn what is being presented. These students are frequently

unsuccessful and demonstrate little or no interest in'traditional

academic pursuits. The primary method of instruction is a "hands-

on" or "activities oriented" format. A useful impact on some

teachers could.be the realization that such youngsters, -properly

motivated, can learn the skills and.applications of science.

147- The executive director of the project indicated that at leash two

unintended effects had already taken place. The target audience

of this program has been broadened to include non-college bound

students as well as "below average" pupils. Also, becSuse of

student interest, the project staff developed supplementary materials

embodying more advanced aspects of the mini - courses.

Materials are organized in such a way as to make it unnecessary for

a sztude.t to attend on consecutive days. There is some question on

whether this is desirable.

It appears that the authors have made an attempt to fairly represent

all segments of today's society. The panel applauds this practice

and recommends its consideration. The project developers state they

have collected anecdotal feedback demonstrating high interest in TPE

activities presented, better school attendance records, and overall

higher morale among students and teachers.

Question 7: Do these instructional materials present implementation

problems for the schools?
Ihr.n

Teacher training need not be exiensiveas far as time and money are

concerned, but it is essential that in-service activities be provided

for all participants if the program is to be successful. It should

incorporate the following basic areas:

(1) Criteha for selection of teacher and student partici-

pation in the program.

(2) Orientation of the target population to be served

including students, teachers and parents.

(3) Clear and concise objectives and desired outcomes of

the program.
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(4) Review of the limitations and/or restrictions inherentin the program.

(5) Orientation in use and dissemination of all materials,equipment and processes.

The materialt should not pose any special problems for existing
organizational ; structures; but some method must be 'provided fordetermining the ability level of the students before they enterthe program.

Tvwb pieCesof equipment are required to implement the full program:
.,

(1) an analog computer; and (2) a logic circuit board. The costs ofthis initial investment combined with printed materials costs on aper student basis compare favorably to program costs using textbooksand related laboratory activities.

',Some members of the review committee were concerned_ that students
. will not meet the minimum Competence in skills and concepts requiredby courses in science, social science, or mathematics if these

curriculum materials replace the traditional science courses. As aresult, the question of awarding credit may pose implementation
problems within the schools using the program.'

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional
materi.11s reasonable?

Project total and per pupil costs of the project materials are withinan a ceptable range. With the rapidly rising costs in publicationacti ities, the'estimates may be on the low side. The projected
costs suggested by the directors are as f011ows:

earning materials

Expendables:

$20/minicourse/200 students
Per pupil cost:

$0.60 per year

Non-expendables:
Filmstrip, etc. $20/minicourse
Per pupil cost:

$0.60
(probable life 5 years) .
per pupil cost/year

$0.12

,
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Equipment

Logic circuit bdard
Analog computer, meter's, etc.

Per pupil cost: $5.00

(probable life 5 years)

per pupil cost/year $1.00

Using the above figures, the totaT cost to the students for equipment

and expendables is,$1.72 per year. This compares favorably with the

costs of traditional science programs which exceed an average of.

$3.00 per,,year in some areas. It must be remembered that excessive.

rates of inflation are causing a rapid rise in schodl materials cost -_

as much as 25-40% annually in certain materials.

Refill needs estimated by directors of the project are approximately

$0.10 per pupil per mini-course. These are reasonable rates and ere

comparable with traditional science courses embodying activity-

centered modes of teaching.

Costs computed on a dollar basis are only one measure of theNtotal'

expenditures in development and use of a new program=in the sciences.

Other costs may include higher than normal energy expended by teachers'

and developer during the developmental period with accompanying

diversion of energy away from normal self-development, refinement 4

of teaching skills, and advancement in education for those individuals

intimately associated with the development tasks. These costs are

frequently offset by increased expertise in planning, organizing,

and writing skills.

It is incumbent upon all curriculum developers, including those of

the TPE project, to recognize and consider seriously the impact of

their new materials on students, and to use proper caution in

advancing controversial materials in which value-laden concepts are

fostehed. For this reason it is important that developers provide

mechanisms for adequate feedback and evaluation concerning such

materials.

$1,000 4

-Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing

these instructional materials?

The evidence reviewed and a telephone conversation with project developers

indicated that the initial activities eventually resulting in TPE began

as a response to six teachers who, while teaching The Man Made World

program, recognized the need for materials that would appeal to the:

less motivated students. Program originators reported that discussions
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among the developers of the TMMW program and teachers using it,coupled with information obtained from intercting with participants
et conferences where TMMW materials were being presented, reinforcedthe perceptions that a geed existed for 'PE-type materials.

Apparently no public announcements were made inviting interested
individuals 142 step forward and contribute to the development.of thematerials; although project developers reported that subsequent tothe initiation of the activities a Newsletter, with a mailing list
of approximately 5,,000 names, was used to apprise those on the mailinglist of progress on the TPE program. The project direttors reported* that there was constant feedback from teachers involved in the pro-gram and that the direction and content of the'program were modifiedin light of feedback received. For example, student criticism of
paper-and-pencil, activities resulted in substitution of more "handson" activities.

As a result of teacher feedback, the actual target audience waschanged to include not only the unsuccessful student but also moreable students at a Tower grade level. The.wisdom of this decisionis not at issue here; the'fact is cited as evidence that feedback
from those in the project actually did modify the program.

The work. done by a member of the project staff and asiraduate studentin science education was cited as evidence of an external evaluationbut it would seem unlikely that an evaluator in such a position could
be considered to provide.an external independent evaluation.

The revieweris received the impression that there was little formal
evaluation of the program. Site visits, interviews and discussions
with teachers and pupils in the program are, of course, essential
but more fOrmal evaluation would also seem desirable.

There seems to have,been .little mechanism for soliciting input from
:administrators or from the interested lay public (those engaged in
merchandising, for example).

` Evaluations were not systematic enough to allow project directors to
convey to reviewers any substantial analysis of student reactions to
the various aspects of the Qrogram, faculty reactions, or response
of other interested groups.'

In the future, the NSF should require that proposals include provision
for feedback and evaluation of such a nature that results could be
communicated to those not in the program. -It follows that adequate
funds should be'available to make this possible.
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The project appears to be appropriately administered from an analysis

of the percentage of,funds devoted to administration/management.

The project director is. assigned to the project 1/5 time; the co-

director is assigned 1/3 time; and the project manager is assigned

70% time. The actual percentage time devoted' to administration/

managemeniesponsibilities as compared to development,of program

materials is not specified.

The questioh of program leadership is unanswered. It is assumed

that the director and co-director Aevoted a large percentage of

their time to leadership while the project manager was primarily

concerned with management activities. The decision-making process'

and the individuals responsible for 'making some major decisions are

not clear to the reviewers.

The project staff seems willing to share information with NSF and

other interested parties through project reports, the medium of

newsletters, 'and workshops at various national conferences.

Specific information appears to be furnished on request.

The development of a concise comprehensive brochure accurately

describing-the project's philosophy, rationale, objectives, target

population, learning activities, evaluation data, student and

teacher reactions, scope and sequence of content, and anticipated

products and usage is essential.

:4 1) Additional comment by Dr. L. Scott Chalfant:

"However, it should be clearly indicated in introductory state-

ments that both administration and students were involved in

the evaluation process of this project.
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D. 16. d: TPE (Panel 4): Individual Panelist's Responses to 10th
Review,Question: What_areyour. general
impressions of the curriculum?

Panelist: Dr. Jacob Blankenship

The T-4P-E program prOvides another learnAg option for the low-ability
4udent. The content of the programis sufficiently unique that it

does not compete with other programs since very few learning activities
exist that deal with the interactions of technology, people, and
environment. The,mini-course format is also appropriate since it allows
parts^of the program materials to be used in existing courses. The
uniqueness of content and forMat should increase the probability of
use when the program is marketed.

The T- P- ?program focus was originally on the development of curricular
.materials for low ability students. The broadening (shifting) of
thiS_focus to include a different target population is problematic.
The original goals, objectives, and assumptions seemed appropriate as
long as the original target population was being considered. I.am
concerned about the shift from low ability 'students to non- college
bound students. The assumptions underlying the development of materials
for these two groups ere not necessarily the same. However, the project
developers indicated that evidence exists that teachers and administra-

, tors suggested this broadened target population.

I would recommenethat the project directors precisely identify the
philosophy, goals, objectives, target population, learning activities,
and evaluation measures and that this information be communicated to
potential users. The substitutiorof this program fOr any course for
other than a low ability student would, in my opinion, be questionable.
Fundamental science principles, knowledge, and skills have a legitimate
place in the curriculum and should be available to students of all
ability levels. Special science programs for low ability students
sh&rld he considered as learning options.

As stated previously,, this prograM provides another learning option
for low ability students and, as such, is appropriate and needed.
The devglopers have contributed materials that would probably have
not been developed otherwise and as lich.are dile recognition. This
type of development.work should be encouraged. In future development
work of this type, attention should be given to the points outlined
in the precedinCreport.

Panelist: Dr. John Rorriello

Overall my general impression is that this activity-oriented curriculum
is productive in its attempt to reach the secondary school student who
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has been academically unsuccessful. However in order to give subttance

to my impression there is g strong need for rigorous constructive

evaluative material which I find lacking. This is particularly evident

regarding student response. There is anecdotal material available but

this is not useful in terms of the wide scale application for which

this curriculum is intended.

Without such rigorous evaluative studies, one cannot know that what

, the curriculum intends to be'learned is actually being learned and

applied in everyday-livipg. It is almost as if the consumer (i.e.,

student; teacher, parent, school district, etcetera) is asked on

Winctfaith and speculative conviction to accept a curriculum of

possible questionable value. In the future, what is needed is a .

,guarantee of adequate fundiqg of curriculums such as this in order

to test their educational.and utilitarian value in the development

of our youngsters. Isn't it foolish to spend millions on programs

without also allocating funds for their adequate evaluation?

Panelist: Dr. L. Scott Chalfant

My general impressions about the TPE Curriculum based on the materials

and evaluations supplied are as follows:

1) The curriculum has real merit to fill a void for the slow learner,

poorly motivated and often-absent student. However, I would suggest

the following changes to make it more effective:

A. Definite criterion should be established for teachers who

are most likely to he successful with this program. Since

programs are "people" and the writers clearly indicate some.

persons will not be adaptable to this curriculum, itils

essential criteria be presented for those likely to succeed

and/or not likely to.

B. Time and funding should be provided for in-service training.

Again, since it i5 the teacher that is the key to the program

being successful or not, there should definitely be a planned

and required in-service program for all teachers involved.

Also, a general orientation for students and parents should

be provided to avoid misunderstanding of the program and its

Objectives.

C. The content and activities largely reflect Caucasian, middle

class values. Some adjustments should be made to incorporate

values with which the minority student can identify since a

high percentage of these students are likely to be enrolled

due to the stated objectives and target population for the

program.
41fi
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D. Criterion shOuld be established for the selection of the
student population to be served by.this curriculum. Since
the target population base has broadened since the original
proposal, I feel some confusion currently exists.

E. A more formal evaluation format should be designed and
utilized.

The short capsule lessonsohave posltive benefit for many students,
especially those slow learners with poor motivation. With the`
expanded activities which -have been added to 'the curriculuma
student who strongly identifies with a sub-topic or activity within
the mini-course may now pursue it in greater depth beyond, the 1 and
2 day period format.

Panelist: Dr. Donald Den

I find the "Technology, People, Environment" program an effort to do
something constructive for a large group of students wkoSe 'educational
needs are too seldom met: the,unsuccessful learners. Society fails ,

these students at its own peril. It is just such innovation that
requires support, f9r the private sector's, honest need to make a
profit makes heavy investment in such innovation'unattractive.

Since these students are not reached by the conventional science
program designed for more able students, one that does interest them
in constructive activity and in useful skills would seem to be an
improvement.

I approve the interdisciplinary approach, the search for relevance,
and the concern for technology, a significant part of our lives.

I am pleased that students are asked to weigh values and make value
judgments. Secular education has too long avoided value judgments
for fear of imposing values. As this projedt shows, imposition of
values is not an inevitable consequence of exercise of decision-
making and value judgment.

Some of the activities do not seem as\interesting to me as they might,
but perhaps I fail to appreciate themfully-because I am not part of
the audience for which they were designed. I trust that in future
revisions the least interestfitg materialswill be dropped.

I have expressed concern that this course will he taken to he a science
course and thus eliminate science frOm the curriculum. It does no.t
seem to deal with_the-broad printipales of science to the same extent
as such programs a!, Lilolooy (even in bSCS versions prendred for
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.unsuccessful learners). I do feel that certain principles of science

and certainly the processes of science should be part of the educa-.

tion of all students, not just the college -bound student: Perhaps

it is even more critical for the student acquiring his terminal

education to be exposed to the scientific principles.

As I understand. this program, it is singularly inappropriate for it

to be available to students with normal capacity for education. It

is very difficult to control such matters but I should think it a

real loss if students other than unsuccessful learners were to take

this program instead of science programs. I should think of this as

Gresham's Law applied to science education: I regret that the project

directors do not seem concerned about the expansion of the target

audience to include some able students.

Having expressed these reservations, I am satisfried that this program

does address itself to the needof the mnsuccessful leat'ner. ,

.I 5m glad that NSF is' concerned about how potential users of new

materials are to know about them and know how to use them effectively.

It would certainly beta waste to develop an innovative program unless

it serves to light the way. Perhaps professional journals in science

education and professional societies could be encouraged to do their

part in informing people of new programs. Perhaps contracts with .

publishers should specify the role'of the publishers inpromoting the

new programs and providing inservice preparation.

Panelist: 'Mrs. Ruth Ganong

(I would question the validity of my comments on this project since I

missed the investigation and discussion of the proposal.) However:

My overall impression of TPE is that it is an effective program that

fills a need for the student who has not been involved in science

curriculumc' However, I think that it is important that a system of

, revision be established so that both educational techniques and the

technological changes canbe incorporated into programs at a later

time. It will be essential that a program that is set up to help

students cope withtechnological changes has the ability to change

, as technology changes.

Panelist: Ms. Sarah Hurst

Several significant studies of education in the past ten years have

established that the usual curriculum of secondary education is

desigrjed primarily to meet the needs of the "academic", college-

bound students. The T-P-E curriculum systematically addresses the
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needs of students who comprise the majority of high school students- -
those with less academic aptitude and aspiration than the students
who can reasonably be expected to achieve in the classic science
courses.

The learning objectives have been identified by authorities in both
physical and social sciences as valid and appropriate. The systems
concept in the detign is reinforced in the learning activities so
that the student may be expected to utilize these "systems" skills
in his personal decision making. Most of the problems used to
exercise these methods seem relevant to the world in which these
students live.

The multiple revisions of the TPE materials have been based on repeated
field trials and direct feedback from students and teachers partici=
pating in-the field trials.' Two aspects of this procedure deservecomment. The final product of such a procedure should be mores
effective and a better "fit" to the needs of an identified target
group than one author's perceptions of what such a target group shodld,
have and find effective (such as the -result: of the. usual conniercial
publisher procedure). The other comment is that this procedure is
expensive and therefore support is necessary froth kbroadly-based
resource which has both responsibility and concern for public educa-
tion. NSF seems an appropriate agency for sucha process.

American education has always dealt with values, both by precept and
indoctrination. If officially a national-value is that' we are a
multicultural nation with equal opportunity for members of various
groups, the school must permit examination and comparison of various
value systems in order to affirm our own beliefs. The content of the
T-P-E materials seems appropriate, both for the target grd,up and the
methodology proposed.

, I

The limited dissemination foreseeable for programs such as this is
discouraging. When an unmet need (such as this curriculum addresses')
is prevalent nationwide, commitment of tax dollars to assure the
availability nationwide teems appropriate.

The effectiveness of the curriculum is predicated on teachers%Who have
had special preparation and knowledge of both content and approach.
Funding to make available this crucial Component may not be possible.from the private risk capital of the publishers. Quality control of
this in-service education would seem more secure if the project staff
who developed the philosophy and materials could design 'and oversee
the teachers' preparation.

Finally, the National Science Foundation should develop guidelines for
'components essential toqood curriculum developments s9ch as. a da,ta-.
based needs -assessment, formative and summative evaluati6n. Budget
must be adequate for these components and the: programcmanagemeni
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should require accountability in.these matters of the project

administration.

Panelist: Dr. EugenMerzbacher,

The TPE curriculum is a relatively inexpensive'program with a well -

defined 96al. Its objectives, of helping Tow-ability students to

become More at home in their contentorary, highly technological, a

environment, seem to me well worth supporting. However, the TPE

'curriculum should not be mistaken.for, nor oversold as, a substi- -

tute'science course, The skills which thp course teaches are

eminently useful for all citizens, but the course does hot aim at

an understanding of the laws of nature. Since the, course tends to

emphasize timely technological applications, it is likely to,be,.

subject to relatively rapid obsole ;cence. Incidentally, I would

think that the time has come for such a course to "go metric" almost

entirely. Finally, it seems ,to me that the material of the TPE

curriculum which we were able to see carries a more strongly

normative message than would appear necessary. Education and knowl-

edge are, of course, never neutral, but I,berleve that the TPE

materials would be more effective if they were more subtle and

less pointed in their assessment of life in America today.

Panelist: Dr. ,Robert A. Peura

I feel the TPE materials are a good approach for teaching students

that are not well-motivated in school. There is anecdotal informa-

tion that the program is succeeding to reach these students and

teaches them to be literate in technology and science. The content

of the materials for,these
underachieving students appears tO be

'about right. However, if these materials begin to replacq general

science courses for.most high school students, then the content

must be carefully examined.

It is recommended that a formal scientific evaluation procedure be

implemented in order to assess the true impact and value of these

materials. In addition, it is proposed that a formal system for the

training of teachers in these materials and a continual updating of

0

materials be established. These procedures should bp'established

in a contractual arrangement
between the author and publisher.

Panelist: Mr. Harold Pratt

The TPE project represents the type of significant contribution that

NSF support can_make in science education.' An identified need for

new content development and emphasis has not been met by the free

market. Greater capital investment is required than publishers are-

willing to invest because of the research and development needed to

create totally new teaching strategies and because of the uncertaintY

of the sales market. The TPE project has effectively filled this

void.
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Bectuse schools are slow to'change.priorities and the emphasis of instruc-
tion, extensive dissemination and imrleMehtation efforts will be necessary
to introduce the TPE materials. to the.educational community. Financial'
support to- provide informatioh 'to schools via literatire, seminars,.con-
ventions, and short workshops should be made available by theNSF. If
schools make the decision to implemenethe'materiAls,workshbps should.
be Available to train teachers in their use.

.It is recommended that additional funds be pObvided to projects similar
to TPE to more extensively evaluate the effectiveness of their materials
with various groups of students. This should result in a better .aesceip-
tion of the audience being addressed by.he course. In contrpt to

,many projects, T.PE appears.tehave been under-funded administratOely
and less comprehensive in its evaluation, -dissemination, and implementa-
tion activities, than desirable.

Paetlist: Dr. Les Trowbridge

N,
The course appears to be responsive to,an identified need in the secondary.
schools, particularly in urban areas. -It also.recognizes the impoitant
contributions of technology to science and society,. and provides a
direct approach to highlighting these coptribuVons for secondary
school students,

.

. ,

There exists a substantial segthent of the student population iii.secondary'
schools today for whom the traditional courses of physical science,

biology,,chemistry, and physics are not appropriate. .These courses,4

as presently designed, are most appropriate for college boundstudents.
TheTechnology - People - Environment course is an attempt to provide
material's and alternative course options for the non-college bound

-

segment.
.

The TPE course provias many creative activities for the students
identified above. Its format facilitates the learning of many relevant
technological topics a short term basis which considers the problems
of varied interests, sporadic attendance, and general apathy toward

. science and mathematics characteristic of this group of' students..

While certain problemsare evident in the maLerials, such as the over-
use of written activities and high dependence Jr, reading skills among
students who may have an aversion to reading, the general thrust of
the project is commendable.

Extremely'important is the need to provide plans for teacher education
on this course. The teaches, as with all courses, is the key perspn-in
determiningthe success or failure of the program. Dissemination and.
implementation plans are not clear, yet form a basic compopent in
d ermining the growth and proliferation of this.course i the schools..



Evaluation plans and procedures were minimally created. Litre data
exists concerning student reactions Co the course. Anecdotal records

from teachers and pupils in the pilot schools constitute the main °

form of data collected. No reports of parent response were available.
Achievement records are Meaningfdl only in terms of the objectives
sought./ Closer relationships between the behavioral objectives which
are stated for each lesson and the records of student achievement
for these objectives is a necessary componefit of the internal evalua-:
tion of the project.

Based on the needs of the population for which the course is intended
and the unique purposes identified for a special group of students, it
is recommended that-the-priaject be=*encouraged to continue ith appro

priate funding. Project personnel should be apprised of the evailuative
aspects of the program and the need to substantiate andidocumene the
'results of activities appropriately.

Panelist: Andrew Turner

I 'think.that the curriculum here is of too broad a base for me to make

very many specific comments, even on somethingas general- as general

impressions. Generally speaking, therefore, I got a favorable impression

of the curriculum. I found the student's reading matter to be clearly
written and easy to understand, and the manner of presentation and
organizatipn of information to be concise and to the point.

However, I was not so impressed with the content of some of the instruc-
tional materials, although 1 felt most of it toobe on target. A good.

example of this problem is the scenario of being lost onjthe Moon
(section 17 Of the "People and Technology" workbook). This subject will

not appeal to the type of student we'..are trying to reach. rwould
suggest that the subject of this type of scenario be, changed to one
more familiarito the students, such as being lost in the middle of a

busy city.

The values are perhaps the hardest thing-to expre s an opinion on.
They appear to be reasonable tome, a middle-cla s male white student.

However, I am only a member of one minority gro I would say that

in subjects like the ones we are dealing with i is impossible to please

everyone, so you must try to please as many pe ple as you can. Now

the targets of this program are students with/poor attendance, so we

would do well to.analyze w6o has poor attendance. I can point oat

three groups that make up the bulk of this block: the students who have

low intelligence and have to work at or bey4nd their capacity to get

by and do not want to, the students who simply "hate" school (because

of nervousness, pressure, or the desire to do other things), and lastly

the very intelligent students who are bored stiff with the subject

matter available.
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Let bs now go through these groups. Any student who is very intelligent,
of middle or upper class, and in a school that bored him would almost
certainly get out an -go to'another school. Those students who "hate"
school and are of up r or middle class would probably be under enough
social pressure (fr friends and relatives) to make them go to school
on a regular basi

The students of low intelligence of upper and middle class would probably
either be sent to special sc'ools (by their parents) or given special
help (by their school hat they would either be absent entirely.
or have a reasonably good attendance.

Therefore we can see that nearly all o the students we are schooling for
(those with poor attendance) will probably be of lower classi and thus
not very appreciative of middle class values. I would suggest that the
project's creators go over their material with,sOMe representatives of
the lower classiPand revise it so that it will 'appearto them.

The approach is fine, I think the writing is sufficiently clear and the
topic And sub-topic headings are suitable. Speaking as d student, I
would say'that the approach will probably reach nearly all of TPE's__targets. -
As for possible usfts-I would say that anyone's guess is as good as mine.
In a conversation with the;Executive Director of the project (Joe Piel)
we learned that the original aim of the prOject was to reach "below
'average" students and many teachers found tt satisfactory for use in
courses for noncollege-bound students. From this we can see that TPE
has and will have a weak variety of possible uses. I would Say the
problem here is that of too much use of TPE material rather than too
little, which can lead to equally disastrous consequences. One case I
have heard of.(from the Executive Director)1 is the,accidental use of
TPE material to prepare students for College Board examinations. As
many students and educators are avare, these tests can make or break
a student'S opportunities to get into the college of his/her choice.
Accidents like this 'one can hurt the project badly.' Most likely it
will put the TPE people- in a bad light with the school where the accident
occurred, despite the fact that it was probably a teacher's or an admin-
istrator's error that caused it.

As for recommendations, I feel that most of them that I have to offer
have already been made. Some of those remaining are as follows:

Firstly, I would recommend that all'the teachers who are to teach this
curriculum are to read -it thoroughly (to prevent errors like the one
about the College Boards being made), and are to be encouraged to write
back to the TPE people after the course,or a significant portion of it,
is concluded. Th-ey might include both criticisms and ideas on how to
make the curriculum better suited to its needs.
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Secondly, I would suggest that some proviOon be made to prepare a follow-

up course or courses for those students who find that they are interested

in a subject they have learned a little about, in a mini-course. From

what I have heard (again from the Executive Director, Joe Piel) I

understand that steps in this direction have already been taken. I

would close by suggesting that in the area of logic circuit boards

that provisions be made for the students who wish to go on to write

their own programs, and that similar steps be taken in follow-up

curricula for all other units. I believe that one of the most vital

thihgs in projects 'like this one is to get the student interested and

contributing to the program.

Panelist: Ms. Judy Yero

My impressions of TPE are based on a belief that a program of this type

and.forithis particular;target group is a real necessity. I am also

impressed with the emphasis:on the interrelationships between technology

and society. While I might like to be able to add science'to that

re'ationship, I recognize that to try to covertoo many bases at once

might weaken the viability of the program. I feel that it is important

that we judge TPE on its stated objectives rather than comparing it to

existing science programs. To my knowledge, no good alternative exists

in this area for students of thi4,ability.

The approach seems quite appropriate as long as written work is generously

interspersed with hands-on activity.

Dealing with values is a:touchy area at best and the project staff should

avail themselves of and actively seek input on the subject from ethnic

and religious groups, business people and other interested citizen groups.

Cooperation in the developmental stage cangreatly ameliorate 0oblems

at a later date.

My major criticism is the lack of formal evaluation techiiques. "Gut"

feelings or those using this program as verbally communicatedto project

staff are valuable but by no means definitive. Evaluation tools covering

student progress with regard to objectives as well as reaction to the

program of students, teachers, staff and parents would be most helpful

in defending and promoting the project.

Extreme care shduld be taken not to prostitute the goals of this project

for the sake of broadening the consumer base. It is well designed for

the low abilityfreading level student but could be deadly at a higher

level.

The project was well-conceived. If the changes suggested by the panel

could be incorporated, it promises an innovative addition to the curriculum

bank.
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1) Comment by Dr. John G. Truxal:
"Apparently there was a lack of communication reliability here.
The Executive Director recalls having emphasized that the
materials should not be used under any circumstances as prepara-
tion for CEEB .exams. He knows of no instance where this has

'happened."
.._4
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. 17. a: ISIS: NSF Descriptive Information

N'444)PR JECT TITLE:- Individualized Sekence Instructional System (ISIS)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum De4velopment

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Ernest Burkman

INSTITUTION: Florida Stye uinversity

DEPARTMENT: College of Education

BUDGET: Total Granted: $3,353,105

Dates: 9/72 - Present

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education ITprovement.

ti

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Develop a set of instructive materials designed to
aid school systems in'developing new and modifying

existing curricula materials in order to provide

flexibility in dealing with student abilities, vari-

ations in school science resources, and' differences

in teacher backgrounds.

PROJECT SUMMARY

'OBJECTIVES

To develop a complete instructional system for high school science that

can serve as an alternative to present high school programs. The:system

will be designed for individualization of instruction, for use by all

academic levels of students, and for multidisciplinary studies empha-

sizing topics relevant to high school students.

ACTIVITY PLAN

Activities for 9/72 to 6/76.:

a) Development.of a specific statement:of goals desirable for a high

school science program.

b) Formulation of an overall matrix Of minicourse topics.

c) Selection of a publisher.

d) Field evaluation of ten minicourses having titles such as:

Household Chemistry, Heart Attack, Packaging Passengers, and

Buying and Selling.

e) Development of a preliminary framework for the instructiona

management scheme.
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f) Minicourse development:

1) 20 minicourses will be commercially available,

2) 30 will be in the final stages of field testing,

3) 10 will be in the initial writing stages, and

4) 20 (the remainder of the 80-unit package) will be in
various stages of topic and/or author selection.

g) -Deve l-armtent-aftheinstrilarbrial management scheme.

Activities planned after June 30, 1976:

IWO years (197:6-78) will probably be required to bring about the completion "cf the projected 30 minicourses and to bring the instructional managementscheme to the final testing stage. An additional two-year period (1978-80)should then be sufficient to make any necessary revisions and complete theNSF - supported development activities. Internal summative evaluation,
centering both on the qUality of the individual units and on the effective-ness of the system as a whole, will be carried out throughout the finalstages of the project.

It will be necessary to produce a patkage of roughly 80 unit's to demonstratefeasibility of the system. The effort should then become self-sustaining,and additional units could be developed locally, by the publisher or byother commercial enterprise without additional federal funding. As cur-rently envisioned by the project, the inventory of minicourses should
eventually reach 125 units. Since a 'typical 3-year ISIS sequence would,entail approximately 60 units, the student should then have considerable
choice of topics of interest to him.

HISTORY

The initial proposal for the ISIS project resulted from the recommenda-tions of a problem-assessment conference held in October 1971 at Callaway
Gardens, Georgia. The thirty-five participants were selected from those
university scientists, pre-college curriculum developers and school
system personnel who were familiar with school problems and the accomplish-
ments of instructional materials development during the preceding decade.
The consensus of the conferees was that the development of a multi-
disciplinary treatment of relevant topics, structured in a flexible frame-
work through the use of relatively short, independent unitswould be the
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most effective way to alleviate the shortcomings of the existing secondary

school science curricula. The shortcomingsas identified by the Conference

are:

1) Few existing programs take into account variations in student

backgrounds, interests and abilities.

2) Present programs tend to overemphasize "pure" science and neglect

applications and social implications, of science and technology.

3) The common biology-chemistry-physics
sequence limits the correla-

tion of concepts and -effectively-ext-lude-s--Ideas fromd-thersr-i-ence_

content areas.

41 Existing materials tend to be inflexible.

5) Few programs effectively define instructional goals and determine

the effectiveness of instruction.

) Present curricula have not provided an adequate general science

education for the majority of students.

4

PERSONNEL:

The ISIS project director is Dr. Ernest Burkman, Professor of Science

Education at Florida State University. Ur. Burkman was a key figure in the

development of the very successful junior high Intermediate Science

Curriculum Study project.
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D. 17. b: ISIS (Panels 4 and 6): Project Director's Response to
10 Review Questions

Part I -- General Considerations and the State of the ISIS Project

As indicated in the original ISIS proposal, the project was organized to
develop instructional materials that would provide an alternative to thOse
generally available for teaching science in grades 10 through 12. When
the ISIS package is complete, we expect it to have these distinctive
characteristics:

1. Provides maximum flexibility for local determination of course
content and c,cope.

2. Contains material that is within the capabilities of most high
school students and that will be.ol-interest and value to them.

3. Encompasses an exceptionally broad range of science topics and
practical applications.

4. Explicitly designed for conducting individualized instruction
under existing school conditions.

Designing a materials package as comprehensive and innovative as that en-
visaged by ISIS is a most difficult task that will require several years
to complete. At this point, less than half of the job has-been done. In
order to evaluate the Project's progress to date and the products it has
produced, it is essential to consider where the Project is with respect
to its overall developmental plan. Time and space requirements preclude
a detailed discussion of this topic, but the comments that follow sum-
marize our conception of the key points.

1. In simplified form the Project's long range plarOs as follows:

a. Establish a contractual relationship with ajpublisher'before
beginning full-scale development. Use the resources and exper-
tise of the publisher from the outset.

b. Determine a tentative general structure for individual minicourses
and a tentative description of the content to be encompassed by
the total set of minicourses. (See point 3 in later material
related to Question 3 for details.) Choose a few topics that
encompass a subset of the overall content definition, and develop
draft minicourses. that incorporate the tentative minicourse
structure.

c. On the basis of field test feedback on the initial draft minicourses
revise the tentative general minicourst structure, the tentative
overall content deraition, and the initial minicourses. Draft
,additional minicourses using the new structure and definition (see
Appendix 1 for procedures currently being used for producing draft
minicourses). Repeat as utten as necessary.
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d. When 10 to 15 minicourse drafts show promise, and when the gross ; .

deficiencies of the general minicourse structure. and the overall

content definition have been removed, begin development of com-

ercial editions. (See Appendix 1 for procedures currently

eing used.) Put first commercial minicourses on the market

;roughly eight months after submission of final manuscript to

the publisher.

e. Develop tentative classroom management materials to accompany

the early commercial editions. As the number of commercial

editions increases, bring out subsequent, more comprehensive

edtkions of the management materials.
9

6

f. Continue the development and revision of trial editions and

their conversion into commercial editions until the full set of

80 minicourses is on the market. When the components become

available, conduct field tests of logical clusters of minicourses

to determire their cUmillative effect (e.g., a chemistry course

made up of appropriately designed minicourses).

g. Assist interested schools with implementing the final product.

2. TO assure that overall development time is not excessive and that-the

full package of minicourses becomes available reasonably quickly after

the first minicourse is put on the market, the Project has followed

an almost impossible set of self-imposed deadlines to date. During

the same period, 15 minicourse drafts have been revised and sent to.

the publisher for conversion into commercial editions. This is a

production rate that to our knowledge is unmatched by any other curri-

culum project to date. Quite obviously, operating on such a schedule

means that 16)raft -ma- terials may contain more errors than might be the .

case if a more leisurely pace were.employed., Because corrections can

be made in Subsequent editions, we have accepted this disadvantage

in order to shorten the production pipeline and get quick feedback

on the schools' problems in handling multiple minicourses simultane-

ously.

3. At this point the Project is engaged principally in activities c and d

of the plan as outlined in point 1. Early this year a substantial

revision was made in the general structure for individual minicourses,

and final decisions were made with respect to part of the overall

content definition. Manuscript for 15 commercial minicourses that

reflect these changes have been sent to the publisher, and bound copies

are expected over the six-month period beginning -in December. The 10

trial editions published since September reflect the new minicourse

structure (those published prior to this time are still in the old

format).

4. As indicated above, all instructional materials produced to date are

experimental drafts that are labeled as such and have been given
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limited distribution. Only schools that have volunteered to use
experimental draft materials have been authorized to do p. Eighty-

seven of the trial schools that are participating in the test are
not only doing so voluntarily,, but at their own expense as well.
(Trial editions'-are provided at Project expense to.46 trial schools.)

5. By definition, ISIS draft materials contain procedures, content,, and
illustrations that ultimately prove to be inappropriate. When feed-
back indicates a need'to adjust the general approach to instruction
or the details of particular 'draft minicourses, the changes are made
in subseque drafts. There is no way to know in advance how drafts
9rwill work be received. If there were, there would be na necessity
for field testing. e

6. Although the Project expects all minicourses to-be educationally,.
useful, no single minicourse is likely to fit all situations or
be appropriate for all youngsters. One of the objects of field
testing is to discover the conditions under which a given mini-
course-works best.. The Project plans to use the information it
gets as a basis for making published recommendations to school
systems as to which minicourses might be used under a given set of
conditions and with particular types of students.

7 As indicated in point 1, the Project has made changes in the pedagagi=
cal style of the minicourses and has improved itsprocedures.for
determining and checking content. This means that draft minicourses
published recently are closer to our current thinking than are those
published some time ago. (One possible exception to'this generali-
zation is in the use of cartoons for-motivation and irstruction.
This area of our approach is still highly experimental, )

8. The Project plans to ultimately publish materials for all types of
students, and minicourses that deal with many disciplines. But

minicourses are being released according to perceived educational
needs. jn setting up the development and release schedule, we are
giving highest priority to materials for the student who does not
plan to enter college and to the college-bound student who is riot
likely to major in science. As yet, we have riot chosen to give'
much attention to materials for the college-bound student who plans

to major in science.

4 3 /*
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Part II -- Resource Material Related to Particular QUestions

Question 1: Is there_a_genuipe need for_theseinstructional_materials?

1. The subsequent material related to Question 2 is relevant to this
question.

2. The ISIS Project Was designed in response to several needs that were
perceived at the time the proposal was submitted. These are discussed
in the Report of the Callaway Gardens Conference published in 1972
and sOmmarized in the article "New Directions for Science Teaching,"
by Ernest Burkman (The Science Teacher, Egruary 1973. See Appendix 3,.)
Stated in oversimplified form, the major Meceived needs that were '

identified and the Project's_ method of responding to them are as
follows:

A. Need: High School science materials appropriate for students

\
that will not attend college and for those who will
enter college but not major in science.

\\ Response: (1) Most minicourses developed to date feature a
"core".containing content judged to be of
impOrtance to the average citizen, and "advanced
activities" judged to be appropriate for college-
bound nonscience majors. (See "ISIS Teacher's
Manual - Doing Minicourses" for details.)

(2) The format and language level of the core and
excursions are designed to minimize the number of
students who can not or will not learn from them.
(See Appendix 4.)

13) By allowing students to travel at *ir own pace
through activities pitched at varying levels, and
to omit activities covering content already

mastered, the materials tend to tailor learning
'to ability level. (See "ISIS Teacher's Manual -

Doing Minicourses" for information on this process.)

B. Need: rleyibility to permit local construction of curricula
to meet local needs'.

Response: The provision for asequential modules that cover a
wide range of topics will maximize freedom of choice,
and theassembly of an almo,st unlimited number of
content scopes and sequences.
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C. Need: Increased emphasis in high school science courses on..
disciplines other than biology, chemistry, and physics,
and on applied science And the social implications of
science.

Response: 'These types of content are being systematically built,
.into minicourses where and wh'en appropriate.

D. Need: Instructional materials appropriate for individualized
instruction.

Response: The ISIS instructional model, is explicit on this poin
(See "ISIS Teacher's Manual - Doing Minicourses" for
details.)

k

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional'materials?

1. Since.publiShers are probably the most discriminating judges of market,
the Project's experience An selecting a publisher is relative to this
question. Prior to the publication of its first trial materials, the'-
Project went through a series of steps toinform the publishing
industry of its plans and ultimately issued a request for proposals
re becoming the distributor of the materials. Throughout this process,
there was high interest in the project among publ4tiers and four firm
proposals from major publishing firms were receivedi' Ultimately a
contract was pegotiated with Ginn and Company that has been judged by .NSF as favorable.

2. Ginn and Company's market surveys have resulted in an anticipated
penetration of some 22,000 classrooms over a five-year period;

3. Because no commercial materials are. as yet available, no formal implemen-
tation of ISIS has-661jun. The Project has, however, considered the
problem (see Part IV of the 1974 ISIS Proposal) and has taken some
preparatory steps as follows:.

A. In four separate meetings, .ISIS consultants and/or advisory
board members considered the problems that schools will likely
face in implementing ISIS and recommended ways to solve these.
Using this input, the Project has thought tqrough a rough plan for

providing the needed help. In essence, this plan calls for the
Project to train resource people who, in turn, would train ldcal

1 people from districts interested in ISIS. The local, people would
injurn, carry out the necessary teacher-training artiviti1es.
(See Appendix 5 for more detail.).

B. A number of resource people havAlready been trained. These people
are of four types: (1) former staff members and participants in
writing conferences; (2) tryout teachers and center leaders;
(3) participants in the 1975 summer resource train* sessions ton-
ducted with NSF suppOrt in San Diego, California anTTallahaSsee,
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Florida; and (4) Ginn and Company science pecialists (training.
session by ISIS planned). .The geographic Cistributioq of these .

pdople is %potty, however, and no real organization of effort has

yet occurred. ,

C. Until last summer ISIS .anticipated that More resource people would

be trained and that local and federal disseminating funds would to
available to them. in addition to the funds that the publisher has

agreed to supply (SeeAppendices 5 and 6). For this reason, We
hope:that the CongreSs sees fit to reinstate the NSF Implementa-

tion Program.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose_and

rationale?

1. Previous sections of -this paper are relevant to this question
(seeespecially page 1 of Part I,-and the information'related to

Question 1). In additiop, the following are recommended reading:
O

A. "Final Report of the Cal,laway.Gardens Conference on Building'A
Multiyear, Multidisciplinary High.School Science Program,"

October 1971. (Note especially pages 1-10.)

B. "New Directions for High School Science," Ernest Burkman, The Science

Teacher, February 1972. (Appendix 3) \\.

C. Original ISIS Proposal, 1972 -- note Rspedially pages 14-9.

D. Selected Articles from back issues of ISIS Newletters (see

Appendix 6).

. E. "Unhooking High school Science: Th ISIS Project," Ernest Burkman,

The Science Teacher, October 1974 (Appendix 7)

2. The Prpject strongly recommends that anyone wishing to interpret the

ISIS instructional materials begin by studying the revised edition of

- theISIS "Teacher's 0.anual Doing Minicourses." This pamphlet

,--,
describes the componVnts of a typical minicourse and what each is

designed to do.. The ISIS "Teacher's Handbook - Managing ISIS" is

also recommended preliminary readibg since it gives the Project's

recommendations to teachers as to how to actually use the materials.

3. The phrase "rationale for the selection of individual curriculum

madujes" can be taken to infer either of two-questions: (1) On what

basis are the topics for the individual moddles chosen? and (2) On

what basis-should schools decide which modules to include in their

curriculum? The first question is covered by the materials suggested

under Poirit 1 above. With respect to the rationale for choosing

topics, the following procedure has been used:
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A. Utilizing input from parentsigh.School'students, scientists, ,.

science educators,..and science teachers, two lists of Science

content have been dolved by the project staff.. One list coil-

. sistS of specific science - related information that is beiieved to

be of value to the average citizen. Statements that. describe this

content,have been titled ".Unitary Objectives." The second list

contains statements of more general science-related principles .

and skills that are believed to be, of similar value. These have

been titled "Cumulative Objectives," (See 'Appendix' 8 for more

information on Unitary and-CumulatiVe Objectives and how they have

been determined.) Ov0- time the Cumulative -and Unitary Objectives

li.sts'have been refined.' oint the list of Cumulative

Objectives is relatively final as are nitary Objectives reT4ted

to the life sciences and cherpistry and physic e lists have-
,

been Supplied.

B. To date, topics for minicourset' have been chosen such that: .

'(1) A reasonable number or"Unitary Objectives" are encompassed.

One,or two'"Cumulative ObjectiVes",can be.exemplified within

the context of .the topic.
.

(3). The materials will be reasonably interesting to high school

I students.

(4) Activities'can be constructed that are effective and practical

school use. .

(5) The topic sugge'sts a reasonable amount of content that is

appropriate for college bound stOdentS and that can be built

into 'd Ac ,

-
"

C. A further considera0bn in selecting,to cs has bepr the assumption

that 6Mong the total set of minicourses ,Jhere must be sufficient

.numbers dealing with life.science, chemistry, and physics to con-

t. struct one year,courses in these areas andtilat the other maior,

science discIplines should be. reasonably reiiresented 41 the package.'

. At the moment, the Project is considereinn other basis for ,selecting

minicounse topics to accommodate speci,al,needs of the college-bound

student.

ore,information on the subject of topic'selection may be found in the

following sources: '
* *, .,,, ' .. '

,..

(1) Original ISIS Proposal, 1972. (Note esRecially pages 15-19 .

Pr

S
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(2) Subsetjuent ISIS Proposal, 1974. (lote especially Pages.1-3)

(3) ExcerptsfrOm ISIS Newsletter #3. (See Appendix 10),,

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically
correct?

1. Ap.-ndix. 11 contains an excerpt on this subject from a recent letter
fr , Ernest Burkman to Dr. Harvey Averch,'Acting_Assistant Director
for Science Education, NSF. In the excerpt the Project's criterion
for accuracy is, expressed.

2. Points 2 through 8.of Part I of this paper, are relevant to assessing
the content accuracy of the existing'materials.,

3. Appendix 1 provides flow charts and brief descriptions of the process
currently used by the project in generting trial and commericial edi-
tions. Note especially the attention given to content, accuracy checks.

4. Appendix 12 is alist of content specialists who, at the request of
ISIS and/or Ginn, have reviewed trial and/or commericial materials7for
content accuracy.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials edtkationally
sound?

1. A number of the earlier sections of this paper bear on this, question;
see especially points 6,"7, 8 of Part I, and all,of the material
related to Questions 1 and 3.

2. It is especially important to note that the Project's efforts to date
have focused ptimarily On the student who does not plan a career in,7
science.* This categoryfof sturdent includes those who' plan to terminate
their education after high school; and those who plan to enter college,
b \t notemajor irr science. With minor exceptions, we assume that the
core activities and the advanced activities cover content appropriate
for the college-bound nonscience major.

3. As indicated in Appendix 4; an open page format and exceptionally
heavy use of illustrations characterize the ISIS minicourses, and
in particular the "core" portion'of them. These techniques are'
designed to help motivate disinterested youngsters and encourage'
them to stay with science.

irifIWpri-Or'ffFdOef connote a disdain for the science prone student, but
rather, indicates our judgement as to the greatest current need. Later we
plan to turn our attention to the potential science major.
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The use ofecartoons
performs 'a similar function but we are less sureof the effectiveness of Oils technique.

4. With vespect to controversial or value-laden topics, the following,can be said':

A. One of the reasdns for developing modular instruction is to. increase the poSsibility for local schools to choose the contentto be included in the curric. ' . This is especially importantwhen it comes th,sensitive
s. The modular approach willallow School Alto teach Topic b without imposing that topic onSchool B.

B. During field besting, the Project has made_a special effort toavoid forcing:unwanted sensitive materials on trial schools. Acase in pointjs the handling of the 1974-75 field testing ofthe minicourses "Birth & Growth"
and"Humap Reproduction." (SeeAppendix 13 for details.) We plan to follow a similar procedurein the future in connection with any trial minicourses thatappear to contain sensitive material.

Question.6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes: of the instructionalmaterials desirable?

1. Muchinformatipn relative to this question appears in earlier segmentsof this-paper. Note especially the material for Question 1 andQuestiqn 3.

2. With respect to eliminating bias and stereotyping, the following canbe said,:
.

A. The Proj4ct staff has been sensitized to the need to eliminatebias and stereotyping and are making every effort to do so. Wethink that our proficiency in spotting
and eliminating bias hasimproed. Toward thiS end, three ISIS staff members'attended aspecia1 briefing on this topic at the

Boston Headquarters of

edition i.

i

/

Ginn a ,ci Company. The Ginn guidelines
re eliminating bias (see0Append14) are being used in the production of commerci%

I'

B. A quick Oarnination- -of-. the Ginn guidelines
,will indicate thedifficulty in satisfying all demands in this ,area.

Question 7: Do tho'se instructional materials present implementation
problems for_the_schools?

1. Earlier material in this paper bears heavily on this question. See'specially point 3 related to Question 2. See also pages 13-14 ofthe oriqinal,ISIS Proposal.
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2. The general thrust of the project has been to minimize the mechanical

barriersto implementation. For example, equipment costs and existing

school iinventories have been considered in selecting equipment for

activities. Also, we have deliberately kept audiovisual requirements

minimal.' We have also tried to make the system for individualizing

instruction practical for use under existing school conditions. A

major dimension ofaur field testing relates to the queStion: "Can

mortal teachers working in real world classrooms-make the system

work?" At this point our answer to the question is a qualified

"yes'." (For an explanation of the
qualification, see 3 and 4 below.)

31. The difficulty of implementing ISIS will vary greatly depending,upon

how manyminicourses:are chosen and which ones. If relatively few

d. minicourSesare chosen and their content fits into course titles

already existing in the school, their activities call for little

laboratory equipment beyond that which is already available, they

, contain few sensitive topics, and if they are taught by knowledgeable

teachers with experience in individualized instruction, the problems

will be minimal. On the other hand, other combinations of teachers,

school plants, and minicourses could make implementation severe indeed.

4. As.is the case with most curriculum innovations, the teacher is the

key to how well ISIS works. Teachers who choose to use minicourses

that encompass unfamiliar content would obviously profit from some

upgrading in,that area. But content training does not seem to be the

biggest factor in success in teaching ISIS. Making the technical and

emotional adjustments inherent in individualized instruction appear

to be the big factor. Most teachers will require training in these

areas to do an optimal job in an ISIS classroom.

Question 8: Are the costsfor implementing these instructional materials

reasonable? \

1. ISIS materials are very flexible in that different combinations of

minicourses, cassettes, resource
units,,equipient, tests and teacher's

guides will be purchased by schools. Some sch ols will deploy the

materials for quinmester or semester offerings - others will initially

use materials as supplements to their existing pr ram. The cost;

therefore, is a direct function of amount of materials needed.

From the outset, ISIS has tried to make maximum use of science equip-

ment already in the schools and has been committed to keeOing,both

initial and replacement costs to a minimum. (See pages of the, original

ISIS proposal.) The Project has conducted a survey of schools 'to

assess the probabilities that given equipment items are already on

school shelves and designed its activities accordingly. Also, Ginn

and Company is marketing the equipment component of ISIS such that

schools may procure only what they lack.
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3. On the assumption of a "standard" one-year course, the per-pupil first
yer installation costs for commercial minicourses are estimated atS6.30 versus the first year cost for a traditional program of $12.90.
No comparable materials' are available at any cost. See Appendix'17
for projections for installation and maintenance costs for five yearsmade by Ginn and Company.

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for_producinq
these materials?

1. Earlier segments of this paper are related to this question. See
especially points 1 and 2 of Part I (Appendix 1 is of particular
interest here), Point 3 relating to Question 3,,and point 3a relating
to Question 2.

2. Personnel associated with ISIS are of three types. First there is a
pehManent staff which operates full time in Tallahassee. These peopleare responsible for overall project planning, conduct of all field
testing, and part of the generation and revision of minicourses
(see Appendix 15 for names and brief vitae). Much Of the initial
work on trial minicourses is done by author consultants who work at
home part-time or work full-time in summer writing conferences (see
personnel lists in recent minicourses for names). In addition, the
advisory board supplemented by short-term consultants provides regular
advice and counsel to the Project on on-going problems (see Appendix 16
for a list of advisory 'board members.)

3. About two years ago the Project made a change in the organization of the
advisory board (see page 8 of the 1974 ISIS-NSF Proposal for details
and rationale). The reorganizition resulted in very minor changes in
board personnel. A few deletions and additions were made to increase
the balance of talent.

4. Our early experience with the use of consultant-authors working at
home in-The mode described in the original propos(til (see pages 19-21)
had not been promi,:ing. The competition providea by at-home activities=
and responsibilities has resulted in delayed manuscripts and it has
proven difficult to communicate with respect to level, instructional
style, etc. As a result., the P,roiect is now depending more heavily
upon the writing conference approach to generating materials with
good suLLe,,s.
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O. 17. c: ISIS (panel 4): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

'Question 1: Is_therea_genuiT_ need for these_ instructional_ materials?

The need for the ISIS program was well-established at the Callaway Gardens

Conference, which was held in, October 1971 and the results reported in

The Science Teacher in February 1972. The conference report outlined

Se1V-6a-1nee-dsfOrbigh_school science programs:

1. Science materials"should be developed for students who will not

attend college and for those who will attend college but not

major in science.

2. local school systems need a wide variety of instructional

components or modules to create their own courses of study.

3. Science materials should have a greater: emphasis on-the applica-

tiqp and social implication of science. ,

4. Science curriculum materials should be designed for individualized

instruction.

The'conference participants included a wide range of authorities represent-

ing many scientific and educational organizations.

One of the first acteties of the project was to survey a large numb6r of

.science teachers, students and parents on the importance of a list of

goals and objectives for all graduating high school students. The goals

and objectives established by this very extensive input were used to guide

the overall selection of minicourse topics.

Widespread local efforts have been made to develop individualized science

Materials with -the support of local funds or limited ESEA Title III funds.

The proposed framework for science education for the State of Texas

_requires the use of minicourses by local school districts. At this stage,

virtually no nationally published materials exist to meet these needs.

The need fot individualized instruction and flexible instructional

materials presented by the project is consistent with statements that

repeatedly appear in the professional literature.

The decreasing science enrollments during the past 15 years lend further

support to the assessment of need for new alternative forms of science

materials.

The panel estimates that the materials produced by the project have the

potential of being used by approximately 2/3 of the high school popula-

tion, Only the two extremes of academic ability (the very weak student
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and the future college science major) would not be reached -by these
materials.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

Devdlopment of modules and miniraUrses is occurring throughout the countryfor some of the same topics and levels being treated by the ISIS program.Some examples are the IAC (Interdisciplinary Approach to Chemistry) and themodularized science program in Texas. No, other program is attempting toproduce modules or minicourses on as broad a, scope, in as great variety,
and with an individualized format as the ISIS project. To develop acomplete science program consisting of 60 to 80 minicourses to supplant
or supplement the three years of science in the traditional offerings
is an extremely ambitious undertaking. The concept is commendable and if
carried through successfully, will help restore the general educatiOn
function of secondary science. At the same time the interdisciplinary
nature of science will be emphasized and the extreme compartmentalizationof the torrent high school sciences will be partially overcome.

In most cases, the minicourses of ISIS will probably be looked upon as
additional resources to be selected as time permits or special needs require
,Experienced, competent science teachers will be able to design individuallyoriented science programs for those students who can profit from them.41P
Less experienced teachers who wish to retain a substantial_degree of tradi-1
tional structure may use'the minicourses as supplementary materials or
interesting diversions.

The plan for disseminatiOn is predicated on funds for teacher workshops
and seminars to be provided by the publisher. While the moneys allocated
annually will be limited, they will support training activities for a
nucleus of additional teachers to begin implementation of the ISIS
materials. If these methods are successfully demonstrated, NSF should
be encouraged to consider support of the implementation and dissemination
efforts.

The positive response of the commercial market is deduced from the report
by the project director that four publishers bid on the ISIS materials.-
The project management selected the.post favorable of these bids and
contracts with Ginn and Company have'been negotiated (with NSF approval).
Ginn and Company predicted that the ISIS materials will be used in- approxi-
mately 22,000 classrooms. The financial support of the teacher in-service
education described earlier in the panel's report is part of this contract.
The panel inferred that these publishers had carried out market surveys
and feasibility studies before bidding.

Question 3: Do the materials possess a clear purpose and rationale?

The panel finds that the "unitary" and "cumulative" objectives enunciatedby the project are valid and straightforward.
The w.inicsintses of ISIS
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are the realization of a much-talked-about concept, a flexible system of

self-instructional materials for the learning of science at the high

school level.

The instructional texts themselves suggest that the new, curriculum should

appeal to students with lower reading skills., In style, the ISIS books

are candidly written for the-comic strip and TV generation, but in content

they aspire to broad and fairly thorough scientific coverage.

The materials are uneven in many respects. Some courses are clearly

presented, but others are obscured by pictorial gimmickry. The panel

notes that there is an elaborate mechanism which' the project uses to

review, correct, and improve the various units through an iterative

procedure. However, it appears that the initial manuscripts are produced

in summer writing conferences under time constraints which are not

conducive to the achievement of consistently high quality.

Since ISIS is intentionally nonsequential, the cohesiveness of the

material can only be judged by examining the complete set of minicourses.

Such a detailed examination was-out of the question, but thdpanel is

persuaded that ISIS cannot be faulted for being too narrow. The great

advantage of ISIS is the flexibility of the minicourses, and thereis

every opportunity for teachers td.xnake the coverage as complete as desired.

The panel believes that,the goals of the ISIS curriculum can be realized

if students are exposed to a large enough portion of the course. An

example may illustrate how the unitary objectives are worked into the

instructional material as well as some problems inherent in the texts.

Objective I/18 asks that the student be able to describe some comMon

phenomena and devices in terms of an electromagnetic radiation model. The

panel traced this objective in two minicourses on radiation and on communi-

cation ("Sending the Message") and found-the two treatments entirely

unrelated and disparate in level of sophistication. However; the panel

is much less concerned over differences in degree of difficulty than over

differences in quality of presentation and in meaning.

It may be argued that these inconsistencies of the text material are

secondary in importance and that it is the teacher who determines a

student's chdrices of succeeding in this oe any other goal. In any event,

the panel believes that ISIS has the potential of meeting its set goals

by its complex scheme of testing the material in pilot+schools, revising

it, and testing again.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials correct?

The panel finds wide variation in the scientific quality of the text

materials. it finds factual errors, which can easily be corrected, but,
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more important, it finds instances in which material could have beenbetter presented from a scientific standpoint.

The panel recognizes the fact that it is sampling material and.that thematerials it examined are in various stages of revision. It is essentialthat future revisions correct problems of scientific accuracy and presenta-tion. Here, a's in other sections of this report, the panel expressesconfidence ih the feedback process employed in the project and hopes thatthis will accomplish any correction needed in.the presentation of thescientific material:

The fact that the material is modular makes such correction relatively easy.It will also facilitate revisions needed to keep the material current.The level of Uhe materials is calculated to be modest, so that a largeStudent population can be reached 'and given an opportunity to study modularscience;/ By the same token, ISIS is not recommended as an early prepara-tion for future scientists.

While the panel appreciates that the non-sequential nature of the curriculum
precludes a comparison with conventional science curricula with regard tocompleteness of coverage, the panel advocates greater coordination amongthe various related and overlapping modules, not for the purpose of avoiding
duplication or of filling gaps in coverage, but rather to insure a moreuniformly and consistently high quality (not necessarily high achievement
level!) of the presentation.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally
sound?

The consensus of the panel is that the final form of the ISIS materialt will
be educationally sound. The cumulative objectives have been evaluated by
representatives of appropriate groups. The overall scheme for relatingniinicourses to unitary and cumulative objectives seems balanced. Therevision process should eliminate any adverse reactions that -might arise.
Opportunities for input at each stage of development enhance the prospect.
for favorable reactions to and general acceptance of the curriculum.

The minicourse format has been recommended as a ,solution to'thf! problem
some stidents have in following through the long content sequence of the
traditional science course. On the other hand, the same format can create
adverse reactions from teachers who cherish the traditionally sequencedscience program.

\Both the flexibility. provided by the minicourses and the student irnAolve-
went in choosing his learning activities demonstrate an innovative
approach. The evaluation data indicate that students also may sharpen
their self-perEeptions as they appraise their own achievement in deciding
which part of the minicourse they might skip. , ,

The panel guestiou the wisdom of broadening the original target population
of the ISIS materials. It has been recognized from the beginning that
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ISIS is not designed for the science-prone, college bound student.

Value laden topics and activities are most often treated'in' an open

fashion. Several members of the panel question whether the comic strip

sequence enhanced the impact of the Human Reproduction unit. (pp 8-9-10).

Members agreed that, except for,the cartoon, the information is appropri-

ate for the unit.

If the cumulative and unitary objectives identified by the project are

valid and later test data indicate that students are achieving these

objectives, ISIS should be considered a success. It should be judged

on this basis as an alternative rather than compared to traditional

programs.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of these instructional

materials desirable?
ry

The anticipated impact of these instructional materials nn students who

have not been successfully involved with science courses' will be desirable.'

The format of the program permits students to explore areas at their

own rate of learning and pursuant to their knowledge and interest.

Graphic illustrations and Cartoons are used extensively to enable students

to grasp concepts which they might miss in a written text. 'In some instances,

as noted before, the graphic's seem overly emphasized such as in the human

reproduction unit.

The many minicourses offer a fresh infusion of presentations to students

and broaden the scope,of curriculum offerings. Th(project director stated

that individual teachers can successfully manage up to twelve units in

the 'same class at a given time.

The individualized instruction while providing,, n_exciting instructional

format does present possible classroom probletirs. If the. instruction

methods are not varied it is likely that the Students will become bored

with the same style or mode of learning each day. Thus, the classroom

instructor should consider using various modes of instruction (film strips,

demonstrati,ons,, small group discussions, etc.)

The content and approach of the material that has been reviewed seem to

be unbiased and fair. The individualized instruction approach gives

'students a great deal of freedom and allows them to work and learn at

their own rate. This process feature is unique and innovative for teaching

high school science.

Question 7 Do these instructional materials present implementation

[Tr6151-eiisfOrtheSChools?

The panel believes that teachers need training in individual instructional

methods and techniques in order to teach these materials successfully. We

further btlieve that competence in science is another prerequisite.
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ihe short topical minicourse units and related laboratory activities
allow a wide range of flexibility in implementation. Violence will not
be done to existing curriculum anli school organizational structure.

These materials are developed to accommodate-a wide range of student
achievement and interest leVels. The "core" of the courses is written
in language which is directed toward the average to below average student
in terms of vocabulary and,reading level with "advanced activities"
designed to serve additional needs of the more advanced student and
"excursion activities" to serve additional needs of the remedial student.

Although a number of the activities and minicourses have value-laden
materials, the presentation is'such that discussion aid content do not
impose specific or selected value interpretations. Indications are
that minicourses containing value-ladened topics are' carefully reviewed
by experts in the related fields to determine their probable effects on
the students. Individual minicourses can-be screened and selected or
rejected by the local5cHool districts.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials
reasonable?,

Total costs for implementing the ISIS program may be estimated only
roughly. Materials for students are estimated by the project developers
at $6.30 per student per year for the initial year of operation. This

is,approximately one-half of the cost of initiating a traditional
laboratory based course in science.

For a five-year period, the average per pupil cost is estimated at
$2.63 per year, compared to $5.32 per student per year for traditional
science courses, This is ajavorable comparison and is made possible
by the use of simple and "home-made" apparatus and equipment in the ISIS
course.

It is worth noting,'however, that in all likelihood, the ISIS materials
will be used in conjunction with or supplementary to the traditional
science courses in most high schools. This means that the projected

i
costs may be in ddition to the regular costs of operating the science

program. .

It must be meritioned alsO that the life of minicourse materials (paperback,
texts, mimeographed sheets, etc.) is usually shorter than that of materials
used in traditional courses, where,hardlcover textbooks and durable apparatus
are used.

The projected implementation costs of the ISIS program appear reasonable.
While"initial costs of a new and experimental program can be expected to
exceed those of a stable program, the long-range-expense of putting this
program into a high school is not excessive.
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Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for producing
these instructional materials?

Commendable steps were taken to provide input from educators, scientists,
students, and the public from the very start of the project. The unitary
and cumulative objectives were developed with input from a variety of
persons with something to contribute.

,-

Throughout the development of the project,.ample opportunity,for feedback
and check on quality has been provided. Material prepared by the Writing
team is somewhat hastily checked by reviewers before it is sent to the
test centers. Following field tests, those authors responsible for the
revisions are provided a comprehensive set of feedback materials. The

teachers at test centers answer questions about the vaterial 'and
annotate the minicourses with their comments. They may submit tape v

recordings of their discussions of the material. Student reactions and
performances are analyzed along with data on student characteristics.
Where student performance is-less than expected, efforts are made to learn
why this is the case and the materials are improved accordingly.

A board of consultants is available to those developing the materials
and to those revising them. We are not in a position to know to what
extent consultants actually participate in control of the quality of the
product. In addition to consultants to the project, consultants to the '

publisher make their contribution.

Although the report was not made available, the panel wAs pleased to note
that there was an external substantive NSF evaluation of-the program. The

panel is generally well impressed by the evaTuatiVe efforts of those
associated with the ISIS project.

Evidence submitted to the panel indicates that the ISIS Project is adequately ,

administered. Specific questions directed to the NSF project manager and
the ISIS project manager resulted in the panel forming the opinion that-.

0 the project administration is neither top heavy nor too thin.

The project staff appears to be providing adequate information to NSF and
other interested parties in a systematic way. Specific information is

furnished on request. The Project Director provided comprehensive responses
to all questions asked of him in the conference telephone conversation.

Reiterating an earlier point, the panel is concerned that minicourse
materials are sent to trial schools on such a short timeline that errors
are not screened out prior to the materials reaching the students. Some

attention should be given to.the development of a management system that
would insure that instructional materials are more nearly error free with
regard to scientific'content prior to being released to students even at
the initial trial stage.
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D. 17. d: ISIS (Panel 4): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Review

Question: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?
1

\ Panelist: Dr. Jacob W. Blankenship
\

'The ISIS curriculum is impressive in its uniqueness. The concept of mini- /Course's is rapidly being accepted a$ a viable alternative to the conventionalstructuring of courses. Both the number of minicourses to be developed andthe variety of topics to be covered will provide flexibility to schools andlearning options to students that: have heretofore been unknown. Thethoroughness with which the unitary and cumulative objectives were identi-fied and verified increases the quality of the materials from the standpoint
of coverage of scientific principles, concepts, and skills. The curriculumshould find a ready market..

/ -

Effort should be made to improve the quality of the trial version 'of the
minicourses prior to their being used, by students. Students, teachers;and patents have a right to expect curriculum materials that are scientifi-
cally.sound even when the materials are in trial editions.

The use of_cartoons in the human reproduction unit tends to obsCure the
'facts being'taught. While the cartoons are not offensive,. they do not
appear to contribute positively to the minicourse. The use of cartoons
in any minicourse should be carefully considered and some attempt should
be made to actually determine their value.

Ti problems to-be faced in implementation of .these minicourses are real
ones that should be candidly addressed and appropriately resolved. The
philosophy and assumptions underlying the minicourse concept will call
for in-service type activities during which teachers should have opportuni-
ties to learn; classroom management skills and the opportunity to thorougly .explore the rat-onale. The exciting possibilities being opened up with the
advent of thesp-minicourses should not be restricted due to teachers being
',asked to use the materials without appropriate in-service activities.

My overall response to the ISIS Project iS very positive. This exten ive
and innovative effort would probably haveinever been undertaken withou
funding such as that provided by NSF. Although some problems exist, as
noted above and in the preceding'report, the problems seem minimal-when
compared to the contributions being made to science education by this
project.

Panelist: Dr. John Borriello

A sampling of the curriculum materials demonstrates an applied everyday
living approach to the teaching of science. Some materials may be contro-versial to selected consumers. Some parents, for instance, may object
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to the human reproduction, birth and growth sections. As a'result these

sections may indeed need parental consent before implementation.

On the whole, the intent of this curriculum is admirable. In my opinion

its approach would tend to maintain interest and motivation 'or learning

in youngsters.

Panelists Dr. L. Scott Chalfant

My feeling is this project is one of the most ambftious I have seen and,

to date, certainly has produced a large volume of meaningful mini- ...

course units in a relatively short period.of time. Although I would

be the first to admit that some of the materials can use refinement, the

followiog'advantages of these materials seem significant:

(1) The developers have used an innovative, interdisciplinary
approath for presenting concepts andlearning activities
based on current and/or relevant topics.

(2) The material's developed as mini-unit packages provide a wide

range of flekibility for both the students and teachers in

two respects: (A) They are truly individualized providing

opportunity for student self-selection and evaluation; an0

(B) they allow the teacher to use the materials,:asa unified
interdisciplinary-course or as supplemental materials to existing

courses of,study.-

(3) There are extensive opportunities for the students to apply, 1

their knowledge and skills and/or test the concepts and ob- 9

dectives presented.

(4) The objectives have been determined From a broad base of input

representing many segments of our society.

(5) The materials developed serve a much brciader range of students .

than most. With the materials divided into three separate

categories of: .(1) core; (2) excursions; -and (3) a vented

activities, they. serve a large group of students f om the low-

average to the high-average.

Th

I do have the following concerns and-recommendations:

(1) The development of a management system which is o e of the

project objectives should have been developed an made avail-

able earlier to the consumers of projecemateria s.

(2) Since the materials are highly individualized, are should be

taken to provide in-service training in individ alized instritc-,

tion if the materials are to be properly utiliz d. Appropriate

'funding should be established for this purpose.

(3) Continued, and perhaps more concentrated effor, s should be

of materialsdirected toward assuring scientific correctness
even before the "trial schools" test them.
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Iecommend that an independentevaluatign team be assigned to
assess fhe degree to which the project and materials have met
their:objectives and establish a long range evaluation design

,

for the total project. 4

My impression is this project and related curriculum puld have apositive
educational impact on a large number of students if the materials continue.to be refined and disseminated.

'

aPanelist:, Dr. Donald Dean
. ,. ,

. -` 't
. .

.,The project'is an ambitious undertaking: to produce 80 or more mini-'.
courses that can be assembled in various combinations tesatisfy science

' needs of a Variety of high school students. ,
.

4 The minicourses examined were in various stages of revision but 'even grantingthis, they were of widely varying quality. Some seemed very well done;
others need extensive correction and revision general y.

The minicourse on Human Reproduction is a good txample.of what I thought
to be badly done. The cartooning,, attempts at hymor, and funny book
pres'entation of human reproduction were.heavy-handed, tasteless, And dis, .tracting. I was not offended by frank treatment of the subject matter.My trouble in appreciating the presentation.was noV that I am too sophisti-
cated for materials aimed at teen- agers, but that ttie story Wasso dressed,
up that I could not discover the real content;

The attempt to meet the needs'of fndividual.students wdsadMirable..
Elaborate pains were taken to accompllsh this. The individualization made
'the whole assemblage of' material at once a rich gpporunity for a student
and teacher to assemble a program uniquely vaable and at the.same_ time
a baffling mass of material. I think the student and teachers Will need
help in making the best use of the opportunities these materials present.
Recommended sequences to achieve various ends 'should be developed.

I thought a splendid effort was made to provide feedback,to those revising
the program., Like the others on the pdnel, I felt that 6:jar-Materials were
:ant out with some specific factual mistakes, but more important,, some'
materials not done well enough in general. It can be assumed that'they
will be well done in final form but trial materials seemed too hastilywritten.

Panelist: Mrs. Ruth Uanong /.
The program deals successfully with a need tcradd Varfety'and enrichment
to high school science curriculum for many types of students. Ft offers

\ an individualized system for students to look at'a tremendous variety
of subjects, and seems unique ill offering such a broad spectrum of
topics. The minicourse format should stimulate interest in many 'aspects
of science, the environment, and social awareness.
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I have concerns about the manner in which some of the materials are

presented. I am bothered by the "rush to press" procedure. This seems

to result in some information that is sent to the students in field tests

being inaccurate. Also there are a, few rough edges, such as a somewhat-

insensitive handling of Chapter 8 on human reproduction. However, the

management plan provides a mechanism for feedback and correction of

inaccurate or inappropriate materials.

Therefore, my overall impression of this program is positive. It is

- generally well written and informative; and the program is run in such

a manner that problems in presentation can be corrected.

Panelist: firs. Sarah Hurst

The conceptualization of the ISIS minicourses serves as an admirable

example of a "systems" model in education. The model is so well designed

that one is almost embarrassed to criticize any specific component or

product.

\

\
The needs assessment was performed by a prestigious group. The objectives

have been identified and reviewed by representatives of appropriate groups

Consideration has been given to many concerns frequently neglected in

the development of instructional materials. The reading level of diffi-

culty-has been carefully controlled. Relevant topics have been selected.

The activities have been designed to ensnare the student's interest. The

teachers' manuals anticipate many contingencies.

Praises of the ISIS Project are plentiful, but one part of the system

could bear reexalliination. When questioned about the haste in preparation

of the first draft of these materials, Dr. Burkman indicated that the'

summer writing conference created the time constraints that lead to a

number of errors in these drafts that go to field trial.

The iterative plan of feedback - revision - field trial corrects errors

but one may challenge the philosophy that eventual effectiveness is an

acceptable value. The content of several units in the field trial stage

was considered by several panel members to be trivial and tangential to

the objectives. Perhaps the preparation subsystem could be expanded to

permit content validation before field trial. What are blatant errors

and obsolescent material teaching the students exposed to these field

trial units? Science teachers talk to students about accuracy and

doirg careful work bat they don't take the time to validate their own.

Is it fair to expect an ordinary secondary school, science teacher to

be expert in the many discipline areas the minicourses touch so that

one teacher can evaluate and guide students past all these errors?
...

_Ibe mechanistic personality chart based on sibling order was proposed in

the sixties and was still in one respected textbook published as recently

as 1967. This hypothesis of personality development has been rejected/

by the professional peers of the author, Students exposed to such

,materials perceive the flaws promptly, as the student member of our panel

did. Does such an experience lead to a generalized rejection of social

science?
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Without belaboring the point further, obviously this panel member ?Ioes
not share the value system of the ISIS Project that speed in produ/ctionis preferable to more careful research and critique before materials goto field trial!. Fewer iterations will be required if more care i/t givenand some aCtiOties will be eliminated that are not worthy of the atten-tion of students or the expense of the feedback-revision process

The contributibp of the ISIS minicourses to secondary science e ucationlies as Much in the process as the content. Students can beco e involved.They can participate in setting their goals: They can carry rough theactivities; They-evaluate their own ,performances and then de onstratetheir achievement. The system appeal to students who get hist in LieUsual tangle of verbal concepts. Sc ool data indicates they are aboutthree of theselstudents for each "ac demically oriented" student. ISISwill give thislsilent majority oppo tunities to understand Many facetsof reality that woulu otherwise rem in inexplicable mysteries for them.

The panel was Asked to respond to Whether the anticipated outcomes of theseinstructional Materials are desira le. From the various points of viewrepresented on)the Panel, the answ r to this question seems consistently"Yes."

Panelist: Dr. Eugen Merzbacher

The ISIS curridulum is strong in conception and somewhat/weak in execution.Still, it is m:x personal view th t-theproject must be given much creditfor having come into being at al . I would wish that its quality (notlevel!) were higher, but I know ow difficult it is to Organize and renderproductive sucli a massive undert king. Probably, there are financial con-straints which !,inhibit the achie ement of the highest scientific andeducational standards. I am sem what concerned that too much administrative
activity could threaten to diver attention from the essence of the cur-riculum, which Must be the substa ce and quality of the materials. Forexample, long lists of famous sci ntists on advisory boards are certainly
impressive, butone can hardly_iMa ine that the products of ISIS have beeninspected, 9401ess approved, by se eminent individuals. However, Ibelieve that ISIS is an excellent initiative and merits continued support.

,I feel strongly that the process by 0(hich the materials are being producedmust be ilkdified in order to assure Aicreased accuracy. It appear.5-that\' in the rush to get the materials out to the pilot schOols insufficient
\attention is being paid to a proper review by subject lied exper4.In addition, an independent evaluation

\

bf ISIS should be implemented.

Panelist: Dr. Robert A. Peura

I feel that ISIS L an innovative approach which deserves continued support.However, I feel srongly that the process by which the materials are beingproduced must be modified in order to ass re increased accuracy. It appearsthat in the rush tO get the materials out o the pilot schools that insuf-
ficient attention is being paid to a prope review by subject field experts.In addition, an independent evaluation of I IS should he implemented.
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Panelist. Mr. Harold Pratt

In my estimation the ISIS materials represent an exciting, much needed

addition to the science curriculum available to the high schools. The

project provides flexible, individualized modules on a wide range of

topics appropriate for use by a wide range of non-science oriented

students. By continuing to fund diverse projects such as ISIS the NSF

is providing resources which schools can draw upon to assemble their

own curriculum. Thus, local autonomy in curriculum development is

being enhanced by the development of ISIS materials. I encourage the

NSF to continue the support of projects in a modular format. Schools

that I am familiar with are requesting more short, module type com-

ponents to modify and diversify their curriculum. I am hopeful that

the ISIS project will influence other NSF proposals and publishers to

develop in a similar format.

Panelist: Dr. Leslie W. Trowbridge

This writer views the ISIS program as an exemplary effort in secondary

science education. It promises to provide a refreshing alternative

to the current mode and structure embodied in the rigid pattern of

biology, chemistry, and physics in grades 10, 11, and 12. At the same

time it confronts realistically the issue of individualized instruction

and presents a workable plan to meet this issue.

Teacher and student choices are increased over the typical opportunities

for choice in standard science programs. This may have advantages and

disadvantages. For highly qualified and confident teachers, this is

an advantage. For others, the large quantity of materials and varied

teaching pathways provided by ISIS may introduce confusion.

Any trial curriculum will contain a certain number of errors initially.

ISIS is no exception to this. However the mechanisms employed by ISIS

to detect substantive errors in the materials are systematic. Adequate

safeguards have-been incorporated to insure high quality materials for

general OUblication.

The writer looks favorably upon this curriculum development effort and

recommends continued support.

Panelist: Mr. Andrew Turner

My general impression of the curriculum is that it is quite favorable in

some areas but not in others. In talking to Dr. Burkman (the Project

Director) I found out that one of the games ("Use of Energy") had not

been successful (the rules had been too long). I think that it would have

been a good idea to get a student or students to help design the game,

or to model the rules on a game familiar to most students (e.g., Monopoly).

The approaches seem to be well-written, even those parts whose content

I am not sure I approve of. In this category goes the "S1111 Charac-

teristics of Different Kinds of Brothers and Sisters" tabl la the
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"Birth and Growth" section. After checking the characteristics or
panelists against those of the chart I found the content to be of
about the same value as a horoscope. I think that this kind of thing
can be beneficial but it must be presented in the right context (as asort of a joking, fun exercise, not as something in a serious courseof study). Thus its existence in the curriculum is self-defeating.
I believe that something like this should come from a teacher or astudent on a day when there's nothing else to do (like before avacation).

As for many of the other projects I think they were very good, especially
the weather section.

One complaint I have about the general format, that was partially abated
by talking to Dr. Yohe (the Program Manager), was the tremendous amount
of stylistic artwork. I believe that it is too juvenile for high school
students but I think it will be all right for some of the new markets
Dr. Yohe mentioned (primarily younger kids, some in elementary school).

A final point I might raise is about the scientific correctness of thematerial and the rationale behind it. My colleagues and I spotted
several errors [one in the section on pulmonary arrest, another that a
sperm's direction in fertilizing the ovum is determined by coriolis
force, and a possible misconception about "weighing" air (where several
cubic feet of air balance books]. That last is true only in a vAcuum,which is not stated in the curriculum.

I believe that a student and his/her parents have, the right to expect the
material they are given is as correct as the writers and publishers canmake it. In talking to Dr. Burkman (the-Project Director) I learned
that the material is worked on on an experimental basis, with correctionsbeing made as errors are found. I think this is the correct remedy for
this situation.

Panelist: Ms. Judith Yero

(No response received)
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D. 17. e: ISIS (Panel 6): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

1A. The report on the Callaway Gardens Conference indicates that a

diverse group of people knowledgeable about science education concluded

that there is an urgent need to redesign the high school science

curriculum.

1B. Declining enrollments in high school science courses indicate

there-is a real need to provide science alternatives to those now in

existence. Also, the fact that some teachers are attempting to develop

their own materials is further evidence that there is need for alternative

programs.

1C. -According to the projections made by Ginn & Company, the ISIS

materials may be expected to penetrate 22,000 classrooms within a five-

year period.

10. Although there are some minicourses and modules for science courses

available, we are not aware of any instructional materials of the scope

of ISIS assembled into a unified package.
4.

Question 2: Is there a market for these inst-Futtional materials?

2A. We are unaware of any other products which meet the needs of the

non-science prone secondary student, and suspect there may be none of

the scope of ISIS. Therefore, we support the analysis of the publisher

that there may be an adequate market for these materials.

2B. It is the opinion of the panel that ISIS materials can fit into

existing curricula in several ways: (1) as a complete science program;

(2) as supplementary minicourses for existing programs; (3) asdusters

of minicourses within existing programs; and, (4) as resource material

supplementary to present courses.

2C. We are encouraged by the Project's interest in training resource

people, including classroom teachers, to handle effectively the ISIS

materials. Nonetheless, we believe that it would be premature to

assess dissemination plans at this time.

As with science teacher training programs in the past, it is anticipated

that NSF funds will be available for implementation. The panel is

committed to the position that the success of ISIS will be directly

related to teacher training and readiness, as well as to the nature of

the materials themselves.

2D: There has been a significant free-market response to the need to

modularize curricula. Current journals frequently carry advertisements

from publishers describing modular materials. Unfortunately, these have

been directed to higher education and have not been significantly
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manifested in elementah and secondary school journals. It should benoted that a sizeable number of trial schools are purchasing (at
production cost) the ISIS materials.

vi

2E. The panel anticipates that the product will become widely used,but that utilization will be influenced by state and local conceptionsof secondary school curricula and by adequate in-service training ofteachers.

Ginn & Company estimates that some 22,000 classrooms may use ISISmaterials over a five-year period.

The panel is unable to assess the reliability of this projectionimith
the information available.

In view of the above, it is our judgment that there will be a substantialmarket for ISIS materials. A significant impact.of these new materialsmay be to induce a development effort in the private sector to provide
-other modularized science materials for the secondary school. Ourperception is that as ISIS is dissemiqAted and implemented, publishersof more traditional materials will respond creatively in an attempt to

secure for themselves a portion of the market. We believe this willhave an important beneficial effect on the nature and diversity ofsecondary school science curricula in the U.S. for years to come.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose
and rationale?

The purpose and rationale of the ISIS instructional materials are clearlyand, for most of the panel
members, persuasively stated. A good deal ofevidence to support the purpose and rationale is provided on pages 1-7of the 1972 proposal. Examination of many samples of the instructional

materials (Teacher's Manual - Doing Minicourses; Teacher's Handbook -Managing ISIS; Cumulative Objective Coverage by Minicourses) demonstratesthat the stated goals and objectives are being fulfilled.
A.

The minicourses which are multidisciplinary can be used to supplement
existing science courses in the curriculum. But more importantly avariety of minicourses can be sequenced by the teacher or teachers tomeet especially the needs of the great majority of students who arecapable yet non-science prone. The instructional materials, if properlyutilized by capable teachers, whet the intellectual appetites of non-
science students about the human problems in our society where the
natural science and social science disciplines, interface.

The content of science and the processes of science are incorporated in'the materials and into the suggested teaching strategies provided in .the teacher's guides. Both the teacher and the learner are placed in
learning situations wherein the student engages in self7guided reading,
data gathering, and data interpreting while the teacher serves as a
catalyst and resource person.
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the instructions to teachers and other users should be clearer and more

explicit regarding adaptability of the ISIS materials, including ways .

in which they might be incorporated as a supplement to, or component

of, existing high school courses in science.

It is not now sufficiently clear to the panelists how the goal of

keeping ISIS materials current and relevant would be accomplished, once .

they are released commercially. The importance of ISIS in addressing

the desires and needs of students for relevance of science topics

warrants continuous attention. Revision and updating of ISIS materials

must be served by empirical feedback from student, teachers and lay

persons.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientif-

T-EiTTY correct?

The panel was confronted with a very large volume of curricular

materials which could not be evaluated completely in the time available.

We found the trial minicourses and their emphasis by and large to be

.
accurate, but a sampling of the trial materials did show a number of

errors, some significant, most trivial.

Examples of the.non-trivial follow:

(1) In the Keeping Fit minicourse (p. 41, pp. 46 and 47) illus-

trations show an incorrect and potentially harmful way to

apply pressure bandages.

(.2) In the Seeing Colors minicourse illustrations on pp. 10 and

11 are erroneous.

(3) The How Much Energy materials (p. 21) state that strip mined

land can bt reclaimed for only fifteen cents per acre.

(4) The minicourse Radiation included incorrectly labeled material

on.p. 4, and the shielding effects shown inFigure 6.1 are

inaccurate.

The panel recognizes that these materials are in draft ,form. We are not

aware how far the editing and checking processes have progressed for any

of the minicourses. However, we suggest that such errors, which creep

into virtually all newly developed instructional materials, be

assiduously pursued during the content reviews by specialists before the

materials are commercially released. Part of this review protess should

be done by experts other than those who have participated in writing

particular minicourses.
"to

Much of the material in the minicourses begins with simple activities

and proceeds to more sophisticated, theoretical concerns. In employing

thiS approach the authors frequently based their minicourses on issues
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and problems which are presently being handled in the news media and
which are being discussed in non-science high school courses.

The objectives of the core activities and the excursions in, these
minicourses aim primarily and directly at producing scientifically
literate citizens. As opposed to many of the current curriculum devel-
opment projects (which focbs on the best or the poorest students), the
ISIS minicourses are directed at the needs of the very large "middle
group," especially at those students who are non-science prone.

The flexibility provided by the. modular format enables the teacher to
tailor the materials to local needs, and the options given to each
student within each minicourse provide a desirable means to meet the
needs and personal preferences of students as individuals. Both of
these levels.of adjustment can make these materials more appealing to
the student clientele than the more traditional textbooks.

The opportunity for these adjustments and the "offbeat" approach may
excite some students who are inclined to shun science to elect
additional coursework in science.

There is also provision by way of advanced activities to service
students who are already committed to going on to college.

The intent of ISIS is to cover virtually all of the scientific disci-
plines found in the usual high schoolcurriculum. However, these
disciplines are approached through social problems or experiences one
does not ordinarily think of in formal, scientific terms. Examples
include the chemistry of hoUsehold detergents and the biological
principles behind growing house plants.

For'a teacher leading students through an entire year (or more) of
ISIS -based instruction, the choice of topics is not imposed by the
materials.

The ISIS materials can also be used advantageously as supplements to
coursework which is not based primarily on ISIS minicourses.

Question 5: 1s the content of these educational' materials educationally
sound?

5A. Individualized Science Instructional System is a response to the
need to design an alternative system that can function totally or supple-
mentary to secondary school science. It will provide interested schools,
teachers, students and parents an alternative and flexible form of
science teaching and learning. ,Curriculum materials of the packaged
individualized variety represented by ISIS may bring an automatic
reaction from those segments of a school community. whq see the basic.
traditional school program as being continually eroded by contemporary
educational change. Those who favor a structured, sequential approach
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to learning will definitely react negatively to a curriculum which they
view as scientific smorgasbord. Conversely, those educators and
parents more tentative iWtheir search for educational answers will
see in ISIS--and other new curriculum programs--an opportunity to
enrich their present work. Students may also enjoy the options and

contemporary topics of the program, although the premise that students
desire choice is neither proven or unproven. Innovative instructional

programs like ISIS necessitate in-depth in-service teacher training. 1)

5B. ISIS content and approach are not designed for students who plan
a collegiate major in science. Students who plan to major in science

can best be prepared at this time by more established programs. A

positive factor of these materials, however, is their structure, which
capitalizes on prior student experiences as a means of helping them
internalize new information and concepts. This process.is reinforced

further by demanding that students use these new acquisitions in
formulating more extensive conclusions concerning both technological ,

and societal problems.

The'content /approach of ISIS has the basic challenge of identifying
the "terminal" student at the freshman level of high school. Career

choices change significantly for asubstantial portion of the population

between adolescence and young adulthood. The responsibility of American-

secondary education is to prepare young people in basic skills and
knowledge in such'a manner as to expand career alternatives. The numbers

of seemingly terminal students who later pursue higher education are
legion and the American system of educatibnal choice and opportunity
allows for this. .

Students who opt to complete the minicourses will probably be 'able to
complete the core activities and, more important, have the opportunity
to explore freely in a depth of learning that might normally be denied
them. The evident danger is that the more able student will select

excursions rather than advanced activities. Taken by itself teacher

judgment of capability has limited validity, yet the success of motivation
for this program would rest jointly with the teacher, student, and parent.

5C. As already noted in the thesis sentence of Question B, the students
who desire a solid background in science should have alternative programs
available to them in the more traditional areas of.biology, chemistry
and physics.

Disinterested youngsters may or may not be motivated by the materials.
The reason for the disinterest has to.be establilhed first.' Any student,
however, who has a.particular 1n-depth interest might desire to paHue a
minicourse in conjunction with a. more structured program. This could be ,-

the great strength of ISIS: a program VI conjunction with, rather than
in place of traditional programs.
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5D. Affording wide areas of choice permits a school or inStructor toavoid topics that they consider sensitive or controversial. More
important, however, for those students and/or parents who desire
educational exposure Ao value areas, minicourses permit individualsthis exploration.

The overall handling of sensitive materials appears to be' satisfactory.
It should be noted that'restraint and general good taste are particularly
advocated in this area. The authors must give great concern to value-
laden questions to decrease the possibpity of perSonal bias and to
avoid gross comic approaches to the material. The use of the Ginn
multi= ethnic criteria should insure avoidance of this type of error:'

Constructed on the premise that current traditional'stience proyramsin public education were not adequately meeting the needs of all
students, ISIS proposes to offer an alternative three-year program of
individualized study. The program additionally iccepts.Another premise--that most learning occurs most effectively when choice is involved.
Historically, schools have offered a systematic, formalized approachto those learning experiences not easily come by through youthful
selection processes. Schools shoUld and must provide the basic tools
of learning so that students can respond better to the informal learning'
experiences of the sandlot, ball parks.or general life arena."

There is, therefore, serious question that ISIS, or any other single
instructional approach, is completely sound as an alternative science
program. Its value, however, as an adjunct' and complement to current
programs is not'questioned, provided the teacher exercises careful.
judgment in,the use of the materials. Educators would be wise to,
examine these materials and consider them in a supplementary or alter=
native context.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional
materials desirable?

6A. These materials, designed-to be relevant to non-science prone student's
daily living patterns, should be stimulating. A possible result of the
use of these materials is increased

interest and,participation in sciencestudies. A suggested second possible result is a decrease in the high
school dropout rate, particularly where science is a required course
for graduation. However, caution should be used to assure that there is
no de-emphasis on the quality of the program offered,to college-bound,
science-oriented students.

. .

It is likely that some of the modules, with little or no modification,
could be effective with groups other than those now proposed. For
example, the units "Heart Attack" and "Cells and Cancer" could be
effectively used in a public education, health maintenance program.
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6B. The average students should emerge from their science programs

with a somewhat greater appreciation for the following aspects of

modern science:

1. Problems involving the,relationship of science to society.

2. The fact of model life that while science does have more

or less definitiv answers to simpler questions, it

doesn't Usually have "the answer" to more complicated

questions of social) Typical of the latter

are t,h qubstions On energy resources and fluordcarbons

and the upper atmosphere.
A

3. Problems and questions on,which the students themselves

may have an innate curiosity. .(Typical examples:

Musical Sounds, Seeing Colors, Keeping Fit.)

6C. Some of the greatest unforseen problems could arise through the

frequent transfer of students between schools in a mobile society. For

'ekample., how'would a student trained through one year in an ISIS program

itemsfr.credit if he moves into a 'schoors9stem having conventional

'science curricula? ISIS coursework may not always substitute for

traditional science coursework for students planning to enter certain

specialized post-high school programs (e.g., nursing). Presumably, the,

standard coursework would be followed by.students going into science or

technology areas-in college--but introduction of ISIS courses could

act to induce the students to examine career choices earlier in their"

high school career.

6D.' Publishers guidelines, by Ginn & Company, should act to minimize

such biases or stereotyping. The minicourse Touch the Earth shbwed

diamonds as historically being "girls' best friends" which caused a

concern that such a reference could possibly be misinterpreted and

therefore create problems of this type. The political ramifications

of the materials should also be carefully scrutinized. In sensitive

areas, extreme care must be taken to insure that all factual material

presented is correct and chosen for proper balance: For example, in

the minicourse module Let's Eat, it is no longer true, asillustrated,

that DDT costs are partially responsible for high food i;rices. It is

more truthful to say that higher food prices resulted from the feet that

DDT use has been barred, and its substitutes are more expensive. In

the same minicourse, the inefficiency of plant to animal protein

conversion must be modified to include the fact that most of the plant

material involved in animal feeding--e.g., grass--is inedible by humans.

In general, however, the sampling to which we were exposed indicate a

very fair. and balanced approach to the issues raised in this sub-question.

6E. The fact that these courses are individualized, 'of short duration,

and contain elements of individual choice may generate an attitude of

responsibility in the minds of the students, provided tlat they are
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properly supervised. A thought frequently expressed by the panel is
that these minicourses may well .strengthen individuals reading ability
through the necessity of having to follow the directions for the
laboratory portion of the course. On the other hand, the students will
probably not exercise their abilities towardthe use of library and
eference materials, since the minicourses are "packaged with the
tmost efficiency.

6 The panelbelleves that the detailed resuls,of the actual field
to is with teachers and students would be.very helpful at the present
st ge of evaluation. It's difficult to judge whether the level of some
of he minicourses is correct without suchffeedback...
Ques ion 7: Dothese instructional- materifls present imp)ementation

problems for the schools?

7A. ew curricular programs in all areas stand the greatest chance of
succes when teachers' are prepared to handle them effectively. The
ISIS p ogram, taken as a complete secondary science program, is a
radic"al departure for many science teachers. :Needed, therefore, would
be irate sive training in individualized instruction for-those teachers
interest d in modifying or adapting their present science teaching°
practice to support ISIS's minicourses. The most valuable form of
training would be intensive summer workshops of four to eight weeks
duration or a planned program of weekly workShops during the school year
preceding,the first use of ISIS. In addition, reinforcement (periodic
workshops) should be provided for teachers during the initial implemen-
tation period.

It is to be noted, hoviever.., that teachers who elect to use ISIS materials'
to complemeht their regular class program would need less extensive
training. Each minicourse is sufficiently programmed and detailed to
be used.withlittle difficulty in a supplementary manner.

7B. The judicious choice of materials to sOpplement and enrich current
stience programs would pose no special problems for-schools. A total
adoptiOh of the ISIS program, could present; faculty, staff, equipment
and schedule problems for any school which did not fully explore the
ramifications Of such a program prior to is adoption. Schodls should
xamine fully how they can best utilize the ISIS materials in terms of
he needs of their students and school organization. Whatever entry the
aterials make into a secondary science program, the effective use of
the minicoursesshould not have to be compromised by faulty teacher or
trministrative judgment.

ti7C. Curriculum programs which are composed of consumable components
.1 tend to be somewhat more costly over a period of years than programs

which utilize hard-cover texts. The purchase of, the latter is a long-
range program commitment because of increased prices. Lower cost
consumable materials have the advantage of being more easily replaced
within a shorter time period if they prove to be ineffective.
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Generally speaking', costs of new programs tend to le underestimated

in the initial planning' stages. The flexibility of the ISIS program;.

however, should allow a system to phase in those/Modulesit deems

desirable at a cost factor not overly messly,er. A total .plunge into

this program, as with others, could be both a cost and implementation

shock.

70. Most secondary Science teachers should be well enough prepared

in science to handle a large number of the proposed minicourses. The

inherent danger in the preparation of most teachers is that they are

so specialized in one discipline of science that /they will have 'a

tendency to propel students towards those minicourses that they (the

teachers) find most exciting, thereby negatin the free choice.

Objective of the ISIS program. If teachers. se the materials in

supplementary fashion; tiis'will not be a problem. It would seem,

though, that any school System that ado' s ISIS totally would benefit.

from teachers trained more generally science than specifically in

biology, chemistry or physics.

1

H. Since the ISIS program i elf never assumes' to meet the needs of

the science-prone student, lternative programs for the science-oriented'

student must be continued. Not all teachers and students can work

effectively in a tptally individualized program. Since science teacher

preference and,-differing student learning needs are real sdool concerns,

alternative programs should be made' available.

In summary, the degree of difficultyin the implementation of the ISIS

materials will depend entirely upon tbgerommitment a school system

makes with them. Those systems who select minicourses wisely andi

th ughtfully, considering teacher, student and parent demands shoOld

ha e little or no difficulty making good .use of the materials. The

systems, however, which arbitrarily introduce the .program could encounter

som resentment from segments of the school community.

A district that senses a need for a tota program such as that offered

by ISIS would be wise to justify that-nee through parent-students-

teacher involvement. Since behavior modifi ation will be needed from ,

all these groups, they should have the opportunity to decide the degree:

aod direction of that modification. Once the initial barrier to the

adoption of the program is breached by having all groups express 0
desire to explore ISIS, then specific aid will be needed, through

institutes and/or workshops in the training of teachers. Parent workshops

will also prove most beneficial in meeting the overall objectives of

"the program.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials

reasonable?

8A. We believe that it is not possible to assess adequately the implemen-

tation costs; ithin the framework of the data and experience available to

the panel. In the first place, comparable materials are not on the market.
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Herr costs estimates are necessarily restricted to assessment vis-a-
vis nonco4arable materials. In the second place, costs will depend.
on 'the degree of utilization. Use of ISIS materials to supplement
traditional/ courses presents a set of chst factors quite different
from those presented by the use of ISISIViaterials to replace
traditional courses. Since both extremes are likely, as well as many
interMediate use levels, implementation cost estimates are problematic,at best. Thirdly, if ISIS succeeds in attracting and retaining studentinterest in science the increased enrollments' can result in additional
classes, more laboratories, and a greater number of teachers. These"costs of being successful" are not quantifiable at this time. Finally,if the ISIS program is-to-be successful, teacher retraining and
reorientation programs will be necessary. The cost of such programs
can be estimated from past experience but we are not aware that such an
estimate has been prepared.

3B. We are not satisfied with the ISIS-Ginn implementation cost
estimates. Some of the reasons related to this lack of satisfaction
-are described above. Additional prabl6s arise with reference to start-i4? and refill estimates. The proposed start-up costs of ;12.90/student
traditional programs and $6.30/student With ISIS materials seem to
assume a brand new high school in which no pre-existing printed
materials are available.\ In already-established schools start-up costs
with the ISIS materials should include the cost of prematurely retiringmaterials already in use or should present a two to five year phase-in-
to exhaust materials already.in use. In the absence of data on the
premature retirement or phase-in of materials we are not satisfied with
the estimates presented.

We do not believe the ISIS materials will be handled 5o gently by
students that they will last two years as the refill estimates indicate.
'The informal nature of the materials will encourage student marking and
increase loss as well as casual non-malicious abuse, especially.as
materials are used outside of class. If they cannot be taken out of
class by mostof the students using them, the ISIS materials are of
limited value. If they can be taken out of class they are unlikely
to be usable far two years. In a, program completely converted to ISIS,it can be argued that without substantial covers on the minicourses it
might not_be reasonable to project use by more than one set of students

8C. There are alternative ways of meeting the needs to which the ISIS
materials address themselves. These include freeing sufficient teacher
time to generate minicour5es locally, increasing the use of field trips

. and field studies, and infusing the classroom with talented. people from
"outside" as adjunct faculty. It is our judgment that none of these
is likely on a widespread and sustained basis due to the fiscal crunch
severely strapping many school districts coupled with the built-in
tendency to reinforce the status quo, whatever it is.
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BD. We view the societal 41sts of implementation as negligible if the

use of ISIS materials is voluntary at all levels. If their use is

imposed by states on unwilling districts or by districts on unwilling
teachers or by teaches on,unwilling students, the societal costs
increase. On the other hand, the societal benefits from widespread.

and sustained use could berconsiderable. These benefits could include

a more rapid realization of interdisciplinary problem-focused learning

situations, the fostering bf learner independence, mere Ls ;udents

attracted to a scie,6fic way of thinking, and an increased level of

literacy, scientific and otherwise. Part of the answer to the question

of why Johnny can't read is that there isn't much reading materials
around school that is of interest to him. We believe that large

numbers of high school age "Johnnies" can be interested in the ISIS

materials.

8E. Finally, we are committed to the proposition that curriculum
development and implementation work must continue to be done somewhere.

If implementation costs are problematic, developmental costs are

probably prohibitive, in the private sector, at least. Our conclusion

1; that the Federal Government must continue in their role as a catalyst

to foster developmental work and be prepared to assist with implementing
particularly in regard to teacher reorientation. It would be very

unfortunate in a rapidly evolving world of ever-increasing technological

complexity if the1Federal Government chose_to sit idly by while curricular

stagnation spiraled through the land. One result would be to accelerate

further the ffFuture Shock" already afflicting many of our citizens. It

is our judgment that if an ISIS-like project didn't already exist, it

would be necessary to create one!

Question 9: Is the management/organization plan adequate for producial

these instructional materials?

The ISIS project provides for a meaningful amount of oredevelopMent

input from a variety of sources and extensive feedback from students,

teachers, and center leaders in both the structured and unstructured

modes. The students also respond to the ISIS materials through test

results which are analyzed item by item and which have already resulted

in demonstrable modifications (to the extent of shelving one minicourse).

The latter action demonstrates not only that-this part of the management

plan fulfills its function but that the managerial staff is sensitive to

this input.

there have IiikeWse been changes in the advisory structure proposed

originally in recognition that plans were not working out satisfactorily.

By modifying the unwieldly 33-member advisory board into smaller task

forces charged with specific jobs, the project leaders have produced

what apiqars to be a more streamlined, efficient arrangement.
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Concerns within this panel on failure of the lintenal monitoring
processes to\reduce errors in early drafts of the minicourses relate

basically to the need for more evaluation for scientific content and
for sensitive issues. We understand that time constraints imposed by
the Foundation; by the publisher, and by the 'necesstty to provide a
working package of minicourses to trial schools no 1 ter than .

September of the trial year prevent the thoroughness in review which

the project leaders would prefer. We are also aware hat the publisher
has supplemented these reviews. \

Nevertheless, we recommend that every effort'be made to1\review each

revision by more than one competent person and that particularly the

pitfall of having only the author search for mistakes be\avoided.

Aational Science Foundation personnel are well :nformed of the progress
of the project by virtue of site visits and through voluminous written

material. They receive both draft materials and finished products.

In summary, the management appears sound as an organizational pattern

and as a functioning mechanism.

ITAdditional comm nt by Dr. Hilliard JaSon:
"In general, th ISIS materials can be considered educationally
sound, being based on principles of educational design that are
consistent with the recommendations of many of our leading con-

temporary educatitial thinkers."
r
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D. 17. f: ISIS (Panel 6):- IlAividual Panelists' Responses to 10th
Review Question: What are your general
irtlpressions of theCiTrriErium?

Panelist: Dr. Ted F. Andrews

The ISIS Concept

Most of the curricular materials available for the secondary school-
science teacher are designed for study by groups of students; many of
the materials are primarily teacher-centered as. opposed to student -
centered. The ISIS minicourses are primarily designed for the student.
There are teacher's guides and other materials to aid and abet the
teacher in assisting the student in 'guiding his/her own learning.
This way of studying and learning should be highly desirable for most
students. The,5tudent--centered design of the minicourse and the
materia,ls for teachers are impressive.

The current high school science courses service bast the college bound
science prrooe'students. A great number of intelligent students in high
schools are not science prone. Most of these students could learn a
great deal of science by using the minicourses.as an adjunct to or in
lieu of some of the existing science courses.' ',.The minicourses should
provide an alternative science experience for non - science students.

The interdisciplinary (multidisciplinary) nature of the ISIS minicourses
is desirable. The non-science prone student is more likely to be
interested in topics and issues that to him/her are "real" and related
to daily experiences. The minicourseJ attempt to assist the students
in acquiring science information as it relates to topics, issues,,and
problems that are of special interest to students.

The packaging of student-centered, topic-oriented minicourses that can
be accomplished in a few to several weeks is a desirable feature: It
should allow students some alternative cnoices of topic:; to study
without sacrificing his/her learning good science at a pace commensurate.
with ability.

The instructional objectives in each minicourse are clearly defined both
for the and the teacher, The initial objectives and activities
leading to these objectives are relatively uncomplicated. As the student
progresses through the minicourse, the activities become increasingly
sophisticated. This is a' sound approach to learning.

The inicourses

The title; of the ISIS minicourse trial editions indicate that most are
built around social relevant issues, topics and/or problems. Some deal
more with life science (biology) information to be learned; whereas others
direct learning more in physicel science (physics and chemistryT. asst all
minicourses are multidisciplinary to'someextent, a very desirable attribute.
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The core, advanced and excursion activities are educationally sound
features of the minicourses. The core activities appear to be primarily
designed to guide the learning of the non-science crone student.. 'The
advanced and excursion activities may better serve the science oriented

.

and/or very intelligent non-science student. in' this reader's opinion
greater emphasis should be given to the 'core and less to' other activities
in future minicourses.

The recent (revised), format for the minicourses represents a desirable
improvement in design. But this reader has reservations about the great
use of cartoon and the level,of sophistication of the initial activities.
Teedback,from%tudents and teachers in trial centers should address these
concerns.

The social.relev'anC'e,of the minicourses is commendable. 'Education in
the sciences should assist Students in evolving a value system. But
the structure of the materials and the practices of the teachers should
not indoctrinate students with a prescribed value set. The minicourses
appear to be relatively free from obvious value bias. Some of the
illustrations, as pointed out by Pdnel #6, suggest 'a §ocial, economic
stance that may be political)/ unacceptable to serve people. The ISIS
staff should be encouraged to have lay persons that are' politically
alert and concerned examine the minicourses to identify politically
sensitive cor:iponents. The grim editorial guide/ines are specific about
sexist, racfsAissues, but-ai less concerned about political issues.

a

Resource Materidls

TO resource units appear to be very useful materials if proaerly used.
The student is frequent15 guided to a particular res,,ur,-e wneneve'r
it seems probable he/she might tde in need of a partirt:lar ski or some
background information. This encourages the student to seek information
at d time when ready to-use it--a logical, sensible process

Materials for Teachers

The ISIS "Teacher's Manual - Doing Minicours=.;" and 'Teacher's li4rdboe;-
Managing ISIS" are uses u1 documont: to acquaint teache's ,,7th the hi';, ,

lights of tie ISIS materials and the ways ln stu_ents and teachers
might use them. The individual TeacheT; Guides, eich minit'ourse are
also useful in guiding lip teacher in her/his role a's6(i c.talyst ((eso.irce
person or facilitator) for a student using student-carter ed materials tart
are intended to individualize instruction and larning.

Teacher Preparation

In the opinion of this writPr most hint: ,nc, t hc,rc
bP capable of using the ISIS ,,laterials eff0-ti,01.
tea0.ier preparation. The teacher preparation ,,n(mld 110 uronderi' uy
phr5ons who can demOnstrate th role of a tr2achc who ,Audentc..-
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in the use of individualized. instructional materials.' The-ISIS teacher

handbooks, guides, and manuals are useful materials for teachers, but

are not adequate without advanced special teacher orientation or

preparation.

I urge the Foundation, the ISIS staff and ttie publisher to provide much

more teacher preparation than is proposed in the materials I examined:

Teacher preparatiqn should contilnue for several years and should be

aimed at meeting probleffis identified by user-teachers.

Feedback, Review and Revision of Materials

It is understood that time lines and' funding place constraints on the

ISIS staff. Nevertheless, I would encouraif a formalized plan that

would involve scientists, teachers, and lay persons, who are socially

and politically concerned, in evaluation of trial materials. This could

° be accomplished at trial schogd locations and-at ISIS headquarters

during summer writing conferences.

-I sense a great concern and urgency on behalf of the ISIS staff and

the publisher to get the materials into commercial editions. I am

willing to argue that extension qP timelines in 'order to provide more

extensive critiques and more time for rewriting mold result in a

better product. I'd urge that the pace of production be lessened.

The production of a minicourse every 15-20 days is an unreasonable

expectation,

Panelist: Dean Elwood B. Earle

ISIS fulfills a long-standing need for alternate approaches-to science

at'the high school level. The minicourse format is well designed and

executed.

It is a pleasure.to indicate my enthusiastic support of the ISIS project

and to commend the ISIS staff and the NSF for its development. As

indicated in the pqriel response to question 8--"If an ISIS-like project

did not exist, it would be necessary to create one!"

f-ianelist: Mr. William E. qalbraith

SuOmitt,,d no comments.

.
(Jr. Royer M. Herman

."In the memran,:qm dated t2ovember 21, 1975 to the pant/lists from the

projecf di-ector", Ernest Burkman, it is slated That 15 modules "...have

revird -_,Pnt to Oe pubii7.her fnt. commercial editions." In a

documnt, "ISIS minicourses as of :4ovembor, 1975," fifteen

snodules ;,ari,ea as "being icvised for commercial printing." Of these,

at ?Past ;Seeing{ Colors). contains serious,and substantial errors, as

4r
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noted in the reply to question #4 of the panelists' evaluation. The
minicourse Radiation, which is presently "being revised for.further
testing," but is prtsumably included among the modules scheduled for
publication prior to June 30, 1916, also contains serious and substan-
tial errors. Since the panel sampled only a few of the modules, there
is a serious'likelihood that other serious erIrs exist (not only in
the textual materials, but possibly also in the tapes,aresource units,
etc., which were not carefully checked by this panel) in the materials
i',.)ut to beTroduc'ed. It cannot be overemphasized'that the students
and teachers who use the material can be seriously misled by these
errors and, at the same time, the credibility of federally funded
educational development, and _NSF itself, could be seriously and
detrimentally jeopardized. Therefore, it ismos,t important to stop
the presses until each nodule is refereed by competent, nohproject:.
connected individuals who are conversant with the fields being addressed.
(As noted in some of the ar4swers, above, such referees may not always
be academic in profession or training; in preparing the "Let's Eat"
minicourse, it might be helnful to consult a qualified.farm expert who
is nonacademic, for example.) Possibly NSF may be able to supply a
means--c& .reaching a larger pool of such referees who are truly
interested in doing such refereeing work, and who, therefore, can be
ielied461 to perform, this service with care and competence.

Panelist: Dr. Hilliard Jason

In general, I am most impressed by the quality of the ISIS program, as
both conceptualized and realized, especially considering the tight
time constraints under which the materials that we reviewed were
produced.

I am very suppOctive of the premises on which this project is based,
andpersuaded that it will fill an important need, in an effective way.

I want to emphai.ze Ty particular delight with the way in which this
project: 1) responds to the indisputable fact that there are wide
ranging differences among students,. in terms of their areas of interest,
rate and style of learning, and personal plans; 2) handles potentially
sensitive or controversial materials with intelligence and sensitivity;
3) provides for optimal flexibility in utilization at the local level;
4) responsibly acknowledges the limits of our knowledge and understandjng,
wher,, appropriate; and 5) strikes an effective balance beMeen attention
to the "content" of science and the "process" of scientific thinking.

My Only area of serious concern is in the domain of teacher prepariition
for effective utilization of these materials. An insufficient number
of teachers now comprehend the importance of, and the adaptations
necessary for use of, individualized, self paced materials. Without
each teacher's individual full commitment to this form of instructional
design, or their presentation and utilization of the materials in a,
competent ,iay, the project cannot approximate its potential. I was not
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convinced from the materials we were given to review that the magnitude

of4, the teacher preparation challenge was f.ully understood by the project

designers, and was not in a position to evaluate the actual approache

that Will be used in the teacher preparation which they intend to under-

take, as it was not described.

One of many possible examples of special problems teachers will face

with these materials that are now insufficiently addressed in the

documents we reviewed is the issue of student incentives. It is uncl-ear

how teachers will be helped to provide incentives for Students to under-

% take those projects and activities in the minicourses which require a

fair amount of initiative and effort. Without appropriate strategies

and attitudes on the part of the teacher, there would seem to be a

high risk that the Ttudents would transfer to this program the attitudes

that many of them bring to their other courses: that iT1 an effort to

do the least that would eAable them to get by. Thelhtmportant Opportumi-

.
ties these materials present for providfnq many students with their

first-experience in finding joy and satisfaction in the'proctss of

learning would he at risk of being missed, without'the teacher prepara-

tion that'could,serve to reduce this risk.

C

A companion to the teacher preparation activities that are needed would

be a "promotional" program for administrators,- that.would -serve to help

them comprehend the rationale and potential of these approaches. This

need, andthe passible approaches for fulfilling it, are not adequately

discussed in the documents presented for our review.

In sum, it can be said that there is every reason to have a high degree

of optimism for the value and impact of this important program.

Panelist: Mrs. Elaine W. Ledbetter

From the fjrst report on the Callaway Gardens Conference, I have been

excited about the potential impact of this project. This is my first

opportunity to examine ISIS-minicourses. Naturally, I have reviewed in

considerable detail those in chemistry which' is the field I teach. I

have also scanned quite a number of other giinicourses.

As a whole, I like the content'and the approach of these first-draft

versions of the material ,I can see a real opportunity for expanding

the options for high school science students who do not wish to pursue

the traditionAl offerings.

One recommendation I would make to the project staff is to have subject

matter specialists, not concerned with the original writing, to review

each minicourse very carefully to delete as many inaccuracies and errors

as possible. From hearing where the official test sites are located, I

am not atiAll sure that a truly representative group of schools are

included.. For example, are the materials being field-tested in any

rural areas? In inner-city schools? In small towns? To me it seems

Smportant that data be collected-from as divet'se a student population

as possible. 475
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Having had considerable experience with individualized instruction inchemistry, I know the tremendous importance of teacher-training.
Istrongly urge that every effort be made to provide adequate funds forthis phase of the ISIS project. Without proper implementation I feelthat the time, effort and money that have been spent on this project

.will be lergely wasted.

Yanelist:. Mr. Kevin MCMahon

I have very good impressions of the ISIS curriculum as I feel it willserve as the basis of a two-fold learning'experience leading to an
awareness of science and society. An awareness which should be thegoal of a true education:

The ISIS Curriculum is well capable of instructing students.in the
basic concepts of biology, chemistry, andphysics as these concepts,
are presented in the living situations; the situations the-student canide,'ify with. The students are able to intellectually grasp theseconcepts of science.and to understand the relationship of science andtheir lives; and to make application of this understanding. Applicationis most important, and immediate application is a most commendable
feature of ISIS.

The interfacing of science and society is'a theme oethe ISIS curriculum.
For a'people to become aware of this relationship i feel is most.imiprtant,
and ISIS is a starting point. This awareness of sciencesand science andsociety--serves as the basis for making important decisions. The decisionserving to support the well-being of society; decisions which we ;Ire all
responsible to make.,

I recommend that the project staff review the content of the ISIS mini-
courses in order to assure that the social topics are presented in such
a way to provide a balance where opinions differ over those topics. The,project staff should employ a body of non - project persons for this review
and that body be a valid demographic 'representation.

Such review of student reactions I feel is most important'and there is
evidfnce that this has been done. I would hope that the reaction and
opinions of students be a prime consideration in any continuing reviewand revision, if-necessary. The student's education is .the concern.

I say again that I am impressed with the ISIS curriculum and hope thatit will find the support it needs to be available to tchool.s.-

Panelist: Mrs. Mary C. O'Brien

The 1(31S curricul6m, as I see,it, has two valuable uses. Firpht, beCause
of the relevancy of its content (mater`ial) to the student's laily
ederiences, it should have drawing power for that large number of
students, Many of whom have considerable ability, who avoidscience
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because it is "too hard." Secondly, I see the teacher of chemistry,

physics,00r whatever, using these as either supplementary or alternate

materials-4upplementary for the science prone student, alternate for

the average or below student who is required to take,a unit of science

for graduation but finds it hard to cOpe with.present'traditional

offerings. ' In addition,'I believe that because of the high interest

content levelithese minicourses will have drawing power even where

there is no such ,requirement and the student has a choice.

In reviewing the list of minicourses available as of November, 1975, I

noted a high correlation between the choice of topics and the project

objectives -- relevancy to the student's life and interests. During the

work session I examined in some detail four of the modules and found the

content-4nUfesting. and adequate, as it relates toits purpose: Since

I amrnot a scientist by profession I cannot comment on the accuracy

of the content; my positive assessment is based on the high interest

level., (for the student) of the choice of topics. The illustrations too,

for the most part, are germane to the topic, are clear enough for easy

inter'pretation by the student, thereby aiding him in the direction--

o-1-fowing proceSs through the courses.

The streng,h of ISIS is that it lays out an individualized approach to

the teaching of science, using the modular'format. As I see it, the

°student who resisfs4being scheduled into a sciencecourse will not

change unless thee, is a corresponding curriculum change. The

traditional approacholooks too formidable. The minicourse topics,

addressing themselves to pedple and things all about them, to the

social, political, and human aspects of their lives; may have ban'a0eal.

I believe the method is worth trying. There are plus factors for the

teacher, too. ISIS may well be the answer ,to his/her 05ncerns for tne non-

science prone students. Also, the ISIS materials are well "packaged"

coming complete with manuals for teacherp,,and students, a managing

manual, tests, charts, games--to be used optionally, depending on the

goal.

All science courses hav9 built-in values and these are no exception. The

science student searches for the why of tAings; develops an inquiring

mind, 'and becomes more conscious of the world around him. The minicourses,

I think,, link the basic laboratory sciences more closely to their counter-

parts in the field of social and'political science. Energy, for example,

always of interest to the scientist, has social and political,ramifica-

tions for all of us living during this critical period in history. ,There

may be an accusation that we are compromising values implicit in ".pure"

science programs by'abbreviating the process and diluting the content,

but I believe the competent science teacher can identify those who

should take college bound science courses, and can further accept the

fact that'for some, the modular approach (whether with ISIS or other

similar:materials) is the only approach.
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Worries were expressed about the costs for-districts with budget
tions. This, I am sure, is very realistic, but new materials must be
purchased eventually, and at this point consideration should be givento a review of ISIS, or like type materials, in the selection process.
Marketing should not be a problem if the objectives are clearly under-
stood and tiv materials are effectively demonstrated. Teacher
orientation and in-service preparation are essential.

.UnforWnately, we have in our high schools today many students with
minimal reading ability. 'It is -my belief that to motivate this large
number of pupils toward science, we must make a radical departure from
the formal, pedagogical style of teaching science; and adopt a new
style and format, combining the use'of visuals with the phinted word,using "gimmicks" whereappropriate, substituting the question or
inquiry approach for the introductory statement common to most science
textbooks, and above all, speak to the issues that are vital and
interesting to today's_ student. This change is necessary if we wish
to bring to the non-science prone student relevant scientific data thathe can apply, consciously

or unconsciously, to his daily living as he
moves about in this complex world,

Panelist: Dr. Marie Parnell

'The ISIS curriculum projectis a large-scale design which proposes a
totally new and comprehensive three-year science program for the non-
science prone student, in the secondary school. Predicatedon a mini-
course concept dealing with specific interest topics and tailored to
provide individualized instruction and flexible methodology, the
program roposes to expand present traditional science programs beyond
biolog , chemistry, physics and eartW-scfenc-e__The sproject authors are.caref to note that current plans and 'materials are Raf-design-ad_for_
col' ge-bound students who desire to pursue science as a major field
of study.

Strong in 9 commitment to attract students to science-related topics,
the ISIS program will afford teachers the opportunity to develop core
prugramc for that group of learners in a school whq have so long been
neglected-: the so-termed "average student." Existing market materials
for this student in the science area,are minimal to non-existent.
Encouragement, theiefdre, for_ the development of new curriculum material
for the average student has long been needed in the science field. The
variety of new programs available to students-through the use of these
materials by innovative teachers is unlimited and will serve, to augment
existing science programs.

Individualized Ins_tructii:nal programs meet the nee,is --)f a ,egment of
the school population not adaptable to current academic programs. It
shoulu"be'noted, howeuer, that just as traditional pi-ograms do not serve the
interests of all students, neither"do individualized programs. Schools
should meet the special learning needs of all students and thereWOffer
varied instructional programs as well as alternative'course electives.



The applied-science app.roaCh of ISIS extends its use beyond he confines

of present-day science offerings.' The minicourse in foOd pr servat'on,

for instance, could well he incorporated into a foods and a trition

class and the ones on heart attack and keeping fit might serve more

students in prescribed health education classeS'rather than through

elective science offerings. It is this interdi5ciplinary aspect

which broadens the attraction of the program beyond the'scope intended,

by its authors. In fact, the project designers. might reconsider their

initial objectives.

Although there are many positive aspects to the IS* ,program, some

concern must bR given to insure that the attempt t6 deal with the

relevancy of content for today,'s.student might not build in an

obsolescence factor brthe time of the program's implementation. .

This same concern can be expressed in regard to the manner of Content

preparation. Humor, for instance, tends to outdate very rapidly.

Illustrations also date material far more rapidly than written content.

The appeal of the wrapping of apy package is both instant and brief.,

The most important part of the package is what it holds. Students \

know what is in their curricular materials: it's the substance they

want to interest them, not the package. Excessive attention to the -

attractiveness aspect ot the ISIS program could, this reviewer feels, .

impair its.effectiveness.

The satcess Of a curriculum and the impact oliany clasroom strategy

depend upon the teachers involved. New programs that represent

departures from accepted teaching methods and materials must include

the opportunities for intensive teacher preparation. Clasrsi-oom manage-

ment problems with a total ISIS program could prove excessive. Funds

should, therefore, be allocated for teacher preparation prior to any

widespread disseminat4v of the ISIS materials. -It would seem that

projects which propose teacher strategies different from the norm build

into their proposal initially the costs of teacher preparation, since

the materials will be only as effeCtive teacher using them.

For afurther_ strengthening of the ISIS program it is recommended that

a detailed r2.view of, content be executed to minimize to the least

possible degree basic'content errb#s; -Teachers, parents and students

are most critical of materials with overt misinformation. Care should

also be given to insure that topics with social and/or political value,

implications be presented fairly and equally. What may appear instignif-

icant to one geographic sector or affiliated grow) may be highly

offensive to another. he values of programs such as ISIS should not

suffer because some value-laden topics can 4 shown-to have been

presented with bias. ,Critiques from this specific point-of-yiew..

should be sought from groups most likely to show offense.

In the dissemrnotion of materials emphasis should be given to the

supplementary and alternative uses of ISIS material's. This will allciw

fdr a more gradual phasing in of the program, thereby minimizing
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istrictfcost factors and possible teacher and community reaction.
Programs which have been introduced in this manner have tended tO last
16nger and to have greater impact than those that have appeared With
romise of instant revolutionary impact. Additional use should c,e,

,/ stressed rather than replacement value.

Althoughhe need for cience materials aimed at average students has
already been noted, the documentation for this type of need should
perhaps be more extleitive than that noted in the original proposal .ofthis project. A dethiled needs assessment with outside review might
be considered essential for future proposals. What secondary educators.
accept as fact might not be accepted as 'such by the gener,l' public.

Curriculum to be effective at the operational level of the schools
requires constant evaluation and sensitive adaptation to the expressed_
needs of its community. Research and development of curriculum,
therefore, are great.factors in providing both information and materialsto allow for these sensitive're'sponses. It is second only tothe training
of staff.' The (tational Science Foundation should assure both oblige -
Lions for the discipline it represents.

)

Panelist: Mr. Alberelt Powers'

The "big middle" of our student population has been essentially ignored_i_in prior secondary school science curricUlum development projects. ISIS
is, therefore, heartily welcomed as aTromising effort toward accommo-
dating the needs of many who fall within this category.

There are .large numbers of students who can be served best by shbrt,
exploratory excursions into a 'variety.of science topics, rather than
extensive study of Only two Or three during their secondary school years.It is for this group-that' I would recommend these materials.

The wide choice of topics; flexibility in sequence, and minimal demand
_upon facilities and equipment are positive facets of the program. It is
a well accepter' premise in learning theory that students internalize
material best when they are,able tp relate it to real personal experiences.The flexibility and context of ISI'S maieimize the likelihood. that this
connection established.

.
The strengthening of study is an essential goal in the educationof all youth.' By mandating that each student undergo self-evaluation
and goal determinetiA followed by pursuance of, a carefully prepared
instructional sequence, ISIS may become a significanticontributor to this s.cause. It does fall short;-hoa6ler, in, its encouragdm4nt of informs oh
retrieval skills and strengthening in this regard is strongly urg

An effective choice of topics and the determination'of the depth ill
Ao 4"

.

which each ,is pursued require a carefa assessment of student interest
andP.ability.by student, parent and teacharA.This proc6ss is commendable
for it encourages a ievel.of.comviunica.tion aiitonn these parties which is. 9allf.too often totally l ,,alking. In 'addition'oneyould tend to twig more,

, .
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confidence in an assessment made jointly by these parties than in one

rendered solely by the teachers.

The validity of individualized instruction is challenged frequently.

Too often, this approach is impleniented improperly with inadequate

materials and management systems: It is not uncommon for this

instructional approach to be.confused with independent study which

involves freeing Istutlent to pursue his own interests. Individualized

instruction,---Stsft forth by ISIS, is a'highly structured instructional

mode with the student at its pivot point.

Proper implementation is a must. At a minimum, this mill reoir6 the

following: .

a), Parent/student awareness of the-prOgraffils format and, oals

must be developed priv. to voluntary enrollment.

b) An ongoing Lasses'sment of each students goal must be('

cOnducted'aind accompanied-bi adjustments in both the',

selection of minicourses and the depth', in which they are

pursued.'

, c) A well - constructed system must bedesiqned for managing

and monit ring both student progfns and use of facilities.
,

\

d) Thorough eacher training must.be Provided in the methods,

skills an Attittsdes necessary for the implementation Of

a), b)ca
;
d ci. '

1

Failure to includeany single paraMeter listed above will seriously

jeopardize the value and impact of ISIS: Omission of item d) could

deliver a lethal blow to the program.

In addition to the issue of'implementation, it is hoped that serious

consideration will be given to developing,a mechanism for "perpetual"

r.epvaluatton,, rev sion or deletion'of "old" minipurses and 'development

or new, contempora y materials as the need ,dictate.

Panelist: Dr. Now rd Stein

In 'reviewing the ISIS project our panel ker'haps inevitably ,cpanded

some questions to -.global scale. It has become obvious to me that

this attempt to se rob for the ideal and, more importantly to measure

the prospects and sutcomes of government policy aga.insethe ideal has

but limited value. We liNib and operate in the real 44orild in which

practical, restrain s make even appnqaching the ideal iMpossible.

.
. 1

AS our review gain'd momentum all of us discovered errors in factual

materials, unrealistic expectations,
inappeopriatenesS in the organiza-:

lion of th4 projeCtt, and other matters which elicited suspicion and '
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\concern over the project as a concept and over the course of its
progress. After a great deal of free-ranging and frank discussion
and after uncovering much information from each other, from NSF, and
from Dr. Burkman, thespanel became aware of explanations which are not
all evident on cursory examination of the documentation. To a greater
extent than I expected practfca,restraints channeled events and caused
problems which I had believed initially to be attributable to faults of
p

the management and operation.of the roject.

-tt
As a case in point, the demanding calend4r--4114elhrequired-stnuttaneously
producing many minicourses to meet an absolute deadline resulted in
'some mistakes which I consider inevitable under the circumstances.

I am ,particular Y heartened by evidence that the project management has
modified its n us operandi and even its list-of minicourses.- Thissign of resp iveness to.feedback reflects a managerial attitude and
sensitivity Wti A is admirable.

There are, ho'Srer, more errors in the draft materials than
I am willingto accept. Th refore, I wish to underscore the panel's recommendation

that the process,or finding factual errors be 'strengthened.

gy Many of the ISIS booklets contain a foreword dated August 19 4.
Although I do,not disagree with its content, I question the wi dom of
giving students and. possibly parents a statement which-flatly ccusesthe pre-ISIS instructional materials of being,Onadequat_e_ --

The potential use of ISIS materials for adult leducation is well worth
developing. Suc,ii development can bd-encouraged easily by planting the
idea in the.mind of teachers and school administrators as an addendum
to teachers manu Is,-advertisements,'a_ the like. Overall, I am
positively impre sed with the ISIS program, and I anticipate a consider-,-able degree of s cc6s.s.'

4

Panelist: Dr. R ger K.,,Wangen
I

r
--7------As a kindergarte through four-year undergraduate state-wide social

studies specials t, one of my primary roles is to meet the curricular

i

needs-of 20,000 Ocial studies teachers in Minnesota. individualized
Science InStructional_Systeili-44SIS) is an alternative that will be
widely receive-orby teachers who are. attempting to meet the individual
diverse needs oftheir students and parents. Schools' that offer only
single means to ;educational ends can't meet the needs'of diverse
learners.

The exciting dimensiows-Haf- the ISIS'materials can meet individual and
societal needs not previouSly,attempted by curricular developers. This
design will improve the

sLience-litowy-Tirii6ncollegiate science majors, who in many cases do not studv, high school sdience: ThP,50 minicourses
(two to three weeks long) wilt increase the student science interest and
promote more taking of riskS than previous year long formal courise7.
provided.
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The design includes core assignHents for 311 to accomplish followed by
excursion activities for some and advanced activities for others. These

advanced activities allow the noncolleqiate science lajor to attempt

to accomplish these advanced activities and actually gather data as to
whether he or' she is capable of collegiate science acnievement. This

is really innovative.

The ISIS materials will introduce and reinforce basic study skills that
will make great contributions for general literacy. The shills of

. identifying, clarifying,and stating a problem and identifying alterna-
tive solutions is a major skill needed by citizens in our dynamic

democratic society. The skills of gathering, organizing, evaluating,
sand reporting information for purposes of clarifying issues and solving
problems is ever present'in the materials and will make an important

contribution to general literacy.

The diversity of important topics that in many cases reflect global
conflict is a real strength of PSIS. improving awareness of national
and global problems will assist in present and future citizen decision
making.

The opportunity for students to self:Taco will enable students to develop
and practice the skills of self-motivation, self-direction, and self-
control.

-ISIS materials will contribute to the global need for humankind to,
identify and clarify values which can then serve as criteria for
evaluating one's behaviors for congruence and when incongruities are
identified plans for correction are-designed, implemented, and evaluated.

In conclusion, I think Congress has a responsibility to meet the
national educational neods that local educational agencies, state
agencies, higher educational agencies and publishers have demonstrated
inability to meet. "Ji

I concur with the re,ommondation 1 of the "Report of the Science
Curriculu,1 Im;Ilerlentation Review Group to the Chairman, Committee on

Yience arld Technology, U.S. house of Representatives, October 1, 1975"
inich recommended "...that the NSF continue pre-college science cuir/culum

activities
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D. 18. a: BICP: NSF Descriptive Information

PROJECT TITLE: The Biomedical Interdisciplinary Curriculum Project (Bid)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Dr. Leonard A. Hughes

INSTITUTION: California Committee on Regional Medical Programs

BUDGET: Total_Granted: $1,587,359

Dates: 4/1/72 - Present

$ROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education Improvement
1

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: BICP is developing an interdisciplinary two-year
curriculum for 11th and 12th grade students of average abilit-4,
and abo've to motivate, and prepare them for entry into a variety
of.post- secondary programs leading to future careers in the
medical and health-care fields.

PROJECT SUMMARY

BICP's continuing object-in' has been the development of a specialized, two-
year curriculum for the junior and senior years of high school. The major
purpose of this curriculum is to prepare and motivate students for entry
into any one of a variety of programs beyond high school that would eventually
lead to careers in the health-care field. Throughout the curriculum,
students are made award of health-career opportunities, the paths of entry
into these careers and the skills and responsibilities associated with them.

DESCRIPTION:

The curriculum is designed to occupy four classroom periods each day for
the full two years. Two of these periods are devoted to biomedical science,
one to mathematics and one to social science. Thus, three teachers are
involved, with each teaching his own specialty; but because of an inter-
disciplinary emphasis built into the curriculum, teachers must also he
committed to drawing upon and supporting common educational goals. 1any
interdisciplinary activities are specified and elaborated within the program
and call for coordination among teachers if the goals aP to be met. In
addition to this interdisciplinary aspect, a special effort has been made
to stress the application of skills and concepts and, in this application,
to utilize eAemplary material frorr the field of hyalLh and medicine wherever
possible.

The Bioscience Conrw

Within the bioscienf,e course, basic concept' in (henktry,.phnif;
physiology are presented in the context of health and ypdital problepls.
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Students beCome involved in the investigation of fundamental physiological

and biochemical processes. Additionally, they are exposed to procedures

drawn from laboratory and clinical medicine as well as to concepts and

procedures in computer science. An important goal of the science course is

to let the laboratory activity carry the burden of teaching by actively

involving the students. The Biomedical Instrumentation Package (BIP), to

be described later, plays an important role in giving the student an op-

portunity to participate in laboratory work that under most conditions

would be presented only as a demonstration in a high school laboratory,

or would not be presented at all.

The Mathematics Course

The math portion of the curriculum approximates the standard college-prep '

program in that it devotes attention'to linear, quadratic, exponential and

trigonometric functions. Significant attention is also given to such

topics as error analysis, statistics, symbolic logic, dimensional algebra

and linear programming.

As in the science course, perhapsthemost important way in which this

course differs from standard courses is in its emphasis on applied problems.

Most problems are drawn from the various areas of science. In addition, a

significant portion of the course is devoted to the analysis and generaliza-

tion of data collected by the students in the science laboratory. On an

interdisciplinary level, for example, the development in math of symbolic

logic is subsequently applied when students become involved in the logic

of computer operation in the science laboratory.
P.

The Social Science Course .

The social, science course complements bioscience by giving students, the

opportunity to explore the societal and cultural dimensions of health,

disease and health-care delivery. A basic objective of this course is

to equip students with the tools for analyzing and understanding the

ways in which a sociocultural system can both direc,tly and more subtly

affect the health status of those within its domain of influence.

StUdents are exposed to selected concepts and skills drawn from a variety

of traditional disciplines--sociology, anthropology, political science,

etc. They then apply these to health - related social problems. For

example, they examine nutritional practices (and their effects) as they

are determined and perpetuated by systems of beliefs and values, i.e.,

cultures. And, on the interdisciplinary level, a social analysis of

dietary practices is complemented by nutritional studies being carried

out simultaneously in the science lab.

UTILIZATION

In the fall of 1975, a high school in the Oakland, California school

system will begin teaching the revised version of the curriculum on a

demonstration basis. At this school and at project headquarters in

Berkeley, will be offered workshops for potential users of the

curriculum and for those who are in a positon to introduce it to others.
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Also beginning in the fall of 1975, the revised version of the curriculum
will be taught in eight to ten high schools In the Detroit, Michigan
school system.

HISTORY

BICP Was conceived in recognition of 'a well-documented Critical health
and manpower shortage that exists today and is expected to exist into
the foreseeable future. This national problem was pointed out initially
in the 1967-68 Carnegie,Study on.health manpower needs. The BICP goal is
to develop an eleventh and twelfth grade curriculum which will motivate
and prepare students for entry into various higher education programs'
relating to careers in medical and health fields. 1

PERSONNEL:
p

JDr. Leonard Hughes, Proje Dire or ,,Dr. Ronald Linder, Project inator
Glenn Hoijsh, Editorial Coordinator

.

Dr. Allen Vegotsky, Coordinator, Science Curriculum Development
Michael Weiner, Associate, Science Curriculum Development
Glenna Gerard, Assistant, Science Curriculum Development
Robert Ziegler, Supplies & Lab Manager/Writing Assistant
John Hanshew, Coordinator, Mathematics Curriculum Development
Dr. Richard Eckel, Associate, Mathematics Curriculum Developmnet
Dr. William Hering, Jr., Coordinator, Social.Science Curriculum Development
Arnold Seibel, Associate, Social Science Curriculum Development

(
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t0
D. 18. b: BICP (Panels 4 and 5): Project Director's Response to

10 Review Questions

NSF Staff Note: The project director for the Biomedical Interdisciplinary
Curriculum Project responded in the somewhat different

format below.

INTRODUCTION

This statement includes material written fpr the use of panelists who will

be reviewing the Biomedical Interdisciplinary Curriculum Project (BICP).

Therefore, section headings correspond to similar headings included in

the set of ten questions assigned Ahe panels by thy' NSF. This statement

is not intended to be an apologia for the curriculum materials produced by

B1CP; we know that those materials ought to be judged by their own merits.

It is intended to supplement those materials by providing panelists with

knowledge we ha-ve gained as a result of the development process, and to

offer our impressions with regard to the questions raised by the Founda-

tion

NEED, RATIONALE, AND PURPOSE

Health encompasses a dynamic network of interrelated life systems. It

can be defined and promoted only by integrdting the views of many disci-

plines. The"World Health Organization has redefined health as "not

merely the absence of disease and infirmity, but the complete social,

physical and mental well-being of the individual." At the time this

new definition was adopted, optimal health appeared attairlab4lethrough

the contributions of science and technology. Unfortunately, this hope

was premature.. Rather tMan approaching "complete...well-being" we are

currently experiencing a resurgence of several diseases of*the past

and adding to a growing list of new health problems. Many current health

problems result from inappropriate applications of science and technology;

others are consequences of social conditions, such as the rapidity of

culture change to which we are now trying desperately to adjust. More-

over, the measures needed to both ameliorate long-standing health problems

and prevent new ones are often pre-empted by conflicting values and actions

providing short-term material gains at the expense of.lang-term human

loss.

We all have a vote in shaping the future world. If that world is to be

healthy, we must equip our future decision-makers to foresee the impact

of applied science and technology on humanity and to realize the limita-

tions of science and technology as sources of solutions for human problems.

A commitment to values which support an interdisciplinary view of man

and his environment is essential to attaininran ecological balance and

to achieving optimal levels of health.

Commensurate with those values intrinsic 6 the Biomedical Curriculum

which supports an interdisciplinary view of man and his environment is

the long-range cost benefit of the BICP to the Federal Government and

the Ameriqan people. Increasing demands for health manpower and gainful

employment are highly compatible, current national priorities. In a time
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of widespread economic hardship, it is imperative that we support
those edw.ational programs which offer. a viable alternative to edu=
cat4g people for job markets that may not exist.

From all indications, the health manpower shortage will continue to
grow in the foreseeable future- Health care now accounts for nearly
eight per cent of the gross national product les compared with only four
per cent fifteen years.ago. In 1970, there were 4.4 million workers
ira the health field. In 1980, this figure is projected to be approxi-
mately 6.4 million. The health care work force is increasing by a
yearly rate of 200,000, which does not reflect the number of new
personnel required each year to replace those who retire or leave the
field for other reasons.

The BICP materials are being developed as a response to the need for a
holistic view of health; the critical shortagc. of health manpower, Vhe
growing requirement for health information, and the necessity to bridge
the potential conflict of technology and humanity. BICP materials are
intended to help future health professionals successfully encounter issues .

critical to improving the quality of life through better health. These
issues are not solely the concern of health care workers, and the BICP
materials are written with that fact in mind'. A stucient who completes
the Biomedical Curriculum in high school will probably enter a college
or vocationarprogram leading to a career in health. Those who do not
pursue a health related career goal will still have the advantage of
an interdisciplinary experience that should be of use in any other
vocational pursuit.

What is the specific nature of that interdisciplinary experience? There
are two basic types of interdisciplinary curriculum: the problbm or
topic centered approach, in which knowledge and skills from several
disci lines are brought to bear upon a single topic 6r'prohlem ofconcern
and the subject matter centered approach in which several disciplines are
studied--not necessarily at the same time- -and then related to a particular
topic. Because the BICP Curriculum consists of three separate courses
each type of interdisciplinary study is included.

Students are enrolled in three courses (two periods of science and one
each of math and social science). Within each of these courses a topic-
centered approach is used. In social science, for example, students do
not study sociology, or political science, or economics. They study
topics which vary,i.n the degree to which they draw upon knowledge from
these and other disciplines for understanding. The same is true of the'
science and math courses.

Between the three courses the approach is more often subjPct-centered.
St,IdPnts study the same general topic, such as population and vrieti,.:s,
in more than one course. For example, in Unit II of science they learn
to conuct an analysis of diets; in Unit II of social science they eyalu-
dt0 the diets of selected cultures they are studying; and in Unit II of
mJthomat4rs they learn linear programming to get the most fi'om their
nutritional dollars.
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The grounds for a top.ic- centered approach (bringing the knowledge of

several disciplines to bear upon a single topic at one time)63re well

knoKn. Important topics are seldoreunderstandable from the perspective

of a single discipline. This is a compelling argument, but BICP does

not restrict itself to this approach for other, equally compelling

reasons. Because students are enrolled in three courses, they have

three instructor .
Few social science teachers are able .to instruct

in science or math, and vice-versa. The structure of the school and,

the exigencies of budgets seldom allow obe aggregate of thirty students

to have access to three teachers for four hours (at the expense of-

other students in the school). And because school schedules are 'subject

to daily changes, it is difficult to insure that three teachers will be ,

able to maintain an exact, day-by-day schedule. -Therefore, teachers

are not expected to maintain a topic: entered approach throughout the

.curriculum. . _

43

We hope panelists will keep this in mind as they review the materials.

We have attempted toeffect an interdisciplinary approach while allowing

for the more typical school schedule demands to intervene. The materials

are presented as three separate yet interrelated courses. Each course is

intended to be taught (,,er a two year period, usually the eleventh and

twelfth grades of a stuo;it's education.' Each course has its own struc-

ture, and each course has relationships with other nurses. The relation-

ships are dissimilar in emphasis. (See "The BICP, Model"below.)

The BICP Model

4 8
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COURSE CONTENT
41

The various fields of study contained within each separate course are
indicated in Tables II, IV; and VI. Unit titles for each course (which
provide some clues as to course content) are included in Tables I, III,
and V.

BIOMLUICAL MATHLMAT1CS

TABLE I: UNIT TITLLS

Unit No. Unit Title It J.

lEAR ONE

1 Measurement
, linear .Funct ions and Dimensional 11gebia11

Uncertainti, lectors and Chi Squire
111 Theoretical and Applied Quadratics'

YLAR Th0

1V Symtiolic Logic,
,,,.

1 lriOnometrc
11 The Binomial Theorem and Gcnetic -111 , introduction to Differential

Calculus1111 Lxponcnts and Logarithms

The Uniqueness- of the biomedical mathematics course lies less in the con-
, cepts presented than in its approach to the subject matter. ,Traditional

mathematical skills.are developed throughout the curriculum by means of
specific biomedical applications. Lesson 'sequences both parallel the
content of the science course and maintain their own integrity in the
development of mathematical concepts, progressing from the simple to
the complex, Course content is similar to the standard eleventh- and
twelfth-grade cpllege preparatory mathematics courses in its coverage
of linear, quadratic, exponential and trigonometric functions but is not /
as comprehensive in its coverage. Content areas such as error analysis
and statistics not traditionally taught in high school mathematics
programs are also included. Traditional mathematicscoroblems seldom
encountered outside the classroom (e.g., "If Jay is twice as old as Jon,
but only half as...") are replaced by practical health problems. Students
are not only more receptive to learning new mathematical technique5 for
which there Are practical applications but their ability to recall them
is equally improved. .

TABLE II: PIRCINT OF SIIRlICE F1FLD
COVENT IN BIOMLUICAL MAIHLMAUCS

Percent
Subject Field

Linear Functions
17%

Trigonometric Functions 12%
Statistics

11%
Quadratic Functions

10%
Binomial Theorem

9%
Exponents and Logarithms At
Vectors

8t
Measurement and Error 8%
Differential Calculus 7%
Complex Numbers 3%
Symbolic 477 3%
MiscellaneAs

3%
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BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE

0

1-

The biomedical science course contributes a broad range of health problems

and issues (e.g., trauma, lung disease, drug abuse and..malnutrition) appro-

priatefor mathematiCal applications. The mathematics course reciprocates

by equipping students with the mathematical skills essential to success

in the science course. Themost obviousinterdisciplinary contributions
of thg mathematics course are to the science course, whereas ties such

as in chi square between the mathematics course and the social, science

course are more tubtle

In the science curriculum, human anatomy and physiology (201 provide a

framework qf physiological systems which ties the course together (set'

Table IV): Although-the unit titles appear to be exclusively physiological,

the actual content is far more comprehensive. In each unit, the health

and medical aspects of a topic are given extensive consideration with /

appropriate treatment of relates 6hemiCal and physical concepts. Thro60

the extensive use of laboratory activities, stress is placed on learning-

by-doing. The theoretical concepts of many disciplines are applied in

laboratory exercises that touch upon personal and community health problems.

Many of these exercises simulate the work of certain health profesionals.

f'

4

p.

43D
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TABLEIII: UNIT TITLES AND COURSE CONTENT
OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE A

Unit No. Unit Title
Course Content

YEAR ONE

a1 .. Respiration in Healtg
Anatomy, physiology and pathology of the ,and Medicine
respiratory system; the behavior of gases;
introductory chemistry; aiT pollution.

II Nutrition In:Health
Anatomy, physiology and pathology of theand Medicine
digestive system;. chemistry and biochemistry

di of foods; dietary
deficiencies;,energy

storage and utilization;
the optimal diet;

dental health and disease.
Ill TheTransport System Anatomy, physiOlogy and pathology of the

circulatory and excretory systems; the
blood vessels, the blood, and the immune'
system; some fundamentals of electricity.

.j
YEAR IWO

IV Sensory Systems
Anatomi, physiology ansl pathology of t'e
sensory systems; introduction to the physics
of sound and light; introduction to com-
puter activities.,

V 1. The Central Nervous
Anatomy, .physiology and pathology of theSystem
central nervous system; more computer science.

4

a

1R

i: Pharmacology
Selection and application of drugs, habi-
tuation and addiction; placebo effect.

VI Trauma and the.usculo-
Anatomy, physiology and path; Logy bf theskeletal Sytem
musculoskeletal system; ";ewtonia.n physics
as related to accidents and trauma, e'.eet
of trauma on the

mnsculoskeletal s)stem.
VII ReproduLttord

Anatomy, physiology and patholog) ot thGenetics
reproductive system: cell division; r-st
birth defects; regulation of family -i-e;
venereal disrasr;

gonetic,, molorqlat
biology; natural seleCt ion:. Opulation,

1141 Pattern,. of ht cease
Investigation of selected health topic,and hays of tile by career interets r itb broad inti1J1,i..i-
plinaiy application.,
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. TABLE VI: PERCENT OF SUBJECT FIELD CONTENT;

IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE

Subject Held

JAAatomy and Physiology
Laboratory Medicine

*
Physics
teneral Chemistry

Biochemistry
Clinical Medicine
General Organlc Chemistry

Computer icnce

General Rio gy

Miscellineous ,

Percent

kO%

14%
12%

£ 11%

10%

410%
'7%

6%

S%
5% 6:

BIOMEDICAL SOCIAL 5

The biomedical social science course emphasizes process over content and

inquiry in place of didactic instruction.
Students axe taught a wiety

of concepts.and skills drawn froM several of t4 social scienrces...dat are 4

particularly usefkll to dealing with the socia i, psychological and humanistic

implications of relevant health problems 2nd Nsues.
.

0

4 1

TABLE V: UNIT TITLES AND COURSE CONTENT ,

OF BIOMEDICAL SOCIAL SCIENCE

.4

Unit No. Unit Title Course:Content

SEAR ONE - '
.

. _,_..,r ?m

1 Health and S6ciety: Basic Dimensions of health; levels of analysis;

Social Science Inquiry in points of view; methods of inquiry.

,to Health-Related Problems

iI Health, Culture and
Ethnocentrism; cross-cult1031 analyses;

Environment
culture and nutrition; culture and health.

Ill Introduction to Political 'Political decision-m4kialg
in formal and in-

/Decision-Making
formal organizations; goal conflicts an

A ,
decision-making.; the legislative procc*5.

liAR TWO
IV What Affects Human

BehaKior'

Value clarification, atttitude formation,

oups; soc;al norms,

V Allocation of Health Societal t
itut ions ;, healt h-cai c ,,%,,tcris

Resources
and the indtvii 1,. alternative hCalth-care

i

,
systerw; economic dImetn4lons of resource

allpcatiop. ..

' VI

VII

Intellectual Development

Popnlatton Grm.th and

CenetIcc

The Future of Health

Delivery

Cognitive.gm%th and moral tievolopment.

National and 1,16haI prrvcctics on 1,opnlatlon

gro.th; factors infhlrycirtt.popu'Irion virmth'

genetic engineering; genetic counseling.

Epidemiology, social consequences of development

In health-care
deliverit; citizen participation

in affecting health-care
delivery.
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**Political science (201..and vciology (204).a re the fields of study'that
contribute the.greatest amounl of content to the social science course
(see TableVI): The curriculum, ocuses on current health problems
(e.g., 'coronary heart disease, malnutrition and 'drug fidiction) which
require for their solution an understanding of the individual and his
relationship to fhef social milieu in addition to basic science. Among
the many'problem-solving Pesources,proOded% students are,taught the
fundamentals ofAfiesearch methodology (sampl4ng, questionnatre. construc-
tion, participant observation and reporting), political efficacy (identi-
fying problem areas And applying proposed actions),.and2valbe clarifi-
cation.

In short, the social science coursepresents alarge bodynof knowledge
that*is essential to health\professi9nals and community decision-makers:' in the preventiom and treatmnt of disease.

TABLE VI: PERCF,NT OF'SUBJECT 171E1.0 CONTENT
IN BIOMEDICAL SOCIAL SCIENCE ,

.

Sq.ject Field . Percent

PolitiCal Science . 20i
Sociology 20%
Anthropology 15%
Economics .., 15%
MethodOlogy -7 -,,

10% ..

Social Psychology. 10% .

Epistemology - 55 )

Psychology ', ,s%

. .
: )'

. .

.

.

In each of he-three courses, 'udelltsare confronted with health- related
. problems that ire interdis Plinary solutions. These interdi5giplinary*

learning experinces should prove invaluable to students as- members ofd
: rapidly changing society and as future health-care professionals.

The BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE (DIP)
..

The BIP is an integral part orthe Biomedital Curriculum. It is, a low-costt,
versatile, rugged electronic device developed to provide a wide range of.
laboratory measurements relevant to understanding sound, ele.ctricitj and bio-0 electric phenomena. Also, it is used to perfbrm such mea urwents as currerit,
voltage, resistance, tempera.ture and pH. Among the BIP,a plthations are

.

electrocardiography, electroencephalojraphy, colorimetry, turbidimetry,psine
. waves, squ-are wdves, tearing testing,,,electrophbresis, electroplating and. "-

computer science. The BIP has made it possible to implement laboratory
sequences heretofore not accessible to most-high schools because of.pro-,
hibitive costs and. the lack of suitable equipment. (See the BJP diagram

4 on thp following page.)

4 9
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THE BIOMEDICAL PRACTICUM

A major goal of the Biomedical Curriculum is to acquaint students with a

variety of health careers. In addition, a Biomedical Summer Practicum has

been designed to provide a learning-by-doing introduction to a variety

of health careers and health-care settings. Students apply skills acquired

in the classroom and laboratory to actual work tasks within career situ-

ations. From these experiences, the intellectual and emotional demands

of-ti particular health career become apparent to the students. They

spend five weeks on the job with health-care practitioners and two weeks

in orientation and follow-up activities. One week is devoted to each

of three student-selected health careers and two weeks to the career of

greatest interest to them. A daily journal of work experiences is main-

tained by all practicum students. The journal entries are important

sources of discussion during weekly group meetings. For each of their

career trials, students receive training requirements, working conditions,

salary ranges and job descriptions. Students are assigned to a health

practitiow who acts as their supervisor-teacher while the' Biomedical

teacher assumes the role of "roving facilitator," through weekly career

site visits and group discussions.

An evaluation of the trial practicum, conducted by our health careers co-

ordinator, in three Bay Area high schools-during the.summer of 1974 pro-

duced highly favorable results. A Biomedical Practicum Guide is being

developed to assist teachers in providing such meaningful career experiences

for their students.
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EDUCATIONAL SOUNDNESS AND SCIENTIFIC ACCURACY

The best test of educational sounkess is found in the degree to which
the materials are successful as a preparation for the future and the
-degree to which they are accepted by students and teachers. By examining
the r_terials, panelists will. be able to evaluate, based upon their own
ex erjss,tbe.,p.eiagieDgical -quart -of the material-5: Me, -have spent LIM-
siderable time and effort in developing materials that are appropriate for
eleventh- and twelfth-grade students. The instructor's manual that ac-
companies each unit will provide panelists with examples of how the
materials have been structured to be of inherent interest and teach-
ability. Staff writers have considerable teaching experience, and theyhave been fortunate in the degree to which they have had access to
feedback from teachers who are using the.materials. This process of
teacher feedback is continuing, and four Biomedical teachers are part-
time members of the staff. The nature of responses we have had from
students and teachers supports the educational soundness and scientific
accuracy of the curriculum.

In order to help insure accuracy, the writing staff has sought the
advice of consultants at many points in the development of the materials.
The writing staff of each course includes a Ph.D. in a subject field,
the director of the project is a physician, and the project coordinator
is a health educator. These persons meet regularly (at least once a
week) to review all materials produced before they are releaSed to
Schools. Nevertheless, inaccurate statements or presentations, may still
be present in certain parts of the curriculum. The best test of scientific
accuracy lies with critical examination of the materials by panelists
knowledgeable in the subject areas.

IMPLEMENTATION AND MARKETING

The Biomedical Curriculum assumes four class periods each day for two
school years. Due to the'abundance of laboratory activities, bio-
medical science occupies two class periods, whereas mathematics and social
science each meet for one class period daily. Variations of this theme
are possible. Some school administrators have elected to offer one and
a half years of social science to enable their students to take other
courses. Other educators have combined the mathematics and science
courses in a ihree-hour block and used a team teaching approach.

A successful two-year field trial of the BICP package in six California
high schools was completed during June 1975. These trial experiences
provided feedback essential for revision of the curriculum, which is
currently being implemented in seven Detroit public high schools and
eight California high schools.

Marketing a new curriculum package such as ours is contingent, in part,
upon prior iiplcmentation. Following the curtailment of NSF impleme-
tion fund; for '976, we developed a contingency implementation plan.
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TABLE VII

Current and Projected Biomedical Courses
by State/City and School

State/City School

Number of Schools Teaching
Biomed Curriculum

Fall 1975
(Current)

Fall 1976
(Projected)

Total

ARIZONA
Tempe

ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA

'(Health education pilot program)
1-2

5-10
1-2

5-10

Albany Albany High School I I

Concord Mt. Diablo High School

Davis * 1-4 1-4

Fremont Amerrcan hio School 1

Fresno Fresno High School 1

La Mesa Helix High School 1 2

Los Angeles * 6-12 6-12

Newport Beach Newport Harbor High School 2 2

Oakland Oakland High School 1 1

Palo Alto * 1-2 1-2

Petaluma Petaluma High'School 1

Pleasant Hill College Park High School

Sacramento * 2 2

San Diego San Diego High School 1 1

San Francisco * 1-2 1-2

San Jose * 4-6

San ec Sequoia 'Nigh School

Santa a Santa Rosa High School 1-2 1-2

Travis A Base Trails School District 1 1

HAWAII

Honolulu 1-2 1-2

INDIANA
Indianapolis Howe High School 1 1

* 1-2 1-2

MICHIGAN
Detroit Cody, Martin Luther King,

Chadsey, Southeastern, Cooley,
Northwestern, Western

7

MISSOURI
Kansas City * 2-3 2-3

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis A 1-2 1-2

NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh * 1-3 1-3

OREGON
Portland * 2-5 2-5

TEXAS
San Antonio * 2-3 2-3

WASHINGTON
Olympia 1-2 I-?

Seattle
Tacoma

*

A

2-4

1-2

2-4

1-2

OTHERS (Including Northern Calif. 10-15 10-15

TOTALS I 15 53-92 68-101

* Undetermined -
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.The plan is both simple and ambitious. The goal is to have at least fifty
Biomedical Programs in operation, primarily on the West Coast of the
United States, by Fall 1976. (See Table VII, Current and Projected Bic).-
medical Courses by State/City and School.) Since we built into the
;curriculum pac:kage a set of instructor's manuals, the pre-service and in-
service training requirements for implementation are minimal. In fact,
three Califoria high schools accomplished a successful self-direCted
implementatiO with merely one day of orientation from our staff.

. Therefore, we believe our current implementation goal is possible by
-carefully-exiumitml our limited implementation resources over the next
year. Although theoretically not the mosteducationally sound approach,
the results'are excellent thus far for such a small investment.

Although thin suspension of the BICP national implementation plan did in-
deed adversely affect the interests of several of our twenty university
representatives throughout the country, we continue to receive enthusiastic
support. Several prospective dissemination and implementation center
applicants (Arkansas, Missouri, Arizona, Teaxas, Inciiana and North Carolina)
are seeking alternate funding to implement the Biomedical Curriculum. For
example, educators in North Carolina and Arkansas are interested in a
statewide implementation effort funded by local private and public funds.

-To maximize our limited resources for outreach activities, educators
throughout the United States will have an opportunity to review the
Biomedical Curriculum by attending one of three informational workshops,
which will be held in Oakland during the Spring of 1976. The Oakland
High School BICP demonstration site will provide an opportunity for ob-
servations and discussions related to all aspects of the curriculum with
students, teachers and administrators.

By developing an implementation manual and establishing a market base of
fifty Biomedical Courses by Fall 1976, our ability to acquire a publisher
among the following interested houses should be enhanced:

Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Benziger, Bruce and Glencoe, Inc.
Dobbs-Merrill Company
W. H. Freeman & Company
Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.
D. C. Heath and Company
Houghton Mifflin Company

Learning..Realities, Inc.
Random House, Inc.
W. B. Saunders Company

Westinghouse Learning Corporation

A proposal was being developed to evaluate the entire BICP in conjunction
with our aborted national implementation effort. In the absence of
supportive data obtained through a prescribed evaluation design, we
strongly recoinn that an independent comprehensive evaluation of th0
Plc)) be condi Pd in the near future. Nevertheless, 85 percent of those
students in seven high schools who completed the initial two-year t-ial
of the curriculum are currently attending colleges or universities.
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MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

Table VIII represents the current organizaticinal structure of `the BICP,
which is administered by the California Committee on Regional Medical
Programs. The.primary mission of the project, at this time is to revise
the trial curriculum. Prior to establishing the Revision Advisory
Committee (RAC), a/series of assessment meetings were held in the latespring of 1975 to evaluate the trial package and obtain suggestions forrevision and further implementation. In advance of the scheduled
meetings,-the teacher teams (math, science and social science) in eachof the high schools prepared a position paper on their two-year BIP
trial experiences. Also, questionnaires were disseminated to all trialteachers and their students to evaluate specific parts of the two-year
curriculum package. Our staff received copies of the position papers
and the results of the questionnaires prior to the meetings so that a
more detailed analysis of the results could be accomplished.

Students' questionnaire responses often reflected their teachers' atti-tudes, which were generally favorable, notwithstanding many suggestions
for improving the curriculum. A recurrent statement made by the teachers
throughout each of the evaluation meetings was that teamwork is an im-
portant ingredient to a successful Biomedical Program. \One of our mathe-
matics teachers said, "The real educational significance' of the Biomedical
Curriculum is that it simply teaches students how to solve problems.If you vt a class of Biomedical students in one room'and a class of
other students in another room with thesame problem to solve, the
Biomedical class will'solve it much fast r," Detailed guidelines for
revising the trial-version of the curriculum were generated by the
questionnaire results, the position. papers, and our meetings with the
trial teachers and selected publishing representatives.

The BICP revision process (see Table IX) was established to apply those
guidelines generated from accumulated reports over the two-year trial and
the final assessment meetings. A critical component of the process is
the Revision Advisory Committee (RAC), composed of key persons within
the curriculum development and implementation phase of the project.

The process has proved successful in providing a systematic plan of im-
proved curriculum, which is being revised in a true interdiscil,linarymanner.

COST OF THE BICP PACKAGE

The cost, of a new curriculum is an increasingly
important considerationfor educational dicision,makers. Nevertheless, the total benefits of

new curricula to the students and the community are equally imporCant in
the decision-making process.

All instructional' material, including texts, BIP's, computer components
and laboratery supplies for thirty students over a six-year period will
range from S23 to S26 per, student year for all three course; (see Table X).
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With two Biomedical Courses of thirty.students each in the same school,

one beginning-in the first year and the other in the second year,

whereby hardware can be easily shared, the cost can be reduce& to $16

to $18 per student year over six years. Further cost savings can be

achieved through centralized purchasing, intra-school sharing of hard-

ware, modification of certain laboratory activities, and outside

supplemental funding (e.g., local, state and federal).
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Individual opinions:

Yes--Pass, unconditional
(unanimous)

.1 Iona
(person opposed must
submit, in writing
to the chairman, ,

constructive
criticism for
conditional pass)

No---Person opposed
must submit, in
writing to the
chairman, con-
structive
criticism

TABLE IX

BICP REVISION PROCESS

PROJECT

_DIRECTOR

1

COPY EDITORS
Glenn Housh
Skip Seibel

(yes)

[CURRICULUM COORDINATORS]

I REVISION ADVISORY COMMITTEE *)

FMATH COORDINATOR
Jon'Hanshew

i

SCIENCE COORDINATOR
Al Veootsky

1

.....] PRODUCTIOn
Carol Busool

(No, return to ,
Curriculum

Coordinator
for review)

}

[SOCIAL SCIENCE COORDINATORl
Bill Hering

1 WRITERS'

*REVISION ADVISORY COgMITTEE (7 voting members)

I. Discipline Coordinators
a. Math: Jon Hanshew
b. Science: Al Vegotsky -

c. Social Science: Bill Hering ,

2. Two students as consultants (UCB, Merritt, etc.); three trial teachers
(OHS) as consbltants

3. Copy Editors
a. Glenn Housb
b. Skip Seibel ',

4. Project Director (Alternate Chairman, non-voting)
5. Project Coordinator, Ron Linder (Chairman, non-voting)
6. Production, Carol Busool (consultative, non-voting)

*The Revision Advisory Group will establish curriculum goals, meeting dates, etc.,
and deadlines for revision.
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FIGURE X:

UNIT
COST

THE COST OF A BIOMEDICAL COURSE

TOTAL MA1NrENANCE
COST/lEAR for ..

QUANrIrY 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd tear

81P

Computer
Components

Laboratory
Supplies

Textbooks

Worksheets

$80

'50

.

TOTALS

7-10

7-10

$560-800

0

400-500

990

0

$350-500

$350 -S00

- N..

25C

990

0

Oa

a
0

$2S0

0

50

$1950-2290 $1540-1740r) $300

'ti

2No maintenance costs with unlimiGed use.

blexthooks can he used foi six years,

,

\
c
The cost of im pplementin and naIntatntnit the BlomediLal Cotr..c Int thirty

students c.cr six years lames (tom 5773 to $N38 per year, presenting; a

,cost of $26'to $28 per student year.

t
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D. 13. c:BICP (Panel 4): Panel Responses to 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?.

The propogal for funding' indicates that the Biomedical Interdisciplinary
Curriculum Project was developed partly in response to the needs of society
for expanded health manpower. In addition, the faculty of schools involved
in the original -Rithmond (California) project felt that an interdisciplinary
curriculum to prepare students for careers in the health care field would'
appeal to those of average or higher ability whose achievement Jad been
below expectations.

The proposal also refers to thee report of the Carnegie Commission, Higher
- Education and the Nation's Health in 1970, statements of the Assistant
Secretary of Health and other predictions about pattern of, need fn health
manpower. Subsequent reports of the Health Manpower Bureau' of HES and pre-
dictions based on surveys by hospital associations, Regional Medical Programs
and Comprehensive Health Planning Councils seem to corroborate the validity
of these predictions.

In the early 1970's, Commissioner Marland reported a survey that showed 30Z
of the vacancies in health care being filldd by persons with no pre-employment
preparation. Most health careers require post-secondary education so that an
interdisciplinary health-related curriculum that provides the maximum number
of options in a career cluster fills A special need.

Studentsewho are attracted to health careers need an_apportunity to learn
about the variety of available careens, the educational requirements, and,
most important, an opportunity to perceive the interrelationships of physical
and social sciences with actual applications in health care.

Limited data suggest that 10-15 of the high-school population will elect a
health-related career. The original project-objectives describe the target
population as those students who have an average grade of "C" or better, have
successfully completed first-year algebra, and read at grade level. Discus-
sion wit, the project director indicates the project serves all students
preparing for health related careers. The panel questions the advisability
of attempting to serve too diverse a population:

Based on an examination of the course materials and the report that 35V, of
the pilot students from the first two years of the project have enrolled in
college, the panel believes that the materials are directed toward'the top

? one-fourth to one-third of high-school studebts. The panel feels that this
project does not meet the need for the identification, motivation and
secondary school preparation of students with career goals that require a

limited post-secondary education of a less technical nature.

Quality high- school course materials with an interdisciplinary approach to
health careers are not available. The NSF support of curriculum in this
area serves this need. The panel considers the extensive time commitment

. of MCP (4 hour a day for 2 consecutive year's including mathematics,
social studies and science) to limit the student's options of elective
programs more than is desirable. Panel members thought that the objective
of the program might still he achieved with a reduction in the time required
by at 16ist 25 .
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Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

The BJCP materials are intended,to replace two years of science, mathematics
and social studies at the 11th and 12th grade levels. It is not necessary

or desirable for an entire school curriculum to be committed to-this exten-

sive block of time. BICP does provide an, alternative plan or option for

students interested in health-related fields. Most 'state and/or local

school graduation requirements call for one or two years of social studies
specifying that the student include a year of Ameri-can History and sometimes

a semester or two of American Government. This requirement would not be

satisfied by the BICP course as it now exists.

Dissemination of project materials and philosophy appears to be relatively
sporadic and lacking in systematic plans. Utilization of the materials in

the Detroit'school system was a result of individual`- interest and concern.

Based on information supplied by the project director, it appears that
many of the schools selected for trial in the Detroit area represent a
different student population than was used in the California schools. It

successful, this may illustrate the adaptability of the course to varied

student groups and environments.

It should be stated that plans for dissemination and implementation are
currently being formulated by project personnel and that a program of in-
school orientations is being presented with NSF funding during the 1975-76

school year. It is felt that if the project is to have full impact, dis-
semination and implementation monies will be necessary from national

funding agencies.

The free market has done little to respond in a systematic way to the needs

addressed by the BICP program. This is understandable because of the rela-

tively high cost of developing the materials and the uncertainty of the
market for such a product. These factors do not minimize the need to

prOvide s ch a program as a learning alternative to students.

The Projejt t Director reported that eight publishers are currently expressing

interest in BICP.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose,and

rationale?

The goals and purposes of BICP are embodied in the-.proposition that the

delivery of health care will continue to play a large role"in our economic

life and that an early career introduction in grades-11 and 12 toward.

health-related careers would be desirable for students interested in pursuing

them.
a

The panel regards BICP ass a frankly experimental effort which should be

watched by educators and the general public concerned about alternative

modes of education for the citizen in the latter part 'of.the twentieth

century.

Given the need for a curriculum of the BICP type, the panel finds the se.,ec-

tian of the course materials reasonable, and appropriate. It is hard to

imagine that no other alternative assumptions, values and goals could

e
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generate,materials to meet this need. BICP providei an interesting new'experimental model.

4The materials appear to be well presented by a temi of coopetent writers.'The laboratory manuals, in their latest form, are interesting and Onder-standable.
.

The sequence of presentation, particularly in the.science component of thecourse, departs radically from tradition and this will, be discussed further- in question 4. It is difficult to predict the effects and likelihood ofsuccess of BICP in our high schools, but the panel is encouraged by theOptimistic reports from the pilot school's.

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional
materials scientificallyCorrect?

The panel's impression of BICP is that the material is produced by personsof high scientific
competence and that there are few errors of substance.The material is current and should be kept current. Medical '.9rilhology issubject to rapid changes, and ,it is essential that the illustrations andexample's in the course be reviewed and revised frequently to guard against

'obsolescence.

The BICP science component is luite innovative in the organization of theinstructional material in that it is structured according to biomedical'systems, 'This approachassumes-that different topics from a particularscientific` discipline, such as cheMistry or physics, are distributed amongthe"eight units. On the other hand, the Biomedical Mathematics course hasretained a more economical and traditional sequence of material. The socialscience Component strikes a balance between these two approaches, but doesnot seem to be enforcing an artificial pattern of organization.

The panel is concerned with the degree to which BICP succeeds in its effortto integrate the various
component disciplines into a coherent whole. Thereis much to be gained from breaking through the barrier between traditionaldisciplines and unifying the teaching of them: However,,some questionedwhether the various systems of the human body provide a sound framework forhigh school science. Time and experience, rather than excessive specula-tion, will provide the 'answers to this'question.,

The science component of the,AICP is designed to provide an experience forthose who have a career interest in health related fields. It is not tech-nical training.

It would seem frbm sampling the materials that the sci A covered in thiscourse may be.of value to any citizen regardless of h' or her vocationalaspirations. Those with an interest in human Biology and those with avocational identification with the course would be especially interestedand motivated to learn the material.

The program should be ery effective in developing citizens literate inimportant components f science but BICP will not cover all science prin-ciples commonly inclu d in traditional science courses.
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The objective of the program is to provide as many oqions s riossi4ble

students. The project director -reports that approximately 90;; of RICP,

students entering college chose a health- related curricului

The coverage of-'the BICP material is quite.broad in its,t d scope.

Tables are given which indicate the unit tilles'for the biomedical mathe-

inatics, sciences and social sciences. The specific details as to the

topics covered in physics, chemistry, clinical science and computer science

are not presented. A hierarchy or a set of learning objectives for the

total materiel is not explicitly presented.-

It appears that the material in physics and chem/ttry is not'covered-in the

same depth as in astandard high schcil science course. The material on

biology i5 less comprehensive than a standard biology course but has more

depth .in selected areas. The Biomedical Instrumentation Package (BIP) is

excellent and serves an integral part of the curriculum. It Oresets

an excellent hands-on approach to practical laboratory measurements. The

question of how the project material will be integrated with post-secondary

biomedical curricula deserves further study.

Comparison of scientific content in BICP with that in.traditional courses

is made merely as a point of reference and does not a deficiency in

and of itself. The intent of this program, as had been-mentioned before,

is quite different from traditional programs.

Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally

sound?

The panel feels the content of these materials is educationally sound and

especially relevantto the health career emphasis. Both the materials and

the activities relate to the stated objectrives.
HoWever, there may he some

possible adverse reactions to these materials if the students to be served

are not properly identified. For'example, the mathematics background and

applications are quite extensive and possibly beyond the ability level of,

average-and below average studgits.

The study of the anatomy and physiology of the reproductive system and the

biology of sex is important and well-presented. The panel suggests.that

parental approval be obtained in writing prior to instruction, a5'has been

previously done.

One ofithe experiments
dealing with the effects of alcohol describes a

problem where a student g.ives beer to his pet hamster who eventually dies

as. a result of too much alcohol. This is an unfortunate example that some

members felt might encourage students to try this with a similar animal.

The BICP materials are noteworthy in applying the processes commonly prac-

ticed in sociological research to the issues being studied. The panel

feels that the integration of rnysiology, chemistry and physics with

health field application will have a beneficial` effect on the- students -.

Traditionally these aspects have been compartmentalized'in different

courses and students make their own integration effort. ,
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'irThii curriculumappears to be Articularly
appropriate for the above averagestudent who has a pre-determined desire to pursue a-careei'vin health relatedfields. The materials and approach should.notifie used for the below average.student or one with a weak mathematiEs

background. Students withbue4a -
'strong elf-..commitment prod desire in health

related.careers would likely
,

experience disappointment., 4
The social science componentappears to, be the only'area'wjth

much emphasison value-laden material. There are specific
exercises dealing with suchtopics_as_yalu4se

ributtheylppeai- to be fdirly presented anddeal with broad social issues, Realist'c attempts have been made not toexclude minority
pcoula,tions and their related values. For example, Iheformat in Unit II allows students - to study a transition of.five il.lagecultures and contirfues in Unit III t9 stNdy the United State, from the ques-ytion sets students used td'analyze these cultures. Ttle groulmliscussionswhich follow (where each group attempts to refute the answers written by..theother group) prevent the curriculum from being centered around pre-OeterMined,issues or

1
value systems.

,

Note: Unit IV, which reportedly contains a section on valueclarification, was_not available for review, bdtt is,assumed that it presents the value issues with the sameopen-ended approach.

Question'6:' Are the proposed and anticipated outcomes of these instructionalmaterrais desirable?

Theanticipated irlpact of these.instr4Tonal
materials,max be,far reachinginschanneling a directed course o'fst'udy in health s'di6nee ftw 11th arvi,12th.grade students.

BICR-allows average'and above average students with interestin health related careers to explore, within an interdisciplinary
frame-wog, various skillsinciples.and tasks .related to those careers: Itfollows that these

tnstructional materials are desirable for,this selectedgroup' of students.

,

It is aoticlpated that teachers involved in this pr6gralu will develub compe-tenci'es in presenting
interdisciplinary topics and applied skills,

. ,The pr,T:,,,ss of designing a science curriculum around a two-year multidisci-prognm eens unique. The materials are wall written and organized,to present a c inprehensive *view. There is some cpncern among panel membersthat this emphasis might limit student interest in the broader sciencecurriculum: The extensive list alth related career opportunities pre-sented 'n the social science c. t i6 impr9sgive.
)

. !,/Question 7:, Du these instruct materials present implementationproblems for the schools?

The projeLt direct-o- Informed the panel that guidelines
,
for implementation ,-----

S

are now being prepared.

"/ The scope of the-miterial covered in the science units .A PCP is suOl.thatmany W'aditionally prepared science teachers nay feel a need foradditionat
-506
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strdy. It seems possible that the broad background needed to teach

integrated biology, chemistry and physics might distourage some teachers

from attempting the program.
Some,districts might not have the properly

qualified personnel to implement the program.

As in any effective
implementation of new curriculum materials, a definite

,in-service progra eeds to be established with proper funding to include

the following areas:

1. Criteria-for student placement in the program.

2. Expected outcomes of the. program.

I
3. The importance-of team

teaching techniques to an inter-

.disciplinary program of this type and strategies ror

effective team teaching.

4. Familiarization with instructor's role,and supportive

materials provided.

The project director has indicated that the program's success is directly

related to the extent of coordination among teachers: It seems imperative

that great care be taken in the choice of these teachers. The science

`teachers also need0a strong laboratory orientation. Schedules should be

arranged so that team teachers har at least one daily .planning'period

together. -

Several organizational
problems may arise from the use of'BICP. The most

serious seems to be the number of hours of the school day which'are con-

sumed by the program. If a district schedule has six instructional periods

per day, with MCP involving four, only Z periods remain for other required

courses. In some states courses such as U.S. history, American Government,

P.E and Engli h are required. This would prevent a student from choosing

electives ofLaji enrichment nature. Highly motivated students could complete

their other requirements in summer sessions where feasible.

The concept of .an exploratory course in health occupations is very appealing

and a desirable option at the 11th end 12th grade level,. It is the feeling

of some members of the panel, however,-that despite the excellent quality

of the materials, there'are a number of apparent'contradictions
among the

_ stated objectives, the content and the pilot students. The proposal summary

states as an objective "...to prepare'and 'motivate students for entry into

any one of a varie* of programs beyond high school that would eventually

lead to careers in the health-care field."

Ba%ed upon the experience of some panel menters; some students ofmarginal

science or math ability have inde d become successful in health-related

fields and might have become disco aged had they done poorly in this

program.

The pilot students have been A--to C students and
therefore have had a nigh

success rate. Students in the 1975-76 pilot schools in Detroit are appar-

ently proceeding at a much slower rate although hard data are not yet

available. / j
.
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Several recommendations made by panel members are:

1. The first year might begin with less rigid material, workibg.
into areas of greater difficulty at points where less academ-
ically inclined students might reasonably switch to otherprograms. This would provide all the interested students theopportunity to explore career choices without becoming dis-.couraged.

2. The program may restrict the averageistudent too greatly. A .
suggestion was made that the time involved in the program be
cut 25% (i.e., from 4 periods to 3). Admittedly, this
might cause many problems for the authors,possibly compromis-
ing the intent of the material.

3. The program, as well written as it is, might be ,extremely
useful in minicourses or modules. In modular form it could
be inserted into existing curricula at both high school and
community college levels.

4. Some panelists felt that the convertibility of this program
with regular college prep programs was not as great as de-
sired and could cause problems for any student who changed
his mind about a -health career.

Since this program is'an optional class in itself, the students will obvi-ously be a special interest group. Provisions must be made at the locallevel for students choosing to drop out of this program.

The practicum component of this program between the 11th and 12th grade
necessitates availability of nearby medical facilities. This is not a
requirement of,the program but would be very instructive to interested
students.

No other facilities other than Ordinary laboratory space and equipment are
necessary. There may be a problem with this laboratory requirement ifspace for other science courses is already limited.

The BICP package is an impressive attempt to serve students with strong
motivation to enter health related careers which require a strong science
component.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials
reasonable?

The stated costs of $26 to $28 per student year, while perhaps justifiable,
are somewhat excessive. However, it should be recognized that three tradi-
tional courses are to be replaced by this course in the 11th and 12th gradeyears. Also, schools that are interested in experimenting with new
approaches-to secondary education are usually prepared to assume initial
costs that are higher than those experienced in an established program.
The ongoing costs estimated beyond the. sixth year of implementation are
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reasonable, averaging only about $10 per student per year, or an average

of.$3.33 per student per course, per year since in some schools it is

intended that three trtclitional courses will be replaced by this course:

It is important to'note that publication costs are rising rapidly. It

is conceivatrle, that the estimates made above could be low by- a factor

of 50 to 10E.-

Because of the vocational nature of the BICP, it may possibly quality for

federal support under the \ideational Education Act. In this case its

attractiveness to a school district will be.enhanced. This would have an

important impact oh adoption and implementation throughout the country.

Questfth 9: Is.the managtment/organization plan adequate for producing

these instru tional materials?

The project director repOrted specific examples of the project providing

opportunity for'. scientisilts, teachers,
students, and parents to make input .

into the program. As/an example; the director reported that copies of

the unit on Human ReprOdation were sent to parents prior to students

studying the unit and reactions from parents were requested. The evidence

reviewed by the committee contained information related to the establish-

ment ofthe Revision Advisory Committee and a flow chart outlining the

revision process. Communications and lines of administrative authority

appear clear. Teacher teams prepared position papers based on their

experience teaching BItP. Students who had completed the program

responded to detailed questionnaires. The evidence reviewed by the panel

reports generally favorable attitudes toward the program along with sug-

gestions for revision. -The director reported that the evaluation data

obtained is being utilized in the revision process.

The opportunity for input and the internal monitoring of the project is

viewed as adequate by the review panel. The project director reported

that no external, independent evaluation was conducted. The panel ,is of

the opinion that external independent evaluation is desirable. It follows

that NSF should be provided funding for this purpose-.

The project appears to be appropriately administered with adequate person-

nel assigned to leadership management roles.
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D. 18. d:BICP (Panel 4): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Review
Question: What are Y'our general

impressions of tine curriculum?

Panelist: Dr. Jacob 31ankenship

The BICP curricular materials appear to be scientifically
accurate and edu-cationally sound. ',The uniqueness of the program is viewed positively withregard to 'the

interdisciplinary nature of the program and the perceptiOn ofthis reviewer that the program is an "academic program with a career orien-'tation." The length of per day time (4 hours) devoted to the program seems. excessive when one considers the, restriction this will place=on studentswith regard to selecting humanities type electives as well as courses thatwilt Satisfy
graduation.requirements:

The quality of the materials
reflectsthoroughness and effort on the partof the project staff. The use of an interdisciplinary approach to thestudy of science strengthens the program and increases its attractivenessas another learning option available to students whose, school districtsare willing to adopt the program.

Thit program is an example of a curriculum
alternative not likely to bedeveloped without federal funding assistance. The market potential priorto the development of such a program is too uncertain to expect publishers,for example,- to invest in the research and development activities necessaryto produce such quality materials.

Papelist: Dr,. Join Borriello
V

The BICP is an innovative curriculum that attempts to demonstrate. howkn wledge from traditional scientific disciplines (biology, chemistry',ph sics, mathematics) are used in health related areas. It is more likethe -curriculum that one would find in a professional technical schoolrather than the more traditional U.S. high school pref4ring students forentrance into a liberal arts educational institution.

Thi curriculum is pragmatic and applied, and would te.id to increase interestand motivation in students particularly prone.tovrard a career in healthar0s. It should he closely monitored to see its effects upon studentswho have experienced it. What happens to them? Do they enter and practice.in iii,/ health related discipline or what?

Pane\ist: Dr. L. Scott Chalfant

The J1 curriculum
materials appear to be particularly relevant to thosestudepts Who are average to above average and have a definite interest in,pursuing a career in the health related fields.

Toe int,,riis,.iplinari approach has merit and certainly is to be encouraged.Hr,..;ever, .ty rer-,onal experience has been that it is the exception ratherMan tne rule Lo find three or more teachers that are comatible and e"fec-tive in a teliJ-teaching approach. Therefore, I feel this ould fie animportant (_onsidera;ion and limiting factor for many individual schools.
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4.

The materials are well-developed," sequential and fit well into the inter-

disciplinary approachbased. on a problem-solving technique. The biggest

single draw-back that I see inthe organizational structure of this pro -

'cram is the fact that it requires a student to commit four hours each

day to the program, thereby- greatly eliminatinci his potential to select

other elective courses (art, music, indus,trial arts, business, etc.) to

prOvide him/her a well-rounded curriculum. As a result, I would strongly

recommend that consideration be given to combining the nath in the two

hour science block so the 'score course" tine
commitment is reduced to

three hours. Another possibility would be to develop these materials in

"modular packages" rather than sequential as now designed. /

..
.

I was very impressed w;',:h the quality of the material presented and par-'

Ocularly like the probleeisolving approach using current issues.. However,

since these courses replace existing curriculum, I feel there could be a

problem with the Social Science component in many
districts-that require a

specific base of minimum concepts in local,.state and national government

that is. not provided for in this curriculum package. This would mean that

students in these districts must take an additional course in Government

to meet the local minimum requirements for graduation.

In summary, it is a well-developed and relevant curriculum which should

provide the student interested' in health careers with a highly motivating

option to a standard course of study. Its success seems dependent upon

two critical factors: (1) the selection of the staff for the interdisci-

plinary teaching approach; and (2) proper in-service once they are selected.'

Panelist: Dr. Donald S. Dean

Some excellent material has been developed for this project. The parts in

my area of competence seem very interesting and challenging. Students'

natural interest in a vocational area and the intrinsica,lly interesting

matter should lead them to learn a great deal of science and relevant

lecial science and Mathematics. I would see this as a way to make good

science relevant and attractive to students. I am not at all distressed

that the coverage of science in this course is not identical with the

coverage of traditional courses.

I am well aware of two problems: (1) the matching of the material to the

students to be reached, (2) the problems of fitting such a large body of

matter into a curriculum.

To elaborate on the first point, the program is too difficult for some

students who should be in the health field. It is designed for better

than average students while there is place in health-delivery field for .

some of less ability. At the same time, those who aspire--however unreal-

istically in some cases--to careers as physicians would probably choose a

strict college-preparatory
course in preference to this.

On the second point, a program that demands four hours per_day for two

years will surely he hard to integrate into th6 curriculum. There i's a

danger that it will exclude required social science courses and the
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broad liberal -arts education desirable for all students and particularly
for those in health-related occupations.

'I should think some schools might find iti desirable to u-se the science
component apart-from the mathematics and social science components. Per-
haps there are other ways to make these excellent materials available in
modules or otherwise without locking the students into such a large program.

---F4- rally, the course should not be criticized on the basis that it does not
specifically prepare nurses' aides and hospital administrators alike; it is
not intended that should. The'course is not intended as specific 'tech-
nical education. Most of the students will be taking further work after
they ccamplete high school and this is the place for specific training of
those who do. I should think that the course would provide education of

% value to the general citizen as well as the student who does indeed con-
tinue on into health careers.

Panelist: Mrs. Ruth Ganong

My overall ev4luation of BUY is one of enthusiasm, but I have seve 1 '

reservations. I like the innovative concept Of coordinating a cu culum
around a central theme that is both relevant to a student's pres.nt situa-
tion and to a possible career in the future. The course content seems
well organized educationalq, scientifically correct and well presented.

However, I would like to see this program further developed on modular
lines, so that students with varying degrees of skills could enter or drop
out without being-penalized.

Funding for an outside evaluation should be provided as the project manager
has requested. Implementation money will he necessary for in-servi-ce train-
ing to insure that teachers grasp the interdisciplinary nature of the
program.

I have been aware of the flntastic opportunity the earlier program offered
talented glietto youths in Richmlnd, California but I have a nagging concern
that concentration on medical disciplines at the high school level will
tend to cut off some general cultural advantages that students in a tradi-
tional'high school Ibight receive. However, in balance, I think this is a
desirable program and will be beneficial to a small', but significant segment
of today's youth.

Panelist: Ms. Sarah Hurst

Both the concept and the quality of the DIU materials seem good to me.
Over the past several years as health occupations programs have proliferated
in the comprehensive high schools, the need for sich instructional materials'
has become increasingly evident to those of us working with pre7employment
health occupations education. There are many nuriing related programs in
high schools, but little information about or preparation for the careers
that require post-secondary education of a technical or scientific nature.

impressions of the values expressed and the content are necessarily
based on a skimpy sampling of the instructional materials because of the
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time constraints on the panel. The scientific content seems based on the

best information-available and is consonant with currently accepted theory.

Perhaps more emphasis could be placed on the fact that in health care we

must hold all information somewhat tentatively because ongoing research

frequently replaces longstanding procedures and explanations in medical

fields.

Associated with exploratory (Career Education type) courses and a voca-

tional, skills-oriented health
occupations program, offered in the same

school, the BICP would offer students an ideal' opportunity to investigate

a'career cluster and make realistic choices about the kinds of patient

relationship and level of aspiration in the health care system. Success

of such a iprogram would depend an sufficient coordination to permit'a

student tdmoye from one to the other as seemed appropriate.

Being in the vocational education department stigmatizes students who

enroll. Many parehts find such a program unacceptable regardless of the

interest expressed by their children. Generally no academically acceptable

parallel course offering exists. The BICP materials comprise an interdis-

ciplinary, cohesive health related curriculum that can be used as a self-

selection process to help the student gauge his motivation and ability to

determine if they are congruent with his career aspirations. The BICP

would permit the student to identify with the academic side,of the house

while he benefits from voactional experiences.

Additional benefits would accrue from putting the BICP materials into a

more flexible format.

Having the BICP materials modular would make the possible combir tions of

BICP plus-vocational instruction approach infinity. Thus the student whose

tentative career choice does not require the rigorous mathematics part

could benefit from the other portions of BICP and supplement with the more

skill oriented vocational units, etc. Transfers in the other direction

should also be expected.

The clinical practicum is essential in my opinion. Without at least clinir

cal exposure (observation), career choice cannot be based on reality so

it is important for the student to experience the grim and grubby aspect

of health care as well as the glamour and excitement. Post-secondary

programs usually narrow the students' career options quickly so the .

clinical exposure should start early.

As for the BICP Project, a rigorous evaluation system--outside and inside- -

should be established before history and other threats to validity intervene

between the California and Detroit pilot_studies. If the project is funded

further by NSF either for dissemination efforts or modification of format,

etc., changes should be based on evaluation results.

I
would recommend that an advisory board to the project be appointed and

convened on a regular basis. Interaction among the members of such a

group night well be synergistic and the project benefits greater than the

present "curbstone consultation" described by Dr. Hughes, the director.
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I concur with several other members of Panel 4 that science education might.derive even more benefit from NSF funding if policies and guidelines werepromulgated to assure that in guidelines for proposals the following ele-ments are visible:

1. Needs assessment - -a systematic, broadly based effort to assaythe need for the,proposed effort, including consideration of
conipatibility with other constraints such.as accreditationagency policies, generally-legislated

graduation requirements
as well'as the perceived needs of a target group.of students.

. 2. ,Evaluation--formative and summative evaluation as part of the
development plans and sufficient budget allocated.

143, Dissemination--models for dissemination to be,part of project
design with budget allocated for pilot testing of model.

4. Quality control of teachers' in-service preparation for class -room management of the new curricula.

5. Accountability--monitoring by NSF and/or an advisory group.to
assure no significant departure from proposal; i.e., changesin target population, philosophy or process without renegoti-ation.

Panelist: Dr. Eugen Mernacher

As in any such large-scale project, there is always a danger thpt the new
curriculum may be burdened with claims and expectations that no well be-
yond the limitations of the intended scope of the Curriculum. Thus BICPshould, not be thoughtlof as a cure-all for the manpower shortages in theallied health field, nor will this curriculum serve the very real deeds
of young people whp rank low academically but could becon well qualifiedtechnicians in the area of health delivery. BICP is academically demand-ing and depends, for its successful application, on the availability of
talented science and social science teachers, who can adjust to the
demands of the curriculum's multidisciplinary structure. Under favorable
conditions, the BICP curriculum could attract substantial numbers of stu-
dents who--while capable of academic work above the average--find the
liberal arts track not to their taste and the traditional basic science
courses not sufficiently relevant to their inclinations.

The standards which RICP has set for itself are high. The organization
of the science material should be regarded as an experiment which, if it
is successful, is likely to inspi"re similar but improved versions of a
technologically structured curriculum.

Panelist: er. Rob'rt Peura

I feel tn:it i;ICP is an innovative optional track for a limited segment of
high shool ,,tudents. The program would be more flexible and applicable
to more students if a modular approach was utilized. It would apnear that
a modular approach would encourage more school systems to parts of the
program.
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An independent evaluation of the program should be implemented. In addi-

tion, a study as to how the BICP interfaces with post-secondary medical

and health service training prograMs should be considered.

Panelist: Mr. Harold Pratt

The NSF has very' appropriately funded a project designed to meet a well

identified national need that the publishing industry has not satisfied.

Theproject has produced interesting, well developed setsof materials

that are unique in their identified target audience and overall organization.

Although there appears to be only a limited market for these materials,

the need is significant and is an example of where federal support is

imperative.

"I think the project should have broadened its pilot population early

in the development process. If the developers had consulted with a wide

group of teachers and school systems the specialized and restricting

elements of the program (team teaching, 4-hour block, two-year sequences,

etc.) might have been modified or designed in a more flexible manner.

Panelist: Dr. Les Trowbridge

A strong feature of the BICP program is the recognition and identification

of a special segment of the student population interested in health related

careers, and the production of teaching materials for this group. Substan-

tiation of the overall need for persons prepared in these fields was adequate

in the proposal.

It is difficult to assess the potential ability of this project to meet the

needs identified and referred to above. If the target population is average

to above-average students whose interests lie in health fields, the materials

seem to be adequate and perhaps superior to anything else currently available

If the target group is students who have interest in health-related fields

of a technical or para- medical nature, but whose skills in reading, mathe-

matics, abstract thinking, and otner higher level cognitive abilities are

minimal, the course will present serious problems.

Secondary education should be considered as general rather than specialized

for the large majority of students. However, for the minority of students

whose career goals may -be firm by the junior year of high school, this

course provides an excellent optional alternative to traditional courses at

the 11th and 12th grade level.

A questionable matter concerns organization and time allocation of the

course in the typical school day. It is planned that a minimum of four

hours per day be provided for this course. Students choosing this option

obligate themselves to a major block of time in the final two years of

high school. Meeting other requirements for graduation such as English,

American History, Government, Physical Education demanded by some high

schools may produce serious difficulties' 'for these students.
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Considering the role this course in BICP may play in secondary education
for a special group on an optional basis, this reviewer looks upon the "-

project as a laudable effort deserving of continued-support. Strengthen-
ing of the internal and external evaluative plans is imperative to give
clear evidence of the specific advantages over traditional courses'in%
mathematics, social science, and science for the specialized groups
identified in the target population.

Panelist: Mr. Andrew Turner

My general impressionois quite favorable. -I found the instructions to be
laid out in a simple and easily understood manner.

The content for the most part was fine. One incident in the math section
of the BICP curriculbm might offend some people, however. It deals with
the death of someone's pet hamster through experimentation with alcohol.
I think the staff should look out for things like this which can turn
some students off. If an animal must die it should be one that is viewed
as a lab animal or a pest rather than a pet.

Therange of possible uses of the curriculum (especially the Biomedical
Instrumentation Package) impressed me the most, especially after talking
to Dr. Leonard Hughes, the Project Director. He told me that in some
recent developments in the curriculum they have both open-ended and
independent projects for students (such as a'bread-board hook-up that
simulates an artificial kidney).

i would recommend that accessories to the Biomedical lnstrumeht Package
(BIP)-be-made available to those schools that have students that wish to
go on beyond the work in the'course. This might include an oscilloscope-
or an oscillograph set-up (to work with the EKG.equipment) or additional

, electronic components (e.g., transducers) to do electronics experiments.
Thus the use of the BIP would be broadened significantly and the project
would be made more successful.

PanEllist: Ms. Judith Vero

Commenting on BICP poses a real dilenma for me. On the one hand, I see
a set of excellent materials with unique, innovative approaches to the
content. The slightly 'uneven quality in the depth of certain areas can
be account'ed for by the very nature of interdisciplinary materials.

On the other hand, I see a target population that is or should be extremely.
limited. The'rfour7bour, two-year commitment at such an early age should
be permitted only or highly motivated, above-average students who know
they will enter the health' field. Even for these students, the thought
of limiting the elective choices and thus depriving them of the oppor-
tunities to take humanities or other enrichment courses distresses me.
I keep envisioning a highly trained, poorly educated individual.

'Having worked with students in, the group 'defined as target, I an sure
that the math would 4ave been too rigid for many and would have discouraged
students who have gone on to successful careers in health-related fields.
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I do not believe most sch6O1 districts could. afford such an option for

this limited number of students.

Again, let me state that the materials are so well developed that they
should be available to many students who may be considering health careers.
I would suggest that this could be accomplished by rewriting the'material

in module or minicourse form that could theh be used as supplementary
material in the existing curricula of high.schools and even junior colleges.

I would hope that NSF would fund this type 'of continuation for the program,

as well as the development of internal and external evaluation methods and

:implementation to the extent of dissemination of informatioJ, in-service,

workshops and instieaes.
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O. 18. e: BICP (Panel 5): Panel Responses to. 9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genuine,need for these instructional materials?

The specift4,,required for determining a "genuine'need" for these instruc-
tional materiil-T were:

(1) not apparent in the project as prOposed

(2) not supplied by the current project director
(the director was interviewed by the panel) and

(3) never rationally agreed upon bithis review panel.

In spite of this obvious.deficiency there was a general consensus by,
members of the panel in recognizing the educational value of the Materials
produced.

This apparent dichotomy of "genuine need" for the development of these
materials versus educational value is evidently inherent in the prOgram
itself since it is doubtful that the-purported ,iroject objectives will
reach the intended goal.

The panel acknowledges the assessed-health fmlnpower-nee nt-ii-tCannot
---fores-eeWithe implementation of this curriculum will alleviate the

problem significantly. Although perhaps not intended, the program may
have the advantage of "counseling out" health career oriented students
at an 'early age.

\

As the program is presently conceived the use of its materials would be
realized by relatively few students. However, with considerable modifi-
cation of materials and a change in the rationale to one which is
prtimarily interdisciplinary and more sociolc,ically oriented, a much
larger student group would likely be targetable, as well as-benefitted.

In summary, we consider addressing the need to supply adequate numbers
of health professionals and paraprofessionals admirable. We are im-
pressed with the inclusion of applied biological content into the
curriculum and its attempt to secure interdisciplinary teaching. However,
we 'do not feel the latter will result in solving the dilemma of the
former.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?

We know of no other curricular materials which meet the needs as postu-
lated in the original proposal. However, existing health career instruc-
tional materials presently residing in vocational, technical and/or post-

. secondary areas of the educational system may meet these postulated needs.

The largest market for the materials already produced by the project is
quite likely other then the secondary schools. Regardless of where the
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existing market might be, a modularized version of the same materials
_

would greatly enhance their marketability.

)

These materials could be placed into the existing curriculum by replacing

science, mathematics andsocial science sections with the BICP courses.
It is expected, however, that the implementation of the program would be

very limited if implementation funds including those for teacher training

are not made, available. Other constraints on implementation would be
expected, such as scheduling conflicts and the need to identify teams

of compatible teachers.

there has been a great deal of rhetoric concerning adequate supplies of
health manpower and the maldistribution of the present manpower. The

Usual approach has been'directed at creating increased enrollments in
professional schools, thereby accommodating a larger number of applicants.
However; the projectc.director in an interview indicated that this curri-

culum would whet the appetite of non-degree pursuing students vho may
not have been interested in the health fields. This may be the most

sophisticated attempt (though not the only one) to motivate this targeted

group.

Certainly large metropolitan school systems and intermediate size con-

solidated-schools-of 1500 students-plus could have the number of interested

students available to make the curriculum workable. Comments from tIte

project director indicate enthusiastic acceptance, and this is understand-

able on the basis of the materials used.

In summary, no doubt a market for such materials exists though this may

not be the market originally targeted. Regardless, these materials

represent an alternative to current approaches in teaching applied biologi-

cal principles. These materials may provide a more marketable area as

mini-term courses in the secondary, vocational and technical schools as

well as post secondary elective areas of study.

Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear, purpose

and rationale?

The overall Purpose was to develop a curriculum. which is motivationally,

interdisciplinarily and instructionally sound and Which enables students

to develop either horizontally or vertically in pursuite"of health carders.

In addition, tilwprogram proposes to identify educational settings and

produce student and teacher materials to which the c'urricu'lum could be

applied.

The purposes have changed only slightly, over the course of this project.

The stated gclls1; however, seem to be inconsistent with the rationale

for funding.
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Some inferred assumptions, values, and goals include:

1. To inspire a student who will be morrreadily motivated
to health science careers, and

2. To inform citizens who recognize and tnderstand the
conflitts as well as the r%csitive interaction of science
and society.

It is Rot reasonable to.expett that:thts curriculum will fulfill the
need as presented. The panel feels that this curriculum would be more
acceptable and would provide more transpprtability if it could be
developed into a modular form.

In summary, the panel does not feel that the assumptions, values, andgoals in the proposal match the instructional materials. Although
these instructional materials possess a clear purpose and rationale, wedo not feel this clarity can be applied to'the overall project design:

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifi-
cally correct?

Perhaps the strongest principles of theABICP curriculum are the accuracy
and currentness of its scientific materials, The 'single most persistent
objec on. we have inthjs regard deals with the lumping of mental health
problehis with others of a more basjc social nature. Current research
indicates that many emotional problems are of, a biochemical nature and
hence organic in causation. -

Whereas the instructional material is current at this time, ther-e
be built into the'program the opportunity for periodic ijitf oductiOn of
now and updated knowledge: This would proyide a mor timulating ap-
proach for the planned principal beneficiaries of e program who may
not be future health scientists necessarily. e panel felt that we
should point out to the program director t this curriculum may prove
more applicable to students who do no ursue the,h6lth sciences by
providing their best opportunity t earn applied principles of biologi-
cal science,

According to the project's proposals,, an effort at interdisciplinary--
teaching was to result from the design. As it appears this has developed
into a multidisciplinary approach as opposed to an, interdisciplinary one.
In particular-we are concerned with the lack of bpplication of social
science phenomena to the natural science-area but were acutely aware of ,

thetremendous amount of natural science introduced,in the social science
unit.

In summary, we find thatthe materials are basically correct but fall
short of the rationale in the original proposal.
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Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally

sound?

The soundness of the instructional material, its applicability to familiar

situations and its extensiveness are excellent. All information provided

.is relevant although we are disappointed that the science and mathematics

presentations lacked any innovative methodology. We may expect some ad-

verse reaction from students who may be persuaded,to enter this curriculum.

We feel it is more rigorous and demanding than its directors 'surmised. We

doubt that many average students could meet its intellectual demands. It

does appear to be geared to students of a particular bias in health career

orientation, and to students of higner intelleCtual capability than

suggested by the BICP project staff.

Whereas the teacher's manual has creditable procedur's for approaching

value-laden topics, some of the topics which are inherently controversial

may require specialized input and handling.

In summary, it is our general feeling that the program was educationally

sound, but noteworthy for its lack of innovative style and methods. We

seriously question the suitability of the materials for the groups

targeted and'suggest there may be an unintended, but very real, "selecting

out" p,'ocess resulting from the implementation of this curriculum.

Question 6: Are the proposed and anticipated outcome's of the instructional

materials desirable?
A

The proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional materials max

be desirable, but that does not assure their being compa,tible. Perhaps

the most important anticipated outcome involves allowing students who

are considering health careers the opportunity to obtain experiences

related to t4ese careers and make more accurate'estimate of their suita-

bility. Anttier outcome may be to stimulate t achers to participate in

team teaching and interdisciplinary exchanges Communities, through their

school boards, could also become excited at e prospect of participating

Closely with the schools in the carrying out/of the program. This may

be another avenue for adult and continuing education.

Th4 intended effect of the program accordiing to the proposals is the

stimulation of interest in the health careers area. However, in entering

such a specialized curriculum, admission:rests on this presumption.

Furthermore, there are no data to support less, equal, or greater ac-

ceptability of these students to
higher'educational institutions as a

result of the program.

There does not appear to be any 'social, sexual, ethniC or religious bias

presented. This may help mold -art atmosphere of free exchange of information

and communication on the part of students and teachers alike.

In summary, having reviewed the original proposals and the most current

information packages, we find the proposed outcome at odds with the antici-
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pated outcome. However, to restate, both the proposed and anticipatedoutcome are desirable; we simply question the premise that the formerwill result from the implementation of the program.

Question 7: Do these instructional
materials-present implementationproblems for the schools?

There will be some problems in implementation. In order to use the instruc-tional material'effectively, teachers will probably need training in teamteaching techniques. They will need the opportunity to study areas aut--side their own disciplines. Importantly, techniques that will result inthe teacher interchanges must evolve. It would appear that implementationmay be especially difficult for the tea.her of social sc;?.nce as thisportion of the curriculum is the most truly interdisciplinary.

Many secondary schools are organized within the parameters of subjectareas. The multidisciplinary setting of this course will require specialscheduling of teachers and students for class time and for the "teammeetings" inherent in a team approach.

The learning resources important to this curriculum include the proximityand availability of health facilities. There may be another positiveaspect of this program through the involvement of community health core,teams in the project. Certainly medical advisory groups would provehelpful to students and -teachers alike.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materialsreasonable?

The costs of the project seem reasonable provided the proposed outcomeis achievsed. We are not convinced that this will occur. According to 4'the project staff, implementation' costs per 30 students for the firstyear would range from $1950 to $2290 and $1540 to $1740 for the secondyear. Thereafter the cost will be $300/yr. Perhaps these estimates arelow with the inclusion of an oscilloscope, without which the BICP doesnot appear to.avomplish its described potential. Suitable oscilloscopesrange from $400 up.

We question whether the maintenance cost of the BICP, as listed, Ascorrect. Some urits will be broken in transit and we doubt that anyelectronic instrument is free of periodic breakdown. The summerpracticum costs seem to revolve around the availability of adequateteaching personnel required for its realization. Certainly, if themedial facility is available, implementation costs through medicalsupervision would be negligible. Cost could become a major factorin less affluent areas and areas removed from major medical facilities

Question 9: Is the management/organization
plan adequate for producingthese instructional materials?

The ranagomentiorganization plan is adequate. External monitoring by theNSF was frequent. We are uncomfortable with internal monitoring. Several
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questions of a serious nature have been raised that should have been

obvious to the original drafters and certainly tc project personnel as

time progressed.

Projects of this magnitude require broader based review such as those

presently being undertaken.
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D. 18. f: BICP (Panel 5): Individual Panelists' Responses to 10th Review

Question: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?

Panelist: Dr. Daniel F. 3urton

Most educational agencies, local or state, have begun to question profes-
sional personnel about cost and effectiveness of programs. Shrinking
enrollmentS', the slowing of national economic growth,,resistance to

'taxes combine to give Congress, legislatures, and school boards the choice
of cutting personnel, buildings, teaching materials, or some combination
of these. To make choites of programs to cut ornew programs to initiate,
appropriation committees and boards need to know which programs or
projects can be proved to have a positive value for students. The most
effective way to obtain data on a program's value is to determine how
students' skill level antifor.attitude and/or behavior have changed as a
result of participation in a program. NSF terminates its role just prior
to dissemination which inhibits collection of such data. I recommend
NSF budget for follow:up of disseminated projects to document successes
(and to discover causes of failures, if any).

Panelist: Mr. Wayne E. Carlson

From the viewpoint of the parent, I think that there are two very exciting
benefits of this curriculum:

1. The multidisciplinary approach to education

2. A new exciting approach to learning personal and public health.

In applying the first, however, there may be some problems. Schools and
teachers may be hesitant to adopt new teaching methods required or may
be hesitant to share their "domainu'with other teachers thus making im-
plementation difficult. Schools may not be\flexible in their building
design or they may be too small to have the required variety and numbers
of teachers.

I believe the greatest benefit may be in terms of the learning that takes
place about personal health through awareness of,their own bodies and
how they function. In rural areas particularly, here are many people
who do not avail themselves of health care due to economic reasons, in-
accessibility, fear or superstition. These people, if they knew more
about their bodily functions, may be able to overcome some of these
barriers. Usually in these same rural areas, medical care may not be as
readily available. A comprehensive health education of this type over
time may assist a person in recognizing when personal health care is r.eeded.
Youth who are going through a difficult transitory period in their life
would also benefit from greater knowledge of their own bodies and result-
ing capabilities or limits. Even if they never pursued a health career,
it would benefit them all through life.

The only concern I would have would be in possibly raising false expecta-
tions in the youth who may desire a health career and then find the
openings too limited in terms of entrance requirements.
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I believe the materials are scientifically sounu. They may be improved by

considering a modular format for greater flexibility.

I would also advocate NSF funding for a study one year after.initiation

of a curriculum in a pilot situation to determine the'effect on the

student's health habits, knowledge, and aspirations.

Panelist: Sister Shirley Corbliss

The curriculum is not interdisciplinary. There is simply a connection,

among the disciplines involved. The instructional materials are ex-

tensive and relevant. They contain some very good applications of

science principles. The social science portion deals very well with

topics which are of great importance to social health in today's society.

If the materials were in modular form and not constrained by the two

periods of science per day,reguirement, there would be a' greater chance

of a wide acceptance. As they stand, the materials do not seem directed

at the goals statect in the proposal. They are geared to a selected

group, not the average to above average stude.it. They are not inter-

disciplinary, the meshing of the disciplines is dependent almost-completely

on the teaching team. Because of the selectivity of,the group who will

most likely take this course, the goal of developing a citizenship aware

of the medical-health issues in today's society will be met in a very

limited manner.

The social science component used as a social science course in a school,

independent of the rest of the Biomedical curriculum, might better ac-

complish the stated objectives of developing an informed citizenry.

Panelist: Dr. Richard A. Dodge

My general impression of BICP is one of a specialized curriculum designed

for a highly selective and narrow potential audience. I do not see much

application or. for that matter, need for this kind of program at the

indicated target population. The program may even"be charged with elitism.

I do not believe funds expended have been used most effectively based on

the product produced. Produced materials suffer from lack of continuity

and benefit of pedagogical developments and trends which existed at the

time of formulation. My impression (not substantiated) is that the

project was designed for a special interest group with more interest in

providing overhead and salaries than designing a meaningful-curriculum.

The project has been lodged with three different organizations with

shifts in administrative personnel and little apparent continuity.

Projects suffer from these kinds of major shifts.

I do not recommend further funds be expended for development or implemen-

tation before a serious review of goals, intents, materials developed and

needs assessment is made.
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The values of the curricula do not seem to be offensive, no newscientific trends or techniques are offered and little innovation reinstructional techniques are in evidence.* I would recommend a fullstudy of expenditures and outcomes be undertaken. I do not see aviable market for these materials nor in my experience am I convincedthat a commercial publisher will find the materials a profitableventure. I hope this assessment is in error.

* In fact scient.iftc content and pedagogical approachcould be categorized as "ho-hum."

Panelist: Dr.-Roger W. Hanson

Of all the programs reviewed by this panel the picp singularly showedlittle, if any, acceptable rationale and/orapproach to development.

This panelist feels that this particular
program should never have beenfunded by any federal agency and particularly not by the NSF. Thereasons for so stating include:

1. The intrusion of health professionals into the secondary
educational system--an area which is not intended to bepreparatory for specialities, health or otherwise;

2. A flagrant duplication of many materials, and some programs.
which already provide for similar training in our vocational
and technical educational systems;

3. The realization that a "Regional Medical Program" was a primemover of the project; and

4. Although I cgree with the peer review system it is very diffi-
cult-to determine what might constitute the peer groups for
this program.

In spite of this admittedly, drastic response, the materials possessconsiderable educational value--even for the secondary level. However,maximum value could only be realized provided such materials were inmodular form.

Panelist: Dr. Fred D. Johnson

The materials developed in this project have mer.it. However, I did notfeel that they would produce the desired outcomes as stated in the pro-posal. The "average" student would not be able to handle all of thematerial successfully. The materials impressed me as being multi-
disciplinary instead of interdisciplinary.

Some of the materials and exercises which involved sociological conceptswere exciting and educationally appealing. However. I have deep reserva-tions about very many school districts implementing this curriculum due
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to the lack of a disseminatio.n plan and teachers being adequately pre-

pared to handle the program.

The time required to
implement the program over a two year period also

would make this project objectionable to many school districts. and the

cost of impledentation and maintenance of equipment would prevent some

of the schools from using this program.

Panelist: Mr. Andrew H. Miller

The BICP' program possesses the needed material for an interdisciplinary

science' program. The research and factual content are-excellent in the

math and science text.' The social studies section examined by the panel

lacked a needed mention of the biological causes of psychological dis-

orders, attributing all mental disorders to environmental causes. This

type of inaccuracy does not belong in a social studies text. Aside from

this particular fault, no other serious ones were really discernible.

The text materials are exciting in their ability to form an applitable

relationship between the sciences and mathematics,yet the presentation

itself is'rather poor.

The materials lack the ability to hold the attention oftthe average

student or the slightly below average student. The panel seemed to be

in agreement over this statement. The initial goal of the BICP was to

provide more students to more capably fill the "health care worker" need.

The need for additional health care workers does exist but the answer is

not at the secondary school level. The production of more students for

.the already highly competitive medical, dental, physical 'therapist, and

nursing school positions would only complicate the production of new

health care workers. At present the professional schools are too over-

crowded and the students produced by the BICP training are not he

students who will settle for paramedical skill training if they do not

succeed in attaining acceptance to a professional school. The program

is not geared to focus only on the above average student alone. However,

the above average student is the only one capable of handling the intense.

studies properly. This high ability student,All probably not settle

for nurse aide.or EMT positions. If the BICP program were set up along

the guidelines of a modular system of electives rather than a curriculum

type basis, it would probably be more effective in achieving its goal

as an enrichment program.

The BICP program also needs a large school enrollment and, thus, becomes

a program limited to the larger cities where health workers are not

needed as readily as in the rural areas. The BICP's practical application

in its present form is definitely limited.

There are other bio-medical courses that do exist and can be performed

with less expense and greater effectiveness. The BICP does not seem to

possess much of an educat/lUal future in its present form and with its

present goals.
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Panelist: Dr. Gerald A. Myers

The curriculum (BICP) is a well documented scientifically accurate and
well integrated interdisciplinary package.

The need of such a program to motivate people into the health areas is
questionable, more so than it was 5 years ago. The manpower needs in the
allied health sciences may not be as crucial as they were when the Package
was conceived but it wouldn't require much modification to serve a non-
health-oriented student as a 2-year program in social science-math-biologycurriculum.

The program appears to be developed for a large school audience where itwould serve as an optional program. It would therefore tend to omit
many prospective students in rural communities where such optional
programs are not practical.

The apparent lack of evidence of internal monitoring, planning, the ap-
parent lack of informing the public and educational community'of develop-
ment progress, the lack of any specific plans for external monitoring and
the apparent lack of carrying out this process are evident. Other short-
comings include:

(1) The limitation of distribution potential to relatively large
school systems,

(2) the conventional organization of the curricular materials,

(3) the non-modularization disallowing implementation of segments
into smaller school systems,

(4) the discrepancy between 10 April '75 proposal review sheet
and the schedule of activities (included with corrections), and

(5) the use of lab equipment not encountered in actual lab
situations.

Panelist: Dr. James M. Stevenson

The report in general from panel 5 on the BICP adequately delineates myfeelings. I would like to add an additional comment and a suggestion.

It is difficult to understand how a project of this proportion couldcontinue for so long a period of time withcut someone comparing the
developing outcome with the'original and continued objective. The programdirector, in an interview, did not alleviate this concern. These materialswill not meet the objectives of the project.

However, the materials are excellent in their own right. The attemptto create an interdisciplinary
approach falls short but is laudable inthe attempt. The materiais undoubtedly more interesting in presenta-

tion format than the more traditional science, math, and social science
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courses. I see no reason why this alone is not justification for its being

used as the basic curriculum in any high school setting, regardless of size.

Whereas I feel that the material, as written, is too sophisticated for most

of the student population targeted, I would suggest that a simple rewrite

and exclusion of upper level mathematics and physical science principles be

considered. Why not add a simplified version of this curriculum to voca-

tional training? Emergency medical technicians, nurses' aides, inhalation

therapists, etc. are not often college material and don't require the

command of such demanding information.

Finally, we need more college level professional training positions not

more bright, interested students pursuing medicine, nursing, dentistry,

and the other professiopal health areas. This curriculum may serve to

produce more frustrated, hopeful pursuers of medical professions than we

have already.

Panelist: Mr. J. Howard Straiton

The panel has been generous in acknowledging the material as sound. and

I concur, "its applicability...and its extensiveness are excellent."

The review by panel 5 does this with a circumspection that also merits

re-emphasis:

The material relates to a "need",unrecognized by the public of most com-

munities or the members of secondary comprehensive high school faculties.

Al hough socially significant, its acceptance on the market would be limited

ss it is reconstructed in modular units. The program will not be per -

tced as an easily adaptable alternative in the contemporary programs now

in existence,
P

I uhderstanC that rewriting so extensively as to put the materials into

modular form at this point in time would be economically difficult.

Panelist: Dr. Robeq, E. Yager

The curriculum represents interesting
activities, sequencing, and inter-

relation5,4ip for a certain type, of student. The availability of such a pro-,

gram is/desirable. However it is probably appropriate for relatively small

nuyers of secondary students.

C rtainly the personal approach to the w sting, the emphasis upon application,

nd the attempt at an interdisciplinary pproach are all commendable features.

/ Considering that the common science in t e secondary school has been char-

acterized by its "pureness," the BICP ma erials are a refreshing departure.

It is unfortunate. however, that person nearer the "cutting-edge" with

respect to philosophy and organization of secondary science education were

not more intimately involved.

The materials seem most appropriate for high ability students perhaps those

aspiring to study medicine at the college level. Little is done that seems

stimulating or appropriate for persons interested in health careers directly
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upon high schOrol graduation or following an.werience in- a Community
College. The "need" today is not for more pre-medical students.

There is an inconsistency in terms of stated goals and the resulting
materials.

Panelist: Dr. Dean A. Zollman

The presently available products of this project are inadequate in-manyways. t suspect that the difficulties stated in the panel report are a
result of the process by which the materials have been developed. As far as
I can tell,classroom teachers'and professional educators had little inputinto the development stages. Thus, a set-of courses evolved which com-
pletely miss the target audience.

Consider, for example, the treatment of Newton's Laws of Motion. The
mathematical development of these principles requires a knowledge ofcalculus. Yet. most university-enrolled

pre-medical students are-:not
required to use calculus in their physics ceurses. (This statement is \-\documented by a survey performed by the American Atsociation of Physics\

;Teachers, Octobe. , 1975.) I admit that the calculus is presented in theBICP mathematics course. However, I cannot understand why students whoare to be in allied health fields shOuld need a much higher level of
mathematical sophistication than required of future physicians.

Another point which I consider even more important is-the level of
abstract reasoning which seems to be necessary to succeed both the/
mathematics and physics portions of the curriculum. At a time when
research has indicated that students are developing abstract reasonfpg,
capabilities more slowly than we had previously-thought. the project,
staff has produced coarse material requiring mostly abstract reasoning
capabilities. The project staff seems to have been unaware of the
developments of educational research even though very important com-
ponents of this research were (and still are) performed at the LawrenceHall of Science in Berkeley, California, the same city in which the
project staff is located. If science educators had been more involved
in this project, they would have certainly made an effort to inform the
staff of these considerations.

Even with all of the serious deficiencies of the project, it is not
without merit. The project staff has developed in a manner interestinl
to me many topics not usually treated at this level. As a teacher I
would certainly like to introduce some of them into my courses. However,
I could never use all of the materials nor any of the materials in their
present form. I recommend that the materials be revised in.modallb- form
anu in a presentation consistent with our present knowledge Pf students'
intellectual development. This revision should not be performed by tho
present project staff but by professional educators, with the d,sistance
of secondary, community college and college instrucj.ors.
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D. 19. a: SB: NSF Descriptive Information

'PROJECT TITLE: Four Motion Pictures in Social Biology (SB)

PROGRAM: Science Curriculum Development

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Edward Kormondy/L. Eugene Cronin

INSTITUTION: University of Maryland

DEPARTMENT: Natural Resources Institute

BUDGET: Total Granted: $223,200

Dates: 5/26/71 - 6/30/75

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: Science Education ImproVement

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: Development of four films dealing with the social

and ethical implications of new knowledge develop-

ments in the life and social sciences. The films

are intended primarily for use at the secondary

school level.

PROJECT SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE:

Development of four films dealing with social and ethical implications of

new knowledge deVelopments in the life and social sciences. The instruc-

tional films are intended to supplement existing biology curricula at the

secondary school level, to supplement courses in the social studies, or

to form the basic matrix of a new kind of secondary course in social

biology.

ACTIVITY PLAN:

SCript conferences were initiated immediately after funding was obtained.

Four scripts were developed more or less concurrently; all were in mind at

one time although the logistics precluded all four being developed simul-

taneously. As soon as the first script was approved, shooting commenced.

Some shooting had to be planned on a seasonal basis.

Successful production of films of this type was dependent upon the use of

a small continuing group of competent and dedicated film makers who are

biologically oriented. Fortunately, such a group was available, and

remained intact for the complete production period of two years.
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN:

1. Dr. Edward Kormondy, Co-Diiector of the Project, acted as editor-in-
chief for this program. In this capacity he attended, with Erik,
Cripps,the film producer, all script conrerences. One additional
person was chosen according to his special competence for each pro-posed title to contribute knowledge.lnd understanding of his dis-cipline. The University of Maryland designated one person, Tom
Wisner, to act in liaison with the project. These fouh persons
constituted the Film Committee.

2. After initial discussion (a) otheT members of the Technical CommitteeWere consulted and (b) other authorities approached for specific
conference or participation.

3. A film treatment was then drafted and circularized to the Technical
Committee for evaluation.

4. A working script was then developed by Erik Cripps and put into pro-duction. More than one-film was developed concurrently. Aid was
'requested from all committee members for special production needs
(locations, special film footage or the whereabouts of stock footage
'that might -be available).

-

5. The film was edited and a working narration developed'. This was
screened with the Film Comm4ttee and amendei as necessary.

6. The workprint and a recorded scratch track were screened synchron-
ously (interlock) for the entire Technical Advisory Committee.' Final
editing was effected according to.their recommendations.

7. A Teacher's Guide was developed. Dr./Jerry P. Lightner, Executive
Secretary of the National Association of Biology Teachers, agreed toact as a major contributor to this phase of the-project. He was
assisted notably by high school teacher Roberta Higginbottom and
Emily Cripps, projecestaff.

UTILIZATION PLAN:

The prime use of this film series will be for. distribution to the schoolsystems. The target audience is tenth to twelfth grade biology students.'However, small samples of teachers ha-ye indicated their interest for use
in-all school science classes, as well as courses in social studies.
Evidence'also indicates that limited use could be made as early as thirdgrade and full use at college level.

It is the opinion of the Technical Advisory Committee that where biology
constitutes the only science course for the student, it is far more impor-tant that,he should have an opportunity to experience materials such asthis series than become constrained by a rudimentary knowledge of morphol-
ogy, phylogeny, and classification. This has been practiced too much in
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the oast in secondary school biology: It is further felt that the series .

can be a vital educational experience for *many adult audiences.

With the completion of the itfts. it seems certain that educational TV
distribution can be arranged.

HISTORY AND RELATED PRO ECTS:

With the advent of Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,-discussions
were'instituted as to new film material relevant to an age of biological-

"revolution. Two consultants, Dr. Ted Andrews (Dean, Governors State .

University, Forest. Park, Illinois, and formerly Director of Science,
Educational Research Council of America, Cleveland) and Dr; Thomas
Overmire (Director, Michigan Academy of Science) - both of whom had been
associated, with BSCS - met with Erik Cripps, a trained social biologist

who is now a filmmaker, and script conferences began. The resulting

conclusions: that here was desperate need for interdisciplinary

instruction; that on'y a comprehensive series of films was adequate to

interpret a holistic viewpoint, and our concern must be pith

nothing less than the total ecology of Man. A Film Series in Social

Biology was therefore planned. From numerous suggested titles, four

were chosen, scripted and produced. Those completed are:

1. Check and Balance in Nature

2. Energy in Life

3. Man's Impact on the Environment

4. The Ascent of Man.

As a result of this beginning endeavor, a Technical Advisory Committee
was convened under the chairmanship of Ur. L. Eugene Cronin of the

Natural Resources Institute, University of Maryland. The Committee met,

reviewed the films and concept, and unanimously endorsed the continuance
of.this Film Series in Social Biology.

Seven members oft.the Technical AdVisory Committee then met and considered

the next film titles that would most constructively'implement the Series.

Four additional titles were chosen and potential content material was

tentatively defined. Four brief outlines were then submitted to the

Committee and approved in principle.

It was therefore proposed to continue this Film Series in Social Biology

with the four following titles, which became the focus of this curriculum

development project:

1. Behavior

2. Communication

3. Death - -An Invention of Life'

4. Technologjcal Man 53 3
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I

PERSONNEL:

PI/PD:

CO-PI/PD:

OTHER:

r 4 .

Or. Edward J. Kormondy, Provost
The Evergreen State College
Olympia, Washington

Dr. L'.. Eugene Cronin

NatuOhl Resources institute
University of Maryland
CollegePark, Maryland

Technical. Advisory Committee
(at start of project)

Dr. Robert Bell
School of Architecture
University of Maryland

Dr. L. Eugene Cronin, Chairman.
Natural Resources7 Institute
University of'Maryland

Dr. Victor.C.,Ferkiss
Department of Government

i Georgetown University

Dr. Murray.Gendell
Center of Population Research

Canon Michael Hamilton
National Cathedral
Washington, D.C. /

Dr. Edward' Kormondy
CUES (now'.at Evergreen State)
()Oka of Iiological Education,
flierican Institute of Biological

Sciences

Dr. John Lee
Department of Biology
CCNY

Mr. William Lee.
YorktoWn High School

Arlington, Virginia

Dr. P. Alan Boneau.
. Directbr :

American Psychological Association

Dr. Elwood Ehrle then ofY.
Office of Biological EdUcqion
AmericadInstitute of Bisilogical

Sciences

Dr.,..Rohert Francoeur

Department'of Experimental Embryology
Fairleigh Dickinson University

Dr. T. Marcus Gillespie,
National Souncil for Social Studies ,

Mrs. Roberta Hilminbottom
Easton High School

Eton, Maryland

- Dr. Ruth Landman
Department of Anthropology
American Universfiy

4.
Dr. Jerry P. Lightner

National Association of Biological^
Teachers

Mr. Harold Logsdon
Woodward High School
Rockville, Maryland
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Dr. Thomas G. Overmire
Michigan Academy of Science

Arts and Letters

Mr. Thomas,A. Wisner
Conservation Education Specialist'

Natural Resources Institute
University of Maryland

Dr. Martin W. Schein
Centennial Professor of Biology

West Virginia University

Mr. Robert Wistort
Beltsville-High School
Beltsville, Maryland

Production Personnel

Erik Cripps. (BSc, Kings, College, England) produced,. wrote and directed

the films. Mr. Cripps' experience has included: aNuffield Foundation

Grant to set up the first Audio,Visual Department at Oxford;. positions in

the film industry as producer, director,writer and film editor for

feature, documentary and-TV. He has operated as an independent producer

under the name_of Biofilms for the last fifteen years. Biofilms has pro-

duced educational film series for McGraw, Hill, Encyclopedia Britannica,

Universal Education, modern learning aidt and the Office of Education,

etc.

Emily Cripps. (BA, Biology'and Philosophy, Bryn Mawr). -Miss Taylor is

a pro,fessional film editor (CBS, NET, Gifford Productions, etc.) who has

been staff editor for Biofilms for the past four years.

Richard Burris. (BA, Western Maryland; Biology major, Dramatic Art /

minor). Mr. Burris taught school binlogy for three years. He joined

Biofilms as a staff production assistant to work with us on the present

series.
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D. 19. b: St (Panel 5): Project Director's ResponsE to 10 Review Questions.

NSF Staff Note: The project director ftr the Social Biology Films
project responded with a letter referring to portions
of the teacher's guide, a product of the project, for
responses to the review questions. This material is
not reproduced here.

Comment by'the Project Director: Due to the press of time, there was no
project staff member who- could be detailed to complete
the extensive questionnaire in the allotted time.
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D. 19. c: SB (Panel 5): Panel Responses to-9 Review Questions

Question 1: Is there a genyne need for these instructional materials?

Basel on the information presented, it is not clear that a comprehensive

needs assessment was conducted for this project. However. it was generally

agreed by members of the panel that these types of films are needed in

secondary education. At present. there is a limited quantity of similar

instructional material available in this area. Most of the existing

materials on bio-ethics are in film loops, 35 mm slides and textual mate-

rials. There is a place for more instructional materials such as films in

this area.

It is not clear how many schools would utilize these films since some con-

troversial and provocative topics are included.

In summary,-these instructional materials treat socially significant topics.

However, in many communities throughout the nation these materials may not

be accepted readily. Despite this fact, it is imperative that these types

of materials be prepared in order to cope with the technological gains that

require crucial decision making on the part of society and its members.

.Question 2: Is these a market for these instructional 'materials?

Very few other materials exist to achieve the goals of these films and,

as such, there is room in the present curriculum for these materials.
\

There is no project disseiiination plan and-no free market response is known.

However, the panel members generally agree that if these materials are to

establish a market, a considerable effort must be made to establish an

Drientation and awareness program for both the teachers and the members of

the community in which they are to be used.

Although no publishers' commitments or market studies are available,

implementation Would be strengthened by a substantial teachers' manual

designed to handie the nature of questions-.which will be raised and to pre-

pare the school system for possible concerrr§,of community leaders and

special interest groups.

In shmmary, the market for these materials revolVes about a very important

question, "Are school systems prepared to introduce socially-sensitive

materials into the curriculum?" Acceptance is likely to be conditional and

selective in some .areas. There would probably be little impact of these

instructional materials on those alrOady in the market place. There seems

to be little or no overlap with available film material.
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Question 3: Do these instructional materials possess a clear purpose and
rationale?

The original project proposal 'recognized a dearth of instructional materials
dealing with bio-ethical information. At the same time, the proposers noted,
correctly, that the study of bio-ethics was an emerging area of science.
The films that were developed were designed to stimulate student thought and
questions about their bio-ethical surroundings.

More inferred assumptions and values are contained in the four films than
we can possibly list. The two films entitled "Technological Man" and
"Death--An Invention, of Life", contain the larger proportion of provocative and
stimulating questions and issues. Every group viewing these films will
undoubtedly find material to stimulate their sc- ientific and social conscience.
Local needs may be fulfilled by the use of these types of films with appro-
priate discussion and supplemehted with newly-developed textual materials.

The committee does not feel that the film series could stand as an inde-
pendent module. For more effective utilization,"the panel reccmmends that a
teacher's guide be developed to supplement the film. It also recommends
that a sequence of the films be:

(a) "The Animal Worldview"

(b) "Man, the Symbol Maker"

(c) "Technological Man"

(d) "Death--An Invention of Life"

Question 4: Is the content of these instructional materials scientifically
correct?

The films are aimed at creating a population which is scientifically
literate in particular areas of social, cultural, and ethical implications of
recent advances in biological science. The films present an evolutionary
approach to explaining behavioral patterns of living organisms. These
explanations proceed from the more simple forms of life to those processes
which encompass man. The latter processes include man's aspirations, the
means of communicating them and the conflicts which may arise in fulfilling
them.

All review panelists agreed to the accuracy from the natural sciences' point
of view. There may be a need for a response from social scientists. The
,ideas presented are undated, but since science is involved, the ideas will
require updating 'commensurate with new knowledge.

The breadth of coverage in the films fell far short of that described in the
authors' informational brochure available to the reviewing panel.

In summary, the films were judged scientifically correct.
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Question 5: Is the content of these instructional materials educationally

sound?

Adverse reaction to the films could result from the questioning of religious,

social, cultural, economic, technological and philosophical traditions.

Favorable reaction could come from the stimulation of curiosity and thought

processes. Questions are raised which are points of departure for extensive

interchange of ideas. The issues are of high interest for reflective stu-

dents of all ages.

Film content is such that it could pose difficulties in both cognitive and

affective domains for some students. The tripartite format is ingenious

and the suggested uses, the presentation of the concepts and questions, and

suggested readings are useful. In short, the films should have general

effectiveness.

The review panel believes that the teacher's guide offered the, only instruc-

tional aid available and that it was not adequate. A well-developed guide

for teacher direction in dealing with value-laden areas which these films

emphasize would be in order.

In general, the materials are educationally sound. The quality of the

production could be improved and more effective teacher preparation materials

are needed.

Question 6: ArOlhe_proposed and anticipated outcomes of the instructional

materials desirable?

The anticipated outcome of these films is to stimulate thought concerning

many ethical questions that biological and social scientists must consider.

Obviously, there will be a great variation according to participant. The

materials may prove too value-laden for some school systems, yet may serve

as important developmental tools in others.

The intended effect of raising questions,concerning bie- social, ethical

issues will be met. In addition, the lack of closure--that is, open

endedness--in the films cannot help but serve as an interface to real-life

situations. An unintended effect of the material will likely sensitize

certain ethnic, racial and/or religious groups. There is racial and ethnic

stereotyping in some scenes.

Unless clearly stated in the teacher's text, some may feel the need to bring

closure to the issues raised, which would undermine the project goals. The

important process features include the stimulation of thought in the area of

bio-ethics. There is a need for more adequate delineation of goals to

teachers in the guides. The outcomes of the project are highly important.

Efforts should be exerted to alert teachers of the goals of the films.

Certainly, many questions were raised.
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The anticipated outcome as described in the film brochure is to raise
questions concerning bio-ethics. The films accomplish this goal in a stimu-\
lating manner which could be potentially controversial__

Question 7. Do these instructional materials present iipplementation_problems
to the SChool-D

The review panel concluded that the teacher needs background material on the /
issues involved and their relation to the religious, social, cultural, and
economic milieu of the community, on group dynamics training, value clarifica-
tion techniques, and on community relations.

The materials deal with evolution and value questions and set the tone for
discussion which potentially creates a platform for critics within the coin
munity. The nature of the material and its presentation seem slanted toward
the bright and interested student. However, with proper preparation by the
teacher, a large segment of the student population could be involved.

These materials can be integrated into already existing courses or programs
and would not, by themselves, serve as a total curriculum.

In summary, several potential barriers to implementation were identified:
(1) inadequate teacher preparation and attitude, (2) negative student
reaction, and (3) poor handling of questions arising from curiosity gener-
ated by the films, and (4) negative community reaction and unwillingness of
the administration and staff to have a dialogue with the community. The
barriers are proportional to the relationship between community values' and
school values. Adult and peer acceptance of the question and the question-
ing process could prevent polarization and remove some of the barriers.

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials
reasonable?

The expected dollar costs for the films are between $300 and 5400 per film
and rental prices probably about $25 per film. Once the films are purchased,
the cost of implementation will be in orienting new teachers and making par-
ents aware of the issues.

An additional cost may be incurred if the community chose to employ outside
consultants to lead discussions with parent and/or teacher groups. If the
resource person must travel a long distance, she or he may require funds
which are a significant cost. The school district could arrange panel dis-
cussions of local resource people, e.g., ministers, doctors or elected
officials.

Some of the questions raised in the films have also been raised in a few
puplic television programs, for example, "Civilization," "Nova," and "Ascent
of Man." Tapes or films of these programs could be used if available. The
costs of using local resource people or TV programs, if available, may be
nominal.
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The social/psychological costs to some\members of a community, could be very

high. "Tethnological Man" and "Death--An Invention of Life" each raise

questions which many students, teachers and parents are not prepared to con-

sider.

In summary, there should be no problems of implementing these films in terms

of cost once they are distributed.

Question 9: Is the management /organization plan adeguate for producing

these instructional materials?

cf/
Information on management/organization was requested from the project

developer by NSF, but none was received. Thus, information was inadequate.

There is no information available to us at this time to indicate
(1) outside input in development other than the advisory committee listed

at the beginning of the film, (2) internal monitoring, and (3) the exist-

ence of independent external evaluators.

Based on the grant request total, the number of minutes of film footage

produced, and the present cost of film production, there does not seem to

be an overexpenditure for administration.

In summary, management/organization plans were not clearly stated in the

proposal. Further, no information on these activities during production

was available to the panel.
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D. 19.. d: SB (Panel 5): Individual Panelists''Responses to 10th Review

Question: What are your general impressions of the curriculum?

Panelist: Dr. Daniel F. Burton

Most educational agencies, local or state, have begun to question profes-
sional personnel about cost and effectiveness of programs. Shrinking
enrollments, the slowing of national economic growth, resistance to taxes
combine to give Congress, legislatures, and school boards the choice of
cutting personnel, building, teaching materials, or some combination of
these. To make choices of programs to cut or new programs to initiate,

.

appropriation committees and boards need to know which programs or projects
can be proved to'have a positive value for students. The most effective
way to obtain data on a program's value is to determine how students'
skill level and/or attitude and/or behavior have changed as a result of
participation

inhibits
a program. NSF terminates its role just prior to dissemi-

nation which collection of such data. I recommend NSF budget for
follow-up of disseminated projects to document successes (and to discover
causes of failures, if any).

Panelist: Dr. Wayne E. Carlson

Youth today want to have an active part in the decision-making process in
their communities and nation. They are very concerned about social issues
and our educational institutions must continue to be sensitive to these
needs. Educators sometimes occupy a very precarious position between the
student and the adult communities and some educators do not always under-
stand and appreciate the new image of youth. The parent Who may have
graduated from a more structured educational system may also need help in"
understanding the assertiveness of today's youth._ therefore the school
oftentimes finds itself in an adult educational role. I feel this series
of films entitled The Science of Life," properly sequenced, can serve
effectively in public and private education to acquaint both adult and
youth with the issues of tomorrow and stimulate them to discussion.

Since there are several provocative ideas contained within this series of
films, some of which may challenge'basic institutions and mores, teachers
may need to be helped to feel more comfortable with using group process
skills, and values clarification techniques. They also need to be aware of
and be equipped to help youth arrive at viable alternatives during these
discussions. For example, what are the alternatives to a technology which
is so basic to our way of life? Does man have a moral right to overcome
death?

In gen.dral, the films .are well documented although there are ajew brief
scenes that illustrate potentially sensitive areas that perhaps could
have been photographed in a different way and yet retained their effective-
ness.
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T.. "l are very receptive and Sensitive, and like the adult com-

munity/ are bombarded with a vast quantity of information which has an impact
/!

on their life. This series Of films could and should be very effective in

providing practical experience in a nonthreatening way to deal with some

very real problems in management of human and natural resources.

Panelist: Sister Shirley Corbliss

These motion pictures fulfill a need that is becoming increasingly apparent'

in science education. With the advances° in technology and the biological,

sciences it is necessary for.the science educator to address her/himself to

the cultural, social, religious, economic and philosophical implications of

these advances. These films raise many of the questions that need-to be

addressed in a non-threatening manner.

The teacher will need special background in the cultural aspects of the

community, community relations ability and value clarification techniques.

I would well me the opportunity to use these films.

4
.1 recommend the development of a teacher's manual which contains background

material on the questions raised, a bibliography of related literature and

media materials, and procedures for conducting value clarification sessions

I recommend the inclusion of women dnd minority races in a more positive

manner.

Panelist: Dr. Richard A. Dodge

My concern does not involve problems with the value content of the films

even though.some may submit that the materials could be sensitive to certain

pressbre points and/or closed attitudinal mentalities. The social issues"

raised certainly explore sensitive areas and issue foci; however, the manner

in which this is done is not in the least offensive nor slanted. The films

raise questions which should be approached by every thinking citizen regard-

less of persuasion. I
strongly suggest that the films are quite appropriate

for target audiences as well as adult and scientifically concerned lay

citizenry. With the exception of role modeling or identity shortcomings

I do not see these films as ethnically or racially offensive. I believe that

the scientific content is accurate and the social issues raised (many, almost

.overwhelming) are appropriate and must be understood and explored in our

society.

I do have some concerns with quality of work, pafticularly the media skill

in execution. I would not recommend publication of the films in their

present form because of this. The photography skill leaves much to be

desired, i.e., problems with focus, rapid scanning of sequences, poor panning

techniques, sloppy editing and audio-visual mining. I recommend separation

of value questions so users may stimulate discussion while a topic fresh in

the vtewer's mind. There is much too much to cover in discussion if full

benefit of experience is to be realized.
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I cannot envision application of these media without a teacher preparation
workshop (a must) and very likely the use of parent-teacher sessions to
clearly explain and'explore the social issues raised. Most teachers are.
frankly unequipped to adequately handle the materials.

Panelist: Dr. Roger 14. Hanon

This prOject is not a ;curriculum nor was it intended to be. The films aremeant to..pose questions and.to stimulate student "thinking processes."
The conteht in and,of, itself appeared free of value judgement. However,the viewer is essentially forced, through objective thought, to confront
some very basic issues which one frequently tends to avoid.

This panelist strongly agrees with the consensus of the panel that thefilms should be viewed sequentially, at least by most audiences. If not,many of the issues which should be faced objectively, may continually beavoided..

Panelist: Dr. Fred D. Johnson"

I am generally impressed with the curriculum materials. I feel that
proper sequencing of the materials would make them more meaningful to stu-dents and more acceptable to some communities.

I would recommend that the roles played by minorities in this series offilms be revised. These scenes which include minorities tend to stigmatizethem rather than encourage them to pursue technical and professional jobtraining.

I would strongly recommend ttlat a considerable amount of workA444 revisionbe done on improving thematerlals to be used by teachers with this series.

There was no.evidence of a dissemination plan for these instructionalmaterials.

Panelist: Mr. Andrew H. Miller

Bioethics is a topic that should be discussed in the schools and a definite
lack of information in this field does exist. The "Science of Life" film
series challenges the student with the science of bioethics and stimulates
questions and general debate concerning important issues such as pollution,
acceptance of death, and'world destruction. . The addition of role playing
to the film intensifies the points in question and opens the door for stu-
dent involvement. Some of the issues discussed or actually generally
implied in the film are controversial and rub against the conservative
opinions of educators. This controversy may be the very basis for student
debate and thus enhance the learning experience.
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Overall, the films are factually accurate and will hold the att6tion of

1 the student. A definite criticism of the film series is a misrepresentation

of minority races. Key scientific positions are riot significantly divided

among races in the film series. In addition to this problem a more in-depth

teacher course profile should be provi,,ded. Special information perti-nent to

the discussion of the issues in the film ser-ies needs to be administered to

the teachers prior to student viewing. The "Science of Life" teacher's

guide does not include information needed by .the teacher conducting the

viewing session.

Overall, these films[ show a good deal o'f promise in the introduction of

bioethics to the high school student. For maximum results the films should

___/,be viewed in the following order:

1) The World Without--The World Within

a) The Animal Worldview

b) Van, the Symbol Maker

2) Technological Man

3) Death--An Invention of Life

Panelist: Dr. Gerald A. Myers

The films,are basically sound biologically and the social implications are

good. However, no need was sought. Their development seemed to be based on

a gut feeling that there was a place for this kind of film. There was no

indication of plans for goals or objectives as outcomes of the'film develop-

ment.

The film guide was very weak and gave the teacher little guidance as to how

to handle the films, before, during or after showing.

I recommend that the project staff submit a review to NSF.

Panelist: Dr. James M. Stevenson

The curriculum material presented in the biofilm series was of a high quality;

hOwever, the information was provided in a highly emotional wanner. Stimu-

lation of pupil reaction is assured by the sensitive nature of this material.

Effort must be made to educate the public within.a given school district uti-

lizing these films concerning their nature and the manner of their presentation.

The values of a series of this type are multiple. The stimulation of young

people, their resultant reactions, and a dissection of toot, are

valuable learning experiences. Several of the film presentations seemed

burdened with highly volatile information and/or supposition. The fact that

the film leaves to the discretion of the viewer and teacher/leader the

direction of discussion will prohat?ly result in undue reaction in certain

communities. However, this material should be provided for preview by parents

as it is their responsibility to determine the nature of the level of sophis-

tication of their children.
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Panelist: Mr. J. Howard Straiton

As a Christian in u position of responsibility in ,a public school system,
I have no quarrel with the premise of the series he Science of Life."And, I recognize the content as not materially different than that whichis now being used in texts and audio-visual materials in classrooms acrossthe nation. The biological setting for arousing questions with profoundsocial ,and spiritual implications is provocative in posing the very value frelated kinds of questions that people of all ages are asking. Our youngpeople are seeking out adults who will help them find their answers--most
realize their inherent personal right to a freedom of choice. The neglectof any persuasive introduction of religious beliefs can be justified bythe doctrine of separation of Church and State but the camera closeup shotof three books: The Holy Bible, Karl Marx's Communist Manifesto and Adolph
Hitler's Mein Kampf is an example of a "cheap shot" at Christianity. Thenarrator doesn't tell one what to think or feel Out the biological science
background leaves little in the way of those Who propose nontheistic
humanism or the biological morality suggested.

'Panelist: Dr. Robert E. Yager

The films meet a real need and provide an exciting contribution to thefield of biological'education. The preparation of films in this area--
althougF-somewhat controversial--represents a needed resource for a modernbiology course in the secondary school. ,The value of the films for general
education in today's changing world is to be applauded.

The technical qualities of the films seem to leave something to be desired.
After considering the "claimed" technical talent, it was disappointing tosee the amateur produftion--and, at times, the quality of a hOme movie.

Generally, however, it is good that NSF support for sicn materials was madeavailable. foundation suppor.t should he pointing the way to satisfy
national needs in science education.

Panelist: Dr. Dean A. Zollman

These film; raise in an infi.)rmative way the social questions and irRpli-
cations raised by. modern biological technology. Since these films teat
topics which all citizens should consider, they should he widely useth
By the very nature of the topics they will be considered controversial bysome people. Thus, the teachers using the films should receive some
training in treating the topics in the classroom. particularly, teachers
must be 5u re not to state "answers' to the flues t i ors raiser!. 'Further,

.school officials should he encouraged to show these films to parents and
other interested people prior to classroom screenings. To aid in this
process the, project staff should develop materials which wil 1 provide
more bdcl,,iroundinforatipn for public consumption.
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D. 20: Publishers Panel (Panel 7) Report

Panel 7 was composed of four representatives of,:the publishing industry

who were asked to address Questions 1, 2, 7 and 8 (need, market, imple-

mentation problems, implementation costs) for ISIS and TPE. In addition,.

the Panel was asked to address a set of more ger*ral questions,, which`

are set forth in Section D.20.c.

In addition, Panel 7 submitted the following general response:

An improved research base .is needed for better and more precise R&D

evaluations and commitments. At present, the edUcational publishers- -

.including the NSF, curriculum groups, etc.,--have a very poor understan'ng

of "what is out there." No ohe knows precisely (within 10% accuracy) f r'

example, how many students are in the 10th grade biology'course, how

many students take 9th grade algebra, how many in 11th grade American

history. Qnly with some state adoptions do we get an idea of what schools

do, or at least buy. The ERIC group at the Ohio State University in

1971-72 conducted a research study of secondary science' that was sub-

stahtial in method and result. It is our feeling that a continuing

effort to obtain *firm market research information will be of benefit to

all who make curriculum development commitments.

In the interest of bringing teachers the most comprehensive knowledge

possible and makihg the broadest impact of NSF monies, we recommend that

NSF support university-run teacher education institutes that consider

mrtiall available materials, both co rcially and NSF-created. The chiqf

emphasis should be on upgrading tea hing skills and expansion of

content knowledge.
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D. 20. a: Publi)6rs Panel: Response 'questions about

Questiori . Is there a genuine neetl for these instructional materials?

At the time the projett was proposed the needs assessment was, in our.'
opinion, realistic. We see a continuing need for material of this kind
'(individualized, broad-appeal programs); however, we are not able to
project the potential market acceptance.

We feel that it is important to society to have a scienti.fically literate
citizenry. ISIS seems to be a significant step towards reaching students
not now enrolled in science courses.

Question 2: Is there a market for these instructional materials?
. -' f ,--

At the present time there is no general.arrieylum slot fo; this atertal.
1 __ . __

However, it may fill tertaip-spetleized local_ Reeds -.. ,
. 40It is our experience, that'unlesshe NSF mounts:an implementation,program

comparable to previous curriculum projects, that such a slot has little .

likelihood of being created.
,

ti.

The potential market impact of ISIS should ip assessed'intwo ways:
instructionally aed financially.

- 'A1. Without doubt, ISIS will influence the future instruction
of all students in secondary science. The depth of this
influence will be largely dependent'on the extent Of the
NSF support mentioned above.

, -

'
I

2. With a limited amount pep- pupil to expend, inevitably the
funds to purchase ISIS will come:from losses to existing or
new competing programs.

Question 7: Do.these instructional materials present implementation'
problems for the schools?

One of the major barriers to.acceptanee in over twenty-five states is
the state curriculum requirementS. In addition, these 'states have
stringent physical requirements which favor hard-bound textbooks.

Another probleN,40-that of teacher acceptance. ISIS requires major changele
in the wapteachers teach and students learn. Therefore, speciatl teacher
education is required for proper implementation.

Because of the large number of content options; Thal districts cap
design an ISIS offering to it their own needs and desires.

,

Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials
reasonable?
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It has been.our experience that the cost of implementing innovative programs

is higher than conventional ones. Thus, while unable to evaluate the figures

supplied by ISIS, we are doubtful that ISIS can. be implemented for less than

the cost of a conventional program. i

To our knmJledge, there is no standard "reasonable" cost for implementing

secondary ,cience curricula.
_____

1
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D. 20.1b: Publishers Panel: Responses to questions about TPE

Question 1: Is there a genuine need for these instructional materials?

There was agreement that there is a need for activity-cent4red programsfor the target population. We also feel that it is important to society
to have a scientifically literate citizenry.

However, the Panel felt' that the material in Living in A/Changing WorldfUnit 1, pepple_and Technology was much too dense in 61100t load and had
much too difficult a vocabulary load for the stated target population.
We also.question whether the [Pie-professional focusofithe program is
appropriate for the target population.

Question 2: Is there a market/ for these instructional materials?

We feel that 'there is a discrete market for materials to reach the under-
achiever mho does not benefit from the usual classroom materials and
strategics. This student population can identify with activities about
their would which involve real problems and their judgments.

However, lwe felt `fiat these:materials are so wide of reaching this popu-
lation that there is a seribus doubt in our mind about their marketability.

Filmstrip packages generally du well in the marketplace. We do not feel
that even this positive fe ture will overcome the unsuitability of the
material for the target po ulation.

Question 3: De these instructional materials po's?.ss a clear purpose
and rationale.

We felt that the stated rationale of the TPE materials is at wide variance
with whatappears in the ma erials. Our assessment is that the materials
'are in part most appropriate for pre-professional training of mathematics
and science majors.

Question 7: Do these instruc ional materials present implementation
p-robleinsfor-eheT chools?

We feel that the TPE Unit, Peop\le and Technoldgy will need implementation
help in the schools that buy the unit. The classroom method as outlined
fn the Teacher's Guide, is by it elf, not sufficient to implement the
program. The units requiring the circuit board and/or the computer would
definitely heed consultant servic to orient the teacher.

We feel thai unless implementation - consultants for TPE are funded, the
materials aN they now exist would difficult for teachers to use
with no TPE training.

r
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Question 8: Are the costs for implementing these instructional materials

reasonable?

On the surface, the cost of installing TPE in a school seems to be reasonable.

However, there are also implementation costs for teacher education and costs

of duplicating the spirit-master materials and other hidden costs we cannot

anticipate. Therefore, we cannot adequately evaluate the implementation

costs of TPE.

5
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D. 20. c: Publishers Panel: Responses to five additional questions

Question 1: What impact have the funding practices of NSF's pre-college
implementation program had on the supported educational
materials and their publishers?

The NSF's pre-college implementation program for the supported educational
materials and their publishers has in general been beneficial both educa-
tionally and finaficially to those publishers. However, it should be realized
that only the successful bidding publishers can say this. The companies
who did not acquire an NSF program were inhibited in their desires and
efforts to develop competing programs.

Question 2: What has federal funding (and, specifically, NSF funding)
for curriculum development added to education that might not
normally have occurred in the commercial sector? Does federal
funding inhibit the growth of the commercial sector?

We all see that the NSF pre-college educational materials have had a
significant impact on the commerical sector. However, we feel that if
the NSF programs in science did not exist, that other innovative science
programs would have been developed--although over a longer time period.

The educational publishing industry is very competitive. In a number of
curriculum areas such as elementary mathematics, elementary reading,
etc., the private sector has done many significant new programs.

Question 3: Are there better ways for NSF to support curriculum develop-..
ment by working more closely and directly with publishers?

. It is our feeling that the NSF curriculum support in the future should
follow an SMSG model that is, support of basic research and development
with the output and proaucts placed in the public domain. Further, we
feel that the NSF should attempt to deal with educational research- -

science pedagogy, science content--and publish the research for all.
Also, we hope that the NSF would consult with all sectors of the educational
world including educational publishing about potential directions to take.

Question 4: What is the economic status of the. industry? Can they now
support curriculum R&D projects of reasonable sizes?

The educational publishing industry in general is healthy. Many factors
affect the industry. Our costs in terms of paper, printing, gasoline
for sales representatives cars, etc., are all increasing rapidly and we are
able to change our price effectively only once a fear. Also, state adoptions
require a guaranteed price which generally exists for five years or more.

Original research and development money is still scarco. We do not
have the general capability to fund this and would like to see the
U.S. Government work with publishers and curriculum groups to produce
new materials.

,
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Publishers are able to publish new curriculum projects and will probably

continue to do so. But the previously mentioned increasing cost factors

impede such development.

Question 5: If not, what are the barriers to more R&D in the private

sector?

Question 5 is responded to in Question 4.

--,
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF PANEL ISIS
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PANEL 1

Facilitator:

Dr. Lyle W. Phillips
Special Assistant
Directorate for Science Education
National Science Foundation

Dr. David Elkihd
117-Shaftsbury Road
Rochester, New York 14610
Recommended by: American Board of

Professional Psychology

Mr. William H. Forsberg
4148 Winnetka Avenue, North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427

Recommended by: National Association
of Elementary School Principals

Dr. Jane Donnelly Gawronski
4839 Muir Avenue, North.

San Diego, California 92107
Recommended by: National Council

of Teachers of Mathematics

oDr. E. Glenadine Gibb
4916 West View Drive
Austin, Texas 78731

Recommended by: National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics

Ms. Betty Hight
Westside Elementary School
Route #2, Box 360A
Pittsburg, Kansas 66762

Recommended by: National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics

Ur. Marilyn Suydam
1885 Kempton Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43220
Recommended by: Natibnal Council

of Teachers of Mathematics

.

Dr. Shirley Hill
4820 West 76th Street
Prairie Village, Kansas 66208
Recommended by: Mathematical
Association of America

Mrs. Mary Kleeh
4047 Wood Street
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003

Recommended by: National Com-
mittee of Citizens for Education

Mr. Michael P. Klentschy
Los Angeles Unified School District
6251 Callicott Avenue
Woodland Hills, California 91364

Recommended by: Local School Admin. .

Dr. James Okey
Department of Science Education
University,of Georgia
Athens. Georgia 30602
Recommended by: Association for the

Education of Teachers of Science

Dr. Dora Helen Skypek

2120 Trailmarlc Drive
Decatur, Georgia 30033
Recommended by: National Council

of Teache'rs of Mathematics
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PANEL 2

Facilitator:

Dr. Richard W. West
Division of Science Education
Development and Research

National Science Foundation.

Professor Edward Begle
School of Education
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
Recommended by: Mathematical:
Association of America

Dr, Carmen Catanese
22 Montgomery Avenue
Rocky Hill, New Jersey 08553
Recommended by: Common Cause

Mrs. Lora Chappell
1104 Ellis Avenue
Jackson, Mississippi 39209
Recommended by: National Congress
of Parents and Teachers

Professor John Allen'Easley, Jr.
1406 West Green

'Champaign, Illinois. 61820
Recommended by: American Educational
Research Association

Ms. Mary E. Froustet
867 Garden Street
Union, New Jersey 07083
Recommended by: National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics
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Mr. Daniel J. Hogan, Principal -

Dominican High School
9740 McKinney
Detroit, Michigan 48224
Recommended by: National Assn.

of Secondary School Principals

Professor Donald L. Kreider
Box 156

Norwich, Vermont 05055'-2---
Recommended by: Mathematical
Association of America

Mr. Roy D. Mot thews

Supervisor of Mathematics
Cincinnati Public Schools
3311 Epworth Av'enue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211

° Recommended by: National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics

Dr. Jerry A. McIntosh'

625,Staats

Bloomington, Iniiana 47401 .

Recommended by: National Courrcil
of Teachers of Mathematics

Mr. Leroy Sachs
2011 Urban Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63144
6onnemded by: National Council
.of Teachers of Mathematics,



. PANEL 3

Facilitator:
Dr. L. Vaughn Blankenship
Office of Planning, Resources .

and Management
National Science Foundation

Dr. Douglas Alder
1541 East 11th, North
Logan, Utah 84321

Recommended by: American Historical

Association

Dr. Robert Angell
826 Earhart Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105

Recommended by: American
Sociological Association

Mrs. Alethea Campbell
745 Congress Strett, S. E.
Washington, D. C:,.20032
Recommended t1y: National Council

of Parents and Teachers

Dr. George W. Carey
Professor of Government
Georgetown University
Washington, D. C. 20007

Recopirnended by: National Congress

for Educational Excellence

Mr. Coe Dexter
Bureau or Social Studies Education
New York'State Education Department
Albany, New York 12234

_Recommended by: Council of State
Supervjsors of Social Science

Mr. Ilavid Engstrom
Woodrow Wilson High School
Nebraska Avenue R Chesapeake Se N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20016

Recommended .Py: AdministraVion and
Faculty, Wilson High School
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Mrs. Verna Fancett
112 Fayette Circle
Fayetteville, New York 13066

Recommended by: National Council

for the Social Studies

Or. John C. Linehan, Principal
Barnstable Middle School
Hyannis, Massachusetts .02601
Recommended by: National Assn.,

of Secondary School Principals

Mrs. Kristine,McGough.
6157 Stevens Forest Rnod
Columbia, Maryland 21045

Recommended by: National Committee

for Citizens in Education

Dr. Michael O'Leary
835 Livingston Avehue
Syracuse, New York 173210 .

Recommended by: Social Science

Research CoUncil

Ms. Juliana Podraza
4701 Kenmore Abenue #616
Alexandria, Virginia 22304

Recommended by: National Council

fdr the Social Studies

Dr. Ethel Tobach
American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, New York 10024

Recommended by: American Ortho-

psychiatric Association
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PANEL 4

Facilitator:

Dr. Roosevelt Calbert
Office of Program Integration
National Science Foundation

Dr. Jacob W.. Blankenship, President.
Association for the Education

of Teachers pf Science
344. Farish Building

University of Houston
Houston, Texas 7700.4

Recommended NI: AETS'

Dr. Jahn Borriello

Behavioral Studies Building
Saint Elizabeth Hospital
2700 Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue, S. E.
Washington, D. C. 20032
Recommended by: American Group

Psychotherapy Association

Dr:Scott Chalfant
353 Wisteria Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 39107
Recommended by: National Association
of Secondary School Principals

,

Dr. Donald Dean
168 Fourth Avenue
Berea, Okio 44017
Recommended by: American Ins'titute

of Biological, Sciences

Mrs. Ruth Ganong, President
Albany School Board
710 Hillside Avenue
Albany, California 94706
Recommended by: local School

Superintendent

Sarah Hurst
Program Consultant
Jepartment of Education
G280 lake Lllenor DrOe
Orlando, Florida 3?809
ReEomendA by: ,,Afwrican Society

of Medic ,i1 Teihnolo,ly
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Dr. Eugen Merzbacher

Departmeht of Physics and Astronomy
University of North Carolina -

Chapel Hill

Chapel }UL' North Ca,rolina 27514 :,

Recommended by: -American Physical
Society

Professor Robert A.. Pe-ura

Departments .6f Electrical Engineer-
ing and Life Sciences

Worcester Rolytechnic.Institute
Worcester, Massachusetts, 01609
Recommended by: American Society
for Engineering Education

.

Mr. Harold Pratt
Science Coordinator
Jefferson County Public Schools
1209 Quail

Lakewood', Colorado 80215 .

Recomended-by: National,Assess-
men+. of Educational Progress

Dr. Les Trowbridge, Chairman
Science Education Department
University of Northern Colorado -

* Greeley

Greeley, C6lorado 80639
Recommended by: National Science"
:Teachers Association

Mr. Abdrew Turner

1Joodrow Wilton High Sthool
Nebraska Avenue & Chesapeake
Washington, D. C. 20016
Recommended by: Administration and

Faculty, Wilson High School

Ms. Judith zero
.Chemistry Instructor
Carl Sandbuq High School
133rd Street ono Route 4r)
Orland NO. Illinois 6046?
RecoMinende,1 by: National Science

Teachers 4ssociation
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PANEL 5

facilitator:

Dr. Howard L. Jones
Office of Program integration
Jlational Science Foundation

.

Dr. Daniel F. Burton \

512 Hickory Street
Mankato, Minnesota 56001

Recommended by: National Association

of State School Boards

Mr. Wayne E. Carlson
Extension Specialist
4-H Youth Development
197 Windsor Lane
New Brighton, Minnesota 55112

Recommended by: 4-H National ,

Foundation

Sister Shirley Corbliss
Science High School,
40 Rector Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Recommended, by: National Science

Teachers Association'

Dr. Richard A. Dodge
Hgad, Educatiwi and Communications
bepartment,N,

1401 Milson Boulv rd
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Recommended by: American Institute

of Biological Sciences

Dr. Roger W. Hanson
Dean, School of Natural-Sciences
University of Alabama at Birmingham,
Birmingham, Alabama 35294_
Recommend -ed b): natiOnal Science
Teachers Association

Dr. Fred D. Johnson
Science Consultant
Shelby County Schools
160 South Hollywood Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38112

Recommended by: National Science

Teachers Association
r

Mr. Andrew H. Miller
High School for the Health.

Professions
Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas 77035

Recommended by: Administration and
Faculty, H.S. for Health Profession

Dr. Gerald A. Myers, Head'
Biology-Botany Department
South Dakota State University
Brookings, South Dakota 57006

Recommended by: American Institute

of Biological Sciences

Dr. James M. Stevenson, birector
Department of Behavioral Medicine

and Psychiatry
West Virginia University Medical

Center
Ch4rleston, West Virginia 25330

Recormended_by: American Rshchi-

atric Association

Mr. J. HoWard Straiton, Principl
Nokomis Junior High School
3500,East 51st Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55417

Recommended- -by: National Assn.

of Secondary School Principals

Dr. Robert E. Yager
Science Education Center
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Recommended by: National Science

Teachers Association

Dr. Dean A. Zollman
Graduate Physics Building, SUNY
Stony Brook, New York 11794

(On leave from Kansas State Universit
Recommelyed by: American Association

543' 'of Physics Teachers
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PANEL 6

Facilitator:

Mr. Howard P. Levine
Office of Program integration
National Science Foundation

Dra Ted-F:-A4rews, Dean
ollege of Environmental
and Applied Sciences

G,vvernors State University
P.rk Forest So., Illinois 60466
Re,ommended by: NatiOnal Association
`of Biology Teachers

Dea Elwood B. Ehrle
Scho4t of Arts and Science
Mank,to State University
an a o, Minnesota 56001

Recbm eridrd by: American Institute
of Biological Sciences

Mr. William E. Galbraith
American Legion
8022 El Vonte

_Pr.airie Village, Xansas '66208
Recommended by: American Legion

Dr. Roger,M. Herman
Department of Physi.cs

Pennsylvania State University
University.Park, Pennsylvania 16802
Recommolded\ by: American Physical

Society

Dr. Hilliard ason, Director
Division of Faculty Development
Assn. of American Medical Colleges
1 Dupont Circle - Suite 200
Washington, D. C. 20036
Recommended by: American Psychiatric
Association

Mrs. Elaine W. Lcdbetter, Head
Science Department
Pampa Senior High School
Pampa,- Terns 79065
Recommended by: National Science
Teachers Association

5 6G
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Mr. Kevin McMahon
33 Browe Court

Burlington, Vermonc 05401
Recommended by: Educational

Products Information Exchange

Ms. Mary C. O'Brien
P.O. Box 769

;Florence, Arizona 85232
,Recommended by: Local School

, Dr. Marie Parnell, Principal

Sayreville Memorial High School-
Washington Road
Parlin, New Jersey 08359
'Recommended/by: National Assn.

of Secondary School_ Principals

Mr. Albert L. Powers
Science Department
Concord - Carlisle Regional High

School

Concord, Massachusetts 01742
Recommended by: National Science

Teachers ASsociation

Dr. Howard Stein
Department of Biology
Grand Valley Stiate Colleges
Allendale; Michigan 49401
4commended by: American Institute

of Biological Sciences

Dr. Roger K. Nangen
Social Studies Coordinator

Minnesota Department of Education
619 Capitol Square Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Retonvended by: Council of State

Supervisors of Social Studies
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PANa 7

Facilit,ator: /
,

!Dr. Alphonse Buccip,o ! .

Office of-frogramvIntegration
National Science Foundation

.

Mr. Jack De4a'ard
Executive'Editor - Science Division

Publishirig_Company, Inc.

201 Creekside Drive
Palo Alto, Califora4a $4306

mr. Carl Gulbish
Executive'Editor, Science*.
Silver Burdett
250 James Street
41-0-rristown, New Jersey 07960

Mrs. Norma Markson
,Executive Editor
Urban Programs Department

Houghton-Mifflin
1 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02107

.

Mr. William Moore'
Executive Editor - Science School Department !

Holt, Rinehart and-Winston
670 W. End .",venue, Apartment 8F

New York, New York 10025

All Panelists Recommended by Association of

American Publishers

5 6 1
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Appendix B: chronologic and Descriptive Data

Initial notification o. the intention to perform the review of NSF-

supported curriculum efforts was made to the National Science Board on

0ctober 18, 1975 by Dr. Harvey Averch, Acting Assistant Director for

Science Eaucation. Planning efforts within the Foundation between this

date and the completion of the review are detailed in this appendix.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS LEADING TO THE REVIEW OF NATIONALSCIENCE FOUNDATION

SUPPORTED CURRICULUM EFFORTS,

June 19, 1(..,
House Committee on Appropriations for Department of

Housing and Urban Development - Independent Agencies

forbids National Science Foundation implementation

activities for FY '76. (House Report 94-313)

"Regardless of the merits of a particular course of study,

the Committee believes that the provision of federal fund,:

ing for unique educational marketing activities tends to

give particular courses unfair advantage in the market

place and therefore it is of extreme importance, that

federal intervention in the development of curriculum,

and especially in its implementation,be fully justified

on a course-by-course basis to the Congress and to a

broad base of public, educator, and professional organi-

zations and parent groups nationwide." (p. 35)

"Since the Foundation is currently deVeloping a number of

courses...which have never been reviewed by the Committee

in terms of their national need, the Committee has in-

cluded no_funds for the implementation of courses in 1976.

This will give the Foundation time to prepare the neces-

sary data and to fully inform the Congress and the public

of its intentions and the basis on which it has deter-

mined the pressing need for such course material. It will

also give the Congress time to fully evaluate the impact

of federal involvement in this field and arrive at effec-

tive public polio_ guidelines for the development and

implementation of such Materials." (pp. 35-56)

June 20 Policy Statement approved by National Science Board

vOLICY STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

AT ITS 1-74TH MEETING ON JUNE 20, 1975

ON NSF IMPLEMENTATION OF SCIENCE CURRICULA

"Prior to undertaking full-scale dissemination and assis-

tance activities for NSF - developed materials, NSF should

undertake a careful review to ensure that the proposed

subject matter fits within reasonable limits or, norms with

respect to educational value and that the scientific
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content is accurate. Recogniztng the broad base of con-
cern with elementary and secondary education, the
Foundation should provide Opportunities for input in this
review by representatives of the scientific, educational,
child development, commercial publishing, and informed
public community."

October 18 Dr. Harvey Averch, newly aOpointed Acting Assistant
Director for Science Education, announces to National
Science Board plans for inihediate curriculum review
baSed on the Board's June policy statment.

Ottober 23- Dr. Averch and Dr. Jack T. Sanderson, Acting Deputy
'November 11 Assistant Director 'for Science EducatiOn, meet with

Congressmen and staff members about the', review plans.

October 23 Dr. Averch appoints Task Force
onCurr-i-c-tritirtiRevilsii tO-.-

complete plans for the review.

October 23

October 3D

October 31

October 31

November 3

November 3

November 4

November 6-7

Letters forwarded to the directors of sixteen curriculum
projects presently funded by NSF signifying the intent
to review project efforts.

First draft of review questions reviewed within AD/SE.

Cu6-iculum projects assigned to panels.

Press Release announced the review.

Organizations seledted to contact for possible panelists.

Decision made to review three additional curriculum
projects (Science BiOfilms, Arithmetic Project, Madison
Mathematics Films).

Letters forwarded to three additional curriculum project
directors informing them their curriculum efforts would
be reviewed.

Advisory Committee for Science Education meets in
Washington. Review performed by Committee on the questions
to be used in the reV.iew.

November 10 Letters forwarded to nominating organizations seeking
their nominees for the curriculum review.

November 10 Final draft of review questions completed.

5 6 AL,
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November 11

November 12-17

November 18

November 18-24

November 18-28

SR

. November 26-
December 1

Letter forwarded to project directors of the nineteen
projects requesting their answers to the review ques-
tions as well as provision of additional materials fur
panelists to review.

Nominations for panelists°received from organizations.

Initial selection of panelists based on organizations'
recommendations.

Additional materials and answers to review questions
received from Project directors and staffs.

Telephone invitations extended to prospective panelists
followed by mailiny5 of necessary NSF travel forms and
consultant agreements to those accepting.

Pre-panel meeting materials forwarded to panelists.

December 3 Letters forwarded to project directors identifying final
plans for review and list of panelists.

December 8-12 Curriculum Review

December 12- Drafts completed on all panel reviews.

January 24

4
6

5 3 ',/-
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PREPARATORY PROCEDURES

Prior to the convening of the panels on December 8, 1975, nine planning
steps were taken as shown in the diagram.

s
_ .

[

1 Idootifit,Antart 2. Assign

L .
Identify questions

ovglnizstions for to each panel for panel focus
ipavell..t. recom-

pendations

3. Idontify niv'ber

of RomOprs,for

4Seiett panelists] f 8 Pesign format to

ensure adequate
review

9. Forward pre -pi el
meeting information
to panelists

.Panels convene 1

6. Inform Project
Directws of each
project of the
review process

[-_____ - -----
7. Request additional

project information
from project
directors

L. Identify and Contact Organizations for Panelist Recommendations

The National Science Boaftl in its policy statement of June 20; 1975 con-
cerning curriculum review directed that the Foundation undertake a
"careful review to, ensure that the proposed subject matter fits within
reasonable limits or norms with respect to educational value and that the
scientific content is accurate." The Board further noted the need for a
broadly-based review, with illput-from the,"scientific, educational, child
development, commercial publishing, and informed pUblic communities."

I.

Based on the Board's charge for a broadly-based reviews it was deter-
mined that panels should include representatives from the following
groups:

A. Scientists/Mathematicians
B. Professional Educators ,

1) Elementary/Secondary Teachers
2) School Administrators
3) Science/Mathematics Supervisors
4) Science/Mathematics Educators in College Settings

C. Child/Adolescent Development Specialists

,56G
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0. Commercial Publishing Representatives

E. Informed Public Communities

1) Parents and other interested lay citizens

2) School Board members

F. Students*

* While the Board charge did not request student input, student involve-

ment in the-review process was deemed important. However, in panels
'als would be reviewed,

C,

' II . 1

no student representation was considered necessary or advisable.

The next step was to contaci.sources of possible panelists. Although

the.review was to be for NSF use, it Was decided to request representa-

tive organizations to nominate panelists rather than for the Foundation

to select individual panelists.-

A number of well known professional groups were invited to recommend

panelists, to insure representative populations. In addition, in cases

where a group whose opinions were considered important by the Foundation

existed, it was selected Tor contact even though its total membership

was small. -This latter rule was invoked,to gain a more diverse sample of

parents and lay representatives

Fifty -three organizations were selected for initial contact. Letters to

presidents or executive directors of these organizations,were mailed on

November 10, 1975.. Organizations and their addresses are listed in

Exhibit-B-2. The letter used is exhibit B-1.

It was decided that students would be selected by-teachers and administra-

tors of individual schools. For convenience, it was decided that-two

students be recommended from Woodrow Wilson High School, geographically

closest to the Directorate for Science Education offices in Washington,. D.C.

It was also decided th4 a student in a special high school for,the health

profession's should be invited. Administrative officials and teachers in

the Houston (Texas) Independent School District were asked to nominate a

student from their nationally recognized High School .for the Health

Professions.

While the contact groups were numerous, difficulties in receiving either

recommendations from groups or the consent of contacted panelists made it

necessary to contact additional potential panelists. This contact was

needed to ensure Unique skills. The Association fo the Education of

Teachers of SCience, a professional group associated with the National

Science Teachers Association, was contacted in late November and two

56 r.
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panelists were selected to represent college-based science educators.'A similar contact with the National Council far Social Studies generated
two 'additional panelists. In addition, because of timing and scheduling
conflicts, there was difficulty in obtaining panelists to represent
schoQ1 board membership. To ensure a more balanced geographic distribu-
tion of-panelists, two school superintendents from western state& were
asked .to recommend school board members.

After learning of the review, two other groups' recommended panelists.
The Council of State Social. Studies Specialists recommended members'and Dr. Onalee McGraw, Legislative Chairman, t191:9ikrilgiTss forEducation .l

-aitcLeerfun:ti-n-a-tar-,--NR-Tonal Coalition for Children,
contacted the Foundation to recommend panelists.

2. Assign Projects to Each Panel

I n all, there were 19 Curriculumprojects
selected for review. Each was

supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation and all were in
different stages of development. Some developers had completed their
projects but had not yet terminated their grant with the Foundation.
Other projects were in the initial-stages of.development, others in themiddle phases. Spe projects were funded for multi-year efforts, at acost of over 1 million dollars; still others were smaller projects,
costing less than 75,000 dollars total.

In planning the review, several dimensions were considered in the identi-
fication of numbers and types of panels. It would have been possible to
have panels look at the projects: (a) by developmental stage; (b) by
subject matter; (c) by the grade level they were designed for;-or (d) .by

of funding. Instead, staff members Chose to combine several of
the criteria in the making of panel assignments. The listing below

.notes the rationale for the inclusion of projects within the panels:

Panel 1: Elementary.Mathematics''Projects

All are aimed at the K-6 grade level. However, there
are different levels of funding and different stages
of development represented. One project, Unified
Science and Mathematics for, the Elementary Schools, is
an-interdisciplihary.effort with both science and
mathematics. However, it is K-6 in nature.

1. . Unified Science and Mathematics for the
Qementary Schools (USMES)

2. Problem-Solving Strategies and Applications of
Mathematics in the Elementary School (MPSP)

3. Project for the Mathematical Development of
Children (PMDC)

4. Arithmetic Project (AP)
5. Madison Pi.oject Films (MMP)

56 G
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Panel 2: Secondary Mathematics Projects

Itie projects are in different stages of development

but'all are secondary mathemAics efforts.

1. Sourcebook in Applied Mathematics (SAM)

2. Creation, Testing and Dissemination of Problem-
Solving Instructional Materials (PSIM)

3. Development of a Mathematics .ProgNm for
Grades 7-8 (MP78)

`4. Mathematics Resource Project: Topical Resources

fur Middle School Mathematics Teachers (MRP)

5. First-Year-Algebra via Applications Development

Project (FYA)

Panel 3: Social Science Projects

The three projects are diverse in their content and

developmental stages but are all secondary school

social science efforts.'

.1. Exploring Human Nature (EHN)

_ 2. Human Behavior Curriculum Project (HB)

High School Political Science Curriculum:
Comparing Political Experiences ,(CPE)

Panels 4; S., b.

There was a conscious decision to ensure that a number

of the more complex prOjkts were reviewed by more

than one panel. All of the-projects here are for use

in secondary schools and are not social science efforts.

Most of the efforts are in the middle or-later stages of

develOpment and, hence, would provide a larger amount of

materials to be reviewed.

1. Technology, Peop16, Environment (TPE) - Panel 4 only

2. Individualized Science Instructional 3ystem (ISIS) -

Panels 4, 6

3. The Biomedical InterdisCiplinary Curriculum

Project (BICP) - Panels 4, 5

4. Four Motion. Pictures in Social Biology (SB) - Panel 5-

only
5. Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS)

Panels 5, 6

6. Human Science Program (HSP) - Panel 5 only

0

Panel 7: Publisher's Panel

It was felt that the publishing community would provide

valuable feedback on those projects whose developmental

cycle has'reached the stage of commercial distribution

and whose directors had negotiated contracts with pub-

lishers. Only ter of the 19 projects met these criteria

and were reviewed by this panel.

553 56,



1. Individualized Sciende Instructional System (ISIS)
2.

Technology-People-Environment (TPE)

3.* Identify Number of Members for Each Panel

The National Science Board's position on the review was that there shouldbe a broadly-based
representation on each panel. Therefore each panelwas to include representation

from science/mathematics communities, andinclude professional educators, child/adolescent development specialists as wellas have input from parents and other'informed citizens. On those panelswhere their input was considered relevant, students were recruited. Theseparate panel of publishers was convened to meet the request that com-mercial publishers view the materials.

In addition to these global panel needs, each panel had unique require-ments. Panel 1 was to address several
research-oriented efforts. so thosemathematics educators chosen had to be able to reflect on the researcheffort as well as the product. In addition, Panel 1 was viewing aunified science/mathematics effort. Therefore a college-based scienceeducator was deemed necessary. Teachers were chosen in order to achieveclassreoverspective.

,%Panel 2 required the input of secondary education personnel.

Panel 3 personnel were chosen to reflect broadly-lased expertise in all,of the socidlsriences.
In addition, because of the possible controversy

associated with the.dev ?lopment of any social science material, it wasconsidered germane to include a largerercentage from the parent/informedpublic sample.

Panels 4,\ and 6 called
for_abroadly-'oased representation but the

strengths needed were to be found primarily in the science community.Panels 4 and 5 called for panelists who could view the Biomedical program,hence the addition of medical education personnel. Panels 5 and 6 calledfor a heavy representation of those with extensive knowledge of biologicalsciences:

In prder to meet the requirements of the National Science Board and to meetpanel needs as NSF staff viewed them, it was decided that each panel should
have betwedn 10:13 members except Panel 7, where it was felt th.t a smaller
number of publishers could provide the'input needed.

4. Select panelists.

In recommending panelists, the organizations contacted were asked to makc-
their selection in administrative session rather than to poll theirentire -lientele. In addition, it was requested that the organization
executive contact NSF staff members via telephone with nominees' names,Iddresses and telephone numbers. Each organization was asked to list its
recommendations in order of priorityi

5'10
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In his November 10 letter to organizations requesting nominations,

Dr. Averch asked that they respond by November 17. By November 19,

44 of the 53 organizations initially contacted had responded. Of this

response group, 6 organizations explicitly declined to submit names.

Thus, with names submitted by the two. organizations contacted later and'

the two organizationsvolunteering names, panelists were selected from

lists provided by 42 organizations.

Since the Foundation wanted panelists whose views would reflect those of

the nominating organization, each organization was requested to nominate

6r10 individuals who fulfilled this criterion.

It was expected that °a large number of nominees would be'unable to par-

cipatejle_cause,: (1) the panel reviews would be held less than three

weeks after contact with nominated panelists was mAe; (2) unless they

lived in the Washington area, there would be a one week time period

during which the panelists would be away from their homes; (3) the one-

week period was near the Christmas holiday season.

irganizations representing the needed panelists were randomized for final

. panelist selection. For example, in the.pobl that would provide parents,

twelve source groups responded with recommendtions. These group names___,,

were randomly selected to identify who would serve on'what panels A

similar process was used to identify those groups that would be used for

the selection of'paneljsts to meet other necessary panel membership.

Individuals were then contacted by phone in order listed by their

recommending organizations until successful 'contact and acceptance.

In those cases where organizations did not provide a-priority listing,

staff members attempted a "besc guess" Selection by matching the known

background of an individual (data were provided by all organizations in

their recommendations) with identified panel needs.

4

In cases where panel voids still existed, groups were asked to generate

additional nomineesz, This experience was especially critical in the

identification of mathematics educator -s at the elementary, high school and

college level as well as of 'science teachers and supervisors. The National

Council for Teachers of Mathematics and the National Science Teachers

Association provided additional names.

As mentioned earlier, personal'contact with superintendents, teachers and

two professional organizatiOns were made to fill final gaps in panel mem-

bership.

Panelists selected are named in Appendix A.

The final panel representation is shown in Table B-1, organizations pro-

viding nominees by number are shown in Exhibit B-3, and geographic distri-
.

)6ition of panelists is shown in Exhibit B-4.

57i
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Table B-1. Panel Re resents by Role

Panel

1 2 3 4 5 4,6

a
Mathematicians

1 2
Scientists 3 3 , 4 4
Elementary Teachers

_Secondary Teachers .

2

2 2 1 "1 2
School Administrators 1 1 1 1 1 1

Mathematics Supervisors 1 1

Science Supervisors
1 1 . 1 1

College Mathematics Educators 3 1

College Science Educators 1 ' 3 1

Child or Adolescent Development
Specialists

1 1 1 1 1 1

Publishing Representatives
Parents or Informed Citizens* 1 2 3 1 1 1

School Board Members
1 1 1

Students
1 1 1 i

......._. _
Total 11 10 12s. 13 12 12 4 = 74 *k

* Just as those individuals representing professional roles were, in many
cases, parents,, those people representing parents and other-Informed
citizens served in other roles. An electrical engineer recommended by
an organization in our parent and citizen pool was counted as a member
of the parent and other informed citizen sample.

** One panelist did not attend due to illness.
.

5. Identify Questions for Panel Focus

The Directorate for Science, Education was requesting a careful and critical
review of nineteen curriculum.projects

presently receiving support from
the Foundation or that were no longer being funded but were ready for dis-
semination. AD/SE staff compiled a list of critical questions for the
panelists to aid AD/SE in planning future efforts related to the nineteen
projects and other future curriculum. support efforts of the Foundatpn..

The listing comprised nine major questions with sub-questions under-each.
In addition, a tenth "tieneral Impressions" item was added to permit pap-

. elists to raise individual questions or express concerns or opinions not
covered in the other nine questions. The initial draft of the instrument
was considered at the Advisory Committee for Science.Education meeting in
Washington on November 6-7. With the major input oT member Dr. Michael
Scriven of the Oniversity of California, the instrument was revied for
use-in the December; panel meetings. A copy is found as Exhibit B-5.

L
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The publishrs' pandl wSs askedto address a sub-set of tie basic questions

considered by AD/SE staff to he most appropriate to its P Rertise. In

addition, this panel w4s asked to address a set of'five uestions on the

impact of NSF curriculum development activities on the publishing industry.

A copy of these questions is fo'und as exhibit R-6.

6. inform Project Directors of each Project of the Review Process

On October 23, Dr. Harvey Averch forwarded a letter to the principal ,

investigators of the sixteen active projects projects with obligations

or outlays from the Foundation during the curregl fiscal year. This

letter, Exhibit B-7, gave notification of the review. A request was made

\that project staffs ensure that a complete set of all materials developed

. to that date be provided for review.

On Mvember 4, Dr. Averch forwarded a similar letter (Exhibit B-8) to the

project directors pf three additional technically completed pro'ects that

had rot yet' negotiated contracts for commercial publication.

I. Request Additional Information from Project Directors

On Novemuer 11, letters(Exhibit B-9) were mailed to directors of each

of the nineteen curriculum projects requesting that staff members pro-

vide answers to nine of the ten questions on the revised instrument.

(T44-tenth item, "general impressions," was for individual panelist

espon;e.) The- principal investigator andlijs Staff were requested to

provide structured input for the panel ists ior to undertaking their

assignments.
,

In addition, 'the principal investigator was requested to be available

during the week of December 8-12 to answer calls should panelists need

additional tnTormatiN to respond to the questions.

Principal investigators were alSo reque-sIeorto provide enough representa-

tive copies of developed materials for panelist review prior to the

Washington meeting. Representative materials and information on the

projects were scheduled to be mailed to panelists an November 26.. The

principal investigator was requested to return these materials to AD/SE

before that date.

8. Design Format to Ensur=e Adequate Review

Because panelists were chosen to represenNa broad spectrum of privete

,and professional inwiterests and responsibilities, -it was important that

they he given the opportunity to reflect on the ten questions.to ensure

maximum input for decision making within AD/SE. However, it was foreseen

that the preparation of coherent-written reports reflecting this wide

range of ovinions would be an extremely difTicult task.

57i
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To facilitate the developmedt of ,a format that would permit input fromall panelists and yet provide useful information for AD/SF. a mixed-
block design was ticed'to assign responsibilities to individual panel-ists for specific questions. Individual panel subgroups (usually 2-3members)-were responsible for writing panel reports on specific ques-tions; these reports would he drafted after panel discussion of each
question, shared with other panelists, and rewritten as necessary. Theend product of the review would be written responses from each panel
reflecting flalnel opinions and answers to nine of the ten questions
(omitting for the time being the general impressions question, theanswer to which would be prepared by each panelist)., in addition,
panelists who did not agree with other panelists' ,responses to specific
questions would be free to prepare and submit "iinority reports."

The mixed block design for each panel is shown in Exhibit B-10.-

9. Forward Pre-Panel-MeetinEInformation Panelists

Letters and accompanying materials were mailed to panelists onNovember 26, 1975. (Exhibit B-11) Inclu d were veriticatiOn of theagreement (verbal commitments had earl ic been made on the telephone)
and logistical-information (housing, travel and honoraria), a copy Ofthe ten question instrument and a prepared "evidence package" foreach project.

The evidence package included:

a. A:summary of the project, to_ be reviewed_ as oiginal-ly
designed and_ This summary was prepared by
AD/SE staff from materials in AD/SE files and other
written documentation.

,

b., Project Director's responses_ to nine of1the J0 questions.
c. Two or'thr'eerepresentative materials from the- project.

Because of the bulk of materials and the lack of enough copies
of specific items for some projects, all navailableHflate-
rials.were distribipted rarJomly among panelists for
review prior to the Washington meeting.

Panelists were informed that complete" "sets ($f materials would be avail-able for review in Washington. It was expected that panelists would'spend the equivalent of two days preparing for the meeting by eTviewing
the materials received.

On December- 1, a sigilar letter was fo,i-wardtd tcfrstudent panelists
with ,the major difference ,that students Obre offered a $25 per day
honorarium ratherithan $75 per day.
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PANEL MEETINGS

Prior to the panel meetings, notice was made in the Federal Register of

November 21, 1975 (Exhibit B-12).

The panel meetings were subject to the terms of the Federal- Advisory

Committee Act. As such, the meetir;s were open to the public; attending

members of_the ublic who wished to make verbal statements or provide

written documentation to the panelists were free to do so.

The panels were chaired or "facilitated" lby a Designated Federal

Official--staff members of the National Science Foundation who repre-

sented offices which are charged with program planning and review. No

panel' facilitator had as his normal assignment monitoring of grants for

the development or,dissemination of curricula. The panel facilitators

for the review were:

Panel 1: D. Lyle W. Phillips, Special Assistant to the

Acting Assistant Director for

1 Science Education

Panel 2. Dr. Richard W. West, Program Manager, Division of

Science Education peVelopment and Research

Panel pr. Vaughn Bla'rikenship, Head, Planning and Policy Analysis,

. Office of Planning and Resources Management

Panel 4. br. Roosevelt Calbert, Program Manager, Office of

Program Integration

Panel 5. Dr. Howard L. Jones, Program Manager, Office of

Program Integration

Panel 6. Mr. Howard.P. Levine, Program Manager, Office of

Progratii Integratign

Panel 7. r. Alphonse Buccino, Program Manager, Office of

Program Integration

The role of the anel facilitator was tolensure panel continuity and

progress toward he,completidn Of the effort - the technical evaluation

of each of the a signed projects. The facilitator was nqt prepared nor

expected to proVide substantive information about the,curriculum projects

but was,to secur forykritlists the necessary inTormalpon and materials

needed to complete their evaluation.

At Thdo A.M. on December 8, Dr, Harvey Averch convened the panelists

and described t e history of curriculum development activities within/ '/SF

and the functiod of the curriculum review. He also:
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a. Described the past and present roles of the Foundation, with
respect to curriculum developMent activities;

b. Provided a brief history of events that led to the review;
c. Told panelist, that they would be providing a technical

evaluttiod of the nineteen projects with the Foundation
generally and_the.Directorate fdr Science education
specifically as the audiences;

d. Briefly desCribed ho they, as panelists, were chosen;
e. Informed panelists t at The meetings_mould be-open to the

public and held unde the terms of the.Federal Advisory
Committee Act;

f. Described the role of the panel facilitator as the
official governmental representative designated for 'each

1 panel responsible for

(1) ensuring that all nrocedural matters were handled, and
V (2) recognizing and ensuring the input ofnmemtiers of-the

public who might attend the meeting

A. 9:45 A.M. individual panels met in their assigned roons., Panel
facilitators, after introductions,reviewed with panelis s their
rharge - the development of written reports on each- of he assigned
wojects based on the ten questions provided. The itator also
revieWed the mixed-block design for the development of soup reports.
IndiVidual panelists were assigned thelquestiOnS that they would
address in preparation of reports representative of panel opinionsand findings. Canplete sets of curriculum materials were provided.
In addition, Dr. Averch released a memo through the panel facilitators
describing other materials that would be made available to any panel-
ist (Exhibit B-13).

Individual schtdules and protocol were developed by each panel. The
only requirement common to ali group panel meetings was-that the panel
facilitator (the Federally Designated Officer) be present to convene
and adjourn themeetings and to provide opportunity for input from any
visiting members of the public.

While there'were variations in panel protocol, the general format.of
the pangl_i inauded the following:,

a. anel_review V the materials they deemed necessary for
tan adequate review. In most cases'thi, step involved One
or two days of reading (or viewing filMs in the case of
two projects)'.

,

/
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b. Meeting with other members of the panel and discussing_ each
of the ten questions. During this time, those panelists
assigned to specific questions, kept careful notes and pre-
parled outlines for their written drafts.

c. After discussion, drafts were completed by the panel sub-
groups.

d. Redraft_ of_ The drafted responses to the ten ques-
tions were read by other panel members and, through group
discussion or individual input, additional data were pro-
vided so that sub-groups might re-draft their efforts.

e. Additional data gathering techniques used by several _panels.

1) Program managers within the Foundation (those persons
responsible for the internal monitoring of the projects)
provided information and clarification for panelists
upon request.

2) In one case (the Biomedical Interdisciplinary Curriculum
Project), the project director was in Directorate for
Science Education offices on December 11 and met with
Panels 4 and 5.

3) An 9 cases, panelists communicated via conference calls
with project developers. The following project directors
or staff members were contacted by individual panels:

Panel 1 - Madison Project, Project for the
Mathematical Development of
Children

Panel 2 - Mathematical Resource Project

Panel 3 - Exploring Human Nature

Panel 4 - ISIS, Technology-People-Environment

Panel 5 - Human Sciences Program

Panel 6 - ISIS

Panel 7 - ISIS

f. A similar cycle of writing and re-writing concluded with a
semi-final draft of each report by December 12, except for
Panel 3, which concluded its work on January 24, 1976.

All oanels concluded their meetings by Friday, December 12. One

3) dici not complete a final draft one of its projects and
doi.ided to complete final input by mail. The panel facilitator then
(,:hiNied A ',!haller sub -qroup on January 24, 1976 to prepare the final

report based on the mailed responses to the questions.

5 7
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In most cases, panelists were forwarded copies of the semi-final draftsfor final edit. In those cases where-minor corrections were made bypanelists the corrections were made by the panel facilitators. In thosecases where large-scale changes were requested, the panel facilitatorscontacted panelists by phone to get agreed-upon wording. Panelists werealso requested to ensure that their answers to the tenth "General
Impressions" question were forwarded for each of the curriculum projects.

Finally, the completed and finally typed panel reports and individual
responses were forwarded to all panelists for final certification andapproval_

4.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
,._. .WASHINGTON. D C 20550

OFFICE OF THE
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION

y

Mr. Albert Shanker
American Federation of Teachers
1012 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Shanker:

November 10, 1975

The Directorate for Science Education of the National Science Foundation
is undertaking a review and evaluation of 19 pre-college curriculum
development projects which it hopes to complete by January 31, 1976.

..)

The purposes of the evaluation are stated in my letters of October 23
and November 4 to our curriculum project leaders. I have enclosed a
copy of these letters as well as a list of the projects to be evaluated.
As part of this evaluation, we plan to assemble several advisory panels
for the week of'December 8-12, 1975 to examine and judge evidence concerning
these projects. We are asking a number of relevant organizations to assist
us in finding informed panelists. To insure an objective and informed
review, I would appreciate your nominating 6-10 individuals from your
membership whom you believe would be highly qualified to serve on the
panels.

The selected panelists will be asked to assess the scientific accuracy
and merit, the educational value, the suitability, need and general merit
of the instructional materials, and the effectiveness of management pro-
cedures. Panels will convene in Washington, D.C. December 8-12, 1975.
Each panel will be asked to review three to six projects.

Prior to the.Washington-meeting, panelists will receive descriptive
information concerning curricula they will be asked to judge. At the
Washington meetings the panels will synthesize individual and collective
points of view concerning the instructional materials.. The end product
will be written individual and panel reports to the Foundation evaluating
the projects on a number of important dimensions. We would also like the
panels to provide recommendations _oat the Foundation can use in determining
future development and dissemination plans.

5ac)
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The importance of this evaluation for American science education

cannot be overstated. It will be an important determinant of Foundation

priorities for the next several years. Since the time is short, I ask

that you get your nominees to us by November 15, 1975. We would welcome

receiving your nominations over the phone. It would be helpful if you

could provide information on the background and experience of each

individual. Please call Dr. Al Buccino collect with your nominations

at 202/282-7947.

If possible, I
would appreciate your listing the nominees in the order

you would recommend them to NSF. If you have substantive questions,

please feel free to call Ur. Buccino. He or one of the members of our

curriculum review task force will be happy to respond to questions.

Once we receive the nominations from each of the organizations we are,

contacting, we will make panel selections to obtain the variety of

perspectives necessary for a broad and rigorous evaluation. Our staff

will then contact the selected nominees directly.

Approximately 75 panelists will be needed for the evaluation. Those

selected as panelists will receive an honorarium of $75.00 per day for

their work as well as support for travel and per diem while they are in

Washington.

Although we may not be able to select representatives from every relevant

organization, we greatly appreciate your assistance in the sele.tion

process. We will send you the results of our evaluation when tt is

completed.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure

cc: Dr. Stever, Director, NSF
Dr. Hackerman, Chairman, NSB
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Acting As ista t rector

for Sci nce education
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ORGANIZATIONS INITIALLY CONTACTED FOR PANEL NOMINEES

a. SCIENTIST/MATHEMATICIANS

Dr. Robert W. Cairns
Executive Director
American Chemical Society
1155 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Philip, Handler
President

National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418

Dr. W. W. Havens, Jr.

Executive Secretary
American Physical Society
335 E. 45th Street
New York,-%:-! York 10017

Dr. H. J. Lewis
Director
Office of Information
National Academy of Thgineering
2101 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418

Dr. Hans O. Mauksch
Executive Officer

American Sociological Association
1722 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

b. PROFEScIONAL EDUCATORS

(1) EleMentary/Secondary Teachers

Dr. James Gates

National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics

1906 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22070

Dr. Jerry P. Lightner
Executive Director
National Assn. of Biology Teachers
1420 N Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005

5 ,E3 r,
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Mr. Mike A. Riley
Director

American Medical Association
1776 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dr. Mack Thompson
Executive Director
American Historical Association
400 A Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

Dr. Richard Trumbull
Executive Director
American Institute of Biological

Sciences
1401 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Mr. Dennis W. Weissman
Director

American Society for Medical
Technology

1725 De Sales Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

a

Dr. A. B. Willcox

Mathematical Association of P-erica
1225 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Mr. John Ryor
President

National Education Association
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 10026

Mr. Albert Shanker

American Federation of Teachers
1012 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
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Dr. Melba Phillips
Acting Executive Officer
American Association of Physics

Teachers
Drawer- AW

Stony Brook, New York 11790

(2) School Administcators

Dr. Byron W. Hansford
Council of Chief State School

Officers
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Owen Kiernan
Executive Director
National Association of Secondary

School Principals
1904 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

(3) Science/Mathematics Supervisors

Mr. Gordon Cawelti
Executive Director
Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Robert Silber
Executive Secretary
National Science Teachers
Association

1742 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Dr. William Pharis
Executive Director
National Assodiation of Elementary

School Principals
Executive and Editorial Offices
1801 N. Moore Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Dr. Paul B. Salmon
Executive Director
American Association of School

Administrators
1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Note: In addition to this one source, it was also anticipated that
supervisors would be recommended by the National Science
Teacher.; Association and the National Council for Teachers
of Mathematics.

(4) Science/Mathematics Educators in College Settings

Dr. John A. D. Cooper
President
Association of America Medical

Colleges

One DuPont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Eileen Jacobi
Executive Director
American Nurses Association
2420 Pershing Road ,

Kansas City, Missouri 64108
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Dr. Donald E. Marlowe
Executive Director
American Society for Engineering Education
One DuPont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Note: These sources were considered especially fruitful in the
identification of panelists for reviewof the Biomedical
Interdisciplinary Curriculum Project as well as TechnalogY,
People, Environment.

Dr. Eleanor Sheldon
Social Science Research Council
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Patrick Suppes
President

National Academy of Education
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

In addition to these sources, it was also anticipated that a number
of other, earlier mentioned groups would recommend college based
science and mathematics educators.

c. CHILD/ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALISTS

Ms. M. Block

Administrative Secretaq
American Group Psychotherapy

Associatior.

1865 Broadway, 12th Floor
New York, New York 10821

Dr. Marlon F. Langer
Executive Director
American Orthopsychiatric

Association, Inc.
1790 Broadway
New York, New York 10019

,Dr. Mark H. Lewin

Executive Director
American Board of Examiners of

Professional Psychology
185 Broad Street, East
Rochester, New York 14604

Dr. J. Russell
Executive Officer
American Educational Research
Association

1126 16th Street,'N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Melvin Sabshin
Medical Director

American Psychiatric Association
1700 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Exhibit B-2 (cont.)
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d. COMMERCIAL PUBLISHING REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. Thomas McKee
Vice President
Association of American Publishers
1 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016

e. INFORMED PUBLIC COMMUNITIES

1. Parents and other interested lay citizens

Mr. Alden G. Barber, Director
Boy Scouts of America
U.S. Highway #1
North Brunswick, New Jersey 08902

Mr. Seymour S. Berlin
Executive'Director
American Society for Public Adminis-

tration
1225 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Ronald Berman, Chairman
National Endowment for the Humanities

806 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

Ms. Mary M. Burch
Regional Director
Girl Scouts of America
1911 North Fort Myer Drive
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209

Mr. David Cohen
President, Common Cause
2030 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Ms. Joan Ganz Cooney
President
Children's Television Workshop

1 Lincoln Plaza
New York, New York 10023

583
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Mr. Robert M. Crum
Managing Director
National Congress of Parents
and Teachers

700 North Rush Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Mr. Walter Davis
Director, Department of Education
American Federation of Labor- -

Congress of Industrial'

Organizations
815 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Ms. Karen De Crow
Executive Director
National Organization for Women

National Office
5 South Wabash-Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 606Q3

Ms. Nancy Hanks, Chairman
National Endowment for the. Arts

806 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

Mr. William F. Hauck
National Adjutant
The Amerfcan Legion National
Organization

1608 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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Mr. Herbert E. Hoffman
Director

American 'Bar Association
1705 De Sales"Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Richard Lesher
President

Chamber of Commerce of U.S.A.
1615 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Mr. Carl L. Marburger
Senior Associate
National Committee for Citizens

in Education

Suite 410, Wild Lake Village Green
Columbia, Maryland 21044

2. School Board Members

Mr. Robert McBride
President

National Associati"ft.of State
Boards of Education

1500 Spring Lane
Wilmington, DelaWare 19809

f. OTHER SOURCES

,
Mr. Clarence Mitchell, Director
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People

Washington Bureau
733 - 15th Street, N.W.,Suite 410
Washington, D.C. 20002

Mr. Grant Shrum
&xecutive.Director
4-H National Foundation
7100 Connecticut Avenue
Chevy Chase; Maryland 20015

Mrs. Wakelee R. Smith
President General

Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dr. Harold V. Webb
Executive Director
National School Boards Association
P.O. Box 1496
Evanston, Illinois 60204

Two other major sources were tapued because of their broadly based repre-
sentation and prese _,influence on American education. It was anticipated
that these sources ,.could nrr;vide possible panelists that would fit into a
number of the already-mentioned categories. These sources are:

Dr. Roy H. Forbes
Director

National Association of Educational
Progress

700 Lincoln Tower
1860 Lincoln Street
Denver, Colorado 80203

Dr. Kenneth,P. Komoski
Executive Director
Educational Products Information
Exchange Institute

463 West Street
New York, New York 10014
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PANELIST SOURCES BY ORGANIZATION

Organization Panel Numbers

American Association of Physics Teachers 5 ,

American Board of Professional Psychology 1

American Educational Research Association 2

American Group Psychotherapy Association 4

American Historial Association 3

American Institute for the Biological Sciences '4, 5, 5, 6, 6

American Legion 6

American Orthopsychiatric Association 3

American Physical Soceity 4, b

American Psychiatric Association 5, 6

American Psychotherapy Association 5

American Society for Engineering Edutation 4

Amer.icU Society for Medical Technology 4

American Sociological Association 3

Assocation for.thefor.the Education of Teachers of Science 1, 4

Assocation of American Medical Publishers 7, 7, 7, 7
.

Common Cause, 2

Council of State Supervisors of Social Studies 3,.6

Daughters of Amei-ican Revolution 4

Educational Products Information Exchange ill 6

Local School Administration 3, 4, 4, 5, 6

Mathematical Association of America 1, 2, 2

National Assessment of Educational Progress 4

-National Association of Biology Teachers 6

National Association of EleMentary Principals lr-

National Association of Secondary School Principals 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

National Association of State School Boards .. 5

National Committee for Citizens in Educatttn 1, 3

National Congress of.Parents and Teachers 2, 3

National Council for Educational Excellence 3

National Council 'for the Social Studies . 3, 3

National Council for Teachers*of Mathematics 1, 1, 1,

4-H National Foundation ' -
5

Vatic:Trial Science Teachers Association 4, 4, 5,

Social Crience Research Council
..

3

iota] = 74*

* One panelist did not at ..Ur to illness.

'Exhibit B -3
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Geographic Distribution of Panelists

NORTHEAST - 19 MID EAST - 12

Massachusetss - 3
New 'Hampshire - 1

New Jersey,- 5
. New York* - 7.

Pennsylvania -

Vermont - 2

NORTH CENTRAL - 16

Illinois - 3
Indiana - 1

Michigan - 3
Minnesota - 6
Ohio - 3

District of Columbia - 6
Maryland - 2**
Virginia - 2
West Virginia - 2

SOUTHEAST - 7

Alabama - 1

Florida - 1

Georgia - 2
Mississippi - 1

North Carolina - 1

Tennessee - 1

CENTRAL. AND SOUTH CENTRAL - 10 WESTERN - 10

Iowa - 1

Kansas - 3
Missouri - J
South Dakota - 1

Texas - 4

Total = 74**

Arizona - 1

California - 5
Colorado - 2
Nevada - 1

Utah - 1

One New Yorker is on leave to a professional society from Kansas StateUniversity. The Society is based in New York.
** One p nelist who was chosen became ill and did not attend.
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, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON 0 C 20550

I.

TO: Panel Members

FROM: Acting Assistant Director for Science Education

SUB1): Pre-College Curriculum Review

The Science Education Directorate of the National Science

\\Foundltion is currently conducting a systematic review and

`valuation of 19 pre-college curriculum development projects.

.e will be convening panels of 6-10 members in Washington

durjng the week of December 8-12, 1975. Each panel will be

composed of members of the scientific, education, publishing,

and learning theorist communities as well as the lay public.

Th1 review will be based on the objectives stated in the

original proposal, the progress achieved to date, and the

products thus far available. We expect the panels to use

this evidence in evaluattnq each project's scientific merit,

educational v lue, need to education, implementation plan,

and the effectiveness of management and financial plans.

lhis evaluation w 11 play a'central role in determining the

future policy of _he National Science Foundation towards

curriculum development. I envision that the final report

of each panel will contain recommendations which will help

re in the process of decision making.

1
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1. IS THERE A GENUINE NEED FOR THESE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS?

Please consider the evidence package and other information you may possess in
answering the Iollowing questions: *

A. What are the project's efforts at needs assessment?

R. Are there any other documented and/or generally accepted needs for these
instructional materials?

C. How many pupils could these materials be expcted to reach?

i

D. Are there anv satisfactory
alternative instructional materials in this area?

F. Rlease noto additional questions and/or evidence you think important in
answering this question.

IN 'imp ,1_10G"HT AND RASED nN THE EVIDENCE-, HOW GREAT IS THE NEED FOR THESE INSTRUC-
TInNAL mATEPIP4s? HnP SOCIALLY SIGNIFICANT IS THE NEED? HOW SATISFACTORY IS THE
NEEDS ASSESSMENT? Please refer to the above ques.tions in developing your answer.
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2. IS THERE A MARKET FOR THESE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS? 1\

Please consider the evidence oacj-ge and other information which you may possess in

answering the following questir.s.

A. What ether products are available to meet the need?

B. I: there room for this product in the curriculum; that is, is Here a pre-

ei.sting slot for these instructional materials in a significant number of

school curricula plans, or will the adoption of these materials require a

reconceptualization of curricula plans?

C. How effective is the project's disceiuination plan? Will reliance neeu to be

placed on NSF for implementatio. monies?

O. What has been the free market (i.e., unsubsidized) response to the need that

these instructional materials are assigned to fill?

E. What is the likelihood that the product would he used if available (market

studies, publisher comitments)?

F. Please note additional qupstions and/or evidence you cnink important in answering

this question

IN YOUR JUDGMENT AND BASED ON THE EVIDENCE, HOW LARGE AND SIGNIFICANT IS ME MARKET

FOR THESE PISTRUCTIOFIAL MATERIALS? WHAT MOULD THE IMPACT OF THESE MEW INSTRUCTIONAL

MATERIALS BF ON THOSE ALREADY IN THE MARKET PLACE? Please refer to the above

.questions in developing your answer.

5 9
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3. DO THESE INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS POSSESS A CLEAR PURPOSE AND RATIONALE?

Please consider the evidence package and other information which you may possess inanswering the following questions:

A. What are the stated assumptions, values, and goals behind these instructionalmaterials?

B. What assumptions, values, and goals may be inferred directly from the instruct) nalmaterials themselves?

C. Is it reasonable to expect that instructional materials based on these assumptions,values, and goals will fill the need documented in question 1? Are therealternative assumptions, values, and goals that could generate materials tomeet that need'

D. Are the instructional
materials themselves cledr aorl understandable? Do theyform a cohesive package? Is the sequence of presentation clear?

E. !That is the rationale for the selection of individual curriculum modules (if thereare such)? Is it plausible?

F. Please note additional questions and/or evidence you think Important in answeringthis question.

IN YOUR 1U0c,!1ENT ;',NO RASED DN THE EVIDENCE, HOW CLEAR AND PERSHASIVE IS THE PLIRP0c)EAND RATIONALE OE THFSF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS? 110,1 NFL ,DO THE IM1 ICIT AND TM ICITvw.IPT:ms, H--, AHD qcnIc M/'1(11 THI INcTRIICTInNAL MATERIALS) Please refer tothe above rilictions in developino your answer
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4. IS THE CONTENT OF THESE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT?

Please consider the evidence oackage and other information which you may possess in

answering the following questions:

A. To what degree are the instructional materials scientifically accurate?

B. To what degree are the instructional materials scientifically current?

C. Is the content of these instructional materials aimed towards training futur

scientists or aimed toward a scientifically literate population?

40.

D. 'That portion of the discipline, and approach to the discipline, is represented

by these instructional materials?

E. Please note additional questions and/or evidence you think important inanswering

this question.

IN YOR JUDTI!UT ANN fIASET) ON THF EVIDENCE, TO WHAT DEGREE ARF THESE INSTRUCTIONAL--

MATERIALS sCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT?
Please refer to the above questions in developing

your answer.
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5. IS THE CONTENT OF THESE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS EDUCATIONALLY SOUND?

Please consider the evidence pacEage and other information which you may possess inanswering the following questions:

A. Do you anticipate any adverse reactions to these instructional materials fromteachers, staff, parents, or pupils"? Are there any especially favorablereactions which may also be anticipated?

R. Does the content/approach present any special cognitive, offe(tive, or psycho-
motor difficulties for the students at the age and development level targeted?Does the content/approach demonstrate innenuitv or possess special ormlisein its tailorin(i to learning styles and types?

C. Are the-e an/ ,student for Aom this content/approach should not he used? digrfor whom it woild be particularly effective")

D. 'hat are the instrg(tion11 materials' stra'olir-, for with value-ldAnareas? ,Ite th,P7 adequate? Are they oart,lcul,Irly Irlprrivo or Ingnlou?

E. ,iditinnal questions and/or evtdenco ynu thin important in answerinqthis question.
J

(1'; FV1UP:cr, 111Vi IHi fn!';11111 lj 111IVIR':(110V,1 r[PT:.1c cDrulTIO!!Al Pl«.71 r "r to Ho ohovo 0110',1
in developInfl vci!ir
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6. ARE THE PROPOSED AND ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES OF THE 'INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS DESIRABLE?

Please consider the evidence package and other information which you may possess in

answering the following questions: Jo,

at are the anticipated impacts of these instructional materiok on all consumers:
1
s Adents, teachers, school districts, etc.?

B. Which of the intended effects would you expect to he ieAlzfil dS d result of using

these materials?

N

C. Ighat unintended effects might you anticipate as'a result of usi.ng these materials?

D. Is the content and, approach of these materials fair; are they free of sex, racial,

ethnic, and relioious bias or stereotyping?

E. 'That are the important process features (i.e., outcomes not derived from the

content of the instructional materials but from other features such as method

-of instruction) of these instructional materials?

F. Please note additional questions and/or evidence you think important in answering

this question.

IN 'OMR JUDGMENT AND RASED ON THE IVIOINCE, TO UHAI,DEUff APE MC PrOPMED AND

ATICIPATED OUTFOMI c OF THESE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS DESIRMILE? Please refer

to the above questions in developing your answer.
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7. DO THESE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS PRESENT IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEMS FOR THE SCHOOLS?

Please Consider the evidence package and other information which you may possess inanswering the following questions:

A. Is special training needed by teachers to use these instructional materialseffectively? What type of training?

B. Do these materials pose any special problems for pyitino organizational structurewithin the schools?

C. Are the costs of these new instructional materials realistic?

D. Do the new instructional materials require any special learning resources?

E. Will the new in- ,tractional
materials require school districts to establish optionalclasses for those who do not wish to use the new materials; e.g., are the materialsvalue-laden, designed for bright students, etc.?

F. Please no!te additional questions and/or evidence vau think important in answeringthis question.

IN YflUR JUDc"FNT AND BASED ON THE EVIMCF, '!HAT RARRIEPS [ MENTATION ARE PRE-SENTED RY-THE(4- INWRHCTIONAL MATERIAIS? HOU GREAT ARE THESE PARRIERS? HOU MUCHHELP wnuLo SCHOOL DISTRICTS NEED TO IMPLEMENT THESE INS1RUCTIONAL MATERIALS( Pleaserefer to the above questions in developing your answer.
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8. ARE THE COSTS FOR IMPLEMENTING THESE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS REASONABLE?

Please consider the evidence package and other information which you may possess in

answering the following questions:

A. What are the expected total dollar costs for implementing these instructional

materials (e.g., materials for learners, teachers, staff, training personnel,

install-Rion, etc.)?

B. What are the costs of continuing use of the instructional materials; are there

"refill" needs, support service costs?

C. What other ways might the school district spend money to meet the same need?

D. What are the, expected costs of comparable instructional materials?

E. What non-fiscal costs might be involved, e.g., psYcholoical/sociar?

F. Please note additional questions and/or evidence you think important in answering

this question.

IN YOUR JUDGMENT AND BASED ON THE EVIDENCE, TO WHAT °EWE ARE THE COSTS OF IMPLEMENTING

THESE MATERIALS REASONABLE? Please refer to the above questions in developing your

answer.

5 I
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9. IC T4 MANAGEMENWRGANILATION PLAN ADEQUATE FOR PRODUCING THESE INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS?

Please consider the evidence package and other information whi(h you may possess in
answering the fol lowing questions:

A. Has there beeri adequate opportunity for all interested parties (Scientists,
educators, lay people) to provide input into development of these mater -gals?

B. Are there adequate internal mon rino procedures for the project?

C. Are there adequate external (independent) evaluation procedures for the project?

O. Does the projeLt seem to he top heavy administratively? Does the project seem to
be tuo thinly administered?

E. Is the project staff providing adequate information to NSF and other interested
parties?

F. Please note additional question', and/or eviden e you think important in answering
this question.

IN YOUR awIrmT /An ')N THE IVIUNCE, HOJ APPPATT /1Rr TIP PANA(dMFNT/ORGAN-
NATION HAN', UI THI5 PROJI[I2 Ple,r;n refer to tie n Arnie querdimr, in developing
your answer.
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10, 'MAT APF YOUR GINE-PAL IfTRESSIONS OF THE EHRRECULIIM? IIHAT ARC YOUR PERSONAL.

FEELINES APOUT TIT VALUES, CONTINr, APPUOACH ANN pmsliu USE Or THESE

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS? UOHLD YOU' MAKE ANY RicommimATInns TO Thr 1PROJECT

STAFF; FOR EXVPLE, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL REVISION, DISSEMINATION OR

MANAGEMENT PLAN?

__.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHIN(JTON, D 2C;5:

MEMORANDUM
December 5, 1975

itEMSERS OF THE PANEL conrosm OF PUBLISHERS' REPRESENTATIVES ARE ASKED70 ADDRESS THE ronowm OULSTIONS:

1. What impact has the funding practices of NSF's pre-college
implementation program had on the supported educational
materials and their publishers?

2. What has Federal funding (and, specifically, NSF funding)
for curriculum development added to education that might not
normally have occurred in the commercial sector? Does
,Federa' funding inhibit the growth of the commercial sector?

2
\,

3. Are thAre better ways ror tar to support curriculum develop-
ment by working more closely and directly with publishers?

4. What is the economic status of th Industry? Can hey now
support curriculum R&D projects f reasonable,sizes.

5. If not, what are the barriers to more R&D in the private
sector? ____

Exhibit 6 -6
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October 23, 1975

r:ef: PES75-0??13

Or. Richard V. Andrec
Physical Science Center
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Dear Dr. Andree:

As you know, the National Science Foundation has.receptly been

reorgani7cd. The Science Education Directoeate of the National
Science roundation Is reorganized effective October 31. As a.

necessary correlate of the reorganization, we are examining and

reassessing priorities for science education. As part of this

examination I have directed our staff and associated consultant
reviewers /o carry out a systematic review and evaluation of our
sixteen activepre-college curriculum development projects. I

have specified that the review cover the scientific merit, the

educational value, and the effectiveness of management and.finan-

cial procedures.

Our review will be based on the objectives stated in the original

proposal, the progress achieved to date, and the products thus far

available. Our intent Is to carry out the review with the ,best
information currently available from your project, and not have

you create or submit any new material. In some cases your

program manager may not have all current materials. I would

appreciate your sending all materials not in our possession as

soon as possible, whatever their current state of development.

This review is also responsive to the Congressional directive

from the House Appropriations Com'iittee ((louse Report 94-313) in

reference to our 197( budget. This directive states that we must

develop-a clear statement of national needs and a clear rationale

for those curriculum projects we wish to carry to the implementation

phane. Our review is intended to-help us develop the required

statements of need and the associated rationales. in addition,

the house Sciencrl and Technology Committee, which authmrizes the

roundation's programs, is engaged in a review of the roundation's

overall pre collene curriculum implementation policy (see House

Report 94 44). Thul, we need systematic information on the status

of all our projects.

63i
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c

Dr.
Alkr
Richard V. Andree

2.

The HatIonaLScieiice Board (163), our chief policy-making body,
also dIrectrNd, in -June 1975 that "prior to undertaking full*scale
Alisseminatien and assistance activities for PSF-developatviterials,
usr should undertake a careful review to ensure that the proposed
subject-evrt-t-e-tf-Fts-willitrireaso-n-atite-11-Mits or norm with respect to
educational values and that the scientific content Is accurate."

I 'have instrycted our staff to carry out the review of alt projects
In a timely and effective manner. The review will be carried out,by
several panels of scientists, educators, and informed representatives
of the public. We_pxpect to complete this review In the next two
months'and will Inrorm you as soon as possible about Its outcome.

r.To permit our Directorate tine to schedule Ito activities In resronsc
to the mandate, as well as to carry out our review In a rigorous
and syster,atic mannfi'r,1 am requesting that you evaluate the impact
of this review on your publication plans and schedules and Inform us
as soon as possible. It will be necessary that the review be completed
before any additional publi6tIon or printing of materials is under-
taken. Therefore, I am requesting you advise us of the actions yOu
will take 'o assist us In ImpleMenting the review. I an also requesting
that you rialm contingency plans for incorporating the results of the
review in your protect and Inform us of these.

Sincerely,

cc:Dr. Stever
Dr. AtHnnon
Dr. HaeLernan

591
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nr. Jack Churchill
Education Development Center
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Dear Mr. Churchill:

November 4-,

Ref: FING4-00029

As you know, the National Science Foundation has recently been

reorennizeJ. The Science Education Directorate of till National

Science Foundation is reorganized effective October 31. As a

necessary correlate of the reorganization, we are examining and

reassessing priorities for science education. An a part of this

examination I have directed our staff and associated consultant

reviewers to carry out a systematic review and evaluation of our

sixteen active pre-college curriculum development projects. I

have also directed the staff to extend the review to three pro-

jects no longer technically active, but whose materials are

relevant/to our general reassessment. Your project is one of

these. I have specified that the review cover the scientific

merit, the educational value, and the effectiveness of management

and financial procedures.

Our review will be based on the objectives stated in the original

proposal, the progress achieved to date, and the products thus far

available.' Our intent is to carry out the review with the best

information currently available from your project, and not have

you create or submit any tiew-Matorial. In some cases your NSF

program manager may sot have all current materials. I would

appreciate your sending all materials not in our pease:mien as

soon as possible, whatever their current state of development.

This review is also responsive to the Congrensional directive from

the Mouse Appropriations Committee (house Report 94-313) in

reference to our 1976 budget. This directive (Antes that we must

develop a clear statement of national needs and a clear rationale

for those curriculum projects we wish to carry to the implementation

phase. Our review is intended to help us develop the required

statements of need and the associated rationales. In addition,

the Nouse Science and Technology Committee, which authorizes the
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Mr. Jack Churchill
2.

Foundation's programa, is engaged in a review of the Foundation's
overall pre-college curriculum implementation policy (see louse
Report 94-44). Thus, we need systematic information on the status
of "all our projects.

The National Science Board (fl 1i), our chief policy - raking body,
also directed in June 1975 that "prior to undertaking full-scale
dissemination and assistance activities for NSF-developed materials,
NSF should undertake a careful review to ensure that the proposed
subject matter fits within reasonable limits or norm with respect to
educational values and that the scientific content is accurate."

I have instructed our staff to carry out the review of all projects
in a timely and effective manner. The review will be carried out by
several panels of scientists, educators, and informed representatives
of the public. We expect to complete this review in the next two
months and will inform you as soon as possible about its outcome.

To permit our Directorate time to schedule its activities in response
to the NSB mandate, as well as to carry out our review in a rigorous
and syatenatic canner, I an requesting that you evaluate the iMpact
of this review on your publication plans and schedules and inform us
as soon ns possible. It will be necessary that the review be completed
before any publication or release of materials in undertaken. Therefore,
I am requesting you advise us of the actions you will take to assist us
in implementing the review. I am also requesting that you make
contingency plane for incorporating the results of the review in your
project and inform us of these.

Sincerely,

SIGN,70

Narvey Averch
Acting Ansintant Director

for Science Education

cc1Dr. Stever
Dr. Atkinson.
Dr. Nackerman

(Identical letter sent to attached list of addressees)
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
A5HINGTON

nst

C.-I I' no ntt
to.gf TOR

I 0,7 ro ()I r A*ION

Dr. Zalman P..Usiskin
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois 60637

DearDr. Usiskin:

November II, 1975

I am writing to keep you informed about the evaluation of all technically
active pre-college curriculum development projects which I directed in
my letters of October 23 or November 4. We are making steady progress
on the logistical and substantive aspects of the evaluation. Our panelswill meet in Washington during the week of December 8-12, 1975. Although
I do not think it possible to have the panels conduct site visits
during these particular evaluations, I hope that you, or a senior
member of your staff, will be available that week to answer phone call,
from panel members. Depending on the panel's preference and your own
schedule, panelists may wish to discuss your project with'you in
Washington. We do, however, plan future site visits as a regular part
of our evaluation system.

I am enclosing the general charge to the panels, the partitular sets of
curricula each panel will examine, and the questions we will ask. These
ten questions are directly relevant td our future decisions in both
curriculum development and implementation. Many of our awardees have
asked if they could submit material for review. I invite you to submit
ordered written material presenting

your project's perspective and view-
point relative to our ten questions. We can use a concise statement of20 pages or less. Since such statements will be sent to our panelists
prior to the meetings,

I would like to have 10 copies by November 24.

I would also like individual panelists to be able to review some
representative materials from your project prior to coming to Washington.
I would appreciate your selecting two or three representative examples
of instructional materials and to forward 10 copies to me also by
November 24, 1975. If you have not yet done so, I would appreciate your
sending one copy of all materials not in our possession designed for
current or future trials or for market.
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I
realize that these requests may plaCe a burden on you and your

staff. But I know you will agree with me that current statPments and

perceptions from project directors, as well as instructional materials,

are important evidence for an informed and systematic review and

evaluation.

Please call Dr. Alphonse Buccino at 202/282-7947 if you have any

questions. He or one of the members of our curriculum review task

force will be happy to ansNer them.

Enclosures

cc: Dr. Stever
Dr. Hackerman
Dr. Atkinson

60V
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Sincerely yours,

,-11..A41010.4U.A.
Harvey Aver I:r.

LActing Assi,tant Director

for Scien , Education
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20550

n.sf

ornct or TI4r
ASSISTANT °lett (- TOR

FOR SCIFNCE EMICATION

MEMORANDUM November 26, 1975'

TO : ,Pre - College Curriculum Review Panelists

FROM: Acting Assistant Director for Science Education

We are very pleased that you will be able to serve .as a panelist for the

National Science Foundation's pre-college curriculum review and evaluation.

This memorandum is designed to serve three purposes. First, it provides

you with information about the travel, housing and working arrangements

for the panel meetings. Second, it serves ae'nn introduction to the

enclosed matcrLtls that, hopefully, you will find useful in your role As

a panelist; and third, it describes your duties as a panelist in thest,

reviews.

All panelists will convene in Room 651 at the Science Education Directorate,

5225 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. at 9:00 A.M. Monday, December 8,

1975, at which time they will receive a general briefing and charge. They

will adjourn at 3:00 P.M. on Friday, December 12. Unld%Mou have notified

us to the contrary, we will make reservations for you at th a nn,

5520 Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, Maryland (just a short walk from t

Science Education offices). The hotel rate is $21 for a single and $29

for a double plus tax. The reservations will befrom Sunday nigh (7th)

until Thursday night (11th). If you are coming to,Washington by air ,

have requested an open ticke, from the 17.oundation, the open ticket shoul

arrive under separate cover from our travel office. You will have to make

your own travel reservations. Since the meeting starts on Monday morning

it would be best to-arrive in Washington by Sunday evening.

The Foundation will provide you with a $75 pet-day honorarium, per diem

covering the hotel plus $14 a day for meals., not to exceed a total of

$37, as well as your travel expenses. Expenses must be itemized and

receipts are required for hotel and transportation. A Foundation repre-

sentative will be on hand to assist'you in completing your voucher. Since

613
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a

the amount of work to he accomplished in Washington is great and the time
is short., the Foundation is also prepared to provide $130 for two days
of study time ptior to your arrival in Washington. In this wov, we hope
that all panel memberS will come to Washington fully prepared to deal with
the substantive issues.

The enclosed materials deserve a brief explanation; they should provide
background information about the curriculum development projects which
your panel will be reviewing. We are asking that each panel use the ten-
questions shown in Inclosure 1 in reviewing their assigned curriculumprojects. In order to aid you in answering these questions we have assembled
and enclosed "evidence packages" for each of the projects that you will be
reviewing. Each package contains, where applicable, three items:

1. A summary of the project, as originally designed and
funded, prepared by NSF, members.

2. The Principal Investigator's response to the set of
questions in Enclosure 1.

3. Two or three representative instructional materials
from the project.

Complete sets of ins_ructional materials will be available in Washington
for your review. During this same time you will be able to talk with
project staff via phone or in person.

Panels were selected to he representative of a broad spectrum of private
and professional interests and responsibilities. We want each panel
member to give thought to all ten, questions on each of their assigned
projects. llowever, recognizing the difficulty of preparing panel repor s
in a very short time, we are asking that individual panel members assum
responsibility for two questions. With other panelists assigned to the
same questions, we would like you to prepare a response that reflects
group judgments, both agreements and disagreements.

The chart on the attachment to this letter reflects the tentative assip
ments that we have made. On the chart you can see the panel membershi
as well as the groups that recommended each panelist for service. In
addition, you can note the specific curricula that we are asking you to
review .as well as identify your NSF panel facilitator. This chart also
contains the questions you have been specifically assigned. We have
made attempts to tom pairs or triads of panelists with specific assign-
ment to questions. This strategy means that you and one or two other
panelists will be ased to prepare written documentation of the panel's
findings on those questions. The staff and I will address the entire
group of panelists on Monday morning.

614
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Should you have any questions or difficulties arise before then please

contact your panel facilitator. Feel free to call collect to the NSF

offices. We are looking forward to a productive meeting and again

thank you for your willingness to participate.

Enclosures

P.S. Please bring enclosures to tht meeting.

61v
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MEMORANDUM'
December 1, 1975

TO : Pre-College Curriculum Review Panelists - Publishers' Representalivt

FROM: . Acting Assistant Director for Science Education

We are very pleased that you will be able to serve as a Nnelist for the
National !-Science Foundation's pre-college curriculum review and evaluation.
This memorandum is designed to serve three purposes. First, it provides you
with information about the travel, housing and working arrangements-for thepanel meetings. Second, it serves as an introduction to the enclosed materials
that, hopefully, von will find useful in your role as. a panelist; and third, it
describes your duties as a nanelist in these reviews.

All panelists will convene in Room 651 at the Science Educa Directorate,
5225 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. It 9:00 A.M Jav, December 8,
1975, at which time they will receive a general briefing and coarge. Due to the
special nature of the panel of publishers' representatives, we expect you can
complete your work by 5:00 P.M., Tuesday, December 9. Unless you have notified
us to the contrary, we will make reservations for you at the Holiday Inn,
5520 WkconSin Avenue, Chevy Chase,' Maryland (just a short walk from the' Science
Education offices). The hotel rate is $21 for a single and $29 for a double
plus tax. These reservations will be from Sunday night (7th) until lhursday
night (11th). If you are coming to Washington by air and have requested an open
ticket from the Foundation, the open ticket should arrive under separate cover"from our travel office. You will have to make your own travel reservations.
Since the meeting .tarts on Monday morning it would be hest to arrive in
Washington by Sunday evening.

The Foundation will provide you with a $75 per day honorarium, per diem covering
the,hotel plus Sl4 a day for meals, not to exceed a total of $37, .rc well as
your travel expenses. Expenses must be itemi7ed and receipts are reltared fur
hotel and traw.portation. A Foundation representative will he on hand to assist
vnu in completing your voucher. Since the amount of work to he accomplished in
Washington is great and the time is short, the Foundation is also prepared to
provide $75 for one day of study time prior to your arrival in Washington. In
this way, we hope that all panel members will come to Washington fully prepared
to deal with the substAntive issues.

the enclosed materials deserve a brief explanation; they should provide back-
ground information about the curriculdmidAvelopment projects which your panel

it)
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-p,s1,u1,-,cut to questipns. Ihic-'strateg meAnu that iou and one or two

other pinelt'<ts he a',1.ced to prepare written docermuit It ion (4- the panel'',

findin:,, on Hee,' ,,taff and Addre,,s the entire group of

paneli,,tz, on 'IondaJ mottling.

Should ...oh }Live In, que,=!t o't dit f icul i(', hrtore then p 1 cA se cont. t

your pAnel f.t :litAt(er., feel tree to (Ail Collett to the N:-T office',. Po Are

lool,111" forucrd to a productive meeting and ai'ain thank von lor ``our willingnecs

to part i+ It e.

(
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PANEL 7

InterXisciplin,iry Science instiuctional System

technology-People-Environment

All Panelists Recommended by Association of Americ an Publishers

Mr. William Moore

Executive Lditor, Science School Department
670 Vest Fnd Avenue, Apt. 8F
New York, New York 10025

Ir. Carl Gu111sh

Lxekutive Editor, Science
Silver Burdett
25(1 Janos Strait

Mortislown, New Jersey 07960

I/
Mrs. Norma Markson
Executive Editor
Urbana Programs Departmeat,
HottiOitou-Mifflin
1 Be.icon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02107

Mr. lack, DoWaard

Executive Editor, Science Division
201 Creekside Drive
Palo Alto, California 94306

QUESTIONS 1, 2, 7, 8

PANLE FACILIFA1OR

Alphonse Bur( inn
0ffiro of Program Interr,ition
National Science Foundation
(202) 282-7941
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Notice of Meetings

EEDERAL REGISTER, VOL. 40. N^. 226 -- FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1975

5 CM7

AD HOC ADVISORY PANEL ON
CURRICULUM DEVELOPtAENT

Notice o(Occ; termination

The Nat'l-lend c Found lton IS 1,-
tnt)11`111M1 the Ad Ifo,`' Atht.,ky 011.

Cum( 11-N f. Ioi tin :It in ic -)1(1,1116e
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t (Pith T 9'. -4631 and the 0:11ee of

'.1 matt awl Ihicl,t.'t Cneidor Ni:
A 61. Itti cJ It ti cleVi mined the
.ill 11',c To' l'atiel on C1:111.
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clutn, none cd1111011Ilie Nat tonal
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I.21, r 1 ,...eindation Act cil lt,70 as

. ,11,11(IT d ,T1 ct other ani6116..abIe 1,v . '1 IIn
S cow-Antal ,,.11

the ',of.: of Mon.0 intitt and 1'.161et.
1 of l'antl Ad Hoc Acki:01y

l'.1,:f 1 en 1k% elopincl,i

2. Purr) '10 evantine and
!.11 .

1,11,11.'e (AEI' alum In
1.11 -c 61:el c colt ultim Won-

in, . on the b,o,r, of ,T lent ine
nit it, t tional ...able, and rttr(IItC-
t" in 11.16,inent a.nd finalic 1 it I,1.)-
,

6 T . '11.e 1' Tilts of the t,,11,.,11n
:tir t I be plc coted to Comcie. , 1 r.b-

i .1 .1%

!'.' the Dafe, of E,101,11 11110 rat

rtnels ( IT -

.,11t I. Olt t:t c 1:111 1, TI

N. I'll flea I)11, II:( '

C :IOW , of C' " 111.1'.11.;

I Wu' 11):1 klo III :I I: LIT I-
' 'V., 1110 1)11111 '' I

11',6, I ir 41 pc Hod nr,t, tscr6d f,,ur

I ;II' /LP Thr Ad Hoc tc114.61ty
nel r t (..'11,1..1111:in

,41+11,1, fl oi
1,:f1.11 IT 6 'cif hom the title

.11,1 p.' hei
1-, r hdtt dr ve r Pei

I T
.'nil 116511 mint inr_cl ni

t T,I the i tic 'I hole tk ,Ti

It '1 (II Ca' 11.k i. r,1

ii en 111, t, 11' 6,11 T

5; P.p. 1 r)i). rttf.on II,1` 1,0.1
lki )(I. '.1.11 1 I. I . .1
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' 1,i
.1:,1 it. 0,,A.
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Al) HOC ADVISORY PANEL ON
CUliICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Meeting

In ileconlance xtith tlrc Fedet ,i1 Ad-
%Ioiy Committee Act 1' L 92-463, the

:....Ante Foundation annotinc,
the ITAlov,ii , meeting:

haler II', r'
11111 1,1,111. 1) ('c U, . 11

r 12, I'3 1 foie a P. on I , .1 ,
hut I'ni C .1, V.1 not 't1 As. nn

L 1..11, DC 1)0' p owl Rill
Ito sol,panell r do

5130S

over I,s 4111 1,e rt1,1,0ti-1,e1 tlorlkr'" I .n T le c 'If
: rir 1+,,, r (-,s V.' .1' - '

A ., iv,. I 01 'It t kr ,1
I 'II .;1`,,n it RI re tf,t11101 11

hi! !IC' WorI,(11. 12 1.1

k er hie
r, . rr1 -IT

c, I ri
it Po, !Ay:. of .letallic

to r 1,1 .11 11,1 and 1 'N't
11.11 I , :HI T111,11. la' pre.f fiftf, 11.(
rf .1; : the , 1 am to by !kr,ti.t..1
I...( ' '11111'. 1)m

A ,.eh 1P1119- toe r ientni t clot) CI Oil
,V) n c1 ) 9 I "'III loriffffr -

C : I ',at -if, 1 fd ithec rf the cc .1,.'
k i, 11 f/' ''Id Cr f u 1.

1"
'I he cf the 5-0..'t ince()'-
tll rot t 6.1 v Llf`r, r f-1,:15 if the

Ord-M(4 111 l e . ii*. e v . I I I I t e 1 9 pre-
roIler,c (l i iv uhint de; rIvment pt rue(

Gait A tt",.
:Jur, cr.

1"+')1( '.iii a 19, 197

in: P 75 11612 11 2f) 7.5 ^ a-il
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OTF ICF OF THE
ASSISTAN7 DIRE'-;OR

FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION

MEMOPANDUM

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON 0 C: 2055(;

December 8, 1975

To: Pre-College Curriculum RiewIPanelists

rt'SCP
From: Acting Assistant Dire

Subject: Release of Information
.//

We are planning to make the following data available to you if you need them:

1. The complete original proposal submitted by the grant applicant to
Nsr, plus addenda that may have been submitted in the award process.

t Awarded propo als and addenda to fund dissemination and training
activities wit respect to developed curricula.

3. Curriculum conf rence reports.

4. Developer's and progress reports.

5. Existing NSF formative and summative evaluations.

6. Third party formative and summative evaluations.

7. Memoranda and correspondence between NSF program officers and project
directors.

8. Project progress reports.

I am satisfied that the eight items above can be released for this evaluation
without injury to any important interests. As already discussed we cannotmake available the verbatim peer reviews. These were acquired under con-
ditions of confidentiality to'the extent permitted by law. Substantive
.summaries of the' reviews have already been made available.

Panelists themselves are here because they are aware of alternative
curricula to those developed by NSF. We hope you will bring your expertise
to bear on the issue's of needs and markets, since these are questions we
have specifically requested that you address.
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